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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE FIFTY-SIXTH (OPENING) MEETING 

held on Thursday, 22 April 1976, at 10 a.m. 

Chairman: Mr. NAHLIK (Poland) 

OPENING STATE~mNT BY THE CHAIRMAN 

1. The CHAIRMAN welcomed the members of the Committee, the members 
of the Internatio'nal Committee of the Red Cross and the two new 
Legal Secretaries. After paying a tribute to all who had 
contributed to the work of the Committee in the past, he expressed 
his hopes for the success of the present session. 

ORGANIZATION OF HORK 

2. The CHAIRMAN noted that the General Committee and the President 
of the Conference had expressed the wish that the work of the 
Conference should be concluded at the present session. The Main 
Committees were accordingly expected to complete their work by 
21 May, i.e. in a period of some four and a half weeks. If 
Committee II was to achieve that aim, it would have to work faster 
than at the second session. 

3. In the past its work had gene~ally proceeded in five phases 
first, initial consideration of an article of the draft Protocols 
by the plenary Committee; secondly~ consideration by a working 
group; thirdly, report of the working group to the Committee; 
fourthly, consideration by the ~rafting Committee; and fifthly, 
report of the Drafting Committee to the plenary Committee. To save 
time, the Committee might drop either the working group phase or 
the Drafting Committee phase, reducing the total number of stages 
to three. 

4. The Committee should not try and do all the work by itself, 
since there were others on whose services it could call - the 
language services, a.nd the Drafting Committee of the ConferencE'. 
Above all, it should not seek to go over old ground, but should 
start afresh from where it had left off at the second session. It 
would be remembered that under rule 32 of the rules of procedure, 
when a proposal had been adopted or rejected it might not be 
reconsidered unless the Conference, by a two-thirds majority of the 
representatives present and voting, so decided. He would naturally 
be bound to apply t~12.t rule should any request be made for the 
reconsideration of a text which had been adopted. 
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5. There were five subjects on which the Committee had begun work 
at the second session but had not yet come to a conclusion: first, 
the question of medical transport; secondly~ the annex to draft 
Protocol I containing regulations concerning the identification and 
marking of medical personnel~' units and means of transport ~ and 
civil defence personnel~ equlpment and means of transport; thirdly, 
the question of the missing and the dead; fourthlY3 civil defence; 
and~ fifthly~ the definitions covered by article 8 of draft 
Protocol I and article 11 of draft Protocol II. 

6. As regards the first~ he proposed to resume work on the 
question at the present meeting~ with a view to completing it as far 
as,~Qssibleby the morning of Monday ~ 26 April. Nine of the . 
thirteen articles in draft Protocol I concerning the question of 
medical transport had been adopted) leaving articles 24~ 25, 31 and 
32 to be considered further. On the second subject~ the Technical 
Sub-Committee would be convened on the afternoon of 26 April and 
he would be grateful if its report could be submitted to the 
Committee. within a week or ten days. It would meet only in the 
afternoons~ so that the Committee could discuss the third or the 
fourth subject during the mornings of that week. He suggested that 
the subject of definitions should be deferred until it was known 
whether any new definitions would be added to article 8 of draft 
Protocol I and article 11 of draft Protocol II. 

7. Finally~ the time-table for the questions that had not yet 
been tackled might be decided later, in the light of the progress 
made on the five he had mentioned. 

8. Mr.• SCHULTZ (Denmark) asked when draft Protocol I, Part IV, 
Section II - Relief in favour of the civilian population - and the 
corresponding articles of draft Protocol II would be considered. 

9. The CHAIRMAN replied that the articles mentioned by the 
representative of Denmark would not be considered until all 
preceding articles had been dealt with. 

10. Mr. SAD! (Jordan) said that if the Committee wished to 
comple,te its work by the time suggested it would be advisable to 
reduce the number of phases in the consideration of articles from 
five t'o three~ as suggested by the Chairman. 

11. The CHAIRMAN, welcoming the representative of Jordan's comment, 
said that subsidiary bodi:es on individual articles should only be 
set ~p if they prove~ absolutely necessary, as in the case of 
article 18 bis of draft Protocol I. On those articles~ a working 
group would again have to be established, with the same membership 
as at the second session. 
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12. Mr. URQUIOLA (Philippines) said that his delegation would 
submit an amendment in connexio:1 with the ques '~ion of civil defence. 

13. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany) said that consultations 
were taking place on draft Protocol I, new Section Ibis 
Information on the victims of a conflict and remains of deceased 
so that it would be premature for a decision to be taken on the 
matter for the time being. 

14. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) said that preliminary 

discussions were now in progress on various items and that it was 

hoped to be able to report in due course that a consensus had been 

reached on each item. 


15. Mr. MARTIN (Slilitzerland) asked whether it was intended that 

there shculd be a general discussion of Part IV of draft Protocol I 

on the morning of 26 April and of the annex to that draft Protocol 

on the afternoon of the same day. 


16. The CHAIRMAN said that Part IV would be discussed in the 

plenary Committee. The Technical Sub-Committee would meet to 

discuss the annex in the afternoon of 26 April. 


17. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) asked whether the Committee was supposed 
to complete discussion of draft Protocol I, articles 24, 25, 31 and 
32 by the end of the current week or whether the Committee would 
interrupt its consideration of th9m in order to discuss the question 
of civil defence. . 

18. The CHAIRMAN, replying, referred to the report of Committee II 
on its second session (CDDH/221/Rev.l). If the Drafting Committee 
submitted its report on the question of medical transport the 
follovling day, Committee II should be able to dispose of the item 
in time to take up the question of civil defence during the week 
beginning 26 April. 

The programme of worl{ outlined by the Chairman was adopted. 

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOLS I AND II (CDDH/1) (continued) 

Draft Protocol I 

Article 24 - Other medical ships and craft (CDDH/221/Rev.l) 

19. Mr. SANDOZ (International Committee of the Red Cross) said 
that the article needed simplifying. Only a legal expert could 
understand it in its present form (CDDH/221/Rev.l, p. 131). 
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20. Further~ prov1s10n should be made for the protection of life
boats us~d for'th~ transport of shipwrecked persons. ~ new 
paragraph or article might be added stipulating that a lifeboat of 
a ship, craft or aircraft should be respected and protected and 
should'have,the right to use the distinctfve emblem provided it was 
carrying only shipwrecked persons who refrained from any act of 
ho~tility, in ac60rdance with article 8, sub-paragraph (b) of d~aft 
Protocol I. 

21. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) said he understood that lifeboats 
were already generally protected under international law. If that 
was 'not the general understanding~ however, such protection should 
be '~tipulated. He would be interested to hear the views of other 
delegations on the existing law. 

22. Mr. SANDOZ (International Committee of the Red Cross) fully 
agreed that lifeboats were protected under existing internationa.l 
la.~ The point at issue, however, was that they should be 
authorized to use the distinctive emblem. Lifeboats had been 
attacked during the Second World War because they had not been 
identified as such by the attacker. 

23. Mr. DEDDES (Netherlands) asked whether ICRC was in a position 
to sUbmit a formal proposal for consideration by the Working Group 
or the Drafting Committee. 

24. Mr. SADI (Jordan) said that it would be difficult to enforce 
appiication of the ICRC proposal in practice. He would welconie 
further clarification. 

25. Mr. FRUCHTERMAN (United States of America) agreed with the 
United Kingdom representative's comments. It might be difficult to 
mark the craft in question permanently~ since boats carried on 
ships were used for varlous purposes. There could be a provision 
that when used as lifeboats they could be so marked. 

26. Paragraph 3 as drafted mifPt conflict with the terms of the 
second, Geneva Convention of 1949} Article 22 of which required 
notification of the names and descriptions of hospital ships ten 
days before those ships were employed. The craft referred to in 
article 24 of draft Protocol I were medical ships, which unlike 
hospital ships, were used as such only temporarily. His delegation 
fully endorsed the idea of providing a means of rapid evacuation 
of the wounded and sick ':Jy sea when the need arose and of 
protecting ships used for that purpose. loJhen ships of over 2,000 
tons gross were used, however, as recommended in Article 26 of th~ 
secondOeneva Convention of 1949, notification should he required 
for medical ships as well as for hospital ships. He suggested 
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that paragraph 3 should be redrafted to read: iittJith respect to 

medical ships of over 2,000 toris gross, a party to the conflict 

shall give twenty-four hours i prior notification to any adverse 

party of the name ... Vi. The present provisions of the paragraph 

should be retained for craft of less than 2,000 tons gross, for 

which the notification procedure should remain optional. 


27. Mr. GOZZE-GUCETlC (Yugoslavia) said that lifeboats were 

protected under the Geneva Conventions only when the shipwrecked 

persons had indicated their intention to surrender. 


28. Mr". SANDOZ (International Committee of the Red Cross) said that 
the lCRC would be prepared to submit a simplified draft of article 
24 if the Committee so desired. 

29. As regards lifeboats, he noted that protection would not extend 
to those whose occupants desired to pursue the combat. Permanent 
markings would therefore be inappropriate. Those wishing to 
surrender as shipwrecked persons should, however, be permitted to 
show a distinctive flag. 

30. Mr. SADI (Jordan) said that the words "whenever it could be 
useful" in paragraph 3 were vague. He suggested that they should 
be replaced by the words Viwhenever feasible Vi . 

31. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) said that the existing wording had 
been used in order to allow the person in charge of a vessel to 
judge whether to notify the enemy or attempt to get away unobserved 
in the dark. The Drafting Committee might give further thought to 
the point. The words "as far as possible Vi between the word 'ishall Ii 

and the words Vibe marked Vi in the last sentence of paragraph I 
should be deleted as a drafting error. 

32. Uniform terminology should be used in the last phrase of 
article 24, paragraph 5 and the last sentence of article 23, 
paragraph 1. He preferred the wording of article 24, paragraph 5. 
The Drafting Committee might discuss the matter and recommend the 
adoption of an amendment by a two-thirds majority vote. 

33. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that 
the United States representative's suggestion deserved careful 
consideration. 
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34. Not enough attention.had been paid to the protection of 
medical ships ope~ating on inland waterways. Such ships would have 
little time to notify an adverse party of the information required 
under paragraph 3 and provision should be made for their 
protection regardless of whether they had complied with that 
requirement. The Drafting Committee might consider the point. 

35. The CHAIRMAN suggested that the llJ'orking Group ~ constituted as 
at the second session~ and in which, in addition, the representatives 
of Jordan and Yugoslavia could participate, should draft proposals 
for submission to the Committee at its fifty-seventh meeting. 

It was so agreed. 

The meeting rose at 11.30 a.m. 
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE FIFTY-SEVENTH MEETING 

held on Monday, 26 April 1976, at 10.10 a.m. 

Chairman: Mr. NAHLIK (Poland) 

ORGANIZATION OF WORK 

1. The CHAIRMAN drew attention to rule 29 of the rules of 

procedure, which laid down that no proposal should be discussed 

unle...ss copies of it had been circulated to all delegations not 

late~\than the day preceding the meeting at which it was to be 

debated. He requested delegations to observe that rule and to 

submit. their amendments as early as possible. He took it that 

there would be no further amendments on the question of civil 

defence, since the deadline for submission had already gone by. 


2. He requested delegations to submit their amendments to the 

suggested new Section I bis by Wednesday, 28 April, in order to 

allow ample time for their consideration before the Committee took 

up the matter during the following week. 


3. There had been a misunderstanding about the composition of the 
Drafting Committee of Committee II. Rule 47, paragraph 2 of the 
rules of procedure laid down that any delegation might attend the 
meetings of the Drafting Committee. That rule, however, applied 
only to the Drafting Committee of the Conference itself; adopted 
by a small majority at the first session of the Conference, it was 
an exception to the rule observed in almost all international 
conferences, namely, that membership of drafting committees was 
limited. His predecessor as Chairman of Committee II had ruled 
that all delegations could take part in the Committee's Drafting 
Committee and it would have been hard for him to dispute that 
ruling. However, appointment to membership of any subsidiary 
bodies of Committee II was governed by rule 48 of the rules of 
procedure, which stated that such appointment was to be made by the 
Chairman of the Committee concerned, subject to approval by the 
Committee. Moreover, rule 50 of the rules of procedure stated that 
"The rules contained in chapters II, V and VI shall be applicable, 
mutatis mutandis, to the proceedings of committees, sub-committees 
and working groups ..• Y!, Rule 47 of the rules of procedure was thus 
excluded, since .it appeared in chapter VII. Participation in any 
of the Committee I s subsidiary bodies, including the Drafting 
Committee, should therefore be limited to persons appointed by the 
Chairman, in accordance with rule 48. 
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4. Since, however, he had no desire to prevent any delegation 
wishing to take part in the Drafting Committee from doing so, he 
requested the Chairman and,Vice-Chairman of the Drafting Committee 
to submit in writing to one of the next meetings of Committee II 
the names of members whom they wished to take part in the Drafting 
Committee's work. 

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOLS I AND II (CDDH/l) (continued) 

Draft Protocol I 

Reports of the Drafting Committee (CDDH/II/333 and 
CDDH/II/334) 

Arti~le 31 - Landing and inspection 

ArtiOle 32 - Neutral or other States not parties to the 
conflict 

Article 17 - Role of the civilian population 

Article 25 - Notification 

Draft P~otocol II 

Report of the Drafting Committee (CDDH/II/ 334) 

Article 14 - Role of the civilian population 

5. The CHAIRMAN announced that the Commi ttee had before it the 
reports of the Drafting Committee on articles 31 and 32 of draft 
Protocol I (CDDH/II/ 333) and on articles 25 and 17 (paragraph 3) 
of draft Proto~ol I; and article 14 (paragraph 3) of draft 
Protocol II (CDDH/II/334). He suggested that the Committee should 
conclude its work on medical transports, before taking up that of 
civil defence. 

6. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Cornm.ittee, introduced the Drafting Committee's report on 
articles 31 and 32 of draft Protocol I (CDDH/II/333). 

7. Article 31 dealt with landing and inspection of medical 
aircraft on te"rritory controlled by an adverse party or in areas 
over which physical control was not clearly established. The text 
submitted by the Drafting Committee was based on the amendments in 
document CDDH/II/82/Rev.l. There were square brackets round the 
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words Hthose of its occupants belonging to an adverse party or to 

a neutral or other State not a party to the conflict" in the 

proposed text of paragraphs 3 and 4 of article 31. Those words 

represented an addition to the text in document CDDH/II/82/Rev.l, 

though not a change of substance. They had been added because the 

original wording might have suggested that a party to a conflict 

was not entitled to take persons belonging to his own side from 

an aircraft landing on its territory or on territory controlled by 

it. That would have been unreasonable and had clearly not been 

intended by the original drafters. 


8. The Drafting Committee had agreed on the principle of the 

addition, although its wording had given rise to some discussion. 

The DOrafting Cornmi ttee now requested Committee II to adopt the text 

and to remove the square brackets. 


9. Article 32 dealt with medical aircraft flying over the 
territory of a neutral or other State not party to the conflict. 
The text was essentially based on amendment CDDH/II/290 submitted 
by some permanently neutral countries and had given rise to no 
controversy in the Drafting Committee. 

10. The CHAIRMAN called for comments on the report of the Drafting 

Committee. 


11. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) proposed the inclusion of the word 
Han in the last line of paragraph 6 of article 31. 

12. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rappor~eur of the 
Drafting Committee, agreed to that amendment. 

13. Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain) suggested that delegations should 
be given a little time to compare the various texts. In the past, 
Spanish texts had not always concorded either in style or in 
substance with those in other languages. 

14. The CHAIRMAN agreed to that suggestion. 

15. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
DraftIng Committee, outlining the Drafting Committee's work on the 
remaining articles relating to medical transport, said that the 
Working Group on article 24 had reached certain conclusions and had 
referred them to the Drafting Committee for the preparation of 
the final text. The Drafting Committee had made substantial progress, 
but some issues remained undecided. The Drafting Committee had 
established a Working Group to draw up the final texts. 
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16. Article 25 ~ the only article on medical transport which had 
not yet been disposed of - was referred to in the last two para~ 
graphs of the Drafting Committee's report (CDDH/III334). The 
Drafting Committee recommended that Committee II should adopt no 
general article on notification. That meant that for the time 
being there would be no article 25, but since an article on 
notification was included in the ICRC draft, such a decision 
should be taken formally. The two other articles relating to 
medical transport - article 173 paragraph 3, and the corresponding 
provision of article 14, paragraph 3,of draft Protocol II had 
both procedural and substantive aspects. The Drafting Committee 
had in fact discussed them. Although the provisions had been 
included in the reports of the Drafting Committee and Committee II 
had agreed to reserve article 17, paragraph 3, for consideration 
after the adoption of the articles on medical transport because 
some delegations had wished to extend the principle of article 17 
to aircraft, the Drafting Committee had concluded that that 
decision did not mean that the articles had been referred back to 
the Drafting Committee, which had no authority to take decisions on 
the matter. Furthermore, the Drafting Committee felt that it 
would be useful if the remaining issues of substance could be 
briefly discussed in Committee II in order to give the Drafting 
Committee some guidance on the prevailing view regarding the 
extension of article 17 to aircraft. 

17. Definitions could be taken up by the Drafting Committee after 
the other business to which he had referred had been concluded. 

18. Mr. SOLF (United States of America), referring to article 17 
of draft Protocol I and article 14 of draft Protocol II, pointed 
out that the only available comment was to be found on page 142 of 
the report of Committee II on its second session (CDDH/221/Rev.l). 
Some delegations had wished to include aircraft and vehicles in 
paragraph 3 of article 14, but the majority of the Drafting 
Committee had been in favour of confining it to civilian ships 
and craft. 

19. Mr. ICHIOKA (Japan) wondered what was meant by the phrase 
"physical control ii in paragraph 1 of article 31. In similar 
contexts the word Heffective 11 had been used instead of "physical fl • 

He suggested that the word "physical" should either be omitted or 
be replaced by Heffecti veil. 

20. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) explained that the idea of 
physical control had been used in order not to introduce the 
concept of effective control, which had legal connotations. The 
circumstances under consideration were fluid combat situations, 
where territory might be only temporarily controlled by one of 
the parties. The word Hphysical" was therefore used in a pragmatic 
sense. 
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21 He suggested that in the last sentence of article 3l~ 

p~agraph 1, the word II an¥. " ~hould be inserted before the word 

"such" and thJ.t; the w02:d' an d should be deleted. 


22. The CHAIRMAN said tha.t if he, heard no objection he would ta.ke 

it that the drafting amendment suggested by the United States 

representative was adopted. 


It was so agreed. 

23. The fHAIRMAI~, referring to the Japanese representative's 

comment, pointed out that it would be difficult for the Committee 

to make the suggested change at the present stage, since it would 

have to amend all references to the word. The Japanese delegation 

would be able to raise the matter in the Drafting Committee of the 

Conference if it so desired, 


24~ Mr. ICHIOKA (Japan) withdrew his suggestion. 

25. Mr. HEREDIA (Cuba) said that the Committee needed to be 
particularly realistic in regard to paragraph 5 of article 31 
dealing with aircraft flying without, or in breach of, a prior 
agreement where such agreement was required and to ensure that 
there was no lack of harmony with paragraph 1. The existing text 
imposed a definite limitation upon the seizing party in that the 
aircraft in question could be seized only if the seizing party was 
in a position to provide adequate medical facilities for the wounded 
and sick aboard. Not all countries possessed the level of tech
nical developm8nt required to satisfy the conditions, of the 
proposed text. His delegation vvas not in favour of restrictions of 
that kind. 

26. Mr. SOLF (United States of America). explained that the 
aircraft referred to in paragraph- 4 was not a medical aircraft~ 
used exclusively as such, and was in violation of the conditions 
prescribed in article 29" The party ordering it to land could 
seize it, although it would have to take care of the wounded and 
sick. 

27. Paragraph 5, on the other hand, dealt with an accidental 
situation in which an air~raft9 as a result of a navigational error 
0r force majel~e ,flew over territory controlled by a hostile party. 
The aircraft was a purely medical aircraft and had not violated 
article 29. It had been felt that a little more compassion might 
be exercised in such a case and that if for any reason the seizing 
party could not provide adequate medical treatment it should allow 
the aircraft to continue its flight. 
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28. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that 
the Cuban representative had r~ised an important question of 
principle which would affect not only paragraph 5 but other portions 
of the text. The question was what interpretation shoUld be given 
to. the words "adequate facilities for the necessary medical 
treatni(i?pt". His delegation appreciated the comments made by the 
representatives of some countries which 'might not have tl:1e necessary 
medical facilities available, but account should also be taken of 
the humanitarian considerations involved. He suggested that a 
definition of 77 adequate facilities for the necessary medical treat
ment;! shoulq be included in article 8 - Definitions~ to be inter
preted to mean the level of facilities accorded by a given country 
to its own citizens. 

29. The CHAIRMAN said that that was the reason why he had felt it 
more appropriate to defer adoption of article 8. 

30. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) said that the represent
ative of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics had made a most 
constructive suggestion. The same issue had had to be faced in 
connexion with article 11, where the prevailing standard was that 
used for citizens of the detaining power. It would be appropriate 
to consider the matter in connexion with that article and with 
article 8. 

31. Mr. SALEEM (Pakistan) said that under paragraph 5 of article 31 
the seizure of an aircraft was apparently made conditional upon the 
availability of medical facilities. He asked whether that meant 
that,in the absence of such facilities, the aircraft had to be 
released. 

32. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee, said that his own interpretation would give an 
affirmative answer to that question. He understood that that was 
also the opinion of the United States representative in his 
explanation concerning paragraph 5. 

33. Mr. HESS (Israel), referring to paragraph 5, said that his 
delegation thought that seizing an aircraft was a far-reaching 
sanction, especially as it was not provided for in article 32, which 
dealt with neutral or other countries. He felt that the majority of 
the Conference still considered that sanction justified. Moreover, 
the words !lmay also be seized a seemed to suggest that something else 
could happen besides the seizure of an aircraft. In the interests 
of complete clarity, he suggested that the opening lines of 
paragraph 5 should be reworded: "The aircraft may also be seized if 
it has flown over, or in breach of ... ", 
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34. Mr. SANDOZ (International Committee of the Red Cross) and 

Mr. ALBA (France) drew attention to some minor editorial 

corrections to be made in the French texts of paragraphs 3 and 5 

of article 31. 


35. Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain) said that in paragraph 2 of the 
Spanish text of article 31 the words IlLos inspectores ii had not the 
same meaning as the words liThe inspecting partyn and "La partie qui 
procedea l'inspection l1 in the English and French texts, 
respectively. He suggested that the Spanish text should be 
brought into line with the other texts. 

36. The CHAIRMAN suggested that the matter should be left to the 

translation services. 


37 • Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) said that the w"rds "wounded and sic\{ii 
in paragraph 5 carried the precise meaning given in article 8, 
sub-paragraph (a). Presumably, therefore, the words used in other 
languages should be those that would appear in the definition in 
article 8. 

38. The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to adopt the paragraphs 

of article 31 in sequence. 


Paragraph 1 

Paragraph 1, including the minor drafting amendments 

accepted during the discussion, was adopted by consensus. 


Paragraph 2 

Paragraph 2 was adopted by consensus. 

Paragraph 3 

39. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of tt.= 
Drafting Committee, said that the wording in square brackets had 
been added because there had been difficulties over the original 
wording which he had already explained. There had been riO 
objection to the substance of the additional words~ The Drafting 
Committee recommended that the square brackets should be deleted 
and the paragraph adopted. 

Paragraph 3, including the words in square brackets and with 
minor editorial amendments 2 was adopted by consensus. 
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Paragraph 4 

Paragraph 4, including the words in square brackets, was 

adopted by consensus. 


Paragraph 5 

40. The CHAIRMAN asked if the Cuban representative would accept 
the proposal of the representative of the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics that the words l1 adequate facilities for the necessary 
medical treatment H should- be explained in article 8 on definitions. 

41. Mr. HEREDIA (Cuba) agreed. 

42. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom), referring to the proposal by the 
representativeof Ist1iel, suggested that the difficulty might be 
met if the word Halsollwas replaced by the word "still". The 
Israel representative apparently felt that the word lIalsoH implied 
that an aircraft could be subject to seizure as well as to other 
action, whereas the provision meant that it could be seized under 
the provisions of paragraphs 4 and 5. 

43. Mr. HESS (Israel) said that the amendment was acceptable. 

44. Mr. SANDOZ (International Committee of the Red Cross) 
suggested that 3 as far as the Fren~h text was concerned, the word 
"auss i" could be deleted. 

45. Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain) and Mr. HEREDIA (Cuba) said that 
the Spanish word iitambien ll could be deleted. 

46. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) said it would be in order to delete 
the word ;'also il which had been included for drafting reasons, to3 

refer back to paragraph 4. 

47. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) said that it would be logical to delete 
"also" if the French and Spanish equivalents were deleted. 

48. lrlith regard to the words "adequate facilities for the necessary 
medical treatment Yi 

, he would be satisfied if the Committee adopted 
the paragraph on the understanding that those words would have to 
be defined, but the Committee should be' clear on what it was 
deciding and failure to reach a definition might mean re-opening 
discussion on the article. 

49. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) agreed to the deletion 
of the word Halso". 
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50. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany)~ Rapporteur of the 

Drafting Committee~ said that it was possible that the Drafting 

Committee would fail to find a sui table definition and would then 

have to recommend reconsideration of the text. 


51. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) agreed with the representative of 
Canada, since it was important to draft the articles on medical 
aircraft as completely as possible so that no explanatory notes 
would be needed for staff at the airfield. He suggested that the 
Committee should adopt article 31~ with square brackets round the 
words "adequate facilities ll , and should then decide whether to 
re-define the words or leave the definition to article 8. 

52. Nr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) supported 
the proposals of the Rapporteur of the Drafting Committee and the 
United Kingdom representative. 

53. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) supported the proposal to 
place the words concerned in square brackets. He considered that 
an effort should be made to define "adequate medical services", as 
used in article 14. He shared the earlier views of the represe,nt
ative of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics in that connexion. 

54. Mr. HEREDIA (Cuba) stressed that the problem was very complex, 
involving not only a concept~ but also the practical means and 
possibilities of implementing the provisions in question. 

The meeting rose at 12.40 p.m. 
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE FIFTY-EIGHTH MEETING 

held on Tuesday, 27 April 1976, at 10.5 a.m. 

Chairman: Mr. NAHLIK (Poland) 

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOLS I AND II (CDDH/l) (continued) 


Draft Protocol I 


Reports of the Drafting Committee (CDDH/II/333 and CDDH/II/334) 

(continued) 


Article 31 - Landing and inspection (continued) 


Article 32 - Neutral or other States not parties t~ the 

conflict (dontinued) 


Article 17 - Role of the civilian population (continued) 


Article 25 - Notification (cont~nued) 


Draft Protocol II 

Report of the Drafting Committee (CD8H/II/334) (continued) 

Article 14 - Role of the civilian population (continued) 

1. The CHAIru~AN suggested that the Committee and its Drafting 
Committee should not spend any more time discussing 'terminology 9 

since the Drafting Committee of the Conference VIas at present 
discussing that question in connexion with the whole of draft 
Protocol I. 

Draft Pro.tocol I 

Article 31 - Landing and inspection (CDDH/II/333) (continued) 

2. The CHAIRMAN invited the Com~ittee to continue its considera
tion of article 31, paragraph 5, as it appeared in the Drafting 
Committee's report (CDDH/II/333), recalling that at the fifty
seventh meeting (CDDH/II/SR.57)~ the representative of the Union 
of Soviet Socialist Republics had proposed that the words nadequate 
facilities for the necessary medical treatment n should be defined 
in article 8 - Definitions. The Rapporteur of the Drafting 
Committee suggested that those words should be placed in square 
brackets. 
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3. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) said that the point at issue was whether 
or not the standard of treatment in article 31, paragraph 5, 
differed f:r'om that in paragraph 4. It would ~.robably be impossible 
to define a sufficiently precise standard of treatment: the only 
solution was a generality, as in paragraph 4 ("shall be treated in 
conformity with the provisions of the Conventions and of the present 
Protocol"). If that was adopted in paragraph 5, it would provide 
for adequate treatment of the wounded and sick referred to in that 
paragraph. The question would then arise why there was any need 
for paragraph 5 and why it could not become sub-paragraph (c) of 
paragraph 4: "has flown without or in breach of a. prior agreement 
where such agreement is required 7 H That would overcome the• 

difficultY9 but there might be a need to adjust the words in square 
brackets. 

4. HesJlggested that paragraphs 5 and 4 - despite the latter's 
adoption - should be referred back to the Drafting Committee~ which 
should be able to settle the matter in a short time. 

5. Mr. HEREDIA (Cuba) said that the Canadian representative's 
proposal seemed good and he was giving it careful consideration. 
Obviously, there were several points in paragraphs 4 and 5 that 
would have to be clarified and he hoped that the Drafting Committee 
would be able to, provide satisfactory explanations. 

6. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee, said that the Canadian proposal was excellent. 
He hoped that the Drafting Committee would be able to produce a 
draft that took into account all the implications of the. problem. 

It was agreed by consensus to re-open discussion on paragraph 
4. which had already been ~dopted. 

It was agreed that paragraphs 4 and 5 should be submitted to 
the Drafting Committee in the light of the discussion. 

Paragraph 6· 

7. The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to consider paragraph 6. 

8. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) said that he assumed that the 
amendment he had proposed at the fifty-seventh meeting (CDDH/III 
SR.57)$ to insert the word "a" before "medical!!, in paragraph 6 of 
article 3~ had been accepted. 
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9. With regard to the Canadian proposal, with the present text 
there.were two separate cases of seizing an aircraft; if the 
committee and the Drafting COlnmittee decided t'llat the whole question 
could be dealt with in one paragraph~ the substance of paragraph 6 
might also be transferred to paragraph 4 of article 31. He 
suggested that the Drafting Committee should be asked to consider 
that possibility. 

10. Mr. MONROY (Venezuela) said that he had intended to propose an 

amendment to the Spanish text of .paragraph 6, but in view of the 

Chairman's opening remarks he would await a decision on the 

possibility of combining paragraphs 4, 5 and 6. 


11. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 

Drafting Committee~ said that the United Kingdom representative had 

rightly pointed out thCl.t the reason for paragraph 6 was that there 

were two cases of seizure and it had to be made clear that the rule 

in paragraph 6 applied to both of them. If the question of seizure 

was dealt with in one paragraph, the substance of paragraph 6 

should obviously be included in that paragraph. 


12. The CHAIRrIlAN suggested that paragTaph 6 should be submitted to 

the Drafting Committee for brief consideration and decision in 

connexion with paragraphs 4 and 5. 


It was so agreed. 

Article 32 - Neutral or other States not parties to the 
conflict (CDDH/II/82/Rev.l, CDDH/II/290 2 CDDH/II/333) 
TCc:-:cluded) 

13. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany)" Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee" said that the text of article 32 was based 
essentially on an amendment by Austria, Finland, Sweden, Switzerland 
and Yugoslavia (CDDH/II/290). He drew attention co the main points 
of. the article, pointing out that paragraph 4 was a follow-up of 
the third paragraph of Article 37 of the first Geneva Convention of 
1949 and that paragraph 5 established the principle of equal 
treatment, a general principle of the law of ne~trality dealt with 
in the second paragraph of Article 37 of the first Geneva Convention. 

14. The main changes introduced by the Drafting Committee were an 
added precision regarding protection of aircraft which ~~a'flying 
without agreement and sanctions to be applied if an aircraft proved 
not to be a medical aircraft. 
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15. Mr. AKRAM (Afghanistan) said that his delegation objected· to 
the use of the word "on" in the second sentence of the French text 
of paragraph 2 of article 32; it should be m&de clear who should 
take the measures in question - for example~ the neutral State. He 
also felt that the word "attacking" at the end of the sentence was 
an encouragement to a neutral State to attack a medical aircraft 
and was therefore contrary to the principles of humanitarian law. 
He proposed that the second sentence of paragraph 2 should be. 
redrafted on the following lines: "The neutral or other State not 
party to the conflict shall give the order referred to in article 
31~ paragraph 1, of the present Protocol and shall allow the 
aircraft time for compliance. In the event of non-compliance 3 the 
neutral or other State not party to the conflict may take other 
measures to safeguard its interests." 

16. Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain) said that there was a sUbstantive 
difference between paragraph 2 and the amendments on which it was 
based (CDDH/II/82/Rev.l and CDDH/II/290). In the amendments the 
emphasis was on protection of both the aircraft and the State over 
which it flew~ whereas the present 1ITording protected the interests 
of the State but ignored the essential concern of the Protocol~ 
namely the aircraft. In both amendments, para~raph 2 of article 32 
provided that the neutral or other State not party to the conflict 
should take the ,security measures referred to in article 313 
paragraph 1, before having recourse to extreme measures~ thus 
placing on those countries a greater obligation than that placed on 
belligerent countries. He urged that the paragraph should be 
reconsidered. He would~ however, be prepared to support it if an 
adequate explanation could be given by the authors, namely the 
past and present Chairmen and the Rapporteur of the Drafting 
Committee. 

17. ·Mr. SOLF (United States of America), replying to some of the 
points raised by the representatives of Afghanistan and Spain, said 
that paragraph 2 was concerned with procedures for aircraft flying 
over a cduntry. possibly without permission or prior agreement: 
the same problem as in article 28 3 paragraph 2. Article 31 provided 
that everything should be done before extreme measures were taken. 
The Drafting Committee had decided that the text would be clearer 
if the euphemism "extreme measures" was avoided and the 
consequences of a failure to comply with an order to land stated 
explicitly in article 329 as it was in article 28. 

18. Mr. ALBA (France) said that, if the word l1 a ttack" had an 
undesirable connotation for some representatives 3. there was no 
reason why it should not be deleted; it would serve precisely the 
same purpose if the last sentence of paragraph 2 referred to 
"other measures", which obviously included Hattackn. 
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19. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that~ 
after listening to the previous speakers 3 he had come to the 
conclusion that many of them who had objected to the text of the 
last sentence of paragraph 2 of article 32 had forgotten that it 
referred to wartime, when an unidentified aircraft~ whether 
belonging to a neutral State or to a party to a conflict, would be 
immediately shot down. The fact that a single aircraft could wipe 
out an entire city should be the first point to consider. In his 
view, paragraph 2 was an important step forward both for the 
protection of medical aircraft and for the neutral State~ inasmuch 
aS 

3 
while it afforded the neutral State the means of protecting 

itself~ it allowed the aircraft time to comply with the orders 
received before it was attacked. 

20. Nr. ICHIOKA (Japan) said that he did not think that the word 

"they" in the second sentence of paragraph 1 was used correctly; 

it should perhaps be replaced by "it ll The last sentence of
• 

paragraph 1 used the expression "to alight on land or water, as 
appropriate", whereas ~aragraph 3 used the words "lands or alights 
on waterli. In his view3 the same wording should be used in the two 
paragraphs. 

21. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) said that the word "aircraft il in English 
was both singular and plural. As the words "medical aircraft" in 
the first sentence of paragraph 1 were in the plural, the word 
"they" in the second sentence was correct. With regard to the use 
of the words "landing" and "alighting", there was nothing incorrect 
in saying "to alight on land or water" in one paragraph and "lands 
or alights on water" in the next. 

22. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that 
he saw no reason to complicate matters by replacing the word "they" 
in the second sentence of paragraph 1 by "medical aircraft". 

23. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) said that the words "to 
alight on land or water li in the last sentence of paragraph 1 should 
be replaced by lito land, or alight on water". 

24. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) said that, to be consistent with 
article 31, there should be a comma after the word "land". 

25. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) pointed oUv that the phrase should in 
fact read lito land, or to alight on water". 

26. Mr. ICHIOKA (Japan) said that that wording was acceptable to 
his delegation. 

Paragraph 1, as orally amended? was adopted by consensus. 
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Paragraph 2 

27. Mr. SADI (Jordan) said that he was concerned at the use of the 
word "attacking" in paragraph 2. He thou~ht t~at there was a 
middle course between ordering an aircraft to land and shooting it 
down. Forcing an aircraft to land was surely such an intermediary 
measure. 

28. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany)s Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committees said that one of the changes which had been 
made with respect to amendment CDDH/II/290 was to insert between 
the order to land and the attack other measures to safeguard the 
interest of neutral States. Article 32 as now drafted obliged a 
neutral State to do a great deal before it was free to attack 
aircraft. 

29. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada)s referring to the suggested use of the 
words "forcing an aircraft to land Yi s said that the only way that 
could be done was to threaten to collides which was an extreme and 
very dangerous measure. The use of the word "attacking" would 
perhaps draw the attention of the States concerned more successfully 
to the need for the prior use of as many other measures as possible 
before attacking. 

30. Mr. KHAIRAT (Egypt) said that he had some sympathy with what 
the representative of Afghanistan had said concerning the reference 
to "attacking". To attack a medical aircraft was a serious matter 
and it was better to take all other possible action first. In his 
view, the problem differed according to whether it was a question 
of neutral States and States not parties to the conflict or whether 
it arose between belligerents. While he realized that the article 
dealt with wartimes he thought there was merit in the suggesiion 
made by the representative of Jordan. 

31. Mr. SANDOZ (International Committee of the Red Cross) said 
that he understood and shared the concern that a number of 
delegations had expressed at the reference to permission to attac:k 
a medical aircraft. The problem was that an aircraft might claim 
to be a medical aircraft when there was no certainty that it was, 
and that it might be necessary to force it to land in order to 
confirm the fact. If that point could be brought out at the 
beginning of paragraph 2, the ambiguity would disappear, because if 
measures were taken against an aircraft which claimed to be a 
"medical aircraft" it was precisely because it was feared that it 
was not. 
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32. The wording used at the beginning of the second sentence mig;ht 
be: "With a view to establishing that it is indeed a medi6al 
aircraft~ every effort shall be made, as soon as this aircraft is 
recognized •.. 11. 

33. Mr. SADI (Jordan) said that it was not necessary to collide 
with an aircraft in order to force it to land; it was possible to 
achieve the desired effect in a less dramatic fashion. He formally 
proposed that the words "including an attempt to force it to land" 
should be inserted after the word liconflictll in the last sentence 
of paragraph 2. 

34. Mr. ALBA (France) said that the word "attackll did not mean to 

shoot down. 


35. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) said that the present 
proposal was an advance on Article 37 of the first Geneva Convention 
of 1949 in that it provided some alternatives to attack. An 
aircraft, for instance, might not be ordered to land but to change 
its course. 

36. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) endorsed 
the view of the United States representative that an order to attack 
implied many things other than shooting down. It was sufficient to 
refer to "other measures", since it would not be practicable to 
list all th0 measures possible. In addition, the aircraft was 
allowed time for compliance before it was attacked. 

37. The CHAIRMAN suggested that the list of speakers should be 
closed~ since the Committee had heard a wide variety of views on 
the question. 

It was so ~greed. 

38. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) said that it was a routine procedure to 
send an aircraft up to identify another or to convey an order to it 
if it was not obeying instructions. 

39. )Vir. H0STMARK (Norway) pointed out that other methods of 
threatening an aircraft were available, e.g. artillery and ground
to-air missiles~ and those weapons could be used by neutrals. 

40. Mr. SALEEM (Pakistan) said that he still felt some sympathy 
for the views of the representative of Afghanistan. It did not 
seem right that neutral States should be told what to do; they 
should decide that for themselves. If the word "attack" was used, 
he would like to see it tempered by some such expression as 
"before resorting to an attack". 
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41. Mr. CZANK (Hungary) said that he had been convinced by the 
arguments that he had heard with regard to the word "attack" that 
the existing wording of paragraph 2 was satisfactory. He referred 
in particular to the point made by the ICRC representative that 
there might be grave doubt whether or not an aircraft was a medical 
aircraft. In that case~ a final resort to attack could not be 
excluded. 

42. The CHAIRMAN asked whether the representatives of Afghanistan 
and Jordan "Tare prepared to accept the amendment suggested by the 
representative of Pakistan. 

43. Mr. AKRAM (Afghanistan) replied that he still felt that it 
should be made clear that neutral States should not proceed 
immediately to extreme measures. 

44. The CHAIRMAN said that it was clear from the existing text of 
paragraph 2 that an attack was only the last step in a series of 
measures. 

45. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said 
that he had no objection to the proposed amendment but that~ if 
adopted, it would not change the meaning of the Russian text. 

46. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) pointed out that~ if some such expression 
as "before resorting to an attack" was used~ there would be a 
discrepancy between article 28 and article 32. He would like to 
keep the wording proposed by the Drafting Committee, which was the 
same as that in article 28, and failed to see why a different 
wording was necessary. Any difference in wording would necessarily 
imply a difference in meaning~ a fact that should be taken into 
account. The question of protection for aircraft had been raised, 
but there was also that of the protection of a neutral State against 
overflying by an unidentified aircraft that refused to obey an 
order to land. That State must be able to protect itself. 

47. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) said that he endorsed the views of the 
representative of Denmark. 

48. The CHAIRMAN asked representatives to vote on whether any 
amendment to paragraph 2 was needed. 

The proposal to am~nd paragraph 2 was rejected by 37. votes 
to 4l ·with 7 abstentions. 
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49. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the text proposed by the Drafting 
Committee (CDDH/II/333). 

The te~t of paragraph 2 proposed by the Drafting Committee 

was adopted by 40 votes to 3, with 6 abstentions. 


Paragraph 3 

50. Mr. HEREDIA (Cuba) drew attention to some discrepancies in the 
Spanish version of article 32, paragraph 3. 

51. The CHAIRMAN said that the Spanish text would be brought into 
line with the French and English texts. 

52. Mr. SALEEM (Pakistan) asked whether the last sentence of 

paragraph 3 imposed an obligation on the State concerned to seize 

the aircraft. 


53. The CHAIRMAN said that that question was governed by the fourth 
Geneva Convention of 1949. The State in question was obliged to 
take action. 

Paragraph 3 was adopted by consensus, subject to the necessary 
corrections in the Spanish text. 

Paragraph 4 

54. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) pointed out that the word "the" 

before "sick" in the first sentence should be deleted. 


It was so agreed. 

Paragraph 4, as amended j was adopted by consensus. 

Paragraph 5 


Paragraph 5 was adopted by consensus. 


Article 32, as a whole j was adopted by consensus.11 


Article 25 - Notification (CDDH/II/334) (continued) 


55. The CHAIRMAN said that the Committee had now to decide 
whether or not article 25 should be deleted. 

56. Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain) said that he saw no reason for the 
deletIon of article 25. According to document CDDH/II/334, it was 
a general article on notification and was made superfluous by the 
provisions of articles 23, 24 and 30. Paragraph 2 might be 
superfluous, but that was not the case with paragraph 1, which 
dealt with medical transports. 

II For the text of article 32 as adopted, see the report 
of Committee II (CDDH/235/Rev.l, annex I). 
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57. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Dra:rting Committee, said that the Drafting Committee had discussed 
the questic.Jn raised by the representative of Spain. It was 
permissible to notify and make arrangements if the other side agreeG, 
but the Drafting Committee thought that it was unnecessary to have 
a provision to that effect. If there were important medical 
transports, the parties were always free to make such arrangement:::, 
but there was also an obligation·in article 25 of draft Protocol I 
~o acknowledge receipt of notifications. That duty might be too 
burdensome with respect to landtrarisports. 

58. Mr. RUIZ PEREZ (Mexico) said that his delegation reserved its 
position on article 25, since it had not yet had an opportunity to 
see the Spanish version of the last amendment which had been 
submitted in the Drafting Committee on 23 April. 

The meeting rose at 12.25 p.m. 
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE FIFTY-NINTH MEETING 

held on Thursday~ 29 April 1976, at 10.15 a.m. 

Chairman: Mr. NAHLIK (Poland) 

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOLS I AND II (CDDH/l)(continued) 

Draft Protocol I 

Report of the Draftin Committee and of the Workin 

on Medical Transports CDDH/ 11/350 


Article 31 - Landing and inspection (concluded) 

Article 24 - Other medical ships and craft (concluded), 

1. ~he CHAIRMAN~ after welcoming Mr. El Hasseen El Hassan (Sudan) 

as the new Rapporteur in place of Mr. Maiga (Mali) ~ who was unable 

to attend the third session, called on the Rapporteur of the 

Drafting Committee to introduce the re~ort of that Committee and of 

the Working Group on Medical Transports (CDDH/II/350). 


2. Mr. BOTHE (Federai Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee, explained that paragraphs 4, 5 and 6 of 
article 31 had been combined, as suggested at the fifty-eigpth 
meeting (CDDH/II/SR.58), to form a single paragraph. In the process, 
the reference in the previous draft of paragraph 5 to "adequate 
facilities for the necessary medical treatment of the wounded and 
sick aboard II , about which there had been doubts, had been replaced 
by "treated in conformity with the provisions of the Conventions 
and the present Protocol II, which already existed in paragraph 4 of 
the previous draft. That expression had been chosen as the Drafting 
Committee felt that the treatment provided for in the Geneva 
Conventions and draft Protocol I had indeed to be adequate, and there 
should be no doubt about that. Special attention should be drawn, 
in that connexion, to articles 10 and 11 of draft Protocol I. The 
former paragraph 6 had become the last sentence of the new combined 
paragraph. 

3. Mr. MONROY (Venezuela) said that at the fifty-eighth meeting 
he had submitted an amendment to paragraph 6: as that paragraph 
was now included in paragraph 4~ he would submit the amendment 
again. It related to the Spanish text, the last sentence of which 
should read: lILas aeronaves que hayan sido destinadas a servir 
especlficamente y permanentemente como aeronaves sanitarias, solo 
,eodrcin ser utilizadas ulteriormente con tales fines ll • 
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4. The CHAIRMAN pointed out that the first part of the amendment 
would have repercussions on the English and French texts. He asked 
for the opinion of the representative of Spain. 

5. Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain) said that, in Spanish~ a double 
adverbial phrase was not acceptable: in addition, the change 
proposed was one of substance. He agreed that the phrase "con tales 
fines" eliminated repetition in the Spanish text, but otherwise he 
preferred the original version. 

6. Mr. lVIONROY (Venezuela) said that he was willing to withdraw the 
word "especificamente ii 

• 

7. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) thought that to replace "a permanent 
medical aircraft H by "permanently as a medical aircraft" would be 
to make a substantive change. 

8. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee, said that he agreed with the representative of 
Spain and suggested that the expression Hcomo aeronaves sanitarias 
permanentes" should be retained. If it was not, the Spanish text 
would no longer be in harmony with those in the other languages. 

9. The CHAIRMAl\l said that linguistic problems of that kind would 
be dealt with by the Drafting Committee of the Conference. 

10. He suggested that the Committee should adopt the new text. 

It was so agreed.ll 

11. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) said that his delegation 
had joined in the adoption by consensus of the new paragraph 4 of 
article 31 because of the general obligation laid down in article 10, 
adopted at the second session, for the sick and wounded to be 
treated humanely and in all circumstances, and that they should 
receive to the fullest extent practicable and with the least possible 
delay, the medical care required by their condition. It had felt 
that to lay down that an aircraft carrying wounded might be seized 
only if good medical treatment could be provided for its occupants 
would constitute a diminution of the provisions applicable in other 
situations. The relevant provisions of the third Geneva Convention 
of 1949 obliged the capturing Power, in those rare instances on 
land where adequate facilities for the provision of medical treatment 
were not available, to make the necessary arrangements, even if that 
involved transfer to a neutral Power or repatriation. 

11 For the text of article 31 as adopted, see the report 
of Committee II (CDDH/235/Rev.l, annex I). 
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12. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany)~ Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee, explained that the new draft of article 24 
was the work both of the Drafting Committee and of the Working 
Group on Medical Transports (CDDH/II/350). He had been authorized 
by the Rapporteur of the Working Group to introduce the article 
also on his behalf, but the latter was available to provide any 
additional information necessary. 

13. The final4raft embodied certain changes, as compared with the 
previous text, on the subject of marking. It had been thought wise 
to use the same phraseology, in that connexion, as had been used in 
connexion with the protection of medical aircraft in the contact; 
zone. That explained the slight changes in wording in the last two 
sentences of paragraph 1. 

14. No substantive changes had been made in paragraph 2, but it 

was thought that the new version more clearly expressed the ideas 

that it was intended to convey. 


15. Paragraph 4 had been amended so as to invite parties to the 

conflict to notify the adverse party with respect to medical ships 

and craft, especially those over 2000 tons gross. 


16. Paragraph 6 was unchanged, except that the words "of which 
they are not nationals" after "a party to the conflict" had been 
replaced by "which is not their own il. It had been suggested that 
it was not appropriate to speak of linationals II in that context. 
The expression "adverse party" had been used in article 23, 
paragraph 1, of draft Protocol I adopted at the second session, but 
that did not cover the case of neutrals aboard ships' or craft. For 
that reason, the Drafting Committee proposed that the text of 
article 23, paragraph 1, should be reconsidered. The two texts 
covered similar situations and should be consistent. 

17. Mr. DEDDES (Netherlands) endorsed the Rapporteur's remarks and 
agreed that article 23, paragraph 1 should be changed. 

18. Mr. H0STMARK (Norway) asked whether the expression "any warship 
on the surface" in paragraph 2 of article 24 included surfaced 
Bubmarines. 

19. ~r. MAKIN (United Kingdom) said that he had some purely 
drafting changes to suggest. There was a discrepancy between 
paragraphs 2 and 3 in that the word "command" was used in the 
former and "order ll in the latter; it would be preferable to use 
the same word in both cases and, of the two, "order" was clearer. 
In paragraph 6, 11 a party to the conflict!l should be replaced bi' 
"a party to a conflict Ii, since there might be more than one 
conflict taking place at the same time. 
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20.· Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur o.r the 

Drafting· Committee, s.uggested that the question of .flail or ntpe ll in 

paragrap{lb would be considered by the Drafting Committee of the 

Conference. 


. . 

21. Mr •. CLARK (Australia) said that, according to an amendm~nt 
that had been proposed to paragraph 2, the words II make them take 
a certain course" should be replaced by "order them to take a 
.certain course" . 

22. Mr. SANDOZ ( International Committee of the Red Cr,Os~) said that 
the. word.s Vide plus de 2000 tonneaux de j augebrute" in the French 
text of paragraph 4 should be. replaced by "jaugeant plus .de 200,0 
tonnesbrutes". In paragraph 6, the word "cep~ndantil, which might 
give the false impression that there might be exceptions, should be 
deleted and the word lineanmoins II should be inserted before "si 
elles· ·se trouveritif. 

23. Mr. ALBA (France) said that it was a matter of fine shades of 

meaning; he found both alternatives acceptable. 


24. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) said that it was he who had. proposed the 
amendment mentioned by the representative of Australia; . since the 
wordS "make them take a certain course" used in paragrCl.ph 2,wer~ 
those used in Article 31 of th.e second Geneva Convention. of 1949, 
he had not pressed his proposal, thinking it preferable to keep tn 
the language of the Conventions for the sake of consistency. 

25. He thought that the word "of" should be ins~rted in paragraph 4 
between "shipsli arid "over 2000 tons". In paragraph 2, the words 
"cornrnCl.nd Ii and "orderH had both been used; one or the othe,rshould 
be chosen. 

26. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committe~,said that the wording of paragraph 2 hCj.d been 
changed to bring it into line with that of paragraph 3. ·He had 
no strong feelings with regard to the use of "cependant" as opp08ed 
to uneanmoins"; accordi,ng to Larousse, the word "tonnea,ux" should 
be used. 

27. Mr. H0STMARK (Norway) asked for an explanation of the word 
"immediately" in the phrase liable immediately to enforce her 
command il in paragraph 2. 

28. Mr. FRUCHTERfJjAN (United States of America) said that the second 
senten.ce Of paragraph 2 .had been discussed at great length in the 
WOrking Group and the. Drafting Committee. As he understood it, 
"any warship on the surface" included a submarine coming up to the 
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surface. The order, and the requirement to obey its existed only 
while the ship was present and able to enforce its command. If the 
warship went away or the submarine submerged:; the ships and craft 
in question could go their own way. 

29. The CHAIRMAN pointed out that, if the word "command" in 

paragraph 2 was replaced by the word "order il 

, the wording would be 

repetitious. 


30. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 

Drafting Committee, confirmed that the interpretation given by the 

United States representative had been the general opinion in the 

Working Group and the Drafting Committee. 


31. Mr. ~1AKIN (United Kingdom) said that the word "command" had 
exactly the same meaning as "order" and had been introduced in the 
second sentence for reasons of style. He would agree to the 
retention of the word "command" in paragraph 2, but in that case the 
word Ii command Ii should be used in paragraph 3 instead of "order"
for the sake of consistency. 

32. The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to adopt article 24, 

paragraph by paragraph. 


Paragraph_J: 

Paragraph 1 was adopted by consensus. 

Paragraph 2 

Paragraph 2 was adopted bv consensus. 

Paragraph 3 

Paragraph 3, with the words "an order" replaced by the 
words "a command", was adopted by consensus. 

Paragraph 4 

'33. Mr. ALBA (France) asked whether, in the second line, the more 
current term iltonnes" or the old-fashioned term lItonneaux" should 
be used. 

34. Mr. SANDOZ (International Committee of the Red Cross) suggested 
that the sentence should be rephrased: Ii ••• j augeant plus de 
2000 .~." leaving the word in question to conform with the second 
Geneva Convention of 1949. 
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35. The CHAIRMAN said that the matter would be settled by the 

Dra£ting Committee of the Conference. 


It was so agreed. 

Paragraph 4, thus amended 1 was adopted by consensus. 

Paragraph 5 

Paragraph 5 was adopted by consensus. 

Para€jraph6 

36. The CHAIRMAN recalled that the United Kingdom representative 
had suggested that the word "the ll before. liconflict n in the last 
sentence· should be replaced by the word "a". The ICRC represent
ativehad suggested that the words. li cependant, si elles se trouvent" 
in the French text3 should be replaced by the words "neanmoins, sf 
ei"lles se trouvent ll • 

It was so agreed. 

37. Mr. ALBA (France) suggested that the word "trouveraient" in 

the French text ~hould be put into the present tense and that 

similar changes of tense should be made in paragraphs 3 and 5. 


38. The CHAIRMAN said that the DraftingCornrnittee of the 

Conference was responsible for the uniformity of the whole Protocol. 


39. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) proposed that the word IIpersons" 

in the first sentence should be deleted and that the word "the" 

should be inserted before the word Yishipwrecked ii in the second 

sentence. 


40. Mr. BOTHE (F~deral Republic of GermanY)3 Rapporteur o£ the 

Dra£ting Committee,.saidthat the first United Kingdom amendment 

had already been agreed upon: the word had been included by 

mistake in the present text. He had doubts about the second. 


41. Mr. H~STMARK (Norway) thought that a reference to "a con£lict" 

instead of "the confl lct II would be ambiguous. 


42. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) said that he would withdraw his 

second amendment subject to the views o£ the Canadian representative, 


43. Mr•. MARRIOTT (Canada) opposed the second United Kingdom 

amendment: insertion of the word "the I' would mean that the ship

wrecked could be military or civilian. 'With regard to the point 

raised by the Norwegian representative, he thought that there would 

still be an ambiguity whether "all or "the" were used. 
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44. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) suggested that the word 
"party" should be inserted after the word "which" in the last 

sentence. 


45. Mr. ALBA (France) suggested that the word "andl! after liwounded ii 

in the second sentence should be replaced by a comma. 

46. Mr. SALEEM (Pakistan) proposed that the words "which is not" 

in the last sentence should be replaced by the words "other than". 


47. Miss MINOGUE (Australia) said that her delegation could accept 
the Pakistan proposal, since it was a more satisfactory formulation 
of an idea she had put forward in the Drafting Committee. It should 
be realized, however, that the phrase was used elsewhere in draft 
Protocol I ru1d would have corresponding implications in other 
articles. 

48. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) supported the Pakistan 

proposal. 


49. The French representative's point concerning the words 

"wounded and sick and shipwrecked" would be dealt with by the 

Drafting Committee in connexion with definitions. In any case, 

his delegation was preparing an amendment to article 8, sub

paragraph (~). 


50. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) suggested that the phrase should be 
redrafted to read: "wounded, sick and shipwrecked civilians who 
do not belong ... ". 

51. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) said that he would have s'upported the 

French proposal, but would now support the United Kingdom proposal. 


52. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee, said that the question of using the words 
"wounded", Il s ick" and 1i shipwrecked" in conj unction was a matter of 
conformity with the terminology of the definitions. It had been 
brought to the attention of the Drafting Committee of the Conference. 

53. As he understood it, there was a consensus in the Committee in 

favour of the following amendments: the beginning of the second 

sentence should read: IY ••• wounded, sick and shipwrecked civilians 

Who do not ... IY; and the last sentence should read: " ..• in the 

hands of a party to a conflict other than their own .•. II. As to 

the latter amendment, no problems arose in French or Spanish. The 

only other changes were the French amendments already agreed ~pon. 


Paragraph 6, as amended, was adopted by consensus. 2/ 

2/ For the text of article 24 as adopted, see the report of 
Committee II (CDDH/235/Rev.l, annex I). 
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Article 23 - Hospital ships and coastal rescue craft 

54. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee, said that it would be necessary to reconsider 
article 23 to .ensure that 'it was consistent with the provisions 
of paragraph 6 as just adopted. 

It was so agreed~ Article 23, paragraph 1 was changed 
accordingly. 'JJ 

~eport of the Drafting Committee (CDDH/II/334) (continued) 

Article 17- Role of the civilian population (CDDH/II/203) 
(concluded) 

Article 25 - Notification (concluded) 

Draft Protocol II 

Report of the Drafting Committee (CDDH/II/334) (continued) 

Article 14 - Role of the civilian population (continued) 

55. The CHAIRMAN cailed upon the Committee to consider the report 
of the Drafting -Committee (CDDH/III334). which included the question 
of the deletion of article 25 as being no longer necessary. 

56. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee, said that at the fifty-eigth meeting 
(CDDH/II/SR.58) an objection had been raised to the deletion of 
article 25, on the grounds that the final text of article 2-4 was 
not yet known. The text of article 24 as now adopted did not add 
anything relevant to the question and he suggested that the 
Committee should now adopt the Drafting Committee's proposal that 
article 25 should be deleted. 

It was agreed by consensus to delete article 25. 

57. The CHAIRMAN drew attention to paragraph 3 of article 17 of 
draft Protocol I and to paragraph 3 of article 14 of draft 
Protocol II. As indicated in paragraph 1 of the Drafting 
Committe.e's report (CDDH/III334). Committee II had reserved the 
adoption of those provisions for further study. 

58. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee, said that no new .decision had been taken since 
the presentation of paragraph 3 of article 17 in squ~re hracketsin 
the Drafting Committe,e' s report to the second session of the 
Committee (CDDHIIT/24oIAdd.l). The only remaining question of 
substance was whether paragraph 3 should apply to aircraft and 

31 For the text of article 23 as adopted, see the report 
of Committee II (CDDH/235/Rev.l, annex I). 
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land vehicles as well as to the ships and crafts referred to in 
the original draft. The decision had been postponed until the 
provisions on medical air transport were known. 

59. Mr. CLARK (Australia) introduced his delegation's amendment to 
paragraph 5 of article 17 (CDDH/II/203). The amendment sought to 
develop existing law by including aircraft. It also included 
vehicles, but after participating in the Working Group on Medical 
Transports his delegation would not press that point. 

60. It would be reasonable in an article concerned with the role 
of the civilian population to refer to the role of aircraft under 
the control of civilians: otherwise it would be assumed that no 
civilian possessed aircraft. Paragraph 5 was concerned with the 
role of civilians and the humanitarian assistance they could offer 
to alleviate the suffering of the wounded and sick. Modern aireraft 
could obviously speed up transport and treatment of the wounded 
and sick in medical units. 

61. Paragraph 5 provided that parties "may appeal" to cormnanders 
of civilian ships and craft. It did not seem unreasonable to 
extend that appeal to civilian aircraft: no obligation was 
involve~. He understood that a practice had developed in recent 
conflicts of parties appealing to the commander of civilian air
craft to take on board some wounded or sick with other passengers 
and fly them out of the danger zone. The commander of such cra.ft 
would have to decide whether he could take such persons on board. 

62. In maintaining its proposed amendment, his delegation had 
taken the considered view that civilian aircraft answering the 
appeal envisaged in paragraph 5 could not be considered temporary 
medical aircraft, since they would not be under the operational 
control of the party seeking their help, nor would they be 
exclusively assigned to medical purposes as required by the 
definition of "temporaryll medical aircraft in draft Protocol I, 
article 21, sub-paragraph (£). 

63. If the inclusion of a reference to aircraft in the first 
sentence of paragraph 5 was acceptable, he would suggest that "the 
second sentence should be redrafted to state clearly that it was 
the party making the appeal that had the obligation to grant special 
protection and facilities to such ships, craft and aircraft. 

64. He appreciated that an adverse party would have difficulty in 
recognizing civilian aircraft not marked with the distinctive 
emblem or light or using distinctive signals, and in affording them 
special protection - even if it were known what the words "special 
protection and facilities" meant in that ccntext. 
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65. Mr •.ALBA (France) said that he agreed with the substance of 
the Aus.tralian ame.ndment but did. not like the French version. The 
verbs should be in thepresen,t, tense and it was better to say 
liramasseril rather than "recueillir ii in relation to the dead. 

66. The CHAIRMAN said that the texts in the.various languages would 
be harmonized if the Australian amendment was adopted. 

67. Mr. SOLF (Unite.d States of America) said that he was opposed 
to the Australian amendment~ as amended orally. A carefully 
designed regulation for the protection of medical aircraft and 
restrictions·on the~r use which would remove the fear of the 
parties '. concerned that medical aircraft might abuse. their 
privileges had just been adopted. The amendment introduced, in a 
rather loose way, provided for the introduction into a situation of 
conriict 01' aircraft not subject to the control of a party to the 
confi1.ct or to the. regime which had. been adopted in articles 21 and 
26 to 32 of draft Protocol I~ . It would simply create loopholes 
and not be to the advantage of the persons picked up. He did not 
see ""hy, if the owner or operator of a civil airqraft . wished to 
respond to an appeal for his services, he could not submit himself' 
to the control of a party to the conflict, so that he would. have 
the legal protection which te~porary medical aircraft would have. 

68. Article 21, which laid .clown the general requir:ements, was 
intended to provide for ·aircraft from almost any source; there was 
no requirement that they should be State aircraft or belonging to a 
party to the conflict. One of the medical tasks which might
conceivaoly be envisaged for· Piiragraph 3 was se;;trch.. Searching in 
the vicinity of the contact zon~ or where hostilities were taking 
place was prohibited without advance agreement and'if an appeal. was 
being made for assistance in that f'te:id it .was obvious that advan.ce 
agreement was essential. 

69. Mr •. IVIAKIN (United Kingdom), speaking ona point of order,'said 
that it was his understanding that the Co~ttee had agreed on two 
paragraphs of article 17, instead of five as originally proposed by 
the ICRC. There appeared to be three proposals before the Committee 
at the present time; firstJ,y, to have only two paragraphs; 
secondly; to adopt as paragraph 3 the text which appeared in square 
brackets as paragraph 3 in the Drafting Committee's earlier report 
(CDDH/II/2110/Add.l); thirdly~ to adopt the Australian amendment, 
as amended verbally by the Australian representative, as paragraph 3. 
In his view) the best course would be to consider the Australian 
amendment, as orally amended, first. 
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70.· The CHAIRMAN said that the Australian amendment should be 

voted on first and, if it was rejected, the Committee would vote on 

the text of article 17 suggested by the Drafting Committee 

(CDDH/II/240/Add.l). 


71. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark), referring to the words "special 

protection II in paragraph 3 of the Drafting Committee's text 

(CDDH/II/240/Add.l) and in paragraph 5 of the Australian amendment 

(CDDH/II/203), asked whether there was any definition in draft 

Protocol I of a qualified protection and whether it meaht that 

those concerned would be protected and given the necessary facil 

ities for carrying out their mission .Jf assistance. He thought it 

would be better to omit the word ilspecial" in relation to 

protection and to insert the words "the necessary" before the word 

"facilities". Perhaps the end of the sentence might read "shall 

be protected and granted the necessary facilities for the discharge 

of their mission of assistance". 


72. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom)said that he found it difficult to 
envisage how either of the two paragraphs would operate. Both 
were based on article 21 of the second Geneva Convention of 1949, 
which all·owed parties to a conflict to appeal to the charity of 
commanders of neutral merchant vessels, yachts or other craft 
to take on board and care for wounded, sick or shipwrecked persons, 
and to collect the dead. A neutral ship was unlikely to respond to 
such an appeal unless it had a guarantee from both sides that it 
would .not be attacked while carrying out its task. The words which 
the representative of Denmark had questioned were taken from 
article 21. He assumed it simply meant that the ne1"l.tral craft 
should not be attacked while picking up the shipwrecked from the 
sea. That article was part of the existing law and seemed 
reasonably successful. If, however, the word "neutrall! was omitted 
a curious position arose. A party could order its own ships and 
craft to undertake such a mission and appeal to the enemy's ships 
and craft to do so but it was not clear what the response would be 
or who would give them protection. He was not sure what the 
proposed texts would achieve. The only change in the law which it 
was proposed to make was to appeal to enemy ships and craft to pick 
up the shipwrecked, which they often did. He was therefore not 
sure that an article on the subject was really needed. The position 
on land was already covered in earlier paragraphs. 

73. The CHAIRMAN said that he regarded the statement which the 
United Kingdom representative had just made as an oral amendment. 
After the conclusion of the discussion and in accordance with rule 40 
of the rules of procedure, the Committee would vote first on the 
United Kingdom oral amendment, which was furthest removed from 
article 17, paragraph 3. If that amendment was rejected, the 
Committee would then vote on the Australian amendment (CDDH/II/203) 
and, if that in turn was rejected, lastly on the text submitted by 
the Drafting Committee. 
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74. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) .said that 
the principle involved in the Australian amendment was that civilian 
aircraft should be afforded protection to enable them to collect the 
wounded~ dead and shipwrecked. The United Kingdom representative 
had expressed serious doubts about the need for such a paragraph. 
In an armed conflict it was most unlikely that a civilian aircraft. 
would respond to an appeal; its first interest would be self
preservation. Moreover, unauthorized flights over the terri~ory of 
a party to a conflict would not be permitted. He did not think that 
the position of civilian aircraft in the event of armed conflict 
could be covered in the way proposed in the Drafting Committee's 
text (CDDH/IIi2401 Add.l) or the Australian amendment (CDDH/II/203). 
It was tantamount to calling upon a civilian pilot to risk his life. 
If a party to a conflict agreed to permit overflights of its 
territory it was of course at liberty to do so, but the matter 
should not be dealt with in a regulation. 

75. Mr. SANDOZ (International Committee of the Red Cross) said 
that~ in the light of the present discussion, he felt that he should 
expl~in the ICRC's intention in paragraph 5 of its text, whicihhad 
now become paragraph 3. It concerned civilian ships. In the case 
in qtiestion~ the adverse party wDuld agree to provide certain 
facilities to the other party. The text was based on article 21 of 
the second Geneva Convention of 1949. As far as the special 
prOtection to.be given to those ships was concerned, he referred to 
the comments ma.de by the ICRC representative when paragraph' 5 of 
its text had been discussed. It depended on the circumstances. 
Special protection could not always be given. 

76. With regard to air transport, the fact that the ICRC had not 
mentioned aircraft in paragraph 5 was simply an unintentional 
omission but they should be included. 

77. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) said that, before listening to the 
discussion, he had had an open mind on the question. Now, while he 
had sympathy with the Australian position, he felt that more weight 
should be given to the remarks made by the United States and Soviet 
Union representatives. He was in even fuller agreement with the 
Unit·e~ Kingdom representative. Whil r at first sight it seemed to 
be an unhumanitarian act to vote aga~nst the original proposal, 
that in fact was not the case, because it did not add anything of 
practical value. 

78. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the oral amendment by the United 
Kingdom representative that article 17, paragraph 3, should be 
deleted. 

The amendment was adopted by 22 votes .to 11, with 13 
abstentions. 47 

41 For the text of article 17 as adopted, see the report of 
Committee II (CDDH/235/Rev.l, annex I). 
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79. The CHAIRMAN said that it remained for the Committee to 

consider article 14, paragraph 3 j of draft Protocol II. 


80. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 

Drafting Committee j said that the Committee should decide wheth'~r 

there was to be in Protocol II a paragraph corresponding to the 

former article 17, paragraph 3, of draft Protocol 1. The relevant 

text submitted by the Drafting Committee to the Committee was slet 

out in square brackets on page 142 of the report of Committee II 

on its second session (CDDH/221/Rev.l). 


81. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) pointed 
out that the conditions of internal armed conflict were quite 
different from the conditions obtaining in an international armed 
conflict. The arguments for and against the inclusion of 
article 14, paragraph 3, should therefore be weighed very care
fully. He proposed that consideration of that amendment should. be 
deferred until the sixtieth meeting. 

82. Mr. CLARK (Australia) supported that proposal. The situation 
to which Protocol II applied was quite different from that to 
which Protocol I applied. 

83. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) endorsed that view. He thought 
that the second part of the text was somewhat obscure about who 
was responsible for providing protection. In the case of internal 
conflict it should be made clear that it was both sides. 

The proposal to defer consideration of article 14, paragraph 3, 
of draft Protocol II until the sixtieth meeting was adopted. 

The meeting rose at 12.40 p.m. 
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smI;VIARY RECORD OF THE SIXTIETH MEETING 

held on Friday~ 30 April 1976, at 10.5 a.m. 

Chairman: Mr. NAHLIK (Poland) 

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOLS I AND II (CDDH/l) (continued) 

Draft Protocol II 

Article 14 - R~le of the civilian population (CDDH/l, 
CDDH!221!Rev.l, CDDH/226 and Corr.2; CDDHJII/227){continue~) 

1. The CHAIRMAN reminded the Committee that at the fifty-ninth 
meeting (CDDH/II/SR. 59) it had been decided to delete paragraph 3 
of article 17 of draft Protocol I. It remained to be decided 
whether that should lead to a similar decision to delete paragraph 3 
of article 14 of draft Protocol II as set out in the report of 
Committee II on its second session (CDDH/22l/Rev.l, page 142). He 
invited the Australian representative to introduce his delegation's 
amendments to article 14 (CDDH/II/227). 

2. Mr. CLARK (Australia) said that his delegation had sought to 
introduce into article 14 of draft Protocol II a fourth paragraph 
similar in ''lOrding to paragraph 5 of article 17 of draft Protocol I. 
The new paraGraph provided that parties might appeal to commanders 
of civilian ships, aircraft and vehicles to take aboard and care 
for the wounded and sick and the shipwrecked and to collect the 
dead. The text included the word I1 vehicles", but after participating 
in the WorJdng Group on article 17 of draft Protocol I his dele
gation was prepared to confine its amendment to aircraft. 

3. There w~s no direct reference to medical aircraft in draft 
Protocol II, but it did not seem unreasonable to include aircraft 
along vlith other forms of transport in the form of a discretion.ary 
provision: nparties ... may appeal ... His delegation had11. 

decided to include that pro~ision since it understood that a 
practice had developed in r~cent conflicts of parties appealing to 
the commanders of civilian aircraft to take on board some sick and 
wounded along I'd th other passengers and to fly them out of the 
danger zone. It was for the commander of such craft to decide 
whether he could take such persons on board, but an appeal could be 
made and considered. 

4. If his delegation i s amendment to the first sentence proved 
acceptable, he wquld suggest that the second sentence should be 
r:drafted to clarify the obligation on the party making the appeal, 
s~nce it would be very difficult, if not impossible, to offer 
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special protection and facilities to civilian means of transport 

not marked with the distinctive emblem. 


5. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) said that, after reflection 
on the implications of article 14, paragraph 3, he had come to the 
conclusion that a specific mention of aircraft used to assist in 
the rescue of wounded and shipwrecked would be useful in draft 
Protocol II and he therefore supported the Australian amendment 
(CDDH/IIJ221)~ The deletion of paragraph 3 of article 17 ot draft 
Protocol I should not affect the Committee l s decision on the 
corresponding paragraph of article 14 of draft Protocol II. 

6. Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain) ~aid that the di~ference in the 
field.nf application between draft Protocols I and II was not 
sufficient to justify the retention of paragraph 3 of article 14 of 
draft Protocol II and the reasons that had led to the deletion of· 
paragraph 3 of article 17 of draft Protocol I should lead to a 
parallel deletion of the paragraph under consideration. If the 
civilian population could be called upon to offer help in accord
ance with·paragraph 2 and should be afforded protection for doing 
so~ it was obvious that all the means it used in providing help 
would have to be protected also. It was inconceivable that help 
could be provided to the shipwrecked without craft, or that the 
wounded could be' transported without vehicles; consequently, 
paragraph 2 provided adequate protection for the civilian 
population and the instruments it would have to use. 

7. Mr~ MARRIOTT (Canada) agreed with the reasons adduced by the 
Spanish representative for the deletion of paragraph 3 of 
article 14. The language of the paragraph was complicated and not 
in accordance with the rest of draft Protocol II so far adopted. 
If the question was put to the vote, he would vote for the deletion 
of paragraph 3. 

8. Mr. SKARSTEDT (Sweden) supported the previous speaker. A 
guarantee of protection and facilitie~ for the discharge of a 
mission of assistance·could only be given after prior agreement of 
the commander of the craft and both parties to the conflict, and it 
was difficult to formulate realistic regulations in that respect. 
It would be dangerous to lead the commander of a ship to believe 
he could have special protection when that could not be guaranteed. 
He therefore had serious doubts about the inclusion of the 
paragrap11. 

9. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) said that article 13 of draft 
Protocol II, which had already been considered,. dealt with the same 
problem of providing assistance and in simpler language. He felt 
that the Australian proposal (CDDH/II/227)to mention the type ~f 
vehicle waa unnecessary. 
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10. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) said that there was a 
difference between articles 13 and 14: article 14 dealt primarily 
with the role of the civilian population and relief societies and 
their humanitarian functions. 

11. One of the reasons why his delegation had voted for the 
deletion of article 17, paragraph 3, of draft Protocol I was that 
Article 21 of the second Geneva Convention of 1949 ~omprehensively 
covered the most important aspect of the problem, namely, the 
protection afforded to neutrals and to the wounded at sea. Draft 
Protocol II j however, covered the sea to a limited extent only, 
although internal waters and the territorial sea were obvious ly 
included in it. The shape and variety of internal conflicts at 
the present day comprised so many varieties of situation and 
affected so many interests that non-participating civilians in 
some instances came very close by analogy, not in law but in 
substance, to neutrals: they did not wish to be involved in any 
way. A specific provision, therefore, dealing with the problem at 
sea would not be without value. It would not be applicable in all 
situati8ns, but could be in some. He was also in favour of 
mentioning civilian aircraft, as the AusLralian delegation had 
proposed. 

12. Mr. SANDOZ (International Committee of the Red Cross) 
emphasized the usefulness of paragraph 3 of article 14 especially 
in connexion with non-international conflicts. As he had stated 
at the fifty-ninth meeting (CDDH/II/SR.59), the fact that the IeRe 
had not mentioned aircraft in the original paragraph 5 of 
article 17 of draft Protocol I, which had served as a model, was 
due to an oversight: and they should be mentioned. 

13. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that 
it seemed to be generally recognized that there was more reason 
for including the provision in paragraph 3 of article 14 than there 
had been for including the parallel provision in article 17 of 
draft Protocol I. He agreed that it appeared to be complex, but 
that was no reason for deleting it: all the provisions were cf)mplex. 
Certain types of medical transport were not as well protected in 
draft Protocol II as in draft Protocol I and they should be 

• included. 

14. He proposed that, in order to save the time of Committee II, 
a small working group should be established to redraft article 14, 
paragraph 3, endeavouring to see that it harmonized with other 
articles and to make the wording simpler and clearer. 
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15. The CHAIRMAN said that he questioned whether it was necessary 
to establish another working group; it might be sufficient to 
refer the matter to the Drafting Committee. He asked the Chairman 
of the Drafting Committee for his opinion. 

/

16 . Mr. JAKOVLJEVIC (Yugoslavia), Chairman of the Drafting 
Committee, said that he considered that it was for the Committee as 
a whole to provide definite guidance and then the Drafting 
Committee could review the text. 

17. Mr. URQUIOLA (Philippines) said that, before referring the 
matter to a working group of the Drafting Committee, the Committee 
itself should decide whether or not to delete paragraph 3. 

18. Mr. SOLF (United States of "America) agreed. A decision should 
be taken on the Australian amendment (CDDH/II/227); if paragraph 3 
was retained it could then be referred to the Drafting Committee. 

19. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) said that the most important 
cri ticism of the article had been made by the S\\Tedish represent ..... 
ative when he had referred to the difficulty of affording 
protection to .people responding to an appeal. It was, moreover, 
more difficUlt to afford protection at sea than on land. The 
Australian representative was not correct in implying t;hat; 
protection would be granted by the country making the appeal, for 
it would probably be in a desperate position. Some sort of agree
ment would therefore be necessary. Furthermore, at the meeting of 
the telecommunications ex'perts on the previous day, representatives 
of developing countries and national liberat ion movements had 
stressed that they found it difficult to establish commuhication in 
such ,situations. Retention of paragraph 3 would therefore raise 
grave problems of guidance. If it was decided to retaip the 
paragraph, a working group should be established to consider all 
the relevant points. 

20., ,...r'J.r.~ANQH.F;~ I1EL RIO (Spain) said that a decision should first 
betaken 'on whether the phrase "and the shipwrecked 1l 

", which had 
been placed in square brackets in paragraph 2, should be retained. 
If those words were not accepteci, paragraph 3 would be pointless. 
He agreed with the Canadian representative that the language should 
be simplified. 

21. Mr. CLARK (Australia) said that the Comrni ttee should take a 
decision on the principle of whether civilian aircraft and ships 
should come to the aid of the sick and wounded. The questionCbuld 
then be referred to a working group. 

22. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the question whether paragraph 3 
of article 14 should be deleted. 
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The Committee decided, b~ 21 votes to 13~ with 12 abstentions z 
that paragraph 3 of article 1 should not be deleted. 

23. The CTtAIRMAN proposed that a small working group should be set 

up to consider paragraph 3 of article 14. He suggested that the 

Australian representative should consult delegations with regard to 

its membership and should endeavour to secure the participation of 

those who had spoken in the debate. 


24. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) proposed that a decision 

should be taken on the principle of whether to include aircraft in 

paragraph 3 as proposed in the Australian amendment. 


25. The CHAIRMAN said that the matter could be left to the working 

group, which should be free to discuss all aspects of the question, 

including the question of whether the phrase "and the shipwrecked", 

which had been placed in square brackets in the report of 

Committee II on its second session (CDDH/221/Rev.l), should be 

retained. 


It was so agreed. 

26. Mr. CLARK (Australia) said that the composition of the working 
group would be announced at the sixty-first meeting and the group 
would start work on the following day. 

Draft Protocol I 

Article 54 - Definition (CDDH/l, CDDH/225 and Corr.l, 
CDDH/226 and Corr.2; CDDH/III44, CDDH/III321, CDDH/II/344) 

, 

Article 55 - Zones of military operations (CDDH/l, CDDH/225 
and C~rr.l, CDDH/226 and Corr.2; CDDH/II/234, CDDH/II/2"36, 
CDDH/III322) 

Article 56 - Occupied territories (CDDH/l, CDDH/225 and 
Corr.l, CDDH/226 and Corr.2; CDDH/II/323) 

Article 57 - Civil defence bodies of States not parties to a 
conflict and international bodies (CDDH/l, CDDH/225 and Corr.l, 
CDDH/226 and Corr.2; CDDH/II/234, CDDH/II/324) 

Article 58 - Cessation of protection (CDDH/l, CDDH/225 and 
Corr.1, CDDH/226 and Corr.2; CDDH/II/326, CDDH/II/347) 

-Article 59 - Identification (CDDH/l, CDDH/225 and Corr.l, 
CDDH/226 and Corr.2; CDDH/II/327) 

27. The CHAIRMAN reminded the Committee that an introductory 
discussion on civil defence had been held at the fifty-first 
meeting (CDDH/II/SR.51») on 10 April 1975. He drew attention to 
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the amendments submitted. to articles 54 to 59 of Chapter VI of 
Section I of Part IV of draft Protocol I, to be found on pages 
113 to 119 of document CDDH/226 and on pages 61 to 70 of 
document. CDDH/225.. The latter document included, in particular, 
a series of amendments subinitted by Denmark, including two new 
art'ic.les., 57 bis.· and 59 bis ~ which almost amounted to a "counter
draft" to the ICRC draft-.-A certain number of amendments to 
those articles had also been submitted during the current session. 

28" Mr .. MALINVERNI (International Committee of the Red Cross) 
said that, while a general introduction to Chapter VI had been 
given at the second session, he proposed to give a brief intro
duction to the various articles to show the ratio legis of the 
I'CHC's proposals. The whole ratio legis of that Chapter was to 
facilitate· the exercise of the humanitarian tasks falling to 
civil defence. 

29. The original draft of the actual article 54 - Definition 
submitted by the ICRC to the second session of the Conference of 
Government Experts on the Reaffirmation and Development of 
International Humanitarian Law applicable in Armed Conflicts in 
1972, defined, not civil defence itself, but civil defence ~odies. 
That had been changed in the present draft, which adopted a 
functional criterion, defining civil defence in terms of the tasks 
performed. 'rhe reason for the change was the diversity of civil 
defence organizations in different countries, some of which did not 
yet possess any specialized civil defence bbdies, while in others 
civil defence tasks were assigned either tociviiian organizations 
or to the armed forces. The ICRC had desired, in particular, to 
provide for th~ possibility that in case of need civil defence 
functions might be performed by any civilian at the request of 
the authorities, so that civil defence should not become the 
monopoly Of. specialized organizations. The definition expressly 
covered civil defence measures taken against the effects of natural 
disasters provided that they occurred during a period of armed 
conflict. 

30. Article 54 gave a list of examples of civil defence tasks, but 
the list was not intended to be exhaustive - it enumerated the 
principal and traditional tasks of civil defence. The fire
fighting functions 'referred to in sub-paragraph (a) must have as 
its aim only the r.es,cue of civilians and civilian-objects and 
hors-de-combat'mil1tary personnel. CIvil defence personnel could 
not take advantage of the protection granted it under that chapter 
in order to put out a fire which was raging, for example, at a 
military airport. Sub-paragraph (Q) covered such things as food 
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supplies, crops, cattle~ drinking water, etc. He recognized that 
sub-paragraph (e) might give rise to problems in cases where, in 
order to maintaIn public order, civil defence personnel might 
carry small arms. 

31. Articles 55 (~nd 56 were complementary ~ the first covering the 

areas of military operations and combat, while the second covered 

occupied territories. 


32. Paragraph 1 of article 55 had a wide general scope and was 

merely a special application of the principle relating to the 

p~otection of the civilian population. While article 54 made no 

mention of specific defence bodies, it had been consid~red 


justified to grant in article 55 in the first place protection to 

specialized bodies in civil defence tasks, becau~e in the normal 

case ~ civiI de __~'ence fUllctions would be entrusted to specialized 

civil defence bodies. To avoid any abuse of tasks it had been 

expressly provided that only official bodies, that was to say, 

those which had been set up o~ officially recognized by their 

Govern~ents, could be placed under the protection provided in that 

paragl'J.rh. Pc~r'3.gra9h 2 1;,2.3 a logit;2.1 corollary of paragr2.ph 1 ::::.nd 

of article 54, extendin~ protection to civilian~ who were not 

m2r.1bers of civil defence bodies but \I.-ho l'esponded to 2.n appeal frc:n 

the authorities to carry out civil defence tasks. Paragraph 3 ~as 


modelled on Article 25 of the first Geneva Conv~ntion of 1949" 


33. The most delicate point of article 55 was the possible 
supplemen~~ry p~ragraph which appeared in the foot-note to the ICRC 
draft. In accordanca with the opinion expressed by ~ertain experts 
who VIere cc;-.culted in 1972, it '!'[ould in fact be opportune to ~JH'vide 

1that civil defence might benefit in certain cL cumst;'l:1ces from the 
support of military personnel. The reason for that provioion was 
the fect that in certain countries civil defence personnel mi~lt be 
called upon to cE'.rry out military duties and vice versa. The 
military personnel envisaged would probably consist of reservists 
made a.vaiI2,ble to the civil:i_an authorities. The question was there·' 
fOl~ ~hc~~e~ such personnel~ which despite everything remained 
military personnel, should be granted the protection given to civil 
defence perscnnel. 

34. Lastly, he sClid that that paragr2,ph was based on Articles 25 and 
29 of the first Geneva Convention of 1949. In view of the difficult 
ies ·Khich f·uci1 J. provision would raise ~ the ICRC had preferred not 
to include it in article 55 itself. 
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35. Article 56 supplemented Article 63 of the fourth Geneva 
Convention of 1949. The protection of civil defence personnel in 
occupied territory was necessa:..'y in view of t:;e frequency with which 
military operations occurred there. Paragraph 2 provided protection 
only for equipment permanently assigned to civil defence bodies. 
The earlier version of the paragraph forbade the requisitioning of 
civil defence equipment j but that prohibition had been omitted from 
the present draft because of the numerous reservations.and 
exceptions which such a prohibition would necessarily entail and 
which might give rise to abuse by the Occupying Power. The ICRC 
thought, therefore, that that question should continue to be 
governed by the general rules of international law on requisitioning. 

36. The fundamental idea of article 57 was that contained in 
Article 27 of the first Geneva Convention of 1949. The assistance 
of the civil defence bodies of neutral countries might be .us-eful, 
especially in conflicts taking place in countries which did not 
possess civil defence services. The expression llStates not parties 
to a conflict" had been preferred to the earlier expression 
"neutral States" since it was both clearer and more general and was 
not ambiguous. Paragraph 25 which had not appeared in the 1972 
draft, had been included because it seemed useful to provi~e 
protection for international civil defence bodies in the event of 
their intervention in civil defence operations. 

37. Article 58 was new, as compared with the 1972 draft. It was 
based on Article 21 of the first Geneva Convention of 1949 and on 
article 13 of draft Protocol I. The fundamental idea was that civil 
defence personnel should maintain, with regard to the adverse 
party, that attitude of neutrality which entitled them to 
protection under articles 54 to 57. "Harmful acts!! had been 
defined negatively, by listing typical acts which were not regarded 
as harmful in order to avoid protection being wrongly withdrawn 
from civil defence personnel. The list which appeared in article 58 
gave rise to the delicate problem of relations between civil defence 
and military personnel. 

38. With regard to article 59, the title - l;Identification rl 
- had 

replaced "Markings" in the 1972 draft, which had seemed too narrow; 
the term fiIdentificationl? corresponded better to the contents of' 
the article which not only contained a provision concerning 
markings by means of an emblem, but also identification by me am: of 
identity do.cuments. Paragraph 1 should be viewed in conj unction 
with article 18 of draft Protocol I and its terminology should 
consequently be brought into line with that of that article in the 
form in which it had been adopted. The reason for the restriction 
which appeared in paragraph 2 providing that only permanent 
personnel should have an identity card, was the desire to avoid a 
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proliferation of cards. The usefulness of such an identity card 

was above all apparent in occupied territory in view of the 

obligations imposed by Chapter VI on the Occupying Power. 

Paragraph 5, which was new~ was based on article 18, paragraph 4 

of draft Protocol I. Paragraph 7 was based on Article 41 of the 

first Geneva Convention of 1949, and included the idea of 

protection based on function. It was designed to avoid abuse of 

the distinctive sign by temporary personnel. 


39. The two signs proposed in paragraph 4 had been selected on the 
recommendation of civil defence experts. If article 59 was adopted, 
the sign selected would constitute a new protective sign alongside 
the Red Cross. Paragraph 9 took up the contents of the provisions 
of the Geneva Conventions of 1949 concerning the use of the 
distinctive sign (Articles 38 to 44, 53 and 54 of the first Geneva 
Convention of 1949). 

40. Mr. BODI (Observer for the International Civil Defence 
Organization), speaking at the invitation of the Chairman, said 
that the International Civil Defence Organization (ICDO) had made a 
particular study of draft Protocol I, Part IV, Section I, 
Chapter VI and of draft Protocol II, Part V, Chapter II, dealing 
with civil defence. As a result, the General Assembly of ICDO had 
asked him, as Secretary-General of the Organization, to request the 
permission of the Diplomatic Conference, under rule 60 of its rules 
of procedure, to submit a number of proposals designed to improve 
the legal status of civil defence personnel, institutions, equip
ment and means of transport. The 1949 Geneva Conventions included 
no such provisions because most of the institutions ~oncerned had 
been developed since their adoption. 

41. With regard to draft Protocol I, the ICDO General Assembly 
endorsed the Philippine amendment (CDDH/II/44) to article 54. 

42. With regard to the signs proposed in article 59, the 
Technical Sub-Committee on Signs and Signals, at its first session 
in 1974, had formulated certain reservations and suggestions in the 
light of statements made by experts from the specialized agencies 
(see the report of Committee II on the work of its first session 
CDDH/49/Rev.l~ pp. 25 and 26). ICDO advocated a sign consisting of 
two oblique red bands on a yellow ground which was akin to the 
proposal for 1I0blique red bands on a white ground rl to be placed on 
hospital and safety zones according to article 6 of annex I to the 
fourth Geneva Convention of 1949. The change from a white to a 
yellow background was. justified by the fact that yellow was adopted 
in principl~ or already used for civil defence buildings and 
equipment by many State civil defence authorities, as also by the 
inherent qualities of yellow, which did not turn black in artificial 
light, as did red, blue and green, and did not discolour so easily 
as white. 
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43. With regard to draft Protocol II j in view of the fact that the 
civil population was often called upon to assist in operations 
designed for its own protection and safety - in particular in 
rescue operations and the clearing of rubble to save the lives of 
those buried underneath - IeDO proposed the addition to article 30 
of a paragraph relating to ll civilians who, although not members of 
the civil defence bodies mentioned in paragraph 1, respond to an 
appeal from the authorities and carry out civil defence tasks 
under the control of those authorities; these persons should 
likewise be protected during the performance of their tasks". 

44. ICDO endorsed the Philippine amendment to article 31 
(CDDHI 11/44) • 

45. ICDO was ready to support any solutions that the additional 
Protocols might be able to bring to the problem of the legal 
status of civil defence personnel and the distinctive sign. Such 
solutions should be designed to ensure the freedom of action and 
immunity of those entrusted by State civil defence authorities with 
the difficult task of protecting the civil population and its 
property in the event of armed conflict. 

46. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) said that, to his recollection, 
the Technical Sub-Committee on Signs and Si~lals had adopted 
Proposal I of the two proposals by the ICRC for an international 
distinctive sign of civil defence (see the report of Committee II 
on its first session (CDDH/49/Rev.l, para. 26 and appendix I, 
article 15 ». He also thought that Committee III had adopted the 
ICRC's proposal in article 53, paragraph 5 of draft Protocol I 
for a marking consisting of two oblique red bands on a white 
ground for neutralized localities. 

47. He asked the representative of IeDO whether any international 
civil defence bodies, as referred to in article 57, paragraph 2, 
already existed and could be used to carry out civil defence tasks. 

48. Mr. BODI (Observer for the International Civil Defence 
Organization> 3 speaking at the invitation of the Ch'airman, said 
that ICDO operated on a regional basis. Since 1964~ it had been 
seeking to promote the organization by the countries in a given 
geographical region of civil defence centres capable of intervening 
in the event of natural disasters in peace-time j as had been done 
in the Caribbean area. ICDO itself did not possess such 
civil defence equipment. 

49. The CHAIRMAN invited general comments on Chapter VI. 
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50. ~CHULTZ (Dr-nmark) said that the amendments to Chapter VI 
submitted by his delegation (CDDH/225 and Corr.1 9 pp. 61 to 70) 
were the results of some informal contacts he had had with certain 
other delegations. The amendments were to be regarded 3 not as 
counter-proposals to draft Protocol I prepared by the ICRC, for 
they were in fact based on the same philosophY9 but rather as 
clarifications of general principles relating to certain eS5c~tial 
points. Those points concerned the scope of civil defence, 
protection of civil defpnce units~ the distinction between the 
civil and military element in civil defence, \'Jeapons end the civil 
defence emblem. 

51. The scope of civil defence was the subject of the Danish 
amendment to article 54 (CDDH/II/321). The Committee would note 
that the second sentence of that amendment differed considerably 
from that of the ICRC draft. In many countries, civil defence 
covered not only the hu~~nitarian aspects which his delegation and 
the ICRC sought to protect but m2ny other aspects relating to the 
economY3 defence 3 supplies and the protection of vital industries. 
It had been felt that the words "inter alia" in the ICRC text of 
article 54 did not sufficiently exclude thos~ non-humanitarian 
aspects from the protection conferred upon civil defence 
organizations" The concern was not "lith the ter:n ncivil defence il 

as such, although over the years it had come to denote 9 in English, 
the purely humanitarian 9 as with the content of the org~nization 
involved. He therefore proposed to chA.nge the phra8e liinter~.iaii 
into 11 80me or all of the following1!. 

52. Referring to sub-paragraph (d) of the Danish am~ndment to 
article 549 he 58.id that it should be replaced by the words: 
"assistance in the restoration of public order in devastated 
areas". That further amendment had in fact now been covered by 
the amendment submitted by Finland ~ Norway and Sweden (CDDH/III344, 
second paragraph). The words IIpublic order?!, in article 54, sub
paragraph (d) 2S thus amended, raised the quest ion ;-,hether 
protection of the police should be covered by the provisions of 
Chapter VI. In his delegation's opinion, and that of others with 
''fhom he had had informal contacts, it should not 3 owing to the 
problems inherent in any discussion of the matter at the Conference. 
The Danish am'3ndment therefore referred simply to l1 ass istance lr 

, to 
cover cases where civil defence unit3 assisted the police in 
keeping public order in disaster areas. 

53. Protection of civil defence units was dealt with in the 
DaniSh amendments to articles 55 (C.·OH/IIi236, CDDH/III322) and 
56 (CDDH/II/323). The provisions for protection under Chapter VI, 
as distinct from protection of civilians generally 9 which was 
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provided for under international law, were designed to cover civil 
defence personnel~ firstly, in areas where there was fighting and, 
secondly, in occupied territories and ensure that they could 
freely discharge their humanitarian tasks. Despite an essenti~l 
difference between the ICRC text and the Danish amendments, the 
latter were based on the same principle as the former. 

54. The distinction between the civil and military element in 
civil defence was highly problematic. It was his delegation's firm 
view, however, based on Article 63 of the fourth Geneva Convention 
of 1949 s that a civil defence body should be exclusivelY civilian, 
if military units were assigned to defence duties, then such units 
should not receive protection. Hence, if they fell into the hands 
of the enemy, they were to be treated as prisoners of war under the 
third Geneva Convention of 1949, while civilians 'were to be treated 
as civilians under the fourth Convention. In that connexion, he 
drew attention to anew article 57 bis, proposed by the Danish 
delegation, to replace the foot-note-to paragraph 2 of article 55 
of the ICRC text. A revised version of that amendment had been 
issued in document CDDH/II! 325/Re"".1. Paragraph 2 of the amendment 
embodied a new principle in that it provided for reserve officers 
engaged for civil defence duties to be kept within the civil 
defence organization, on condition that their liability to military 
service had definitely and finally ceased. That was an express 
exception to the regulations contained in the third Geneva 
Convention of 1949, Article 4, paragraph B (1). Paragraph 3 of the 
amendment, on the other hand, provided that personnel belonging to 
the armed forces but carrying out civil defence tasks would not be 
covered by Chapter VI and, if they fell into the power of the 
enemy, w,ould be prisoners of war. 

55. The_provision of weapons to civilians, referred to in 
article 58, raised complex problems and, in principle~ civilians 
bearing arms were governed by other rules of international law. In 
Denmark, as, in many other countries, civil defence personnel went 
unarmed and he for one would be happy to see a prohibition on the 
bearing of arms by civilian members of the civil defence. While 
his delegation did not oppose article 58 of the ICRC text in 
principle~ it considered that it was too dangerous for civilian 
defence personnel to bear small-arms in areas where there was 
fighting. The Danish amendment to article 58, paragraph 2 (c) 
(CDDH/II/326) was accordingly couched in that sense. 

56. The civil defence emblem was dealt with in the Danish amendment 
to article 59 (CDDH/II/327), which had been redrafted to bring it 
into line with article 18, approved at the second session of the 
Conference. With regard to the emblem itself, his delegation's 
proposal was based on that of the Technical Sub-Committee as set 
forth in article 15 of appendix I to the report of Committee II on 
its first session (CDDH/49/Rev.l). 
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57. He urged members to adopt a flexible attitude in the detailed 

discussions that were to follow, in an endeavour to arrive at a 

consensus of opinion. 


58. Mr. PIERON (Belgium) said that the articles on civil defence 

prepared by the ICRC reflected in large measure the views of his 

delegation. 


59. There were a number of broad principles to be observed, what

ever the nature of the civil defence organization concerned. The 

first principle related to the definition of civil defence given 

in article 54. That definition did not extend to civil defence 

bodies as such, in view of their divergent character, but was 

rightly confined to their functions, namely, to save human life, to 

alleviate suffering and to provide for the civilian population in 

time of war and disaster. Article 54 was in line with his 

delegation's views, except for sub-paragraph (e) on the maintenance 

of public order in disaster areas s which it considered to be the 

responsibility of the police rather than of the civil defence 

organization. 


60. Secondly. civil defence personnel should be members €ither of 
an organized civil defence body having civilian status, or of an 
organization composed of civilians or declared to be such under 
legal provisions enacted in peace-time. It was essential that 
civil defence personnel should be able to carry out the functions 
prescribed under article 54 officially and without let or hindrance. ' 
Although paragraphs 1 and 2 of article 55 met that point, it would 
be preferable if, in the final text, paragraph 2 could be clearly 
shown to apply to organizations composed of civilian persons or 
declared to be such under legal provisions enacted in peace~time. 
He had in mind countries which, though lacking an organized civil 
defence system, had organized groups of civilians upon which the 
authorities could call for civilian defence duties in the event of 
conflict. 

61. Thirdly, with regard to legal protection for civil defence 
personnel, a civil defence organization performing purely human
itarian tasks should have special protection. If it engaged in 
other tasks, however, it should lose such protection and its members 
should enjoy only the general protection afforded civilians under 
the fourth Geneva Convention of 1949. Special protection should 
apply bnth in zones of military operations and in occupied 
territories. Articles 55 and 56 accorded with those principles and 
therefore had his delegation's support. 
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62. Another fundamental principle was that civil defence units 
should on no account be placed under military authority in the 
event of armed conflict, since the duties of the a.rmy and those of 
civil defence were basically incompatible. 

63. There remained a question of paramount importance: namely, the 
extent to which civil defence personnel should be authorized to 
co-operate with military forces on active service. In the opinion 
of his delegation, which. had submitted an amendment to article 58 
to cover that point (QDDH1III347) ~ such co-operation was justified 
only in exceptional cases, and then only to the extent necessary 
to protect the~ivilian population. It did not seem advisable to 
provide for protection for civil defence personnel if they were 
under the oit"ders of, or co...,operating with ~ military authorities, or 
if they for;med an integral part of military units assigned 
exclusively to civil def¢nce duties. It was the enemy or the 
Occupying :power that would be the sole arbiter of the status of the 
civil de:fence personnel in the invaded or occupied territory, which 
might mean that any protection afforded stich personnel would in 
ef:fect be nullified if they were linked with military units, or 
which might result in the respect due to such personnel being 
diminished. 

64. For the same reasons, his delegation did not favour the text 
which some experts consulted by the ICRC had recommended for 
insertion after paragraph 2 of article 55. Military personnel 
forming par·t· of. a civijl defence unit should not be made prisoners 
of war and thus prevented from pursuing their humanitarian mission. 
The text or' the new article 59 ter proposed by Switzerland 
(CDDHIII/335) appeared to be the· most acceptable on that point, 
since it provided that~ subject to certain specified conditions, 
military p.ersonnel assigned exclusively to civil defence duties 
should not be considered prisoners of war if they fell into the 
hands of the enemy. 

65. Military units should be so organized as to ensure maximum 
security for themselves and their installations, and only 
occasionally should civil defence personnel carry out their duties 
for thehenefit of military victims. It should not be forgotten 
that under paragraph 1 of article 12, adopted by the Committee at 
its .twenty-third meeting (CDDH/IIISR.23). medical units, whether 
military or civilian, should be respected and protected at all 
times. 

66. The question of the right of oiviI defence personnel to be 
armed should be approached with extreme caution. Only individual 
small-arms for the purpose of self-defence and defence of the 
civilian population should be authorized. The Belgian delegation 
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was anxious that the text of article 58, paragraph 2 (£) should be 
harmonized with that of article 13, paragraph 2 (~) concerning the 
cessation of protection of civilian medical units-adopted by 
consensus at the tuenty-third (CDDH/II/SR.23) meeting of the 
committee. Agreement should be reached 'In the precise scope of the 
'\Ilord "small-arms Ii, to preclude any doubt about the type of weapon 
authorized. 

67. with regard to paragraph 3 of article 58, he asked what 
exactly vvas meant by n compulsory service" in civil defence bodies, 
a terr.1 which had been deleted in his delegation i s amendment to 
that article. If, however, it was clearly understood that those 
words applied only to civilian organizations engaged exclusively in 
civiI defence duties, his delegation would be prepared to wi thdra\1J 
that part of its amendment. Furthermore, his delegation understood 
the '{lords "organJzation of civil defence bodies along military 
lines", in the same paragraph, to refer to discipline and a chain 
of coxtlJ.nd alcin to that of the army without, however, any question 
of such bodies being placed under military authority. The 
par:::'8raph was justified by the fact that in many countries civil 
defence personnel vlere given ranks similar to those in the arm~T. 

68, Lastly, referring to draft Protocol II, he said that civil 
wen' implied that hlo or more groups of persons of the same 
nQtion challenged existing authority, with a resultant disruption 
of the national civil defence system. His delegation wondered 
''ihether it was necessary or expedient to provide for civil defence 
in the case of non-international armed conflict. Such provisions 
r.dg:1t unduly encumber Protocol II and complicate its, application. 

The meeting rose at 12.40 p.m. 
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE SIXTY-FIRST MEETING 

held on MondaY3 3 May 1976 3 at 10.10 a.m. 

Chairman: Mr. NAHLIK (Poland) 

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOLS I AND II (CDDH/l) (continued) 

Draft Protocol I 

Article 54 - Definition (CDDH/l, CDDH/225 and Corr.l, 
CDDH/226 and Corr.2; CDDH/II/44, CDDH/II/318, CDDH/II/321, 
CDDH/II/336, CDDH/II/344) (continued) 

Article 55 - Zones of military operations (CDDH/l, CDDH/225 
and Corr.l. CDDH/226 and Corr.2; CDDH/II/234, CDDH/II/236, 
CDDH/II/322) (continued) 

Article 56 - Occupied territories (CDDH/l, CDDH/225 and Corr.l, 
CDDH/226 and Corr.2; CDDH/II/323 3 CDDH/II/346) (continued) 

Article 57 - Civil defence bodies of States not parties to a 
conflict and international bodies (CDDH/1 3 CDDH/225 and 
Corr.1 3 CDDH/226 and Corr.2; CDDH/II/234, CDDH/II/324, 
CDDH/II/349) (continued) 

Article 58 - Cessation of protection (CDDH/l, CDDH/225 and 
Corr.l~ CDDH/226 and Corr.2; CDDH/II/326, CDDH/II/347) 
(continued) , 

Article 59 - Identification (CDDH/l, CDDH/225 and Corr.l, 
CDDH/226 and Corr.2; CDDH/II/327, CDDH/II/339) (continued) 

1. The CHAIRMAN asked representatives to confine themselves for 
the time being to general comments and to leave detailed analysis 
until a later stage, in order to avoid repetition. 

2. Mr. IJAS (Indonesia) said that the important and complex 
chapter under discussion was, in his delegationis view, not 
intended to govern the structure of working methods of civil 
defence organizations in a general waY3 for that was the function 
of the State concerned. Beca~se of its position in draft 
Protocol I, the main purpose of Part IV, Section I, Chapter VI 
was clearly to provide adequate protection to the section of the 
civilian population in charge of civil defence. Despite the fact 
that civil defence bodies might be organized along military lines, 
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':"!at their personnel might carry small-arms, and that they might 
co-operace closely with military authorities~ it should be stressed 
that civil defence personnel must enjoy the protection accorded to 
civilians. Nevertheless it must not be forgotten that~ as the 
Danish and ICRC representatives had pointed out at the sixtieth 
meeting (CDDH/II/SR. 60) 3 ci viI defence personnel in some countries 
included military elements. 

3. The tCRC representative had explained that article 54 was not 
intended to give a precise description of what a civil defence body 
was, but merely to list some of the tasks of such a body. Indeed~ 

a description was hardly possible~ in view of the wide dis
parities between civil defence organizations in the various 
countries. rrhe Indonesian ci vi 1 defence organization, for instance 9 

carried out tasks that wereb~oader in scope than those enumerated 
in article 54. However, his delegation would have no difficulty 
in accepting articleS-4 as a whole. if it w-ere understobdthat 
civil defence organizations might have tasks other than. those set 
out in that article. 

4. His delegation had no objecti6n~ in ~rinciple to arti6les 55 
and 56.6ut would like clarification of some of the terms used, 1n 
particular ;;zones of military operations;; (article 55) and 
noccuple-d terri torles ;:(article 56). Certain countries did not 
recognize the occupation of part of their t~rritory, and. still 
engaged in regular or irregular military operations even in 
"occupied territories li In times of emergency, when a State's• 

existence was in danger, no one was exempt from the duty.of 
participating in the country is defence against a milita:ry aggressor. 

5. With respect to article 57. paragraph I, his delegation wished 
to draw attention to the fact that the presence of civil defence 
persunnel and equipment of a third party should be agreed to by all 
the c6nflicEing parties only after notification to the adverse 
party, for otherwise an aggressor might invite the civil defence. 
personnel of a third party to operate in a specific area, which 
might lead to a dangerous situation for ~uch personnel. In orde~ 
to provide the fullest possible protectivn for the civil defence 
personnel of a third party, his delegation had submitted an 
amendment (CDDH/II/ 349) which would change the words ;Iwith the 
agreement of;; to read i1wi th the agreement of all conflicting parties 
concerned;?, and delete the words following ?\afte~~ notification to 
the adverse party/!o 

6. In connexion with article 58, his delegation wished for 
clarification· as to what prote-ction would be granted after cessation 
of the protection mentioned in Chapter VI, either to civilian or 
military civil defence units. 
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7. His delegation believed that civilian units should always 

enjoy the treatment accorded to civilians, and the military civil 

defence personnel should be treated as combatants. 


8. Turning to article 59, he said that his delegation believed 
that since there was no uniform system or organization for civil 
defence, it would be better to replace the words "international 
distinctive si gn l1 by "internationally accepted distinctive sign", 
so as to give the article the best chance of being accepted by all 
delegations. As to the sign itself, either proposal would be 
acceptable to his delegation, although it had a slight preferenee 
for proposal II. 

9. Mr. HARDING (United States of America) complimented the Dru1ish 
delegation upon its various amendments (CDDH/IIi32l to 327), and 
associated his delegation with many of them. 

10. As a general c~~~ent, his delegation wished to stress the 
need to maintain the distinction between civilian and military 
persons in the performance of civil defence tasks. Such· tasks were 
often performed by military personnel as an assigned mission when 
they were not on combat duty. United States military forces such 
as the National Guard could well be used in that manner. Such 
tasks were part of the duties of soldiers, who should therefore 
not be protected when carrying them out. If they fell into the 
enemy's power they should be entitled to be treated as prisoners 
of war. That matter should, however, be discussed more fully in 
connection with article 55. 

11. He drew attention to his delegation's proposal in amendment 
CDDH/III346, which sought to clarify article 56 relating to occupied 
territory. Such clarification was needed because the ICRC 
Commentary (CDDH/3, PP.73 and 74) seemed to indicate that article 56 
applied in occupied territory even if it was an area in which land 
fighting was taking place. However, article 55 was specifically 
designed to deal with land fighting and should govern the situation 
in question. 

12. Chapter VI dealt with certain functions, the personnel 
performing which were accorded a special status. The general 
discussion should therefore deal with the criteria used to select 
those functions. 

13. His delegation believed that the number of humanitarian civil 
defence tasks should be limited to those necessary to correct the 
damage arising from military operations rather than include those 
directed towards general welfare. That list should be as specific 
and comprehensive as possible. 
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14. Mr. ~KARSTEDT (Sweden) recalled that at the second session 

of the Confer~nce his delegation had already given its general 

view~ on the need for rules concerning the special protection of 

civil defence personnel, and had said that the lCRC draft provided 

a good basis for that work. 


15. His delegation was in ~eneral agreement with the Danish 
amendments (CDDH/lII321 to 327), which improved upon the lCRC 
draft; but a number of questions remained before articles accept
able to all could be agreed upon. The concept of the task of civil 
defence and the methods of organizing civil defence personnel 
differed widely in the various countries, and there was a particular 
problem with respect to personnel of military units-assigned to 
civil defence. Here it was important to stress that the aim of the 
regulations conc~rned was to make it possible for certain civilians 
to be protected in carrying out their humariitarian tasks. It would 
be very hard to give such protection to military personnel. 

16. His delegation hoped that the ICRC draft~ together with the 
Danish proposals, as amended and clarified~ would serve as a sound 
foundation for the Committee's l'lOrk ~ in connection with wh:lch it 
might be necessary to set up working groups to discuss the 
substance of each article or group of articles en civil defence. 

17. Miss MINOGUE (Australia) said that her delegation supported 
the inclusion of Chapter VI in draft Protocol I, since it 
provided a means of implementing the articles of the fourth Geneva 
Convention of 1949 concerning the welfare of the civilian 
population. 

18. In general, her delegation endorsed the approach of the Danish 
delegation, while differing from it in some areas. 

19. Her delegation had submitted four amendments to Part IV of 
draft Protocol I following the Chairman's intimation that if a new 
Drafting Committee were appointed, only those deler-ations submitting 
amendments would be entitled to attend its meetings. 

20. Her delegation was not committed to any particular form of 
words for the articles in question, but considered that four issu'~s 
needed clarification. 

21. It should be made clear, first~ that civil defence was 
intended to safeguard the civilian population against disasters 
arising both from the confli6t itself and from natural causes during 
th~ period of the conflict; secondly, that the responsibilities of 
civi~ defence related to civilians only, not to members oi the ar~ed 
forces; thirdly, that civil defence workers were essentially 
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civili~1s and that under no circumstances should they be armed 

in areas where land fighting was taking place; and, lastly 

the languG',ge used in Section I should be as clear and simple as 

possible. Her delegation could not, for instance, support the 

inclusion in the English text of French words such as materiel 

in which there was n. real difference in meaning from the English 

equivalent. 


22. She drew attention to the Australian amendment to article 59 

(CDDH/II/339) in which paragraphs 6 and 7 had been redrafted to 

require States parties to the Protocol to take appropriate action 

to restrict the commercial use of the distinctive emblem of civil 

defence. That proposal was modelled on Articles 53 and 54 of the 

first Geneva Convention of 1949. Her delegation felt that a 

stronger provision than that provided in article 59, paragraph 9 

of the ICRC draft was needed. States must achieve a uniform 

approach in the protection of the civil defence emblem. Her 

delegation would put forward detailed comments in that respect 

when the article was considered by the Committee. 


23. Mr. MARTIN (Switzerland) thanked the representatives of 
Denmark and Belgium for their statements at the sixtieth meeting 
(CDDH/II/SR.60) on the complex problems before the Committee. 

24. The need for the present discussion was illustrated by the 
astonishing ratio between civil and military casualties in recent 
wars. In the First World War, one civilian had died for every 
twenty soldiers. In the Second World War, one civilian had died 
for everyone soldier. In the Korean war, five civilians had died 
for everyone soldier, and in the Viet-Nam war the proportion had 
been thirteen civilians to one soldier. In future wars, perhaps 
nuclear, the proportion might well be one soldier to 100 civilians. 

25. With respect to civil defence measures, he recalled that at 
Pforzheim, where such measures had been inadequate, there had been 
25,000 fatal civilian casualties, representing 31.25 per cent of a 
civilian population of 80,000. At Stuttgart, on the other hand, 
where suitable civil defence measures had been instituted, the total 
civilian casualties out of a population of 500,000 had been 4000, 
or 0.8 per cent. It was essential to bear such statistics in 
mind and to ensure that civil defence, whether civilian, para
mili ta.ry or military, was properly organized. 
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26. The problem of military civil defence units had been brought 
up, though not soived, at the 1972 Meeting of Experts on an 
International Distinctive Sign for Civil Defence Services. The. 
Swiss delegation was glad to see that the matter was again being 
takenuPby-th~ ICRC and by various delegations, and believed, 
with" the Danlshdelegation~ that it must be treated flexibly and 
objectively. 

27 •. Mr. KHAIRAT (Egypt) said that civil defence was usually 
carried out by civilians, although some countries had police and 
military civil defence units as well. Since the two Protocols dealt 
with ~ivil defence in the bontext of armed conflict, his delegation 
interpr"eted "disasters" in article 54 as events occurring during 
or because of a!'med conflict., and felt that the provisions of the 
Protocol.s COUld not be applied to natural disasters in time of peace. 

28. Mtlitarycfvll defence personnel, few as they might be, had to 
be governed by rules different from those for civilian persorulel, 
and they must be treated as prisoners of war if they fell into 
enemy hands. 

29. His deligation believed that it would be better not to arm 
civil aefence personnel] but that in any case the weapons of such 
personnel should be for self-defence ~nly. 

30. ~ctivities falling within the province of civil defence should 
be .enUmerated~ so as to avoid any possibility of misinterpretation. 

5lA He repeated hlsdelegation Ys reservation concerning the term 
"zones of military operations" in article 55 and supported the 
Danish proposal for the words "In areas where land fighting is 
taking place" to be used • 

.
32. Mr. JAKOVLJEVIC (Yugoslavia), having reserved his delegatiohYs 
right to speak on particular articles in Chapter VI, noted that 
the purpose of that Chapter was to grant the eivil defence servi.ce 
an inte·rnationally protected status. The Committee, he trusted, 
w·ould· reaCh· agreement as to the tasks that civil defence services 
must perform in order to enjoy protected status; but the question 
still remained as to who was to decide whether the conditions for 
benefiting from the special status were met.· The answer, of courEle, 
was the Government of the State concerned. 

33. In his delegation's view~ the Protocol offered States the 
possibility of providing civil defence services with special 
protection but did not create an obligation to do so. Each 
Government had the right to organize its civil defence service in 
accordance with the conditions set out in Chapter VI, thus enabling 
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it to enjoy privileged status; but they were also free to give such 
services non-humanitarian tasks, in which case the privileged status 
could not be invoked, especially if the list of humanitarian tasks 
in the Chapter was exhaustive. 

34. How, then, would a party know whether the adversary's civil 
defence was placed under the special legal regime set out in 
Protocol 11 It seemed to him that what was needed was a legal 
mechanism to make it clear whether or not the civil defence 
service in question was governed by the rules of Chapter VI of 
Part IV of Protocol I, all the more since a Government might well 
change its mind as to the status of its civil defence in the course 
of operations. 

35~ In order to clarify the situation, his country's delegation 
to the XXIInd International Conference of the Red Cross, held at 
Teheran in 1973, had proposed an additional article 59 bis under 
which the application of Chapter VI was not automatic, but would 
depend upon a notification by the Governments concerned. That 
proposal, which had also been submitted to the first session of the 
Diplomatic Conference (CDDH/6 9 p.36) had not been adopted, and his 
delegation had not pressed it. However, since the ~roblem had not 
been solved, his delegation might put forward a fur··tn.er amendment 
after the present discussion. 

36. Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain) congratulated the Danish delegation 
on its various amendments (CDDH/II/321 to 327), which had helped to 
dispel many of its doubts on the texts proposed. In principle 
his delegation would be able to support those amend~ents, with 
certain changes. 

37. Several important points had been raised in the discussion, 
including the possibility of the participation in civil defence of 
police, military units, reserve personnel and soldiers on active 
service. All those points needed careful consideration, and due 
account must be taken of the different ways of organizing civil 
defence throughout the world. 

38. The Swiss delegation had put forward a number of proposals in 
amendment CDDH/II/335 suggesting a new article 59 ter, which should 
also.be taken into account during the discussion. 

39. It might be useful if the Committee concentrated on the 
following salient points: civil defence organizations should be 
given legal recognition before the outbreak of hostilities, as had 
been proposed; civil defence organizations should confine them
selves to controlling and correcting the results of disaster and 
war; and they must always refrain from committing acts of violence 
or hostility - a matter closely connected with the question of 
carrying small-arms. 
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40. Mr. ICHIOKA (Japan) pointed out that, owing mainly to the fact 
that there had thus far been no internationally recognized code in 
the field of civil defence, and that as a result the matter had 
been left entirely to the discretj_on of the countries concerned, 
different concepts involving different functions, different 
competences and different structures of civil defence co-existed 
in different parts of the world. Each concept had its merits, 
reflecting the historical and social background of the country or 
region concerned. In such circumstances the Committee would have 
to adopt a high degree of flexibility if it was to succeed in 
establishing a code which would be supported by all members. The 
Japanese delegation would be prepared to examine all relevant 
proposals in the hope that the Committee would reach a consensus. 

41. A basic point to be borne in mind was that the Committee should 
deal witb civil defence on the basis of the functions which it 
expected ~ivil defence to perform, and not on the basis of the 
organs or persons carrying it out. Civil defence could be carried 
out by State or local Government agencies, by volunteer organ
izations, or even by individuals not belonging to any organization. 
In his view the official status of the person carrying out civil 
defence made little difference; as long as he was engaged in 
civil defence duties he should be entitled to a reasonable degree 
of protection. nis delegation therefore strongly endorsed the 
approach which the ICRC had adopted in formulating its draft text. 
It also considered that persons who belonged to a military o~ police 
unit but who carried out civil defence functions under a specific 
and well-defined assignment should also enjoy a proper degree of 
protection. The welcome amendment proposed by Switzerland 
(CDDH/II/335) deserved serious consideration, although several 
points needed clarification. 

42. The ICRC text on the definition of civil defence (article 54) 
was generally sound and had the support, in principle, of his 
delegation. Any attempt to make it more precise would be useful, 
but the definition should be broad enough to include many types 
of humanitarian activity undertaken to safeguard the civilian 
population from a wide range of dangers arising in war time. The 
definition should include both activities undertaken to protect 
the population during hostilities, and relief activities 'in 
times of natural disaster. Similarly, the maintenance of public 
order should be clearly established as a function of civil defence, 
in addition to the protection of civilian life and property. 
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43. There already appeared to be a consensus in the Committee that 
civil defence personnel might bear smal'l arms. His delegation bad 
no objection to that view and hoped that it would be confirmed in 
the course tif discussion. 

44. Miss SHEIK~FADLI (Syrian Arab Republic) said that the 
Conferenriehad a duty to assist any civil defence organization to 
per'form its duty regardless of whether that organization was purely 
civilian~ whether it was part of a country's national defence 
system~whether it was a specialized civilian defence organization 
or whether it was national~ international or originating from a 
country not party to the conflict. The essential point was the 
function exercised by the organization concerned, not its status. 
A d~finition based on functional criteria was more in accord with 
the situation obtaininE in most third world countries; countries 
which had relatively recently acceded to independence did not, in 
general~ have a developed and specialized civilian defence 
infrastructure. 

45. Her delegation endorsed the other proposals designed to safe
guard the functioLs uf' civil defence bodies operating in occupied 
territories. They should continue to perform their humanitarian 
work; their equipment should not be requisitioned or diverted 
and their personnel should not be prevented from working or removed 
from their place of work. By protecting personnel and agencies 
which engaged in humanitarian activities while refraining from any 
hostile act against the enemY3 the desired neutrality would be 
facilitated. 

46. Mr. KORNEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) reminded the 
Committee that in the Second World War 50 per cent of all 
casualties had been civilian; in Korea and Viet-Nam the figure had 
been substantially higher. Civil defence therefore had the 
humanitarian function of ensuring the survival of the civilian 
population at times of natural disaster or during hostilities. 

47. His delegation realized that there were probably no two 
countries in which civil defence fulfilled identical functions or 
had the same structure and official status. Accordingly it was 
advisable for article 54 of draft Protocol I to include a broader 
range of tasks which civil defence could perform. The ICRC text 
provided a sound basis for discussion. 

48. Different views had been put forward on whether civil defence 
organizations should be military or civilian. The crucial point~ 
however~ was that such organizations should fulfil the function of 
protecting the civilian population. There could, of course, be no 
really effective civilian defence without the participation of 
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civilians. On the other hand~ in times of natural disaster and in 
overcoming the effects of military action~ large quantities of 
powerful technical equipment and large numbers of persons might be 
required. The easiest solution to the problem was to assign 
military personnel and equipment to civil defence. 

49. Some amendments reflected the idea that civil defence systems 
were established when emergency situations occurred. His delegation 
considered that a civil defence system should be established in 
advance of any emergency; it was a permanent~ and not a temporary, 
organization. 

50. Civil defence personnel should be permitted to carry small
arms~ since their duties included guarding installations vital for 
the survival of the civilian population, as well as the maintenance 
of public order. Civil def~nce organizations couldnot~ of course, 
operate independently of government control. In occupied 
territories in particular~ they could operate only with the 
permission of the occupying forces and in certain circumstances 
could be disbanded. 

51. Some amendments contained a reference to the "military need ll 

to destroy civil defence equipment and buildings. The term "military 
need" should be 'elucidated by examples~ as had been done in the 
case of article 54 regarding the definition of civil defence~ The 
draft text submitted by the ICRC provided a sound basis for the 
current stage of the Committee's work. 

52. fJIr. H0STMARK (Norway) drew attention to a number of general 
principles which his delegation believed to be important in 
relation to special rules of protection for civil defence. First~ 
civil defence had to be of a humanitarian character. The argument 
for special protection rested on the fact that certain humanitarian 
considerations were so strong that they took precedence over any 
possible military views regarding the desirability of attacking 
either persons or property. The primary aim was to reduce suffering 
and to safeguard the fundamental needs of the civilian population 
in war time. In other words, the criterion for awarding special 
protection must be the humanitarian consequences of civil- defence. 

53. SecondlY3 the mantle of special protection must not be cast 
over too wide and varied a field; otherwise the rules would not 
be observed in practice. Civil defence involved three different 
aspects: its functions, the personnel carrying out those 
functions, and the equipment and buildings used by the personnel 
in the fulfilment of those functions. Priority protection should 
be given to the functions themselves~ and the other two categories 
should receive protection to the extent that was practicable for 
the proper fulfilment of those functions. 
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54. Thirdly~ the civil defence system should be of a civilian 
character; otherwise there would be confusion in the eyes of an 
enemy between civil defence and military defence, with sharply
reduced chances of the protective rules being observed. The 
Committee should do its utmost to draft rules that would have an 
effective chance of being complied with in practice. Accordingly, 
it must aim at the best result possible~ not at the best possible 
result. In other words, the rules should be so clear, so simple 
and as far as possible so divorced from the military situation~ 
that a soldier in the heat of combat would have no doubt about their 
interpretation. It was therefore clearly preferable that civil 
defence personnel should never carry arms. 

55. Lastly~ the above-mentioned principles could most easily be 
taken into account in a specially established civil defence 
organization. Norway had adopted that solution, but his delegation 
was aware that in other countries it might be more practicable to 
allow the functions to be carried out by other, already established, 
civilian organizations. The important point was to avoid 
arrangements which reduced the possibilities of the rules being 
observed in time of war. 

56. His delegation had carefully studied the draft text provided 
by the ICRC and the amendments submitted by Denmark in documents 
CDDH/II/321 to 327. Even though his delegation might disagree on a 
few points, it considered that those documents provided a sound 
basis for the further work of the Committee. 

57. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) said that in his delegation's view 
civil defence personnel should not be armed in areas'where they 
were likely to meet the enemy. If they were armed they would lose 
their effective power of protection; Committee III was extending 
the rules on irregular fighters and there would be confusion as to 
who was a legitimate target and who was not. He agreed with the 
Danish representative (sixtieth meeting - CDDH/II/SR.60) that the 
police should not be included in the rules protecting civil defence 
personnel. Almost all countries would wish to continue to arm 
their police, and if the police were the only non-combatants to be 
armed, it was still possible to maintain order. The enemy 
recognized that the police were protected civilians, although not 
under the draft Protocol being considered. If that solution were 
adopted, his delegation and other co-sponsors would be able to 
withdraw several proposals submitted at the second session. 

58. ~~. KUCHENBUCH (German Democratic Republic) said that his 
delegation considered that the ICRC draft of Chapter VI constituted 
a Sound basis for the Committee's work, although the proposed 
definitions needed to be made rather more explicit. His delegation 
considered that civil defence personnel should be permitted to 
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carry small arms and that such an arrangement was not contrary to 
the nature and aims of civil defence. Police and military personnel 
should be allowed to discharge their duties within the civil defence 
system without altering its nature. 

59. Mr. URQUIOLA (Philippines) said that his delegation endorsed 
the Swiss statement regarding the importance of civil defence in 
time of'conflict~ since st~ti~tics had shown that in recent wars 
civilian casualties had been much higher where civil defence 
organizat:ions had not intervened. His delegation also endorsed the 
statemeht made by the Secretary-General of the International Civil 
Defence Organization at the sixtieth meeting (CDDH/II/SR.60)~ as 
well as the proposal that an international distinctive sign for 
civil defence organizations should be introduced. 

Article 54 - Definition (CDDH/l, CDDH/225 and Corr.l, CDDg/226 
and Corr.2; CDDH7III44~ CDDH/II/3l8 3 CDDH/II/32l, CDDH/II/336~ 
CDDH/II/344) (continued) 

60. The CHAIRMAN drew attention to amendments CDDH/II/44, 
CDDH/II/3l8, CDDH/II/32l, CDDH/II/336 and CDDH/II/344. He informed 
the Committee that the Danish delegation had withdrawn its sponsor
ship of amendment CDDH/II/3l8 in favour of the amendment it had 
submitted subsequently (CDDH/II/32l). In the abSence of any 
objection~ he would take it that the other sponsors of amendment 
CDDH/III 318, namely, the Federal Republic of Germany ~ Uganda, the 
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the United 
States of America, agreed to withdraw that amendment in favour of 
the more recent Danish amendment. 

It was so agreed. 

61. Mr. URQUIOLA (Philippines), referring to the proposal to broaden 
the definition of the term "civil defence';, drew attention to the 
great importance which President Marcos had attached to the subject 
in his preface to the Philippine Civil Defence Manual. The 
Philippine Government had recently created the Office of Civil 
Defence, which was given the primary mission of co-ordinating the 
activities and functions of various agencies of the national 
Government, private institutions and civic organizations devoted to 
public welfare, so that the Tacilities and resources of the entire 
nation might be utilized to the maximum extent for the protection 
and preservation of the civilian population and property in time of 
war and other national emergencies. 
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62. Under Philippine law the concept of civil defence was broader 

than in article 54 of draft Protocol I. It included not only the 

protection and welfare of the civilian population and property in 

time of war or natural disaster but: also the protection of the 

people and their property in other national emergencies of equally 

grave character, such as civil strife. 


63. At the first session of the Diplomatic Conference his delegation 
had proposed amendments to the relevant articles of the two draft 
Protocols concerning the definition of "civil defence". In his 
delegation's view the definition of the term in article 54 of draft 
Protocol I should be made wider in order that the greatest measure 
of civil assistance and welfare measures could be extended to the 
civilian population in the event of hostilities, civil strife and 
disaster. The ICRC Commentary (CDDH/3, p. 71) recommended that 
civil defence should have a wider scope and that its purpose 
should not be limited and become the monopoly of specialized 
agencies and bodies but that it should be possible for any civilian 
to participate in civil defence activities. His delegation endorsed 
that view. 

64. In article 54 of draft Protocol I his delegation had proposed 

that the words "civil strife" should be inserted between the words 

"hostilities" and "or" in the first sentence of the article. The 

aim was that civil defence activities should cover hostilities 

within the country. 


65. In article 54, sub-paragraph (a) his delegation had proposed 

the insertion of the phrase "interment of the dead" petween the 

words "wounded" and I'fire-fighting". There were compelling 

humanitarian, aesthetic, customary and hygienic reasons for the 

inclusion of that phrase. 


66. In article 54, sub-paragraph (c) his delegation had proposed 
that the phrase "and welfare services" should be inserted between 
the words "assistance" and "to". The Philippine Office of Civil 
Defence j in co-operation with the Bureau of Social Welfare Services, 
was, in fact, also responsible for providing a wide range of welfare 
services at the time of hostilities, civil strife and disasters. 

67. In article 54, sub-paragraph (!) his delegation had propoDed 
that the phrase "designation of safe centres or settlement sites" 
should be added. The proposed new text went further than merely 
warning the civilian population and evacuating them. It should, in 
fact, be the additional task of civil defence to prepare plans for 
the location of safe centres and s~ttlement sites for the civilian 
population during an emergency situation. The task would be made 
much easier if such plans were prepared before the emergency 
actually occurred. 
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68. The comments on the above-mentioned sub-paragraphs of article 
54 were equally applicable to the relevant sub-paragraphs of article 
31 of draft Protocol II. His ~elegation had appreciated the 
endorsement of its proposals by the Secretary-General of the 
International Civil Defence Organization. 

69. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark)~ introducing amendment CDDH/II/321~ said 
he considered that the title proposed by his delegation corresponded 
more closely to the contents of the article than that proposed by 
ICRC in draft Protocol I. 

70. The changes proposed by his delegation to the first sentence 
of the article were motivated by the belief that ICRC's text was too 
far-reaching, exceeding the scope of the purely humanitarian tasks 
of safeguarding the life and property of the civilian population .. 
He drew attention to the fact that the words "the effect of" were 
not reflected in the French text of the amendment, and requested 
that the necessary correction should be made. 

71. Turning to the second sentence~ he said that his delegation 
proposed to substitute the \'!Ords "some or all of the following!! 
for the words "inter alia:' in the ICRe r s text because it c0nsidered 
that the protection granted under article 54 should be restricted 
to the humanita~ian elements of civil defence. Since the conception 
of civil defence functions could vary from country to country, it 
was most important to define very clearly what was meant by the 
term "civil defence" in the context of draft Protocol 1. 

72. Some of the changes proposed to sub-paragraphs (a) to (~) 
related only to drafting. Reg2rding sub-paragraph (dJ, the wording 
should be j'assistance in the restoration of public order in 
devastated areasll~ in accordance with his delegation's original 
proposal. 

73. If the amendment proposed by his delegation to the beginning 
of the second sentence was adopted, it might be appropriate to add 
a provision covering similar humanitarian tasks t~ which specific 
reference was not made in sub-paragraphs (~) to (~). He therefore 
supported the new sub-paragraph (h) proposed by Flnland, Norway 
and Sweden (CDDH/II/344), the inclusion of which would cater for 
the Philippine proposals relating to interment of the dead and 
designation of safe centres or settlement sites (CDDH/II/41~). 

74. With regard to the Philippine proposal to insert a reference 
to civil strife in the first sentence, his delegation held the view 
that civil strife did not come within the scope of either draft 
Protocol I, which related only to international conflicts, or draft 
Protocol II~ which specified in article 1, paragraph 2, that 
situations of internal disturbances and tensions were excluded from 
its material field of application. 
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75. Miss MINOGUE (Australia)~ introducing amendment CDDH/II/336~ 
said that the effect of her delegationis proposals was essentially 
to re-arrange the ICRC text. The only exception was sub-paragraph 
(e), the wording of which was somewhat restrictive in both the ICRC 
dTaft and the Danish amendment (CDDH/II/321, sub-paragraph (d»" 
The wording used in sub-paragraph (e) of the Australian proposal 
(CDDH/II/336) reflected the very essence of civil defence and 
expressed the idea which her delegation wished to see embodied in 
the article. However 3 she considered that it should not be 
difficult for either the Drafting Committee or a working group to 
incorporate most of the Australian proposals in the Danish text J 

which her delegation could support in general. 

76. Mr. SKARSTEDT (Sweden),.introducing amendment CDDH/II/344 on 
behalf of the sponsors, said that article 54 contained the essential 
definition of civil defence and enumerated its tasks. There were 
good reasons in favour of making a complete enumeration of those 
tasks; if that were done, however~ careful attention would have to 
be given to the choice of appropriate wording. The sponsors of 
amendment CDDH/II/344 could accept the Danish proposals relating to 
sub-paragraphs (a) to (f), subject to the addition of their proposed 
new sub-paragraph (h), which would cater for humanitarian tasks of 
a similar nature that might not be covered by the preceding sub
paragraphs. 

77. Regarding the Philippine amendment (CDDH/II/44), his delegation 
could not support the idea that civil defence should cover tasks 
intended to safeguard the population against the effects of civil 
strife and endorsed the views expressed by the Danish representative 
in that connexion. ' 

78. Mr. MALINVERNI (International Committee of the Red Cross), 
commenting on the amendments which had just been introduced, said 
that he shared the views expressed by the Danish representative 
concerning the untimeliness of a reference to civil strife in the 
definition of a text applicable to international conflicts. 

79. Both the Danish proposal relating to the beginning of the 
second sentence of article 54 and the proposal by Finland, Norway 
and Sweden to add a new sub-paragraph (h) to that article 
(CDDH/II/344) were improvements on the ICRC draft. 

80. With regard to the first sentence, he noted that the word 
"hostilities" in the ICRC text had been replaced by the more 
restrictive word "attacks" in the Danish amendment (CDDH/II/321) , 
and he would be interested to know whether that had been done 
deliberately, and the reason for it. 
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81. Conveyance of the wounded~ mention of which had been excluded 
from sub-paragraph (a) of the Danish amendment, was an important 
civil defence task and~ in his opinion~ might usefully be retained 
in the text. On the other hand, it was perhaps unnecessary to 
include a referenrie to medical services in general in that sub
paragraph, since they were already pro:tected under other articles 
of the draft Protocol. 

82. He noted that sub-paragraph (b) of the ICRC draft, concerning 
the safeguard.of ob.jects indispensable to the survival of the 
civilian popula:tion~ had been excluded from the Danish amendment 
and he wondered why. 

The meeting rose at 12.45 p.m. 
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE SIXTY-SECOND MEETING 

held on Tuesday, 4 May 1976, at 10.5 a.m. 

Chairman: Mr. NAHLIK (Poland) 

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOLS I AND II (CDDH/l) (continued) 

Draft Protocol I 

Article 54 - Definition (CDDH/1, CDDH/225 and Corr.l, 
CDDH/226 and Corr.2; CDDH/II/44, CDDH/II/32l, CDDH/II/336, 
CDDH/II/344) (continued) 

1. The CHAIRMAN invited members of the Committee to continue 

their consideration of article 54 - Definition. 


2. '1r. SUKHDEV (India) asked the Danish representative to clarify 
amendment CDDH/II/321 which he had introduced at the sixty-first 
meeting (CDDH/II/SR.61). 

3. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) said that the expression "to avoid or 
recover from the effects of attacks ll had been used in his 
delegation's amendment instead of "effects a.rising from hostilities 
or disasters" which appeared in the ICRC text because there might 
be occasions when the assistance of civil defence bodies was needed 
but where the situation could not be referred to as iihostilities". 
For instance, during the first few months of the Second World War, 
Denmark was neutral but had been bombed two or three'times. Such 
bombing was not intended as an act of hostility against Denmark. 
The civil defence bodies, however, had had to go to the assistance 
of the civilian population. 

4. Mr. SUKHDEV (India) said that although he could support the 
Danish amendment, he wished to suggest that it be changed to read 
"effects of attacks arising out of hostilities or otherwise 'i • 

5. Referring to the Philippine amendment (CDDH/II/44), he felt 
that the definition of what civil defence should cover went beyond 
the scope of article 1 of draft Protocol I. 

6. Mr. MARTIN (Switzerland), supporting the Danish representative, 
said that Switzerland, although neutral, had also been bombed during 
the Second World War as a result of hostilities being waged in 
surrounding territory. 
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7. He suggested that it would be well for the Committee, before 

a decisi0n was taken concerning the functions of civil defence 

bodies, to pronounce on the principle of an exhaustive list ",f 

such functions to be included or not included in article 54. If 

the word 1!notamment ll was retained in the French text of the 

article, that would imply that the list given was not eXhaustive 

and would leave it open to various interpretations by civiI defenl~e 


bodies. He reserved the right to speak again after a decision had 

been taken on that matter. 


8. Mr. ALBA (France), supporting the Swiss representative, said 

that the list given in article 54 should be for purposes of 

information only. 


9. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada), supporting the Danish representative, 
said that his delegation considered that draft Protocol I, Part IV, 
Section I, Chapter VI - Civil Defence was meant to provide 
protection for the essential activities of civil defence bodies 
when assisting the civilian population in circumstances in whi~h 
such protection could not be assured in the absence of specific 
articles in draft Protocol I and its annex. 

10. Representatives had stated that article 54 should contain a 
clearly defined and limited list, in order that such protection 
should be effective. It was for that reason that many members had 
spoken against the words Hinter alia" in article 54 and had preferred 
the Danish amendment (CDDH/II/321) which replaced those words by 
!lsome or all of the following;!. 

11. There was a curious anomaly in amendment CDDH/II/344, 
submitted by the delegations of Finland, Norway and Sweden which 
supported the Danish text but, by adding the words \I other human" 
itarian tasks", seemed to contradict itself directly. 

12. His delegation was in favour of a short and clearly rlefined 
list of the functions of civil defence bodies. 

13. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) pointed out that in the general debate 
he had stated that one of the basic principles in his delegation's 
opinion was that the Committee should define the organizations 
that should receive protection as clearly as humanly possible. P 
complete, exhaustive list of the components of civil defence could 
not be made, but the list should be as clear as possible. ArticlE 54 
should include the words "some or all of the following". He 
considered that a sub-paragraph (h) worded as follows: "other 
humanitc~rian tasks of a similar nature" might be included, as in 
amendment CDDH/II/344 submitted by Finland, Norway and Sweden. 
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Such a phrase would exclude protection of vital industries, 
economic defence, supplies of oil and so forth, which in many 
countries came under the civil defence organization but which 
should not be protected as they were not of a humanitarian nature. 

14. The CHAIRMAN said that, having read rule 21 of the rules of' 
procedure, he considered that the Swiss representative's suggestion 
concerning a decision of principle, namely whether or not an 
exhaustive list of the functions of civil defence bodies should be 
included in article 54, was a point of substance and not a point 
of order. 

15. Mr. MARTIN (Switzerland) agreed with the Danish representative 
and supported amendment CDDH/II/344 submitted by Finland, Norway 
and Sweden, sub-paragraph (h) of which defined the functions of 
civil defence bodies, which-must be of a humanitarian nature in 
order to be protected. 

16. The French text of article 54 should be amended, the word 

iinotamment li being deleted. 


17. Mr. ALBA (France) shared the views of the Danish represent
ative and supported amendment CDDH/II/344. He considered that 
civil defence bodies should be given the opportunity to perform al.l 
humanitarian tasks. The words "civil defence" included all 
possible forms of such defence. The French text should follow the 
English version very closely. 

18. Mr. CZANK (Hungary) said that his delegation considered 
that from a purely legal point of view article 54 should include 
an exhaustive list of civil defence tasks; but in view of the 
other problems involved, his delegation would accept the wording 
suggested by the Danish representative. The words "inter alia" in 
the original ICRC draft of article 54 would leave it open to the 
opposing parties to decide what activities were covered by the 
wOrds licivil defence ll He supported amendment CDDH/III344.• 

I 

19. Mr. JAKOVLJEVIC (Yugoslavia) said that in view of the 
different tasks considered as coming under civil defence in va:t~iou6 
coUntries, his delegation was in favour of most of the ICRC text of 
article 54. If an exhaustive list- of civil defence tasks was 
included in that article there might be difficulties of inter
pretation. His delegation was not in favour of the words "Civil 
defence includes, inter alia" and suggested that they should be 
amended to read "Civil defence may include inter alia •.. 11. 
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2uo ThE +-,itle given by the ICRC to article 54 VIas 1;Definition"; 
i".. the) ,wish amendment it was IlScope of civil defence", but the 
article ccntained both definition and scope. The word IIdefinitionl1 
covered five elements, some of them in article 54 and some in 
article 55, namely: humanitarian tasks, tasks to be carried out or. 
behalf of the civilian population, tasks connected with situations 
of disaster and armed conflict, the civilian character of defence 
bodies, and the fact that civil defence bodies must be established 
or recognized by their Governments. All those elemsmts should be 
covered by article 54. 

21. It had been suggested that civil strife should be included in 
the elements covered by article 54. His delegation considered, 
however, that if civil strife could not be covered by draft 
Protocol I it might later be examined whether it could be covered 
by an article in draft Protocol II. 

22. The CHAIID1AN, speaking as a jurist 9 said that the title of 
the Danish amendment - "Article 54 - Scope of civil Defence;; was 
broader than that of amendment CDDH/lIi3l.!1[ - "Definition ll 

• The 
ICRC title was r:Definition 1i but the ICRC text ~lTcl,S certain:iy notj 

merely a definition. It would thus be better to use the t~r!'l 
HS cope ". 

23. Mr. JOSEPHI (Federal Republic of Germany) said that his 
delegation fully agreed with the Danish amendment (CDDH/II/321), 
which would place greater emphasis on the humanitarian nature of 
civil defence. He was particularly in favour of the deletion of 
the words l1inter alia rr , but since it appeared difficult to fom
ulate an eXhaustive list he would support the proposal to add the 
words Ii other humanitarian task:=:; of a similar nature Ii , as proposed 
by Finland, Norvlay and Sweden (CDDH/lIi344), 

24. Mr. HARDING (United States of America) said that, while 
associating itself with the Danish pr:Jposal that certain task::> 
other than those of a strictly humanitarian nature - such as those 
concerned with economic matters and civilian rationing - should 
not be listed, his delegation also agreed with the previous 
speakers that the term "other humanitarian tasks of a similar 
nature n might present a number of problems of interpretation c:.nd 
give rise to dispute as to whether or not particular tasks were 
humanitarian. A list, even with some omissions, but as exhaustive 
as possible, would better serve the over-all end than a formula 
that could give rise to argument. The aim should be to have a 
complete list. 
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25. Mr. KHAIRAT (Egypt) said that both viewpoints had their merits: 

an exhaustive list could help to avoid misinterpretation, while to 

leave the list open would offer scope for greater flexibility. 

His delegation would have preferred to have an exhaustive list. 

The Committee might first complete its discussion of the proposals 

before it and then try to reach agreement on the contents of the 

list. 


26. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) said that a consensus appeared to 
be emerging in favour of the Danish formula »Civil defence includes 
some or all of the following" and in favour of adding to the 
proposed list. The words Ylother humanitarian tasks of a similar 
nature ll proposed by Finland, Norway and Sweden (CDDH/II/ 344) were 
somewhat imprecise and conflicted with the idea of an exhaustive 
list. The Committee should consider what tasks had been omitted., 
and if possible list them. The subject of civil defence had been. 
studied since 1972 and it appeared from the discussions that many 
countries had elaborate organizations under the title of civil 
defence, although his country had virtually none. It was not clear 
precisely what the word "humanitarian" meant. Relief, which was 
a humanitarian task, was dealt with under three separate articles. 
Was it suggested that it should be brought under civil defence 
because of its humanitarian nature? 

27. The word llscope" would be more correct in the heading than the 
word "definition". Some of the words used in the list might them
selves require definition. He could see no distinction between the 
words r'social assistance If and the words Ifwelfare services II proposed 
by Australia. It might be necessary to add to the list of 
definitions at the beginning of draft Protocol I. Considerable 
time had been spent in defining the words rtwoundedl! and l'sickrt, 
whose meaning had been known since 1864 - date of the Geneva 
Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded 
in Armies in the Field - yet a number of newly-employed words bad 
so far gone undefined. 

28. His delegation assumed that some form of working group wOl:.ld 
be established to determine the meaning of civil defence for the 
purposes of draft Protocol I. While there was nothing to prevent 
any High Contracting Party from including other items in their own 
civil defence organization, it should be clear that only those 
specified would be protected under Protocol I. In the absence of 
a reasonably exhaustive list there would be complete confusion 
and the chapter in question would be ineffective. The Committee 
should adopt the Danish proposal (CDDH/II/321), and the meaning 
of the words Hand other humanitarian tasks of a similar naturel! 
should be considered, possibly in a working group. 
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29. Mr. CZANK (Hungary) said that his delegation agreed generally 
with the Yugoslav representative's comments but considered that 
article 54 should be headed HDefinitions" and should contain three 
distinct definitions. First should come the general definition of 
civil defence given in the existing text. Secondly~ the definition 
of civilian bodies in article 55 should be moved to article 54, 
thus avoiding the need for repetition in subsequent articles. 
Thirdly, there should be a definition of civil defence personnel, 
which was mentioned in a number of articles where reference was 
made to permanent and temporary civil defence personneL The terms 
"civil defence bodies ll and "civilian bodies" were used in different 
parts of the text and sometimes within the same paragraph. It 
would help in formulating the definitions if the ICRC representative 
could give the Committee an idea of what he considered to be the 
difference between those two terms. 

30. It might be inadvisable to include the formula II for the purpose 
of the present Chapter ii 

, since the provision was for the purpose 
not only of Part IV, Section I, Chapter VI of draft Protocol I but 
also of the corresponding chapter of draft Protocol II. 

31. The question of civil strife did not belong to the present 

article and might not even belong to draft Protocol II. 


32. The term "social assistance" might be more comprehensive than 

the term "welfare·· services II. It would complicate matters to have 

the two terms used together in an enumeration of civil defence 

tasks. . 

33. The Conference of Government Experts on the Reaffirmation and 
Development of International Humanitarian Law applicable in Armed 
Conflicts had no doubt tried to include all those tasks that could 
be considered as civil defence tasks in the foreseeable future. 
The Committee should concentrate on adding any further tasks it 
considered appropriate. 

34. Mr. MALINVERNI (International Committee of the Red Cross) said 
that to add the words "other humanitarian tasks of a similar 
nature" as proposed by Finland~ Norway and Sweden (CDDH/II/344) 
would still imply that the list was not exhaustive and would thus 
have the same effect as the words "inter alia" in the ICRC text. 
The words "humanitarian tasks Vi were also used in the ICRC text and 
it appeared unnecessary to repeat them. He could see no significant 
difference between the ICRC text and amendment CDDH/II/344 on that 
point. Replying toa question addressed to him he pointed out that 
if the ICRC had used the term "civilian bodies l1 rather than "civil 
defence bodies" in certain instances (articles 55 and 56) it was to 
make the text less cumbersome. Moreover, the expression "civilian 
bodies" referred to the definition in article 54 so that there should 
be no difficulty over the meaning of the term. 
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35. The CHAIRMAN said that before considering the various tasks 

in detail, the Committee should take a decision on three points .. 

The first was whether the word "Definition" or the word "Scope" 

should be used in the heading of the article. The word "Scope" 

included the idea of definition but went beyond it. A decision 

on that point would facilitate the work of the Drafting Conunittf~e 

or Working Group in dealing with the remainder of the article. 

The second point for decision was whether or not the list of chril 

defence tasks should be exhaustive. The third was whether or not 

to include the question of civil strife. The heading proposed by 

Denmark, being the furthest removed from the ICRC text, should 

be voted on first. 


36. Mr. URQUIOLA (Philippines) said that his delegation must 
insist that article 54 should include some reference to civil atrife~ 
since otherwise civil defence bodies might find themselves 
deprived of the right to intervene in cases of grave national 
emergency, as had happened recently, for example, when foreign 
elements had been introduced into a country which was already 
engaged in an internal struggle. 

37. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) said that according to information 

received by him, the Drafting Committee of the Conference felt 

that there should be no titles to any of the articles. In his 

opinion, therefore, it would be a waste of time to proceed to Cl 


vote. 


38. The CHAIRMAN said that, as a professor of law, he strongly 
opposed the idea that articles should not have title§, since titles 
made it much easier for students to remember the contents of 
articles. He recalled that the same point had been raised at the 
United Nations Conference on the Law of Treaties, where the 
Drafting Committee had decided that the titles should be retained. 

39. Mr. CZANK (Hungary) said that his delegation still wished to 
press its oral amendment concerning the composition and title of 
article 54. 

40. Mr. JAKOVLJEVIC (Yugoslavia), speaking on a point of orde~, 
said that the question of the title of article 54 should be 
decided at a later time. 

41. Mr. MARTIN (Switzerland) said that the question of definitions 
had arisen at the Conference of Government Experts in 1972. At 
that time, it had been decided that the title of article 67 of the 
lCRC draft should be "Definition" and that that article should 
define civil defence organizations and enumerate their tasks. 
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42. The CHAIRMAN said that j following informal consultations, he 
had decided that it would be better not to take a vote at the 
present time on the title of article 54 or on the question whether 
the list of tasks enumerated in that article should be an exhaustive 
one. In order to expedite the ComIilittee's work, it was his 
intention to appoint a few additional members to the Drafting 
Committee and to request it to act at the same time as a working 
group dealing with questions of substance and of drafting. 

4'3. He suggested that the Committee should now vote on the 

Philippine proposal to include a reference to civil strife in 

article 54. 


44. Mr .. MARTIN (Switzerland) said he hoped that the Philippine 
repres~\htative would not press his proposal, since thequestio,n of 
civil strife would be dealt with in draft Protocol II in connexi,on 
with the protection of victims of non-international armed 
conf,licts~ , 

45. Mr. URQUIOLA (Philippines), while agreeing that the question of 
civiI strife should be included in draft Protocol II ~ insisted that 
some reference to it should also be made in article 54 of draft 
Protocol I. 

46. The CHAIRMAN put the Philippine proposal to the vote. 

The Philip~ine proposal was rejected by 43 votes to one, 
wi th 12 abstentl.o'ns. 

47. Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain) said that his delegation felt 
that any reference to social welfare services in article 54 would 
be too broad~since it would be difficult to determine, in an 
emergency situation, what such services would cover. They might 
conceivably include, for example, such things as social security, 
sick lea.ve and leisure facilities. Some decision concerning that 
point, however, would' obviously have to be taken in connexion with 
sub-paragraph (~). 

48. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) said that his delegation shared the 
concern expressed by the Spanish representative. If the word 
"emergency" was used in the preamble to article 54, care would 
certainly have to be taken to ensure that social assistance did 
not cover such things'as unemployment benefits. 

49. He wasa.lso concerned by the frequent use of the word 
"exhaustive",during that morning's discuss~on. He hoped tbat that 
did not mean that 'the Conirnittee would come up with a list of tasl<:s 
running into several pages. If such a list was to be respected 
when the need arose, it should certainly be kept within manageable 
proportions. 
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50. Mr. MARTIN (Switzerland) said that the tasks of civil defence 

referred to in article 54 were indeed emergency tasks, as had been 

stressed in the Danish amendment to that article (CDDH/II/321). 

However, he questioned the meaning of the words "restoration of 

normal functions in devastated areas" in paragraph (d) of the 

Danish amendment. Those words were not to be found In the rCRC 

text and certainly referred to an emergency situation. Concerning 

both articles 54 and 55, he urged the Committee to consider the 

definition of civil defence bodies contained in the text of 

article 67 adopted by the 1972 Conference of Government Experts. 


51. Mr. HESS (Israel) said that his delegation wished to join those 
which had expressed themselves in favour of the more flexible 
approach to the definition of the scope of civil defence. His 
country had had, and unfortunately was still having at the present 
time, much experience in civil defence and was therefore constantly 
aware of the plight and suffering of civilian populations during 
armed conflicts. It was of the firm opinion that the civilian 
population was entitled to the most effective and comprehensive 
assistance. 

52. His delegation saw great merit in some of the broader 
definitions in the Australian amendment (CDDH/II/336), as, for 
example, in sub-paragraph (e), which included the element of the 
restoration and maintenance-of public order in stricken areas. 
His delegation was of the opinion that in such situations, police 
forces, which were normally geared to peace-time activities, would 
not be able to cope with the various aspects of public order and 
safety. Civil defence bodies should therefore be a~thorized and 
enabled to maintain public order and should for that purpose be 
permitted to carry small-arms. His Government preferred the 
planned training of civil defence units in the use of small-arms to 
situations of the mass issuing of weapons in times of emergency and 
all the possible dangers resulting from such a practice. His 
delegation hoped that that whole subject would be discussed 
thoroughly in a working group. 

53. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) asked the Chairman for further 
details about the working group which he was proposing to 
establish. He assumed that the purpose of that working group 'ilJ'Ould 
be to produce a consolidated draft incorporating the best features 
of all the different amendments which had so far been submitted. 
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54. The CHAIRMAN said that in order to expedite the work of the 
Committee, he intended to ask the authors of the various amendments 
to agree on a corrunon text which would t.hen be submitted to a working 
group. He pointed out, however, that that working group could not 
begin its work until the Technical Sub-Committee had completed its 
task. ; At that time, two subsidiary bodies should be set up which 
would act botl!. as working groups and as drafting committees and in 
that way·,help the Committee to fulfil its responsibilities during 
the current session of the Conference. Those working groups would 
work concurrently and their composition could be decided upon at a 
later time. 

The meeting rose at 12.25 p.m. 
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE SIXTY-THIRD MEETING 

held on Wednesday, 5 May 1976, at 10.10 a.m. 

Chairman: Hr. NAHLIK (Poland) 

TRIBUTE TO THE MEMORY OF rm. LOPEZ-HERRARTE, PERl'IlANENT REPRESENTATIVE 
OF GUATEMALA TO THE INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AT GENEVA AND HEAD 
OF THE DELEGATION OF GUATEMALA 

At the invitation of the Chairman, the Committee observed a 

minute of silence in memory of Mr. Enrique Lopez-Herrarte 


CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOLS I AND II (CDDH/l) (continued) 

Draft Protocol I 

Article 54 - Definition (CDDH/l, CDDH/225 and Corr.l, CDDH/226 
and Corr.2; CDDH/II/321, CDDH/II/344) (continued) 

1. Mr. MACKENNEY (Chile) asked that in all Spanish translations 
the term "defensa civil" should be replaced by the term "proteccion 
civil", which covered a wider field. 

2. He understood the word "disasters", in the first paragraph of 
article 54s to refer to disasters occurring in time of war. He 
wondered why that was not specifically stated. 

3. With regard to article 54~ sub-paragraph (e) of the ICRC text, 
he said that, in Chile, the maintenance of publIc order in disaster 
areas was the responsibility of the Carabineros and the Servicio de 
Investigacion. His delegation therefore supported the amendment 
proposed by Finland, Norway and Sweden (CDDH/II/344), which would 
allow civil defence authorities to co-operate with the police. It 
also supported the Danish amendment to article 54 (CDDH/II/321). 

4. Mr. MARTIN (Switzerland) referring to sub-paragraph (a) of 
article 51.}, reiterated his view that medical services should bE' 
included in the functions of civil defence and, further, that a 
paragraph should be added at an appropriate point stipulating that 
such services should be governed by the provisions on regul~r civiliQD 
medical services. 
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5. With'regard to sub-paragraph (b), he supported the Danish 
delegation's amendment (CDDH/II/32l), which was more precise than 
the ICRC draft. ,The tasks in question were essentially of an 
emergency nature and should not be confused with others that went 
beyond the scope of civil defence, if that term were understood in 
the sense of protection of the civilian population. 

6. He asked fo~ some further' explanation of the Danish amendment 
to sub-paragraph (d) (CDDHIII/321), which struck him as unduly far-
reaching. 

7. Mr. FOURKALO(Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) said that 
article 54 of the' ICRC tex'f applied, only t,Q the oivilian 'population. 
In areas of' armed-conflict;' however ," civil defence units woUld 
presumably provide assistance to the military sick and wounded, in 
the absence. of such assistance from their own forces. Hetherefore 
proposed that, atter the words "civilian population" in the first 
paragraph, the following should be added: !land the sick and 
wounded, including where necessary persons belonging to the arfued 
forces of the adverse party". 

8. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark), replying to the question raised by the 
representative of Switzerland,' explained that paragraph (d) of his 
delegation's' amendment to article 54 (CDDH/II/321) should-have read: 
"assistance in the restoration of public order' 'In -devastated areasu , 

in line with the second paragraph of the amendment submitted by 
Finland, Norway and Sweden (CDDH/II/344). That wording was in fact 
the outcome of consultations on the question of civil defence among 
the Nordic countries represented at the Conference. 

9. Mr. MARTIN (Switzerland), thanking the representative of 
Denmark for his reply, said that he was a little concerned about t.he 
word "order" in the Danish amendment, for it gave the impression 
that police measureswol.ildbe-irivolved. Admittedly, sqme civil 
defence organizations did assist the police in restoring-public 
order in devastated areas, but it might simply be a question of 
returning the population to normal life. The wording of the 
proposed amendment lent itself to different shades of meaning and 
he therefore wished to know the intention behind it. 

10. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) said his own delegation's feeling was 
that protection 'of the police under international law was a complex 
matter that should not be broached at the Conference. In several 
countries, however, civil defence units were required to assist t!le 
police, since experience had shown that it was vital to restore 
public order following an attack, in view of the danger of riots 
and looting, and that normally the police were unable to handle 
such situations on their own. In the circumstances his delegation, 
among others~ had deemed it advisable to provide for civil defence 
units formed for the purpose of assisting the police. Such units, 
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however 9 would be unarmed~ would be drawn from the civil defence 
corps rather than the police .force 9 and would perform a purely 
humanitarian task. They would assist in a variety of ways9 for 
example 9 by roping off areas where unexploded bombs had fallen. The 
alternative text, in sub-paragraph (e) of article 54 of the ICRe 
draft, would, in his opinion 9 create-considerable difficulties. 

11. Mr. MARTIN (Switzerland) said that. whatever the intent behind 
sub-paragraph (d)s it should be unambiguously worded~ in line with 
the Co~~ittee's-agreement to define as clearly as possible the 
functions of civil defence. Thus~ if the intention was to provide 
for assistance to the police 9 that should be spelt out and 9 in the 
French text of the proposed Danish amendments the term "ordre 
public", instead of "ordre ii should be used. 

12. The point was perhaps more properly one for consideration by 
the Working Group and he therefore reserved his delegation's 
position on the matter. 

13. Mr. JAKOVLJEVI6 (Yugoslavia) said that there were certain 
questions on which he felt the Working Group might be grateful for 
the Chairman 1 s guidance. 

14. The first concerned the Hungarian proposa1 9 made at the sixty
second meeting (CDDH/II/SR.62), to include all elements of the 
definition of "civil defence" in the first paragraph of article 54. 
He personally favoured that proposal and considered that any 
elements in other articles basic to the definition should be taken 
into acco~mt. 

15. Secondly, there was the important question whether to refer 
simply to civilian bodies, or to bodies having defence functions. 

16. The third question related to the advisability of having an 
exhaustive list of the functions of civil defence. That question 
would, however 9 be taken care of in the new combined draft to be 
submitted by the authors of the ICRC text and the Danish amendment. 

17. Lastly, with regard to the Ukrainian representative's proposal, 
it was generally recognized that civil defence units should have 
the right to assist the military sick and wounded; but the 
question was whether the place for such a provision was in article 
54 or elsewhere. 

18. The CHAIRMAN said that in considering the scope of article 54, 
the Working Group would have to decide whether to combine it w:'.th 
article 55, or to include in it certain matters dealt with in other 
articles so that article 54 served as a kind of general introduction 
to the Chapter. 
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19. He agreed that it was important to decide whether or not to 
have an exhaustive list of the functions of civil defence, and 
indeed had originally intended to submit the matter to a vote. He 
had however abandoned the idea since it had been felt that the 
working group should discuss the question first. 

20. There had been a fairly wide divergence of opinion on whether 
or not civilian bodies only could be entrusted with civil defence 
tasks~ and there again the Committee might wish to vote on the 
matter. On the other hand a vote could lead to difficulties~ since 
matters of primary importance were involved. It would possibly be 
wiser to await the report of the Working Group. 

21. Similarly~ the Committee might wish to vote on the Ukrainian 
representative's proposal or to refer it to the Horking Group. 

22. l'lr. MAKIN ,(United Kingdom) suggested that since the last point 
was dealt with in article 58, it should be considered by the 
Committee when that article was taken up. 

23. It would be unwise~ in his opinion, to take any decision before 
the Committee had examined the other articles and the working group 
had studied the matter. Thereafter any differences could, if 
necessary, be resolved by a vote. 

24. Mr. JAKOVLJEVIC
,-

(Yugoslavia) said that he could agree to that 
procedure provided that the representative of the Ukrainian Soviet 
Socialist Republic had no objection. 

25. r~. SOLF (United States of America) said that the point raised 
by those who advocated special provisions for medical services was, 
in his delegation's opinion, covered by the provisiorison medical 
units in Part II of the Protocol and should therefore give no 
further cause for concern. The reference to medical services in 
the Danish amendment to article 54 (CDDH/II/321), which had his 
delegation's support, was intended merely as a brief indication of 
the work already done for the sick and wounded, whether civilian or 
military. 

26. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) said that it was too soon to proceed to 
decisions. The whole subject of civil defence should be referred 
to a working group, as the articles were complex and closely 
related. 

27. Mr. MARTIN (Switzerland) agreed. As regards providing help 
for military victims, that question could be adequately covered, as 
the United Kingdom representative had stated, by article 58 (d). 
The identification of civil defence personnel should be referred to 
in artiOle 18. along with civilian medical personnel. 
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28. JVlr. JVlALHJVERNI (International Committee of the Red Cross), 

referring to the Ukrainian proposal, said that Chapter VI - Civil 

Defence - formed part of Part IV, entitled HCivilian Population". 

The tasks mentioned in article 54 of the ICRC text were intended to 

safeguard the civilian population and only sub-paragraph (a) might 

concern military personnel provided they were wounded. The 

Ukrainian proposal could perhaps be incorporated in sub-paragraph 

(a) by inserting between the words Hconveyance of" and "wounded H 


tEe words "civilian or military". 


It was decided to refer article 54 to the Working Group to 

consider all aspects of the question. 


29. The CHAIRMAN said that$ as a result of consultations, it hG~d 
been agreed that so far as the substantive discussion was concerned~ 
the Working Group on article 54 should consist of the Drafting 
Committee of Committee II together with such other representatives 
who were particularly interested in the question of civil defence; 
when, however, the discussion reached the drafting stage, it would 
be considered by the Drafting Committee as such~ and only membeps of 
that Committee would have a vote. 

30. It had also been agreed that the Working Group on article 
18 bis should be very small and should meet under the chairmanship 
of Mr. Martins (Nigeria). The list of members would be announced 
later. 

Article 55 - Zones of military operations (CDDH/I~ CDDH/225 
and Corr.l~ CDDH/226 and Corr.2; CDDH/II/234, CDDH/II/3l9, 
CDDH/II/322~ CDDH/II/335, CDDH/II/341, CDDH/II/~58) (continued)* 

31. The CHAIRMAN invited consideration of article 55 and the 
relevant amendments. 

32. Mr. fIlALINVERNI (International Committee of the Red Cross) said 
that the most delicate question affecting article 55 concerned the 
use of military units in civil defence tasks. In some countries 
and in certain cases military personnel were assigned to civil 
defence tasks. The Committee would have to decide whether a 
paragraph such as the one which had been included in the foot-rote 
to the ICRC text should be incorporated in the article. 

* Resumed from the sixty-first meeting. 
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)). Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain) said that in the light of the 
discussion on article 54~ the Hungarian proposal to define civil 
defence boaies, and the S~iss proposal (CDDH/II/335) defining the 
status of military units assigned to civil defence tasks, his 
delegation's proposal (CDDH/II/234) to delete the word "civilian" 
in the first line of paragraph 1 of article 55 was no longer 
necessary. The question could be left in abeyance until -the results 
arising from the discussions in the Working Group on a~ticle 54 were 
known. 

34. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) said that amendment CDDH/II/236 had been 
superseded by amendment CDDH/III325/Rev.l and should be withdrawn. 
As regards amendments CDDH/II/307 and CDDH/III319, they had been 
superseded by amendment CDDH/II/322, and Denmark therefore wished 
to withdraw its sponsorship of those amendments. He would confine 
his comments to amendment CDDH/II/322~ which contained a 
consolidated text of article 55. 

35. The CHAIRMAN asked the other sponsors of amendments CDDH/II/307 
and CDDH/II/319 whether they could agree to their being withdrawn. 

36. Mr. SKARSTEDT (Sweden) said the motive of the proposal in 
document CDDH/Iffio7 to delete the word i!intentionally" in 
paragraphs 1 and- 3 of article 55 was to avoid confusion by the 
application of that article and to harmonize the text with other 
similar articles in the Protocol. The Danish amendment (CDDH/II/322) 
fulfilled the purpose of the amendment in document CDDH/II/307. 

37. Mr. JOSEPHI (Federal Rep~lblic of Germany) said that his 
delegation might wish to retain amendment CDDE/III319, but would 
like to reserve its position until the conclusion of the discussion 
on article 54 in the Working Group. His delegation was prepared to 
co-operate with the Working Group. 

38. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) agreed with the previous speaker. 
Until a decision had been reached in connexion with article 54l as 
to whethE~r police were to be included among civil- defence bodies, 
amendment CDDH/II/319 could not be withdrawn. The Committee would 
have to decide in what eircumstances civil defence personnel could 
be allowed to carry arms. The Danish delegation was opposed to the 
their doing so, and so was his own delegation. 

39. I'ir. SCHULTZ (Denmark), introducing amendment CDDH/II/322, said 
that it followed the ICRC text in all essentials, but was an 
attempt at clarification and up-dating based on decisions taken at 
the second session of the Conference. In the first place, the 
article had been given a new title derived from the wording of 
article 18, paragraph 3 ("Areas where fighting is taking place il 

) as 
adopted and set out in document CDDH/226 and Corr.2, p. 43. 
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Moreover, stress had been placed on "land ll fighting areas because 

civil defence was essentially land-based. The words "civilian 

bodies •.. shall be respected and protected li 

) in the first sentence 

of paragraph 1 of the ICRC text, had not been included in sub

paragraph (~) as they were deemed superfluous: all civilians were 

protected under the fourth Geneva. Convention of 1949. 


40. The essential question in connexion with article 55, however, 

was whether civil defence personnel should be armed. The ICRC 

text of article 58, paragraph 2 (c), allowed the bearing of "small

arms for the purpose of maintaini~g order in a stricken area or for 

self-defence"~ but the Danish delegation considered that civil 

defence personnel should not be armed in land fighting areas, 

especially if they had no uniform. Even if they wore uniform, it. 

would be dangerous to condone the bearing of arms by civilians. 


41. Sub~paragraph (c) of the Danish amendment contained" after the 
word "buildingsils the addition "or parts of buildings", so as to 
ensure that shelters, which were usually in the cellars of buildings, 
should not be the object of attack. Such buildings might not be 
used exclusively for civil defence purposes .. The Danish text used 
the words ilmateriel, vehicles and watercraft II rather than the 
phrase ~!means of transport n, because civil defence was essentially 
land-based and it had been considered unnecessary to speak of all 
means of transport. The Danish delegation was, of course, aware 
that in some countries, helicopters or aircraft were available to 
civil defence personnel, but if aircraft were to be included in the 
provision the same difficulties as had been encountered in connexion 
with medical transport would arise. It might be desirable to 
mention aircraft 3 but it did not seem feasible. 

42. Mr. DEDDES (Netherlands), introducing amendment CDDH/II/34l, 
said that his delegation had read with interest the foot-note to 
article 55, paragraph 2 of the ICRC text, and had decided to 
incorporate it, slightly amended J into article 55. The Netherlands 
delegation considered that it was very important that it should be 
clearly provided that military units assigned to civil defence 
tasks should have a minimum of protection while fulfilling their 
humanitarian duties. There must3 of course, be a safeguard against 
the possibility of switching over from civil defence duties to 
combat duties; that was why in the Netherlands amendment the word 
"permanently" was added to "exclusively assigned ii in the ICRC text. 
The Netherlands text included a provision that if personnel of 
military units fell into the hands of the enemy they should be 
considered to be prisoners of war. Another amendment, however, 
went further and proposed that military civil defence personnel 
should not be made prisoners of war. He sympathized with those 
thoughts and reserved the right to comment later on any such 
proposals. 
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43. Mr. JAKOVLJEVIC (Yugoslavia) said that his delegation's 
amendment (CDDH/II/358) to add the words "and the means of 
communication?! after the word "transport 11 in paragraph 3 of article 
55~ was motivated by a desire for completeness. It was not clear 
if the word "materiel" included means of communication. 

44. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) said that the Danish amendments 
CDDH/II/3l7 ~nd CDDH/II/236 - had been rendered superfluous by the 
issue of amendment CDDH/II/325/Rev.l, containing a proposal for a 
new article 57 bis ~ paragraphs land 3 of which corresponded to 
the two above-mentioned amendments respectively. Amendment 
CDDH/II/325 was similarly superseded. 

45. Paragraphs 2 and 3 of amendment CDDH/II/325/Rev.l dealt 
respectively with the fate of personnel whose liability to military 
service had finally ceased and with that of personnel belonging to 
the armed forces but carrying out civil defence tasks. If they 
fell into the power of the enemy~ the former were covered by the 
protection afforded under draft Protocol I~ Part IV~ Section I, 
Chapter VI, whereas the latter wouid become prisoners of war. The 
latter point took up the problem raised in the foot-note to 
article 55 in draft Protocol I. 

46. In many countries~ former officers or reserve officers were 
engaged in civil defence functions as commanders, instructors or 
administrators. However, under Article 4, paragraph B (1) of the 
third Geneva Convention of 1949, they would become prisoners.of war 
if they fell into enemy hands. There seemed~ however, a strong 
case for making an exception to that principle in the case of 
personnel whose liability to military service had finally ceased, 
and who should be regarded as protected civilians unless they took 
part in hostilities. That did not mean that they could not be 
interried under the provisions ~overning lnternment in th~ fourth 
Geneva Convention of 1949. 

47. l:1r. MUELLER (Switzerland), introducinr, the Swiss amendment 
(CDDH/IIl335)s said that after reconsidering the provision in the 
foot-note to the ICRC version of article 55, the Danish amendment 
(CDDH/II/322) ~nd the Netherlands amendment (CDDH/II/341), his 
delegation had come to the conclusion that the ICRC text and the 
above ahlehdments might be improved in two ways: in respect of the 
status of tHe personnel in question~ and in respect of the 
requisitioning bf the buildings, equipment and means of transport 
of military units assigned exclusively to civil defence functions. 

48. In certain countries, civil defence tasks were entrusted to 
purely military or to mixed military and civilian personnel& It 
would in no way enhance the protection of the civilian populatio~ 
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which was the main objective of Protocol I - if such military 
personnel were prevented~ by being taken prisoners of war~ from 
carrying out their functions at the very time when they were most 
needed. Similarly~ such formations~ and the assistance they could 
render to the civilian population~ would be ren~ered ineffective if 
their buildings~ equipment ~nd means of transport could be 
requisitioned. The Swiss amendment accordinbly provided that such 
military personnel should be assimilated to civilian bodies 2.ssigned 
to civil defence tasks provided that they were assig~ed exclusi70ly 
to such tasks~ that they displayed the distinctive civil defence 
sign, that they carried only small-arms and that they refrained from 
any host ile c'.ct. 

49. The amendment was designed to enhance the prote~tion of the 
civilian population by providing that such personnel could continue 
their activities in areas of military operations~ where the dangers 
were greatest for the civilian population and by avoiding the 
injustice which would result if the civilian population of a Biven 
country had to suffer because its civil defence was organized on Q 

military basis. 

50. Concerning the purpose of the Danish amendments~ the Danish 
representative had justified the limitation of special protection 
to purely civilian bodies eXClusively by invoking article 53 of the 
fourth Geneva Convention of 1949. There I'JaS nothings however 3 to 
prevent the Conference from going beyond the Convention where that 
course was justified in terms of the defence of the civilian 
population. 

51. Nr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain) said that of the three amendmepts 
Danish (CDDH/II/322), Netherlands (CDDHIIII341) and Swiss (CDDS/III 
335) - before the Committee, the Spanish delegation preferred the 
Swiss amendment. While it generally supported amendment CDDH/II/322, 
it could not accept paragraph 3 of the proposed new article 57 his 
(CDDH/II/325/Rev.l). It could therefore only accept the Danish--
amendment if that paragraph were replaced by the paragraph 2 bi,' 
proposed by the Netherlands (CDDH/III341). However~ the SwisS-
amendment (CDDH/III335) viaS better stills since it provided not 
only the further condition for protection~ that military personnel 
engaged exclusively in civil defence tasks should abstain from ~ny 
hostile act - a condition which~ he thought~ should be acceptable 
to all - but provided that if they fell into the power of the enemy, 
such personnel should not be considered to be prisoners of war. 
In his delegation's view such personnel~ which had no bellicose 
function~ should be granted protection at all times. 
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52. ~W. MALINVERNI (International Committee of the Red Cross), 
referring to sub-paragraph (c) of the Danish amendment (CDDH/II/322)3 
said that ~t might be desira~le for the word Y'exclusively" in that 
sub-paragraph to be changed or deleted~ since it would be in 
contradiction with article 117 of draft Protocol I to imply that 
such buildings might be attacked or destroyed if they were used for 
other civilian purposes as well as for civil defence. Protection 
should only be forfeited if such buildings were used for military 
purposes~ but that was already provided for in article 58 of draft 
Protocol I on the cessation of protection. 

53. A similar remark applied to the final words of the sub-paragraph: 
" ••• except where destruction is rendered absolutely necessary by 
military operations". Article 47 already provided for the 
exception that civilian objects might be destroyed "if they are 
used mainly in support of the military effort"; but the exception 
in the Danish amendment appeared to be too wide and general. He 
asked the Danish representative to explain the assumptions under
lying his wording of the sub-paragraph. 

54. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) said that his delegation would be very 
willing to reconsider its amendment in the light of the observations 
of the ICRC representative. 

The meeting rose at 12.40 p.m. 
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SUMMARY RECORD OP THE SIXTY-FOURTH MEETING 

held on Thursday, 6 May 1976, at 10.5 a.m. 

Chairman: Mr. NAHLIK ( Poland) 

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOLS I AND II (CDDH/l) (continued) 

Draft Protocol I 

Article 55 - Zones of military operations (CDDH/l, CDDH/225 
and Corr.l, CDDH/226 and Corr.2; CDDH/II/322, CDDH/II/341, 
CDDH/II/358) (continued) 

1. Mr.· SOLF (United States of America), referring to the doubts 
expres;:;ed at an earlier meeting by the ICRC and other represent·· 
atives concerning the interpretation of sub-paragraph (c) of the 
Danish amendment (CDDH/II/322), to article 55, said that the 
provision in question seemed to his delegation quite ~mambiguous. 
There were no circumstances whatever in which the objects listed in 
the sub-paragraph might be the subject of attacks, attacks being 
defined in draft Protocol I, article 44, paragraph 2 as "acts of 
violence committed against the adversary, whether in defence or 
offence". Consequently, the phrase Ilnor may such objects be 
destroyed except where destruction is rendered absolutely necessary 
by military operations H at the end of sub-paragraph (c) must apply 
to something other than acts of violence against the adversary; 
his delegation understood it to mean that a party to, a conflict, 
when defending itself against an attack, might have to destroy 
structures, material or means of transport in order to keep them 
from falling into enemy hands, clear fields of fire or impede the 
enemy's movements. If such objects included civil defence objects, 
the Danish provision would prevent their necessary destruction from 
constituting a breach of the Protocol. 

2. Turning to the revised Danish proposal for the addition of a 
new article 57 bis (CDDH/II/325/Rev.l), he said that his delegation 
supported paragraphs 1 and 3 but had some reservations concerning 
paragraph 2, the purpose of which, as he understood it, was to 
neutralize the provisions of Article 4, paragraph B (1) of the 
third Geneva Convention of 1949 and to provide for the internment 
of former or demobilized members of the armed forces under 
Article 42 of the fourth Geneva Convention of 1949. Whether such 
persons should be treated as prisoners of war or as interned 
civilians was a policy question which required consideration by the 
Committee, and his delegation intended to propose an amendment on 
the subj ect in the Working Group. 
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3. Mr. HARDING (United States of America) considered that the 

term "shall be respected and protected" which appeared in the ICRC 

draft of article 55 was somewhat vague. It would be better to be 

specific about what civil defence personnel and organizations could 

do. In that connexion, he had noted the phraseology used in sub-

paragraph (~) of the Danish amendment to article 55 (CDDH/II/322). 


4. Turning to the question of the possible use of military units 
for civil defence purposes, he said that the effect of the term 
"assigned permanently and exclusively to civil defence tasks" which 
appeared in the Netherlands amendment to article 55 (CDDH/II/341) 
would be to exclude fromt-h-e protection granted under the relevant 
provisionsahy military civil defence f')rganization which engaged 
in other tasks, such as extinguishing a fire at an airfield or a 
war plant, and any military unit which lent occasional assistance 
in civil defence tasks. The Netherlands amendment therefore 
resembled Article 24 of the first Geneva Convention of 1949, 
concerning medical personnel, rather than Article 25, concerning 
members of the armed forces trained for employment as auxiliary 
personnel. Unlike civil defence tasks, the tasks of permanent 
medical personnel were specific and easy to identify; for example, 
aiding the wounded was always a humanitarian task, whereas exting
uishing a fire might or might not be, according to the circumstances. 
There was a real'danger that the enemy might hold the tasks 
performed by military units to be non-humanitarian, using that 
argument as a pretext for denying civil defence status to all. 

5. ··Miss SHEIKH-FADLI (Syrian Arab Republic) congratulated the 
Danish representative on his comprehensive proposals relating to 
civil defence and on the accurnte terminology employed. However, 
her delegation considered that the use of the phrase "land fighting 
areas" restricted military operations to land fighting only; the 
question arose of what would happen in the case of land areas 
affected by aerial or naval action. Her delegation therefore 
preferred the ICRC term Il military operations", since the word 
"opera.tionsl! had a broader meaning than the word Hfighting". 

6. In sub-paragraph (c) of the Danish amendment to article 55 
(CDDH/II/322), the. transport facilities covered were limited to 
vehicles and ~atercraft; aircraft were excluded. Vehicles and 
watercraft were all right fo~ plains and coastal areas but not 
for rugged mountain ter~ain, where emergency aid could be sent only 
by air. Again, he~ delegation considered that the ICRe text was 
more general and covered all the circumstances. 

7. Her delegation supported the Swiss proposal for a new 
article 59 ter (CDDH/II/335). 
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8. Mr. JAKOVLJEVIC 
;' 

(Yugoslavia) said that both the ICRC draft of 

article 55 and the Danish amendment (CDDH/II/322) defined civil 

defence bodies first as civilian and secondly as established or 

recognized by their Governments. He considered that those t",O 

essential elements should be spelt out at the beginning of 

Chapter VI, in article 54. 


9. His delegation maintained the proposal to delete the word 
lIintentionallyH from paragraphs 1 and 3 of article 55 (CDDH/IIn07) 
because it did not consider that the verb "attack!l should be thUB 
qualified. 

10. With regard to paragraph 3 of article 55 3 he drew attention to 
his delegation's proposal to insert the phrase lIand the means of 
communication li after the word Htransport;1 (CDDH/II/358). 

11. The effect of the Danish amendment (CDDH/II/322) would be to 

limit the scope of article 55 to land fighting areas. Civil 

defence activities could also be carried out on water and his 

delegation considered that the article's scope should be broad 

enough to cover that eventuality. He supported the Danish proposal 

to limit the protection granted to means of transport to vehicles 

and watercraft (CDDH/II/322, sub-paragraph (.£». 


12. The Swiss proposal for a new article 59 ter (CDDH/II/335), 
which raised the important issue of whether civil defence tasks 
could be undertaken by military bodies~ would require very careful 
consideration. His delegation would not exclude that possibility 
provided certain conditions were met. It also considered that both 
civilian and military civil defence personnel, like 'medical 
personnel, should be permitted to carry light arms. The protection 
granted to military civil defence personnel who fell into the hands 
of the adverse party should be of the same type as that granted to 
medical personnel under Article 28 of the first Geneva Convention 
of 1949. 

13. During its consideration of Chapter VI, the Committee sho\;ld be 
guided by the basic principle that civil defence was essentially 
a civilian function and should as a rule be performed by civilians. 
Any mention of military units t'lhich it might be decided to intro
duce should be inserted in a separate article at the end of 
draft Protocol I, Part IV, Section I, Chapter VI rather than in 
articles 54 or 55. 

14. Mr. THUE (Norway) said that amendments CDDH/II/2343 CDDH/II/335, 
CDDH/II/341 and CDDH/II/353 were all related either directly or 
indirectly to the question of whether special protection shoulG be 
granted to military units assigned exclusively to civil defenCE: 
tasks. While his delegation had no objection to any country 
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entrusting such tasks to military units, it would be somewhat 

reluctant to see those uni:ts granted special civil defence 

protection under international law. 


15. There were three general quest.ions to be corisidered, namely" 
what was meant by military units, what were the arguments against 
using them for civil defence and what were those in favour. 

16. First~ military units belonged to the armed forces; with the 
exception of military medical services, they were lawful targets of 
attack; they wore military uniforms; they were armed and there
fore potentially harmful to the adverse party; as a rule, if they 
fell into the hands of the adverse party they were prisoners of war. 

17. Secondly, the extension of special civil defence protection to 
military units might make compliance with the protective rules less 
likely; if military civil defence units had the status of unlawful 
targets, it would almost certainly be more difficult for the adverse 
party to comply with those rules, particularly in combat zones. 
That would probably have detrimental consequences for civilian 
civil defence personnel. The possibility, foreseen in article 57, 
of obtaining help from outside would decrease. Such units would 
probably not be allowed to continue their activity in occupied 
territories. Moreover, the assignment of military units to civil 
defence tasks would be in contradiction with Article 63 of the 
fourth Geneva Convention of 1949. 

18. Thirdly, both national tradition and the desire for a high 
degree of efficiency could be adduced as arguments in favour of 
military civil defence units. Neither argument was convincing, 
since the maintenance of tradition was questionable if it jeopard
ized compliance with the rules on protection, and efficiency was not 
necessarily dependent on the wearing of military uniforms. 

19. His delegation was prepared to consider making various 
concessions to military considerations, but it was not convinced 
of the desirability of granting civil defence protection to 
military units wearing military .uniforms and armed with small 
weapons. 

20. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) said that the law which the Committee 
was attempting to draft appeared to be threatened by the wish of 
some delegations to model it on their own national organizations. 
The proper course to follow was to draw up a clear body of law 
affording proper protection, to which national systems should 
subsequently be adapted. 
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21. His views concerning paragraph 2 of new article 57 bis 

proposed by Denmark (CDDH/II/325/Rev.l) were similar to those 

expressed by the United States representative. The wording was 

not always clear; for instance~ he could see no valid reason for 

the inclusion of the phrase ndefinitely and finally". 


22. In the amendments proposed by the Netherlands (CDDH/II/34l) 
and Switzerland (CDDH/II/335) 1 reference was made to military units 
assigned lIpermanently" or 1!exclusively!! to civil defence tasks. 
Men serving in such units would find themselves in the odd situation 
of losing all protection as soon as they were transferred to a unit 
that was not assigned permanently or exclusively to civil defence~ 
whereas medical services personnel retained their status of 
protected persons. In addition, such units would presumably not 
be available for eny purpose other than civil defence, even in 
circumstances of dire necessity and despite the fact that they 
were composed of men in uniform who were not medical personnel. It 
was difficult to see how the party concerned would be able to 
establish the identity of those units to the adverse party and 
provide the necessary guarantees that they were permanently and 
exclusively assigned to civil defence. Finally~ the fact that all 
military personnel except medical service personnel were liable, 
under the third Geneva Convention of 1949 5 to become prisoners of 
war waE' also likely to cause dif'ficuJ t ;e:.;. 

23. Turning to the Yugoslav proposal to protect means of 
communication against attack or destruction (CDDH/II/358). he said 
that to J"'1.ake the preservation of civil defence means of communication 
mandatory would be to invite their use for purposes hostile to the 
adverse party. for example by resistance movements. Furthermore, 
no Occupying Power was likely to allow a civil defence unit to 
maintain any communication equipment that was more sophisticated 
than a telephone line. 

24. Mr. HESS (Israel) said that the main object of articles 54 and 
55 was to give the civilian population the most effective and 
comprehensive assistance possible. Small nations had limited human 
resources, but if too restrictive a system was established, they 
might be forced to assign military elements to combatant tasks only, 
thus depriving the civilian population of assistance. His dele
gation therefore considered that countries should have the 
possibility of assigning military units exclusively, but not 
permanently s tociviI defence tasks for the benefit of the civilian 
population. Military units assigned to civil defence and civil 
defence organizations should be permitted ,to carry small-arms but 
civilians who ,'Jere not members of such organizations should not be 
permitted to bear arms at all. 
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25. The Working Group might be requested to draw up two separate 
paragraphs on the subject~ one dealing with civil defence personnel 
and the ot~-.er wi t;h civil defence installation:::. and equipment. 

26. Mr. SKARSTEDT (Sweden), referring to the Netherlands 
(CDDH/II/341) and Swiss (CDDH/II/335) proposals s said that his 
del~gation could not agree that the personnel of military units 
performing civil defence tasks should be given the same special 
protection as civilians 9·· for the reasons already given by other 
representati ves, including those of Canada 2J:d the United States 01' 

Ameri ca. 

27. His delegation realized that some countries had civil defence 
units composed of military personnel or of mixed military and 
civilian. personnel, and there was nothing unusual in military 
personnel assisting civilians in the humanitarian tasks of civil 
defence. But such military personnel must remain members of the 
armed forces and be treated as prisoners of war if they fell into 
enemy hands. 

28. The adversary's army would find it hard to accept that some 
members of the military personnel of the other side w82ring military 
uniforms, carrying small-arms, and perhaps even using their arms, 
must n6t be the bbject of attack or be treated as prisoners of war, 
and would still find it hard if they were displaying the distinctive 
civil defence emblem. 

29. In that connexion he referred to the arguments of the United 
States representative. Moreover s what was the real meaning of 
"military lmits assigned ... exclusively to civil defence '!;asks" 
(CDDH/II/341)? Would such units have to be assigned for the whole 
period of the conflict? Difficulties would be created if the 
Committee decided that military personnel might be temporarily 
assigned to civil defence work. 

30. Mr. GONSALVES (Netherlands)s referring to paragraph 2 of the 
Danish proposal for a riew article 57 bis (CDDH/II/325/Rev.I), said 
that it established a new category of protected civilians (persons 
whose liability to military service had definitely and finally 
ceased). But anyone not belonging to the armed forces was 
necessarily a civilian, so that such a provision was superfluous. 
Moreover, to state that such persons were protected civilians 
"unless and for such time as they take a direct part in hostilities" 
and that "if they carry out civil defence tasks they shall be 
covered by this ChapterI' was also superfluous. 
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31. The Danish representative had argued the need for an 

exception, because Article 4, paragraph B (1) of the third Geneva 

Convention of 1949 laid down that persons belonging or having 

belonged to the armed forces of the occupied country should be 

made prisoners of war. However, he believed that argument to be 

wrong, since Article 4s paragraph B (1) of the third Convention 

actually stated that [tpersons belonging or having belonged to the 

armed forces of the occupied countrys if the nccupying Power 

considers it necessary by reason of such allegiance ... should be
1< 

treated as prisoners of war. Such treatment was thus extended at 

the discretion of the Occupying Power and was not obligatory. He 

agreed with other speakers that the persons in question should have 

the same status as the war correspondents s supply contractors, 

members of the merchant marine and civil air crews mentioned in 

Article 4, paragraph A of the third Conventions namely, that of 

civilians. In facts former officers and soldiers had seldom or 

never been interned by an Occupying Power. 


32. His delegation was therefore unable to support the approach 

in paragraphs 2 and 3 of amendment CDDH/II/325/Rev.l. 


33. His delegation welcomed the Swiss proposal for a new 

article 59 ter (CDDH/III335), although it differed markedly from 

its own proposal (CDDH/II/34l), which it regarded as a minimum. 


34. He hoped that the Working Group would discuss the whole 

matter. 


35. Mr. CZANK (Hungary) said that his delegation had not yet come 
to a decision whether or not aircraft should be cove~ed by the 
protection accorded to the means of transport used for civil defence, 
but thought that those who argued for their exclusion were probably 
right. 

36. The question of the status of military civil defence personnel 
needed further discussion. It was, he believed, very important to 
distinguish between civilian and military civil defence personnel; 
if the latter fell into enemy hands they should be entitled to 
prisoner-of-war status. However s the military elements of civil 
defence units should also be distinguished from military perso~nel 
as such; they might be treated in the same way as military medical 
staff. The Swiss (CDDH/II/335) and Netherlands (CDDH/II/34l) 
proposals might provide a solution of that problem. The question 
arose as to whether military personnel on civil defence tasks ran 
greater risks than military personnel on medical duties. The 
Canadian representative had pointed out that a military man might be 
assigned to a military civil defence unit for a short period ru1d 
then be reassigned to a combat unit. However j a military unit 
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assigned exclusively to civil defence had to ,be trained for that 

purpose; a soldier could be of some help but civil defence 

required special training. 


37. The parallel between medical units and civil defence units 

was interesting: military civil defence personnel and military 

units ass,igned to civil defence had the same basic humanitarian 

purposes'filld dl+t-iesas those of ;medical units; only the 

description of their activities differed. 


38. With respect to the carrying of small-arms by civil defence 

personnel, he pointed out that the Committee had accepted 

article I} permitting civilian medical personnel to bear light 

individual'weapons, and believed that it would not be more 

dangerous for civil defence personnel to do so. 


39. Mr. SADI (Jordan) considered that the distinction between 
military units and civil defence units must be maintained. Their 
training and functions \l;dre and should be different ,and the 
treatmerit accorded them under Protocol I and the GenevaOortventinns 
should therefore 'be different also. His delegation was not 
satisfied with the criterion of 1iexclusivityilused to distinguish 
military units, since, as other speakers had said, mil~tary civiI 
defence units could at any time, without notification to the adverse 
party, change over to military operations. His delegation would 
have difficulty in accepting the articles on civil defence as a 
whole, if the word Hexclusively" in those articles were not 
supplemented at all times by the word ilpermanentlyli. 

40. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) said that there had been many 
arguments against making special provision for military civil 
defence units, but n~ne in favour. 

41. With respect to the point made by the Jordanian representative 
about the inclusion of the word ilpermanentlyii, he said that if 
military units were permanently assigned to civil defence, they 
should be regarded as civilians, and the problem would then be 
solved. 

42. Article 55 dealt with circumstances in which land fighting 
was taking place. In those circumstances, however, it would 
presuppose vast reserves of manpower for one party to have an 
unresis1;ing military unit, armed only with small-arms, acting as 
civil defence workers; the idea was quite unreal. What such units 
did in peace-time or behind their own lines was beside the point. 
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43. As to whether buildings, materiel and means of transport used 
by civil defence should be attacked or not, it must be presumed 
that the ICRC had placed article 55, paragraph 3, in Part IV, 
section I, deliberately; the whole of that Section must thus be 
read as one. In his view, the protection of such objects was 
covered by article 47, paragraph 2, of draft Protocol I, which 
had already been adopted by Committee III. Circumstances could 
arise, in fact, where civil defence buildings might become a 
military Objective: for instance, if a row of houses reserved for 
civil-defence came to be the dividing line between two armies, 
then from a military standpoint, such houses would be a military 
objective. The Committee would have to include, perhaps in 
article 58, a provision similar to those elsewhere in draft 
Protocol I and the Geneva Conventions to the effect that the 
buildings, materiel and means of transport used for civil defence 
must not-be used to protect military objectives. 

44. Mr. MARTINS (Nigeria) pointed out that the developing 
countries, with their large populations, would not find it easy to 
understand why a detachment of the armed forces should be involved 
in civil defence operations. In Africa, for instance, a milita]~ 
detachment sent to work on civil defence would be regarded as 
being on a military mission, even if it was not actually fighting. 
Soldiers remained soldiers in whatever situation. 

45. Confusion was likely to arise if soldiers on civil defence 
duties were specially protected, for special identity signs were 
likely to be disregarded and all that the ordinary soldier would 
notice was someone wearing a uniform and carrying a~ms. He did 
not therefore see the need to mention military units involved in 
civil defc':1ce operations, and found it superfluous to state, as in 
the Danish proposal for a new article 57 bis (CDDH/II/325/Rev.l) 
that personnel whose liClbilitv to rnilit8r~! service had ceased were 
protected civilianG. 

46. Finally, a law applicable to all nations must be a simple one, 
especially if the developing cO'lntries were to observe it. MOf,t of 
the ideas in the various proposals were, however, based on the 
situation in the advanced nations. 

47. Mr. KHAIRAT (Egypt) said that the term ;, zones of military 
operations iv in the IeRe text of article 55 was rather ambiguou,3. 
The term "land fighting areas"- used in the Danish amendment 
(CDDH/II/322) was an improvement, but such areas needed to be more 
clearly defined. The Working Group should study all the 
Possibilities and arrive at a clear term. 
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48. His 'de'legation could notag:reethat special protection should 

be accorded to military units engaged in civil defence activitie's. 

Each State was~ of eourse, free to organize its civil def~nce as 

it wished~ but military units should always be treated as such; 

to afford them special protection when they were assigned to civil 

defence functions would complicate the situation unduly. 


49. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) said that the rHgerian representative's 
coniments-' had impressed him greatly and that the emphasis placed by 
developine> countries on therieed for simple rules should be noted. 
It was also true that there was a clear distinction between oivilian 
and military personnel and that the latter should not be given 
special protection under the provisions of Chapter VI. 

50. ~ie Canadian representative had rightly observed tDat in 
drafting international' law the Committee should not endeavour to 
model it on existing national systems; on the contrary~ inter
national law should be created first, and national systems should 
be adjusted to' it subsequently. A maj or problem for some cO'utltries 
was the treatment to be a.ccorded to the military units incorporateid 
in their civil defence organizations. His delegation took the vie!w 
that civil defence organizations should be entirely civilian and 
that if national civil defence arrangements did not meet the 
requirements of international law~ they should be modified 
accordingly. Under article 58 of the ICRe text it was in fact 
permissible to make civil defence duties a compulsory serv:lce~ to 
arrange for civil defence bodies to receive instructions from 
milital"y units, and to organize civil defence bodies along military 
lines. It would thus be possible for the countries concerned to 
make new arrangements for 'those of their military units which were 
assigned to civil defence: while remaining under the operational 
authority of the Ministry of Defence, the units involved could be 
converted into unarmed~ purely civilian bodies. 

51. The CHAIRMAN~ referring to the Canadian representative's 
statement, agreed that it would be bad law if the Committee were to 
establish rules morielled on the system in forc€,! in anyone part 
icular group of countries. The Danish representative was perhaps 
over-optimistic about the possibilities of adjustment; States 
whose civil defence systems differed from the proposed model were 
likely rather to refrain from signing and ratifying Protocol I, 
which would then have too limited an application. In view of the 
difficulties invel ved he f~1t that it would be prematur.e to refer 
the matter to the Drafting Committee, which would need to have 
reasonably clear guidance from the Committee. 
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52. Mr. MARTIN (Switzerland) said that inte~national law obviously 
took precedence over national law and that the aim of the 
conference should be to secure the signing of Protocols which would 
permit States to adapt themselves, as far as possible, to the 
requirements of international law. 

53. His delegation firmly believed that military functions and 

civilian functions should be distinguished. However~ in military 

tradition~ there was already a special branch of the military 

called ll medical personnel ll It might be assumed that, with the
• 

development of international law, a similar tradition would arise 
to which recognition would be given to special military units 
established to assist with civil defence duties~ in addition to 
the reco@1ition accorded to civilian units. 

54. The Committee ought to recognize the practical aspects of 
the situation. In his own country~ for example, military units 
were inVOlved in civil defence duties; it was felt that persons who 
had to cope with the effects of bombing had to have the physical 
conditioning of a soldier. Many other countries, finding it 
difficult to recruit and train civilian personnel, had established 
specific military units for civil defence work. The personnel 
involved could be exclusively engaged in civil defence functions. 
It might be admitted in principle that such military units could~ 
mutatis mutandis~ enjoy a status similar to that of military 
medical personnel. His delegation's aim in submitting its 
amendment (CDDH/II/335) had been to assist those countries which 
wished to give a minimum of protection to military units engaged 
in civil defence, whether in land fighting areas or in occupied 
territories. 

55. riir. KOMISSAROV (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic) noted 
that the main reason for the submission of the amendments to the 
ICRC text of article 55 had been the need to clarify that text; 
however, it was clear that some points in the amendments themSE!lves 
needed clarification. 

56. 1be title of the Danish amendment (CDDH/II/322) was more 
specific than that of the ICRC draft. However, while there wal:. 
no doubt, of course, that civil defence would not be needed in the 
air~ it might be needed in such places as rivers, lakes, islands 
and coastal and port areas, and it was not clear whether they ',lere 
covered by the amendment. In the same amendment the term 
"imperative military necessity" needed clarification, since 
diffe:rent countries interpreted it in different ways. 
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57. The status of military units assigned to civil d~fence 
functions should not be determihed solely in relation' to article 55 
andits foot-hote; it should be considered in the context of the 
provisions relating to 'civiI defence as a whole. 

58. Paragraph 2 of the Swiss proposal for a new article 59 ter 
(CDDHIII/ 335) said that If personnel of such units fell into the 
hands of the enemy., they might be disarmed but should not be 
considered prisohers of war, However, the amendment did not 
indicate what their status should then be. Also, if paragraph 3 
of the same amendment was considered in conj unction with article 55, 
there would be two kinds of buildings} materiel and means of 
transport - those belonging to military units performing civil 
defence tasks and those belonging to the civil defence bodies. 
Such a complication of the problem was not justified. 

59. The Netherlands amendment (CDDH/II/ 341) departed least from 
the o~iginal ICRC text in the foot-note to article 55. However, 
the principal change - entailing the introduction of the words 
iipermanently and exclusively" -:- was rather vague. Did it mean that 
the military units concerned must be engaged in civil defence work 
before the conflict began? 

60. His deiegatlon took the view that the absence of military 
units in civil defence would weaken· the effectiveness of the civil 
defence system in providing assistance to the civilian population. 

The meeting rose at 12.50 p.m. 
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE SIXTY-FIFTH MEETING 

held on Friday, 7 May 1976, at 10.5 a.m. 

Chairman: Mr. NAHLIK (Poland) 

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOLS I AND II (CDDH/l) (continued) 

Draft Protocol I 

Article 56 - Occupied territories (CDDH/I, CDDH/225 and Corr.l, 
CDDH/226 and Corr.2; CDDH/II/70,CDDH/II/234, CDDH/II/307, 
CDDH/II/323, CDDH/II/340, CDDH/II/346, CDDH/II/352, CDDH/II/358) 
(continued)* 

1. The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to consider article 56 of 
draft Protocol I and drew attention to the eight amendments which 
had been submitted. He asked the sponsors of amendments CDDH/II/70 
and CDDH/II/307 whether, in view of the fact that their amendments 
appeared to be covered by later, more comprehensive amendments, 
they might be willing to withdraw them. . 

2. Mr. MALINVERNI (International Committee of the Red Cross) 
pointed out that article 56 supplemented article 55 entitled 
nZones of military occupation". The earlier, 1972, version of the 
ICRC text had contained a provision prohibiting the requisitioning 
of civil defence buildings, materiel and means of transport, but it 
had been abandoned on the advice of Government experts, who had 
argued that such a prohibition would have to carry with it a nw.nber 
of reservations and exceptions which would open the way to abuses. 
The ICRC had thought that the matter should continued to be govl=rned 
by the general rules of international law on requisitioning. He 
noted, however, that several of the amendments would restore th~ 
prohibition. 

3. Niss SHEIKH-FADLI (Syrian Arab Republic)s introducing amendment 
CDDH/II/70, said that all the civil defence articles aimed at 
protecting the civilian population in time of war and ensuring the 
freedom of action of civil defence bodies, so that they could 
continue to operate in occupied territory without interference from 
the Occupying Power. It was for that reason that the sponsors of 
the amendment considered that a reference to requisitioning should 
be reinserted in the article; all civil defence operations would 
be brought to a stop if civil defence buildings~ materiel, and 
means of transport were requisitioned. 

* Resumed from the sixty-first meeting. 
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4. Speaking for her own delegation, she considered that the 
amendment was adequately covered by parap;raph 2 of the Danish 
amendment (CDDH/II/323). 

5. Mr. SAD! (Jordan) said that p~ragrap~ 2 0f the Danish amendment 
(CDDH/II/323) cor.tained a Qualification of the prohibltion of 
requisitioning - namely, "if that diversion or requisition would 
jeopardize the efficient discharge of their civil defence mission" 
which constituted an essential difference between the Danish 
proposal and amendment CDDH/II/70. Occupation was essentially a 
temporary state of affairs, whereas requisitioning implied a certain 
permanence. There was therefore a clear contradiction between the 
two ideas. 

6. Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain) said that his delegation's amend
ment (CDDH/II/234) concerned a point about which further discussions 
were to be held~ namely, the admissibility of militarily-organized 
civil defence bodies. He would therefore prefer its discussion to 
be postponed. 

7. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) said that his delegation withdrew as a 
sponsor of amendment CDDH/II/307 since it was covered in all 
essentials by paragraph 2 of his delecation's own amendmrnt 
(CDDH/II/323). 

8. Mr. WARRAS (Finland) said that the sponsors of amendment 
CDDH/II/307 had ori8inally intended to follow the text of article 14 
of draft Protocol I, but had found that the circumstances referred 
to in articles 14 and 56 were not entirely parallel. They had 
accordingly decided to revert to the 1972 text. His own delegation 
felt very strongly that some provision prohibiting or limiting the 
requisitioning of civil defence buildings. mat§riel or means of 
transport should be included in the article. A total prohibition 
might not be realistic~ however, and the amendment accordingly 
provided for a limitation of requisitioning. 

9. His delegation was not willing to withdraw its sponsorship 0: 
amendment CDDH/II/307 because it saw certain differenc~~ between 
it and the Danish amendment (CDDH/II/323). 

10. l\1r. SKARSTEDT (Sweden) and Mr. THUE (Norway) also wished to 
maintain their sponsorship of amendment CDDH/II/30I, for the 
reasons stated by the Finnish representative. 

11. Mr. JAKOVLJEVI6 (Yugoslavia) said that his delegation wishe6 
to withdraw its sponsorship of amendment CDDH/II/3D7, which was 
covered by various later amendments. 
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12. Mr. KABUAYE (United Republic of Tanzania) said that his 
delega~ion wished provisionally to maintain its sponsorship of 
amendment CDDH/II/307~ but that it might change its decision in the 
light of d~\·elopments. 

13. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark), introducing amendment CDDH/II/323, said 
that, in all essentials~ it was based on the ICRC text. There were, 
however~ six points of detail that should be mentioned. 

14. First~ in the first sentence of paragraph 13 the words "to the 

extent feasible" had been inserted because the Danish delegation 

thought it somewhat unrealistic to provide 3 without qualification, 

that civil defence bodies in occupied territories should receive 

every facility from the authorities for the discharge of their 

mission. 


15. SecondlY3 the end of the second sentence had been changed 

because the ICRC's phrase "activities unconnected with their 

functions il went further than was necessary. The proposed text 
"make it impossible for them to perform their civil defence 

functions II - stated all that was required from the civil defence 

standpoint. 


16. Thirdly 3 the fourth sentence of the Danish amendment contained 
a provision - that the Occupying Power might disarm civil defence 
personnel for reasons of security - which was not contained in the 
ICRC text; it seemed a reasonable provision 3 provided 3 of course, 
that civil defence personnel were permitted under the Protocol to 
carry arms at all, a matter which had not yet been d~cided. 

17. Fourthly, the last sentence of the Danish amendment, refereeing 
to Article 63 of the fourth Geneva Convention of 1949 3 was also new. 
Some delegations might find it superfluous since Article 63 remained 
in force in any case; but his delegation had thought it worth 
while to draw attention to that Article in the context of a rather 
complicated new regulation in Protocol I. 

18. Fifthly, the last two lines of paragraph 2 of amendment 
CDDH/II/323, which were identical with those of amendment CDDH/III 
307 contained a qualification of the total prohibition of the 
diversion of requisition of civil defence buildings, etc., contained 
in amendment CDDH/II/70. That change had been introduced becaLise 
it was felt to be realistic. 

19. LastlY3 there were only minor differences between amendment 
CDDH/II/307 and paragraph 2 of amendment CDDH/II/323. One was the 
insertion in the latter text of the words "or in use bY"3 so that 
it read ilbelonging to or in use by civil defence bodies". It was 
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perfectly conceivable that civil defence bodies might make use of 
buildings etc., which did not officially belong to them. Such 
buildings~ etc. should be protected from requisitioning. 

20. Mr. JAKOLJEVIC (Yugoslavia) ~ referring to the Yugoslav amend-' 
ment ( CDDH/II/340») said that the provisions of draft Protocol: I 
making it possible for civil defence to enjoy an internationally 
protected status represented a right of which Governments could 
make use in accordance with the conditions set out in Part IV, 
Section I, Chapter VI of draft Protocol I~ but not an obligation. 
Governments were free to organize their civil defence on a different 
basis from the rionditions of the Protoco1 9 in which case it would 
not be governed by Chapter VI. 

21. That was of particular importance in connexion with article 56 
concerning occupied territories. His Government took the view that 
a civil defence system should be autortomous and free to decide 
whether to pursue·its activity in a certain region or territory. 
The grounds for that view lay in the Yugoslav Government's general 
attitude towards occupation. Under the Yugoslav Constitution, the 
Law on National Defence and other legal provisions, Yugoslav 
citizens were forbidden to accept and recognize occupation. The 
country's whole conception of defence was based on the principle 
thatari aggressoT should not be permitted to stabilize or effectively 
exercise its power on the territory it provisionally held. All 
Yugoslav bodies were obliged to obey the orders of the competent 
Yugoslav organs directing the general defence of the people. That 
obligation also applied to the civil defence system which was not 
to become a part of the aggressor's machinery. That was the 
Yugoslav view, but in any event, every Government should be free to 
decide, in ea~h particular case, whether civil defence should 
continue or cease its activity in conformity with its own principles 
of defence against aggression, which might require the cessation of 
the work of civil defence. 

22. Yugoslavia's attitude was dictated by the war-time experiences 
of many countries, which had suffered occupation that was not of 
the "traditional" kind~ but was criminal in nature, exercised in 
such a way that war crimes and crimes against humanity were 
perpetrated systematically and on a large scale, with the ~im of 
extermiriation the population in breach of all the rules of 
international law, the laws of humanity and the dictates of the 
public conscience. 

23. His delegation agreed that the civilian population needed civil 
defence, but an aggressor might abuse his rights by turning the 
civil defence organization into an instrument serving mainly or 
exclusively its own aggressive purposes and military actions. 
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International law should not allow civil defence to become an 

instrument at the service of an aggressor who was himself misusing 

the law and committing large-scale violations of it. 


24. His delegation had submitted amendment CDDH/II/340 to protect 

civil defence bodies from any compulsion by an Occupying Power, 

leaving them free to decide whether or not to continue their work 

in a given region or area~ according to circumstances. As far as 

the Yugoslav amendment (CDDH/II/358) was concerned" his delegation 

proposed that the last sentence of article 56, paragraph 1 of the 

IeRC text should be deleted since it was superfluous and in 

contradiction with the Geneva Conventions' system. 


25. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) said that his delegation's 
amendment to article 56 (CDDH/II/346) had been prompted solely by 
the statement in the ICRC Commentary (CDDH/3, p. 72) that article 55 
did not apply to occupied territories and that, if such a territory 
became a battle area, it was to be dealt with under article 56. 
That statement was totally unrealistic since, as history had shown, 
occupied territories often did become battle areas. In such cases, 
article 55~ which had been carefully designed to protect civil 
defence units in a combat situation, should apply. 

26. Article 63 of the fourth Geneva Convention of 1949 provided 
basic recognition for civil defence units in occupied territory 
"subject to temporary and exceptional measures imposed for urgent 
reasons of security by the Occupying Power". The expression "urgent 
reasons of security" obviously covered cases where the battle 
reverted to~ or arose in, an occupied territory. Accordingly, the 
United States amendment laid down that in such cases'alone the 
Occupying Power might derogate from the immunities and privileges 
accorded to civil defence organizations under article 56 of draft 
Protocol I. In no circumstances did it provide for any derogation 
from the principles of article 55. Failure to allow for such 
derogation would merely invite disregard of the Protocol. 

27. The Danish amendment to article 56 (CDDH/II/323)J which his 
delegation supported, referred in paragraph 1 to Article 63 of the 
fourth Geneva Convention of 1949, and members might feel that such 
a reference precluded the need for a new paragraph 3. In that 
event, his delegation would be prepared to withdraw its amendment, 
on the understanding that there was a clear rejection by the 
Committee of the ICRC statement in question. 

28. Mr. KORNEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics), introducing 
amendment CDDH/II/352 to article 56 on behalf of the sponsors, 
said that his remarks were equally applicable to the same 
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delegations' amendment to article 58 (CDDH/III353). Those delegations 
had in general sought to abide by the IeRC text, which struck a 
good balance between humanitarian and military needs. However, 
they were rather concerned about the large number of written and 
oral amendments submitted, which tended to disturb the balance of 
the ICRC text, mainly in favour of military needs. Horeover, such 
a plethora of amendments could only complicate the task of the 
Chairman and Drafting Committee. It was therefore those delegations' 
intention to review their amendments and improve them in the light 
of the other amendments submitted and the comments made. 

29. Mr. MALINVERNI (International Committee of the Red Cross) 
agreed with the United States representative that some clarification 
was needed regarding articles 55 and 56. He thought that in order 
to remedy the drawbacks mentioned by the United States represent
ative the Committee might revert to the text of Article 55 as 
submitted by the ICRC to the Conference of Government Experts on 
the Reaffirmation and Development of International Humanitarian Law 
applicable in Armed Conflict. That text (article 68 of the 1972 
draft) had been designed for general application and would allow 
for the protection of civil defence personnel at all times, even 
when an occupied territory became a combat zone. 

30. 'Mr,. SADI (Jordan) said that the Committee should not just 
accept the idea that requisitioning was an inevitable feature of 
occupa~ion. The manner in which war was waged should be adapted to 
humanitarian law ~ rather than vice vers,a. 

31. With regard to the United States amendment (CDDH/II/ 346), he 
found it difficult to accept the last phrase beginning "in such 
areas" and ending with the words 1!Occupying Power" which might be 
used as an excuse not to apply article 55. 

32. Mr. AL-FALLOUJI (Iraq) said that his delegation supported th€' 
Danish amendment to article 56 (CDDH/II/323). While there were 
certain differences between that amendment and the amendment 
submitted by thirteen Arab delegations (CDDH/II/70), they did not 
present any major problem and could be reconciled, provided that 
the requ:isitioning or diversion of buildings, materiel and transports 
was prohibited. 

33. The remaining amendments to article 56 reflected the same 
spirit as amendment CDDH/II/70, and he understood, moreover, that 
the United States and Soviet Union delegations did not intend to 
press theirs. He therefore suggested that the Committee should 
take the Danish amendment together with the Yugoslav amendment 
(CDDH/II/340) as the basis for its consideration. The two amend
ments could then be referred to the Drafting Committee with any 
comments that had been made. 
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34. Mr. MARTIN (Switzerland) said that he fully supported the 

Danish amendment (CDDH/II/323)~ and in particular the inclusion of 

the words i~or in use by" in pa:.-agraph 2. He also supported amend

ment CDDH/II/307, where he was pleased to see the reference to 

public shelters. His delegation regarded the provision of shelters, 

both public and private~ as vital for the protection of the civilian 

population~ and it therefore considered that the prohibition on 

requisitioning by the Occupying Power should be extended to them. 


35. He noted that paragraph 2 of the Danish amendment leaned 

towards the proposal submitted to the Conference of Government 

Experts in 1972. That proposal had however been more specific, 

since it laid down that requisitioning or diversion should only be 

allowed, first, on a temporary basis and> secondly, in cases of 

extreme need. Those two additional elements should certainly be 

donsidered by the Working Group. 


36. Mrs. RODRIGUEZ-LARRETA DE PESARESI (Uruguay) said that her 
delegation supported the Danish amendment to article 56 (CDDII/II/323) 
as a good basis on which to modify the IeRC text. 

37. Mr. JV"LARRIOTT (Canada) said that article 56 provided a further 
example of the need for care in the way the whole subject of civil 
defence was treated. It started by referring to "civilian bodies 
assigned to the discharge of the tasks mentioned in article 5411 and 
therefore no decision could be taken on the article until the text 
of article 54 had been decided upon. Article 56 contained a list 
of prohibitions addressed to the Occupying Power, but it should be 
borne in mind that the Occupying Power had rights as well as duties 
and the list should not be unduly long. 

38. He could support the United States amendment (CDDH/II/346) in 
principle, although the wording should perhaps be changed. He 
wondered if there was any need for provisions on requisitioning 
going beyond Article 52 of the Regulations respecting the Laws and 
Customs of War on Land, annexed to The Hague Convention No. IV of 
1907 concerning the Laws and Customs of tpJar on Land, which contained 
all that was necessary and reasonable under the circumstances. 

39. !V{r. SKARSTEDT (Sweden)} referring to the United States amend
ment 1CDDH/III346)~ said that it seemed reasonable to state that 
the provisions of article 55 should apply without derogation to 
areas of an occupied territory where land fighting was taking 
place, but he doubted the need for the second part of the amendment. 
He also had doubts about amendment CDDH/IIi352, as such·a provIsion 
might make it impossible for civil defence personnel to perform 
their functions. He could support the Danish proposal for 
parag]~aph 1 } although he preferred the ICRC draft. While appreciating 
the aim of the Yugoslav proposal (CDDH/II/340), he wondered whather 
it was necessary. If it was considered to be so, he thought it 
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could be improved by the addition at the end of the sentence of the 
phrase "in the interests of the Occupying Power". 

40. Mr. LAZAR (Romania) said that his delegation did not think it 

appropriate to accord the Occupying Power a legal basis for 

violating the right of the civilian population to protect itself. 

The rights of the Occupying Power should not be extended. He 

therefore supported the Yugoslav amendment, which seemed to be 

closely related to paragraph 2 of the ICRC draft. Perhaps the two 

texts could be reconciled in the Working Group. 


41. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) said that, as his country had shared 
with Yugoslavia the experience of occupation by a hostile Power in 
recent· times, he sympathized with the motives for the Yugoslav 
proposal. He doubted, however, whether it was realistic to be so 
specific. The last sentence of the Danish proposal for paragraph J 
covered the Yugoslav point, though perhaps not completely. An 
attempt should be made to strike a balance between the rights of 
the Occupying Power and of the population of the occupied territory. 
As regards amendment CDDH/II/352, he agreed that civil defence 
bodies should discharge their functions "under the supervision of 
the Occupying Power", but considered that the phrase "with their 
permission" went too far. The articles in Chapter VI vlere an 
attempt to establish new international law and to limit the 
prerogatives of an Occupying Power. 

42. Mr. CZANK (Hungary) said that the reference in the Danish 
amendment to paragraph 1 to civil defence bodies being "governed by 
Article 63 of the fourth Convention" should be completed by the 
word "also", since the Geneva Convention ~n question did not 
expressly mention civil defence bodies and they would therefore be 
governed for the most part by the articles in Part IV, Section I, 
Chapter VI of draft Protocol I. 

43. As regards the requisitioning of buildin~s, etc., there were 
three possibilities. The first was to adopt the line of the ICRC 
text and not. mention the subj ect, the second was to draw up a 
detailed prohibition of requisitioning and the third was to adopt 
the Danish line of qualified prohibition. The Danish proposal 
would harmonize with article 14 on the requisition of civilian 
medical units~ which had already been adopted . 

44. Mr. JAKOVLJEVIC
./ 

(Yugoslavia) reminded the Committe.e that the 
aim of the Geneva Conventions and draft Protocol I was to increase 
the protection afforded victims of armed conflicts. The Occupying 
Power would be strong enough to defend its own rights and its 
powers should not be extended. 
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45. The sponsors of amendment CDDH/II/352 intended to revise it, 
so he would not comment on it in detail at the present stage. Bu.t 
he would be opposed to the inclusion of any such phrase as "to the 
extent possible" (CDDH/II/323), since that might lead to the work 
of civil defence bodies being eliminated. No provision should bE! 
made allowing the Occupying Power to, requisition buildings, mater~, 
etc., since that could enable the Occupying Power to "divert~ 
means of requisitioning. He would prefer not to mention requisition
ing. 

46. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) reminded the Committee that 
what it was drafting was not an entirely new convention but a 
supplement which would harmonize with the articles of Part III, 
Section III, of the fourth Geneva Convention of 1949. The reference 
to public officials in Article 54 of that Convention might well 
include officials of civil defence organizations. Article 51 of the 
Convention authorized the Occupying Power to compel labour for 
certain purposes, some of which came close to those listed in 
article 54 of draft Protocol I. Those and similar points should be 
borne in mind by the Working Group. 

47. The CHAIRMAN declared the debate on article 56 closed. As with 
articles 54 and 55~ voting on questions pertaining to article 56 
would take place when the discussion on all the articles of Chapter 
VI had been completed. He was pleased to note that some sponsors 
of amendments to article 56 had stated they were ready to modify 
them. He hoped that simpler texts would be submitted to the Working 
Group. 

The meeting rose at 12.40 p.m. 
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE SIXTY-SIXTH MEETING 

held on Monday, 10 May 1976, at 10.25 a.m. 

Chairman: Mr. NAHLIK (Poland) 

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOLS I AND II (CDDH/l) (oontinued) 

Draft Protocol I 

Article 57 - Civil defence bodies of States not 

to a conflict and ~nternational bodies 

CDDH/225 and 

CDDH/II/324, CDDH/II/337, CDDH/II/345, 

(continued) * 


1. The CHAIRMAN reminded the Committee of its decision t~ refer 
~dl the "draft amendments" to the 'combined Drafting Committee/Working 
Group, since the articles with which they dealt were inter
related. He invited the sponsors of the amendments to intr~duce 
their texts. 

2. Mr. MALINVERNI (International Committee of the Red Cross) 
explained that the basic idea underlying article 57 was ernb~died in 
Article 27 of the first Geneva Convention of 1949. Assistance 
rendered by civil defence bodies of countries not parties to a 
conflict could prove useful, especially in the case of conflicts in 
countries which had no civil defence services or wh~re such 
services were inadequate. In the draft article submitted to the 
1972 sessinn of the Conference of Government Lxperts on the 
Reaffirmation and Development of International Humanitarian Law 
applicable in Armed Conflicts, the IeRC had selected as a title 
the words "Organizations of neutral States". In the opinion of 
some experts that title had not made it clear enough that the 
neutrality in question was not only permanent but also occasional 
neutrality. That title had also been considered too restrictive 
inasmUCh as it did not authorize a belligerent but allied State to 
assist the civil defence services of a State party to a conflicte 
The more comprehensive term "Organizations of States not invol,red" 
had finally been selected in 1972 by the ad hoc Sub-Commission. 
In the text now before the Committee, the ICRC had used the tenn 
"Civil defence bodies of States not parties to a conflict", which 
removed any ambiguity to which the use of the word "neutral" mi.ght 
give rise, but which placed civil defence bodies of belligerent 
and allied States outside the scope of the article. 

Resumed from the sixty-first-meeting. 
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3. Unlike the 1972 text, the present text also provided that, 
berore carrying out their civil defence activities, civil defence 
bodies of States not parties to a conflict must notify the adverse 
party; another difference was that the present text did not make 
the participation of civil defence bodies of States not parties to 
a conrlict dependent upon the agreement of the adverse party, since 
the ICRC had considered that such agreement would be too difficult 
to obtain. . 

4. Paragraph 2 was entirely new. Although international civil 
defeDce bodies did not exist at the moment~ they could be estab
lishedin the fUtl.,l.r~ and it was useful to provide for their 
protection. 

5. Mr. MARTIN (Switzerland) said that the sponsors of amendment 
CDDH/45 to article 57 had wished to make the title explicit as far 
as civil defence bodies of neutral States were concerned. The same 
idea was to be found in the title of amendment CDDH/IT/324, submitted 
by Denmark. His deiegation considered that, if the Danish title was 
retained~'amendment CDDH/45 would no longer be necessary. 

6. Mr. TERSTAD (Sweden) said that the sponsors of amendment 
CDDH/II/345 had wished to stress the humanitarian nature of the 
tasks in question and for that reason they preferred the expression 
lI civilian bodies" to the words "civil defence bodies". both in the 
title and in the body of the text. They supported the Danish 
proposal (CDDH/II/324). 

7. Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain) explained that his delegation's 
amendment (CDDH!II/234) affected only the Spanish text,- which 
needed to be brought into line' with the English. The combined 
Dra.fting Conunittee/Working Group would consider the matter at a 
later stage. 

8. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) said that. in his delegation's amendment 
(CDDH/II/324). the two paragraphs of the ICRC text had been merged 
into one, without any change of me~ning. His delegatio~ had also 
wished to make the title clearer by replacing the words "civil 
defence bodies" by the words "civilianbodies". At the inter
national level there were as yet no specialized civil defence 
bodies'" and it was unlikely that there ever would be ~ but there might 
well be international civilian bodies with powers to assist in 
matters of civil defence. The words "neutral or other States not 
parties to· a. conflict II had been discussed at the second session of 
the Diplomatic Conference. where agreement had been reached to use 
them in other articles. . 
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9. Paragraph 2 was a new proposal designed to ensure that an 
Occupying Power could exclude or restrict the civil defence 
activities of civilian bodies from neutral or other States not 
parties to the conflict or of international civilian bodies only if 
it could ensure the adequate performance of those activities itself. 

10. Mr. CLARK (Australia) said that his delegation's amendment 

(CDDH/II/337) could best be considered in the combined Drafting 

Committee/Working Group. 


11. Mr. IJAS (Indonesia) said that the purpose ~f his delegation's 

amendment (CDDH/II/349) was to secure an agreement whereby a civil 

defence body of a State not party to a cnnflict was assured of 

protection before it was invited by a State party to the conflict. 


12. Mr. URQUIOLA (Philippines) suggested that the words "with the 

agreement of the parties to the cnnflict Yl might be a more accurate 

reflection of what was intended. 


13. Mr. IJAS (Indonesia) replied that he would like the matter 

to be referred to the combined Drafting Committee/Working Groupo 


14. Mr. PIERON (Belgium) said that his delegation supported the 

Indonesian amendment, since more than two parties might be 

involved. In the French text of the ICRC draft~ the words iicette 

derniere tl should be amended to read nces dernieres i1 ~ since they 

referred to iiactivites ll
 

• 

15. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) reminded the Committee that all 
that the ICRC text required was that the adverse party should be 
notified. If the agreement of the adverse party had to be obtained 
in advance~ it was unlikely to be granted 9 and even if it was 
granted it would probably be granted too late. 

16. Mr. ALBA (France) agreed with the United Kingdom representative. 
The Indonesian amendment would be difficult to implement and would 
confer upon one party powers over territory which did not belong to 
it. 

17. Mr. KHAIRAT (Egypt) said that paragraph 2 of the Danish 
amendment (CDDH/II/324) would appear to confer excessive powers 
and rights upon Occupying Powers. It should therefore be deleted. 

18. Mr. LAZAR (Romania) said that his delegation would like the 
protection granted under article 57 to be extended also to the post 
and to means of telecommunication. He hoped that there would be an 
opportunity to discuss the possibility in the combined Drafting 
Committee/Working Group. 
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19. Mr. JAKOVLJEVIC (Yugoslavia), speaking as Chairman of the 
combined Drafting Committee/Working Group on articles 54 to 59, 
said that two controversial questions had arisen in ~espect at 
article 57, namely, whether notification to the adverse party 
was sufficient or whether the latter's ag~eement was necessary, 
and whether paragraph 2 of the Danish amendment (CDDH/II/324) 
should be·· inserted. He asked whether the Drafting Committee/ 
Working Group would~e required to take a decision on those two 
questions. 

20. The CHAIRMA.N said that he had understood that the Committee 
would prefer not to·take a vote on any controversial question 
relating to articles 54 to 5,9 until:consideration of draft 
P~otocol",I, Part IV, Section I, Chapter VI on ci~il defence had 
been completed. A list of all such questions would be drawn up 
and read ,out to the Comrnitteeonce all the articles in the Chapter 
had, been·discussed. The Committee would then be able to decide 
which matters might be put to the vote and which might be referred 
to the Drafting Committee/Working Group for discussion with a vieH 
to reaching a compromise sol~tion. 

21. till'. IJ AS (Indonesia) considered that the Committee should not 
vote on any ·of toe controversial points until they had been 
discussed by the,' Drafting Commi ttee!Working Group. 

22. Mr. URQUIOLA (Philippines) said that none of those points 
should be put to the vote until the whole Chapter had been 
considered. 

23. Mr~. SCHULTZ, (Denmark) said t.hat the Drafting Committee/ 
Working Group should be requested to consider all such questions 
and submit proposals to the Committee. 

24. The CHAIRMAN observed that the Committee might be able to 
take decisio.ns on some points before they were referred to the 
Drafting Gommittee/'tlorkingGroup." He suggested that the question 
of ,th~ procedure to be followed should be left open until the 
Committee had completed consideration of Chapter VI and had been 
provided with a list of all the questions which remained to be 
settled. 

It was so agreed. 

New article 57 bis - General protection (CDDH/II/325/Rev.l, 
CDDH/lr/ 342) 

25. The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to consider the revised 
Danish proposal to add a new article 57 bis (CDDH/II/325/Rev.l) 
and the amendment to that proposal submitted by Finland, Norway 
and Sweden (CDDH/II/342). 
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26. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) said that he had introduced his 
delegation's revised proposal (CDDH/II/325/Rev.l) at the Committee's 
sixty-third (CDDH/II/SR.63) meeting, in connexion with the 
discussion on article 55. He had nothing to add to the comments 
he had made on that occasion. 

27. Mr. H~STMARK (Norway), introducing the amendment to the 

revised Danish proposal on behalf of the sponsors (CDDH/II/342), 

said that the first sentence of paragraph 2 had been rephrased to 

avoid the use of the word I1liability '1, one of the effects of which 

would be to exclude from civilian status persons who, in a system 

of national military draft service, were on the military rolls and 

subject to be called up. The word also had a number of other 

connotations, for example in the economic field. The category of 

personnel with which the paragraph was concerned should be limited 

unambiguously to persons currently serving in the armed forces. 


28. The word liprotected ll had been deleted from the first sentence 

of paragraph 2 because civilians were protected as such. It would 

not be desirable to imply that there might be two categories of 

civilian, those who were protected and those who were not. 


29. The phrase "unless and for such time as they take a direct 
part in hostilities ll had been deleted because the sponsors 
considered that no person taking a direct part in hostilities could 
claim any form of civilian protection. To retain the phrase would 
be to state the obvious and might confuse the issue. 

30. The arguments adduced by some representatives in favour of 
the deletion of paragraph 2 deserved consideration. 'The sponsors 
of amendment CDDH/II/342 were prepared to approach the question 
with an open mind in the Drafting Committee/Working Group and they 
would be willing to discuss any suggestions for improvement in the 
wording of their amendment. 

31. The CHAIRMAN invited comments on the revised Danish proposal 
and the amendment to it. 

'I'here were no comments. 

Article 58 - Cessation of protection (CDDH/I, CDDH/225 and. 
Corr.l, CDDH/226 and Corr.2; CDDH/II/70, CDDH/II/320, 
CDDH/II/326, CDDH/II/338, CDDH/II/343, CDDH/II/347, 
CDDH/II/353)** 

32. Mr. MALINVERNI (International Committee of the Red Cross) said 
that artlcle 58 was a new article which had not appeared in the 
1972 draft. It was based on article 13 of draft Protocol I and on 

** Resumed from the sixty-first meeting. 
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Article 21 of the first Geneva Convention of 1949. The term 
"harmful act" was explained in a negative manner in order to avoid 
abusive withdrawal of the protection granted to civil defence 
personnel. Article 58, like some of the other articles concerning 
civil defence~ was not unconnected with the thorny problem of the 
relationship between civilian and military personnel. 

33. The CHAIRMAN observed that paragraph 1 was closely related to 
the question of reprisals, which had been referred to Committee I. 

34. Mr. KHAIRAT (Egypt), introducing ameridment CDDH/II/70 on 
behalf of the sponsors, said that the wordllharmful" which 
appeared in the ICRC text was not the most appropriate qualification 
for the type of act which should cause civil defence personnel to 
be deprived of their protection. It might also be open to 
misinterpretatioh~ 

35. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom), introducing amendment CDDH/II/320 
on behalf of ihe sponsors, said chat, ~s Was the case for amendment 
CDDH/II/319 to article 55 9 the sponsors vrished to retain their 
proposal until both the question of the role of police in civil 
defence and that of the carrying of arms in zones of military 
operations had b,een settled. 

36. Mr. JOSEPHI (Federal Republic of Germany) endorsed the 
statement by the United Kingdom representative. The position of 
his delegation regarding the amendment wruld depend on the outcome 
of the discussions on the scope of civil defence that were taking 
place in the combined Drafting Committee/Working Group. 

37. Mr ~ SCHUL'I'Z (Denmark), introducing his delegation IS amendmeno!; 
to article 58 (CDDH/II/326), said that only paragraph 2 (c) 
differed in substance from the ICRC text. His delegation
considered that permission to bear small-arms should be granted 
only in areas where fighting was not taking place, since it would 
be highly dangerous for civil defence personnel to car:r;-y such arms 
in areas where fighting was taking place. The proposed insertion 
of the phrase "unless previously ordered to be qisarmed ll waf 
consequential upon the Danish amendment ~oarticle 56 lODDH/II/323), 
which provided that the Occupying Power might disarm civil defence 
personnel for reasons of security. 

38. The term "small-arms ll might require alteration~ for he thought 
that it was used in military terminology to cover not only light 
individual weapons but also heavier support weapons. Light 
individual weapons~ such as pistols and rifles; wer'e what his 
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delegation had in mind; the Drafting Committee/Working Group 

might wish to consider the possibility of adopting that term, 

which had been adopted at the second session of the Conference 

for an article relating to the wounded and sick. 


39. Mr. CLARK (Australia) said that the first proposal in his 
delegation's amendments (CDDH/II/338) to article 58 was to change 
the position of the word "specifying" in paragraph 1. The 
proposal was consequential upon an amendment to article 54 and its 
adoption would depend on the decision to be taken by the combined 
Drafting Committee/Werking Group on that amendment. 

40. The second proposal was to cover a wider category of 

personnel by replacing the word "military" in paragraph 2 <.~) of 

article 58 by the words linon-civilianlt. As that proposal~ too, 

would be discussed by the combined Drafting Committee/Working 

Group, he suggested that his delegation's amendments should be 

considered by the Committee at a later stage. 


41. Mr. TERSTAD (Sweden) introduced an amendment to article 58~ 
paragraph 3, submitted by Finland~ Norway and Sweden (CDDH/II/343)~ 
which sought to replace the expression i'civil defence bodies" by 
"civilian bodies". It was consequential upon the amendment 
submitted by the same three delegations to paragraph 1 of 
article 57 (CDDH/II!345) and the same arguments applied to it. 

42. Mr. PIERON (Belgium) said that his delegation firmly believed 
that civil defence units should never be dependent upon military. 
authorities in times of armed conflict and that a cl~ar distinction 
must be made between the army~ whose task was to wage war~ and 
civil defence~ which was responsible for helping civilians. It 
was because the two tasks were incompatible that his delegation 
had submitted its amendment (CDDH/II/347) to paragraphs 2 and 3 
of article 58. 

43. With regard to paragraphs 2 (a) and (b) of the ICRC text cf 
article 58~ his delegation thought-that co=operation by civil 
defence personnel with military personnel could be justified only 
in exceptional cases ~ that was to say when it was absolutely 
essential for the protection of the civilian population. It was 
undesirable to ensure protection for civil defence personnel 
taking orders from the military authorities or co-operating 
regularly with them, or when such personnel formed an integral 
part of military civil defence units. It would prefer civil 
defence units to be purely civilian, but thought it best to leave 
the matter to be discussed by the combined Drafting Committee! 
Working Group. It should not be forgotten that in times of armed 
conflict~ particularly occupation, it was the enemy or Occupying 
Power that would take a unilateral decision on the treatment of 
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the civil; defE;!nce personnel of the occupied c.ountry; any protect
ion granted by. the Protocol to civil defence personnel might 
therefore, be illusory if civil defence units were to include 
military elements. He agreed with the Norwegian repres.entati ve 
that special protection should be granted to civil defence personnel 
only if their work was of a humanitarian nature and that civil 
defence should be civilian in structure to avoid any possible 
confusion in the eyes of the enemy. The Committee must try to draw 
up simple and clear rules that would enable a soldier to 
distin.guish~without riskoferror, between civil defence and 
military personnel.. Only then could the speci.al protection which 
the civil defence personnel might claim be usefully granted. 

44. With respect to paragraph 2 (c) of the ICRC text of article 58, 
his delegation .considered that :naintaining order in· a stricken area 
was police work and w0uldnot normally fall to civil def~nce. 

45. In view of the basic objective of civil de.fence, namely, to 
assist the civilian population, special care had to be taken with 
respect to the bearing of arms by civil defence personnel. His 
d~legation was proposing a form of words that would bring 
paragraph 2 (c) of article 58 into line with article 13~ 
paragraph 2 (a)~which had been adopted by the Committee at its 
twenty-third meeting on 24 February 1975. If the Belgian text was 
adopted, civil defence personnel would be authorized to bear light 
individual arms solely for the purpose of ensuring their own 
defence or that o·f the civilian population for which they were 
responsible. 

46. He considered that the Danish amendment to article 58, 
paragraph 2 (.£), (CDDH/III 326) was fraught with danger. In modern 
\,iarfare, the areas where fighting took place were liable to change 
rapidly .. The Danish text meant that the bearing of arms by civil 
defence personnel in areas where fighting was taking place would be 
considered harmful to the enemy and would thus entail the cessation 
of protection. His delegation could understand the reasons behind 
the amendment, but would point out tpat paragraph 1 of the Danish 
amendInent to article 56 (CDDH/II/323) stated that liThe Occupying 
Power may disarm civil defence personnel for reasons of security". 
Civil defence .personnel could therefore bear arms in occupied 
territory and he wondered why the Danish delegation did not consider 
the bearing of arms by such personnel in c>¢cupiedterritory a 
harmful act. 

41. W,ith respect to paragraph 2 Cd) of the ICRCt;ext~ his 
delegation thought that military units should be organized so as to 
provide for th~ir own maximum protection. For that reason his 
delegation felt that the work of civiJ nefence persorinel 
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should benefit military victims only occasionally and it therefore 

agreed with the Danish proposal for paragraph 2 (~) (CDDH/II/326). 

The army had in fact its own medical units, and under article 12~ 

paragra.ph 1 ~ adopte.d at the Committee's twenty-third meeting., 

"medical units shall be respected and protected at all times and 

shall not be the object of attack". 


48. The only difference between the ICRC text and the Belgian 
proposal for paragraph 3 of article 58 was the deletion in the 
latter of the words "and compulsory service in themfl. The Belgian 
delegation feared that those words had military undertones and 
would tend to blur the distinction between civil defence and the 
army. It would be prepared to withdraw that part of its amendment~ 
however, if it was understood that the words "and compulsory service 
in them1i applied only to civilian units dealing exclusively with 
civil defence. 

49. His delegation's understanding was that iiorganization of civil 
defence bodies along military lines"might evoke military-type 
discipline and hierarchy, but in no case could that mean that civil 
defence bodies could be placed under the authority of the military. 

50. Despite his delegation's preference for purely civilian civil 
defence, it realized that account must be taken of the fact that 
in several countries military units performed civil defence tasks. 
The principal difficulty as regards civil defence lay in the degree 
of protection to be granted to personnel belonging to such units in 
time of armed conflict. His delegation thought~ in that connexion~ 
that the text of article 57 bis proposed by Denmark (CDDH/II/325/ 
Rev.l) and the text of article 59 ter proposed by Switzerland 
(CDDH/II/335) would provide an excellent basis for discussion in 
the combined Drafting Committee/Working Group. It was particularly 
important to bear in mind the situation of some developing 
countries with no civilian civil defence bodies, where civil defence 
had to be carried out by military units. The personnel of such 
units must not be made prisoners of war if they fell into enemy 
hands and thus found it impossible to carry out their humanitarian 
tasks. In that connexion the Swiss amendment (CDDH/II/335) was 
particularly useful. 

51. Mr. KORNEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that his 
delegation intended to revise the wording of the amendment to 
article 58 submitted by his delegation and the delegations of the 
Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic and the Ukrainian Soviet 
Socialist Republic. 
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52. Mr. MALINVERNI (International Conunitte-e of the Red Cross) 
suggested that the combined Drafting Committee/Working Group should 
be asked to see that the text of article 58 was brought into line 
with that of article 13~ in which the word "harmful" occurred. 

53. Mr. IJAS (Indonesia) recalled his statement on civil defence 
in the general debate. The Committee must not lose sight of the 
fact that in some countries military units were included. in civil 
defence bodies. His delegation wished to know what protection 
would be granted after cessation of the protection mentioned in 
Chapter VI, for that chapter was silent on the matter. The 
civilian personnel of civil defence bodies should continue to 
enjoy the treatment of civilians. and military civil defence 
personnel should· be treated as prisoners of war. 

54. When article 58 mentioned protection for civil defence uni ts 
in a certain situation it did not imply that no protection whatso·· 
ever should be provided when that situation ended. He stressed 
once more .the wide disparities-between civil defence organizations 
in different countries. In Indonesia, ci viI defence in time of Il1ar 
came unaer mili tary authority; nevertheless the protection of civil 
defence units continued, with civilians being treated as civilians 
and the military as prisoners of war. 

55. Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain) pointed out that a drafting 
problem would arise if amendment CDDH/II/ 34 3 were adopted•. That 
amendment as it stood extended protection to all civilian-bodies, 
whereas the intention was -to extend it only to organizations 
dealing with civiI defence . It should be made- cle-ar that the 
bodies in question were performing the tasks set out in article 54. 

56. A more important point was raised by the Belgian amendment to 
article 58, paragraph 2 (a) (CDDHIII/347) , whose adoption might 
disturb the operation of civil defence. Apart from whether or not 
military units performed civil defence tasks, civil defence was an 
important part of national defence. Essentially it had to protect 
the victims of disaster and war, but it also had to protect the 
whole nation. Military authorities could and did give instructicns 
in time of war. The fact that they did so could not prevent civil 
defence tasks from being performed. The proposed text implied that 
civiI defence organizations, including purely civilian ones, might 
lose their protected status merely because in time of war they would 
have to take instructions from the military authorities. 

57. Mr. MARTIN (Switzerland) recalled the discussion in a sub
commission of experts, which had concluded that the possibility for 
any country to organize its civil defence units as it wished must 
be left open. The administration of civil defence generally came 
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under the Hinistry of Defence or the Ministry of the Interior even 
in time of war. That was why the 1972 draft had stated that civil 
defence might be organized on military lines and might be 
responsible to military authorities. 

58. The ICRC and Danish texts had introduced the idea of 

instructions received from the army, but that probably went further 

than the experts had intended. The combined Drafting Committee/ 

Working Group should therefore look into the matter. 


59. His delegation was glad to note that the Soviet Union 

delegation intended to review amendment CDDH/II/353, which read 

"the Occupying Power may disarm and disband civil defence bodies.". 

To adopt that text would be a retrograde step in the light of 

existing international law as set out in Article 63 (b) of the 

fourth Geneva Convention of 1949) which stated that the Occupying 

Power might not require any changes in the personnel or structure 

of recognized relief societies which would prejudice their 

activities. 


I' 

60. Mr. JAKOVWEVIC (Yugosalvia) said that his delegation held that 
civil defence personnel should be allowed to carry light or small
arms at all times. It was hard to see how such personnel could be 
allowed to carry arms, then have to abandon them and then be 
allowed to carry them again. In an area where fighting had been 
taking place and then ceased, civil defence personnel needed 
weapons to protect victims against pillage. According to article 13 
of draft Protocol I the fact that the personnel of civilian medical 
units could be armed should not be considered an act harmful to the 
enemy. His delegation considered that a similar provision should 
be made for civil defence units and it supported the ICRC text. 

61. The Yugoslav delegation did not think that it was realistic 
to confine assistance to military victims to the exceptional or 
incidental, as in the Belgian (CDDH/II/347) and Danish (CDDH/II/326) 
proposals; it preferred the ICRC text. 

62. With respect to the position of civil defence under an 
Occupying Power, he pointed out that the Geneva Conventions were 
directed to protecting the victims of war, and not to reinforcing 
the powers of an Occupying Power, which were already quite sufricient. 
Any proposal to extend those powers would be highly dangerous. 

The meeting rose at 12.40 p.m. 
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SUHl'!IARY RECORD OF THE SIXTY-SEVENTH MEETING 

held on Monday~ 10 May 1976, at 4.20 p.m. 

Chairman: Mr. NAHLIK (Poland) 

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOLS I AND II (CDDH/l) (continued) 

Draft Protocol I 

Article 58 - Cessation of protection (CDDH/l~ CDDH/225 and 
Corr.1 3 CDDH!226 and Corr.2; CDDH/II/70 J CDDH/II/326 J 

CDDH/II/338 J CDDH/II/347 J CDDH/II/353) (continued) 

1. Mr. HARDING (United States of America) said that the United 
States was not in favour of according civil defence status to 
military units J especially in a battle areaJ even if they were 
permanently assigned to civil defence duties. In generals his 
delegation supported the Danish text (CDDH/II/326)J particularly the 
provision also contained in the ICRC text that civil defence 
personnel who received instructions from military authorities 
should not be considered to be harmful to the enemy. It was 
essential to make it clear that on the battlefield the military 
commander was in charge. His units would not perform civil defence 
tasks, but the activities of those who did must be co-ordinated 
with those of his forces. The United States delegations therefore, 
opposed any proposal to delete paragraph 2 (a) from article 58. The 
Danish wording for paragraph 2 (d) (iiincidentally benefit") was 
preferable to the ICRC draft, whIch might permit act~ hostile to 
the enemy such as the evacuation of military personnel from the 
battlefield. 

2. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) said that the ICRC texts the 
Australian amendment (CDDH/II/338) and the Danish amendment 
(CDDH/II/326) all contained the same error, in that they used the 
word "persons Ii in the first line of paragraph 1. To be consistent 
with other provisions~ paragraph 1 should refer only to buildings J 
materiels etc' 5 while personnel should be dealt with in paragraph 2. 
The latter might be reworded to start with a reference to article 
46 (which protected them as civilians)J then continue with sub
paragraphs (a) to (d) and conclude with the phrase: "shall not 
deprive them-of the-protection accorded by the present chapter J 

• 

instead of the present wording: "shall not be considered to be 
harmful to the enemyli. 
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3. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) s~id that 3 particularly in the light of 
the statement made by the Belgian representative at the sixty-sixth 
meeting, it was Elssential to draw a clear distinction between 
military and civilian units. Mor~over9 it would be unrealistic for 
the Protocol to go too far in ,t.he direction of making civil defence 
units neutral, for if a coun£ry wa~'~ttac~ed the whole civilian 
community would oppose the enemy. He could not3 therefore, agree 
to the limitations proposed in the Belgian amendment to paragraph 2 
(CDDH/II/347) to the effect that co-operation with military personnel 
should be "an exceptional measure!1 3 or that civil defence personnel 
could "occasionallyl! assist military victims. For it had been ~ 
agreed at the second session of the Con~prence that Part II of 
draft Protocol I should appJ.y toaTl persons affected by an armed 
conflict 3 whether milita~y or civilian, and the application .of 
Protocol I, Part IV, Section I, Chapter VI, should be the same. He 
agreed with the United States and Spanish representatives 3 however, 
that civil defence personnel might receive instructions from the 
military authorities. 

4. In paragraph 3 the phrase "compulsory service", which figured 
in both the ICRC draft and his delegation's amendment, shouidbe 
kept, as provision for compulsory civilian service in civil defence 
units existed in many countries and was entirely divorced from 
compulsory military service. 

5. He was pieased to learn that amendment CDDH/II/353 was to be 
reviewed by its sponsors and his only comment on it therefore would 
be to express full agreement with the Swiss representative at the 
sixty-sixth meeting (CDDH/II/SR.66): the Occupying Power must not 
be allowed to disband civil defence bodies. 

6. As he had previously stated 3 his delegation was not in favour 
of allowing civil defence personnel to bear arms but, as a compro
mise, it was prepared to sanction that possibility outside areas 
where fighting was taking place. 

7. Mr. JOSEPHI (Federal Republic of Germany) said that wnile he 
agreed wIth the Belgian representative that the ~uties of military 
forces and civil defence units were incompatible., he understood the 
concern expressed over the Belgian amendment to paragraph 2 (a). 
There must be co-ordination between the military forces and cIvil 
defence bodies, but the fact that the latter received instructions 
from the military authorities should not exclude them from 
protection under Chapter VI under consideration. 
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8. The question of whether civil defence personnel should bear 

small-arms or not was a vital one. The answer would depend on the 

decision adopted in article 54 as to whether military personnel 

exclusively attached to civil defence should be protected by the 

provisions on civil defence and whether the maintenance of order 

should be included. The latter was a role usually assigned to the 

police 3 who were armed to a certain extent3 though usually having 

civilian status. He doubted whether the armed protection of 

civilian objects should be assigned to civil defence personnel and 

shared the view of the Danish delegation that such personnel should 

not bear arms 3 so as to be clearly distinguished from combatants. 

He would keep an open mind on the question until the Working Group 

had produced its report. 


9. Mrs. DARIIMAA (Mongolia) said that her delegation supported 
the ICRC·draft in principle" but favoured the Arab amendment to 
paragraph 1 of article 58 (CDDH/III70) as the word IIhostile" was 
more specific than "harmful '1 • It had doubts about the Australian 
proposal for paragraph 2 (c) (CDDH/II/338): if civil defence 
personnel were to protect property, the type of property - hospitals, 
old peoples' homes, etc. - should be indicated. or reference made 
to article 54 (b), providing for the safeguard of objects 
indispensable to the survival of the civilian population. It 
sympathized with the Belgian amendment (CDDH/II/347), but would 
prefer the phrase "as an exceptional measure" in paragraph 2 (a) to 
be omitted and considered that the phrase "tasks for the benefIt of 
military victims ii in paragraph 2 (c) should be clarified to indicate 
whether it meant medical assistance or something else. 

10. Mr. THUE (Norway) expressed grave doubts about ~ny provision 
permitting civil defence personnel to carry arms. Taken together 
with article 55, paragraph 2, which concerned civilians responding 
to an appeal from the authorities and carrying out civil defence 
tasks 3 such a provision would be tantamount to sanctioning the 
arming of the entire civilian population, with the result that 
civil defence personnel would lose their special protection and the 
civilian population their general protection, so that the road to 
mass slaughter would be wide open. 

11. Mr. MALINVERNI (International Committee of the Red Cross) 
referring to paragraph 2 (a) of amendment CDDH/II/326, said that he 
could not support the Swisi representative's interpretation at the 
sixty-sixth meeting of the phrase "responsible to military 
authorities" as it appeared in the text adopted in 1972 by the Sub
Commission on civil defence organization. It would be better to 
saY3 as in the ICRC text, that civil defence personnel could 
"receive instructions from military authorities!', which was more 
restrictive than saying that civil defence personnel "may be 
responsible to military authorities". Indeed, the idea of dependence 
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evoked an element ofpermanence s which was absent from the idea of 
receiving instructions. 

12. Paragraph 2 (c) of amendment CDDH/III326 was an acceptable 
compromise~ even if it should be agreed that civil defence personnel 
could intervene to maintain order in areas where fighting was taking 
place. 

13. In paragraph 2 (d)s he found it difficult to accept the word 
"incidentally'! (CDDH/II/326). It would be better to say "in case 
of need!i or "when necessary". Perhaps in the French text "Ie cas 
eCheant II might be used instead of "occasionnellement 11. 

14. He hesitated to agree to the three-Power amendment (CDDH/II/353) 
as it should not be possible to disband civil defence bodie.seven 
if their personnel committed hostile acts; their existence was, 
indeed~ indispensable. For the same reason he was hesitant as 
regards the idea of authorization by the Occupying Power in the same 
delegations' amendment to article 56 (CDDH/II/352). 

15. As regards the comments made by the Norwegian representative, 
it has been the ICRC' S intention~ when drafting paragraph 2 (c), 
that only members of civil defence organizations should :be allowed 
to bear small-arms and not all civilians carrying out ci-vil defence 
tasks. Perhaps the wording could be improved to make that more 
clear. 

16. The CHAIRMAN said that the debate on article 5B was now 
concluded. 

Article 59 - Identification (CDDH/l, CDDH/225 and Corr~l, 
CDDH/226 and Corr.2; CDDH/II/327, CDDH/II/339. CDDH/II/348 and 
Corr.l) (continued)* 

17. Mr. MALINVERNI (International Committee of the Red Cross), 
introducing the ICRC text of article 59, said that the title of the 
article in the 1972 text - "Markings" - had become IiIdentifipat~{)n!9, 
which was wider and more in keeping with the content of ,the article, 
since it referred not only to the distinctive emblem but also to 
identity cards. 

lB. The terminology of paragraph 1 should be brought into line 
with that of article IB of draft Protocol I, which had already been 
adoptedo 

'" Resumed f!'om the sixty-first meeting. 
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19. The words "permanent" and "permanently" had been inserted in 
paragraph 2 with a view to avoiding a proliferation of identity 
cards and documents. Such documents were of particular use in 
occupied territories in view of the obligations imposed by the 
Chapter on the Occupying Power. 

20. The two proposals for the international distinctive sign given 
in paragraph 4 had been made at a meeting of experts convened by 
ICRC in January 1973 and had been selected on grounds of their 
practical nature and visibility of the designs and colours. 

21. Paragraph 5 was new as compared with the 1972 text. It was 
modelled on article 18~ paragraph 4. 

22. Paragraph 7 was based on Article 41 of the first Geneva 
Convention of 1949. The underlying idea was that protection should 
be based on function and that the bearing of the distinctive sign 
should be limited in order to avoid abuse. 

23. In view of the analogy between the situations covered~ para
graph 9 took over the provisions of the first Geneva Convention of 
1949 relating to the display of the distinctive emblem (Articles 
38 to 44~ 53 and 54). 

24. The CHAIRMAN said that the question of the distinctive sign 
(paragraph 4) should be postponed until the Technical Sub-Committee 
had made its report. 

25. Mr. URQUIOLA (Philippines)~ replying to a question by the 
Chairman, said that his delegation had been in favour of the adop
tion of the sign proposed by the International Civil Defence 
Organization - two diagonal red bars on a yellow ground - but that 
as an overwhelming majority of the members of the Technical Sub
Committee had been opposed to it, he saw no point in reverting to 
the question. 

26. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) said that amendment CDDH/II/237 had been 
withdrawn, since it was incorporated in new amendment CDDH/II/327. 
Introducing that amendment he said that its main purpose was to 
bring the wording into line with that of article 18 of draft 
Protocol I, as adopted by the Committee at the second session of 
the Conference. In paragraph 3~ therefore, the word "shall" in 
the ICRC text had been replaced by the word "should" to indicate 
that the use bf the emblem and identity card certifying civil 
defence status was not obligatory, a similar decision having been 
taken in the case of the display of the Red Cross sign. 
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27. With regard to the two proposals in paragraph 4, the word 
"light" (in the expressions "light blue" and "light orange") had 
been deleted in the Danish amendment, in accordance with the Technical 
Sub-Committee's decision at its session in 1974. 

28. Paragraph 7, which was identical with the paragraph 7 bis 
proposed in amendment CDDH/II/237, permitted the use of the-rnter·
national distinctive·emblem in time of peace. The inclusion of 
such a provision hadbeen'J'ecommended by the Technical Sub-Committee 
at the first session of the Conference. The article differed in 
many respects from Article 38 of the first Convention on the peace
time use of the Red Cross. The, Danish text further added the 
condition that the .peace-time use of the .emblem should require the 
consent of the competent national authorities. 

29. Mr. CLARK (Australia), introducing amendment. CDDHIII/339; said 
that it was designed t·Q' str.engthen the. respect and protection that 
States Parties to the Protocol would accord to the distinctive 
emblem of civil defence. 

30. Paragraph 1 was modelled on article 18, paragraph 2. Paragraph 
2 combined paragraphs 2, 3 and 5 of the ICRC text. Paragraphs 3, 4 
and 5 of the Australian text were similar to paragraphs 4, 7 and 8 
of the ICRC text~ 

31. Paragraphs 6 and 7 were new. His delegation considered that 
the obligations on States should be spelt out with some precision 
in order to ensure that uniform protection for the distinctive 
civil defence emblem was provided in the domestic law of the 
different States. 

32. If effective protection was to be provided, the sign should be 
protected against commercial exploitation, especially in peace-time. 
Such protection was provided for the Red Cross sign in Articles 53 
and 54 of the first Geneva Convention of 1949, and his delegation 
felt that the same protection should be provided for the civil 
defence emblem. It appreciated that those provisions might appear 
too onerous for certain States; to avoid reservations t6 the 
article, therefore, special attention would have to be given in the 
Working Group to the details of the protection afforded. What was 
essential was to ensure that the domestic law of States should 
implement the obligations of the article in a uniform.rnanner. 

33. Mr. IJAS (Indonesia), introducing amendment CDDH/II/348ahd 
Corr.l, said that the amendment was a purely drafting one designed 
to facilitate acc~ptance of article 59. As such, he hoped that it 
would be referred to the Drafting Committee. 

34. The CHAIRMAN said that that would be done. 
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35. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) said that he fully agreed 

with the Danish amendment (CDDH/II/327). 


36. With regard to the Australian amendment (CDDH/II/339), he dre~ 
attention to article 36 of draft Protocol I, adopted by Committel= 
III, which protected against abuse the civil defence emblem and all 
other emblems or signs provided for in the Protocol. It was the 
protective~ and not merely the indicative, use of the emblems which 
needed to be protected and he felt that that was adequately provided 
for in article 36. 

37. Article 53 of the first Geneva Convention of 1949 forbade the 
commercial exploitation of the Red Cross sign, Hhich had alreaci.y 
long been in use by the International Red Cross and by national Red 
Cross societies. So far as he knew, the blue triangle sign was not 
at present in use by any national or international civil defence 
organization or society - not even by the International Civil 
Defence Organization. When the provisions subsequently included 
in Article 53 had first been adopted in the Geneva Convention of 
July 27, 1929 for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded 
and Sick in Armed Forces in the Field, there had been considerable 
trouble because a number of commercial and social organizations were 
using the Red Cross sign. About ten countries 9 including Australia, 
had accordingly entered reservations to the Article for the purpose 
of permitting the continuance of such use. When the first Geneva 
Convention of 1949 had been submitted to the United States Senate 
for ratification, two organizations which had been using the Red 
Cross sign for many years had strongly objected to the ratification 
of Article 53. Ratification of the Convention by the United States 
of America had been delayed for a considerable period and had only 
been possible with an express reservation to Article 53. 

38. In the present case, if the Australian amendment (CDDH/II/339) 
was adopted, it would be necessary to find out exactly how many 
commercial or social organizations were using the blue triangle 
sign. Such an exercise would be time-consuming and unnecessary 
because adequate protection for the sign was already provided under 
article 36. . 

39. In any case, the third paragraph of Article 53 of the first 
Geneva Convention.of 1949 provided for certain derogations from the 
prohibitions of that article where the Red Cross sign was not being 
used as a protective sign. 

40. Mr. MUELLER (Switzerland) said that before the Committee took 
a decision on the various amendments, the Drafting Committee/Working 
Group should be asked to consider three questions. The first ~as 
whether it was necessary to issue temporary civil defence personnel 
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v-Tith an identity card similar to that provided for temporary medical 
personnel under article 18 9 paragraph 3, as adopted by Committee II 
at its thirtieth meeting. The Technical Sub-C')mmittee had left the 
matter open) placing the word "permanent", in article 14 of the 
annex to draft Protocol I) between square brackets. The second 
concerned the advisability of providing expressly for an identity 
card for civil defence personnel, as had been done in article l8~ 
paragraph 3, for civilian medical and religious personnel~ and as 
the Technical Sub-Committee had also done for medical services. The 
third question was whether the word IIdocumentll should be used 
solely in reference to equipment and means of transport. 

41. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) said that he shared ~he United States 
representative's concern regarding the Au~tralian amendment 
(CDDH/II/339). Although he had not fully considered all the 
implications, his initial reaction was that most countries would 
probably have difficulty in enacting the legislation required to 
adopt such an amendment. Certainly it would seriously delay 
ratification of Protocol I and a number of countries might feel 
compelled to enter a reservation on that point. In his opinion~ 
therefore, the matter required close examination. Perhaps the 
Australian proposal might be revised to take effect in each country 
only when that country was involved in armed conflict, which might 
make the proposal easier to accept. 

New article 59 bis - Occupied territories (CDDH/225 and Corr.l, 
CDDH/226 and Corr.2; CDDH/II/325/Rev.l) 

42. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) said that he wished to withdraw his 
delegation's sponsorship of the four-Power amendment (CDDHIII/317), 
which had been superseded by paragraph 1 of its own amendment 
(CDDH/II/325/Rev.l). 

43. Mr. JOSEPHI (Federal Republic of Germany), l"ir. MAKIN (United 
Kingdom) and Mr. BUGA (Uganda) said that their de'legations also 
wished to withdraw their sponsorship of amendment CDDH/II/317. 

New article 59 ter - Status of military units assigned 
exclusively to civil defence tasks (CDDH/II/335) 

44. Mr. MUELLER (Switzerland), referring to his statement at the 
sixty-third meeting (CDDH/II/SR.63), introducing the Swiss proposal 
for a new article 59 ter (CDDH/II/335). said that he fully under
stood the position of those delegations which felt that civil 
defence should be a purely civilian matter. In his delegation's 
view, however, the interests of the civilian population should 
come first. 
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45. Other delegations had advocated that military civil defence 
units should be ~ranted the same protection as medical units. He 
did not think it was their intention to go so far as the first 
paragraphs of Articles 28 and 30 of the first Geneva Convention of 
1949, and the Committee would note that the Swiss proposal did not 
in fact do so. Moreover, in his delegation's opinion, paragraph 2 
of the Swiss proposal would be easier. to apply than the provisions 
of the first Convention. To allow for the possibility of special 
protection for military units assigned to civil defence, however, 
the second sentence of the second paragraph of Articles 28 and 30 of 
the first Geneva Convention of 1949 could perhaps be added to para
graph 2 of the Swiss proposal. 

46. Also, it should not be forgotten that civil defence personnel, 
whether military or civil, would have to carry an identity card, in 
the same way as military medical personnel. 

Draft Protocol II 

Article 30 - Respect and protection (CDDH/l, CDDH/226 and 
Corr~ 2) 

Article 31 - Definition (CDDH/l, CDDH/225 and Corr.l, CDDH/226 
and Corr.2; CDDH/II/51) 

47. Mr. SANDOZ (International Committee of the Red Cross), intro
ducing the ICRC text of articles 30 and 31 of draft Protocol II, 
said that that Protocol reflected the broad principles, rather than 
the detail, of draft Protocol I. 

48. Article 30 did not impose any limitation on earlier provisions 
relating to protection of the civilian population; and its omission 
would not affect the right of civil defence personnel to be respected 
and protected since that was already provided for in article 26. 
The purpose of article 30 was to ensure special protection for 
certain civilians so that they could perform their humanitarian 
tasks in circumstances which might cast doubt on their civilian 
standing. To enjoy special protection, the civilians in question 
would obviously have to refrain from taking part in hostilities. 
It had been considered essential to provide that no person would be 
liable to punishment solely on the ground that he had taken part in 
civil defence activities. 

49. Article 31 had been modelled on article 54 of draft Protocol I, 
with two small changes. First, the introductory passage down to 
the words "inter alia" had been omitted. Secondly, the first 
sentence of article 54 of draft Protocol I had not been repeated, 
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in order to simplify the text and also because, at the time of 
drafting~ the fate of the earlier articles was still unknown. Since 
that was no longer the case, the ICRe would have no objection to 
following article 54 of draft Protocol I exactly, provided that the 
terms of article 31 were not rendered incompatible with the rest of 
draft Protocol II. 

50. Mr. URQUIOLA (Philippines); introducing his delegation's amend
ment to article 31 (CDDH/II/51)~ said that the arguments he had 
advanced in connexion with his delegation's amendment to article 54 
of draft Protocol I (CDDH/II/44) applied equally to amendment 
CDDH/II/51. 

51. If it were decided to incorporate the first sentence of article 
54 of draft Protocol I in article 31, he would propose that the 
words "civil strife" should be added to the latter. 

52. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) said that he was very much in favour of 
including some short regulations in draft Protocol lIon civil 
defence, and considered that the ICRC text would help to provide 
what had been termed "victim-oriented practical protection. 1i To 
his mind~ the need for such regulations was a matter of simple logic: 
there would be little point in permitting medical services to carry 
out their functions in a non-international conflict if civil defence 
units were not allowed to release trapped victims so that medical 
care could be given to them. 

53. His delegation had submitted two amendments, which would be 
circulated to the Committee later. The first related to the 
definition of civil defence in draft Protocol II which, in his 
opinion, should be the same as that in draft Protocol I. The second 
concerned a proposal for a new article on identification. There 
again, it seemed to him only logical that, once it was agreed that 
civil defence personnel should be respected and protected, provision 
should be included in draft Protocol II for their identification by 
means of the same emblem as that agreed in draft Protocol I. Idem
tification was essential not only in international conflicts, but 
also in civil wars. 

54. ThE~ CHAIRMAN said that he had asked the Legal Secretary to 
prepare a list of outstanding questions on civil defence for the 
Committee's consideration at its sixty-eighth meeting. The Committee 
could then decide which questions required a vote and which should 
be referred to the Drafting Committee/1!tTorking Group. 

55. He appealed to members to submit their amendments to articles 
still to be discussed as soon as possible, in particular to articles 
60 to 62 of draft Protocol I (Relief in favour of the civilian 
population) as well as to articles 33 to 35 of draft Protocol II 
(Relief) by Monday, 17 May. 

The meeting rose at 6.35 p.m. 
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE SIXTY-EIGHTH MEETING 

held on Tuesday, 11 May 1976, at 10.5 a.m. 

Chairman: Mr. NAHLIK (Poland) 

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOLS I AND II (CDDH/l) (continued) 

Draft Protocol II 

Article 30 - Respect and protection (CDDH/l, CDDH/226 and 
Corr.2)(continued) 

Article 31 - Definition (CDDH/l, CDDH/225 and Corr.l, 
CDDH/226 and Corr.2; CDDH/II/51) (continued) 

1. The CHAIRMAN recalled that, at the sixty-seventh meeting 
(CDDH/II/SR.67), the representative of the ICRC had introduced the 
text of articles 30 and 31, and the representative of the 
Philippines had introduced the only amendment (CDDH/II/5l). The 
representative of Denmark had then proposed further amendments 
that, for technical reasons, had not yet been translated and 
circulated. He (the Chairman) therefore asked for general comments 
on the articles and on the statements made at the sixty-seventh 
meeting. 

2. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) said that, in his view, the two articles 
should be renumbered so that the definition of civil defence came 
first. It was not necessarily true that the definition of civil 
defence adopted in draft Protocol I was applicable to draft 
Protocol II. It was necessary to decide what functions might be 
respected or protected in a Protocol II situation; it would there
fore be better to await the recommendations of the combined 
Drafting Committee/Working Group with regard to article 54 of dr'aft 
Protocol I and see whether those functions were acceptable for 
draft Protocol II. Until those functions had been speci fied, he 
saw little point in any extensive discussion of civil defence in 
draft Protocol II. 

3. The CHAIRMAN agreed that no definite solution of the problem 
could be adopted before agreement had been reached on the 
corresponding provisions of draft Protocol I. 

4. From a purely drafting point of view, he agreed that the order 
of the two articles should be reversed. Moreover, in his opinion 
it was wrong to call article 31 "Definition"; liscopell would be a 
better word, but that point could be left to the Drafting Committee. 
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5. Mr. HEER (German Democratic Republic) said that his delegation 
considered that the discussion of questions of civil defence in 
draft Protocol II should be held over until agreement had been 
reached on the corresponding questions in draft Protocol I. 

6. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) asked whether it was the Chairman's 
intention that the articles on civil defence in draft Protocol II 
should be referred to the vJorking Group: he thought that would 
be a good arrangement. 

7. The CHAIRMAN agreed. 

8. Mr. SANDOZ (International Committee of the Red Cross)~ 
referring to the discussion at the sixty-seventh meeting 
(CDDH/II/SR.67) on the possibility of including an article on 
identification in draft Protocol II, said that he wished to make it 
clear that the reason why the ICRC had not included such an 
article in that Protocol was that it would seem difficult to 
require the use of an international sign in such a context. The 
situation was different from that found in international conflicts 
and covered by draft Protocol I. 

9. The CHAIRMAN pointed out that identification was the only 
point on which the Danish amendment substantially differed from 
the ICRC text. 

10. Mr. JAKOVLJEVIC 
I 

(Yugoslavia) said that, in considering 
articles 30 and 31, it should be borne in mind that article 1 of 
draft Protocol II defined the scope of that Protocol and the 
situations to which it was applicable. As a ryrocedural point, he 
asked whetner it was permissible for the Working Group to discuss 
written amendments that had not previously been submitted to the 
Committee itself. 

11. The CHAIRMAN replied that" in principle, written amendments 
should first be submitted to the Committee. 

12. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) said that inevitably, in 
the combined Draft ing Committee IvJorking Group, written papers would 
be produced that reflected the consensus of opinion in that body. 
He asked whether the Chairman's ruling on written amendments would 
apply to such working papers. 

13. The CHAIRMAN said that it was normal for working papers to be 
prepared for the Working Group; amendments submitted as such, 
however, should be discussed by the Committee. That was the case, 
for example, with the Danish amendments, which, if accepted, would 
introduce a new article on identification. 
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14. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark)said that he had noted the explanation 

of the ICRC representative why an article on identification had 

not been included in the ICRC text of draft Protocol II. If the 

reason was the international character of the new civil defence 

emblem~ he would like to ask the representative of the ICRC why, 

in article 18 of draft Protocol II~ reference was made to the 

emblem of the red cross, etc. on a white ground, which was an 

international emblem. 


15. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) said that he wished to be sure that 
there was no misunderstanding on the question of written amendments. 
He himself had, on occasion, submitted written proposals in working 
groups which had been accepted. That was the normal way in which 
a working group proceeded. 

16. The CHAIRMAN replied that it was largely a question of 
nomenclature; the written proposals mentioned were working papers 
and not formal amendments~ as was the Danish amendment concerning 
identificatlon which had been introduced as such and probably should 
be dealt with by the Committee. 

17. Mr. MACKENNEY (Chile) said that his delegation thought that 

the text of article 31 of draft Protocol II should be similar to 

that of article 54 of draft Protocol I. 


18. Mr. SANDOZ (International Committee of the Red Cross), 
replying to the representative of Denmark, said that the red cross 
was already widely used and accepted, while the civil defence 
emblem was new, so that it would be difficult to require States to 
use it under the conditions envisaged in draft Protocol II. It 
was for that reason that the IeRC had not included an article on 
identification in draft Protocol II, but that did not mean that it 
had adopted a firm position on that point. It was not the ICRC, 
but quite the contrary, that would oppose in principle the 
adoption of an emblem within the framework of draft Protocol II. 

19. Mr. MARTINS (Nigeria) said that his delegation felt some 
sympathy with the amendment proposed by the Philippines. He 
agreed with the speakers who had said that the question of civil 
defence should be settled in relation to draft Protocol I before 
draft Protocol II was tackled; the difficulty with the latter was 
that State sovereignty was involved. His views were based on the 
conditions existing in Nigeria, but were equally applicable to all 
developing countries in Africa. Civil defence was a governmental 
organization and would therefore be expected to be under Government 
control. A difficult situation might develop in connexion with 
civil strife, which in developing countries was the result of 
strikes, led by a labour movement that was organized and financed 
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from abroad and had a political programme; that implied _that its 
aim was the overthrow of the Government. A situation could there
fore arise where the person in control of civil defence was 
himself a member of the labour movement and could use his position 
to harass the civil population. The Committee should bear that 
possibility in mind when discussing the scope of civil defence. 

~O. The CHAIRMAN said that the question of civil strife was not 
necessarily related to the discussion of the articles of draft 
Protocol II assigned to the Committee; that question belonged to 
article I which had been assigned to Committee I. 

21. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) thought that the statement made by the 
representative of Nigeria had helped greatly towards an under
standing of the circumstances that might exist and that should be 
considered before any decision on the inclusion of civil defence in 
draft Protocol II was taken. The preamble to article 54 of draft 
Protocol I was very general and did not give any precise definition 
of civil defence; that term was used to cover a number of functions 
that ~ight or might not be called civil defence in any particular 
country. The Nigerian delegation appeared to be moving towards the 
view expressed by Canada at the second session, namely that it 
might be better not to mention civil defence in draft Protocol II. 

22. Mr. MARTINS (Nigeria) explained that, in Africa, no labour 
movement existed without an imported ideology; that ideology was 
propagated by infecting various groups, and especially the working 
class, a process often carried out by men who had been indoc
trinated abroad. One way of overthrowing a Government was by causing 
inconvenience and harassment. A case might occur in which the 
official in charge of civil defence might arrange for the water 
supply to be sabotaged in order to cause hardship to th~ civil 
population, and might callan the civil defence personnel not to 
repair it. The civil defence organization could therefore be a 
menace to the Government~ For that reason, all reference to civil 
defence in draft Protocol II must be considered very carefully, 
unless the interests of Governments could be secured by other 
provisions. 

23. Mr. KORNEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that 
the Nigerian representative had raised a profound philosophical 
issue which went beyond the scope of the Committee's humanita~ian 
task. 

24.. Mr. CZANK (Hungary) said that he hoped the Committee would 
not spend time discussing civil strife. That problem was not 
connected with civil defence in the context of draft Protocol II. 
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It belonged to article 1 of draft Protocol II, paragraph 2 of 

which referred to Ii ••• internal disturbances and tensions, inter 

alia riots, isolated and sporadic acts of violence and other acts 
or-a similar nature", and was therefore a matter for Committee I. 


25. Mr. KLEIN (Holy See) said that he appreciated the Nigerian 

representative's concern. It was true that the army, or the civil 

defence, health or other services could be used against the 

Government of a State. That, however, should not compromise the 

existence of civil defence~ whose function was humanitarian. 


26. Mr. MARTINS (Nigeria) said that he entirely agreed that the 

function ~f civil defence was humanitarian. 


27. With regard to civil strife, members of the Committee seemed 
to think that the term did not include the idea of armed conflict. 
In his own and other African countries, however, it did not need 
guns to produce a situation of armed conflict: fighting was carried 
out with other weapons, such as cudgels and spears. 

28. The CHAIRMAN said that the preliminary discussion on articles 

30 and 31 was closed. The Committee would return to the articles 

after it had dealt \'lith the corresponding articles of draft 

Protocol I. 


Draft Protocol I 

Provisional list of guestions to be settled concerning civil 
defence (CDDH/II/GTI 6) 

29. The CHAIRMAN reminded representatives that the ,Chairman of the 
Drafting Committee had asked if some of the issues discussed could 
be voted on, in order to give the Drafting Committee clear guidance 
and to save it from repeating the discussions that had taken place 
in the full Committee. Some representatives had felt that certain 
points should be negotiated in the \>Jorking Group. The Legal 
Secretary had prepared a list of all the questions discussed in the 
past few meetings to which a clear reply was needed. He proposed 
to read out each question in turn and ask the Committee to decide 
whether a vote was necessary and, if so, to vote. 

30. The first question was whether the list of civil defence tasks 
should be exhaustive or merely indicative. 

31. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee, said that he did not think it advisable to vote 
on that question at the present stage of the deliberations. 

32. The CHAIRMAN said that the vote would be on a question of 
principle: whether there should be an exhaustive list of all the 
tasks or whether only the most important tasks should be listed, 
with such words as Hinter alia f1 or liand other similar tasks". 
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33. Mr. JAKOVLJEVIC 
/ 

(Yugoslavia) said that he was in favour of a 

vote. It was impossible to prepare a complete list within a few 

days; moreover j the problem would arise of whether or not human

itarian tasks not listed would be protected. A flexible list was 

needed, the wording being left to the Working Group. 


34. In reply to a question from the CHAIRMAN ~ r,1r. BOTHE (Federal 

Republic of Germany)~ Rapporteur of the Drafting Committee, said 

that he would prefer to vote on a specific text rather than on an 

abstract question. 


35. Mr. ICHIOKA (Japan) asked if the Chairman could read nut all 

the questions. The members of the Committee would then be in a 

better position to take a decision. 


36. Mr. FOURKALO (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) agreed with 
the representative of Japan. It would be unwise to take hasty 
decisions. He suggested that voting should be postponed until the 
list had been circulated in all the working languages. 

37. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) said that he had already discovered four 
components in the first question, possibly involving even more 
votes. The function of the Working Group was to examine what had 
been discussed and submit recommendations or clear alternatives 
for decision by the Committee. He shared the concern of the 
Ukrainian representative. There was a risk that the Working Group 
might be committed by a vote on a motion that was not clearly 
worded and might not take account of issues discovered in the 
Working Group'~ discussions, thus leading to a loss of the 
flexibility so necessary to the Working Group. 

38. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) said that he agreed with the three 
previous speakers. It would be a mistake to vote on a principle at 
the present juncture. He urged that the Working Group should 
discuss the matter and submit proposals, with alternative texts, to 
the Committee so that members would know what they were voting on. 
He proposed that the matter should be referred to the Drafting 
Committee and the Working Group without a vote. 

39. Mr" SOLF (United States of America) said that he agreed with 
what had been said by the representatives of Denmark, Canada, 
Japan and the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic. The question of 
an exhaustive or an indicative list should be decided by the Worlcing 
G~oup after it had tried to prepare as exhaustive a list as possible. 

40. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) said that he agreed with what had 
been said by the five preceding speakers. He understood that other 
Committees had formed working groups on various articles without 
taking any decisions of principle beforehand. He did not recall 
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that Committee II had adopted the procedure which the Chairman was 
suggesting at the previous sessions of the Conference and he saw no 
reason why it should now adopt a different procedure from that of 
other Committees or its own past procedure. In his view~ the 
Committee should take no decisions before the articles of 
Chapter VI - Civil Defence - of Part IV~ Section I, of draft 
Protocol I were sent to the Working Group. 

41. Mr. MARTIN (Switzerland) said that his delegation had been 
among those which had suggested that it would be useful for the 
Committee to discuss whether the list of tasks to be performed by 
the civil defence authorities should be exhaustive or indicative; 
he had not suggested that the Committee should vote on the issue at 
the present juncture because it was bound to be influenced by the 
discussions in the Working Group. Moreover~ Chapter VI on civil 
defence was a consistent whole and its component parts could not 
be considered individually. 

42. He thought it would be useful for the Committee to have the 
list before it in written form so that it would know what were the 
various principles which would have to be dealt with in the Working 
Group. All delegations were, of course, free to attend the meetings 
of the Working Group. 

43. Mr. H0STMARK (Norway) said that he concurred in everything 

which had been said by the last seven speakers. 


44. The CHAIRMAN noted that, with the exception of the represent
ative of Yugoslavia~ all the representatives who ha~ spoken on the 
question whether the list should be exhaustive or indicative had 
been cpposed to the Committee taking a vote on the question. Tha.t 
preference, however, applied only to the first question on the list. 
The Committee might wish to take decisions on some other questions 
before referring the articles of Chapter VI on civil defence to the 
Working Group and the Drafting Committee. 

45. The first question on the list was perhaps among the most 
difficult ones and it was possible that there were other questions 
on which the Committee would be able to take a decision immediately. 
He would arrange for the list to be translated into all the working 
languages and circulated early the following morning. 

46. He asked whether the Drafting Committee or the Working Group 
would like to meet the following day to deal with non-controvers::_al 
questions. 
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47. Mr. SOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Chairman of the 
Drarting Committee, said that it would be useful to meet the 
following morning to organize the work of the Working Group. 

48. The CHAIRMAN said that the Working Group would deal with 
questions of substance, after which the Drafting Committee could 
deal with drafting questions. 

49. If the suggestion made by the United Kingdom representative 
was followed j the Working Group and the Drafting Committee would be 
two separate bodies. The Drafting Committee would be unable tc do 
any drafting until Committee II itself had taken decisions on the 
suggestions submitted to it by the Working Group. That would 
certainly delay the work. 

50. If Committee II were to meet the following morning to discuss 
the list, which was simple and contained nothing new, there could 
be a joint meeting of the Drafting Committee and the Working Group 
in the afternoon, by which time the scope of the Horking Group's 
work would have become much clearer. 

51. Mr. HEREDIA (Cuba) said that, while it was no doubt true that 
the Committee could take decisions which could then be elaborated 
by the Working ~roup or the Drafting Committee, it was equally true 
that the use of a list which provided a conspectus of the proposals 
and suggestions made during the Committee's deliberations would 
give rise to a number of procedural problems. 

52. The rules of procedure laid down the order in which amendments 
should be voted upon and those rules should be observed in 
providing guidelines or directives for the Working Group. A great 
deal of time would inevitably have to be spent in deciding which of 
the many amendments that had been submitted was furthest removed 
from or nearest to the ICRC text, but unless that were done the 
Committee would not be following the correct procedure. He there
fore considered that it was better to transmit the questions which 
had been discussed during the past few days forthwith to the 
Working Group, which would then submit to the Committee a more 
substantive document that was less difficult to analyse and on 
which it could take decisions. 

53. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) said that his point of view was 
similar to that of the representative of Cuba, namely that the best 
procedure would be for the Working Group to deal with all the points 
that had been raised. He had not, however, suggested that it was 
not within the Committee's competence to take a vote before 
transmitting the articles on civil defence to the Working Group. 
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54. The CHAIRMAN said that he agreed with the representative of 
Cuba concerning the proper voting procedure when amendments were 
submitted in the usual form. That had not been the case, however, 
in regard to some of the amendments to the articles of Chapter VI 
on civil defence of draft Protocol I. 

55. In the list of questions, there were some which were more 
detailed than others and related to specific amendments; for 
instance, the Yugoslav amendment to mention after iitransport" also 
"means of communication", to which the Canadian representative had 
objected. In that case, he thought that the Committee might want 
to take a vote before transmitting the question to the Drafting 
Committee. 

56. He would simply ask the Committee whether or not it wished to 

vote on each question in the list, and if it did not, the question 

would be transmitted to the Working Group. 


57. Mr. MARTIN (Switzerland) said that, if the list was to be 

available early the following morning, he saw no reason why the 

Committee should not meet at 11 a.m. to take decisions along the 

lin~s suggested by the Chairman, which would enable the Working 

Group to start its work in the afternoon. 


58. Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain) said that he did not agree; the 
Working Group should meet in the morning and in the afternoon to 
discuss the list of questions and should make re~ommendations which 
the Committee could consider the following day. 

59. It would be a cumbersome procedure for the Committee to decide 
whether or not to vote on each question. If the Working Group met 
before the Committee to discuss the list, it might eliminate a 
number of problems. 

60. In answer to a question by Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada), the CHAIRMAN 
said that the agenda for the sixty-ninth meeting of the Committee 
would be the list of questions which it had discussed, in the hope 
that some of them could be settled. That would make the work of the 
Working Group easier. After that, it was not his intention to 
convene, for the time being, any further meetings of the Committee. 

/

61. M:r. J AKOVLJEVIC (Yugoslavia) proposed that there should be a 
joint meeting of the Drafting Committee and the Working Group the 
following morning to organize their work. The list of questions 
should be circulated but not discussed then. 

62. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) asked whether it would be possible for 
a joint me~ting to be held in the afternoon also. 

63. The CHAIRMAN said that the necessary arrangements would be 
made. The Jo~nt meeting might come to the conclusion that some of 
the questions should be settled first in Committee II. 

The meeting rose at 12.30 p.m. 
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SUMMARY RECORD O~ THE SIXTY-NINTH MEETING 

held on Thursday, 13 May 1976~ at 10.5 a.m. 

Chairman: Mr. NAHLIK (Poland) 

ORGANIZATION OF DO~~ 

1. The CHAImlAN Gaid that the next meeting of the full Committee 
would be held on 19 May 1976 to consider the report of the Technical 
sub-Committee. The Committee would not~ therefore 5 resume 
consideration of articles 50 to 62 of draft Protocol I and articles 
33 to 35 of draft Protocol II until the week beginning 24 May 1976. 
Any proposed amendments should be submitted by 19 or 20 fvlay 1976. 

2. Further~ the CODnoittee would have to resume consideration of 
article 3 of draft Protocol I and article 11 of draft Protocol II~ 
relating to definitions) towards the end of the Conference. He 
invitee1. the Drafting Committee/Harking Group, to which those articles 
had been referred" to appoint a small rrou~ for the purpose of 
deciding whether to include any additional definitions or to modify 
those provisionally accepted at the first session of the Conference. 

3. With regard to the general progress of work, he said thats at 
the most recent meeting of the General Committee, the Chairman of 
Committee III and he; as the Chairman of Committee II, had expressed 
the opinion that, if all went well, their Con~ittees would finish 
work by the first week of June 1976. Since the possibility of a 
fourth session of the Conference, or an extension of ' the present 
session, had not been broached, he felt that the Committee should 
proceed on the assumption that the work of the Conference" or at 
least of its Committees q should be corr.pleted at the present session, 
in line with the decisi;n taken by the Conference at the beginning 
of the session. The last week of the session would~ of course, be 
reserved for the adoption of the Committees' reports. If the 
General Committee took a different view at its next meeting, to be 
held on 24 Hay 1976) Committee II could always modify its t ime--table 
according;ly. In the meantime ~ he urged members of the Committee 
and its subsidiary bodies to do their utmost to expedite the work. 

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOLS I AND II (CDDH/l) (continued) 

Draft Protocol I 

Provisional list of questions to be settled concerning civil 
defence (CDDH/II/GT/66) (continued) 
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4. The CHAIRMAN said that he wished to correct any impression that 
he considered it preferable to vote at once on questions to be 
settled.which appeared in the provisional list (CDDX/II/GT/66) 
rather than refer them to the Draftin[T, Committee/Working Group. In 
fact~ he concurred in the General view that a premature vote would 
be ill-advised.. The sole purpose of the provisional list of 
questions was to assist the Conwittee in reachin~ its conclusions; 
he understood that c. similar list had been submittedbo the ~vorking 
Group of Committee III. It was, of course, for the Committee to 
decide whether to vote on some or all of the questions in the 
provisional list or to refer them first to the Drafting Committee! 
vjorking Group. 

5. Turning to specific question~ in the provisional list~ he 
reminded the Co~nittee that it had already decided to refer the 
questions under article 54 (definition) to the Drafting Committeel 
Working Group. With regard to article 55 (zones of military 
operations) ~ his m'l"n view~ as a lawyer and. not as Chairman of the 
Committee, was that question (1) ~ IV Are military formations or units 
exclusively assigned to civil defence work allowable?Vl~ and question 
(2) - lYl\1ay military personnel (e.g. officers) be assigned to civil 
defence work as individuals?iV should~ in view of their importance, 
be the subj ect of negotiation in the Drafting Commi tteelv!orking 
Group or possibly in a small group appointed to reach a compromise. 
The subsidiary question of whether military personnel would enjo~ 
prisoner-of-war status in the event of capture by the enemy could 
be dealt with only when the main questiomhad been resolved. He 
asked whether the Committee considered that the following questions 
should also be the subj ect of negotiation: Question (3) - liDo zones 
of military occupation include: (a) land, (b) water (fresh water 
and sea water)~ (c) air?"; question (4) - !lfJhat means of transport 
should civil defence have (a) overland facilities only. or (b) 
vehicles and watercraft? (amendment CDDH/II/322 submitted by 
Denmark at the sixty-fourth meeting (CDDH/II/SR.64»; (6) sub
paragraph. (b) plus aircraft (oral proposal by the Syrian-Arab 
Republic at-the sixty-fourth meeting); question (5) - "Should 
telecommunication facilities also be included? (Yugoslav amendment 
CDDH/II/358 to article 55~ Romanian oral proposal concerning 
article 57 at the sixty-sixth meeting (CDDH/II/SR.66». 

6. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) said that~ in his opinion, the whole of 
the provisional list of questions should be referred to the Drafting 
C~mmittee/Working Group, since a vote at that stage on the 
questions as formulated would only create problems. It was not 
possible to vote on principles and he trusted that, when the time 
came~ the Conwittee would vote on the basis of written texts. 
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7. The CHAIRMAN said that he could not entirely agree~ since 
international conferences often voted on principles, leaving details 
of drafting to be attended to later. He was s however, ready to 
refer the questions listed under article 55 to the Drafting Committee/ 
Working Group. He asked whether the Committee wished also to refer 
the following questions listed under article 56 (occupied 
territories) to the Drafting Committee/Working Group. 

Article 56 - Occupied territories 

Qupstions: 	 (1) Should the requisitioning of civil defence 
buildings, materiel and transport facilities by 
the Occupying Power be 

(~) 	 prohibited (see amendment CDDH/II/70~ 
submitted by thirteen Arab delegations)? 

permitted in certain cases (amendment 
CDDH/II/323 	 submitted by Denmark)? 

(2) Rights of the Occupying Power over civil 
defence bodies: 

mandatorily limited: ICRC text + amend
ment CDDH/II/323? 

unlimited: civil defence to be able to 
operate only with the permission and 
under the supervision of the Occupying 
Power (see amendment CDDH/II/352 submitted 
by the Byelorussian Soviet Socialist 
Republic~ Ukrainian Soviet Socialist 
Republic and the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics)? 

(3) Should the Occupying Power be prohibited from 
compelling the civil defence to perform its 
activities (see Yugoslav amendment CDDH/II/340)? 

(4) Should the Occupying Power give civil defence 
bodies: 

(~) 	 every facility for performing their 
activities (ICRC text)? 

(£) 	 to the extent feasible .•. the facilities 
necessary (Danish amendment CDDH/II/323, 
para. I)? 

(5) Should article 56 include a paragraph 3, in 
accordance with the United States amendment 
(CDDH/II/346) to cover fighting in occupied 
territories? 
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8. Mr. llARRIOTT (Canada) said that the Drafting Committee/Working 
Group might well decide to narrOl-T the issues dealt with in the 
provisional list of questions and would undoubtedly present 
alternatives as a re"sult of its deliberations and of possible 
changes in position. The provisiohal list could therefore be 
regarded as a useful working paper but the Committee should postpone 
any decision until the Drafting Committee/Horking Group had submitted 
its report. 

9. The CHAIID1AN asked whether the Canadian representative I s 
remarks applied to all the questions in the provisional list. Those 
under article 59 relating to identification~ for example, were 
relatively simple. 

10. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) said that while he agreed~ it was still 
not possible to predict the outcome of the discussions in the 
Drafting Committee/Working Group. 

11. The CHAIffi1AN suggested~ in the light of the discussion, and 
in the absence of a request for a vote~ that the provisional list 
of questions to be settled (CDDH/II/GT/66) should be referred to 
the Drafting CommitteelvJorking Group. 

It was so agreed. 

12. The CHAIRMAN sUf;gested that~ when the Drafting Committee/ 
Working Group reached agreement on a given problem or set of related 
problems~ a small group should be appointed to deal with the actual 
drafting. 

It was so agreed. 

Report of the Technical Sub-Committee (CDDH/II/37l) 

13. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) asked when the report of the Technical 
Sub-Committee would be available. 

14. The CHAIRMAN said that he would ask the Legal Secretary to 
ascertain what the position was. 

15. He asked if any member of the Technical Sub-Coramittee could 
give some indication of the number of' meetings required to complete 
its work. 
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16. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) said he hoped that the 
Technical Sub-Committee would be able to complete most of its work 
at one more meeting. It could, for instance, adopt the chapters 
relating respectively to documents~ the distinctive emblem, 
distinctive signals and communications (annex to draft Protocol I) 
and also, provisionally, Chapter VI relating to civil defence. 
The chapter relating to amendments might~ however, give rise to 
problems of substance which would require detailed examination. If 
it were decided to appoint a sub-committee for the purpose, the 
presence of the Chairman would be most helpful~ in view of his 
experience with the United Nations Conference on the Law of Treaties. 

17. The CHAIRMAN said that he would be pleased to attend such a 
sub-committee in a consultative capacity. 

18. He asked whether the Technical Sub-Committee could adopt the 
resolution relating to the International Telecommunication Union 
(ITU) (CDDH/II/363) before it adopted the annex to draft Protocol I 
as a whole. He understood that the ITU representative was anxious 
to submit that resolution to the ITU Administrative Council as soon 
as possible for inclusion in the agenda of the ITU Plenipotentiary 
Conference in 1979. 

19. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) said that the resolution 
in question related to articles 8 and 9 of Chapter III (annex to 
Protocol I). He therefore suggested that the Technical Sub
Committee should take up Chapters III and IV of the annex before 
Chapters I and II. 

20. Mr. MARTIN (Switzerland) supported that suggestion. 

The meeting rose at 10.55 a.m. 
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE SEVENTIETH MEETING 

held on Wednesday~ 19 May 1976, at 9.55 a.m. 

Chairman: Mr. NAHLIK (Poland) 

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOLS I AND II (CDDH/l) (continued) 

Draft Protocol I 

Report of the Technical Sub-Committee (CDDH/II/371)(continued) 

1. Mr. KIEFFER (Switzerland), Chairman of the Technical Sub

Committee, introducing the report of that body (CDDH/II/371), on 

the annex to draft Protocol I, drew attention to the fact that it 

covered various important matters which, because they involved 

relations with certain other international organizations, should 

be dealt with as quickly as possible. 


2.' A number of minor corrections should be made to the text of the 
report: firsts in paragraph 3 the word "as" should be inserted at 
the end of the penultimate line; secondly, in paragraph 8 the 
three documents referred to should be "documents CDDH/II/363/Rev.l, 
CDDH/III364/Rev.l and CDDH/III366/Rev.I"; thirdly~ in the French 
text only, in note 3 on page 5/6, all the words after "PERMANENT ii 

should be deleted; lastly, in the English text only~ in the first 
line of article 13~ the word liintercept li should read "intercepting". 

, 

3. In view of the urgency of Chapters III - "Distinctive 
signals 11 

- and IV - "Communications" - and since there had been no 
divergence of views on them in the Sub-Committee, he suggested that 
they should be dealt with first. 

4. The CHAIRMAN agreed, and said that as there had also been no 
divergence of views on Chapter II of the report, it could also be 
dealt lldth very quickly. 

5. There appeared to be a minor difference concerning the words 
in square brackets in Chapter I, article 2. He proposed, therefore, 
that that chapter should be dealt with after Chapters II, III and 
IV. Consideration of Chapter V should be postponed until 
Committee II had completed its consideration of the articles on 
civil defence in draft Protocol I. A decision could also be 
deferred on Chapter VI, which, in his view, should not be included 
in the annex to draft Protocol I, but rather in the Final 
Provisions, possibly as article 86 bis. 
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Chapter I.I 

6. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said 
that, in the Russian text at least3 the wording of article 4, 
paragraph 1, needed revision. It was clearly impo$sjble for an 
emblem marked on a flat surface to be "visible from all directions;l. 

7. Mr. HESS (Israel) said that 3 while his delegation could 
approve Chapter II of the report, it wished to point out, as it had 
done at the second session of the Conference (CDDH/II/SR.50 1 

para. 68), that Israel used the Red Shield of David as the 
distinctive emblem of the medical services of its armed forces and 
of the National Aid Society, whlie respecting the inviolability of 
the distinctive emblems of the 1949 Geneva Conventions. That 
applied also to Chapter II of the annex to dr~ft Protocol I. 

Chapter II was adopted by consensus. 1/ 

Chapter III 

8. Mr. MATTHEY (Observer, Int.ernational Telecommunication Uniem) J 

speaking at the invitation of .the Chairman, said that the 
Technical Sub-Committee had asked him to repeat in Committee II 
some of the essential points of his statement in the Sub-Committee 
concerning Chapters III and IV of the report and the draft 
resolutions, in particular draft resolution CDDH/II/363/Rev.l. 
The Technical Sub-Committee had also asked him to request that his 
statement should be annexed to the report of Committee II'to the 
plenary Conference, so that the information should be available 
to all delegations to the Conference. 

9. He pointed out that at earlier sessions of the Conference 
emphasis had been laid on the need for co-ordination between the 
Government departments concerned with the Conference and national 
telecommunication administrations on the Conference's radio
communication requirements. The problem had been set out in a 
memorandum from the International Frequency Registration Board to 
the second session of the Conference (CDDH/213). Largely in 
response to that memorandum, there had been unanimous agreement in 
the Technical Sub-Committee on the draft texts of articles 7, 8 and 
9 of the annex to draft Protocol I and on the draft resolution 
calling for government action in preparation for the general World 
Administrative Radio Conference to be held in 1979 (CDDH/II/363! 
Rev.l). Two recommendations, by the I'ru Plenipotentiary Conferer.ce 
(Malaga:'" Torremolinos 1973) and the World Administrative Maritime 
Radio Conference (Geneva 1974), contained in the annexes to 
document CDDH/211, submitted by the ITU, also related directly to 
that s ub j ect. 
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10. The radio frequency spectrum was a natural resource knowing no 

political frontiers; while it belonged to all mankind~ it was the 

property of no one. In the present state of the art, the part of 

the spectrum usable for telecommunications was finite and demands 

for its use by Governments and private operating agencies far 

exceeded what was available. The use of the spectrum accordingly, 

was the subject of an intergovernmental treaty - the Radio 

Regulations. The competent forum for the revision of the 

Regulations was the ITU World Administrative Radio Conference 

(WARC)~ which comprised 148 States. Proposals from Governments 

involving revision of the Radio Regulations had to be submitted for 

distribution among members of ITU approximately one year before 

the next WARC. Proposals involving revision of the use of radio

communication services for safety purposes required a great deal 

of detailed study and co-ordination within each country and 

between the telecommunication authorities of the various countries. 


11. The WARC did not meet frequently: one had been held in 1959 
and another was planned for 1979; after that, there was no reason 
to suppose that there would be another until the end of the 
century. The agenda for the 1979 Conference would be fixed by the 
Administrative Council of ITU at its session opening on 
14 June 1976. Before doing S09 it would have to consult the 148 
members of ITU by telegraph. It was most important, therefore, that 
the Administrative Council should be informed of draft resolution 
CDDH/II/363/Rev.l at the earliest possible moment. 

12. He accordingly proposed that if that draft resolution was 

adopted by Committee II - before being referred to toe plenary 

Conference - it should be sent to the ITU Administrative Council 

for its information, through the Secretary-General of the ITU. 


13. In order to ensure that the telecommunication administrations 
of all members of ITU would be informed as quickly as possible, 
the International Frequency Registration Board had agreed to 
circulate the draft resolution to them upon request from a member of 
the Union. The Swiss delegation had kindly agreed to make arrange
ments with the Swiss Government to that end. That procedure was to 
be adopted in addition to the arrangement referred to in operative 
paragraph 1 of the draft resolution. 

14. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that, 
in article 5, paragraph 2, the two English words :;identification 
and recognition" had been translated in the Russian version by the 
single word "opoznavanie " . He wondered whether the two words in 
English were really necessary. 
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15. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) said that, in the present 
context ~ the word f1identification" meant what the party operating' the 
medical means of transport did by the use of markings, visual 
signals, etc.; while the word "recognition ll meant what the other 
party did in noting that the means of transport in question was 
medical. The "identification" was designed to secure the 
"recognition 1q 

• 

16. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) and Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) agreed 
that the use of the two words in English was important to the sense 
of the paragraph. 

17. Mr.' JAKOVLJEVIC (Yugoslavia) asked whether the word 11 should:; in 
article 6; paragraph 2~ implied an obligation for medical aircraft 
to carry the lights referred to or simply that, if they carried the 
lights, the signal should be visible in as many directions as 
possible. 

18. Mr. KIEFFER (Switzerland), Chairman of the Technical Sub
Conunittee, said that the use of the word II s hould". as opposed to 
the word IIsha-ll", implied that there was no obligation~ but merely 
that the procedure was highly recommended. The recommendation, 
however, applied to both points referred to by the Yugoslav 
representative. 

19. Mr. MARTIN' (Switzerland) drew attention to the last sentence 
of article 5, paragraph 1, which said that "the use of all 
signals referred to in this chapter is optional. 11 

20. Mr. FOURKALO (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) noted that 
neither in the definition of medical means of transport, nor in 
the provisions governing the flight of medical aircraft over front 
lines and over areas controlled by the adverse party, nor in the 
articles on radio communications in the annex to draft Protocol I, 
was there any reference to the fact that medical means of transport 
should not use secret codes and ciphers for their wireless 
communication. In his delegation's view, such a reference would do 
much to ensure the safety of the parties to a conflict as well as 
of the means of medical transport. He therefore proposed that a 
provision along the lines of the second paragraph of Article 34 of 
the second Geneva Convention should be added to the annex to draft 
Protocol 1. 

21. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) considered that the point 
raised by the Ukrainian representative, though valid, was already 
covered by article 29, paragraph 2~ of draft Protocol I, adopted 
at the fifty-second meeting of Committee II, the first sentence 
of whict. read: PMedical aircraft shall not be used to collect or 
transmit intelligence data and shall not carry any equipment
intended for such purpos es II. . 
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22. Mr. FOURKALO (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) thought that 

the paragranh in question did not altogether meet his point. For 

instance, an adver~e party listening to coded messages sent by 

medical means of transport would have considerable difficulty in 

establishing whether intelligence was being transmitted, or simply 

weather reports. 


23. Mr. KIEFFER (Switzerland)~ Chairman of the Technical Sub

Committee~ said that he had some doubts about the advisability of 

including such a provision in the annex to draft Protocol I, which 

related solely to technical means of identification. The Ukrainian 

proposal, on the other hand~ concerned general policy and should 

therefore be dealt with elsewhere in the Protocol. In his opinion, 

it was largely~ if not entirely~ covered by article 29~ paragraph 2 

of draft Protocol I as adopted. 


24. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) said that~ while he had some sympathy with 
the Ukrainian representative's point~ he agreeed that it should not be 
dealt with in th~ ~nnex. He suggested that the Ukrainian represent
ative might raise the matter by re-opening the discussion on article 
29 of draft Protocol I at an appropriate time. 

25. jvlrs. DARIIMAA (Mongolia) said it was her understanding that, 
once an article had been adopted~ no further amendments to it could 
be submitted. If that was so~ she did not see how the Ukrainian 
representative could introduce his proposal in relation to article 29, 
which had already been adopted. 

26. In her opinion, the Ukrainian proposal was of the utmost 
importance. Countries lacking:~he necessary skill and equipment might 
well misinterpret coded signals transmitted by medical aircraft 
flying over their territories with the result that such aircraft~ 
even if in no way at fault, might be shot down by ground defence· 
units. That applied particularly in the case of national liberation 
movements. 

27. The CHAIRMAN sc.id that he wished to remind the Committee that, 
under rule 32 of the rules of procedure, discussion could be re
opened on an article that had been adopted if the Conference so 
decided by a two-thirds majority of members present and voting. 
Under rule 50~ rule 32 applied mutatis mutandis to committees. 

28. Mr. KIEFFER (Switzerland)~ Chairman of the Technical Sub
Committee, $aid that the technical methods of identification 
provided for in the annex ranged from the simple to the complex, the 
idea being that the appropriate method would be selected according 
to the circumstances that obtained for a given medical flight. The 
availability and co-ordination of simple methods of identification 
ought to preclude the type of accident which the representative of 
Mongolia had in mind. 
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29. Mr. FOURKALO (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) said that 
the ,explanation given by the Chairman of the Technical SubdoCom.'Tlittee 
had persuaded him that the place for the Ukrainian proposal was not 
in the technical annex but·. elsewhere in the Protocol. His dele
gation reserved the right, however, to revert to the matter later. 

30. Mr. SOLF (United States of America), referring to paragraph 3 
of article 7 (CDDH/II/371), stated that the article numbers 
appearing between square brackets as at present numbered 1IJere .the 
following: articles 23, 24, 26 bis, 27, 28, 29, para. 4 ~ 30 and3!. 

31. The 'CHAIRMAN said that it was not possible to predict the 
numbering of articles in the final text of draft Protocol I. He 
ther"efore' considered that the square brackets should remain for the. 
time being. 

32. Mr. MATTHEY (Observer, International Telecommunication Unicn)~ 
speaking at the invitation of the Chairman, said that the United 
states representative's proposal would apply equally to Chapter IV~ 
article 9 (CDDH/II/371). 

Chapter III was adopted by consensus.11 

Chapter IV 

33. Mr. CLARK (Australia), referring to article 13 (CDDH/II/371, 
p.12), said that if the reference to"the Convention on Inter
national Civil Aviation" was to the Chicago Convention of 
7 December 1944, that should be specified in the text. 

34. The CHAIRMAN said that the necessary change would be made. 

Subject to that drafting change. Chapter IV was adqpted b~ 
consensus. 11 

35. The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to consider next the draft 
resolutions (CDDH/II/363/Rev.l, CDDH/II/364/Rev.l and CDDH/II/3661 
Rev.l) at the end of the report of the Technical Sub-Committee. 
They were addressed to.the.International'Telecommunication Union 
(ITU), the International civil Aviation OrganizatiQn (rCAO) and the 
Inter-Governmental.Mari1;;ime Cqnaul:tativeQrganization (IMCO) 
respecti.vely; and theywereinterrelated)'al~ho1igh each concerned 
matters within the competence of the appropriate organization. Tl·.at 
addressed to the ITU was the most urgent, .in ,that the ITU represent
ative was anxious that it should be 8upmitted to the ITU 
Administrative Council' as soon as possible and in time for inplu~lion 
in the agenda of the ITU World Administrative Radio Conferencetu 
be held in 1979. 

II For the texts of chapters II, III _and IV of the annex, 
~ee the report of Committee II, (CDDH/235/Rev.l~ annex I). 
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Draft resolution CDDH/II/363/Rev.l 

36. Mr. CLARK (Australia) said that he was satisfied with the 
content of the draft resolution~ but wondered why the title referred 
only to "Medical Transports Protected Under the Geneva Conventions 
of 1949". He suggested adding 3 at the end of the title 3 the words 
"and the Additional Protocol". 

37. Mr. HARRIOTT (Canada) noted that the words "any instruments 
additIonal to those Conventions" were mentioned in sub-paragraph (b) 
under "Havin~ noted II. He suggested that the text would be clearer
if the word under" were repeated before the word "any", just as 
the words IIpo\}r" and "por" were repeated in the French and Spanish 
texts respect1vely. 

38. Mr. MATTHEY (Observer~ International Telecommunication Union), 
speaking at the invitation of the Chairman, said that the wording 
had been taken from the Recommendation referred to, but considered 
the Canadian suggestion a useful one. 

The Canadian suggestion was adopted. 

Draft resolution CDDH/II/363/Rev.l, as amended, was adopted 

by consensus. 


39. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) proposed that, in view of 
the urgency referred to by the Chairman, the Committee should 
request the Chairman to take steps to ensure that the President of 
the Conference transmitted the resolution to the ITU Administrative 
Council~ through the Secretary-General of the Conference and the 
Secretary-General of ITU 3 without delay, stressing the importance 
of placing it on the agenda of the next World Administrative Radio 
Conference. 

It was so agreed. 

Draft resolutions CDDH/II/364/Rev.l and CDDH/II/366/Rev.l 

40. The CHAIRMAN~ referring to draft resolution CDDH/II/364/Rev.l, 
drew attention to the square brackets enclosing the words "the 
President of", after the heading IIRequestsi! and~ in the last 
paragraph, to those enclosing the words "the Governments invited to 
the present Conference ii He also suggested that 3 in that last• 

paragraph of the resolution, the word "urged" should be replacE·d by 
the word "requested ii 

• 
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41. Mr. KIEFFER (Switzerland), Chai.rman of the Technical Sub= 
Committee, thought the word "requested li was an improvement 0 The 
reason for the square_ brackets referred to was that the three draft 
resolutions had been prepared at different times and by different 
specialists~ He thought the square brackets could now be deleted. 

42. Mrs. DARIIMAA (Mongolia), noted that in the first line of the 
preamble to draft resolution CDDH/II/364/Rev.1 the English and 
French t'exts referred only to "combatant forces", whereas the 
Russian text had ilcombatant forces of the parties". She asked 
whether the words "of the parties li were necessary in the Russian 
text. 

43. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) said that it was an error to include 
the phrase "of the parties", since the draft resolution partly 
conce-rfled 'Iwutralcountries. 

44 • Mr.:--Kf{A$NOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) agreed. 

45. Mr. MARTIN (Switzerland) doubted whether the expression 
"forces combattantes" could be used of neutrals. 

46. ,Mr. ~LBA (France) said that perhaps the expression "formations 
de combat iF- could be used instead. 

47. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) supported by Mr. SOLF (United Stat~s of 
Arnerica),proposed that the word "combatant" should be replaced by 
the word "armed". Armed forces need not be combatants in a 
conflict. 

The Eroposal was adopted. 

48. Mr. KIEFFER (Switzerland), Chairman of the Technical Sub
Committee, reminded members of the Committee that although the draft 
resolutions might contain expressions which they did not consider 
essential, they could be important to the bodies to whom they were 
addressed. The. titles of all three draft resolutions should, 
however s bebr6ught ihto line and should oe completed by the 
addi,tion, after "protected under the Geneva Conventions of 1949", 
of the phrase "and the Additional Protocols". 

49. Mr. MATTHEY (Observer, International Telecommunication Union), . 
speaking at the invitation of the Chairman~ said that he had received 
a request from the International Civil Aviation Organization (rOAO) 
to the effect that the phrase in question should be included in the 
title, since the additional Protocols afforded greater protection 
and the possible use of modes and codes might have to be extendecl. 
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50. r·1r. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany) said that if draft 
resolution CDDH/II/363/Rev.l was to be transmitted to ITU immediately, 
the word "draft" should be inserted in the title before the words 
"Additional Protocols Ii. The word "draft ii should perhaps be included 
in all the titles and placed in square brackets until the 
resolutions had been adopted at a plenary meeting. The other words 
in square brackets to which the Chairman had referred earlier nlight 
also require amendment. Instead of the President of the Conference 
it might be more appropriate to request the depositary Government 
to transmit the documents refer.red to and to request the Governments 
signing the Protocols to lend their full co-operation. The brackets, 
therefore, should be left for the time being. 

51. The CHAIRMAN agreed that the word "draft il might be included in 

the titles and should be placed in square brackets. If the draft 

Protocols were not adopted during the current session the draft 

resolutib"hs'wOlHii have no purpose and would be purely informative 

even though transmitted to the organizations concerned. 


52. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) doubted the wisdom of using the word 

"draft" in the titles to the draft resolutions: one could not be 

protected under a draft Protocol. He proposed adding instead, after 

the words "medical transport n or "medical aircraft", the phrase 

"protected under the Geneva Conventions of 1949 and any instruments 

additional thereto". 


That proposal was adopted. 

53. Mr. MARTIN (Switzerland) said that in the French version of 
the titles it would be necessary to say i'any instruments additional 
to the Cpnventions". 

54. Mrs. DARIIMAA (Mongolia)~ referring to the comments of the 
representative of the Federal Republic of Germany, said that it 
would be better to retain the phrase "the Governments invited to the 
present Conferencen~ since the additional Protocols would probably 
be signed by countries which were not signatories to the Geneva 
Conventions and it would be better to reflect the realities of the 
situation. 

55. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) suggested that both the brackets 
and the words within them should be left for the time being and that 
the Chairman should be authorized, in co-operation with the 
Secretariat,to adjust the words to the circumstances when the out
come of the Conference was known. 

56. The CHAIP~AN thought that the square brackets could be left 
round lithe President of" in draft resolutions CDDH/II/364/Rev.l and 
CDDH/II/366/Rev.l, since when the Protocols were signed it would be 
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more appropriate to mention the depositary Government, but the 
brackets round "the Governments invited to the present Conference" 
should be deleted, for it was important for the request to be 
addressed to all potential Parties to the Protocols. 

57. Mr. MATTHEY (Observer, International Telecommunication Union), 
speaking at the invitation of the Chairman, said that, as far as he 
could say, the text as it stood, with the square brackets removed, 
would be acceptable to ICAO. He was unable to speak for IMCO. 

58. Mrs. DARIIMAA (Mongolia) said she would prefer to see the second 
phrase in square brackets worded: "all Governments represented at 
the present Conference"~ as that would give the widest circulation 
to the proposals contained in the draft resolutions. 

It was decided to delete the square brackets round the phrase 
"the Governments invited to the present Conference". 

59. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany) said that, to facilitate 
a decision, he was prepared to agree to the deletion of the square 
br1;l:ckets round the words lithe President of li ~ although he was afraid 
that the discussion on what words to use would be re-opened in the 
plenary meeting of the Conference. 

It was decided to delete the square brackets round the words 
lithe President oftl. 

60. The CHAIRMAN pointed out that the draft resolutions would be 
submitted to the Drafting Committee of the Conference for review. 

Draft resolutions CDDH/II/364/Rev.l and CDDH/II/366/Rev.l were 
adopted, as amended, by consensus. 

61. Mr. KIEFFER (Switzerland), Chairman of the Technical Sub
Committee, said that while the urgency of the resolution addressed 
to ITU had been specifically recognized, it was important that there 
should be no undue delay in transmitting the other two resolutions. 
He wondered whether there were any dates by which they, too, should 
be received. 

62. The CHAIRMAN said that the draft resolutions would be voted on 
in the plenary meeting about 10 or 11 June. He had no information 
about the date when they should be received by the two organizations. 

The meeting rose at 12.45 p.m. 
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SUIVIMARY RECORD OF TI-IE SEVENTY- FIRS'r MEETING 

held on Thursday, 20 May 1976, at 10.10 a.m. 

Chairman: Mr. NAHLIK (Poland) 

In the absence of the Chairman 2 I·'Ir. K. Saleem (Pakistan), 
Vice-Chairman~ took the Chair. 

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOLS I AND II (CDDH/l) (continued) 

Draft Protocol I 

Report of the Technical Sub-Committee (CDDH/II/37l) (continued) 

Chapter I 

1. The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to consider Chapter I of the 
draft annex to draft Protocol I (CDDH/II/371~ pp. 3 to 6). 

2. Mr. SOLF (United States of America)s speaking on a point of 
order~ referred to the words "and religious" which appeared between 
square brackets in paragraphs 1 and 2 of article 2 of the draft 
annex, said that the annex was intended to implement draft Protocol 
I and should therefore be consistent with it. Article 15, paragraph 
5~ of draft Protocol I, which had been adopted by Committee II at 
the second session of the Conference 3 stated that the provision of 
the Conventions and of the Protocol concerning the PTotection and 
identification of permanent medical personnel should apply equally 
to religious personnel attached to civilian medical units, but said 
nothing about temporary religious personnel. It would not be 
possible to include the words "and religio~s" in article 2 of the 
annex unless article 15, paragraph 5, of draft Protocol I was 
reconsidered. Under rule 21 of the rules of procedure, he asked 
for a ruling on the matter from the Chairman. 

3. Mr. KUSSBACH (Austria) said that the terms used in article 15 
of draft Protocol I and article 2 of the draft annex might indeed 
lead to seme confusion. lVith regard to the remark by the United 
States representative that temporary religious personnel were not 
mentioned in article 15~ he observed that temporary medical 
personnel were not mentioned there either. The problem was there
fore of a more general nature than had been suggested by the 
United States representative, since it was relevant also to medical 
personnel. He considered that the words "and religious ll should be 
kept in article 2 of the draft annex, even if that was inconsistent 
with the text of the draft Protocol. 
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4. Mr. KLEIN (Holy See) said that the question of the permanent 
or temporary status of religious personnel gave rise to both a 
problem of drafting and, more important, a problem of substance. He 
could see no reason why religious personnel should not have 
temporary status. Just as the need might arise for additional 
medical personnel, so might additional religious personnel be 
r~qui~ed to replace those who were wounded o~ missing. 

5. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany) consid.ered that the 
only question on which it would be appropriate to take a decision 
at the present stage was whether or not the problem of temporary 
religious personnel could be dealt with in the context of article 2 
of the draft annex. He agreed with the United States representative 
that the question of protection of temporary religious personnel 
should fi~st be settled in the context of draft Protocol I, which, 
in article 15~ paragraph 5, referred only to permanent personnel. 
If the text of that paragraph was considered by a number of 
delegations to be ansatisfactory, the only possible solution would 
be to decide, by a two-thirds majority, to reconsider it. In the 
present situation, however s the Committee could not adopt article 2 
of the draft annex with the words that appeared between square 
brackets. 

6. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) fully endorsed the views expressed by the 
previous speaker. With regard to the comments by the representative 
of Austria, he observed that temporary medical personnel were the 
subject of a tentative definition accepted by Committee II at the 
second session of the Conference (see the report of Committee II 
CDDH/221/Rev.l, p.13). 

7. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) said that since nobody seemed to 
object to the deletion of the word TIpermanent" from the second 
sentence of draft Protocol I, article 15, paraeraph 5, the simplest 
solution might be for a delegation to make a formal proposal for 
the deletion of that word. If such a proposal, which his delegation 
would be prepared to support, obtained the required two-thirds 
maj ority, the Comrnittee could then decide to delete the square 
brackets from article 2 of the draft annex. 

8. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) said that the matter he 
had raised and the ruling he had requested were totally unrelated 
to the substance of the provisions in question. The difficulty he 
encountered arose only from the inconsistency which existed between 
the words in square brackets and the text of article 15, paragraph 5. 
His delegation would have no objection to keeping those words in 
square brackets in article 2 of the annex until the basic problem 
had been solved. 
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9. Mr. KIEFFER (Switzerland)~ Chairman of the Technical Sub
Committee~ said that the Committee could decide to leave the words 
"and religious" between square brackets until such time as the 
basic problem had been solved. 

It was so agreed. 

10. Mr. KUSSBACH (Austria) observed that in the second sentence of 
draft Protocol I~ article 15 s paragraph 5~ the word "permanent" had 
been included by mistake. As far as substance was concerned 9 he 
agreed with the representative of the Holy See that there was no 
reason to draw any distinction between medical and religious 
personnel for the purposes of the provisions under consideration. 
Consequently~ he proposed the deletion of the word "permanent" from 
draft Protocol Is article 15, paragraph 5~ and the del~tion of the 
square brackets from article 2 of the draft annex. 

11. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) said that article 15 of 
draft Protocol I had been the subject of lengthy discus~ions at the 
second session of the Conference. He considered~ therefore, that 
the proposal by the representative of Austria should not be put to 
the vote immediately. It was not on the agenda of the meeting a.nd 
delegations should, as was customary, be given some time to reflect 
on it. 

12. Mr. MARTIN (Switzerland) supported that view. He drew 
attention to the fact that the term "permanently attachedil~ which 
appeared in the original ICRC text of draft Protocol I~ article 15, 
paragraph 6, had been replaced by the single word "attached" in the 
text of article 15~ paragraph 5~ adopted by Committee II at the 
second session of the Conference. Furthermore, article 1 of the 
draft annex contained a reference to draft Protocol I, article 18, 
paragraph 3, in which the word iipermane}1t" did not appear, whereas 
article 2 of the draft annex contained no such reference even 
though it was clearly based on the same provision. That omission 
should perhaps be made good. The fact that the Technical Sub
Committee had placed the words "and religious" between square 
brackets indicated the existence of a problem which required 
consideration, and his delegation was inclined to favour the 
proposal by the Austrian representative. 

13. The CHAIm1AN said that the Austrian proposal was perhaps a 
little far-reaching. At the present stage~ he would be prepared to 
entertain a proposal to reconsider article 15, paragraph 5. The 
Committee would probably be able to take an immediate decision on 
such a proposal, whereas consideration of any amendments to the 
paragraph itself would have to be deferred until delegations had 
had time to study them. 
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14 •. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) agreed 
that an immediate decision should not be taken on such a complex 
matter •... He had some doubt about the de::;;irability. of making 
provision for a special category of temporary religious personnel. 
He suggested that square brackets shouid be placed round the words 
"and religious n in note 3 on page 5/6 of the report pf the Technical 
Sub-Committee (CDDH/II/37l) and that consideration of the question 
should be deferred until a decision had been taken on the status of 
the personnel concerned. 

15. Mr.. K;I:EFFER (Switzerland), Chairman of the Technical Sub
Committee, supported that suggestion. 

16. Mr. KLEIN (Holy See) observed that the word "temporary" did 
not apply to the religious duties of the individuals concerned but 
only to their assignment to the victims of armed conflicts. 

17. Mr. CLARK (Australia) supported the view that the Committee 
should not take a decision on article 2 of the draft annex· until the 
question of principle raised in connexion with draft Protocol I, 
article 15, paragraph 5, had been settled. 

18. 1'1r. KUSSBACH (Austria) proposed that article 15 3 paragraph 5, 
should be reconsidered. He agreed, however, that the Committee 
should wait to discuss any amendments until they were circulated. 

19. The CHAIRMAN said that, in the absence of any objections, he 
took it that the Committee agreed to reopen discussion on article 
15, paragraph 5. 

It was so agreed. 

20. The CHAIRMAN said that any amendments to article 15, paragra.ph 
5, of draft Protocol I, should be submitted in writing. In Chapter 
I of the draft annex the square brackets would remain round the 
words "and religious" whe~ever they occurred in article 2 and would 
be inserted in note 3, pending reconsideration of article 15, 
paragraph 5. 

21. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) proposed that in the title of the 
annex, the words "means of" should be delet'i=d where they occurred 
twice, and that the word "recognition" should be inserted before 
"and marking" in the 'first line. The title would then read 
"Regulations. concerning the identification, recognition and mark:i.ng 
of medical personnel, units and transport, and civil defence 
personnel, equipment and transport". 
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22. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) agreed with the first of those proposals 
on condition that it applied only to the English text. The word 
"recognition 11 should~ he thought~ be introduced in all the language 
versions. Moreover, "transport" should be amended to read "trans
ports"~ as in the text adopted for article 21. 

23. Nr. BO'rHE (Federal Republic of Germany) endorsed those remarks. 

24. Mr. ALBA (France) proposed that in the French version of 

article 2~ lidoitli should be changed to Iidevrait 1i . 


25. The CHAIRMAN said that since the French representative's point 
was a mere question of translation~ the Committee would not object 
to .it .. 

26. He took it that there were no objections to the United Kingdom 
amendment to delete the words limeans of" which appeared twice in the 
title of the English version. 

The amendment was adopted. 

27. The CHAIRMAN asked whether there were any objections to the 

United Kingdom amendment to include the word "recognition" after 

"identification ti in the title. 


28. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that 
his delegation was satisfied with the Russian version of the title 
as it stood 7 since in Russian the idea of recognition was included 
in that of identification. 

29. Mr. ALBA (France) and Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain) said that 
they were satisfied with the French and Spanish versions of the 
title respectively. 

30. The CHAIRMAN suggested that the word "recognitionli should 
therefore be included in the English text only. 

It was so agreed. 

31. The CHAIR'vIAN asked whether there were any obj ections to the 
Canadian proposal to amend "transport" to "transports" wherever it 
occurred in the title of the English version. 

32. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) said that he had no objections to 
the amendment. 

The amendment irJaS adopted. 
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33. l·w, , IJ1J.S (Indonesia) proposed that j since in some countries 
many people did not know their exact date of birth,· the words 
"date of birth IV in article 1, paragraph 1 (3.) should be amended to 
read "age II •.. 

34. Mr. MARTIN (Switzerland) wondered what the words "if normally 
t;1sed" in article Ij paragraph 1 (d) meant in relation to the surname 
of the holder of the identity card. 

35. Mr. KIEFFER (Switzerland)~ Chairman of the Technical Sub
Coramittee j replied that in some countries surnames were hardly used 
at all. 

36. Mr. MARTIN (Switzerland) said that the word ifnormallyli would 
imply that the surname might otherwise be used in an abnormal 
fashion. It would be better to say "habitually" (lihabituellement;t) 
or !Vir it is used" ("s'il est utilise"). 

37. Mr. KIEFFER (Switzerland), Chairman of the Technical Sub
Committee, said that the Indonesian proposal to change "date of 
birth" to "age" had not been discussed in the 'J:'echriical Sub-Committee~ 
However, mention of age in a document of a lasting nature would 
create a problem because age increased with time. He therefore 
suggested that t-he words "date of birth" should be kept, and that 
when the date was not known it might be replaced by the most 
accuratA indication available within the intention of the article. 

38. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) suggested 
that a foot-note should be included to the effect that the age at 
the date of issue of the identity card should be given whenever the 
date of birth was not available. 

39. Mr. ALBA (France) agreed with the representative of the Union 
of Soviet Socialist Republics with respect to the date of birth. 
To meet the point raised by the Swiss representative, he suggested 
that "legally" should be used instead of "normally". 

40. Mr. CLARK (Australia) proposed that, after "date of birth", 
the words "or age at date of issue" could be inserted j and the 
identity card itself amended by adding the words ilor age" after 
"date of birth", which together with the date of issue on the cover 
should take care of the point raised by the Indonesian representative. 

41. Article 2, paragraph 2, should be revised in the light of the 
discussion on the legal validity of foot-notes that had taken place 
in the Technical Sub-Committee. 
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42. Mr. URQUIOLA (Philippines) agreed with the Indonesian proposal. 
Furthermore~ he suggested that the sex of the card-holder should 
also be indicated. 

43. Mr. EL HASSEEN EL HASSAN (Sudan) said that in his country the 
problem of persons without a birth certificate had been overcome by 
causing them to appear before a medical comnlission which determined 
their age. Since the proposed identity card would be essentially 
for medical personnel~ there should be no problem in obtaining 
certificates stating a presumed age. 

44. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) thought that a single formula would 
be simpler. Either "age" or lidate of birth" would be acceptable to 
his delegation. 

45. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) pointed out that in nBny 
countries 3 including his own, the date of birth was a most important 
indication and the easiest way to check identity. The card was 
intended to permit the authorities of both parties to a conflict to 
check an individual's identity and his authority to bear the Red 
Cross embl0m, and with the date of birth it would be possible for 
m~ny countries to check the authenticity of the card. Without 
that indication, embarrassment and difficulty might be caused to the 
bearer. His delegation would therefore not wish to delete mention 
of' the date of birth. 

46. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) pointed out that if the Committee took 
a decision to include an indication other than date of birth in the 
annex, that might clash with Article 40 of the first Geneva 
Conventior. of 1949. Civilian medical personnel might later become 
military personnel, in which case their date of birth would have 
to be given. The Drafting Con~ittee of the Conference might there
fore find it necessary to reconcile the annex with the provisions 
of Article 40 of the first Convention. 

47. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany) suggested that a more 
accurate wording might be i1date of birth or, if not available, 
other information concerning age on date of issue". 

48. Mr. CZANK (Hungary) pointed out that if age could be determined 
by a medical cow~ission, it would be easy to provide the year of 
birth. 

49. Kr. KIEFFER (Switzerland), Chairman of the Technical Sub
Con~ittee, pointed out that since the identity card had to be small, 
lengthy explanations must be avoided. Where the date of birth was 
available, it should be used. If it was not available there must 
be the possibility of giving another useful indication. 
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50. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said he 
would prefer the addition of the words "age at dat~ o~issue". If 
the year of birth was given, complications might arise because of 
the various calendars in use in different countries. 

51. The CHAIRMAN said that. if he heard rib further objection, he 
woul·d take i t that the word.s II (or ~ if not available ~ age on date of 
issue}\'should be added after the words IIdate of birth 17 in article Is 
paragraph I (~). 

It was so a&reed. 

52. Mr~ MARRIOTT (Canada) pointed out that the words 17date of birth" 
were also included in article 2; paragraph 2. 

53. The CHAIRMAN said that if he heard no objection, he. would take 
it that the addition would also be made in article 2, paragraph 2. 

It was so agreed. 

54. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) said that for the sake of brevity and 
simplicity he would like the proposed specimen identity. card • which 
was only a suggested model, to remain unchan~ed. 

55. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) noted 
that it was impossible to cover all possibilities and proposed that, 
on the identity card, the word "alSe i1 should be inserted in square 
brackets .after the words IIdate of birth H

, it beinG understood that 
the holder's age was his age on the date of issue. 

56~ Mr. KIEFFER (Switzerland), Chairman of the Technical Sub
Committee, supported that proposal. 

57. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) said that the wording proposed by the 
representative of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics had the 
merit of being brief. He had no objection tc it. 

58. The CHAIRMAN said that, if he heard no objection, he would 
take it that the Soviet Union representative's proposal was adopted. 

It was so agreed. 

59. The CHAIRMAN inquired whether any member had any objection to 
the Philippine representative's proposal that the holder's sex 
should be indicated on the identity card. 
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60. ~ir. i"ll\.RRIOTT (Canada) said that the addition of such information 
would add nothing to the identification process. The Philippine 
representative had apparently been concerned over the use of the 
word lihis". In common legal practice, however~ the word "his i1 \'fas 
taken to include "her" wherever appropriate. Consequently, no 
amendment was required. 

61. Miss MINOGUE (Australia) said that it would make little 

difference whether the holderis sex was indicated or not, since that 

would in any case be apparent. 


62. Mr. URQUIOLA (Philippines) withdrew his proposal. 

63. The CHAIRl'1AN drew the Committee i s attention to the French 

proposal that the word linormallyH should be replaced by the word 

illegallyll in the ninth line of article 2$ paragraph 2. 


64. Mr. MARTIN (Switzerland) recalled that he had suggested that 
the word habituellement should be used in the French text. There 
were; however, many alternative renderings that would be satisfactory. 

65. Mr. ALBA (France) said that habituellement would be acceptable 

to him. 


66. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) said that the word "habituallyli was 

acceptable in English and was difficult to misinterpret. 


67. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) azreed that the word 

"habituallyi! was to be preferred. 


68. Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain) said that the question raised by 
the Swiss representative would not be solved by the use of the word 
"habitually:l because the surname was often not commonly employed. 
The verb "used" gave rise to a number of problems and should 
therefore be omitted; also~ "if II should be amended to i1where". 

69. r.:I~. MARTINS (Nigeria) said that the words "if normally used" 
were unnecessary. A person was normally identified by his surname 
and could always state it, even if he did not generally use it. 

70. 1',liss fvjIIWGUE (Australia) suggested that the words "family name" 
should be used instead of "surname". 

71. The CHAIRMAN su.zgested that the words "full name" might be an 
improvement. 

72. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) pointed out that the full 
names of some persons were extremely longs particularly in the 
case of royalty. 
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73. Mr. RUIZ PEREZ (Mexico) confirmed that in Latin America a 
person's full name was often very long; difficulties might there-' 
fore arise in ensu~ing that the card was of the same size in all 
countries. He considered that the wo~ds "if normally used" should 
be deleted in article l~ paragraph 1 (Q), and in article 2~ 
paragraph 2. 

74. Mr. KIEFFER (Switzerland)~ Chairman of the Technical Sub
Connnittee, pointed out that in article 1 the word "shall" was used, 
and in article 2 the word Ilshould ll • 

75. Mr. MARTIN (Switzerland) noted that the difference between 
"shall" and "should" implied a difference in treatment between 
permanent and temporary personnel. 

76. Hr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that 
it was not essential that the standards applicable to permanent 
personnel should be identical with those applicable to temporary 
personnel. In any case, there was no need to change the Russian 
text. 

77 • Mr. ALBA (Franc e) said that if the word CI shall ii was replaced 
by the word vlshould", the words "if normally used" could be deleted. 

78. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) said that since different 
countries us'ed names in different ways and since under article 1, 
paragraph 2, each State could prescribe its OlfIn identity card, the 
simplest solution might be to use the word "name". 

79. I-rr-. MAKIN (United Kingdom) agreed that the use of the word 
"name" would solve the problem. He also considered that "shall" 
should be amended to "should" in article 1, paragraph 1. 

80. The CHAIRMAN said that, if he heard no objection, he would 
take it that the word "shall'" should be amended to "should ll in 
article I, paragraph 1, and that the words lisurname, if normally 
used, and first names ll should be replaced by the single word "name" 
in article 1, paragraph 1 (~) and in article 23 paragraph 2. 

It was so agreed. 

81. Mrs. DARID1AA (r1onc;olia) noted that article 1, parar.;raph 2 
and article 23 paragraph 1 referred to "High Contractin~ Parties 1i 

, 

whereas article 7 mentioned in addition "and the parties to a 
conflict". She pointed to the need for uniformity throughout the 
annex. 
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82. She further asked whether the Technical Sub-Committee had taken 
into account the provisions of draft Protocol I~ to the effect that 
the Protocol should be applicable to national liberation movements. 
Were national liberation movements authorized to issue identity 
cards or not? 

83. Mr. KHAIRAT (Egypt) proposed that the Committee should adopt 
the words "each party to the conflict"3 in conformity with article 
18 of draft Protocol I. 

84. Mrs. DARIIMAA (Mongolia) said that she had no objection to 
that proposal. 

85. The CHAIRMAN said that 3 if he heard no objection 3 he would 
take it that the Egyptian representative's proposal was adopted. 

It was so agreed. 

86. Mrs. DARIIMAA (Mongolia) said that the wording adopted on the 
proposal of the Egyptian representative should be extended to the 
whole of the report of the Technical Sub-Committee. 

87. nr. KIEFFER (Switzerland)3 Chairman of the Technical Sub
Committee 3 announced that unfortunately he would not be available 
to serve on Committee II any 10nger 3 because of official duties 
elsewhere. He thanked the members of the Committee and the 
secretariat for their kind co-operation. 

The meeting rose at 12.55 p.m. 
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE SEVENTY-SECOND MEETING 

held on Friday~ 21 May 1976, at 10.10 a.m. 

Chairman: Mr. NAHLIK (Poland) 

In the absence of the Chairman, Mr. K. Saleem (Pakistan), 
Vice-Chairman, took the Chair. 

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOLS I AND II (CDDH/1) (continued) 

Draft Protocol I 

Report of the Technical Sub-Committee (CDDH/II/37l) (continued) 

Chapter I (concluded) 

1. The CHAIRMAN said that the Committee had already taken a 

number of decisions on Chapter I of the annex to draft Protocol I, 

though deferring its decisions on words appearing in square 

brackets. 


2. Mr. FROIDEVAUX (Legal Secretary) summarized the decisions 

taken at the two previous meetings. 


3. In the English version of the heading~ the words "and means" 
should be deleted after "units" and after "equipment ll ; and the 
word Iltransport", which occurred twice, should be Pllt in the plural. 

4. In article 1, paragraph l~ third line, in the penultimate line 
of paragraph 2 of the same article~ and in the second line of 
paragraph 2 of article 2~ the word "shall" should be replaced by 
the word IIshould". 

5. In article 1, paragraph 1 (d), the l'1)'ords "if normally used, 
and first names" should be deleted, together with the following 
comma~ and in the second line, after the words "date of birth" 
the words I!or~ if not available~ age at the time the card was 
issued" should be added. 

6. The first two sentences of article 1, paragraph 2 would read 
as follollJs: 

112. The identity card should be uniform throughout 
the territory of each High Contracting Party and, as far as 
possible, of the same type for all the parties to the conflict. 
The parties to the conflict may be guided by the single
language model shown in Fig.l." 
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The second sentence of article 2~ paragraph 1, should read as 
follows: 

HThe parties to the conflict may be guided by the 
model shown in Fig.l II. 

7. Mrs. DARIIMAA (Mongolia) reminded the Committee that at the 
seventy-first meeting (CDDH/II/SR. 71), when it had decided to 
replace the expression "High Contracting Parties ii by iipartiesto 
the conflict Ii in some art icles, sl-:e had pointed out that uniform 
terminology should be used in the document each time that it was 
necessary; hence the words i'parties to the conflict/\ should be 
used particularly in article 7, paragraph 3. 

8. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) disagreed with that view. 
The grounds for the chan~e in articles I and 2 were not valid i~ 
respect of the other articles. Under article 18, paragraph 7, 
(CDDH/226 and Corr.2, p. 1(4), distinctive emblems could not be 
used in times of peace, while under the term~ of Article 44 of the 
first Geneva Convention of 1949 5 civilian medical teams' that did 
not come under the authority of the parties to the conflict could 
not normally use the Red Cross emblem and th0refore had no need 
for identity cards. Article 32 of draft Protocol I, which provided 
f6r cases of medical aircraft having to land in the territory. of 
States not parties to the conflict, implied the use of distinctive 
signals. The reference to the High Contracting Parties and to the 
parties to the conflict in articles 7 and 8 should therefore remain 
unaltered. 

9. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) agreed 
wi th the representative of f10ngolia but only ill so far as concerned 
Chapters I and II of the annex. There was no reason to amend the 
subsequent Chapters, particularly article 16. 

10. Hr. ALBA (France) 2aw no need for m.E:ntioning ilvalidity" on the 
front of the iden~ity card; that ~erm should be omitted. Further
more, the words ill I adj onc:; ion dans la carte de: valable d.e:::.--=-~ 
a ... I: should be deleted from note 3 'in - the French text. . 

11. The CHAIRMAN said that the suggestion seemed acceptable, unless 
there were any objections. 

12. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) agreed that J in a sense, no such ment:,on 
was essential since the card was intended for permanent personne:. 
It would, however, be useful in the case of temporary personnel. 
Moreover, it was usual to establish validity limits in respect of 
identity cards to allow for possible changes in the physical 
appearance or civil status of the holder. 
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13. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany) considered that the 

words liNo. or signature of issuing authority 11 on the front of the 

model were inaccurate. 


14. Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain), Rapporteur of the Drafting 

Committee, suggested that the words nof the card" should be 

inserted after liNo.lI. 


15. The CHAIRMAN felt that it might be better to mention the number 
of the card and the issuing authority separately. 

16. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) proposed that the dotted lines should be 
deleted from the box on the reverse side of the card reserved for 
signature or thumb-print. 

It was so agreed. 

17. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) said that the first two lines on the 
front of the model seemed superfluous. He agreed that the word 
"validity" might usefully be replaced by something more explicit. 
The word lireligious fl in notes 3 and 4 should be placed between 
square brackets. In any case, the Drafting Committee should review 
the wording of those texts. 

18. Mr. SODHI (India) reminded those present that certain countries, 
his in particular, issued bilingual identity cards. He suggested 
that provision be made for that possibility in articles 1 and 2. 

19. The CHAIRMAN did not believe that there was an~ need to make 

bilingual identity cards manda'::;ory: each country should select 

the formula best suited to it. 


20. Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain) considered that paragraph 1 (e) of 
article 1 answered the Indian representative's question: it -
provided that the identity card would be worded in several languages, 
The Technical Sub-Committee was drawing up a model for bilingual 
identity cards, but for simplicity's sake the models had been 
reproduced in one language only. 

21. Moreover, in the Spanish text of paragraph 2 of article 1 the 
word lIellas" in the third line should be replaced by "las partes 
al conflicto". 

22. Under Spanish law, the identity card must be renewed every five. 
years in the light of intervening changes in the physical appearance, 
civil status and so on, of the bearer. It would perhaps be better to 
adopt a similar formula and lay down, for example, a maximum validity 
for the card related to the exercise of the functions assigned to the 
bearer. 
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23. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) believed 9 in common with the United 

Kingdom representative) that ·the Committee should let the Drafting 

Committee edit the various texts. 


24. The CHAIRMAN did not oppose that suggestion, but pointed out 

that the process would take up time, for the Committee would later 

have to give an opinion on the texts thus elaborated. 


25. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) believed that the Committee could adopt 
the substance of the text, and let the Drafting Committee refine 
the wording. 

26. Mr. AL BADRI (Libyan Arab Republic) was of the opinion that 

the expression Jlreligious personnel" was somewhat ambiguous, 

because it covered too wide a field. If the intention was to 

afford civilians the maximum protection, the categories to be 

covered should be clearly defined. The Drafting Committee would 

therefore be well advised to indicate. for example. that the 

llreligious personnel l1 in question formed part of the armed forces" 


27. The CHAIRMAN reminded the Committee that it had already 
decided at its seventy-first meeting to keep the words "and 
religious" between square brackets until such time as paragraph 5 
of article 15 haa been studied afresh. The representative of the 
Libyan Arab Republic would be at liberty to explain his views on 
the question when the Committee came to make such a study. 

28. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany) observed that the 
problem of defining IIreligious personnel", whether permanent or 
temporary, arose equally inconnexion with article 8 on definitions 
of draft Protocol I. 

29. The CHAIRMAN said that unless there were any objections, he 
would take it that the Committee gave general approval to the text 
of Chapter 1 of the annex to draft Protocol I as modified, the 
words "and religious" being left provisionally between square 
brackets; and that it left it to the Drafting Committee to complete 
the model identity card. 

It was so agreed.~1 

30. Mr. HESS (Israel) said that the statement he had made on his 
country's use of the Red Shield of David as a distinctive emblem in 
connexion with Chapter 2 of the annex held good for Chapter I as 
well. 

11 For the text of chapter I of the annex as adopted, 
see the report of Committee II (CDDH/235/Rev.l. annex I). 
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31. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) proposed that the discussion should be 

re-opened on article 4 of the annex to draft Protocol I 

(CDDH/II/371, p.7). In the Er"glish version the word "all" in 

paragraph 1 should be replaced by the words "as many" since a 

flat surface could not be visible from all directions. 


32. The CHAIRMAN decided that, since there was no objection, the 

debate on article 4 should be reopened. 


33. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said 

that he was in favour of the new wording proposed by the Canadian 

representative but that in the case of the Russian text the whole 

grammar of the sentence would then have to be changed. 


34. Mr. ALBA (France) considered that the French version was clear 
enough, for the expression IIdans la mesure du possible", repeated 
in slightly different form in the last line of paragraph 1 
(lld'aussi loin que possible"), applied just as much to direction as 
to distance. 

35. The CHAIRMAN proposed that the Committee should adopt the 

amendment suggested for the English version, and let the language 

services decide what changes it entailed in the other languages. 


~t was so agreed. 

36. The- CHAIRNAN proposed that the Committee should close the 
debate on article 4 and pass on to articles 14 and 15 of the annex. 
leaving the decision on the words in square brackets until after 
the debate on the relevant articles. 

37. Since no one wished to comment on article 14 of the annex, he 
suggested that the Committee should pass on to article 15. 

It was so agreed. 

38. Mr. MAKIN (United Kin,gdom) had two comments to make on 
article 15. First, the word Ball" in the English version of 
paragraph 3 should be replaced by "rnanyll, in order to bring the 
article into line with, article 4 of the annex. Secondly, it 
seemed open to question whether paragraph 2 was really necessar'y, 
since the specifications given in the first two lines of 
paragraph 1 were surely quite sufficient. 

39. Mr. ALBA (France) pointed out that in his country, for 
instance, the background to the civil defence symbol was a circle. 
The "geometrical shapes ll referred to in paragraph 2 could be 
regular or irregular. The text should be clear on that point. 
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40. He observed that the triangle shown on page 12 of the 
~echnical Sub-Committee's report (CDDH/II/371) was not equilateral. 

41. Mr. EBERLIN (International Committee of the Red Cross) noted 
the mistake. 

42. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) wondered, like the United Kingdom 
representative~ whether paragraph 2 was necessary and proposed 
that article 15 should be referred to the Drafting Committee. 

43. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) suggested 
deleting the word "geometrical" in paragraph 2 of article 15. 

44. Mr. IJAS (Indonesia) suggested that the word "accepted" should 
be inserted before the words "distinctive emblem" in the first 
line of article 15. 

45. With regard to the actual shape of the distinctive emblem., he 
considered that parallel vertical light-blue stripes on an orange 
ground, as in the ICRC's proposal II, would be more clearly visible 
at a distance. 

46. Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain)~ Rapporteur of the Technical 
Sub-Committee, referring to the French text of paragraph 2 (a), 
thought that the word "dossard" should be deleted, since the
corresponding terms in Spanish (ilcapote") and English ("tabard ii 

) 

were unclear. In the Spanish text the word could be replaced by 
a phrase such as flalguna prenda" (lI some article of clothing"). 

41. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) considered that there was a contradiction 
between the phrase "in accordance with the modern in paragraph 1 
of article 15 and the words IIdifferent geometrical shapes" in 
paragraph 2. The sentence in paragraph 1 could end at the words 
"on an orange ground II . 

48. The word "geometrical" in paragraph 2 should be deleted. In 
the English text of paragraph 3 ~ the words "whenever possible" 
seemed superfluous since they duplicated the term "as far as 
possible il in the fourth line. Also, the wording of paragraph 3 
would.have to be brought into line with article 4~ paragraph 1, i~ 
"all" was replaced by "many" there. 

49. Replying to the Indonesian representative, he saw no point in 
specifying that the distinctive emblem should be internationally 
accepted, since ratification of the Protocols would imply 
acceptance of the international distinctive emblem. It might even 
be asked whether the word "international" in the phrase "the 
international distinctive emblem" in the first line of paragraph 1, 
should not be deleted. 
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50. Mr. ALBA (France) shared that view and wondered what the point 
of the word liinternational ll was. Was the aim to differentiate 
between "distinctive emblem for civil defence services n and 
ildistinctive emblem" used in the sense of the Geneva Conventions? 
If the word was to be kept3 it would also have to be introduced 
into article 15, paragraphs 2 and 3. 

51. Mrs. DARIIMAA (Mongolia) asked what was meant by the word 

Iftabard l '. 


52. Mr. EBERLIN (International Committee of the Red Cross) said 

that it was a piece of cloth worn on the back or the chest and 

marked with a distinctive emblem or number or the like. 


53. Mr. IJAS (Indonesia) maintained his proposal that ilaccepted" 

should be inserted before the words "distinctive emblem." 


54. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said 

that, like the Canadian representative 3 he could not agree to the 

Indonesian proposal. Article 15 was not the place to deal with 

the question of international recognition of the distinctive 

emblem. It was concerned with ensuring observance of the emblem. 


55. As regards the shape of the emblem, a similar sign was already 

used for hospital and safety zones and localities (cf. the fourth 

Geneva Convention of 1949 3 annex 13 article 6). It would therefore 

be dangerous to use the same emblem for civil defence. 


56. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) wondered if the word "tabard" in the 

English text of article 15, pRragraph 2 (a) was the right one. 

He considered that orange-coloured clothing3 e.g. a poncho, bearing 

a triangle, would be easier to see than an armlet. 


57. Mr. CLARK (Australia) thought that the Committee could hardly 

consider article 15 of the annex to draft Protocol I before it had 

taken a decision on article 59 of that Protocol and the amendments 

to it. Article 15 should therefore be referred to the Working

Group. 


58. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) agreed. 

It was too early to discuss article 15 and the Committee should 

first take a decision on article 59 of draft Protocol LThe 

amendments proposed to articlel5 of the annex were merely points 

of detail and there was no point in spelling everything out in the 

article, which simply contained recommendations of a non

compulsory nature. The Committee should approve the article as a 

whole, without deciding for the time being whether to delete the 

square brackets. 
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59. Mr. ALBA (France) said that in general he shared the views of 
the representative of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics but 
agreed with the Canadian representative that the words liin 
accordance, with:1 in the fourth line of article 15, paragraph 1 
confTic~ted with the last sentence of article 2, paragraph 1. 
Perhaps it might be replaced by an expression such as I'similar 
toll. The words "tabard" and liarmletli, which had given rise to so 
much discussion, could not refer to anything but articles of 
clothing. 

60. The CHAIRMAN suggested that further consideration of 

Chapter,V'of the 'technical annex to draft Protocol I should be 

postponed until article 59 of that Protocol had been adopted. 


It was so agreed. 

OTHER QUESTIONS 

-Memorandum submitted by th~ International Union of Police 
Trade Unions (CDDH/II/Inf.2b2; CDDH/IIIGT/70) 

61., The ,CHAIRMAN pointed out that the International Union of 
Police Trade Unions (UISP), a non-governmental organization, had 
submitted to the' Secretary-General a memorandum (CDDH/II/lnf. 262) 
relating to articles 45, 52, 53, 55 and 56 of draft Protocol I. 
Its suggestions regarding the last two articles on civil defence 
were noted in working paper CDDH/IIIGT/70. But under the terms of 
rule 61 of the rules of procedure, proposals by non-governmental 
organizations could not be considered unless the Conference or one 
of its Main Committees had so decided. He invited members of 
the Committee to express their opinions on the matter. 

62. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) thought that as a general principle the 
Committee should not consider proposals submitted by non
governmental organizations, whatever their merits, since a 
diplomatic conference should deal only with questions raised by 
the Gove~nments taking part. 

63. The question of including police forces in draft Protocol I 
had been raised several times in Committee II; the general opinion 
had been that it would be inadvisable to make any reference to 
them in the chapters of draft Protocol I with which the Committee 
was ,concerned. Furthermore, the UISP proposal that police force:3 
should be included among civil defence bodies was highly 
disputable and would take the Committee too far 'afield. It had 
never been the intention of the lCRC or the Governments 
repr,esented at the Conference to go into the highly complex 
problem of the role of the police in time of war or armed conflict. 
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64. Consequently~ both as a matter of principle and because of the 
very great complexity of the question, the Committee should not 
consider document CDDH/II/GT/70. 

65. Mr. CARNAUBA (Brazil), Mr. KRASN9PEEV (Union of Soviet 
Socialist Republics), Mr. JAKOVLJEVIC (Yugoslavia), Mr. QUERNER 
(Austria) and Mr. HEER (German Democratic Republic) agreed with the 
Danish representative. 

66. Mr. MARTIN (Switzerland) pointed out that document 

CDDH/II/GT!70 had only been circulated that morning and thought 

that the Committee should postpone its decision on what was an 

important question to a later meeting. 


67. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) also thought that the Committee 

should not discuss document CDDH/II/GT/70 but should merely take 

note of it and of document CDDH/IIiInf. 262. If any delegation 

wished to support any of the proposals in those documents, it 

could do so by submitting an amendment. 


68. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany)~ Mr. EL HASSEEN EL 

HASSAN (Sudan) and Mr. KHAIRAT (Egypt) shared that view. 


69. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) supported the views of the 

Danish and United Kingdom representatives. 


70. After an exchange of views in which Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark), 

Mr. HEREDIA (Cuba)9 Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada), Mr. KRASNOPEEV 

(Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) and Mr. URQUIOLA (Philippines) 

took part, the CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to vote on whether 

UISP should be a.llowed to present document CDDH/II/GT/70, under 

rule 61 of the rules of procedure. 


The proposal was rejected by 32 votes to l~ with 13 

abstentions. 


71. Mr. MARTIN (Switzerland) said that if it was considered to be 
a matter of courtesy to take note of the UISP report. it seemed 
illogical not to read it after it was submitted. It had been 
agreed that account should be taken of UISP's comments at previous 
international conferences on the subject, since it was often 
necessary to collaborate with the police in practice. While he 
did not wish to take a stand on the inclusion of the police in 
civil defence bodies, he believed that it would again have been an 
act of courtesy to consider document CDDH/II/GT/70. In any event 
the granting of some form of protection to the police was a question 
which would still remain outstanding if it was not settled during 
the debate on the chapter devoted to civil defence. 
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72. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) said that he had in fact intended 
to vote like the Swiss delegation but had inadvertently voted 
differently. 

73. The CHAIRr.1AN noted that one of the two documents in question 
was a memorandum submittedby·'uf"sp to the .Conference for lnformation 
purposes (CDDH/II/Inf.262). The 'Cornrnitteewas not therefore 
expected to take a position on it. What it had decided not to 
discuss was a working paper with limited distribution 
(CDDH/II/GT/70) • 

74. If the Committee was satisfied with pages 1 and 2 of the 
Technical Sub-Committee's report (CDDH/II/37l), it could also move 
a vote of thanks to the Sub-Committee. 

The Chairman's proposal was adopted by consensus. 

The meeting rose at 12.45 p.m. 
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE SEVENTY-THIRD· MEETING 

held on Tuesday, 25 May 1976, at 10.5 a.m. 

Chairman: Mr. NAHLIK (Poland) 

STATEMENT BY THE CHAIRMAN 

L The CHAIRMAN informed the Committee that at a meeting held the 
previous day the General Committee had decided that a fourth session 
of the Conference would be held the following year, starting in 
April immediately after Easter. The length of the session would be 
decided at a meeting of the General Committee on Thursday, 10 June. 

2. The General Committee had asked the Committees to get as much 

work done as possible at the present session and to see that their 

reports were short. 


CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOLS I AND II (CDDH/l) (continued) 

Draft Protocol II 

Proposal by the Working Group on article 142 paragraph 3 
(CDDH/II/372) (concluded) 

3. Mr. CLARK (Australia), Chairman of the Working Group on 
paragraph 3 of article 14, introduced the Group's proposal 
(CDDH/II/372) . The Working Groups which comprised r,epresentatives 
of Austria, Belgium, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Canada, 
Federal Republic of Germany, Holy See, Indonesia, Norway, 
Philippines, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland and the United States of America, had decided a,t 
its first meeting not to appoint a rapporteur; he was therefore 
speaking as Chairman/Rapporteur. 

4. The text proposed for paragraph 3, which had been approved by 
consensus in the Working Group, differed considerably from the text 
previously before' the Committee. The l>lOrking Group had tried to 
ensure that, within the confines of draft Protocol II, paragraph 3 
of article 14 offered effective protection for persons in charge of 
civilian means of transport who responded to an appeal from a party 
to a 60rtflict or ~ho,on their own initiative) took on board ~nd 
cared for the wounded and sick or the shipwrecked. Inthat 
connexion it had been thought important to consider paragraph 3 in 
the context of article 14, paragraphs 1 and 2 of which covered the 
role of the civilian population and relief societies concerning the 
wounded, sick and shipwrecked and, in particular, protection for 
members of the civilian population who assisted the wounded and 
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sick or the shipwrecked. The paragraph had also had to be made 
compatible with the obligations of parties under article 13 of draft 
Protocol II~ which was concerned with search and evacuation on land 
and at sea of the wounded, sick and shipwrecked. 

5. The Working Group had considered seven drafts before agreeing 
on the present proposal. It had been thought important to state 
clearly that an appeal could be made only to "persons in charge of 
civilian means of transport"~ since only such persons could 
determine whether to respond to an appeal. It had been agreed to 
refer to civilian means of transport, since a list might not be 
complete. It had been pointed out that in non-international armed 
conflicts bicycles, carts ahd animals might be used. 

6. The Group had also agreed that persons responding to appeals 
or acting on their own initiative were entitled to assistance only 
for wounded, sick or shipwrecked or dead taken on board the civilian 
means of transport. The paragraph would therefore apply only to 
means of transport about to take or having taken on board wounded, 
sick!, shipwrecked or dead. Assistance to civilian means of trans
port merely offering care for wounded, sick or shipwrecked but not 
taking them on board would have to be covered elsewhere in the 
Protocol. 

7. All parties to a conflict were expected to offer reasonable 
assistance to persons in charge of civilian means of transport who 
responded to an appeal or acted on their own initiative. There had 
been some discussion about the obligation on the parties to provide 
reasonable assistance~ not just protection. Protection alone was 
neither feasible nor realistic, since the party appealing might not 
be able to provide protection and the adverse party would certainly 
not be able to do so. It was necessary to qualify assistance as 
reasonable, for while the task was clearly humanitarian, circum
stances might make it necessary for a party to assess the assistance 
it could offer at any particular time and to decide whether that 
assistance would be in the form of materials, services or protection. 
Each case would be determined by the competent authorities of a 
party, taking into account the particular situation: no precise 
rule could be provided in draft Protocol II. Persons acting on 
their own initiative could, of course, expect less assistance than 
persons acting in response to an appeal from a party to the conflict. 

8. The Group had thought it unnecessary to restate the protection 
accorded in paragraph 1 of article 14; that paragraph applied to 
all activities undertaken by the civilian population in accordance 
with article 14. 
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9. Paragraph 3 in no way authorized or condoned interference in a. 
conflict by third parties. Article 4, particularly paragraph 2, was 
clear on that point. 

10. The words "the wounded and sick, or the shipwrecked" had been 
placed in square brackets pending examination of the definitions in 
article 11 of d~aft Protocol II and revision of similar definitions 
in article 8 of draft Protocol 1. The Drafting Committee of the 
Conference had decided to defer consideration of those words until 
the definitions had been revised. 

11. He suggested a further drafting amendment to the text: the 

deletion of the words "means of" and the addition of an "s" to the 

word "transport". That would not alter the substance of the 

paragraph, but would bring the description of civilian transports 

into line with the drafting elsewhere in draft Protocol II. 


12. The Working Group had also been asked to consider whether the 
words "and the shipwrecked" in article 14, paragraph 2, should be 
deleted or retained. Some members had thought that those words 
could be deleted if paragraph 3 was accepted 3 since the shipwrecked 
would be adequately covered by that paragraph. Others had thought 
that the words should be retained and he pointed out that they 
appeared in paragraph 1 and that paragraph 2 was an appeal to the 
civilian population to care for the wounded 3 sick and shipwrecked, 
whereas paragraph 3 was concerned with the wounded, sick and 
shipwrecked being taken on board and cared for on civilian means of 
transport. It had been suggested that until the definition of 
"the shipwr.ecked" had been settled 3 a decision on whether to leave 
those words in paragraph 2 should be deferred. He himself did not 
favour that course of action, since the definitions would not help 
to solve the problem. He suggested that the issue should now be 
decided by the Committee. 

13. Mrs. DARIIMAA (Mongolia) supported the ~\Torking Group's proposal 
as an important addition to draft Protocol II. In the case of a 
non-international armed conflict, someone on the insurgent or 
Government side might have a civilian aircraft and it was only right 
under international humanitarian law that it should be possible to 
appeal to any party to help in caring for their wounded, sick or 
shipwrecked or collecting their dead. It might also happen that .a 
party to a conflict did not know the whereabouts of sick, wounded 
and shipwrecked, but the other party had civilian transport and 
could provide the necessary assistance - and might do so voluntarily. 
The adoption of suCh a humanitarian provision in draft Protocol II 
would be an important contribution to the development of inter
national humanitarian law. 
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14. Mr. ,LUKYANOVITCH (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic), 
speaking as a,member of the Working, GrouP3 said that the Group's 
proposal was the result of a compromise reached after long , , 
discussion. There were some errors in the Russian text and he 
re,served the right to bring it into line with the English tex,t. 

15. The CHAIRMAN asked how long the words "the wounded and sick, 
or'the shipwrecked" should be kept in square brac'kets and whether 
the' square brack,ets should apply to all three categories or only to 
the shipwrecked. ' 

16. Mr. CLARK (Australia), Chairman of the Working GrouP3 said that 
the Working Group had'decided that the words "the wounded and sick, 
or the shipwrecked" should be placed in square brackets until the 
definitions in article'S of draft Protocol I had been cons:lde]:'ed 
and agreed on by the Committee, because the'Drafting Committee of 
the Conference had taken similar action. 

17. Mr • .sOLF (United States of America) confirmed the statement by 
the previous speaker. The Drafting Conunittee of the Conference 
hoped that Committee II would be able to produce a text which simply 
used the words "wounded j sick and shipwrecked". 

18. In reply to, a question from r,1r. McGILCHRIST (Jamaica) whether 
the word "rea.sonable" had been defined j the CHAIRMAN said that the 
word appeared in many international conventions and there was 
apparently no major difficulty in interpreting it. 

Para ra h,3 of article 14 as the 
including the square and 

was consensus. 

19. Mr. CLARK (Australia)j Chairman of the Working Group, remindE~d 
members that the question whether to retain' the words Hand the 
shipwrecked II ,in article 14, paragraph 2 j was still outstanding. As 
Chairman of the Working Group, he considered that the Committee 
should now decide on the issue, if necessary by vote. 

20. Mr. CZANK (Hungary) said that it was not a difficult problem. 
Since the words had,been accepted by consensus in paragraph 3, it 
would be logical to keep them in paragraph 2. The two paragraph::;, 
were closely related because the civilian persons in charge of 
transport under paragrliph 3 were members of the civilian populatj,on 
referred to in paragraph 2. The shipwrecked should be given the 
same care as the wounded and sick in the same ~ituation. The ' 
problem would be solved by deletion of the square' brackets in 
paragraph 2. 
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21. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) supported the Hungarian 
proposal for the deletion of the square brackets. 

It 	 consensus to·delete the s uare brackets in 

Draft Protocol I 

Article 15 - Protection of 	 ious 
personnel CDDH/1, CDDH 22 

Paragraph 5 

22. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee~ informed Committee II that the Drafting 
Committee was considering a definition of the term "religious 
personnel". He was therefore of the opinion, which he knew was 
shared by a number of members of the Drafting Committee, that it 
would be more profitable to discuss· aItlendment CDDH/II/373, together 
with the definition of "religious personnel". In fact, as far as 
procedure was concerned, he suggested that all the outstanding 
problems relating to religious personnel, namely the definition of 
"religious personnel"~ the reconsideration of article 15, para
graph 5, and any amendments thereto, in particular amendment 
CDDH/III373,and the square brackets round the words "and religious" 
in article 2 ef the annex to draft Protocol I (CDDH/II/371), should 
be discussed together. 

23. Mr. KUSSBACH (Austria)~ speaking as one of the sponsors of 
amendment CDDH/III373, said that he supported the prDcedure which 
the Rapporteur of the Drafting Committee had suggested. He was 
ready to introduce the amendment when the question of religious 
personnel was considered in connexion with article 8 of draft 
Protocol I. In his view, it would be better to consider the amend
ment at the same time as the definition. 

24. The CHAIRMAN said that, if he heard no objection, he would 
take it that that was the Committee's wish. 

It 	was so agreed. 

Report of the Technical SUb-Comn1ittee (CDDH/II/371) (continued) 

Article 14 - D6cuments (CDDH/l, CDDH/225 and Corr.l, CDDH/226 
and Corr.2; CDDH/II/371) 

1/ 	For the text of article 14 as adopted, see the report of 
Committee II (CDDH/235/Rev.l, annex I). 
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25. The CHAIRMAN said that at,the seventy-second meeting
(CDDH/II/SR.72) there had been a lengthy discussion on art.icle 15 
of the annex to draft Protocol I, but none on article 14. He asked 
whether the Committee was prepared to refer Chapter V- Civil defence 
as a 'whole'to the joirit Drafting Conimitt'ee/H'orkirig Group' so that it 
could be dealt with concurrently with article 59 of draft Protocol I. 

It was so agreed. 

Article 16 - PPo"cedure(CDDH/III37l) 

26. The CHAlill1AN said that the only article in Chapter VI 
article 16 - was concerned with procedure. 

27. When the annex had been discussed in general terms, he had 
expressed the opinion as a lawyer, that articl,e 16 was not cor:rectly 
placed in the annex. It should constitute part of the Final 
Provisions of draft Protocol I.and should be article 86bis, since 
article 86 dealt with amendments. --

28. The question~ therefore, was how best to deal with article 16 
of the 'annex. It had been suggested, to him that it might be 
referred to Committee I, which was concerned with the Final 
Provisions, but Committee I had a great deal of work still to do 
at the present session. Moreover, article 16 of the annex had been 
carefully drafted by Committee II's Technical Sub-Committee. 
Another suggestion had been that Committee II could deal with the 
substance of article 16 and th~n refer it to the Drafting Committee 
of the Conference, leaving it to that Committee to decide wh~ther 
to refer it to another Committee or to insert it in draft Protocol I 
at the place which it considered most appropriate. 

29. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany) said that he strongly 
favoured the second alternative. The Committee should go into th,g 
substance of article 16 thoroughly and then adopt it, adding a fOI::>t
note to the effect that the Drafting Committee of the Conference 
should consider the question or the position of the article in dr,aft 
Protocol I. There was a precedent for the adoption of that procedure 
in the way in which the Committee had previously dealt with a 
question which apparently came within the competence of another 
Committee: namely, the provision on grave breaches, which now 
appeared in article 11, paragraph 4. In that case, it had been 
the general feeling that if a question arose which had some 
implications for provisions with which other Committees were 
concerned, but which was neve:rtheless closelyrelated,to a subjeet 
with which Committee II was dealing, the latter should feel free to 
discuss the substance of the provisions, including those 
implications, and adopt a text, leaving it to the Drafting Committ'ee 
of the Conference and, if necesB~ry, the plenary Conference, to 
decide where the text should be ~laced; " 
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30. It was his oplnlon that the members of Committee I would be 
embarrassed if they were asked to deal with the substance of article 
16 of the annex~ since most of them were not acquainted with the 
technical nature of the questions with which the annex was concerned. 

31. From a legal rather than a technical point of view~ he felt 

that the provision should form part of draft Protocol I and not of 

the annex, since the former embodied the "mother" provisions which 

constituted the basis for the annex. ' If it was made part of the 

annex~ it could be interpreted to mean that article 16 itself could 

be amended by the procedure laid down in that article. That would 

be unfortunate. 


32. He was therefore in favour of adopting article 16.1> which ha.d 

his full support~ as an article of draft Protocol I. He felt it 

should become article 18 bis~ so that it would be closely linked 

with other ,"mother" provisions for the annex. That was feasible 

since the present article 18 bis would probably become article 

20 bis and ter. That proposal was currently before the lIJorking 

Group dealing with Section Ibis. 


33. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) said that he fully supported 
the statement by the representative of the Federal Republic of 
Germany and wished to stress the importance of having a streamlined 
system for amending the annex. 

34. The procedure for amending draft Protocol I outlined in 
article 86 of the ICRC text was based on the principle for 
unanimity: all the parties to the Protocol had to accept the 
proposed amendment for it to enter into force. That'would be 
difficult to achieve. 

35. In the case of the technical a.nnex~ it had to be borne in mind 
that technological changes were constantly taking place and that 
the texts of Chapters III and IV were purely tentative. The 
International Telecommunication Union, the International Civil 
Aviation Organization and the Inter-Governmental Maritime Consult 
ative Organization, had been asked to provide some new practices 
and procedures for signalling and communications~ and presumably 
they would do so. t'Jhen that occurred, it would be necessary to 
change the articles in the annex to reflect those developments. 

36. It must be p~ssible for parties which wished to amend the 
annex in so far as they themselves were concerned to be able to 
adopt a simple procedure for that purpose at regular intepvals 
every four or five years, for instance. 
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37. The Committee might consider that sort of amendment in a debate 
on the substance of the question. Being aware of the problems~ it . 
was better qualified than any other Committee to deal with the 
article. . 

38. Mr. JAKOVLJEVIC (Yugoslavia) said that he recognized the need 
for a special procedure to facilitate amendment of the technical 
annex. He considered it desirable to avoid discussion on the subject 
in two Committees. Article 16, which was closely connected with 
the whole subject of the annex, should first be discussed in 
Committee II, which was familiar with the material~ and then sent 
to the Drafting Committee. which should decide where article 16 of 
the annex should be placed and co-ordinate it with article 86 of 
draft Protocol I. 

39. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) said that he was in agreement with 
what the three preceding speakers had said concerning procedure. 
It should b~ possible to take a decision at the present meeting to 
remove article 16 from the annex and place it in draft Protocol I. 
He did not thinkj however j that the Committee should consider the 
text at the present meeting j for the article was complicated and it 
was not on the agenda. He would like to know when the Chairman 
suggested that it should be discussed. 

40. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) said that he wished to raise a further 
procedural point which was not directly connected with article 16 
of the annex but concerned article 86 of draft Protocol I. The 
Committee should consider whether it wished to recommend the 
deletion of the words "or its annex" in the fi~st sentence of 
paragraph 1 of article 86. 

41. The CHAIRMAN said it was his understanding that there was 
general agreement that the Committee was the competent body to 
discuss the substance of article l6 j which should then be referred 
to the Drafting Committee. He asked whether, in view of the fact 
that the annex as a whole had been introduced by the Chairman of 
the Technical Sub-Committee, Committee II really wished to postpone 
consideration of the substance of article 16 until a later meetir.g. 

42. Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain) said that he supported the proposal 
made by the United Kingdom representative. Article 16 had not been 
discussed in detail by the Technical Sub-Committee j which had felt 
that it was closely linked with article 86 of draft Protocol I and 
that it was mainly of a legal nature. It would have to be studied 
carefully by members of the Committee before it could be usefull~7 
discussed. 

43. The CHAIRMAN said that he personally saw no need to wait for 
the discussion of article 86 of draft Protocol I before considering 
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article 160f the annex. He had hoped that the Committee would be . 
prepared to start its discussion of article 16 forthwith~ He would 
not press the point 3 however 3 and would ask the Committee to vote 
on the proposal by the United Kingdom representative and the 
representative of Spain that consideration of article 160f·the 
annex should be deferred. 

The proposal was adopted by 26 votes to with 17 abstentions.3 2 

OTHER QUESTIONS 

Letter addressed to the President of the Conference by 
Mr. J. Pictet, Vice-President of the International Com~ittee 
of the Red Cross? and Mr. H. Haug, President of the Swiss Red 

articles 9 and 23 of draft Protocol I 

44. The CHAIRMAN said that a letter dated 30 April 1976 had been 
received from Mr. Pictet, Vice-President of the ICRC~arld Mr. Haug~ 
President of the Swiss Red Cross and Head of the delegation of the 
League of Red Cross Societies (CDDH/II/lnf.266)~ cottunenting on the 
adoption by the Committee of articles 9 and 23 of draft Protocol I 
dealing with the provision of medical units and of hospital ships 
to the parties to the conflict; those ~rticles specified that such 
units and ships might be lent by neutral or non~belligerent:States 
or by an impartial international humanitarian organization. An 
amendment had been adopted whereby the words "such as the Inter
national Committee of the Red Cross or the League of Red Cross 
Societies" had been inserted after the words "by an impartial 
international humanitarian organization il The letter stated that• 

the two organizations concerned had accepted that amendment 3 although 
they had felt that it would probably become superfluous if an 
article could be drafted that defined the part to be played by the 
various Red Cross societies. Committee I had subsequently adopted 
article 70 bis, which did exactly that; thus reference to the ICRC 
or the League-of Red Cross Societies in articles 9 and 23 was no 
longer necessary. The letter concluded by asking that the attention 
of the Drafting Committee should be drawn to the matter. 

45. The Committee had to decide what action to take in connexion 
with the letter and,.in particular, whether a decision could be 
taken at that meeting or whether the letter should first be trans
lated and circulated. Since articles 9 and 23 had been adopted 
by the Committee, they could be amended only by a two-thirds ma,jority. 

46. Mr. WARRAS (Finland) suggested that the letter should be 
translated and circulated - that would allow time for a study of 
the question. 
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.
41. Mr. JAKOVLJEVIC (Yugoslavia) and Mr. KHArRAT (Egypt) supported 
that suggestion. 

48. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) pointed out that the Drafting Committee 
of the Conference had already accepted article 9 and the Chairman 
of that Committee would be unwilling to reopen the topic. 

49. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Bepublic of Germany) said that the letter 
had already been brought to the attention of the Drafting Committee, 
which had considered that the matter was one of substance, and 
therefore outside its competence. If, therefore, it was decided to 
reconsider article 9~ such_reconsideration would not be affected 
by any drafting decisions already taken. 

50. The CHAIRMAN asked whether it was agreed that the letter should 
be translated and circulated. 

It was so agreed. 

51. The CHAIRMAN said that, if the next meeting was postponed until 
Friday, 28 May, it would be possible to discuss the letter as well 
as articl~ 16 of the annex. 

. I

52. Mr. JAKOVLJEVIC (Yugoslavia) said that he would prefer 28 May 
to be kept for other matters. 

53. The CHAIRMAN said that, in view of that remark, the next meeting 
would be held on Thursday, 21 May, and would be concerned solely 
with article 16 of the annex. 

The meeting rose at 11.40 a.m. 
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE SEVENTY-FOURTH MEETING 

held on Thursday, 27 May 1976, at 10.10 a.m. 

Chairman: Mr. NAHLIK (Poland) 

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOLS I AND II (CDDH/l) (continued) 

Draft Protocol I 

Report of the Technical Sub-Committee (CDDH/II/37l) (continued) 

Article 16 - Procedure (CDDH/II/359) (continued) 

1. Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain), Rapporteur of the Technical 

Sub-Con~ittee, explained that article 16 of the annex to draft 

Protocol I had been submitted in square brackets because it was 

closely related to other articles of draft Protocol I. The 

Technical Sub-Committee had felt that, in view of technological 

developments, a special procedure, more flexible than the normal 

diplomatic procedure, should be adopted to deal with the purely 

technical aspects of the distinctive emblems. 


2. Article 16 did not stipulate that a conference of the High 
Contracting Parties should be convened every four years; it merely 
required that a meeting of technical experts should be convened by 
the ICRC at four-yearly intervals to decide whether technological 
developments justified the convening of such a conference. Thus, 
an important role was assigned to the experts, while'responsibility 
for the adoption of any amendments remained with the High 
Contracting Parties. Article 16 also made provision for the 
communication of amendments to the High Contracting Parties, for 
their possible non-acceptance, and for the communication of 
declarations of non-acceptance to the other parties. It further 
provided that the depositary State should inform the High 
Contracting Parties of the entry into force of any amendment, of 
the Parties bound thereby, and of the date of entry into force 
in relation to each Party. 

3. The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to consider article 16 
paragraph by paragraph. 

Paragraph 1 

4. Mr. CARNAUBA (Brazil) noted that paragraph 1 of the 
Technical Sub-Committee's draft of article 16 stipulated that 
meetings of technical experts should be convened at four-yearly 
intervals. His delegation considered that proposal to be too 
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rigid, since the technelegical develepments to be reviewed at such 

meetings ceuld eccur at a faster er slewer pace. The LCRC sheuld 

therefere be given greater latitude in deciding when to. cenvene 

the expert meeting. 


5. Mr. SOLF (United States ef America) explained that the reasen 
fer the feur-yearly interval was that the meetings ef experts, 
although ultimately depending upen the date when the Pretecel came 
into. ferce, might then ceincide with the sessions of the 
Internatienal Cenference of the Red Cross. The purpese efthe 
expert meetings was net enly to prepese amendments, but also to. 
review the annex in the light ef developments in technelegy; if 
the experts decided that no amendment was required they weuld file 
their repert with the ICRC and meet again feur years later. A 
degree ef flexibility was intreduced by the provision that an 
expert meeting sheuld also be convened whenever one-third ef the 
HighCentracting Parties deemed it desirable. Some experts had 
stated that feur-year intervals weuld be teo shert. The feur-year 
interval was merely a propesal and his delegatien would have no. 
objectien to. a five-year or six-year interval. 

6. Mr. CARNAUBA (Brazil) said that a lenger interval weuld make 
it pessible fer a greater number of technelogical develepments to. 
be covered; in any case a feur-year interval was tee brief. 

7. Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain), Rapperteur of the Technical 
SUb-Cemmittee, said that he understeed that the intentien ef the 
spensors was that a meeting sheuld be convened every feur years. 

8. Mr. SOLF (United States ef America) agreed with that 
interpretatien. 

9. The CHAIRMAN suggested that a pessible solutien might be to. 
make the previsien le.ss mandatery by using the werds "sheuld li er 
"may" instead ef the werd "shall". A meeting sheuld, hewever, be 
mandatery if ene-third of the High Centracting Parties requested it. 

10. !'i!:: MARRIOTT. (Canada) said that, altheugh it seemed likely that 
the annex weuld need to be reviewed within a few years ef the 
signature ef Protecol I, because seme action would prebably have to. 
be taken by the Internatienal Telecemmunication Unien and the 
Internatienal 'Civil Aviation Organization in regard to. radio. 
frequencies and radar identificatien, cemmunicatien technelogy was 
no. lenger advancing at its former spectacular rate. Consequently, 
a feur-year mandatery interval might well be unnecessary. As a 
cempromise selutien, h.e .suggested that every feur years the 
depositary State sheuld :sendeut a communicatien to. the High 
Centracting Parties inquiring whether they considered that an 
expert meeting was necessary. 
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11. Mr. MARTIN (Switzerland) expressed some doubt whether the use 

of a questionnaire would be sufficient to cope with all the 

difficulties created by developments in technology. 


12. Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain)~ Rapporteur of the Technical 
Sub-Committee~ said that he agreed with the Brazilian representative 
that paragraph 1 was excessively rigid. Furthermore~ it imposed an 
obligation upon the ICRC~ a non-governmental body~ and it was 
difficult to determine to what extent such an obligation was valid. 
An acceptable solution might be either to adopt the Canadian 
repres~ntativeYs suggestion 3 or to stipulate that the ICRC could 
convene a meeting when its own experts deemed it advisable and 
would be obliged to do so when one-third of the High Contracting 
Parties so requested. 

13. Mr. SANDOZ (International Committee of the Red Cross) informed 

the Committee that the ICRC was prepared to assume an obligation 

to convene meetings. 


14. Mr. CARNAUBA (Brazil) said that the Spanish representativers 
sugge;iion was a~ceptable to his cte1egation. Everyone knew that 
the lCRC was willing to assume the obligation to convene meetings~ 
but whether an obligation of that kind ought to be imposed was an 
important matter of principle. In his view~ the Committee should 
impose no such obligation. The Chairman's suggestion that the ~10rd 
"shall" should be replaced by the word "may" might solve the problem. 

15. Mr. CZANK (Hungary) said that since there were two possible 
waYR in which a meatin~ of experts could be convened, the problem 
might be solved by having two sentences in paragraph 1. The existing 
sentence would be left as it stood, except that the words "or at 
the request" would be replaced by the words "with the consent"; 
that would impose an absolute obligation on the ICRC but would 
make the convening of a meeting dependent on the approval of one
third of the High Contracting Parties. The second sentence would 
read: "Such a meeting may at any time be convened at the request 
of one-third of the High Contracting Parties"; in that case the 
High Contracting Parties would initiate the convening of a 
meeting. 

16. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) welcomed the Hungarian representative's 
suggestion~ which provided for the necessary regular review without 
the need for a regular meeting if the High Contracting Parties 
considered it unnecessary. He proposed that the suggestion should 
be accepted and referred to the Drafting Committee. 
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17. Mr. CARNAUBA (Brazil) and Mr. SOLF (United States of America) 

supported that proposal. 


18. Mr. MARTIN (Switzerland) said that he understood that the 

ICRC would be able to circulate a technical report on developments. 

That being so, his delegation, too, could support the Hungarian 

representative's proposal. 


19. Mr. EATON (United Kingdom) said that his delegation wou1d also 
be happy to refer the Hungarian representative's suggestion to the 
Drafting Committee. It would, however, be useful for that Committee 
to consider whether the convening of the four-yearly meetings should 
be dependent on the express consent of a specified proportion of the 
High Contracting Parties or whether it should take place auto
matically unless the majority objected. Referring to the obliga
tion which would be imposed on the ICRC, he pointed out that there 
were, in fact, precedents for the imposition of obligations on 
similar bodies which were not themselves parties to the 
international instrument in question. The consent of such bodies 
was, of course, necessary. In that case the ICRC had already given 
its consent. 

20. The CHAIRMAN said that, if he heard no objection, he would 
t8.ke it that the', Canadian representative's proposal to refer the 
Hw1garia~;suggestion to the Drafting Committee was adopted. 

It was so agreed. 

21. Mr. URQUIOL'A (Philippines) observed that the phrase "inviting 
also observers of appropriate international organizations" did not 
appear in the amendment proposed by the Canadian, United Kingdom and 
United States delegations (CDDH/II/359). 

22. The CHAIRMAN said that the matter would be considered by 
the Drafting Committee. 

Paragraph 2 

23. Mr. KHAIRAT (Egypt) considered that the text of paragraph 2 
should be brought into line with that of article 86, paragraph 2 
of draft Protocol I, which stated that all the High Contracting 
Parties as well as the Parties to the Conventions should be 
invited to conferences convened to consider amendments proposed to 
Protocol I or,its annex. He therefore proposed that the words 
"and the Parties to the Conventions" should be inserted after the 
words "High Contracting Parties" in the second line of paragraph 2 
in the 'I'echnical Sub-Committee I s text. 
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24. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) supported the proposal. 

The oral amendment proposed by the Egyptian representative 

wa~ adopted unanimously. 


25. Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain), Rapporteur of the Technical 

Sub-Committee ~ observed that the use of the word "and" in the 

penultimate line of the paragraph as proposed in amendment 

CDDH/II/359 wouldc'c)"tfTer upon the ICRC what amounted to a right 

of veto~ since it would not be possible to convene a conference 

without that organization's agreement even if one-third of the 

High Contracting Parties had so requested. 


26. Mr. SANDOZ (International Committee of the Red Cross) said 

that the ICRC would certainly not refuse to convene a conference 

which had been requested by one-third of the High Contracting 

Parties. 


27. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) proposed that the word 

"and" should be replaced by the word "or" in the penultimate line. 


28. Mr. MARTIN (Switzerland) said that if that was done the ICRC 

would be able to ask the depositary State to convene a conference 

even if one-third of the High Contracting Parties had not so 

requested. 


29. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) said that the intention of 
the sponsors of amendment CDDH/II/359 had been first and foremost 
to enable the ICRC to judge~ on the basis of the results of the 
meeting of technical experts~ whether a conference was necessary 
and, if so, to request the deposi~ary State to convene it. That 
was the situation which would no doubt arise most frequently. 
However, the sponsors of the amendment had wished to provide also 
for the possibility of convening such a conference at the request 
of one-third of the High Contracting Parties. 

30. Mr. SANDOZ'(International Committee of the Red Cross) 
assured the Committee that the ICRC would certainly never convene 
a conference for which no need was felt. 

31. Mr. MARTIN (Switzerland) said that in the light of the 
explanations which had just been given~ his delegation was prepared 
to accept the United States proposal. 

The oral amendment proposed by the United States representative 
was adopted. 
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32. Following a discussion on the desirability of inserting a 
phrase such as "supported by one third of the High Contracting 
Parties"or ilwith the consent of one thi,rd of the High Contracting 
Parties" after the words lithe International Committee-of the Red 
Cross ll in the penultimate line of paragraph 2 of thearoendment, in 
which Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada), Mr. KHAIRAT (Egypt), Mr'-~ATON 
(United Kingdom), Mr. HEREDIA (Cuba), Mr. CARNAUBA:, (Brazil) and 
Mr. MARTIN (Switzerland) took part, the CHAIRMAN said that unless 
there was any objection he would take it that the Committee did not 
consider it necessary to insert such a phrase. 

It was so agreed. 

33. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) proposed that the word 
iirequestsii at the end of the paragraph should be replaced by the 
word "request". 

It was so agreed. 

Paragraph 2, as amended, was adopted by consensus. 

Paragraph 3 

34. Mr. SOLF (Urtited States of America) proposed that the word 
lithis" in the first line should be replaced by the word "the". 

It was so agreed. 

Paragraph 3, as amended, was adopted. 

Paragraph 4 

35. The CHAIRMAN said that, as a lawyer, he felt the Committee 
might wish to consider the possibi"lity of replacing the words 
"the High Contracting Parties" in the first sentence by a phrase 
such as lithe Governments invited to attend the Diplpmatic 
Conference'f. Since all those Governments were poteritial Parties to 
the Protocol, it was only reasonable that they should be kept 
informed of any amendments to its annex. 

36. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) said that he would have no 
objection to informing any State of amendments. However, the 
provisions of paragraph 4 related to the actual procedure of amend
ment, in which States not parties to the Protocol could have no say. 

37. Mr. KHAIRAT (Egypt) considered that either paragraph 5 or 
paragraph 6 would be a more appropriate place than paragraph 4 for 
a provision relating to the communication to States of information 
concerning the acceptance or rejection of a.mendments. 
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38. Mr. MARTIN (Switzerland) said that a phrase such as "all 
States h would be preferable to the phrase mentioned by the Chairman. 

39. Mr. JAKOVLJEVIC
/ 

(Yugoslavia) considered that the wording 
chosen should cover all High Contracting Parties irrespective of 
whether they had attended the Conference~ together with Governments 
that had attended the Conference but were not High Contracting 
Parties. 

40. Mr. JOSEPHI (Federal Republic of Germany) endorsed the view 
that the question might more appropriately be dealt with in 
paragraph 5 or paragraph 6. Alternatively~ it might be included in 
a paragraph of more general scope, which would cover amendments 
both to the annex and to the Protocol itself. Such a paragraph 
would need to be drafted by Committee I. 

41. Mr. EATON (United Kingdom) observed that under article 80 of 

draft Protocol I only Parties to the Conventions were eligible to 

become Parties to the Protocol; consequentlY3 they alone were 

entitled to be kept informed about amendments to the annex. He 

therefore proposed that the phrase II and to the Parties to the 

Conventions Ii should bOe inserted after the words ilHigh Contracting 

Parties" in the first sentence of paragraph 4. 


The oral amendment proposed by the United Kingdom 

representative was adopted. 


Paragraph 49 a~ amended 9 was adopted by consensus. 

Paragraphs 5 and 6 

42. Mr. EATON (United Kingdom), explaining paragraph 5 on behalf 
of the sponsors of amendment CDDH/II/359, which was at the origin 
of that paragraph3 said that they had taken as their model some 
recent international instruments with technical annexes, in 
particular the IMCO Protocol relating to Intervention on the High 
Seas in Cases of Marine Pollution by Substances other than Oil 
(1973). In order to speed up the entry into force of amendments 
to such technical annexes 9 those instruments laid down a procedure 
which departed from the traditional principle that States were 
bound only by amendments they had expressly accepted. The 
procedure was intended to avoid that unsatisfactory and hitherto 
common situation in which an amendment was adopted but remained 
pending for a long time~ with some States adhering to the old 
system and others to the new. Once an amendment was adopted in 
accordance with paragraph 43 it would after that specified period 
enter into force for all States except those that did not wish to 
accept it and therefore made a declaration of non-acceptance. The 
traditional principle was merely reversed 3 a State being deemed to 
accept an amendment unless it rejected it. 
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43. The CHAIRMAN noted that the explanation given by. the United 

Kingciom representative would be used as a supplementary means of 

interpreting the text should any doubt arise as,to its proper 

meaning. According to Article'32 of the Vienna Convention. on the 

Law 'ofTreaties, 'the summary records oftlie Confere-nce might in 

general be called upon to serve a similar purpose. 


44. Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain), Rapporteur of the Technical 
Sub-Committee; replying to a question fr~m the CHAIRMAN, said that 
the Square brackets round the words "three months" in.par~gr,aph 5 
had been lert in pending the Committee's decision on othe'r articles, 
notably article 86. 

45. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) said that the square' 
brackets had been left round the words lithree months" so that the 
Committee could decide whether a three-month delay should be 
allowed for States to put an amendment into effect~ or wheth~r the 
ameridrnentshould enter into force as soori as it was accepted~ He 
proposed that the square brackets should be removed. 

It was so agreed. 

Paragraph 5., as amended, was adopted by consensus. 

46. The CHAIRMAN suggest.edthat .s.ince the Committee. hadalr.e.ady 
decided to include a reference to Parties to the Conventions in 
paragraph 4, a similar reference might be included in the second 
sentence of paragraph' 5, sO.that potential Parties to the Protocols 
were kept inrormed of amendments. 

47. Mr. EATON (United Kingdom) concurred~ but wondered whether the 
point would not be better made in paragraph 6. The second sentence 
of 'paragraph 5 could then be deleted, and paragrapn 6 amended to 
read:nThe depositary State shall inform the High Q-ontracting 
Parties arid Parties to t'heConv'entions of the entry into force or 
anyarnendment, the Parties bound;thereby, the qate or entry into 
force in relation to each Party, and any declaration of non
acceptance made in accordance with paragraph 5 above." 

48. The CHAIRMAN pointed out that the Drafting Committee had 
decided not to use the word "above" in connexion with paragraphs of 
an article. 

49. Mr. HESS (Israel) said that if the United Kingdom oral amend,· 
ment,was adopted, a provision concerning:withdrawals should be 
added in paragraph 6, as at the end of the present paragraph 5. 
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50. Mr. EATON (United Kingdom) agreed. Moreover. since a 

declaration of non-acceptance could be made in accordance with 

paragraph 4 or paragraph 5, the sentence might be amended to read 

I' ••• of any declaration of non-acceptance made in accordance with 

paragraphs 4 or 5 and of any withdrawal of such declaration I!. 


51. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) considered that the point 
of the sentence which it was proposed to delete from paragraph 5 
was that the action of the Parties to the Protocol might be 
influenced one way or another by their knowing which States had 
accepted a given amendment and which had not. He hoped that 
paragraph 6 would not be interpreted as meaning that the 
notifications shouldbe made only at the end of the acceptance 
process. 

52. The CHAIRMAN suggested that in view nfthat comment it might 
be better to refer paragraph 6 to the Drafting Committee. 

53. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) agreed to that suggestion 
and proposed that the Dr~fting Committee should also be authorized 
to make any minor changes in paragraph 5 that were consequent upon 
its decisions concerning paragraph 6. 

It was so agreed. 

54. The CHAIRl'iAN paid a tribute to Mr. Jakovlj evic, Chairman of the 
Drafting Committee of Committee II, who was obliged to leave the 
Conference. 

The meeting rose at 12.55 p.m. 
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SUHNARY RECORD OF THE SEVENTY... FIFTH NEETING 

held on Nonday~ 31 Hay 1976~ at 10.5 a.m. 

Chairman: Mr. NAHLIK (Poland) 

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOLS I AND II (CDDHIl) (continued) 

Draft Protocol I 

Report of the Drafting Committee (CDDH/II/377) 

Article 8 (e) bis 

1. The CHAIRMAN invited the Rapporteur of the Drafting Committee 

to submit the Drafting Committee's report on article 8 (e) bis 

(CDDH/II/377). 

2. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany). Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee, said that a definition of religious personnel 
was needed~ since such personnel were referred to in various places 
in the articles on the wounded and sick. In explanation of the 
final paragraph in square brackets~ he said that article 15, 
paragraph 5, as adopted by Committee II, might be interpreted as 
covering only permanent religious personnel~ while the new amendment 
submitted by the Drafting Committee was intended to cover both 
permanent and temporary religious personnel. If that idea was 
acceptable~ the square brackets would, of course, be removed. 

3. Mr. KLEIN (Holy See), referring to the permanent or temporary 
character of religious personnel, said that their temporary attach
ment to medical units in no way affected their permanent qualifi 
cations as religious personnel. Historians or lawyers, for example j 

might be temporarily attached to diplomatic missions, while their 
basic status remained unchanged. Likewise, who could question the 
permanent status of nurses or doctors who might need temporary 
protection while serving in medical units of the armed forces? In 
the same way~ it should be possible to ensure the temporary 
protection of chaplains who were temporarily replacing other 
religious personnel who might be killed, sick or overworked. 

4. Mr. KUSSBACH (Austria) said that his delegation fully supported 
the views expressed by the representative of the Holy See~ as well 
as the Drafting Committee's proposal (CDDH/II/377), and in particular 
the last paragraph in square brackets. 
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5. A few days earlier his delegation, together with other dele
gations, had submitted an amendment to article 15, paragraph 5. 
That amendment (CDDH/II/373) should be viewed in its relation to 
the above-mentioned proposal and to article 2 of the annex prepared 
by the Technical Sub-Committee (CDDH/II/371). In one of its recent 
meetings, the latter had decided to defer the debat~ on ~mendment 
CDDH/II/373 until the Drafting Committee had dealt with the question 
of the definition of religious personnel in the context of article 8. 
Since the Drafting Committee had now completed its work, the full 
Committee could revert to its original problem concerning the 
assimilation of the status of religious personnel to tbat of medical 
personnel with respect to the duration of their functions, whether 
of a permanent or temporary nature. 

6. What must not be overlooked was the fact that the purpose of 
granting special protection to medical and religious pers9l'!nel was 
not to give such personnel a privileged position but solely to serve 
the interests of the victims of an armed conflict. Since such 
victims were clearly entitled to medical attention, there surely 
could be no doubt that they were in all cases equally entitled to 
receive religious consolation. 

7. It was immaterial whether such personnel were attached on a 
permanent or a t-emporary basis; the only important thing was their 
permanent religious character. He could not agree that the granting 
of protection to both permanent and temporary religious personnel 
would lead to an unjustifiable proliferation of persons who were 
entitled to wear the Red Cross emblem; in that respect he saw no 
reason for discriminating against religious personnel as opposed to 
medical units. Both should be entitled to have either permanent or 
temporary status. 

8. Mrs. DARIIMAA (Mongolia) pointed out certain discrepancies 
between the English, French and Russian texts of the Drafting 
Committee's report (CDDH/IIi377). 

9. The CHAIRMAN assured the representative of Mongolia that such 
problems would be dealt with by a wo~king team, consisting of 
members of the Secretariat and the Drafting Committee, which would 
be set up between the third and fourth sessions. 

10. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee~ said that the Drafting Committee of the 
Conference would certainly review the text in all four languages in 
order to ensure conformity and remove any possible discrepancies. 
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11. Mrs. RODRIGUEZ-LARRETA DE PESARESI (Uruguay) said that her 
delegation was prepared to support the Drafting Committee's amend~ 
mente She also supported the proposal of the Holy See and of 
Austria to remove the square brackets round the final paragraph. 

12. Miss MINOGUE (Australia) said that her delegation fully 

supported the inclusion of religious personnel in the list of 

definitions; it was high time for their status to be formally 

established. The Committee had~ in fact, been concerned with 

civilians from the outset and had always envisaged that religious 

personnel would have a role to play in civilian medical units. 


13. Her Government's concept of civilian personnel had widened to 
permit a great deal of flexibility, in order to encompass the 
permanent or temporary attachment of such religious personnel as 
chaplains. She therefore supported the proposal to remove the 
square brackets round the last paragraph. Some delegations, she 
noteq"were concerned about the possible proliferation of the use 
of the distinctive emblem, but in her opinion such fears were 
outweighed by the very real need for the formal attachment of 
religious personnel to medical units in situations of armed 
conflict. 

14. Mr. SODHI (India) said that his delegation was in general 
agreement with the inclusion of the final paragraph of amendment 
CDDH/II/373. However, since religious personnel throughout the 
world were known by many different descriptions, he suggested that 
the words "priests, etc." should be inserted after the word 
"chaplains" in the first paragraph. 

15. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee~ pointed out that some delegations might prefer 
to avoid the use of the term "etc.". He therefore asked the 
representative of India if he would agree to the use of the 
expression "priests and similar persons". 

16. Mr. SODHI (India) said that expression would be acceptable to 
his delegation. 

17. Mr. HEREDIA (Cuba) supported the Rapporteur's suggestion. 

18. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany)~ Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee, suggested that the first paragraph might be 
amended to read "such as chaplains or priests". 

19. Mr. SODHI (India) said he could agree to that suggestion also. 
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20. Mr. KLEIN (Holy See) said he was somewhat concerned by the 
suggestion~ because of the diversity of religio'us .personnel. The 
Catholic Church used the term "priests", but that might not be 
appropriate in the case of other religions. He would prefer to 
retain the word "chaplainsil~ since that term did not refer to 
Christian religious personnel exclusively and had also been used on 
previous occasions in the Geneva Conventions. 

21. Mr.·KUSSBACH (Austria) said he agreed with the representative 
of the Holy See. In order to keep the paragraphs as homogeneous 
as possible, it was desirable to adhere as closely as possible to 
the Geneva Conventions. 

22. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) said that in his oplnlon the Committee 
should adopt the wording proposed by the Drafting Committee, whieh 
had already been agreed upon at the second session. 

23. Mr.· SOPHI (India) said that the term "priests" was v.ery 
comprehensive~ since it could refer not only to Christian religious 
personnel but also to Hindus 9 Sikhs, Moslems and the like. 

24. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) agreed fully with the views 
expressed by the representatives of the Holy See, Austria and 
Canada. The question of terminology had been extensively debated 
at the previous session and the majority had felt that the wOrd 
"chaplains"most clearly described the category of religious 
personnel which could be attached to medical units. 

25. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee, said that his suggestions had been merely 
drafting ones and that he had not intended to endorse any proposal 
as to the subs·tance. The inclusion of the expression "similar 
persons", might indeed seem to reopen a question which had already 
been set·tIed. 

26. Mr. SODHI (India) said that he would not press his proposal. 

27. The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to vote on the first 
paragraph of the text submitted by the Drafting Committee 
(CDDH/II/377). 

The first paragraph was adopted by consensus. 

28. The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to agree to the deletion of 
the square brackets round the second paragraph. 

It was so agreed. 
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The second paragraph 2 as amended a was adopted by consensus. 

Sub-paragraph (e) (bis) as a whole 2 as amended 2 was adopted by 

consensus. 


Article 15 - Protection of civilian medical and religious 
personnel (concluded) 

Paragraph 5 (CDDH/II/373) 

29. The CHAIRMAN drew attention to the amendment submitted by 
Austria, Belgium, France, the Holy See, Nicaragua, Spain, Switzerland 
and Venezuela (CDDH/II/373) proposing the deletion of the word 
"permanent" between the words "identification of" and "medical 
personnel" in the second sentence of paragraph 5 of article 15 of 
draft Protocol I as adopted by Committee II. 

30. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 

Drafting Committee, said that the word "permanent Yi 

, which appeared 

in article 15, paragraph 5, as adopted by Committee II, implied 

that only "permanent" religious personnel existed. Since the 

Committee had just approved the notion of IItemporary religious 

personnell'~ it might be advisable to delete the word. In any event 

it had been decided that paragraph 5 would have to be reconsidered; 

th~re was therefore no procedural obstacle to the deletion. 


31. Mr. MACKENNEY (Chile) said that the question of amending 
article 15, paragraph 5, had already arisen in connexion with 
temporary civilian medical personnel, as referred to in the annex to 
draft Protocol I, article 2. ' 

Article 15, paragraph 5, as amended (CDDH/II/373)? was adopted 
by consensus. 

Report of the Technical Sub-Committee (CDDH/II/371) (continued) 

Article 2 

32. P1r. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee, pointed out that the words nand religious" 
appeared in square brackets in article 2 of the technical annex to 
draft Protocol I in three places - in the title of the article, in 
paragraph 1 and in pa:ragraph 2. The reason for those words being 
retained in brackets was that the decision just taken by the 
Committee was outstanding at the time the annex had been considered. 
It had been thought that the use of the words "temporary religious 
personnel" was not possible since that notion had not been admitted 
in the articles which were the basis of the annex. As the notion 
of "temporary religious personnel" had now been approved, a conse
quential amendment should be made in article 2 of the annex and 
the square brackets removed. 
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33. ,Mr: •. KUSS:SACH (Austria) said that the square brackets around 
the wOrds "afiO'i'eTigiiJus" 'in £heanneiChad' been the reason for the 
submission by the Au·strian del~gation and others of an amendme,nt. 
SincetfieC61Jlfuittee had taken adecisioh concerning femporary 
religious personnel in connexion both with article 15~ paragraph 5, 
and with the definitions in article 8 of draft Protocol I, the 
decision to remOve the brackets in article 2 of the anriex t6draft 
Protocol I was merely a consequential amendment. 

The square brackets appearing in the title and paragraphs I and 
2 of article- 2 of the annex to draft Protocol I were deleted by 
consenS,U8 ., 

34. Mr., BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany) ~ Rapporteur of t,he 
Drafting Committee, replying to a question by Mr. KUSSBACH (Austria), 
said that a model of the final form of the identity card,to be 
carried by temporary civilian medical and religious personnel and 
on the relevant foot-notes in the report of the Technical Sub
Committee (CDDH/III37l) would be submitted to Committee II 'shortlY. 
It would take into account the decision which had just been taken. 

Draft Protocol I 

Article 13 '- Discontinuance of rotection of civilian medical 
unlt;:; concluded 

Paragraph 2 (d) (CDDH/II/378) 

35. 'The CHAIRMAN pointed out that the Chairman of the Drafting 
Committee of the Conference thought that the problem raised in that 
Committee concerning article l3~ paragraph 2 (d) of draft Protocol I, 
was a matter of substance with which the DraftIng Committee was not 
compet;enfto deal. He asked whether Committee II would agree' to . 
reopen consideration of article 13, paragraph 2 (d). Under rule 32 
of the rules of procedure, such reopening would require a two-third.s 
majorit-y vote. 

reopen consideration of article i3 

36. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee, said that the matter before Committee II with 
regard to article 13, paragraph 2 (d) was a consequence of the 
discussions in that Commi.tteewith respect to the protection of 
m.edieal' units under draft Protocol II. When dealing with the 
articles of draft Protccol II corresponding to those of draft 
Protocol I, the Draf.ting Committee had found a formula which it 
considered to be better than that adopted for draft Proto601 I. It 
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had been the general feeling that the text arrived at later should 

accordingly be introduced into the corresponding provisions of draft 

Protocol I. 


37. The wording now before the Committee in the amendment submitted 
by the delegations of Canada~ the Federal Republic of Germany, the 
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the United 
States of America (CDDH/II/378) was such a provision. The words 
"that members of the armed forces or other combatants are receiving 
medical treatment in the unit" in article 13 of draft Protocol I 
were-not appropriate, since there might be occasions when military 
forces or other combatants were in a unit for medical reasons but 
did not receive medical treatment. Such military personnel might be 
merely awaiting medical treatment. The Drafting Committee had felt 
that it was inappropriate that the presence of those persons should 
be considered to be "an act harmful to the enemy". The Drafting 
Committee had therefore adopted another formula for article 17, 
paragraph 3 (d) of draft Protocol II, the words "receiving medical 
treatment" beIng replaced by "for medical reasons". The Drafting 
Committee suggested that the same phrase should be adopted for 
article 13, paragraph 2 (d) of draft Protocol I. However, as there 
was a feeling that the matter might be one of substance, several 
delegations had asked that the question be reconsidered and that 
Committee II adopt the same formula for draft Protocol I as it had 
already adopted for draft Protocol II. 

38. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that 
it was not only a question of deciding whether an article of draft 
Protocol I was in conformity with draft Protocol II, since it was 
not always possible for the texts of articles to correspond perfectly. 
What was important was that Committee II had adopted the wrong 
formula for draft Protocol I. He agreed with the formula "medical 
reasons". 

The amendment to article 13, paragraph 2 (d) (CDDH/II/378), 
was adopted by consensus. 

Article 13, paragraph 2 (d), as amended, was adopted by 
consensus. II 

II For the text of article 13 as adopted, see the report of 
Committee II (CDDH/235/Rev.l, annex 1) 
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OTHER QUESTIONS 

Letter addressed to the President of the Conference by Mr. J. 
Pictet 2 Vice-President of the International Committee of the 
Red Cross, and Mr. H. Haug, President of the Swiss Red Cross , 
concernin articles 9 and 23 of draft 'Protocol I 

CDDH II Inf.2 continued * 

39. The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to consider the third para
graph of the letter (CDDH/II/Inf.266). The references in question 
were to be found under the relevant articles in the synoptic table 
(CDDH/226 and Corr.2). 

40. Mr. PICTET (International Committee of the Red Cross) said that 
the ref;erences to the ICRC and the League of Red Cross Societies in 
articles 9 and 23 of draft Protocol I were inappropriate since 
neither organization provided the services in question, the national 
Red Cross s6cieties being responsible for doing so in accordance 
with ihe relev~nt articles of the Geneva Conventions. Although the 
ICRC had raised no objection to similar references discussed~t the 
first and second sessions of the Conference, it had n6ted th~t they 
might become superfluous if a satisfactory article was adopted on 
the role of th~ Red Cross organizations. That requi~ement had be~n 
met with the subsequ~nt adoption of article 70 bis. ICRC had taken 
up the point in the Drafting Committee since it had considered it 
to be merely a matter of drafting; the Drafting Committee had, 
however, considered that it should be referred to the Committee. 

41. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) said that the reasons given for the 
proposed deletion of thefieterences to the ICRC and the League of 
~ed Cross Societies did not appear to be valid. Article 70 bis 
referred in all its paragraphs to the provision of facilitieSby 
the various parties. Article 27 of the first Geneva Convention of 
1949, referred to in article 9 of draft Protocol I, stipulated the 
conditions under which the assistance in question could be made 
available. by a recognized society, while article 32 of the same 
Convention conferred privileges on those involved. There thus 
appeared to be no connexion between article 70 bis of draft Protocol 
I and those provisions. 

42. The original text proposed by the ICRC had been based on a 
proposal made at the 1972 session of the Conference of Government 
Experts on the Reaffirmation and Development of International 
Humanitarian Law applicable in Armed Conflicts, by the represent
ative of Monaco, who had suggested that international organizations 
might be able to assist and had instanced Arab airlines as an inter
national airline that might be able to lend aircraft. .There had 
been no reference in the original' article 9, paragraph 3, either to 
a humanitarian or to an impartial organization. The words had 
drifted in later and, having been approved for article 9, had then 

* Resumed from the seventy-third meeting. 
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been used again for article 23. In reply to a question he had asked 
at the time~ ICRC had stated that neither it nor the League of Red 
Cross Societies had any medical units to lend. If the reference to 
the two organizations was to be deleted this could raise doubts as 
to the desirability of retaining the words "impartial" and 
"humanitarian". 

43. The Committee should take no hasty decision on the matter. 
Delegations should consider it carefully during the interval before 
the fourth session of the Conference~ to which it should be deferred. 

44. Mr. PICTET (International Committee of the Red Cross) said that 
he could agree to the United Kingdom representative's suggestion 
that further consideration of the matter should be deferred until 
the fourth session of the Conference. 

45. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) said that the United Kingdom 
representative had correctly described the origin of the paragraph 
in question. A lively debate had taken place at the Conference of· 
Government Experts in 1972 as to where developing countries engaged 
in armed conflict might be able to obtain medical aircraft. His 
delegation and other sponsors of the text had intended to make the 
broadest possible provision in that respect. The important points 
were that the aircraft should be medical aircraft as so defined and 
that they should be under the control of the party to the conflict 
on whose side they operated; the source from which they came was 
irrelevant. In article 9 3 paragraph 3~ the ICRC had extended the 
provisions of Article 27 of the first Geneva Convention of 1949 to 
include all other kinds of medical transport and medical units. The 
tendency to limit the source of such transport and units to impartial 
international humanitarian organizations had appeared at the first 
session of the Conference. 

46. He could not agree that the matter should be deferred until the 
fourth session of the Conference. The Committee should make every 
effort to dispose of all relatively simple matters at the current 
session so that it could concentrate on complicated issues such as 
civil defence and relief at the fourth session. He did not share 
the view of the United Kingdom representative that the reference to 
the International Committee of the Red Cross or the League of Red 
Cross Societies could not be deleted without deleting the preceding 
words. The majority of the Committee had wished to provide some 
degree of flexibility, which would be done by keeping the words 
"by an impartial international humanitarian organization". Others 
had proposed that a long list of possible organizations should be 
given, but most had agreed that the most important criterion was 
that the units and transport in question should be under the control 
of the party to the conflict concerned, a point that was covered in 
the relevant articles of the Geneva Conventions. 
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47. He formally proposed. that the word.s "such as the International 
Committee of the Red Cross or the League of Red Cross Societ.ies" 
in article 9, paragraph 2 (c)~ and article 23, paragraph 2' (f),
should be deleted. _. 

48. Mr. GEORGlJEVSKl (Yugoslavia) said that his delegatibn was 
opposed to the deletion of the referencffi to lCRC and th~League of 
Red Cross Societies in articles 9 and 23. 

49. Mr. KLEIN (Holy See) said that no restriction should be placed 
on the activities of any humanitarian or charitable organization by 
listing others by name. The reference to an impartial international 
humanitarian organization should suffice. . 

50. Mi. KHAlRAT (Egyptj said that his. delegatibn was satisfied ~it~ 
the text of articles 9 and 23 of draft Protocol I as already approved 
and :had found the argument of ICRC and the League of Red Cross 
Societies unconvincing. He supported the tJni ted' Kingdom 'represent
ative's ,proposal to defer further consideration of the matter until 
the fourth session of the·Conference. 

51. Mr. MARTIN (Switzerland) said that he shared the United Sta.tes 
representative's desire that the Committee should make every 
possibl~ progress. In view of the fact that the matter needed care
fulc'onsideration, however, he agreed that a decision ort it should 
be deferred until the fourth session of the Conference. 

52. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the United Kingdolll proposal that 
further.consideration of the matter should be deferred until the 
fourth ses.sion of the .Conference. 

The United Kingdom proposal was adopted by 31 votes to nonj., 
with 8 abstentions. ) 

The meeting rose at 12.25 p.m.
i 
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE SEVENTY-SIXTH MEETING 

held on Tuesday, 1 June 1976, at 10.10 a.m. 

Chairman: Mr. NAHLIK (Poland) 

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOLS I AND II (CDDH/l) (continued) 

Draft Protocol I 

Report of the Working Group (CDDHI III 376) 

Section Ibis - Information on the victims of a conflict 
and remains of deceased 

1. The CHAIRMAN said that Mr. ~I!artins, Chairman of the Working 

Group on Section I bis of Part II of draft Protocol Ii was due to 

leave shortly, having been recalled to Nigeria. He thanked 

Mr. Martins for his excellent work and expressed the hope that he 

would attend the fourth session of the Conference. 


2. Mr. MARTINS (Nigeria), ,Chairman of the Working Group on 
Section I bis i said that in'the deliberations of the Working Group, 
which represented a cross-section of world interests, humanitarian 
considerations had been in the forefront. Despite the fact that 
the titular Rapporteur had also been recalled to his country, it 
had been possible, with the assistance of a sub-group appointed to 
expedite the work, to produce the text now before the Committee 
(CDDH/II/376). He thanked all those who had co-operated in that 
effort, and was glad to see that the titular Rapporteur had been 
able to return for the discussion. 

3. The CHAIRMAN invited the Acting Rapporteur of the Working 
Group on Section I bis to introduce the Working Group's report 
(CDDH/II/376). 

4. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Acting Rapporteur of 
the Working Group on Section I bis, said that the new text was 
based on an amendment which had~en submitted at the first session 
of the Conference but not formally introduced and discussed until 
the second session. It took account of a number of points dealt 
with in United Nations General Assembly resolution 3220 (XXIX), 
adopted in 1974 and submitted to the second session of the 
Conference by the Director of the United Nations Division of H~man 
Rights. 
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5. At the second session, arter considering a report by the 
Working Group on the original amendment, the Committee had 
concluded that, while it could accept the proposed new Section in 
principle, certain points or detail required rurther study. There 
had also been some criticism of the length of the Section. It had 
thererore been decided to defer any decision until the third session 
of the Conrerence. At the beginning of the third session, two new 
texts had been submitted, by the German Democratic Republic and the 
United States of America, and those two countries had been 
represented on the Sub-Group appointed by the reconvened Working 
Group, together with the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and 
the Federal Republic of Germany. The Sub-Group had drafted a 
text which had been adopted by the WorkirigGroup with somemi11or 
changes. That text was now before the Committee (CDDH/II/376). 

6. Commenting on the proposed new Section paragraph by 
paragraph, he said that paragraph 1 of article 20 bis, which was 
based on an amendment submitted by the Holy See and a number of 
other delegations, contained a broad stateme.ht'of the main purpose 
of the Section, namely, the right of families to know what had 
happened to their relatives. 

7. Paragraph 2 set forth the basic provision.on missing persons 
and cOnstituted 'an important development in the legal 'structure of 
the Geneva Convent-ions. 

8. Paragraph 3, relating to the obligation to record information, 
was designed to cover persons not catered for under 'the Geneva 
Conventions. That was the sense of.the words Ifpe~sonB who would 
not receive more favourable consideration under the Conventions 
and this Protocol", which also appeared in article .20 tel', and 
were similar to those used in article 65 of draft Protocol I 
dealing with an analogous problem. The new prdvision would, for 
example, cover nationals of neutral or co-belligerent States who 
were not protected under the fourth Geneva 'Conventfonof1949, so 
long as the State in whose hands they found themselves entertained 
normal diplomatic relations with their home State. It would also 
cover the case of a peaceful civilian who was··taken prisoner during 
fighting but who, pending the normal decision to release him, was 
shot while attempting to escape •. Such a person would be covered 
neither by Articles 4 and 5 or the third Geneva Convention of 
1949 nor by Articles 129 and 136 of the fourth Geneva Convention. 

9. Paragraph 4 provided for the procedure relating to trans·mittal 
of inrormation and underlined the role of the Central Tracing 
Agency, while paragraph 5 provided for search and rescue teams to 
collect and identify the deceased. 
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10. Turning next tc article 20 ter, he said that paragraph 1, 
relating to the remains of the deceased, was particularly important 
since the provisions of the fourth Geneva Convention of 1949 on 
graves applied only to the graves ~f internees in occupied 
territories. 

11. Paragraph 2 placed an obligation on High Contracting Parties, 
in whose territories the remains of persons killed during hostil 
ities, occupation or detention were situated, to conclude agreements 
for the purposes referred to in sub-paragraphs (a), (b) and (c). 
Paragraph 3 provided for the procedure tc be followed-in the event 
that agreement on the matters referred to in paragraphs 2 (b) and 
(£) was not reaChed. 

12. In paragraph 4, there were two small errors: the brackets 

around the words "and other locations" should be removed and the 

first reference in paragraph 4 (a) should be to paragraph 2 (c), 

instead of 2 (~). - 

13. Paragraph 4 (b) related to exhumation for reasons of public 
necessity, "necessIty" in that context being intended to cover also 
the need to protect graves. Thus, where adequate protection and 
maintenance was not otherwise possible - for instance, in the case 
of .scattered and temporary graves made during a battle - exhumation 
for the purpose of regrouping graves in one location would be a 
matter of public necessity. . There was, however, no clause on 
general re-grouping of graves, since that might result in the 
arbitrary or capricious removal of remains. 

14. Paragraph 5 remained within square brackets not'because of 

any controversy as to its content but because it applied to other 

provisions in draft Protocol I and might equally well be included 

at Borne other point. That, however, as indicated in the foot-note 

to the paragraph, was for the Drafting Committee of the Conference 

to decide. 


15. He thanked the Chairman, Rapporteur and members of the Working 

Group, and also the representatives of the ICRC, the Central 

Tracing Agency and the Secretariat, for their co-operation. 


16. Mr. FELBER (German Democratic Republic) said that the text 
before the Cornrnitteeshould meet with general approval. In view of 
the difference in approach between amendments CDDH/II/354 and 
Add.l, CDDH/II/355 and CDDH/II/356, it was gratifying to note that 
agreement had been reached on a text that reflected the interests 
of the delegations sponsoring those proposals as well as those of 
many other delegations, while also taking account of the 
recommendation in paragraph 127 of the report of Committee II on 
its second session (CDDH/22l/Rev.l). It was equally gratifying to 
note that as a result of negotiations, the brackets which had been 
a feature of the earlier text had been dropped. 
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17. On behalf. of his de~egation, he th~nked the' Chairm~n, 

Rapporteur .and·meInber~ of the. Working. Group for their efforts , aa 

well as thp. ICRC representa.tives .and all· those who Nul co-operated 

in the preparat:i'On- .b:f.t-be··te-xt ... Heur-ged the' COmmittee to adopt 

the text forthwith by consensus. 


18. Mrs. DARIIMAA (Mong'olia), r'eferring to paragraph 5 of 

article 20 biis, said ,'she noted that the word "arrangements" in the 

English text was rendered bylli:l.Ccords". in the French tex.t and by 


"sog.l.ashenie"in 	the Russian text. Further, in paragraphs 2 and 3 of 
article 20 t'er ,the word lI-agreements \I appeared in the English text, 
and that word was also represented in the French and Russian texts 
by "accords" and "soglashenie". In her opinion, two distinct 
legal concepts of the meaning of the English words liagreementsH 
and l1arrangementsl1, as used in treaties, were involved, and there 
thus' appeared to bea sub'stantiaT disc'repancy, not only as 
between the different' langu·ageversions·but also within the 
English text~ which needed bringing into line with the Russian and 
French versions. 

19. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republ,ic of Germany'), Acting Rapporteur of 
the Working Group, observed that there was a certain difference 
in style between paragraph 5 of article 20 bis and the other 
paragraphs to ,which the representative of Mongolia had referred. 
As far as paragraph 5 of article 20 bis was concerned, 'however, any 
dif;'~<r'enc 2 between the several langua~e ~~Tprc 'l\\ns was perhaps more 
apparent than real since the element of 8YI·,·,;,<,r:t which the 
representative felt was ~acking was in fact covered by the 
inclusion, in the English text, of the words "to agree l

'. Any 
discrepancies would, however, be corrected by' the Drafting Committee 
of. the Conference. 

20.' Mr. SIEVERTS (United States of America), the original Rapporteur 
of the Working Group, said that as he read ,the text,it was clear 
that the words "to agree" applied to the word "arrangements" in 
paragraph 5 of article 20 bis. Those words implied that agreement 
would be required before the arrangements in question could be 
concluded. . The exact phraseology used ,to impart that idea natura:"ly 
varied from language to .. language, and in' English the aim had been to 
achieve concise drafting and to avoid repetition of thE' word "agree". 

21. Mr. CLARK (Australia), agreed with the United States represent

ati ve that'the wo~d"agree" covered the point made by the 

representative of Mongolia. The English sentence should be read as 

a whole. 
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22. Mr. IJAS (Indonesia) said that his delegation agreed with the 
humanitarian aims of article 20 bis, but considered that too heavy 
a burden should not be imposed on the parties. Account must be 
taken of the fact that the conditions for search might be difficult 
and the costs high. He therefore proposed adding~ the words "as 
far as practicablellbetween the word IIshall" and the word "search" 
in paragraph 2 of article 20 bis. 

23. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) was of the oplnlon that the English and 
French texts of article 20 bis, paragraph 5, were identical. He 
suggested, however, that in the English text of paragraph 3 {£} of 
article 20 bis, the word "otherwise" should be replaced by the 
words "in other circumstances", which would be a better equivalent 
of the French "dans d'autres conditions". 

24. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Acting Rapporteur of 
the Working Group, said that the Canadian suggestion was a good one. 

25. ]\~r. HEREDIA (Cuba) said that in the Spanish text of article 
20 bis, paragraph 1, the words I'ante todo" appeared to accord 
excessive priority to the right of families to know what had 
happened to their relatives. Similarly, while he could accept the 
phrase "As soon as circumstances permit" at the beginning of 
paragraph 2, he thought that the phrase uand at the latest from the 
end of active hostilities" indicated too precise a time limit. 

26. Mr. GEORGIJEVSKI (Yugoslavia) proposed that the same wording 
should be used in article 20 ter, paragraph 2, as in article 20 bis, 
paragraph 5, namely, that the parties should lIendeavQur to agree~ 
as the phrase Irshall conclude agreements" appeared too mandatory. 
He also proposed that the square brackets round paragraph 5 of 
article 20 ter should be del'eted, but was prepared to leave it to 
the Drafting Committee of the Conference to determine where that 
paragraph should be placed. He questioned the need for paragraph 1 
of article 20 bis, since it merely stated the motive b~hind the 
article, whichCo'uld surely be taken for granted. 

27. Mr. SIEVERTS (United States of America) said that the Working 
Group had given conside'ration to most of the points which had been 
raised and had decided that they were best dealt with as in the 
text before the Committee. As regards the Indonesian proposal to 
include the phrase "as far as practicable" in paragraph 2 of 
article 20 bis, such a proviso was implicit in the entire Section. 
Moreover, the phrase "to the fullest extent possible" had been used 
in paragraph 3 (b). It had been the feeling in the Working Group 
that paragraph 2-should express in the simplest possible way a 
general undertaking to search for the missing. 
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28. As regards the first comment by the Cuban representative, the 
statement of the right of families to know the fate o.f their 
relatives was of primary impo~tance for the understanding of the 
Section under discussion. Paragraph 1 of article 20 bis did not 
refer to other sections of the draft Protocol or the Geneva 
Conventions. If the right of families was not specifically 
mentioned, the section might be interpreted as referring to the right 
of Governments, for instance, to know what had happened to certain 
missing persons. As for the Cuban representative's second point, 
the Working Group had considered it was important to guard against 
the possibility of a considerable length of time elapsing before 
a search was started, since information of the kind to be sought 
was easily lost. The phrase "and at the latest from the end of 
active hostilities" was not a precise statement of time and would 
allow reasonable latitude in the li~t of practical considerations, 
while just the phrase "As soon as c~rcumstances permit" by itself 
might imply a stricter interpretation. The representative of the 
Central Tracing Agency of the ICRC had in fact suggested adding a 
provisioQ to the effect that the search should continue without 
any limit of duration, but the members of the Working Group had 
considered that such a provision was implicit in the paragraph. 

29. As regards the query of the Yugoslav representative whether 
paragraph 1 of article 20 bis was necessary, he agreed that it was 
unusual to state the premises on which an article was based. The 
paragraph had been included in response to a strong feeling of many 
delegations and institutions that it was important to express in the 
Protocol the idea that families had a right to know what had 
happened to their relatives. United Nations General Assembly 
resolution 3220 (XXIX), which the Working Group had studied when 
drawing up the present text, stated in the last preambular 
paragraph that "the desire to know •.• is a basic human need", but 
the text under consideration went even further by referring to the 
"right". The proposal made by the Yugoslav representative that the 
wording of article 20 ter, paragraph 2, should be the same as in 
article 20 bis, paragraph 5 had also been considered by the Working 
Group. The text of the former represented a careful balance. 
Taken as a whole, the article indicated that no action would be 
possible without agreement. The phrase liAs soon as circumstances 
permit II" at the beginning of paragraph 2, implied a prior condi t;.on 
for such agreement. 

30. Mr. HESS (Israel) said that his delegation fully supported the 
text proposed by the Working Group, which was very well balanced 
and marked an advance on the earlier version, especially in respect 
of paragraphs 3 and 5 of article 20 bis. With regard to the 
national societies referred to in article 20 bis, paragraph 4, he 
said that the national society of Israel was the "Red Shield of 
David Societyll. 
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31. Mr. SALEEM (Pakistan) proposed the following minor amendments 
to tighten up the text of the section and prevent any possible 
misinterpretation: article 20 bis, paragraph 2 - insert the 
words "begin a" between the words "shall" and IIsearchll; replace 
the words "have been" by the word "are f?; and replace the words 
"the name, special characteristics and other" by the words "all 
relevant u • Article 20 bis, paragraph 3 (a) - replace the word "for" 
by the words "in respectef"; replace the last clause of the sub
paragraph by the words: "... or those who died while in detention ll 

• 

Article 20 bis, paragraph 5: replace the word Hagree ll by the words 
"reach an agreement"; replace the last sentence of the paragraph 
by the words: "Personnel of such teams, while engaged on carrying 
out these duties, shall be respected and protected." 

32. Mr. MALLIK (Poland) said that he wished to support what the 
representative of Yugoslavia had said about article 20 bis, 
paragraph 5, and article 20 ter, paragraph 2. It was impossible to 
compel States to conclude agreements, especially States which had 
just been engaged in armed conflict with one another and whose 
mutual relations were likely to be somewhat unfriendly. He 
accordingly thought that the order of article 20 ter, paragraph 2, 
might perhaps be changed: sub-paragraphs (a), (b)B:nd (c) should 
immediately follow the word 11 shall", by deleting-the words: 
II conclude agreements in order to ... Nevertheless a sentenceII. 

should be included at the end of the paragraph to the effect that 
the High Contracting Parties should endeavour to conclude agreements 
towards those ends. 

33. Mr. KHAIRAT (Egypt) agreed that it could not be,made obligatory 
on States to reach agreement. He therefore agreed with the Yugoslav 
delegation that the last phrase of paragraph 2 of article 20 ter 
should read: II ••• shall endeavour to conclude agreements in-order 
to:!!. 

34. Mr. CARNAUBA (Brazil) said that the wording of article 20 ter 
should be maintained as it stood. It was thanks to agreements that 
the activities referred to in paragraphs 2 (a), (b) and (~) were 
duly performed, as was illustrated by the Agreement concluded 
between Brazil and Italy after the Second World War. There must be 
an obligation to conclude such agreements. It should be noted, 
however, that the obligation contained in paragraph 2 was not . 
absolute, since it was qualified by the words: "As soon as 
circumstances permit " 

35. Article 20 bis, paragraph 1, which stated a very important 
humanitarian principle, should also be maintained; but his 
delegation would prefer that it should constitute a separate 
article, as the Chairman had suggested. 
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36. Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain) said that his delegation agreed 
that the Working Group's proposal (CDDHJII/376) was far clearer and 
more systematic than the earlier versions. 

37. Paragraph 1 of article 20 bis should be maintained; but to 
take account of the point raised by the Cuban representative, the 
words "ante todo" in the Spanispversion, which were too 
categorical~ should be replaced' b~ some such word as It principalmente" 
or lIesencialmente", to bring the Spanish into line with the English 
version. He wondered whether the French version l1au premier chefi' 
should not also be changed. 

38. With regard to the expression in article 20 bis, paragraph 2 
"and at the latest from the end of active hostilities ll 

- that 
expression, or others very much akin to it, occurred in the Geneva 
Conventions of 1949, for example in Article 17 of the first 
Convention. It was an accepted formula and he did not think it 
should be changed. 

39. He understood the doubts of certain delegations about 
creating an absolute obligation on Governments to conclude 
agreements; however, as the representative of Brazil had pointed 
out, the obligation in article 20 ter, paragraph 2, was not absolute. 

40. In the Spanish version, paragraph 2 (c) of article 20 ter, 
meant exactly the opposite of what was stated in the English and 
French versions: the word IIsi II should be repla,ced by such words 
as 11 sal vo que" or "a menos quell. 

41. Mr. FELBER (German Democratic Republic) said that he had no 
problems with the purely drafting amendments proposed by Pakistan Ji 
but the other proposed amendments merely repeated points which had 
been discussed in tte Working Group. To reopen those discussions 
would take the Committee back to 1975. Amendments covering those 
points had, been withdrawn by their sponsors and the existing text 
represented a balanc~d compromise which had been achieved as the 
result of lortg and difficult negotiations. That applied particularly 
to paragraphs 1 and 3 of article 20 bis and to article 20 ter as a 
whole. 

42. He appealed to all delegations which had proposed oral amend
ments not to insist on them. He particularly hoped that no attempt 
would be made to change article 20 ter, paragraph 2Ji which had 
given rise to very difficult problems-in the Working Group. Those 
problems had been solved by the new proposal, which created an 
obligation for the conclusion of agreements on access to graves, 
etc., because without such agreements nothing would be possible. 
At the same time, as the Brazilian representative had pointed out, 
the Obligation was not absolute. 
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43. While he agreed that article 20 bis~ paragraph l~ might 
become a separate article~ he could not agree to its deletion. That 
provision had not been in the original text~ but had been inserted 
as a result of amendments submitted by Austria~ Cyprus, France, 
Greece, the Holy See, Nicaragua and Spain. It was also fully in 
line with United Nations General Assembly resolution 3220 (XXIX). 
His delegation could see no objection to the paragraph. 

44. He appealed once again to delegations to think very carefully 
before pressing further with amendments to the report of the Working 
Group (CDDH/II/376). 

45. The CHAIRMAN suggested that, to give delegations a chance to 
think over their positions in the light of what had been said 
during the meeting, particularly by the representative of the 
German Democratic Republic,the seventy-seventh meeting should turn 
to the next question on the ~genda and the Committee should not 
revert to Section I bis until the seventy-eighth meeting. 

It was so agreed. 

The meeting rose at 12.55 p.m. 
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE SEVENTY-SEVENTH MEETING 

held on Tuesday~ 1 Jkne 1976, at 3.1J p.m. 

Chairman: Mr. NAHLIK (Poland) 

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOLS I AND II (CDDH/l) (continued) 

Draft Protocol I 

Report of the Drafting Committee (CDDH/II/379) 

Article 8 - Definitions (concluded) 

Sub-paragraph (a) 

1. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee, recalled that most of the definitions had been 
discussed extensively during the first session of the Conference. 
The most important change in article 8 (a) was in the position of 
the inverted commas round the words "wounded" and "sick". The 
expression had previously been "wounded and sick". The change had 
been made to enable the expression to be used with different 
conjunctions. 

2. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) asked for 
the Russian text to be aligned with the English with respect to the 
words "in need of immediate medical assistance ll and to the word 
"infirm". 

3. The CHAIRMAN said that any discrepancies in translation would 
be taken up by the Drafting Committee, to which they could be 
directly referred. 

Sub-paragraph (a) was adopted by consensus. 

Sub-paragr~ph (b) 

4. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee, said that there were two new elements in the 
definition of "shipwrecked" now proposed. The first was the 
inclusion of the words "misfortune affecting either them or the 
vessel or aircraft carrying them". The previous definition 
(lias a result of the destruction, loss or disablement of the vessel 
or aircraft in which they were travelling") would have excluded 
anyone who had fallen overboard, since there would be no 108S or 
disablement of his vessel. 
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5. The other change was in the second sentence of the definition 
and extended the notion of "shipwrecked" to persons who had been 
picked up by a vessel or aircraft and were being rescued. The 
Committee had defined medical transports as transports carrying 
exclusively the wounded and sick and shipwrecked and medical 
personnel. Therefore it had to be made clear that a transport 
carrying persons who were being rescued was still carrying 
"shipwrecked" persons in the sense of the definition. Otherwise 
the transport might not be protected as a medical transport. The 
point had raised no controversy. 

6. Mr. SANDOZ (International Committee of the Red Cross) sl.l,ggested 
that in the French text the word "l'expression" should be replaced 
by "Ie terme" ~ and the words "par suite du sort malchanceux" 'by 
"par suite de la malchance". Moreover, fiB. s'abstenir" in the last 
sentence should read fide s'abstenir". 

7. Mr. PENNANEAC'H (France) agreed to those amendments. 

Sub-paragraph (b) was adopted by consensus. 

Sub-paragraph (c) 

8. Mr. BOTHE ('Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee, said that a note on sub-paragraph (c) had been 
inadvertently omitted from the report. The note read: -"It was the 
unanimous understanding of the Drafting Committee that the "medical" 
purposes referred to in that sub-paragraph included dental treat
ment, and the term 'hospitals and other similar units' included 
recovery centres providing medical treatment." 

9. Some minor d~afting changes had also been made. 

Sub-paragraph (c) was adopted by consensus. 

Sub-paragraph (d) 

10. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee~ drew attention to the second and third 
paragraphs of the Drafting Committee's report (CDDH/II/379) 
concerning interpretation of the words '!those persons assigned 
exclusively to the administration of medical units". 

11. With respect to the square brackets round the words "units" 
and "bodies" in sub-paragraph (d) (i),: he said that the Drafting 
Committee/Working Group on Civil Defence had discussed whether the 
wording should be "units" or "bodies" 'but had come to no conclusion-. 
The report of that body (CDDH/II/384/Rev.l) would explain in greater 
detail why the brackets had been included. 
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12. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that 
the Russian text should be aligned with the English with respect to 
the word l7 administration1!, which occurred twice. 

13. Mr. S;.NDOZ (International Committee of tL", Red Cross) suggested 
that the word "mentionn~s\' should be added in sub-paragraph (d) 
(iii) of the French text, after the words "Ie personnel sanitaire 
des unites ou moyens de transport sanitaire". 

14. Mr. BOTHE (Feder21 Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee, said that the omission in the French text was 
due to a typing error. 

Sub-paragraph (d) was adopted by consensus. 

15. Mr. HESS (Israel), speaking on a point of order, said that he 
had had an explanation of vote to make concerning sub-paragraph (~) 
(ii), but since he had a similar explanation to make concerning 
sub-paragraph (f), he took it that he could make his statement later. 

16. The CHAIRMAN concurred. 

Sub-paragraph (e) 

17. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee, drew attention to two notes concerning paragraph 
(e) on page 3 of the report (CDDH/II/379). The notes had been 
dIscussed by the Committee at the second session of the Conference. 

Sub-paragraph (e) was adopted by consensus. 

Sub-paragraph (f) 

18. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee, said that the definition of religious personnel 
adopted by the Committee at the seventy-fifth meetine; (CDDH/II/SR.75) 
should be introduced as a new sub-parapraph (f), and the two 
following sub-paragraphs renumbered (~) and (E) respectively. 

19. With respect to sub-paragraph (f), he drew attention to the 
note in the sixth paragraph of the report of the Drafting Committee 
(CDDH/II/379) on the question of civil defence. The provisions 
concerning that matter had not yet been decided. There were also 
a few minor drafting changes. Sub-paragraph (f) was essentially 
based on the provisions considered by the commIttee at the first 
session of the Conference. 

20. Mr. HESS (Israel) recalled his delegation's statements in the 
Committee during the first session of the Conference, as recorded 
in summary records CDDH/II/SR.7, paragraph 39, and CDDH/II/SR.12, 
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paragraph 41, in which his delegation had maintained its reservation 
with regard to ~rticle 8 (e)~ since Israel used the Red Shield ~f 
David as the distinctive emblem of the medical services of its 
armed forces and national society~ while respecting the inviolability 
of the distinctive 'emblem of the Geneva Conventions of 1949. That 
positicin had not changed and it now applied to article 8, sub
paragrciPh' (~)." ,Furth~rmore ~ his delegation understood article 8, 
sub-paragraph (d) (ii) as referring also to the medical personnel 
of its National-Relief Society, the RedShleld of David" Society. 

SUb-paragraph (n was adopted by consensus. 

Sub-paragraph (g) 

21. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting 'Committee, ,said that a few minor drafting changes had been 
made in sub-paragraph (~). 

22. Mr. SANDOZ (International Committee of t.te Red Cross) suggested 
that the French text of the second line should be amended to read 
!I signalisation destinee exclusivement a permettre l'identification 
des unites ..• 11. 

23. Mr. PENNANE'AC'H (France) concurred. 

Sub-paragraph (g), as amended, was adopted by consensus. 

24. Mr; MAKIN (United Kingdom) pointed out that the introductory 
phrase of the article had not been approved by the Committee. 
Moreover ~ the word 'lthe" should be inserted between "For" and 
"purposes". 

25. He suggested that the points raised by the Drafting Committee 
in the introduction to the report concerning the meaning of 
"administration") "devotedfl and "assigned" and the point made 
orally by the Rapp6rteur concerning dental personnel and equipment 
should be included in the report of Committee II to the "plenary 
Conference, since they were important interpretative statements, 
particularly for those not present at the meetings of the Committee 
or indeed at the Conference. 

26. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee, said that, although the Committee had hitherto 
relied on its summary records and documentation to provide inter
pretation~ the points could be made in the report if the Committee 
so wished. ' 

'It was so agreed. 
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The introductory phrase of article 81 as amended, was adop~ed. 

Article 8 as a whole, as amended, was adopted. 11 

27. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee, said that all the amendments adopted in connexion 
with article 8 of draft Protocol I would be incorporated in the 
document being prepared for article 11 of draft Protocol II. 

Report of the Drafting Committee (CDDH/II/380) 

IXrticle 18 bis - Revision of the annex? 

Paragraph 1 

28. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee~ recalled that at an earlier meeting Committee II 
had decided that paragraph 1 of article 18 bis - formerly article 16 
of the annex - should be redrafted along the-lines suggested by the 
Hungarian delegation. The result was the text without brackets in 
the report of the Drafting Committee (CDDH/II/380), which was close 
to the original text of the article. The only new element was that 
the ICRC would convene a meeting of technical experts only with the 
consent of one third of the High Contracting Parties. The second 
sentence imposed on the ICRC an absolute obligation to convene such 
a meeting at any time at the request of one third of the High 
Contracting Parties. 

29. During the discussion in the Drafting Committee, however~ 
several new ideas had been put forward and it had been felt that it 
would be advisable to have a text even more flexible than the 
Hungarian proposal. As a result of that discussion the text in 
square brackets had been prepared. It was for the Committee to 
decide which of the two versions it preferred. 

30. Mr. SANDOZ (International Committee of the Red Cross) said that 
the ICRC was fully satisfied with the text in square brackets, which 
provided the necessary flexibility regarding the ICRC's responsibility 
for convening meetings. . 

31. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) agreed that the text in square brac~ets 
provided the kind of review mechanism that was required. He felt, 
however, that the words "011. the status of the annex" in the first 
sentence were ambiguous and suggested that they should be replaced 
by the words "concerning the annex". He also suggested that the 

1/ 	For the text of article 8 as adopted~ see the report of 

Committee II (CDDH/235/Rev.l, annex I) 
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words "or for other reasons" should be added at the end of the same 
sehtence ;"slnc'e procedu.ria:ras'well' as techhologfcal developments 
might be involved~FinallY"heexpressed the view that the six
month period mentiohed ih·the tbi"rd"serttence was too lOng. 

32. :Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) also thought that the text'irtsquare 
brackets was to be preferred: it was better for the ICRC ana.was 
more in keeping with thectiscussion in the Committee. He enciorsed 
the Canadian representative's suggestions and proposed that the 
Committee should take a decision in principle to adopt the text in 
square brackets. 

33. Mr. CZANK (Hungary) said that he, too, considered the text in 
square brackets to be an improvement, particularly in view of the 
satisfaction expressed by the ICRC representative. It shoUld' 
therefore oeaccepted in principle and referred to the Drafting 
Committ~e. 

34. Mr.CARNAUBA (Brazil) said that, in principle, his delegation 
preferred the text in square brackets. 

35. Mr. CLARK (Australia) pointed out that in the unbracketed 
version. of paragraph 1 the ICRC had an obligation to convene a 
meeting with the' consent of one third of the High Contracting 
Parties, whereas in the text in square brackets the onus was on 
States to reply. If they did not reply, the ICRC could in theory 
convene a meeting, although in practice it would not do so if .the 
High Contracting Parties did not wish to attend. His delegation 
would therefore like the text in square brackets to be reconsidered, 
on the, understanding that the words "with the copsent of one thir~ 
of the High Contracting Parties~ would be included. Account wo~ld 
thus be taken of a situation in which State sovereignty was involved. 

36. The CHAIRMAN observed that Governments rec~ived a multitude of 
questionnaires and that many of them were unlikely to reply; in the 
text in square brackets it was taken for granted that, if a 
Government did not reply~ that Government had' no objections. 

37. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee, agreed with the Chairman. 

38. Mr. SANDOZ (International Committee of the Red Cross)confirtned 
that it to.ok a long time to obtain replies from Governments. In 
any case, no qltestion of national.sQvereigntywas involved; that 
would arise only at the conterence stag~. 
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39. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) said that, before· the text was 

referred to the Drafting Committee, a decision ought to be reached 

on the Canadian representative's suggestion regarding the period of 

time allowed for objections. 


40. The CHAIRMAN inquired whether the Canadian representative had 

any specific alternative period in mind. 


41. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) said that a period of three or four 
months would be reasonable~ a six-month period being hardly practical 
in that it represented only one eighth of the interval between 
meetings. 

42. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) pointed out tha~ intricate 
questions of telecommunications requiring the co-ordination of 
various Government departments were involved; the six-month period 
was, therefore~ not too long and a three-month period would definitely 
be too short. 

43. Mr. URQUIOLA (Philippines) agreed that a six-month period was 

reasonable. 


44. Mr. CARNAUBA (Brazil) also agreed that a six-month period would 

be preferable, since a shorter period might cause difficulties for 

a number of countries. 


45. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) said that~ in view of those considerations, 
he would withdraw his suggestion. 

46. The CHAIRMAN inquired whether any member wished'to comment on 
the Canadian representative's suggestion that the words "or for 
other reasons" should be added after the words "the developments 
of technology". 

47. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) pointed out that the annex referred 
also to distinctive emblems and identity cards, which were not 
technical matters. He therefore suggested that the word "technical" 
should be deleted before the word "experts". 

48. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) supported. that suggestion. 

49. Mr. SALEEM (Pakistan) suggested that a better solution might 
be to delete the words "in the light of the development of 
technology". 

50. Mr. JOSEPHI (Federal Republic of Germany) supported that 
suggestion. 
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51. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that, 
since· what was being considered was not a review of draft Protocol I 
but a review of the rules relating to e~blems and signals in the 
annex to draft Protocol I~ he did not think that the amendm~nts 
suggested should be accepted. 

52. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) said that some amendment was 
required. The Pakistan representative's suggestion was to be 
preferred, but the Committee should agree to amend the s-ent-ence and 
should leave the decision on the actual wording to the Drafting 
Committee. 

53. Mrs. DARIIMAA (Mongolia) said that when the Committee coneidered 
a text produced by the Technical Sub-Committee, it should take into 
account the views of the experts who had participate~ in the Sub
COrrihlittee's work. She therefore endorsed the views expre.ssed by the 
Soviet Union representative. 

54. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the alternative text proposed by 
the Drafting Committee for the first part of paragraph 1 which 
appeared between square brackets in the report of the Dr~fting 
Committee (CDDH/II/380). 

The text· in- square brackets was adopted .in principle b:l 
37 votes to none, with 6 abstentions. 

55. The CHAIRMAN said that if he heard no obj ection he'-would take 
it that the Committee wished the two sentences it had just adopted 
in principle to be referred to the Drafting Committee for further 
adjustment, on the understanding that no chance would be made in 
their substance. 

It was so agreed. 

56. The CHAIRMAN drew the Committee's attention to the text 
proposed by the Drafting Committee for the last sentence of para
graph 1 (CDDH/II/380, third paragraph). 

The sentence was adopted by consensus. 

Paragraph 6 

57. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee, said that paragraph 6 had been referred to the 
Drafting Committee for the purpose of rearranging the scattered and 
somewhat incomplete provisions concerning the communications to br~ 
made by the depositary State. In the new text before the Committee 
those provisions were grouped, in their logical order, in a single 
paragraph. 

Paragraph 6 was adopted by consensus. 
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58. Mr. CLARK (Australia) observed that there had been some 
discussion in the Drafting Committee about an ambiguity in para
graph 5 of the former article 16 of the annex to draft Protocol I 
(CDDH/II/37l) which might have some bearing on paragraph 6. The 
text of paragraph 5 did not make it quite clear whether declarations 
of non-acceptance of an amendment to the annex could be made only 
within the one-year period for which provision was made in para
graph 4 or also during the three-month interval between the expiry 
of the one-year period and the entry into force of the amendment. 

59. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) said that under paragraph 5 
of the original United Kingdom proposal (CDDH/II/357)~ which had 
subsequently been withdrawn in favour of amendment CDDH/II/359 on 
which the Technical Sub-Committee's text was based~ it would have 
been possible for a State to make a declaration of non-acceptance 
also during the three-month period following expiry of the one-year 
period. The Sub-Committeeis text (CDDH/II/371, pp. 13/14) reflected 
the change which had been made in the United Kingdom text at the 
proposal of one of the sponsors of amendment CDDH/II/359. His 
delegation interpreted the Sub-Committee's text of paragraph 5 to 
mean that declarations of non-acceptance could be made only during 
the initial one-year periods the additional three months being 
provided for the purpose of any notifications that might be required 
and any action a State might need to take in order to arrange for 
implementation of the amendment. Thus} an amendment would~ at the 
end of one year~ become binding on the States that had accepted it 
in accordance with paragraph 4~ but it would not actually enter 
into force until three months later. 

60. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany)~ Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee~ said that the ambiguity mentioned by the 
Australian representative arose from the fact that the text of para
graph 6 which had been referred to the Drafting Committee after 
Committee II had considered article 16 of the annex had included a 
reference to declarations of non-acceptance made in accordance with 
paragraphs 4 and 5. Since the general feeling in the Drafting 
Committee had seemed to be that such declarations must be made 
during the one-year period following communication of the amendment 
to the High Contracting Parties~ the reference to paragraph 5 had 
been deleted from paragraph 6 in order to make it clear that the 
only relevant provisiqps were those of paragraph 4. 

61. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that 
the annex, which was concerned with emblems and signals~ could not 
be considered in isolation from the article of draft Protocol I 
according to which the only compulsory emblem was that o:Fthe Red 
Cross. All the other emblems and signals were optional and refusal 
to use them could not deprive the persons concerned of protection. 
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It would be outside the purview of any body which might subsequently. 
be concerned with amendments to the annex to amend the article 
itself or to render compulsory the use of any emblem other than that 
of the Red Cross. Consequently, there seemed to be little need to 
include a provision relating to non-acceptance. 

62. Mrs. DARIIMAA (Mongolia) said she had always been given to 
understand by the Chairman and other members of the Technical Sub
Committee that the provisions of the annex were optional. She 
therefore endorsed the views expressed by the previous speaker. 

63. The CHAIRMAN observed that although any amendments or additions 
to the annex would obviously be technical in nature, the question 
at present under discussion, namely, the procedure for convening 
meetings to consider such amendments, was a purely legal one. 

64. Mr. EATON (United Kingdom) said that .his delegation was pre
pared to accept what appeared to be the general view that 
declarations of'non-acceptance should be made only within the year 
following communication of an amendment to the High Contracting 
Parties. The ambiguity to which reference had been made during the 
discussion might perhaps best be removed by inserting the phrase 
"in a6co~dartce with paragraph 4" at the end of the first sentence 
of paragraph 5. ' 

65. Since the Committee had adopted the Drafting Committe'e' s text 
of paragraph 6 by consensus, he took it that the second sentence of 
paragraph 5 of the Technical Sub-Committee's text (CDDH/II/37l) 
would be deleted. 

66. The CHAIRMAN suggested that article 18 bis might be referred 
back to the DraftingCommi ttee with a view. tOIi1aking any drafting 
changes ~equired to ensure that it formed a logical whole. 

It was ~o agreed. 

67. The CHAImiAN drew attention to the heading "Article 18 bis" 
which appeared between square brackets in the Drafting Committee's 
text (dDDH/II/380). 

68. Mr. MALLIK (Poland) asked whether the Drafting Committee had 
given con,sideration to the relationship which existed between the 
article under consideration and article 86 of draft Protoco~ I. 

69. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee, said that the provisions for revision of the 
annex had some relation to those for revision of Protocol I itself 
and might therefore be included in Part VI of draft Protocol I 
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(Final Provisions). They were also related to the annex, however, 
and might therefore be placed in or near article 18 of draft 
Protocol 1. The Committee was not competent to take a decision on 
that question, which would no doubt have to be settled by the 
Drafting Committee of the Conference. 

70. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) said that the Committee 
had agreed that the provisions in question should be included in 
the draft Protocol itself rather than in the annex. They might 
ultimately be incorporated in article 86, but the heading 
"/Article 18 bis7" had been chosen provisionally because article 18 
was the articlethat related to the matters dealt with in the annex. 
He suggested that the heading should be left between square brackets 
in order to indicate that the final decision would have to be taken 
by the Drafting Committee of the Co~erence. 

71. The CHAIRMAN said that if he heard no objection he would take 
it that the Committee agreed to leave the heading between square 
brackets as it appeared in the Drafting Committee's text 
(CDDH/II/380), in order to indicate that it was provisional and 
represented only one of two or more possibilities. 

It was so agreed. 

The meeting rose at 5.5 p.m. 
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE SEVENTY-EIGHTH MEETING 

held on WednesdaYj 2 June 1976, at 10.10 a.m. 

Chairman: Mr. NAHLIK (Poland) 

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOLS I AND II (CDDH/l) (continued) 

Draft Protocol I 

Report of the Working Group (CDDH/II/376) (concluded) 

Section Ibis - Information on the victims of a conflict 
and remains of deceased (continued)* 

1. The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to continue its 

consideration of articles 20 bis and 20 ter as they appeared in the 

report of the Working Group on Section I bis (CDDH/II/376). 


2. ~·1r. AFENDULI (Greice) welcomed the two articles submitted by 

the Working Group, which took full account of the amendment co

sponsored by his delegation (CDDH/II/354). The present version 

was a compromise arrived at in a spirit of understanding and 

co-operation. Careful examination of the text should remove 

the anxiety expressed by certain delegations. 


3. Mr. CLARK (Australia) said that his delegation, having 
participated in the Working Group, fully supported the substance 
of articles 20 bis and 20 ter. He had two drafting amendments 
to propose j however: firs~that in article 20 ter,' paragraph 1, 
the words lIof persons" after the word "hostilities l1 should be 
replaced by the word lIand"; and, secondlYj that in paragraph 4 (b) 
of the same article j the words "medical and investigative necessIty 
should be replaced by the words "medical necessity or investigation". 

4. Mrs. DARIlMAA (Mongolia) said that her delegation fully 
supported the compromise text in document CDDH/II/376. She 
supposed that the provisions of those articles could be 
applied in practice bearing in mind concrete situations. 
Soldiers sent by their country in execution of an agreement 
to assist another country in defending itself against 
incursion or invasion by a foreign Power should be protected, 
and the text now proposed should assist in that respect. 
Articles 20 bis and 20 ter would in no way restrict the right 
of a country-rD take steps on its own initiative to honour 
the memory of foreigH soldiers who had joined in the fight 
for its freedom and its independence. But, in the case of 
a country which had suffered from foreign aggression, the 

* Resumed from the seventy-sixth meeting. 
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feelings of the population as regards the provlslons of articles 
20 bis and 20 ter were understandable. Those provisions could 
never-be pleasing,in particular to the parents and the near 
relatives of the missing. Despite that fact, the humanitarian 
aspect must always be borne in mind. She urged the Committee 
to adopt .the articles by consensus. 

5. Mr. H0STMARK (Norway) said that the proposal was fully 
acceptable to his delegation. The obligations it would place 
on the Contracting Parties were not unduly onerous and were no 
more than they could reasonably be expected to undertake on 
humanitarian grounds. 

6. Mr. SKARSTEDT (Sweden) said that the text was well balanced 
and that his delegation would support it with some of the minor 
amendments proposed by other delegations. 

7. MY' ~ JOSEPHI (Federal Republ:lc of Germany) said that his 
delegation~ too~ supported the compromise text proposed by 
the Working Group!' which took into consideratlon the 
sugg·estions· made at the second session of the Conference as 
well' as those put forward at the current session. It should 
be supported in the interest of the families of missing or 
deceased persons: 

8. Mr. WARRAS (Finland) said that his delegation wholeheartedly 
supported the text of the two articles, which represented the 
minimum required b.y humanitarian values. He urged the 
Committee to adopt the articles .by co·nsensus. 

9. Mr. KLEIN (Holy See) said that his delegation, too, hoped 
th,~t the Committee would adopt the text by consensus, thus 
demonstrating a world-wide unity of spirit with respect to a 
great humanitarian problem. . 

10. Mr. SALEEM (Pakistan) said that the word "shall" before' 
the word "conclude", in article 20 ter, paragraph 2, appeare.d 
to imply a contractual obligation, which was at variance with 
the exception provided for in paragraph 3. He consequently 
suggested that the word "shall" should be replaced by the word 
"should". . 

11. He further suggested that the word "permanently~ in 
paragra~h 2 (~) of the same article should be deleted;· since 
any such agreement was subject to negotiation, it would be 
wrong to l~y down conditions that had to ~e applied to it. 

12. Mr. AL-FALLOUJI (Iraq), while welcomins the compromise 
text, said that certain drafting points should be clarified. 
It was not clear, for example!' what was meant by the words 
"active hostilities ll in article 20 bis. paragraph 2. 
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13. The words "who would not receive more favourable 

consideration under the Conventions and this Protodol" in 

paragraph 3 of the same article might also be made clearer. 

The Drafting Committee of Committee II might give assistance 

on those and other points. 


14. He entirely agreed with the Pakistan representative's 

comments on article 20 ter. The contractual undertaking in 

paragraph 2 made the provision more legal than humanitarian. 

It might also have some political and military implications. 

Cases in which no agreement had been concluded should be 

covered. He supported the proposal to delete the word 

"permanently" in paragraph 2 (~). 


15. Mr. HEREDIA (Cuba) said that his delegation's comments 
on article 20 bis had been in the nature of an opinion rather 
than a formal amendment. 

16. ~W. KHARMA (Lebanon) said that it would be difficult to 
apply the provisions of article 20 ter, paragraph 2 (a), in 
cases in which hostilities were continuing. He therefore 
suggested that the words "after the normalization of relations 
between the adverse parties," should be inserted after the 
word "conclude" in paragraph 2. 

17. Mr. GEORGIJEVSKI (Yugoslavia) said that he no longer 

questioned the need for paragraph 1 of article 20 bis. 


18. Mr. RAMSDEN (United Kingdom), referrin~ to article 20 

ter, paragraph 3, pointed out that the words "of the' 

remains" which appeared after the words !lif the home country" 

were in the wrong place; they should come after the words 

"facilitate the return to the home country". 


19. Mrs. DARIIMAA (Mongolia) agreed. 


20. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of 

the Drafting Committee, replying to questions put by the 

CHAIRMAN, said that in his opinion the proposal to make 

article 20 bis, paragraph 1, a separate article was merely 

a question of drafting. He was not sure whether the same 

was true of the question concerning the words lI active 

hostilities it in paragraph 2 of that article, but thought 

the point could be clarified in the Drafting Committee. 


21. The CHAIRMAN said that the amendments proposed by 

Pakistan at the seventy-sixth meeting (CDDH/II/SR.76) to 

paragraph 5 of article 20 bis could be considered as being 

of a drafting character. 
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22. Rererring to article 20 ter, he said that the proposal 

to change the initial phrase in paragraph 2 waS a question 

of substance~ while the proposal made by the United Kingdom 

representative with reference to paragraph 3. as well as the 

Australian proposals concerning paragraphs 1 and 4~ were 

questions of drafting. 


23. Mr. KHAIRAT (Egypt), supported by Mr. AL-FALLOUJI 

(Iraq) al1d Mr. SIEVERTS (United States of America)~ proposed 

that the meeting should be suspended in order to enable 

delegations to hold informal consultations. 


=T-=:h:..:e:-"m;;;.e~e~t i.;;.;n.g,--w~a;;.;;s~"s;;..u;.;.s.;;.;p...:.e,;.;n~d;,...e~d~a_"t~l=l~.;;".l_O-...,a_._in._.an~_!,e s umed ....... 

at 12.20 p.m. 


24. The CHAIRMAN said that~ following informal consultations," 
it had been agreed to leave questions of drafting to the 
Drafting Committee and to discuss only those proposals Which 
involved questions of substance. 

25. In connexion with article 20 bis~ there appeared to be 
no objection to making paragraph laseparate article. 
Concerning paragraph 2~ he asked the Indonesian representative 
if he wished to press his proposal for the inclusion of the 
words "as far as practicable". 

26. Mr. IJAS (Indonesia) said that his delegation would like 
to clarify its position. He had noted the comments made by 
the representatives of the United States of America and the 
German Democratic Republic at the seventy-sixth meeting. He 
agreed that the draft was an excellent one and was prepared 
to accept.it almost as a whole. 

27. However~ looking more closely at article 20 bis, paragraph 
2~ he noted a certain imbalance~ in that most of the burden 
of carrying out the task of searching for missing persons would 
be placed on formerly occupied countries where the fighting 
had taken place, where victims had been killed and where 
persons were missing. Obviously ~ that task tol0uld be most 
difficult if the country in question was, like his own, a 
large archipelago. The former Occupying Power would insist 
on a search being made by the former occupied country which 
would, however, be far worse off than itself. In his opinion, 
therefore~ it was not too much to ask that some of that burden 
on the former occupied country should be relieved by including 
the words lias far as practicable li after the word "shall" in 
the second sentence of paragraph 2 of article 20 bis. That 
did not mean that the'country in question would be left 
without any obligation; the obligation would still remain, 
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but within the limits of the ability which the country's 

resources permitted. 


28. Mr. STAROSTIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said 

that he wished to speak neither for nor against the Indonesian 

proposal. He pointed out, however, that it would be difficult 

to translate the expression "as far as practicable" into 

Russian and suggested that it should be amended to read !las 

far as possible". 


29. The CHAIRMAN said that obviously no one could expect any 

country to do the impossible. 


30. Mr. SIEVERTS (United States of America) said that he saw 

some merit in the point made by the Indonesian representative, 

but agreed with the Chairman that no country could be expected 

to do the impossible or what was more than practicable. 

Paragraph 2 stated a fundamental principle and, in his opinion, 

it would be unfortunate if attempts were made at the present 

stage to insert a phrase such as that proposed by the Indonesian 

representative. He hoped that the Indonesian representative 

would be satisfied if his idea was reported in the summary 

record of the meeting. 


31. The CHAIRMAN, speaking as a lawyer, said that the Committee's 
summary records were documents of legal and historical importance. 
Such documents were often helpful in interpreting international 
instruments. He hoped that the Indonesian representative 
would be satisfied with the inclusion of his statement in the 
summary record. 

32. Mr. IJAS (Indonesia) said that he would be satisfied with 
the inclusion of his observations in the summary record, in 
consideration of the importance given to the records by the 
Chairman. 

33. Mr. AL-FALLOUJI (Iraq) said that the phrase "and at the 
latest from the end of active hostilities" in paragraph 2 was 
not entirely clear to him. Did it mean that at the end of 
active hostilities the obligation to search for missing 
person,;; no longer applied? The term "active hostilities" 
would seem to imply the possibility of non~active hostilities. 
What actually was the situation when active hostilities had 
been concluded? 

34. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of 
the Drafting Committee, said that the words "active hostilities" 
were used in the Geneva Conventions~ and it had been the feeling 
of the Working Group that the same expression should be used 
in Section Ibis. 
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35. The drafting questions to which the representative of 
Iraq had referred would be settled by the Drafting Committee. 

36. The CHAIRMAN suggested that the amendments submitted by 
the representative of Pakistan to paragraph 2 should be 
referred to the Drafting Committee. 

It was so agreed. 

37. Mr. KHARMA (Lebanon) said that after discussing his oral 
amendment to paragraph 2 of article 20 ter with other 
representatives 3 he now wished to revise it to read as follows: 
n2. As soon as circumstances and relations between the adverse 
parties permit3 the High Contracting Parties on whose 
territories ... " 

38. Mr. SIEVERTS (United States of America) said that his 
delegation was prepared to agree to the revised amendment 
suggested by the representative of Lebanon. He hoped that other 
delegations would accept it by consensus. 

39. Mr. GEORGIJEVSKI (Yugoslavia) said that he supported the 
Lebanese amendment as revised. He considered~ however, that 
the words Hshall'conclude il in paragraph 2 should be amended 
to, read "should conclude". 

40. Mr. SIEVERTS (United States of America), speaking on 
behalf of the members of the Working Group, said that the 
Yugoslav amendment would weaken paragraph 2 of article 20 ter 
to such a degree that it would no longer be acceptable. The 
Lebanese amendment to the first part of paragraph 2 was a 
recognition that in certain circumstances High Contracting 
Parties would be unable to conclude agreements. 

41. Mr. CARNAUBA (Brazil) said that his delegation supported 
the revised Lebanese amendment. 

42. Mr. FELBER (German Democratic Republic) said that in the 
interest of reaching a solution as soon as possible~ his 
delegation would support the revised amendment proposed by 
the Lebanese representative. He asked the Yugoslav representative 
not to press his amendment to that paragraph. 

43. Mr. GEORGIJEVSKI (Yugoslavia) said that he still believed 
his amendment to be desirable since the expression "should 
conclude" was more appropriate from the legal standpoint 
than "shall concluder!. The obligation laid down in paragraph 
2 was a moral duty of all High Contracting Parties. In order 
to enable a consensus to be reached~ however. he would not press 
his amendment. 
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44. The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to adopt Section I 
bis as a whole (CDDH/II/376) by consensus on the understanding 
that the Drafting Committee would be asked to undertake the 
final drafting of the Section bearing in mind all the 
suggestions made during the discussions, the members of the 
Working Group being asked to work out compromise solutions. 

It was so agreed. 

45. Mr. SCHREIBER (Director of the United Nations Division 

of Human Rights), speaking at the invitation of the Chairman, 

said that at the second session of the Diplomatic Conference 

he had had the opportunity of addressing the Committee as a 

member of the United Nations observer delegation and as the 

Director of the Division of Human Rights, at which time he 

had communicated to the Committee General Assembly resolution 

3220 (XXIX), entitled "Assistance and co-operation in 

accounting for persons who are missing or dead in armed 

conf15.cts", in which the importance of the Geneva Conventions 

of 1949 and the work of the Diplomatic Conference had been 

stressed. 


46. The text which had just been adopted by consensus was 
an important step forward in the field of international efforts 
to protect human rights. The Conference would emphasize the 
"right" of families to be informed of the fate of their 
next-of-kin involved in armed conflicts and to have some 
assurance that the remains of those who died would be treated 
in accordance with national ethical values and age-old 
traditional standards. ' 

47. Expressing his appreciation for the way and the spirit 
of understanding in which the debate had been conducted, he 
emphasized that the Committee had borne in mind throughout 
the human aspects of the problems discussed. 

48. After referring to the heartbreaking appeals which were 
received from persons who had lost their relatives in combat 
or were ignorant of their whereabouts, he said that he 
expected that the results of the work done by the Diplomatic 
Conference would be welcomed with great satisfaction by the 
General Assembly and other United Nations bodies, active in 
the field of human rights. 

49. He was convinced that the Secretary-General of the 
United Nations and the Division of Human Rights would always 
be ready to co-operate in the appropriate humanitarian efforts 
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arising out of the ~ork of the Diplomatic Conference. A 
constructive co-operation existed between the United N~tion~ 
Secretariat and the ICEC in many areas of cOIlJlT'on endeavour. 

50. He expressed good wishes to the participants in the 
Conference and hoped th~t the successful outcome of the 
discussions, on the question under consideration, which 
showed the desire of the delegations to ensure positive 
results through mutual understanding, would augur well for 
the early success of the tasks which the Conference had 
undertaken in the interest of the world community. 

51. Mr. AL-FALLOUJI (Iraq) said that his delegation had 
agreed to the adoption of Section I bis by consensus since 
it was a purely humanitarian text to which political 
considerations-were alien. The Section covered the rights 
of the family in connexion with dead or missing members 
and those rights should be given priority by the High 
Contracting Parties, who should be guided by humanitarian 
principles alone. 

The meeting rose at 1.15 p.m. 
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE SEVE~~Y-NINTH MEETING 

held on Friday, 4 June 1976, at 10.5 a.m. 

Chairman: Mr. NAHLIK (Poland) 

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOLS I AND II (CDDH/l) (continued) 

Draft Protocol I 

Annex: Model of identity card 

1. Mr. EBERLIN (International Committee of the Red Cross) drew 

attention to the sheets without a symbol bearing the new model of 

the identity card for permanent and temporary medical and religious 

personnel~ which took into account all the comments made in the 

Technical Sub-Committee. The model would appear in the annex to 

draft Protocol I immediately after article 2. The final present

ation would be the same as in the report of the Technical Sub

Committee (CDDH/II/37l). 


2. Mr. SANCBEZ DEL RIO (Spain) said that in the Spanish version 

the words "y_pellidos" after the word "Nombre" should be deleted. 


The new model of the identit card for ermanent and 
medical and religlous personnel was adopted. 1 

Report of the Drafting Committee (CDDH/II/38l) 

/Article 18 bis - Revision of the annex7 (concluded) 

3. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee, said that the text in the Drafting Committee's 
report (CDDH/II/38l) contained no changes of substance from what had 
already been decided in Committee II; the Drafting Committee had 
merely tidied up the wording. 

4. Mr. CARNAUBA (Brazil) said that he was fully in agreement with 
the new version, but that substantive changes had in fact been made: 
for instance, the words "not later than" had been added in the first 
line and the words "not less than" in the second line of paragraph 1. 

5. {VIr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of thE 
Drafting Committee, said that, while the points referred to by the 
Brazilian representative. represented sUbstantive changes from the 
previous version in the report of the Technical Sub-Committee 

1/ 	 For the new model of the identity card as adopted, see 
the report of Committee II (CDDH/235/Rev.l, annex I) 
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(CDDH/II/371)~ they had been adopted by Committee II at its latest 
discussion of the article,and not in the Drafting Committee . 

. 6. The CHAIRMAN expressed some doubt whether the word "appropriate" 
before the words "international organizations" in the English 
version of paragraph 1 was really equivalent to the word "concernees" 
used in the French version. 

7. After a brief discussion in which Mr. URQUIOLA (Philippines), 

Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada)~ Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany) and 

Mr. PENNANEAC'H (France) took part, it was decided to leave the 

English and French words as they stood. 


Article 18 bis (CDDH/II/38l) was adopted by consensus.~1 

B. Mr. CLARK (Australia)s~~d that while his delegation had not 

opposed the consen$US on article 18 bis, the article did impose 

restrictions on the sovereignty of independent States and his 

delegation accordingly reserved its position with regard to that 

article in general. 


9. Mrs. DARIIMAA (Mongolia) said that her delegation, too, while 

not wishing to oppose the consensus, considered that article lB bis 

infringed the sovereign rir,hts of States by empowering the ICRC to 

convene a meeting of the High Contracting Parties to review the 

annex to draft ProtQcol I. Without in any way questioning the 

ICRC's authority; s·hetook ·the view that the convening of such a 

meeting did not form part of its furictions as an impartial inter

national body. 


10. Mr. KRASNOPEEV(Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) and 

Mr. CARNAUBA (Brazil) made stat~ments similar in substance to those 

of the preceding two speakers. 


Section Ibis - Information on the victims of a conflict and 
remains of deceased (CDDH/II/385) (concluded) 

11. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 

Drafting Committee, sai<l that in its report (CDDH/II/3Bl and 

CDDH/II/385), the Dratting Committee had merely sough~ to tidy up 

a text on which all decisions of substance had been taken in 

Committee II. 


21 For the text of ~rticle 18 bis as adopted, see th~ report 
.of Committee II (CDDH/235/Rev.l, annex I) 
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12. Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain) pointed out that in the Spanish 

version the words ita 10 mas tarde" had been omitted from the first 

line of article 20 ter,paragraph 1. 


13. Mr. SANDOZ (International Committee of the Red Cross) pointed 
out that, in the French version, the word "permanent" in article 
20 quater, paragraph 2 (£) should be given an "!!" and that in the 
second line of article 20 quater, paragraph 3, the figure "2" should 
be inserted between the word "paragraphe" and the letter "(c)". 
Further, he considered that drafting improvements should be made in 
the text and he expressed the hope that the Drafting Committee 
would have free scope in the matter. 

14. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) congratulated 
the Drafting Committee/Working Group on providing an excellent 
example of what could be done in arriving at a text acceptable to 
all delegations despite the diametrically opposed views which had 
been expressed at the outset of the discussion. 

15. Since he had not had enough time to consider the Russian 
version in detail, he asked the Chairman's permission to submit in 
writing any drafting changes which might seem necessary in the 
Russian version. 

16. Mrs. DARIIMAA (Mongolia) said that there were mistakes in the 
Russian version but that she would not go into details in view of 
what the USSR representative had said. 

17. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee, said that there was no problem about accepting 
drafting corrections after the conclusion of the debates. In any 
event, the final drafting was for the Drafting Committee of the 
Conference, which was competent to deal with all the language 
versions. 

Section I bis was adopted by consensus.}/ 

Draft Protocol II 

Report of the Drafting Committee (CDDH/II/386) 

Article 11 - Definitions 

l/ 	For the text of Section I bis as adopted, see the report 
of Committee II (CDDH/235/Rev.l, annex I) 
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18. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany),. Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee, said that the text in that}d Committee's· report 
(CDDH/II/386) was the outcome of years.of'work and the consideration 
and reconsideration of dozens of proposals. Apa·rt from the wording 
of the> definitions, there had been prolonged discussion of the more' 
general questions whether such definitibns shoUld,be include~'in 
draft Protocol II 'and, if they were, where they should be placed. 
Several delegations had expressed the view 'that Protocol II should 
be as simple as possible, and at the last meet·.ing of the Drafting 
Committee it had been proposed that all the definitions might be 
placed in a special annex, the idea being that the more simple-minded 
soldiers need consult Protocol II only, while those seeking a more 
sophisticated interpretation could go to the annex. The fear had 
been expressed that the complex set of definitions might make 
Protocol II difficult to read and understand. 

19. A number of the teI?ms defined in draft Protocol II, article 11, 
were also defined in draft Protocol I, article 8, concerning which 
he had made a number of interpretative statements; those statements 
applied equally to the definitions in draft Protocol II, article 11, 
where the same words. were used. The same words had, in fact ," been 
used in the two sets of definitions wherever that was appropriate. 

20. He proposed that the Committee should ceal fjrst with general 
questions concerning the article - for example, where it should be 
placed - and then proceed to deal with it sub-paragraph by sub
paragraph. 

21. The CHAIRMAN invited general comments on the text of article.ll 
(CDDH/II/386). 

22. Mr. URQUIOLA (Philippines) said he considered that the 
definitions - an important part of any treaty -should be included 
in the Protocol and not placed in an annex. That was the normal 
practice in diplomatic instruments. For instance, in the Vienna 
Convention on Diplomatic Relations (1961) andthe Vienna Convention 
on Consular Relations (1963), the deti~iti~~~ ~ere given in 
Article 1 and, in the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties 
(1969), in Article 2. Ideally, rather than spreading the definitions 
throughout draft Protocol II, he would favour putting them in 
article 2, as suggested by the Drafting COriunittee-~ 

23. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) said that he had welcomed earlier 
suggestions to put the definitions in an annex to Protocol II, since 
his delegation had long maintained that that Protocol should be 
kept as simple as possible. It also held the ,view that there 
should be no definitions in Part III of Protocol II. To his mind, 
the question of an annex was not the essential one at the present 
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stage; the main point was to avoid obscuring the Protocol with 
definitions which~ of necessity~ had to be complicated. He would 
therefore like to see a recommendation from the Committee to the 
effect that Part III of Protocol II should not contain any definitions. 
That would be a better way of approaching the problem than to make 
specific recommendations regarding the advisability of an annex. 

24. The CHAIR~1AN said that ~ as a lawyer ~ he could not agree that 

definitions must be complicated. On the contrary, they should be 

as simple and easy to understand as possible. 


25. Mr. KAESER (Switzerland) said that his delegation inclined to 

the views expressed by the representative of the Philippines. 


26. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) reminded 

the Committee that it was not empowered to alter the structure of 

any document drawn up by the Conference as a whole. No provision 

had been made for a special annex and, even had there been, it would 

have to be decided whether to place it at the end of draft Protocol 

I or draft Protocol II. Such a complex matter would have to await 

a solution until the position of the other Committees was known. 


27. In addition, there were a number of purely practical problems 
which the Committee should bear in mind. Ideally, of course, 
definitions should be simple, but in practice it was no easy matter 
to define a term concisely and clearly. After ten years, the 
World Health Organization, for example, had failed to find a 
universally acceptable definition of "health", and all the efforts 
of the Working Group set up at the second session of the Conference 
to define "combat zone" had come to naught. Further', any annex 
would have to be amplified by additional definitions to make for 
easy reference. That would be time-consuming and would also result 
in a cumbersome document. In the circumstances, he would prefer 
the definitions in Protocol II to be left as they stood. 

28. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) said he agreed that the 
definitions should appear in the Protocol and not in an annex. He 
considered, however, that it was for the Drafting Committee of the 
Conference to decide whether to leave those definitions where they 
stood or to group them in Part I, possibly in article 2. That was 
a matter of style and convenience, which could best be settled when 
all the articles and definitions had been dealt with. CommittE!e II, 
for its part, should ensure that the definitions were relevant to 
Part III of Protocol II and members should then submit their views 
to the Drafting Committee of the Conference as to the precise point 
at which the definitions should appear. 
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29. Mr. CARNAUBA (Brazil) said that the idea of putting the 
definitions set out in Part III of draft Protocol II in a separate 
annex was somewhat unusual from a strictly legal point of view. 
From the practical point of view, it was totally unacceptable since 
it could only delay the work of the Conference, at the present 
session or the next. The Committee should do its utmost to expedite 
the work of the present session and to ensure that the fourth 
session was as short as possible. 

30. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) proposed that, even if the Committee was 
unable to agree on a recommendation, its report should contain a 
brief staternentto the effect that several delegations were in 
favour of putting the definitions in an annex, together with a 
suggestion that the appropriate body should consider the possibility. 

31. In his·opinion j since it was generally accepte'dthatProtocol 
II should.beconcise, there should be no difficulty in removing 
articles 11, 25 and 31, relating to definitions, from the .Protocol. 
and placing them in an annex. It was a purely practical matter and 
did not appear to have any legal implications. 

32. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) said that, in suggesting to the 
Drafting Committee that definitions should be incluqed in an annex, 
he had sought t6meetthe general desire to shorteh the operative 
part of the Protocol. There was also, however, a psychologi~al 
consideration: rebel leaders might be discouraged from observing 
the Protocol if their first; glimpse of it was a lengthy list of 
technical definitions of'apparently commonplace terms. 

33. rill". KRASNOPEEV(Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that 
it would create difficulties and make Protocol II extremely 
difficult to understand if the definitions were divorced from the 
body of the text. That was particularly true, for example, of the 
chapter on civil defence. He was, however, prepared to accept the 
compromise position taken by the United States representative. 

34. Mr. MALLIK (Poland) said that he, too, was opposed to the idea 
of placing the definitions in a separate annex, which could.lead 
to much confusion'. :He· also agreed that it. was necessary to read 
the definitionsi_n; conjunction with the text. 

35. In practice~once the Protocols had been ratified, the ordinary 
soldier.or worker. would very probably und.ergo a period of instruction 
in interpreting them. That would be essential in view of the 
highly legal concepts involved. 
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36. M~. EL HASSEEN EL HASSAN (Sudan) urged the Committee to adopt 
the text in document CDDH/II/386 by consensus forthwith~ and to make 
such suggestions as it saw fit to the Drafting Committee of the 
Conference regarding the point at which the definitions should 
appear. In that way~ the Committee could dispose of the item. 

37. The CHAIRMAN said that. as a lawyer" he considered it would be 

unusual to put the definitions in an annex and that he could not 

remember any treaty in which the definitions had been so placed. 

In addition. to place the definitions in one Protocol in an annex, 

while those in the other were in the body of the text" might create 

difficulties in interpretation: it might make the definitions in 

Protocol II seem less important than those in Protocol I. 


38. As regards procedure" there were three possible courses open 

to the Committee: to refrain from any decision on the question, 

leaving it to the main Drafting Committee or plenary meeting of the 

Conference - which he was sure no one wished to do; to take a vote 

on the question; or - and he persoDally thought that would be the 

best course - to adopt the text, but to place the number of the 

article and title in square brackets. It would thus be left to the 

Drafting Committee of the Conference or a plenary meeting of the 

Conference to take the decision on that matter. 


39. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) said he was prepared to withdraw 
the suggestion he had made to the Drafting Committee to place the 
definitions in an annex and to support the Chairman's proposal to 
put the title in square brackets. 

40. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) also supported the Chairman's proposal. 

41. Mr. CZANK (Hungary) said he did not think the question of 
placing the definitions in an annex need be referred to in the 
report of Committee II - it would be enough to mention it in the 
summary record. It was his view that the definitions should be 
placed in Protocol II itself and he felt that that was the pre
vailing opinion of the Committee. 

42. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) withdrew his proposal to have the question 
of whether the definitions should be placed in an annex referred 
to in the Committee's report. He supported the proposal to place 
the title in square brackets: he would~ in fact, be prepared to 
leave the title as it stood. 

43. The CHAIRMAN asked the Canadian representative if he wished 
for a vote on the question. 
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44. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) S8ri9- .he did.nct. Until the Drafting 

Committee cfthe Ccnference -had dealt wit1,the-titles-of ·al1 the 

articles, they were all)i as it were~ in square brackets. 


The Chairman's prcpcsal wa.s adcpted. 

Sub-paragraph (a) 

Sub-paragraph (a) was adcpted by ccnsensus. 

Sub-paragraph (b) 

45. f1r. BOTHE (Federal Republic cf Germany)~ Rappcrteur of the 
Drafting Ccmmittee, said that sub-paragraph (b) was based on the 
ccrre~ponding sub-paragraph of article 8 cf draft Protocol I, but 
that the seccnd sentence was new. In a ncn-internaticnal conflict 
a person.could not acquire a different status in the same way· as in 
an.internaticnal conflict. The only comparable prcvisicn was in 
Article 3 co.mmon to the Geneva Ccnventicns of 1949. A provisicn cn 
the question was necessary in view cf the definition cf medical 
transpcrtaticn in sub-paragraph (d). It must be made clear tha~ a 
shipwrecked perscn who. was flcwn by heliccpter, for instance, stiil 
had shipwrecked status during the flight: otherwise the flight 
wculd nct be ccvered by the definition cf medical transpcrtation. 
Varicus suggesticns had been made in the Drafting Ccmmittee, cne cf 
them being: "These perscns shall also. be ccnsidered shipwrecked 
during their rescue". The other status to. which reference was made 
cculd cnly be that cf civilian. 

The first sentence of sub-paragraph (b) was adopted by 
ccnsensus. 

46. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) said that, since it was envisaged that 
Prctocol II might apply in situations where legal advice was nct 
availab~e, inclusicn cf the wcrds "until they acquire ancther 
status.". in the seccnd sentence might cause difficulties cf inter
pretaticn. He therefcre proposed that these words should be deleted, 
but that the wcrd "also." shculd bS kept. 

47. Mr. SOLF (United States cf America) propcsed that the·wcrds 
in square bracketsshculd be kept lIfiththe additicn, after the wcrd 
"status", of the words "under this Prctoccl". The two. Prctoccls 
wculd be studied tcgether and the ccr~esponding provisionssh6uld . 
be as nearly parallel as possible. The6niy status recognized by 
draft ~rotccol I which was nct reccgnized by draft Prctcccl II was 
that cf priscner cf war. 
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48. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) supported 
the United States proposal. Even in a non-international conflict, 
the officers would have legal advisers. 

49. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) .said that he would not press his point 

if the general feeling was against it. 


It was decided to delete all the s uare brackets in the second 
sentence of sub-paragraph (b . 

Sub-paragraph (b). as amended, was adopted by consensus. 

Sub-paragraph (c) 

50 •. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany) ~ Rapporteur of the 
Drafting committee. said that sub-paragraph (c) was based on the 
definition of medical units in article 8 of draft Protocol I, but 
that the illustrative list of examples had been omitted with the aim 
of keeping ~rotocol II as brief as possible. 

Sub-paragf'aph (c) was adopted by consensus. 

Sub-paragraph (d) 

51. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany)~ Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee. said that sub-paragraph (d) contained the 
essential elements of article 21, sub-paragraph (a) ~ o·fProtocol I 
and that the wording was almost the same. 

52. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) p~oposed the addtt ion. in' the English 
text. of the word "and" before the words ilmedical equipment!!. rrhat 
would make the meaning clearer. 

53. r·1r. SANDOZ (International Committee of the Red Cross) said that, 
in the French text~ the use of the words nfluviale ou lacustre" 
after the words "voie maritime" was, perhaps~ better than to use the 
words "ou sur d'autres eaux" as had been done in the parallel 
articles of Protocol I. But in any case it was important for the 
Drafting Committee to note that Committee II did not intend to give 
the expression a different meaning. 

54. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany). Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee, said that the alignment of the French texts 
should be looked into. 

55. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said he 
wonde~ed whether the word "supplies" should be replaced by the word 
"materiel". so as to bring the text into line with similar art::.cles. 
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56. Mr. SOL? (United States of America) said thqt the Drafting 
Committee of the Conference had decided_ in connexion with article 
14 of draft Protocol 10 to use the word U materie1 1; instead of the 
word lisupplies/·'. but he hoped that the Drafting Committee of the 
Conference would chanGe its mind as, according to his dictiQr.lary}, 
the word Hmateriel;; meant both equipment and supplies. He therefore 
proposed that the text of sub-paragraph (~) should be left as it 
stood. 

57. Mr. CLARK (Australia) supported that view. He also supported 
the Canadian proposal to add the word lland 7' before the words 
"medical equipmerit". 

58. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) s~id he 
was satisfied by the United States explanation; As far as the 
Russian translation was concerned 3 it would not matterwheth~r the 
word "materiel" or IYsupplies" was used in English. 

The Canadian proposal to add lIandn in the English text was 
adopted. 

Sub-paragraph (d) as amended 2 was adopted by consensus. 

Sub-paragraph (e) 

59. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committees said that'sub-paragraph (e) was based on 
article 21 (b) of draft Protocol I and should-cause no problems. 

Sub-paragraph (e) was adopted by consensus. 

The meeting rose at 12.40 p.m. 
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE EIGHTIETH MEETING 

held on Friday~ 4 June 1976~ at 3.50 p.m. 

Chairman: Mr. NAHLIK (Poland) 

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOLS I AND II (CDDH/l) (continued) 

Draft Protocol II 

Report of the Drafting Committee (CDDH/II/386) (continued) 

Article 11 - Definitions (concluded) 

Sub-paragraph (f) 

1. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany)~ Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee, said that in some cases the wording of article 
ll~ sub-paragraph (f) differed from that used in draft Protocol I 
because the entity to which medical personnel might belong had had 
to be described in a somewhat different manner. There was the 
medical personnel of a party to the conflict, the medical personnel 
of Red Cross organizations, and that of other aid societies. The 
square brackets in sub-paragraph (f) (i) had been retained because 
no decision had yet been taken on civil defence. In sub-paragraph 
(f) (ii) the words "organizations" and "societies" had been used in 
order to be consistent with the terminology employed in article 14 
of draft Protocol II~ adopted by the Committee at th~ second 
session. That terminology, however, might have to be amended in 
the light of the discussion taking place in another Committee in 
regard to article 35. In sub-paragraph (f) (ii) the words 
"recognized and authorized" referred to "societies"~ not to 
"personnel"; that mig}~ not be clear in the English text, but 
there was no ambiguity in the French or Spanish versions. 

2. The CHAIRMAN suggested that the ambiguity in the English text 
could be removed by replacing the word "who" by the word "which". 

3. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) suggested that the relevant portion of 
sub-paragraph (f) (ii) should be re-arranged to read: "other aid 
societies recognized and authorized by one of the parties to the 
conflict and which are within the territory ... ". 
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4. Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain) $uggested that the words "located 
within the territory of the High Contracting Party in whose territory 
an armed conflict is taking place", in sub-paragraph (f) (ii), 
should be deleted, since it was'obvious that the draft-Protocol 
referred exclusively to such.territories. Alternatively, if the 
Committee wished to make specific mention of aid societies already 
established~ it would be sufficient to use the words "and of other 
aid so6ieties locat~d in the territory of the High Contracting Party 
who are-t'iecognized and authorized by one of the parties to the 
conflict" • 

5. Miss MINOGUE (Australia) supported,the Spanish representative's 
suggestion', which would be in keeping with''the siMplification ' 
introduced in other articles of draft Pro~ocol Ir. 

6. Mr. IJAS (Indonesia) supported the Chairman's suggestion that 
the word "who" should be replaced by the word l'whlch". In his view, 
the words "located within the territoI'y,Qf the High Contracting 
Party" should be retained. 

7. The CHAIRMAN suggested that the Rapporteur of the Drafting 
Committee should convene a small group to discuss the various 
drafting amendments which had been suggested. 

It was so agreed. 

Sub-paragraph (g) 

B. Mr. aOTHE (Federal Rep~blic ,of Qermany), Rapportel.lr of the 
Draft ing Committee> explained that ,Cpr, ,practical purpo~es the .text , 
was the same as that; qf article 80fdraft Protocol I, except that 
mention was made of "medical transports." 

SUQ-paragraph(g} was adopted by consenSUB. 

Sub-paragraph (h) 

9 •. ' ',Mroi,'BOTHE (Fe4eral Repub],ic of Germany), Rappo-rteur of· the , 
Drafting Committee, explained that the text was identical to that of 
article'8 of draft-Protocol I as far as the introductory and 
conc~uding sentences wereooncerned, but the designation- 'of''the 
entiti~s:to,.which pepsonnel'might belong had had t6 be adjusted to 
the different legal and practiaal situation obtaining, in internal 
conflicts. ' '" , 

Sub-paragraph (h) was adopted by consensus. 
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Sub-paragraph (i) 

10. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee~ said that the same wording had been used as for 
the corresponding provision of article 8 of draft Protocol I except 
for one drafting change in the French text, in which the concluding 
words would be "de son materiel". It had already been agreed that 
the English words requipment or supplies" would be employed for the 
French word "materiel". . 

11. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) pointed out that it was stated in the 
Drafting Committee's report on article 8 (CDDH/II/379) that sub
paragraph (!) - now sub-paragraph (~) - should be re-examined after 
adoption of the provisions on identlfication of civil defence, in 
order to avoid confusion. It would be advisable to have a similar 
note to remind the Committee that if a provision regarding the 
identification of the civil defence emblem was introduced in draft 
Protocol II, sub-paragraph (i) should be re-examined accordingly. 

12. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee, said that a further note would be unnecessary 
because at the seventy-ninth meeting (CDDH/II/SR.79) he had made a 
covering statement suggesting that the notes and explanations 
relating to article 8 of draft Protocol I should apply also to 
article 11 of draft Protocol II. 

13. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) pointed 
out that sub-paragraph (i) had been omitted in the Russian text. 
However, since the text was identical to that of article 8 of draf.t 
Protocol I, he would accept it as it stood. ' 

Sub-paragraph (i) was adopted by consensus. 

14. The CHAIRMAN invited the Rapporteur of the Drafting Committee 
to report on the work of the small group which had been requested 
to discuss article 11, sub-paragraph (f) (ii).- , 

15. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee, said that the group proposed that sub-paragraph 
(!) (ii) should be replaced by the following two sub-paragraphs. 

"eii) 	 medical personnel of Red Cross (Red Crescent, Red Lion 
and Sun) organizations recognized and authorized by a 
party to the conflict; 

(iii) 	 medical personnel of other aid societies recognized 
and authorized by a party to the conflict and located 
within the territory of the High Contracting Party in 
whose territory an armed conflict is taking place." 
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16. It had been considered necessary to specify that aid societies 
other than Red Cross organizations must be located within the 
territory of the High Contracting Party in whose territory the arm~d 
conflict was taking ~plade in order to avoid the situatlo.n of an 
obs6ure private grtiupfrom outside the country establishing itself 
as an aid society within the te~ritory and being recognized by the 
rebels. 

17. In his view, the phrase "recognized or authorized" should be 
used in both sub-paragraphs in preference to the p~rase "recognized 
and authorized". . 

18. Miss MINOGUE (Australia) disag~eed. The correct phrase, at 
lea~t in the case of sub~paragraph (f) (ii) was "recognized and 
authorized II • 

19. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) said that in the interests 
of.consistency with the' first G~neva Convention of 1949, the phrase 
"recognized and authorized" should be used in both sub-paragraphs. 

20~ Mr. GEORGIJEVSKI (Yugoslavia) considered that the phrase 
"recognized or authorized" could be used in sub~paragraph(f)tii), 
since it ~ouldcover both the single national Red Cross socIety 
belonging to th~ High Cbntracting party and any other Red Croas 
organizations set up by a party to the conflict and'recognized or 
authorized by that party or by the High Contracting Party. In 
sub-paragraph (f) (iii), on the other' hand, th~ ph;rase: I'r~cognized 
and'authorized,,"-or, alternatively, the single word "auth6rized" 
would appear to be appropriate. 

21. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) said that the text which 
should serve as the model for the' prov,isj,.on..$.lmde:r d:i,scu~sion was 
that of Article 26 of the first Geneva Convention of 1949, which 
referred to "the staff of National Red Cross Sccietie::;,- and that of 
other Voluntary Aid Societies,' duly::recognized· and authorized by 
their Governments". As he understood it ,t'he word "recognized" 
used in that context meant that the organization in question had 
been recognized as an aid'~ociety by the competent autH~r~t~~~, 
namely, the Goverhment in the case of an international armed 'conflict 
or a party to the conflict in the case of a non-international 
armed conflict, and the word "authorized" meant that the 
organization had been specifically authorized bya party to the 
conflict to form medical u~its ih order to care for the wounded 
and the sick. Consequently, he considered that the pht'ase 
"recognized and authorized" should be used in both sub-paragraphs. 
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22. Mr. CLARK (Australia) fully supported that view. 

23. Mr. MALLIK (Poland) observed that the territory of a country 
in which a non-international armed eonflict was taking place might 
be divided into two parts, each of which was under the control of 
a different party to the conflict. Consequently, the reference in 
the provisions under discussion should not be to national Red 
Cross· Societies, of which there could be only one in·eachcountry, 
but rather to Red Cross organizations, in order to cater for . 
organizations which were in the process of being set up to act as 
aid societies by on~ of the parties to the oonflict but which might 
not yet have been recognized. The phrase "located within the 
territory in which an armed conflict is taking place" might 
appropriately be substituted for the phrase "located within the 
territory of the High Contracting Party in whose territory an armed 
conflict is taking place" in sub-paragraph (!) (ii). 

24. From the standpoint of the ICRC rules, the notion of recognition 
was somewhat vague. Furthermore, he considered that it might be 
desirable to consider sub-paragraph (f) (ii) together with article 
35 of draft Protocol II. 

25. filr. WARRAS (Finland) agreed that sub-paragraph (f) (ii) was 
related to article 35, which dealt with national Red Cross and 
other relief societies. Some informal consultations had already 
been held with a view to proposing amendments to article 35 and it 
would almost certainly be necessary to amend the definition under 
discussion once that article had been adopted at the fourth session 
of the Conference. He therefore suggested that the Committee should 
not take a final decision on article 11, sub-paragra1>h (f) (ii), 
at the present stage. . 

26. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Sociialist Republics) said that 
he would have no objection to deferring further discussion of the 
sub-parag~aph until a later stage. He supported the views expressed 
by the Polish representative concerning the use of the phrase 
"Red Cross organizations il 

, since a single Red Cross society might 
no longer exist in a country in which a non-international armed 
conflict was taking place. 

27. Mr. GEORGIJEVSKI (Yugoslavia) said that his ~isgivings about 
the text had been dispelled by the,United States representative's 
explanation concerning the interpretation of the word "recognized tl 

• 

28. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee, suggested that the Committee should adopt the 
text of sub-paragraph (f), as amended by the small group set up to 
consider sub-paragraph Tf) (ii), subject to the replacement of the 
foot-note to that sub-paragraph in document CDDH/IIl386 by a foot
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note stating that the entire definition would have to be re-examined. 
in the light of the decision taken with respect to ar~icle~~. 

29. Mr.WARRAS ·(Finland) and Mr. MALLIK (Poland) said that they 
could accept that suggestion. 

Article ll~ sub-paragraph (f), as amended, was adopted by 
consensus, subj ect to the addition of the foo.t-note suggested by 
the Rapporteur of the Drafting Committee. 

1/
Arti~le 11 as a whole, as amended, was adopted by consensus.

30. Mr. HESS (Israel) said that the statements which his delegation 

had made, in connexion with article 8 of draft Protocol I~ 


concerning the use by Israel of the Red Shield of David applied also 

to article 11 ~ sub-paragraphs <'0 (i) and (ii), of draft Protocol II. 


Draft Protocol I 

Interim Draft in Commi t tee /Workin"'" G·rou on Civil 
Defence 

31. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting·Cornmittee/Working Group, introducIng the inter-1m report in 
document. CDDH/II/384, said that while civil d.efence was an almost 
entirely new subj ect in the system of Geneva law,. it was an area in 
which considerable developments had taken place at the national 
level over recent years. Those two facts made it very difficult 
to find an appropriate international solution to the related 
problems. Consequently~ the Drafting Committee/Working Group had 
produced only three draft articles for the Committee's consideration, 
and even those three texts were somewhat fragmentary and riddled 
with'square brabkets. Nevertheless, he hoped that they w9uld serve 
as a basis for rei'lection during the interval between the current 
and fourth sessions of the Conference and that the comments in· the 
report, albeit incomplete~ would make it easier to understand why 
certain expressions-had been placed between squ~re brackets. 

32. The report was really a draft report since, for technical 
reasons, the Drafting Committee/Working Group had not been able to 
adopt it. A revised version would be issued incorporating a number 
of changes. The most substantial of those would be the deletion 
of annex I because the definitions in it, which had been prepared 
by a small informal working group at a very early stage in the Draft 
ing Committee/Working Group's discussions, had subsequently been 

1/ 	For the text of article 11 as adopted, see the report 
of Committee II (CDDH/235/Rev.l~ annex I) 
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disowned by two of the three members of that group. The intro
duct.ory comments in the third paragraph of the report would be 
altered accordingly. 

33. Throughout the revised version of the report,E.I the group set 
up to examine the problems of the protection of military elements of 
civil defence would be referred to as the "restricted Sub-Group". 
Furthermore~ the second paragraph on page 8 would be replaced by 
the following paragraph: 

"In introducing the report to the Drafting Committee/Working; 
Group, the Chairman of the restricted Sub-Group stated that 
besides the two alternative versions proposed for article 
58 bis, there existed, in addition, the alternative of not 
having any article 58 bis, Le., not to have any article on 
military units of civil defence. The members of the Sub
Group were, however, not unanimously in favour of any of the 
three solutions." 

34. On behalf of the Drafting Committee/Working Group, he suggested 
that the draft articles prepared by the restricted Sub-Group 
should be introduced by the Chairman of the Sub-Group, so that the 
relevant background information could be placed on record as a 
basis for future consideration of the question. 

It 	was so agreed. 

35. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark), Chairman of the restricted Sub-Group, 
introduced the report of that Group, which had been set up on 
13 May 1976 to consider the qup.stion of the status and protection 
of military elements in civil defence. The Sub-Group was composed 
of the delegations of Denmark, Indonesia, Mexico, Netherlands, 
Nigeria, Switzerland, the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic and 
the United States of America. A representative of the IeRC had 
attended all its meetings. The Sub-Group's report, in annex II to 
document CDDH/II/384, proposed draft texts for articles 55, 57 bis, 
two alternatives for article 58 bis and a new definition for article 
54, paragraph 2. He would limit himself to general comments on the 
alternative texts for article 58 bis. 

t 

36. During the debate on article 55, several delegations had stated 
that civil defence units and their personnel must have civilian 
status if they were to be protected under Protocol I, certain 
countries with military civil defence units, however, had expressed 

2/ 	The revised version of the report (CDDH/II/384/Rev.l) was 
issued on 7 June 1976. 
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their desire for protection under international law for such units. 
Two formal proposals (CDDH/II/335 and CDDH/II/34l) had been submitted~ 
by Switzerland and the Netherlands respectively. The discussion. 
had revealed that several delegations held very firm views on the 
issue~ and since some of them did not wish to vote on principles 
before1,;e:xts were available~ the Drafting Committee/Working Group 
had be~n~equested to produce some texts on whi6h a vote could be 
taken by Committee II. 

37. The Sub-Group had started off with the idea of putting forward 
two proposals: an article providing protection for military civil 
defence units, and one providing protection for civilian civil 
defence units. It had felt~ howeve~, that if two proposals only 
were submitted for decision to Committee lIs there would be a risk 
that countries whose point of view was rejected in the vote might 
make reservations under article 85 of draft Protocol I~ possibly 
for the whole chapter on civil defence, which would not be 
satisfactory. 

38. The Sub-Group had therefore decided to draft the text of a 
third~ "middle" solution based on the idea of an agreement. In 
time of peace as well as war, parties to the conflict or. High 
Contracting Parties might agree that military civil defence units 
and personnel considered as individuals might be protected~ but in 
the absence of such agreement, military personnel would have no 
protection but would simply be members of the armed forces. 

39. If it were decided that only civilian civil defence units 
should be given proteciion under Protocol I, there was no need for: 
any text on military units. That point was reflected in the second 
paragraph of the revised version of annex II to document CDDH/II/384. 

40. Although the Group had agreed to draft two alternative texts~ 
it had not.:agreed on what the final solution should be. He 
stressed that the Group reserved its position with regard to a 
possible vote in Committee II; its members were not unanimously ip 
fayour of the third solution. . 

41. Turning to the texts, he said that in paragraph 1 (a) of 
Alternative 1 for article 58 bis, dealing with the application of 
the article~ two proposals were in square brackets since the 
Sub-Group had been unable to agree on the matter. 

42. Paragraphs 1 (a) and (b) of Alternative 1 gave a detailed 
description of the protection that military civil defence units 
should receive. The protection was parallel to that set out in 
draft article 55. Military civil defence units should not be made 
the object of attack; they should be allowed to pe~form their 
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civil defence duties and in case of occupation should to the extent 
feasible receive from the Occupying Power the facilities necessary 
to carryon their civil defence tasks. 

43. Paragraph I (c) laid down the conditions necessary for the 

provision of protection. Military civil defence units must be 

clearly distinguishable from combat units. The Sub-Group had pro

posed alternative texts for paragraphs I (c) (2) and (3); 

Committee II would have to decide between them. 


44. Paragraph I (d) contained a new provision 3 to the effect that 
military civil defence personnel while assigned and exclusively 
devoted to civil defence tasks were prohibited from taking a direct 
part in the hostilities. That prohibition differed from the 
provision in paragraph I (c) (3): it would be a breach of Protocol 
I if military personnel took a direct part in hostilities while 
acting as protected civil defence units. 

45. With respect to paragraph 23 he said that all members of the 
Sub-Group felt it essential to avoid any short-term shifting of 
personnel in wartime and had therefore modelled that paragraph on 
articl'e 26 bis of draft Protocol I ~ which had been approved by 
Committee II at the second session. It recommended that for greater 
safety a party to the conflict might notify any adverse party ort 
the assignment of military units to civil defence and also the 
reverse. 

46. Paragraph 4 dealt with the difficult problem of military 
pe"rsonnel of civil defence who had fallen into the hands of the 
adverse party and whether such personnel should be treated as 
prisoners of war. The Group had considered carefully whether, in 
the interest of the civilian population, prisoner-of-war status 
should be provided for such personnel in combat zones and occupied 
areas, and had decided that it could not be provided. To permit 
military civil defence units to continue their work would run 
counter to Article 19 of the third Geneva Convention of 1949, which 
stated that prisoners of war should be evacuated as soon as possible 
after their capture to camps situated in an area far enough from 
the combat zone for them to be out of danger. Moreover, Articles 
50 to 52 of the third Geneva Convention stated that prisoners .of 
war might be compelled to do only certain types of work, Which did 
not include civil defence, and that unless he was a volunteer no 
prisoner of war could be employed on labour of an unhealthy or 
dangerous nature. The SUb-Group had agreed that civil defence work 
was dangerous and thus that military civil defence units could not 
be considered prisoners of war if they were required to continue 
their civil defence work. 
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47. The solution put forward in paragraph 4 was modelled on Article 
28 of the first Geneva Convention of 1949~ which laid down that 
permanent medical personnel who fell into the hands of the adverse 
party should not be deemed prisoners of war but should continue to 
carry out their duties on behalf of prisoners of war. The Sub-Group 
felt~ however~ that there was a need to state expressly that. . 
military civil defence personnel who were retained not as prisoners 
of war but to be used as civil defence workers should not~ if freed, 
be employed on active military service thereafter. That provision 
was modelled on Article 117 of the third Geneva Convention of 1949, 
under Which no repatriated person might be employed on active . 
milit;;l.ry service. 

48. Paragraph 4 (b), based on Article 29 of the first Geneva 
Convention of 1949~ provided that members of the armed forces 
temporarily engaged in civil defence tasks should not be made the 
object of attack and if captured should be prisoners of war, but 
that they should be employed on civil defence in so far as the need 
arose. 

49. Paragraph 5 (a), (b) and (c) were based on Articles 33 and 34 
of the first Geneva Convention of 1949. They provided that the 
equipment. supplies, buildings and transports of military units of 
civil defence should not be made the object of· attack and, if they 
fell into the hands of the enemy~ should not be diverted from their 
assignment. 

50. The introductory paragraph of Alternative 2 for article 58 bis 
was based on Article 23 of the first Geneva Convention of 1949 and 
Article 14 of the fourth Geneva Convention. The Sub~Group was 
suggesting that in time of peace the High Contracting Parties and, 
after the outbreak of hostilities, the parties to a conflict might 
agree that military units should be protected while they were 
assigned and devoted exclusively to civil defence tasks. Sub
paragraphs (1) to (4) set forth the details of such an agreement. 
Sub-paragraph (4) proposed that the agreement between the·parties 
should define and describe the status and treatment to be accorded 
to military units of civil defence and their buildings, equipment 
and supplies, if they should fall into the hands of the adverse 
party. Such an agreement could be made on the basis of Article 6 
of the third Geneva Convention of 1949, which stated that~ in 
addition to the agreements expressly provided for in other Articles 
of that Convention, the High Contracting Parties might conclude 
other special agreements for all matters concerning which they 
might deem it suitable to make separate provision. 
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51. Alternative 2 was based on the idea that if no agreement was 

concluded between parties to the conflict or the High Contracting 

Parties, military civil defence units and personnel should not be 

protected but should simply be members of the armed forces and 

therefore treated as prisoners of wars following the general 

provisions of Article 4, paragraph A (1) of the third Geneva 

~onvention of 1949. 


52. Mrs. DARIIMAA (Mongolia) said that the interim report of the 
Drafting Committee/Working Group on Civil Defence (CDDH/II/384) 
raised very complex problems which had not been previously discussed 
by Government experts before the opening of the Conference. Many 
questions dealt with were completely new. They therefore required 
thbrough consideration both at the Conference itself and in 
consultatioris with civil defence experts within each country. No 
hasty decision should be reached. 

53. Her delegation experienced a number of difficulties in regard 
to the interim report (CDDH/II/384), which it would enlarge upon at 
the fourth session, after consulting its own civil defence experts. 
Certain observations, however s could be made immediately. Oft.he 
alternative headings of article 55 s the words "in zones of military 
operations" were to be preferred s since they were a more accu:r.at'e 
reflection of what actually took place in armed conflicts and 
therefore constituted a more reliable guarantee that civil defence 
materiel and personnel would be protected. In paragraph I of 
article 55 the words "carry only light individual weapons" were to 
be preferred, that wording having already been adopted by the 
Committee for article 29 concerning medical personnel. By analogy, 
civil defence personnel could be granted the right to carry "light 
individual weapons" for self-defence and for the performance of the 
duties listed in article 54 of draft Protocol I. In paragraph 3 
of article 55 the words "and transports" could be retained, since 
the same term had already been adopted in article 21. 

54. Of the two alternatives for article 58 bis s the second gave 
rise to serious objections. A basic aim of Protocol I was to 
prepare rules providing a ~inimum protection for civil defence 
materiel and personnel. Alternative 2, however, linked the 
establishment of a civil defence organization with the conclusion of 
agreements between the High Contracting Parties. If a State 
bordered on many other States, it would be obliged to conclude 
several agreements on the same subject. The civil defence system 
should be the same through6~t a given State, bu~ by conclcidin~ 
several agreements on civil defence a State which bordered on many 
other States would have to introduce disparate elements into its 
civil defence structure, according to its agreements with individual 
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neighbouring States. There was', however, another solution: a Sta:te 
could conclUde a multilateral agreement with all, its neighbours in 
order to have a uniform civil defence system. -Additional Protocol I 
was in itself a multilateral international-agreement· in which the 
establishment and protection of civil defence organizations were 
regulated. Thus Alternative 2 created a system of multilateral or 
bilateral agreements within a multilateral international instrument. 
By proposing such a cumbersome system, Alternative 2 not only 
complicated the issue: it could, in certain circumstances, create 
an unhealthy atmosphere between neighbouring States. For example, 
if State X had tense relations with State Y and suddenly received 
a proposal that a civil defence agreement should be concluded, how 
would public'opinion in State X view that proposal and what would 
the reaction· of State X be? It could hardly be supposed that such 
a situatiohwould lead to an improvement in mutual relations. In 
that respect the draft Protocol as a humanitarian instrument, would 
have the opposite effect to that intended. 

55. Alternative 2 also included the unrealistic provision that .a 
civil defence agrSement could be concluded after the outbreak of 
hostilities. In humanitarian matters any unrealistic provision 
was fraught with danger. In particular, the adoption of such an 
article could deprive national liberation movements of the 
possibility of establishing civil defence organizations, inasmuch 
as their establishment in that case would be made conditional upon 
the con~lusion of an agreement with the colonial Powers - an 
impracticabl'e'requirement in a conflict of that kind. Her delegation 
was therefore opposed to AlternatiVe 2. 

ORGANIZATION' OF WORK 

56. The CHAIRMAN inquired whether the Committee wished to continue 
its discussion on civil defence or to embark on the articles 
concerning relief at its meeting on the following Tuesday. 

57. After a short discussion in which r·1r. lJ!ARRAS (Finland), 
Mr. URQUIOLA (Philippines) and Mr. KOMISSAROV (Byelorussian Soviet 
SOcialist Republic) took part~ it was decided net to discuss the 
articles on relief at the present session of. the Conference. 

The Committee decided? by 18 votes to 9, with 2 abstentions, 
not to hold a meeting on the following Tuesday for the purpose of 
continuing the discussion on civil defence. 
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5R. The CHAIRMAN said that the Committee's next meetinG would 
therefore be held on the following Wednesday. 

59. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee, suggested that the Committee should take note 
of the interim report of the Drafting Committee/Working Group on 
Civil Defence (CDDH/II/384). 

60. Following a discussion in which Mr. HEREDIA (Cuba), Mr. SOLF 
(United States of America) and Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) took part, 
the CHAIRMAN ruled that the Committee would take note of that 
report at its meeting to be held on the following Wednesday. 

The meeting rose at 6.40 p.m. 
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SUMMARY RECORD·OF THE EIGHTY-FIRST MEETING 

held on Wednesday, 9 June 1976, at 10 a.m. 

Chairman: Mr. NAHLIK (Poland) 

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOLS I AND II (CDDH/1) (continued) 

Draft Protocol I 

Article 15 - Protection of civilian medical and religious 
personnel (CDDH/II/388) (concluded) 

Paragraph 3 

Draft Protocol II 

Article 15 - medical and reli ersonnel 
CDDH/II/3 

Paragraph 1 

1. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee,introducing at the invitation of the Chairman, 
amendment CDDH/II/388, submitted by the Canadian, United Kingdom 
and United States delegations, said that the general feeling 
which had emerged from the discussion of article 15 of each of 
the draft Protocols had been that it would be advisable to use 
the same wording in both. As the text of article l5'of draft 
Protocol II had been adopted after more debate than the 
corresponding article of Protocol I, the Drafting Committee had 
considered that the latter should be amended to bring it into 
line with the former. The change, which was not merely a point 
of drafting, had been proposed by several delegations and would 
necessitate a re-opening of the debate on article 15. 

2. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) proposed that the debate on article 
15 of both draft Protocols I and II should be re-opened. As 
far as article 15 of draft Protocol II was concerned, the only 
change proposed was to replace the word "role" by "mission", 
which was more consistent with the general aim of the Protocol 
and of the medical service. 

It was decided by consensus to re-open the debate on 
article 15 of draft Protocols I and II. 
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The revised texts of article 15, paragraph 3, of draft 

Protocol I arid of article 15. paragraph 1 of draft Protocol II 

(CDDH/II/3S8)? were adopted by consensus.ll 


Draft Protocol I 

Article 16 - General Protection of medical duties (CDDH/II/397) 
(concluded) 

Paragraph 3 

3. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee, introducing document CDDH-III/397 said that the 
titie was incorrect: the propos~l was submitted by the Drafting 
Committee of the Conference. It had been studied by an Ad Hoc 
Working Group and referred back to the Drafting Committee. The 
wording of paragraph 3 of article 16, as adopted by the Committee 
at its twenty-fourth meeting on 25 February 1975 (see CDDH/226, 
p. 39), had, given rise to considerable debate in the Drafting 
Committee. In particular, the phrase .. "party adverse to him" had 
caused difficulties of translation. The new text also added, as 
had always been implicit in the former wording, that no person 
engaged in medical activities should be compelled to give, even to 
his own party, the information in question except if so required 
by national legislation. Although the Drafting Committee of the 
Conference considered that there was no change of substance, ,it 
had felt that the new text should be submitted to Committee II so 
that it should be clear that it was in conformity with its previous 
decision. 

4. Speaking as a representative of the Federal Republic of 
Germany, he proposed, first} that article 16, paragraph 3, should 
be reconsidered and, secondly~ that the text in document 
CDDH/II/397 should be adopted. 

It was decided by consensus to reconsider article 16, 
paragraph 3. 

5. Mr. H0STMARK (Norway) rese!'ved the position of his delegation 
on the paragraph, drawing attention to the statement made by the 
Head of the Norwegian delegation in connexion with article 16 of 
draft Protocol II at the Committee's forty-sixth meeting
(CDDH/II/SR.46). . 

11 For the text of article 15, paragraph 3 of draft Protocol I, 
as adopted,see the report of Committee II (CDDH/235/Rev.l, annex I). 
For the text of article 15. pa:ragraph 1 of draft Protocol II, as 
adopted, see the report of Committee II (CDDH/235/Rev.l, annex I). 
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6. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) pointed out that the changes in the 
text before the Committee were merely matters of drafting: the 
substance remained unchanged. The statement made by the Head of 
the Norwegian delegation at the second session had referred to 
draft.Protocol II only. 

The revised text of article 16, 7aragraPh 3, of draft 
Protocol I was adopted by consensus~~ 

7. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said 
that he supported the adoption of paragraph 3 by consensus but 
wished to emphasize that the decision taken placed medical 
personnel in a difficult position by subjecting their decisions to 
national legislation rather than to medical ethics. 

on 

8. Mr. JOSEPHI (Federal Republic of Germany) said that, with 
regard to article 55, his delegation preferred the expression 
"zones of military operations". It would even suggest that 
article 55 should contain a general rule covering the whole field 
of application with the exception of occupied territories, which 
were dealt with in article 56. The reference to articles 46 and 
47 in article 55 seemed to constitute an unnecessary complication, 
rendering interpretation more difficult. There also seemed to be 
some inconsistency in the last paragraph of the Sub-Group's draft. 

9. On the question of military civil defence units" the 
Sub-Group's report provided a good basis for further. discussions. 
His delegation was not in favour of a lengthy article 58 bis, 
as in Alternative 1, which almost constituted an invitation-to 
Governments to organize their civil defence on a military basis. 
The inclusion of military units in the special protection 
accorded to civil defence should be merely an exception. His 
delegation could agree either with Alternative 2 or with the 
third alternative, i.e. to have no article on military units 
of civil defence. 

21 For the text of article 16, as adopted, see the report 
of Committee II (CDDH/235/Rev.l, annex I). 
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10. Mr.• ' MUELLER (Switzerland) noted that the Working Group and 
Sub-Group had done very useful work. Referring to military units 
of civil defence, he said that Alternative 1 for article 58 bis 
essentially embodied the ideas of the Swiss amendment (CDDH/II/335), 
but did not entirely reflect the Swiss position. His delegation 
therefore reserved the right to make an appropriate proposal when 
the substance of article 58 bis' was considered. The tex~ of 
Alternative 1 provided an excellent basis fO"!- the discussion 
because it took into account'all the problems involved in the 
special protection to be. given to military units of civ~l defence, 
but. it was rather too long and complicated. The provisions of 
document CDDH/II/335 wer~' simpler and more easily understandable 
by those who would have to apply them on the battlefield. 

11. Alternative 2 was superfluous and therefore useless: the 
High,· Contracting Parties and the part,ies to. a conflict were 
always' free to 'conclude agreements and it was in quite different 
circumstances that such a possibility was referred to in the 
Geneva.Conve.ntions. The Conference would eventually have·to 
decide whether or not it wished to accord protection to military 
units of civil defence. 

12. The third alternative had not been discussed by the Sub-Group 
and was outside'its terms of reference ; it provided no basis 
for a positive s.olution of the problem and he proposed ,that ail 
reference to it should be deleted from the report of the Sub
~o~. . 

13. Mr. KOMISSAROV (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic) said 
that the Working Group had eneountered difficulties on accOunt 
of the large number ofalternative drafts submitted. A number of 
alterna.tiveswere still' presented in the revised report . 
(CDDH/II/384/Rev.1) but, the fact that the Working Group h'ad been 
ab'le to solve some of the problems arising out of civil defence 
justified the hope that the remaining difficulties would be pver
come. Among the matters of principle which remained to be settled 
was the question of military civil defence personnel and their 
protection, illustrated by the presence of two mutually exclusive 
alternatives for article 58 bis. 

14. His delegation took the view that the exclusion of. military 
units would weaken the effectiveness of civil defence Organizations 
in performing their humanitarian mission of assistance to the' 
civilian population. It accordingly felt that Alternative 2 could 
not provide a basis for further discussion. The very approach of 
that Alternative - that the question of military units of civil 
defence should be a matter for bilateral agreements - was 
unacceptable. 
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15. Alternative 1, however, provided a basis for further 
discussion. Careful consideration should be given to its provlslone 
concerning .the area of application, the protection of military 
personnel and their status if they fell into the hands of the 
adverse pa:rty, and the protection of their equipment, supplies and 
means of transport. It was also necessary to consider the 
advisability of assimilating the treatment of military civil 
defence personnel to that of medical units. He hoped that 
Governments would take advantage of the intersessional periOd to 
make a careful study of the report and of the views expressed in 
Committee II and the Working Group. 

16. Mr. HEER (German Democratic Republic) said that the revised 
interim report of the Drafting Committee/Working Group (CDDH/II/ 
384/Rev.l) was a useful document reflecting the differing views of 
the delegations which had taken part in the discussions. Though 
everyone might not be satisfied, more could not have been expected, 
because the discussion of the subject had constantly been deferred. 
The report constituted a good basis for future discussions and for 
consideration by Governments in the intersessional period. 

17. Mr. HARSANA (Indonesia) said that his delegation had made a 
statement during the general debate to the effect that it 
recognized the civil defence functions referred to in the draft 
Protocol and considered that it was the prerogative of every 
country to organize those functions as it saw fit. His delegation's 
position was, firstly, that to consider civil defence as a purely 
civilian matter was unrealistic and unacceptable; it accordingly 
preferred Alternative 1 for article 58 bis and considered 
Alternative 2 useless. Secondly, the function of civil defence 
was to protect the people against the effects of natural and man
made disaE,ters. Thirdly, no list of civil defence tasks could ever 
be exhaustive. . 

18. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) suggested that the Committee should 
simply take note of the interim report of the Drafting Committee/ 
Working Group on civil defence (CDDH/II/384/Rev.l) and that that 
report should be attached, as an annex to the Committee's report 
since the latter did not reflect all facets of the work done. 

19. Referring to the Swiss representative's proposal, he said that 
the reference to a third alternative to article 58 bis,which 
appeared on page 7 of the interim report, related to-i statement of 
fact which he had made, as Chairman of the restricted Sub-Group, 
when introducing the report. In the circumstances~ he could not 
agree to the deletion of the reference. 
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20. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) said that, despite unforeseen 
complications, the discussion on civil defence had done much 
to crystallize the issues. That was in part due, in his 
opinion,·to the Committee's decision not to vote on the usefuL 
list of questions submitted for its consideration. 

21. Having in mind the need to facilitate consideration of 
the matter at the fourth session, his delegation hoped that 
Governments would find it possible to reach reasonably firm 
opinions, on the basis of the inte~imreport, by the end of 
1976. It also hoped that any amendments would be submittted 
in time for Governments to study and form an opinion on them 
before. the fourth session.. There would, however, have to be 
a drastic reduction in the number of amendments if civil 
defence:was ever to find its place in the Protocols. 

22. He agreed with t.pe Danish representative's remarks 
regarding a third alternative to article 58.bis. There was 
no practical way of arriving at some kind of half mea,sure. 
The countries of the w6rld~ it should. be remembered, had 
managed to adapt the operations of their medical serv;ices 
to the Conventi,Qns. The Conference should not now draft a 
Protocol aligned to Government organizations that should be 
subject to international law. 

23.~ He urged the Committee to take note of the interim 
report. without further ado. 

24. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) said that he, too, 
was unable to a~cept th~ Swiss proposal (CDDH/II/335). 

25. The interi~report wa6,~ well~6ala~ced document that 
reflec·ted the' main issues and" his delegation would study 
it with an open mind in the intersessional period. He 
trusted that other delegations would do likewise. 

26~ ,The most dif,ficult point at issue pertained to the 
proi~ction of ciyildefence units and personnel on the 
"battl~field". H~ did not agree that "zones ot military 
operation~~, Which had be~n suggested by several delegations, was 
preferable since, to his mind, it coverea the military area 
in it~ broadest sens~, from the contact zone to the combat 
zone and· even the communications area. It could extend over 
~hole countri~s~ Moreover~ it provided no guidance whatsoever. 
Someth'ought should therefore be given to finding a narrower 
definition. His delegation was prepa,red' to recommend to its 
Government that it accept provisions on immunity from attack 
in certain circumstances for military personnel who performed 
humanitarian functions relating to civil defence tasks outside 
the battlefield. It was therefore essential that the area 
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within which article 55 was applicable should be defined with 

precision and that it should be no broader than necessary. 


27. He was confident that, with the good will and co-operation 

that had marked the Committee's work, it would be possible to 

agree on a se~tion on civil defence at the fourth session. 


28. Mr. KORNEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that 
the most difficult problem facing the Sub-Group on civil defence 
had been that of the participation of military units in civil 
defence tasks, but the different amendments submitted had been 
clearly circumscribed in the alternative versions of draft 
article 58 bis. It should be recognized that such military 
units performed a highly humanitarian task in the protection 
of the civil population and that, even when performed by 
military units, civil defence still remained essentially 
civilian in respect both of its functions and of its intrinsic 
nature. His delegation accordingly regarded Alternative I 
as a satisfactory basis for future discussions. Alternative 2 
was unacceptable, for the reasons already given by previous 
speakers. The adoption of the third alternative would make 
it necessary to reopen the whole discussion and to start again 
from the beginning. Other questions requiring careful 
consideration were whether civil defence personnel should carry 
arms, the question of communications and the protection of 
civil defence units. 

29. Civil defence was organized in different ways in different 
countries. All those differences should be covered as far as 
possible in article 54 of Protocol I. That was the ~pproach 
which his uelegation intended GO adopt during its reconsideration 
of the question of civil defence in the period between the 
third and fourth sessions. He hoped that other delegations 
would approach the matter in the same way, so that at the 
fourth session it would be possible to adopt the Chapter on 
civil de,fence. 

30. Mr. GONSALVES (Netherlands), expressing his preference 
for Alternative 1 to article 58 bis, said that he regretted 
that the interim report as a whore-was rather brief. He 
therefore suggested that the oral report given by the 
Chairman of the restricted Sub-Group at the Committee's 
eightieth meeting should be included as an integral part of 
the interim report or attached thereto as an annex. 

31. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) said that it might be easier merely 
to include a reference in the interim report to the summary 
record of the oral report in question (CDDH/II/SR.80). 
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32. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) agreed that the main issue was 
whether civil defence personnel, both military and civilian, 
operating within a small area that had been described as the 
battlefield should be allowed to car~y weapons if they were 
protected. A aubsidiary problem alsb r~quiring consideration 
related to the provisions on prisoner-of~war status in 
Alternative 1 to article 58 bis, which did not seem very logical. 
Possibly, however; there had been some· misunderstanding. There 
had never b~en any suggestion that military units-should nbt 
be al16wed to perform civil defence tasks,since that was a 
matter which each country was free to decide as it saw fit. 
It was simply a question of whether to protect civil defenc~ 
personnel when they encountered the enemy on the battlefield, 
and if so in what circumstances. 

33. The CHAIRMAN said that it would be helpful if amendments 
could be submitted in time for Governments to take due note 
of them before the fourth session, and if possible by 31 
October 1976. He mentioned that date merely as a suggestion) 
amendments arriving later would, of course, also be taken into 
consideration. 

34. Noting th~t a number of delegations were opposed to the 
Swins proposal, he pointed out that the Committee was not 
required to approve the interim report, which ~as merely a 
working document, but simply to take note of it. He asked 
whether, in the circumstances, the representatives of 
Switzerland wished to press his proposal. 

35. Mr. MUELLER (Switzerland) said that he withdrew his 
proposal in order not to prolong the discussion. 

36. Following a brief exchange of views in which the CHAIRMAN, 
Mr. EL HASSEEN EL HASSAN (Sudan), Rapporteur, and Mr. BOTHE 
(Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the D~afting 
Committee I\~orking Group, took part, the CHAIRr1AN suggested 
that the Committee should take note of the interim report 
of the Drafting Committee/Working Group on Civil Defence 
(CDDH/III384IRev.l). He further suggested that the interim 
report should be attached as an annex to the Committee's 
report, with an introductory sentence to the effect that the 
Committee had taken note of the interim report as a basis 
for further consideration. 

It was so agreed. 

The meeting rose at 11.25 a.m. 
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE EIGHTY-SECOND (CLOSING) MEETING 

held on Wednesday, 9 June 1976, at 3.15 p.m. 

Chairman: Mr. NAHLIK (Poland) 

ADOPTION OF THE DRAFT REPORT OF COMMITTEE II 

1. Mr. EL HASSEEN EL HASSAN (Sudan), Rapporteur, introduced 

the draft report of Committee II (CDDH/II/396). He stressed 

that in view of the difficulty of preparing the report in four 

languages, corrections might have to be made. He suggested 

that the report should perhaps be supplemented by a paragraph 

on the decisions taken at the eighty-first meeting. 


2. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of 
the Drafting Committee, suggested that any delegation which 
had found errors of form or translation in the Committee's 
draft report should submit a list of them to the Secretariat. 
They would then be taken into account in the final version 
which would be prepared before the fourth session. Meanwhile, 
the members of Committee II might confine their observations 
to matters of substance. ·Any such observations· would be 
taken into account in the version of the report to be submitted 
to the Conference meeting in plenary. 

3. The CHAIRMAN agreed that all relevant corrections should 
be comrr!unicated in writing to the Secretariat and urged 
representatives to confine themselves to matters of ' substance. 

4. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada), referring to the fourth paragraph 
on page 5 of the draft report, said that the words Ugiving a 
medical task to the personnel,l, were a little too restrictive. 
He proposed that the Committee should adopt a broader expression 
and suggested the words "assigning the personnel to medical 
duties (including the administrative duties mentioned above)lI. 

5. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee, said that, if adopted, that proposal would 
result in defining ila'ssigned" by "assigned", a situation which 
must be avoided. 

6. Mrs. DARIIMAA (Mongolia) drew attention to a number of 
formal and drafting errors in the Russian, French and English 
texts of the draft report. She would inform the Secretariat 
of her comments so that they could be taken into account in 
the final version submitted to the plenary meeting of the 
Conference. 
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7. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee, admitted that the report did contain errors 
of that kind, including some in the passages relating to the 
discussion on article 57; the titles in the draft report had 
been taken from the original ICRC draft. 

8. Mr. SALEEM (Pakistan), referring to the text of the annex 
to draft Protocol I approved by Committee II (CDDHIIII389 L 
pointed out that the decisions recorded about article 2 at the 
bottom of page 2 of that document had not been noted quite 
correctly. The text approved by Committee·II at its seventy-second 
meeting, at which he had been the Chairman, was as follows: 
liThe certificate should include the holder's name, date of birth 
(or, ir not available, age at the time of issue) ... ". 

9. Mr. CLARK (Australia) said that the draft report made no 
mention of the fact· that the Committee had postponed until the 
fourth session consideration of the letter sent by the Heads 
of delega~ion of the ICRC and the League of Red Cross Societies 
to the President of the Conferehce about articles 9 and 23 of 
draft Proto~ol I (document CDDH/Inf.266). 

10. In the second s~ntence of the second paragraph on page 18 
of the draft repbrt, paragraph 5 of article 16 of the annex should 
also be mentioned, for the sake of uniformity. 

11. On page 20 of the draft report, as the representative of 
the Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic had pointed out 
to him, the text relating to paragraph 3 of article 14 of draft 
Protocol II (CDDH/II/372) contained square brackets which did 
not appear in the Russian text. The various versions of draft 
article 14 should be concorded. 

12. In the annex to draft Protocol I (CDDH/II/389) the dots 
shouid be replaced by a dash in article 7, paragraph 3. The 
same also applied to a~ticle 9; that would help to avoid 
ambiguities. 

13. Pages 7, 8 and 20 of the draft report mentioned an Ad Hoc 
1,'!orking Group. The words iI Ad Hoc" should be deleted, since they 
might lead to confusion Kith the fourth Cnmmittee of the Conference, 
known as the "Ad Hoc Committee on Conventional Weapons". 

14. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee, replying to the representative of Australia, 
suggested the addition to the draft report of a brief text 
stating that at its seventy-fifth meeting the Committee had 
considered articles 9 and 23 of draft Protocol I in the light 
of the letter (CDDH/II/Inf.266) sent by the Heads of delegation 
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of the ICRC and the League of Red Cross Societies to the 

President of the Conference. It had been decided to postpone any 

decision OD that subject to the fourth session of the Conference. 


15. The words "Ad Hoc" could be deleted from the name of the 

Group if its members did not object. 


16. Mr. FRUCHTERMAN (United States of America) considered that 

the words "Ad Hoc" should not be deleted~ for the Ad Hoc Working 

Group had been set up at the second session and the name appeared 

in its report. 


17. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 

Drafting Committee, recalled that there had been an Ad Hoc 

Working Group at the second session. The words "Ad Hoc ll , 


however, did not appear in the report of Committee II on its 

second session (CDDH/221/Rev.l), and so they could be deleted, 

as the Australian representative had requested. 


18. Miss SHEIKH-FADLI (Syrian Arab Republic) said that the 

Arabic version of the draft report did not mention the fact 

that at an earlier meeting the Syrian Arab Republic had stated 

that it was no longer a co-sponsor of amendment CDDH/II/70 

to article 56 (Occupied territories). 


19. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) said that he would like the paragraph 
on page 17 entitled "Proceedings of Committee II" to be re-worded 
to take into account the decisions adopted at the eighty-first 
meeting. 

20. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee, asked the Committee to adopt the final version 
of the draft report on the basis of the following oral proposal: 
"At its eighty-first meeting the Committee continued its discussion 
of the interim report on civil defence. It took note of that 
document, which would constitute a valuable working basis for 
later discussion. The interim report is as follows: " 

21. Mr. FRUCHTERMAN (United States of America) pointed out 
that in the last two lines of page 16 the words "Article 16: 
Periodical revision" were placed in square brackets and followed 
by a sentence which did not correspond to that in the French text. 
He wondered whether it was necessary to keep the square brackets, 
since the Committee had decided that the article would constitute 
article 18 bis. 

22. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee, replied that the English translation was 
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inaccurate~'and the French text was the authentic one. The 
brackets ,should not" be deleted, ,since the reference was toa 
previous versi0n.' 

23. Mr. CLAR1( (Australia),' supported by Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union 
of Soviet Socialist Republics), as'ked that the report of the 
Technical Sub-Committee and the relevant articles of the 
technical annex should be distributed separately. 

24. "Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee~ said that for technical reasons the revised 
report of the Committee could not be distributed before the 
closing plenary meeting, but that it could be distributed in 
the period between the third and fourth sessioris of the Conference. 

25. In reply to a question by 1'11". MALLIK (Poland), the CHAIRMAN 
said that-the texts submitted by the ICRC to the Conference 
should be taken as the basis for all discussions. The results 
achieved by the vlorking Groups in which the ICRC representatives 
took part~ however, would also be taken into consideration at the 
fourth session, so as not to call into question again decisions 
alre.q.dy-taken'at the third session. 

26. Replying t~ Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) on the subject Of the 
adoption, at the thirty-third plenary meeting of the Conference j 

of,the,t{lree draft'resplutions in the technical annex, and after 
a brie~ discussion in which Mr. SOLF (United States of Ame~ica) 
and Mr.URQUIOLA (Philippines) took part, the CHAIRMAN noted 
that the draft resolution concerning th~ use of certain 
electronic and visual means of identification by medical 
aircraft protected under the Geneva Conventions of 1949~ intended 
for the International Civil Aviation Organization, and the d!oaft 
resolutiQn concerning the' use of visual signalling for 
identification of medical transport protected by the Geneva 
Conventions of 1949~ destined for the Inter-Governmental 
Maritime Consultative Organization, were of no great urgency. 
He reminded the Committee that the draft resolution concerning 
the identification and marking of medical personnel, units of 
transports and civil defence personnel, equipment of transports" 
intended for the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), 
had already been transmitted to the President of the Conference 
with a request that it be communicated to the Secretary-General 
of ITU for submission to the June 1976 meeting of the ITU 
Administrative Council, which was to prepare the agenda for the' ' 
World Administrative Radio Conference of 1979. 

27. The CHAIRMAN noted that there was general agreement. 

The draft report as a whole, as amended, was adopted by 
consensus. 
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CLOSURE OF THE SESSION 

28. The CHAIRMAN said that the Committee had made substantial 
progress in its,work. It had, in fact1 adopted some twenty-five 
draft articles on medical transport 1 definitions 1 the technical 
annex to draft Protocol I and the question of missing and deceased 
persons, and had completed its consideration of all those items. 
It only remained to consider the problem of civil defence 1 which 
had already been the subject of an extensive study, and that of 
relief in favour of the civilian population, which had not yet 
been taken up. There was, therefore 1 every reason to hope that 
the Committee would be able to bring its work to a conclusion 
at the fourth session. He urged representatives to spare no 
effort, during the period between the sessions, to prepare for 
the adoption of compromise solutions to those problems. 

29. He thanked the Secretariat for the valuable assistance it had 
given and expressed his gratitude to his colleagues in the various 
delegations for their efficiency and friendly collaboration. 

30. Mr. MARTIN (Switzerland) and Mr. SOLF (United States of 
America) thanked the Chairman for his conduct of the Committee's 
work and expressed their appreciation of the close co-operation 
that had been a feature of the Committee's deliberations. 

31. The CHAIRMAN declared the third session of the Committee 
closed. 

The meeting rose at 4.50 p.m. 
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE EIGHTY-THIRD (OPENING) MEETING 

held on Thursday, 14 April 1977, at 3.15 p.m. 

Chairman: Mr. S-E. NAHLIK (Poland) 

OPENING STATEMENT BY THE CHAIRMAN 

1. The CHAIRMAN welcomed the members of the Committee, the represen
tatives of the International Committee of the Red Cr'oss and members of 
the Secretariat. 

2. He emphasized that the General Committee and the President of the 
Conference had expressed the wish that the current session should be 
the last, and said that the Conference at its thirty-fifth plenary 
meeting had taken a formal decision on that subject. A great deal 
had been done since the third session, first by a Committee of Experts 
which had reviewed the tests that had been adopted by the Committees 
and s'.lbsequently by the Drafting Committee, which in four weeks had 
reviewed all those texts except one, which it had referred back to the 
Committee that had adopted it. There were therefore good reasons for 
optimism in that connexion. 

3. The General Committee had also expressed the wish that each 
Committee should draw up a very rigid time-table. Proposals for 
Committee II's time-table would be put forward during the following 
week. It could already be anticipated that the fourth session would 
comprise three phases: the first four weeks, from M?nday, 18 April, 
to 13 May, would be dedicated to the study of individual topics; the 
week beginning 16 May would be set aside for the work of the Drafting 
Committee, and the last three weeks, from 23 May to 10 June, would be 
taken up by plenary meetings. 

1+. After summarizing the work done at the third session, he pointed 
out that the Committee still had to study questions concerning civil 
defence (Articles 54 - 59 of draft Protocol I and Articles 30 and 31 
of draft Protocol II), and relief in favour of the civilian population 
(Articles 60 - 62 of draft Protocol I and Articles 33 - 35 of draft 
Protocol II). He drew the attention of members of the Commit-I:ee to 
the synoptic table (CDDH/242) and to the table of amendments (CDDH!241 
and Add.l and Corr.l). 

5. With regard to civil defence, the preliminary debate on the 
original ICRC draft (CDDH/I) had made it possible to arrive at a 
number of texts by the end of the third session. It would therefore 
be reasonable, at the current session, to take up the amendments to 
Articles 54 - 59 of draft Protocol I submitted by a grol1p of Nordic 
countries for which Denmark acted as spokesman (see CDDH/24l, 
pp. 23/29, 31, 34, 36, 40, 41 and 43). 
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6. On the other hand, there had as yet been no preliminary dis~ 


cussion of the articles relating to relief in favour of the civilian 

population. That discussion could be held at the eighty-fourth 

meeting, after a statement by the ICRC representative. Members of 

the Committee who had submitted amendments were invited to introduce 

them at that meeting. 


7. The CHAIRMAN recalled that in pursuance of a decision taken by 
the General Committee of the Conference problems which still remained 
in suspense and which concerned reprisals would in future be con
sidered by Committee I. Therefore Article 19 of draft Protocol II, 
which at the second session of the Conference had ·been considered by 
Committee II, but on which no final decision had been taken, would no 
longer appear on the agenda of Committee II. 

S. To expedite the Committee's work, he suggested that from the 
following week, it should divide into two groups, Group A and Group B, 
one dealing with civil defence and the other with relief in favour' of 
the civilian population. The groups could act as drafting Committees 
and be chaired by the representative of Yugoslavia and the represen
tative of the United States of America respectively since they were 
Chairman and Vice-Chairman respectively, of the Drafting Committee of 
Committee II. 'Consideration of the question of civil defence would, 
of course, be resumed at the point where the Committee had ceased work 
at the third session .. 

9. Since it was impossible to tell at the present stage how long the 
debate on the amendments would last or how many new amendments there 
would be, he suggested that representatives intending to submit amend
ments should inform the Secretariat on the following day. The last 
day for the submission of amendments could be Monday, IS April, in the 
case of civil defence, and Tuesday, 19 April, for relief in favour of 
the civilian population. 

10. It should be remembered that at the current session Arabic was an 
official language and that all documents would have to be translated 
into Arabic before being submitted to the Committee. 

11. Mr. MATTHEY (Observer for the International Telecommunicaticn 
Union), speaking at the invitation of the Chairman, informed the 
Committee first, that the texts of the annex to draft Protocol I 
concerning radiocommunications, which it had proposed at the thir'd 
session, did not conflict with the existing international treaty, 
namely, the International Telecommunication Convention and the Radio 
Regulations annexed thereto and, secondly, the Committee's resolution 
seeking the inclusion on the agenda of the ITU Conference, to be held 
in 1979, of an item covering -the consideration of the radiocommunica
tion requirements foreseen by the Diplomatic Conference, had produced 
a positive result without any opposition. 
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12. The resolution in its present form (CDDH/II/371) therefore had 
achieved its first object; should the Committee consider bringing it 
up to date for adoption by the plenary Conference, he would be ready 
to assist in the editorial work. 

13. The CHAIRMAN thanked Mr. Matthey, who had always maintained 

liaison between the ITU and the Committee. 


In the absence of any objections, the proposals for the organl
zation of work suggested by the Chairman were adopted. 

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOLS I AND II (CDDH/l) (continued) 

Draft Protocol 11 Part IV, Section 1 

Chapter VI - Civil defence (Articles 54 - 59) 

14. The CHAIRMAN invited the representative of Denmark to explain 
the differences between the amendments by Denmark, Finland, Iceland, 
Norway and Sweden (CDDH/241, pp. 28/29, 31, 34, 36, 40, 41 and u~, the 
original ICRC text (CDDH/l), and the text prepared by the Drafing 
Committee/Working Group at the third session (see CDDH/235/Rev.l, 
Annex II). 

15. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) pointed out that document CDDH/241/Add.l 
was not completely accurate. In actual fact, the amendments to 
Articles 54 - 59 had been submitted jointly by the five Nordic 
countries. 

16. After the third session, some countries had felt, like the 
President of the Conference, that it was necessary to do everything 
possible to speed up the work of Committee II and bring it to a 
successful conclusion. For that reason,-the Nordic countries, being 
aware that the text submitted by the Working Group was not yet quite 
final, had established ~ontact with other bountries. Meetings had, 
in particular, taken place at Copenhagen and Bonn, and exper"ts had 
been consulted. "The sponsors of the Nordic amendment felt that they 
had succeeded in drawing up a reasonable text. They were aware that 
some points of detail could still be improved, but they hoped that the 
members of the Committee would not present too many amendments and 
would accept the main outlines of the text submitted. 

17. One of the principal ideas reflected in the Nordic amendment was 
that only civilians should enjoy the special protection envisaged. 
As was stated in Article 58 bis, members of the armed forces who were 
carrying out civil defence tasks would be considered to be prisoners 
of war at the time they came in contact with and fell into the hands 
of an adverse Party. Furthermore, it was evident from Article 59 
that military units carrying out civil defence tasks were not autho
rized to use the international distinctive sign of civil defence. 
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18. The sponsors of the Nordic amendment sincerely hoped that their 
text might serve as a basis for the work of the Working Group on civil 
defence. 

19. Mr. SANDOZ (International Committee of the Red Cross) said that 
the ICRC attached great importance to the question of civil defence, 
but that it had no particular preference about which text should serve 
as a basis for the Committee's discussions. He merely hoped that the 
Committee would succeed In drawing up a satisfactory text. 

20. The CHAIRMAN said he thought that it would be desirable for the 
ICRC representative to take part in the work of the Drafting Committee/ 
Working Group. He reiterated his remark that amendments to the 
articles of draft Protocol I concerned with c~vil defence should, as 
far as possible, be submitted before Monday, 18 April. 

21. Mr. KLEIN (Holy See) said that his delegation intended to submit 
some amendments but it would like to know whether those amendments 
should apply to the original ICRC text (CDDH/l), to that of the 
Drafting Committee/Working Group (see the report of Committee II at 
the third session - CDDH/235/Rev.l, Annex II) or to the Nordic one 
(CDDH/241). He thought that the Committee could not disregard the 
work it had already done and start again from scratch. One of the 
texts he had mentioned should be taken as a basis. 

22. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) pointed out that the basic 
text was the one prepared by the ICRC. It was from that starting
point that the Drafting Committee/Working Group had drawn up its own 
te.xt, which had been discussed and to which amendments had been sub
mitted. 

23. Mr. LUKABU-K'HABOUJI (Zaire) observed that the articles had 
already been considered at the third session and that a text had been 
prepared by the Drafting Committee/Working Group. The text proposed 
by the Danish delegation on behalf of the Nordic delegations was, 
however, a new one. The Committee could not spin out its pro
ceedings indefinitely; it should confine itself to improving the text 
which had already been drafted. His delegation intended to propose 
certain changes, but it would endeavour to follow the text prepared by 
the Working Group as closely as possible. 

24. Mr. NORDHAUG (Norway) pointed out that the Committee had alj~eady 
departed widely from the original ICRC text. The Nordic delegations 
did not consider that the proposals they were putting forward consti
tuted a fresh text, but rather an amendment to the text prepared by the 
Drafting Committee/Working Group at the third session. 
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25. The CHAIRMAN suggested that the representatives should give 
thought to that point, and proposed that the discussions on civil 
defence should be deferred until the meeting on Monday, 18 April. 
The meeting on Friday, 15 April, would be devoted to preliminary 
discussion of the articles concerned with relief in favour of the 
civilian population. That arrangement would have the advantage of 
enabling the experts on the question of civil defence, who were due 
to arrlve on Monday, 18 April, to take part in the discussions. 

It was so agreed. 

The meeting rose at 4.15 p.m. 
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE EIGHTY-FOURTH MEETING 

held on Friday, 15 April 1977, at 10.5 a.m. 

Chairrrian: Mr. S-E. NAHLIK (Poland) 

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOLS I AND II (CDDH/l) (continued) 

Draft Protocol I, Part IV, Section I 

Chapter VI - Civil defence (continued) 

1. The CHAIRMAN drew 'attention to the fact that the International 
Civil Defence Organization had transmitted to the Diplomatic Confer
ence a document containing its comments on Chapter VI of draft 
Protocol I. The document contained proposals, which could be treated 
as amendments if they were endorsed by one or more delegations. 

2. The text was available so far in English and French only. If 
the Committee agreed, it could be translated into the ,other working 
languages and circulated as an information document for discussion. 
A decision could then be reached on the action to be taken concerning 
the proposed amendments. 

It 	was so agreed.* 

Article 60 - Field of application 

Article 61 - Supplies 

Article 62 - Relief actions 

3. The CHAIRMAN said that amendments to Articles 60 to 62 of draft 
Protocol I should be submitted not later than Tuesday, 19 April 1977. 

4. Although the same subject was dealt with in Articles 33 to 35 of 
draft Protocol II, the deadline for the submission of amendments to 
those articles would be extended to Thursday, 21 April 1977. 

* 	 The document was later circulated 2n Russian and Spanish under 
symbol CDDH/II/Inf.275. 
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5. Mr. WARRAS (Finland), Vice-Chainnan of the League of Red Cross 
Societies, introducing Articles 60 to 62, said that in recent decades 
the international community had accepted greater responsibility for 
the alleviation of human suffering in any form, and particularly 
during armed conflict. He wished to draw attention in that connexion 
to two resolutions. The first was resolution XXVI, adopted by the 
XXIst Intern3tional Conference of the Red Cross in 1969, whereby 
States Parties to the Geneva Conventions and the Red Cross, Red 
=rescent and Red Lion and Sun Societies had unanimously adopted the 
"Declaration of Principles fer International Humanitarian Relief to 
(he Civilian Population in Disaster Situations". He read out the 
text of those six Principles. The second was United Nations General 
~ssembly resolution 2675 (XXV), concerning basic principles for the 
Jrotection of civilian popUlations in armed conflict. He quoted the 
last paragraph, which stated that the Declaration of Principles should 
apply in situations of armed conflict and that all Parties to the 
conflict should make every efforT to facilitate its application. 

). In the light of the dbove texts 2Ild of experience with relief 
)perc:.t:LOnf) in recent year,,,, it was ciea}' that Articles 23, 55 ane 59 
~o 6~ of the fourth Geneva Convention of 1949 had certain short
~omlngs. Article 23, paragraph 1, for example, was far too limited 

n scope; all e~sential supplies needed for the civilian popUlation 
_~ould be given free passage, and not merely foodstuffs, clothing and 
~onics for children under fifteen, expectant mothers, etc. Another 
shortcoming of Article 23 was that it concerned only consignments and 
jid not mention personnel - medical personnel and certain kinds of 
technicians who would be required when conditions of transport and 
jistributian were particularly difficult. There should also be a 
reference to the need for international co-ordination of relief action. 

Articles 55 to 62 of the fourth Geneva Convention of 1949 
described the duties of the Occupying Power in providing relief for 
the civilian popUlation. Article 55, paragraph 1, however, should be 
~xtended to cover all Parties to the armed conflict. The list of 
supplies in that article was also inadequate for the reasons which he 
had mentioned in connexion with ArTicle 23. 

8. With regard to Article 59 of the fourth Geneva Convention dealing 
with collective relief, the provision in the third paragraph concern
ing free passage and protection of consignments should also be 
,:oxtended to cover' relief personnel. 

9. The ctrticles concerning relief were extremely important and 
should therefore be worded as carefully as possible. A number of 
delegations, including his own, were of the opinion that IeRC draft 
'rticles 60, 61 and 62 (CDDH/l) could be improved along the lines he 
had indicated. They had therefore submitted the amendments in docu
ment CD~H/II/398 and Add.l. 
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10. Mr. KLEIN (Holy See) said that the Holy See had always been 

especially interested in relief operations. He himself was familiar 

with the subject as a member of the board of the French Catholic 

Relief Society. Experien~e showed, firstly, that speed was the most 

important factor in providing assistance to the victims of war or 

disaster. He gave a number of examples where such assistance would 

have been useless if delayed. That was not, however, to decry the 

need for some supervision of such operations. Secondly, impartiality 

vis-~-vis the victims was essential. Assistance should not be 

stopped or hampered by fear of political reprisals, and there should 

be no discrimination of any kind with regard to the victims. 


11. Mr. H~STMARK (Norway) said that his Government fully shared the 

views expressed by the representative of Finland. 


12. As far as international relief was concerned, it was not only 
the point of reception which had to be considered but also the various 
stages through which it had to pass in order to reach those who needed 
it as quickly as possible. 

13. Mr. SKARSTEDT (Sweden) said that at previous conferences Sweden 

had stressed the need to have new articles concerning relief for 

civilian populations in armed conflicts. The subject was an extreme

ly important one, and further work was need to develop the articles 

in the ICRC draft into a suitable text. That was the aim of amend

ment CDDH/II/398 and Add.l, of which his delegation was a sponsor. 

Sweden had, however, some doubts about the wording proposed for the 

first sentence of Article 62, paragraph 1. He would comment on that 

aspect at a later stage. 


14. Mr. AL ASBALI (Libyan Arab Jamahiriya) said that he shared the 
views expressed by the representative of Finland. Libya was very 
interested in relief for civilian populations wherever they were, and 
relief operations in armed conflicts were of the utmost importance. 

15. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) said that he, too, considered 
that the articles under consideration were among the most important 
before the Committee. His Government was very impressed by the 
humanitarian considerations advanced by the representative of Finland. 

16. Mr. HEER (German Democratic Republic) said that his delegation 
considered the ICRC's proposal a good basis and a better one in general 
than that of the Red Cross League. It was, however, of the opinion 
that in Article 62 of the ICRC text a provision should be inserted 
ensuring the right of control, as provided for in the fourth Geneva 
Convention of 1949. Such a provision could suitably be annexed to 
Article 62, paragraph 2. 
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17. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that 
the importance of the problem under consideration was unquestionable. 
Relief for civilian populations in an emergency should be provided as 
quickly as possible. With that in mind, he considered that the 
amendments which had been proposed, though motivated by humanitarian 
considerations, were not always very realistic. In an armed con
flict, how could the Contracting Parties guarantee that supplies 
despatched for relief purposes would arrive safely? 

18. The CHAIRMAN declared the general discussion on Articles 60 to 

62 closed. 


Article 60 - Field of application (CDDH/II/398 and Add.l) 

19. Mr. SANDOZ (International Committee of the Red Cross), intro
ducing Article 60 of the ICRC draft, said that the civilian population 
was to an increasing degree affected by armed conflict and must there
fore be given protection. That was provided for in Part IV, 
Section I of draft Protocol I. Protection alone, however, was not 
enough. Section II therefore reminded the Parties to a conflict of 
their duty to provide the civilian population with essential supplies, 
or, if they could not do so themselves, to agree to or facilitate 
purely humanitarian action in favour of the civilian population. The 
purpose of Article 60 was to establish the field of application of 
Section II, specifying in particular that it was complementary to 
Article 23 of the fourth Geneva Convention of 1949. Thus, it extended 
the international rules concerning relief to the whole civilian popu
lation, and not merely, as in Article 23 of the fourth Geneva 
Convention of 1949, to children under fifteen, expectant mothers and 
maternity cases. 

20. Mr. WARRAS (Finland), introducing the amendment to Article 60 In 
document CDDH/II/398 and Add.l on behalf of the sponsors, said that 
there was no great difference between it and the ICRC draft. The 
sponsors merely felt that reference to Article 23 of the fourth 
Convention was insufficient and that mention should also be made of 
Articles 55 and 59 to 62. 

21. Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain) pointed out that the question was 
linked to Article 61, and that amendment CDDH/II/398 and Add.l would 
tend to cancel out the general principle laid down in Article 61. He 
was not opposed to the amendment to Article 60 but wished to maintain 
Article 61 as drafted in the basic text. 

22. Mr. CZANK (Hungary) endorsed those views. It seemed illogical 
that the amendment did not refer to Articles 108 to 111 of the fourth 
Convention of Geneva, 1949, as well, since they also contained pro
visions that were relevant. He agreed that the question was linked 
with Article 61 and would return to that aspect at a later stage. 
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23. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) said that the sponsors of amend

ment CDDH/II/398 and Add.l had not referred to Articles 108 to III 

because they considered they were only incidental to the field to be 

covered. Since the whole of Protocol I was supplementary to the 

Geneva Conventions, there was really no need to list the relevant 

articles. The amendment could very well stop at the end of the 

second line, with the words "as defined in this Protocol". 


24. Mr. KOMISSAROV (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic) said 
that draft Article 60 proposed by the ICRC and amendment CDDH/II/398 
and Add.l, submitted by a number of countries, were somewhat vaguely 
worded:" are complementary to such international rules concerning 
relief as may be binding upon the High Contracting Parties " 

25. In the opinion of the delegation of the Byelorussian SSR, the 

text of Article 60 should refer only to the corresponding provisions 

of the fourth Geneva Convention of 1949, so as to exclude the possi

bility of the text's being interpreted to mean that other inter

national rules were involved, besides those of the fourth Geneva 

Convention. 


26. Mr. SOLF(United States of America) said that the sponsors had 
not wished to omit any relevant references. The question at issue 
was the obligation of all Parties to the conflict to ensure without 
distinction the provision of foodstuffs, clothing, medical and 
hospital stores and means of shelter for the civilian population. 
The ICRC draft referred only to Article 23 of the fourth Geneva 
Convention, which was "not enough for that purpose. The duties of an 
Occupying Power were set out in great detail in Artieles 55, 59 to 62 
and 108 to III and other articles of the fourth Geneva Convention of 
1949. Any article in the Protocol on the field of application should 
therefore either list all the relevant references or be very general, 
as the United Kingdom representative had suggested. 

27. Mr. WARRAS (Finland) said that those sponsors whom he had been 
able to contact thought that it would be enough to state that the 
provision supplemented the relevant provisions on relief in the fourth 
Convention, without mentioning specific articles. 

28. The CHAIRMAN thought that a helpful proposal. He suggested 
that Article 60 and the amendments to it should be referred to 
Working Group B. 

It was so agreed. 
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Article 6l - Supplies (CDDH/II/70, CDDH/II/398 and Add.l) 

29. Mr. SANDOZ (International Committee of the Red Cross), intro
ducing Article 61 of the ICRC draft, said that it was important to 
remind Parties to a conflict of their responsibility towards the 
civilian population in a territory under their control. In the ICRC 
draft, that population was the whole of the civilian population 
affected by the conflict, and not merely the population in occupied 
territories, as in Part III of the fourth Geneva Convention. The 
civilian population would thus have the right to essentials such as 
foodstuffs, clothing, medical and hospital stores and means of 
shelter. But the Parties would only have to ensure their provision 
"to the fullest extent possible". That stipulation was made not to 
allow States to escape their obligations but to take into account 
practical difficulties. However, Articles 61 and 62 were comple
mentary, and Parties to a conflict which were themselves unable to 
provide the essentials mentioned would have a duty to agree to and 
facilitate the relief activities set out in Article 62, and to do so 
"without any adverse distinction". Even though it might be con
sidered that the principle of non-discrimination applied anyway, it 
would be as well to re-state it, as had been done in Article 10, 
paragraph 2, and Article 15, paragraph 3, to avoid any possibility of 
abuse. 

30. Mr. KHAIRAT (Egypt), introducing the Arab delegations' amendment 
to Article 61 (CDDH/II/70), said that its intention was to strengthen 
the article and ensure the provision of essential supplies for the 
civilian population in time of armed conflict. The sponsors were 
fully aware of the difficulties mentioned by the ICRC representative 
but felt that they could be obviated in subsequent articles. They 
were prepared to discuss their amendment in Working Group B in the 
light of the other amendments to the article. 

31. Mr. SOLF (United States of America), speaking on behalf of the 
sponsors of amendment CDDH/II/398 and Add.l, said that in the ICRC 
proposal the words "without adverse distinction" would prevent a Party 
to the conflict, no matter how desperate its situation, from estab
lishing priorities within its population with respect to the 
distribution of essential supplies. History had shown, however, that 
shortages were likely.to develop during armed conflict, and a country 
fighting for survival would of necessity lay down priorities, giving 
preference in particular to its armed forces and essential labour. 
It would be unrealistic to require a State not to assign reasonable 
priorities while on a war footing. The sponsors therefore believed 
that while it would be appropriate for Article 61 to supplement the 
already extensive provisions of the fourth Convention by referring to 
clothing, shelter and bedding, it should not go any further. 
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32. Mr. PILLOUD (International Committee of the Red Cross) said that 
amendment CDDH/II/398 and Add.l, which was similar to the ICRC text 
for Article 61, was generally acceptable to the ICRC, but that it 
introduced an important restriction by limiting the pr'ovision to 
occupied territories. The restriction was important since the con
cept of occupied territories had given rise to controversy. Moreover, 
at its first session the Conference had accepted Article 1, para
graph 2 of draft Protocol I, extending the scope of application to 
national liberation movements. It was therefore difficult to make a 
distinction between occupied and non-occupied territory. That was 
why the ICRC would regret it if the scope of Article 61 were to be 
restricted. All the essential points were made in Article 62, and 
Article 61 could if necessary be deleted; but if it were retained it 
should have as wide an application as possible. 

33. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) considered 
that there should be a clear distinction between the obligations of 
the Occupying Power and those of the State occupied. Amendment 
CDDH/II/398 and Add.l would impose too heavy a burden on the occupying 
Power. It would not be' realistic to require too much, even of a 
wealthy and well-equipped Occupying Power and even in peacetime. 
Moreover, to lay down a requirement that that Power must provide its 
own population with clothing, bedding and shelter as well as food
stuffs and medical stores in time of conflict would be a restriction 
of sovereignty on its own territory. He suggested that the proposal 
should be considered further, with a view to finding a more reasonable 
text which would be acceptable to all States. 

34. Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain) said that he agreed with many of the 
points made by the USSR and United States representatives but was SUI'e 
that the difficulties could be solved. His delegation was concerned 
lest the obligations might be interpreted as applying to the popula
tion of the territory occupied by a Power but not to the population of 
the Power's own territory. While he agreed that there might be a 
problem of sovereignty, a State must see to the needs of its own 
population. Amendment CDDH/II/70 was rather too radical to be 
acceptable, though it did introduce the notion of essential supplies: 
it imposed an impossible burden and lacked the mitigating words "to 
the fullest extent possible" which appeared in the ICRC draft. He 
would be in favour of deleting the phrase "without any adverse dis
tinction", but thought that the whole matter should be discussed in 
Working Group B. 
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35. Mr. CZANK (Hungary) said that the essence of Part IV, Section II 
of draft ProTocol I, was contained in Article 61, which imposed new 
duties and obligations on the Parties to the conflict. While the 
obligations of the Occupying Power under Article 55 of the fourth 
Geneva Convention of 1949 could certainly be extended, as proposed In 
amendment CDDH/II/398 and Add.l, the basic idea contained in 
Article 61 of the ICRC text should be kept. In his opinion, the 
content of the article should be discussed thoroughly in Working 
Group B. It might, for example, be desirable to have separate sub
paragraphs concerning the Parties to the conflict and the Oc~upying 
Power. As far as the title was concerned, the ICRC title was, 
perhaps, too short; he suggested "General provisions for basic needs 
of civilian population". 

36. The CHAIRMAN suggested that before referring the article to 
Working Group B, the Committee might decide - by vote if it so wished 
- on the points involved in the two amendments: the omission of the 
phrase "to the fullest extent possible" and the limitation of the 
article to the occupied territory. 

37. Mr. KHAIRAT (Egypt) proposed that the two amendments should be 
submitted to Working Group B. The Committee could not vote on them 
without knowing xhe title of the article. 

38. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) said that, as a point of general procedure, 
the working groups should be given the opportunity of discussing fully 
all problems that arose, without being inhibited by a previous vote in 
the Committee. In the present case Working Group B should be asked 
to discuss the two particular problems mentioned by the Chairman, and 
any others, with a view to seeking a solution. He suggested that the 
Committee should agree on the principle that, after a general dis
cussion, the ICRC texts, together with amendments, should be submitted 
to the working group concerned for full discussion, after which the 
Committee should vote. 

39. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) and Mr. AL-FALLOUJI (Iraq) 
supported the proposal. 

It was agreed to refer Article 61 with the two amendments to 
Working Group B. 

Article 62 - Relief actions (CDDH/II/398 and Add.l) 

40. Mr. SANDOZ (International Committee of the Red Cross), introducing 
Article 62 of the ICRC draft, said that it had its origin in Article 23 
of the fourth Geneva Convention of 1949, resolution XXVI of the XXlst 
International Conference of the Red Cross and United Nations General 
Assembly resolution 2675 (XXV). 
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41. If the Parties to the conflict could not provide the mlnlmum 
laid down under Article 61, namely, shelter and foodstuffs for the 
civilian population under their control, relief action for that 
population was essential. Article 62 accordingly provided that the 
Parties to the conflict should agree to and facilitate such relief 
action. The obligation to authorise and facilitate the passage of 
such relief applied also to any High Contracting Party, whether or not 
it was a Party to the conflict. Relief action should not, of course, 
be the pretext for interference in the conflict and it was therefore 
stipulated that it should be "exclusively humanitarian and impartial 
in character and conducted without any adverse distinction." Since 
it was recognized that certain assurances were necessary for States 
which permitted the entry or passage of relief, it was provided that 
the Parties to the conflict or any High Contracting Party could "set 
as condition that the entry, transport, distribution or passage of 
relief be executed under the supervision of a Protecting Power or of 
an impartial humanitarian body." 

42. Further provisions were that technical methods should not delay 

relief and that relief should not be diverted from the purpose for 

which it was intended. 


43. Mr. WARRAS (Finland), supported by Mr. H0STMARK (Norway), with

drew amendment CDDH/II/78 concerning paragraph 3 of Article 62, 

because its substance was covered by amendment CDDH/II/398 and Add.l, 

of which they were now sponsors. 


44. Mr. WARRAS (Finland), referring to amendment CDDH/II/398 
and Add.l, said that it was extremely important from,the practical 
point of view. It was based on the ICRC draft, the 1969 Declaration 
of Principles and United Nations General Assembly resolution 2675 (XXV) 
and was therefore in many respects similar to the original ICRC pro
posal. But there were two major improvements: the inclusion of 
relief personnel in paragraphs 2 and 3; and the introduction of 
international co-ordination of relief actions in paragraph 5. 

45. Paragraph 1 conformed basically to the ICRC draft (CDDH/l), but 
with the insertion of "bedding" in the first sentence, in accordance 
with Article 61; the inclusion of the words "as an unfriendly act" in 
the second sentence, taken from Principle No. 4 of the Declaration of 
Principles; and the addition of a final sentence on priority for 
certain vulnerable groups which were given priviliged treatment in the 
fourth Geneva Convention of 1949 and elsewhere in draft Protoccl I. 
Paragraph 3 covered essentially the substance of paragraphs 3, 4 and 5 
~f the ICRC draft, with merely drafting changes. Paragraph 4 expand~d 
the third paragraph of Article 59 of the fourth Geneva Convention. 

46. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany) said that while, in many 
respects, the amendment was a great improvement on the ICRC draft, his 
delegation felt that relief personnel and equipment should be mentioned 
in paragraph 4 as well as in paragraphs 2 and 3. 
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47. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) thanked the previous speaker 
for pointing out an omission. His delegation in Working Group B 
would do its best to ensure that people and equipment involved in the 
distribution of relief consignments were accorded the same respect and 
protection as medical, religious and civil defence personnel. 

48. Mr. SKARSTEDT (Sweden), referring to the first sentence of para
graph 1 of Article 62 (CDDH/IIi398 and Add.l), expressed concern at 
the wording "exclusively for the civilian population". If it were 
made a condition that relief actions should be exclusively for the 
benefit of the civilian population, such operations might be stopped 
by one of the Parties to the conflict on the grounds that they could 
even benefit members of the armed forces and guerrilla fighters. 
Nevertheless, given the difficulty of finding an alternative, he 
thought that the wording in documents CDDH/II/398 and Add.l was 
probably the most reasonable one. 

49. Mr. STAROSTIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) agreed with 
the representative of the Federal Republic of Germany on the need to 
extend protection to relief personnel. Such protection should be 
regulated by the rules applicable to relief in general, in accordance 
with Articles 55 to 62 of the fourth Geneva Convention of 1949. 

50. Miss MINOGUE (Australia) supported amendment CDDH/II/398 
and Add.l in principle, subject to some serious drafting problems which 
she would raise in Working Group B. She was concerned at the sweeping 
nature of some of the responsibilities imposed on Parties, for example 
in paragraphs 3(c) and 5. In the case of paragraph 3(c), wording on 
the lines of the-second sentence of Article 60 of the fourth Geneva 
Convention of 1949, which introduced some flexibility, would be more 
appropriate. In paragraph 5, the arbitrary word "shall" was not 
realistic. 

51. The CHAIRMAN suggested that Article 62, together with the amend
ments, should be referred to Working Group B. 

It was so agreed. 

The meeting rose at 12.40 p.m. 
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE EIGHTY-FIFTH MEETING 

held on Tuesday, 19 April 1977, at 10.5 a.m. 

Chairman: Mr. S-E. NAHLIK (Poland) 

ORGANIZATION OF WORK 

1. The CHAIRMAN observed that some of the new amendments to 
Part IV, Section I, Chapter VI of draft Protocol I had been received 
by the Secretariat too late the previous day to be translated into 
all the official languages of the Conference and reproduced in time 
for the current meeting. An extra Committee meeting would therefore 
have to be held on the morning of Thursday, 21 April, when those 
texts would be formally introduced by their sponsors. He appealed 
to delegations to respect the deadlines which the Committee itself 
had agreed to set for the submission of amendments and suggested that 
any further amendments to the articles of draft Protocol I relating 
to civil defence should be handed in to the Secretariat not later 
than that afternoon. 

It was so agreed. 

2. The CHAIRMAN said that some amendments to the articles of draft 
Protocol II relating to civil defence had been received by the 
Secretariat. He enquired whether the Committee wished to discuss 
them together with the amendments proposed to Part IV, Chapter VI, of 
draft Protocol I or at some later stage. 

3. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) considered that it would be advisable to 
complete consideration of Part IV, Section I, Chapter VI of draft 
Protocol I, before taking up the articles of draft Protocol II 
relating to civil defence. The question of the scope or, for that 
matter, the very existence of draft Protocol II had not yet been 
settled and some time should be allowed for informal discussions on 
the subject. 

4. The CHAIRMAN observed that, in the absence of a decision to the 
contrary by a plenary meeting of the Conference, the Committee must' 
proceed on the assumption that draft Protocol II was to be retained. 
He requ,ested delegations wishing to submit amendments to Part V, 
Chapter II, of that draft Protocol to do so as soon as possible, but 
suggested that consideration of the articles in question might be 
deferred until the Committee's Working Group on Civil Defence had made 
further progress in its discussion of Chapter VI of draft Protocol I. 

It was so agreed. 
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CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOLS I AND II (CDDH/l) (continued) 

Draft Protocol I 

Part IV, Section I, Chapter VI - Civil defence (continued) 

~rticle 54 - Definition (CDDH/II/4l3, CDDH/II/4l4, CDDH/II/4l6, 

CDDH/II/423, CDDH/II/lnf.275) 


Article 55 - Zones of military operations 

Article 56 - Occupied territories (CDDH/II/424, CDDH/II/lnf.275) 

Article 57 - Civil defence bodies of States not parties to a conflict 
and international bodies (CDDH/II/lnf.275) 

Article 58 - Cessation of protection (CDDH/II/4l8) 

\rticle 59 - Identification (CDDH/II/lnf.275) 

). Mr. KLEIN (Holy See), introducing his delegation's amendment to 
Article 54 (CDDH/II/4l3), which was co-sponsored by the delegations of 
Austria and Colombia, said that the proposals in it would have been 
submitted to the- third session ~f the Conference had agreement been 
'~eached earlier on the definition of religious personnel. The amend
~ent sought to include religious assistance among the tasks involved 
in civil defence, for reasons similar to those which warranted the 
presence of chaplains among soldiers in combat. 

G. Recognizing the right of those exposed to mutilation and death on 
the battlefield to be assisted by a representative of their religion, 
the Geneva Conventions of 1949 granted to religious personnel the same 
type of protection as that enjoyed by medical personnel, and the 
Committee had appropriately extended that protection to civilian 
religious personnel as well as to civilian medical personnel. The 
fact that the number of losses occurring among the civilian population 
during armed combats had increased steadily since the beginning of the 
century justified the presence, alongside rescue, medical and first 
aid personnel, of religious personnel rendering spiritual assistance 
to the dying and wounded and enjoying proper protection. 
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7. Article 58 of the fourth Geneva Convention of 1949 required the 
Occupying Power to permit ministers of religion to give spiritual 
assistance to the members of their religious communities, and 
Article 76 of the same Convention stated that protected persons 
detained in the occupied country had the right to receive any spiri 
tual assistance which they might require. Furthermore, emergency 
burial services had been included among the tasks involved in civil 
defence and, under Article 17 of the first Convention of 1949, 
Article 120 of the third Convention and, in particular, Article 130 
of the fourth Convention, the dead must be honourably buried, if 
possible according to the rites of the religion to which they had 
belonged. It might also be added that the presence of religious 
personnel in civil defence services would facilitate the carrying out 
of certain emergency welfare tasks such as, for example, assistance 
to refugees. 

8. His delegation's intention was not to impose religious civil 
defence personnel upon States, but merely to ensure that such per
sonnel were respected where they existed. The amendment itself was 
presented in two versions, in order to take into account the two 
different forms that Article 54 might take according to which of the 
proposals before the Committee was retained. He had had some 
difficulty in introducing the notion of spiritual assistance into the 
new Danish proposal (CDDH/II/402) and he would not be fully satisfied 
to see medical and religious services of assistance, including first 
aid, covered in Part II of the Protocol. As religious personnel had 
their place in the ranks of the armed forces, they should be in the 
front ranks of civil defence rescue operations and it would be 
dangerous not to make provision for the possibility that doctors and 
ministers of religion might be covered only by their status as members 
of civil defence services. 

9. Mr. LUKABU-K'HABOUJI (Zaire) introduced amendment CDDH/II/u·14 to 
Article 54 which was identical to the recommendation of the "Juridical 
Affairs" Technical Commission of the International Civil Defence 
Organization (ICDO) concerning Article 54 (CDDH/II/Inf.275, p.4). 
The representatives of the national civil defence authorities of 
memb~r States of ICDO who were responsible for the recoIDIT.endation had 
wished to remove all the square brackets from the text of Article 54 
as it appeared in the interim repOrt of the Drafting Committee/Working 
Group on Civil Defence (CDDH/II/384/Rev.l - CDDH/235/Rev.l, Annex II) 
and to produce a text which could be taken as the basis for fur~her 
consideration of the article. 
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10. The words "help" and "protect" had both been retained in the 
first sentence of the article because the sponsors considered both 
tasks to be part of civil defence activities. The words "decon
tamination and other protective measures" had been deleted from sub
paragraph (g) because such operations were generally carried out 
after danger areas had been detected and marked and the population 
evacuated. The square brackets had been removed from sub
paragraph (i) because civil defence bodies could, at least in the 
initial staies of the process, assist in the restoration and main
tenance of order in distressed areas. Sub-paragraph (1) had been 
reworded because, in the experience of civil defence bodies, the word 
"objects" adequately covered all that was indispensable for survival. 
The relatively short wording chosen for sub-paragraph (m) summed up 
all the trends of thought expressed at the third session of the 
Conference. 

11. The CHAIRMAN asked the representative of Zaire whether he wished 
to comment at that stage on the recommendations of the International 
Civil Defence Organization concerning Articles 56, 57 and 59. 

12. Mr. LUKABU-K'HABOUJI (Zaire) confirmed that his delegation 
intended to take responsibility for submitting to the Committee, on 
behalf of the In~ernational Civil Defence Organization, the amendments 
to Articles 54, 56, 57 and 59 appearing in document CDDH/II/Inf.275. 
He would prefer, however, to present the amendments to Articles 56, 
57 and 59 at the meeting on 21 April. 

13. The CHAIRMAN invited the Indonesian representative to introduce 
his delegation's amendments to Articles 54, 58 and 58 bis of 
Protocol I. 

14. Mr. HARSANA (Indonesia) said that his delegation considered that 
the amendments that had been submitted to Articles 54 to 59 were the 
result of efforts to reach a satisfactory compromise. They reflected 
the recognition of military units in civil defence and provided a 
welcome basis for discussion. 

15. His delegation, however, had submitted three amendments to those 
amendments. The first concerned Article 54 (CDDH/II/416). There 
were wide differences in the organization of civil defence bodies from 
one country to another and in the tasks allotted to those bodies. 
Each country should decide on those tasks according to the national 
situation. It was not possible to lay down any rigid rule; flexi
bility must be maintained, provided that the tasks remained within the 
principles of humanity and were not unlawful. As far as the wording 
of the amendment was concerned, the Drafting Committee could make any 
changes it wished. An alternative might be, for instance, to 
reintroduce the inter alia clause used in the ICRC text. 
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16. Introducing his delegation's amendment to Article 58 
(CDDH/II/418), he said that countries like Indonesia did not recognize 
occupation of their territory. In time of war the whole national 
territory, including the occupied part, was an area of military opera
tions. It was possible that, through patriotism, civil defence 
personnel might perform acts harmful to the occupying army. In 
developing humanitarian law, such acts must not be considered unlawful, 
and civil defence personnel should be protected and, if arrested, 
treated as prisoners of war. 

17. His delegation had submitted an amendment to Article 58 bis 
(CDDH/II/419) because it considered that the article must reflect 
recognition of the military elements in civil defence bodies, whether' 
units or individuals. 

18. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) asked why no mention had yet been made of 

the Romanian amendment to Article 56 (CDDH/II/424). 


19. Mr. JAKOVLJEVIC (Yugoslavia) asked the same question In connexion 
with the Romanian amendment to Article 54 (CDDH/II/423). 

20. The CHAIRMAN replied that, as the amendments were not available 

in all the working languages, the discussion on them would be post

poned until the meeting on 21 April. 


21. Mr. SOLF (United States of America), recalling that 18 April had 

been the deadline set for formal amendments to articles on civil 

defence in Protocol I, said that he hoped that all other amendments 

would be introduced informally in the Working Group. ' 


22. The CHAIRMAN pointed out that the formal submission of amend

ments had a certain value in that the discussion appeared in the 

summary records, but delegations were of course free to submit any 

number of informal amendments in the Working Group. 


23. Mr. ILIESCU (Romania) read out the text of the Romanian amend
ment to Article 5l~ (CDDH/II/423), thereby submitting it formally to 
the Committee. 

24. Mr. LUKABU-K'HABOUJI (Zaire) asked the Chairman to indicate 
which text was to be regarded as the basic working document. 

25. The CHAIRMAN said that, according to rule 28 of the rules of 
procedure, the only basic text was the ICRC draft. He reminded the 
meeting that, as the Drafting Committee/Working Group had not completed 
its work in 1976, its interim report had not been submitted formally to 
the Committee for adoption. 

26. Mr. URQUIOLA (Philippines) said that, as document 
CDDH/II/384/Rev.l - CDDH/23S/Rev.l, Annex II, had been worked on at 
length, at the third session, he would have assumed that it should be 
the basic document for discussion. 
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27. Mr. JAKOVLJEVIC (Yugoslavia) endorsed that Vlew. 

28. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) said that at the third session the 
Drafting Committee/Working Group had used the ICRC draft as the basic 
text, from which it had compiled its interim report (CDDH/II/384/Rev.l). 
If the Group were now to revert to the ICRC text, the previous year's 
work would be duplicated. 

29. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) suggested that, as the Committee had 
agreed to refer the matter to Working Group A, it could reasonably be 
left to the Chairman of the Group to decide upon which document to 
base the discussion. 

30. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) endorsed that Vlew. 

31. The CHAIRMAN welcomed the Danish representative's suggestion. 
He pointed out that the report could be used as a basis for discussion 
in Working Group A but not in the Committee itself. The Committee's 
task at present was confined to the discussion of new amendments. 

32. He suggested that the new amendments discussed so far should be 
referred to Working Group A. 

It was so agreed. 

The meeting rose at 11.30 a.m. 
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE EIGHTY-SIXTH MEETING 

held on Thursday, 21 April 1977, at 10.10 a.m. 

Chairman: Mr. S-E. NAHLIK (Poland) 

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOLS I AND II (CDDH/l) (continued) 

Draft Protocol I 

Part IV, Section I, Chapter VI - Civil defence (CDDH/l; 
CDDH/II/384/Rev.l - CDDH/235/Rev.l) (continued) 

Article 54 - Definition (CDDH/II/413, CDDH/II/414, CDDH/II/416, 
CDDH/II/423, CDDH/II/lnf.275) (continued) 

Article 55 - Zones of military operations (continued) 

Article 56 - Occupied territories (CDDH/II/424, CDDH/II/425, 
CDDH/II/lnf.275) (continued) 

Article 57 - Civil defence bodies of States not parties to a conflict 
and international bodies (CDDH/II/426) (continued) 

Article 58 - Cessation of protection (CDDH/II/418) (continued) 

Article 59 - Identification (CDDH/II/427 and Add.l, CDDH/II/lnf.275) 
(continued) 

1. The CHAIRMAN announced that the meeting would consider the new 
amendments to Articles 54 to 59 of draft Protocol I - Civil Defence. 

2. Mr. ILIESCU (Romania) stated that the purpose of the amendment to 
Article 56 submitted by his country (CDDH/II/424) was to strengthen 
the role of civil defence bodies and facilitate their work. The 
amendment consisted in the deletion of the end of the third sentence 
of paragraph 1 of Article 56, namely, the words " ... in any way which 
might jeopardize the efficient discharge of their mission". By 
suppressing those words, it was intended not to leave the Occupying 
Power as sole judge of the desirability of making changes in the 
structure and personnel of civil defence bodies. The appraisal of 
such changes was, in fact, subjective, but in the ICRC text it rested 
ex~lusively with the Occupying Power. Moreover, during an armed 
conflict and in an occupied territory, civil defence bodies would find 
it difficult to protest and to prove that the changes made by the 
Occupying Power were unjustified. 
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3. Mr. LUKABU-K'HABOUJI (Zaire) wished to make a statement covering 
the proposed amendments to Articles 56, 57 and 59. He reminded the 
Committee that those amendments had been drafted as the outcome of a 
meeting of the Juridical Affairs Technical Commission of the Inter
national Civil Defence Organization (ICDO), of which he was the 
President. In carrying out their work, the experts had been at 
pains not to deviate too far from the basic texts appearing in the 
interim report of the Drafting Committee/Working Group on Civil 
Defence (CDDH/II/384/Rev.l - CDDH/235/Rev.l, Annex II). The amend
ments submitted (CDDH/II/425, CDDH/II/426 and CDDH/II/427) contained 
no innovations; they were only improvements proposed on the 
recommendation of the authorities responsible for the civil defence 
services of several countries. 

4. Referring to Article 56 he said that the sponsors of amendment 
CDDH/II/425 had deemed that in paragraph 1 the terms "bodies" and 
"units", used to complete the text, would provide some notion of 
hierarchy. It was clear that a body could comprise several specia
lized units. It had, therefore, been considered helpful to use the 
words "civil defence bodies and units". 

5. The expression "to the extent feasible" reproduced between square 
brackets in the revised version of Article 56 (CDDH/235/Rev.l, 
Annex II, p. 70)'had been dropped, because it weakened the text. The 
sentence "The Occupying Power may disarm civil defence personnel for 
reasons of security" (ibid.) had likewise been deleted, because it was 
pointless. The wording of the last sentence of paragraph 1, which 
was unsatisfactory, had been replaced by "Civil defence bodies and 
units ... shall not be required to give priority to the nationals or 
interests of that power." 

6. The new version of paragraph 2 answered the wish to protect 
materiel at the disposal of the civil defence services and to place it 
out of reach of any abuse of power on the part of the occupying 
authorities. 

7. In the sub-paragraph of paragraph 2 (ibid., p. 71), the sponsors 
of the amendment had deleted the phrase "so long as they are needed by 
the civilian population", as it opened the way to abuses. 

8. Finally, he would prefer to have the title of Article 56 
"Occupied territories", replaced, in accordance with the amendment 
submitted by the Nordic countries (CDDH/II/404), by "Civil defence in 
occupied territories", which was closer to the contents of the article. 

9. Turning to Article 57 he said that all the square brackets had 
been deleted in the new version of Article 57 submitted by Zaire and 
the co-sponsoring countries (CDDH/II/426), with the exception of those 
enclosing the number "55" and paragraph 2 of the article. The reason 
for the retention of the square brackets was given in the foot-note to 
amendment CDDH/II/426. 
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10. The order of precedence established between bodies and units was 
maintained in the title of Article 57. The words "and international 
bodies" had been retained at the end of the title, as the co-sponsors 
of the amendment were convinced that such bodies could render impor
tant services. 

11. It would be best to delete the clause "with the consent of any 

adverse Party concerned" (CDDH/II/426, p. 1, para. 1), which was a 

useless repetition of the sentence following immediately after, 

namely, "In this case, notification shall be given to any adverse 

Party concerned", which was to be preferren. For to require the 

consent of the adverse Party might raise a number of problems, and 

humanitarian aid might well be prevented as a result. 


12. The square brackets had been deleted in the body of paragraph 2 
of Article 57 but had been retained for the paragraph as a whole owing 
to the fact that the Drafting Committee and the Working Group together 
had been unable to complete their discussions concerning that pro
VlSlon. 

13. He pointed out that the group of Nordic States and the Legal 
Affairs Committee of the International Civil Defence Organization 
(rCDO) had each worked on their own account but had reached very 
similar conclusions, although their objectives were not necessarily 
the same. 

14. Referring to Article 59, he considered that the opinion of the 
rCDO experts should be taken into account. The proposed sign: "two 
oblique red bands on a yellow background" (CDDH/rI/427) was better 
from the technical point of view than that proposed by the Nordic 
countries in paragraph 4 of the text presented in CDDH/II/408. The 
visual advantages of yellow as compared with orange were undeniable; 
they had been widely recognized over a period of years by ICDO and the 
Sub-Committee on Signs. The use of yellow as an emergency colour was 
proved, that of orange being gradually confined to prevention and road 
safety purposes. 

15. Paragraph 5 of the text drafted by the Nordic countries was hard 
to understand and did not seem to be justified, as a distinctive sig
nal for civil defence already existed. He was, however, prepared to 
leave the choice of such a distinctive signal to the judgement of the 
delegations. 
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16. Miss SHEIKH FADLI (Syrian Arab Republic), speaking on behalf of 
the co-sponsors of the amendment to Article 56 (CDDH/II/425), said 
that the deletion of the clause "I-to the extent feasible I" in docu
ment CDDH/235/Rev.l, Annex II, p.~l, para.l should enable-civil 
defence bodies and units to carry out their task untrammelled. The 
Syrian delegation was deeply convinced that any military occupation 
was in itself an aggression and created a temporary juridical situa
tion. The civilian population of an occupied territory, by that fact 
alone, found itself subjected to constraints. The occupying autho
rities must not be left free to interpret the situation in a sense 
which went against the interests of the civilian population. 

17. The CHAIRMAN announced that Cyprus wished to be included among 

the co-sponsors of amendment CDDH/II/425. 


18. Mr. JOSEPHI (Federal Republic of Germany) considered that the 
proposed amendments could be transmitted to Working Group A, except 
perhaps for that concerning the international distinctive sign of 
civil defence (CDDH/II/427). During the third session, the question 
had been considered at length by the Technical Sub-Committee, which 
had submitted proposals to Committee II. But no decision had been 
taken by the Committee on that question, any more than on any of the 
other questions relating to civil defence. He thought that the 
subject should b~ discussed afresh, but only in Committee II, so as to 
avoid any waste of time. 

19. Mr. EBERLIN (International Committee of the Red Cross) pointed 
out that at the third session, extensive discussions in which experts 
had taken part had led the Technical Sub-Committee to decide upon a 
blue triangle on a light orange background, considered to be the 
arrangement most readily identifiable visually, even by infra-red 
lighting. A proposal on those lines had been submitted to 
Committee II, but none of the articles relating to signals had been 
adopted by the Committee. Nevertheless, owing to the prolonged 
discussions to which the problem had given rise, it seemed that 
confidence might be placed in the experts. 

20. The CHAIRMAN suggested that members of the Technical Sub
Committee should be invited to participate in the discussions of 
Committee II when the Committee took up the study of Article 59. 

21. Mr. EBERLIN (International Committee of the Red Cross) thought 
that some experts might be convened at that point, if the Working 
Group considered it necessary. He wished, nevertheless, to point out 
that the question had already been thoroughly studied by the Technical 
Sub-Committee, whose decisions had been taken unanimously. 
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22. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) noted that while some 
members of the Committee were in favour of the solution put forward 
in the report of the Technical Sub-Committee (see CDDH/235/Rev.l, 
Annex III), others wished that the proposed amendments should be 
studied. That seemed to justify the holding of a new discussion 
with experts participating. From the practical point of view, he 
thought that the representative of the Federal Republic of Germany 
was quite right in suggesting that there should be a single discussion 
before a single authority, namely Committee II. The date of that 
discussion could, however, not be fixed immediately and a certain 
delay would be necessary for the convening of experts. 

23. The CHAIRMAN proposed that the Chairman of Working Group A 
should inform the ICRC in due course of what he envisaged in that 
respect. 

It was so agreed. 

24. The CHAIRMAN proposed that all the amendments examined during 
the meeting should be transmitted to Working Group A, except for that 
bearing on Article 59. 

It was so agreed. 

25. The CHAIRMAN said that he would have liked the Committee to meet 
on Friday, 22 April, to study the articles of draft Protocol II 
concerning relief. However, it seemed that the Chairman of Working 
Group B preferred that such discussion should only be held after the 
Working Group had expressed its opinion on the articles of Protocol I 
bearing on the same subject. Consequently, the next meeting of 
Committee II would be deferred until later. 

The meeting rose at 10.45 a.m. 
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE EIGHTY-SEVENTH MEETING 

held on Thursday, 28 April 1977, at 10.10 a.m. 

Chairman: Mr. S-E. NAHLIK (Poland) 

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOLS I AND II (CDDH/1) (continued) 

Draft Protocol I 

Report of Working Group B on Articles 60 to 62 bis - Relief in 

favour of the civilian population (CDDH/II/430) 


1. The CHAIRMAN invited the Rapporteur to introduce the report 

of Working Group B on Articles 60 to 62 bis of draft Protocol I 

(CDDH/II/4 30) . 


2. Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain), Rapporteur of Working Group B, 

said that the Group had held five meetings under the chairmanship 

of Mr. D. B. Jakovljevic (Yugoslavia). Two sub-groups had been 

set up to deal with Article 60, paragraph 1 and Article 62 bis, 

respectively. 


3. The Group had decided to retain in Article 60 the reference 
to Articles 23, 55 and 59 to 62 of the fourth Geneva Convention of 
1949, with the addition of the words "and other relevant provisions", 
but to delete references to other rules of international law. It 
was the Group's understanding that the reference to the relevant 
provisions of the fourth Convention applied to all the articles on 
relief. 

4. Article 61 had been adopted in principle and its field of 
application limited to occupied territories; but it would need to 
be reconsidered in the light of the Working Group's work on 
Article 62, paragraph 1. 

5. Two maj or trends had emerged in the Working Group ,~i th respect 
to Article 62. Some delegations wished to place the Parties under 
a clearly defined Obligation with respect to relief. Others held 
that such an obligation could not be imposed, since a State should 
itself be responsible for supplying the needs of its civilian 
population. To reconcile those views a small group had been set 
up; it had proposed that Article 61 be re-worded so that a 
reference to it in Article 62 should suffice, that Article 62, 
paragraph 1 should also be re-worded to state that relief actions 
should be carried out in accordance with agreements concluded 
between the Parties, and that the field of application of both 
articles should be made clearer, Article 61 applying to occupied 
and Article 62 to unoccupied territories. 
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6. One delegation had proposed the inclusion of the word~ "by 

international bodies such as the United Nations agencies or the 

International Red Cross" in Article 62, paragraph 5. Since most 

members of the Group had disagreed with that proposal, it had been 

withdrawn on the understanding that it might be put to the 

Committee if the Red Cross representatives so desired. 


7. A new Article 62 bis was proposed by the Group to cover the 

movements of non-medical relief personnel. 


8. No consensus had been reached on the words "to the fullest 
extent of the means available to it" in Article 61, paragraph 1, 
or on the words "or of an impartial humanitarian body" in 
Article 62, paragraph 3 (b), and those words therefore figured 
in square brackets. The Chairman of the Group had consulted the 
members of the Drafting Committee of Committee II, and it had 
been decided that the text could be submitted directly to the 
Committee. 

9. Working Group B had based its work on the English text, but 
the French, Russian, Spanish and Arabic-speaking delegations had 
taken part in the drafting of the versions in their respective 
languages. 

Article 60 - Field Of application 

Article 60 was adopted by consensus. 

Article 61 - Basic needs in occupied territories 

10. The CHAIRMAN called for comments on Article 61, in particular 
with respect to the inclusion of the words "to the fullest extent 
of the means available to it", at present in square brackets. 

11. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) asked whether the Committee was 
dealing with points of drafting. If so, he suggested that the 
second "the" in the first line of Article 61, paragraph 1 be 
deleted. It was clearly a misprint. 

12. The CHAIRMAN said that in view of the short time available to 
the Committee, it would be better to leave questions of drafting 
to the Drafting Committee of the Conference. 

13. Mr. RUIZ-PEREZ (Mexico) proposed the deletion of the words 
in square brackets. 

14. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) disagreed. To delete those 
words would create a rather absurd situation, since Article 55 of 
the fourth Geneva Convention of 1949 stated that "To the fullest 
extent of the means available to it, the Occupying Power has the 
duty of ensuring the food and medical supplies of the population: 
it should, in particular, bring in the necessary foodstuffs, medical 
stores and other articles if the resources of the occupied territory 
are inadequate". 
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15. By deleting the words in square brackets from Article 61, a 
strict obligation would be imposed on the Occupying Power to bring 
in clothing, bedding, means of shelter, other supplies and objects 
necessary for religious worship. Article 55 of the fourth 
Convention and Article 61 with the words in square brackets imposed 
upon the Occupying Power the duty to supply the requirements listed 
to the fullest extent of the means available to it; but if those 
means were not available, the supplies could not be provided. The 
two texts together laid an obligation upon the Occupying Power to 
arrange for other steps to be taken if it could not supply the 
requirements in question from its own resources or those of the 
occupied territory. Deletion of the words in square brackets would 
create problems of interpretation and would probably prove 
detrimental to the people of the occupied territory. 

16. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) endorsed those views. If the means were 
not available, the needs could not be filled. He understood the 
desire of those delegations which believed that an unqualified 
obligation should be placed on the Occupying Power, but practical 
realities had to be taken into account. Moreover, he believed that 
an Occupying Power would be more likely to take steps in favour of 
the civilian population if the words "to the fullest extent of 
the means available" were in the text than if they were not. Those 
words would provide an extra protection for people in need of 
relief. 

17. Mr. KHAIRAT (Egypt) recalled that the words in question had 

been placed in square brackets at the request of the Arab dele

gations in Working Group B, who did not wish an Occupying Power 

to be able to evade its obligations under Article 61~ He endorsed 

the Mexican proposal that those words should be deleted. 


18. The CHAIRMAN noted that in view of the diversity of views it 
might be necessary to take a vote on the words in question, despite 
the Committee's usual practice of arriving at decisions by consensus 
whenever possible. 

19. Miss SHEIKH FADLI (Syrian Arab Republic) announced that, having 
heard the explanations of the United States representative, her 
delegation could agree to the inclusion of the words in square 
brackets on the understanding that the intention was that the 
Occupying Power ought to use all means available to provide the 
supplies in question. 

20. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) confirmed that his 
interpretation was that the wording laid a positive, complete 
requirement on the Occupying Power to use all means available to 
provide the supplies in question. He hoped that that statement 
would enable the Committee to adopt paragraph 1 by consensus. 

21. Mr. RUIZ-PEREZ (Mexico) said that he was convinced by the 
statement of the United States representative, and withdr~w his 
proposal. 
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22. Mr. KHAIRAT (Egypt) said that he supported the Syrian position 
and would not insist on the deletion of the words in square brackets. 

23. Mr. ALBA (France) suggested that in the French version of 

Article 61, paragraph 2, the words "seront menees sans delai" 

should. figure after the word "Protocole". 


It was so agreed. 

Article 61, as amended, was adopted by consensus. 

Article 62 - Helief actions 

24. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) suggested 
that the Committee should consider Article 62 paragraph by 
paragraph. 

25. With respect to paragraph 1, he recalled that the fourth Geneva 
Convention of 1949 made specific mention of persons who were entitled 
to special care, including expectant mothers and maternity cases. 
However, nursing mothers should also be included in the provisions 
of paragraph 1. Babies needed food, and if mothers were to feed 
them they too had to be fed. 

26. Mr. MOLLER (Switzerland) said that his delegation would have 
preferred to delete the words "subject to the agreement of the 
Parties concerned in such relief actions", in paragraph 1, which it 
felt conflicted with the philosophy of the fourth Convention. It 
was not, however, proposing the deletion of those words. 

27. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany) said that his delega
tion shared the misgivings mentioned by the Swiss representative 
but had accepted the words in question in a spirit of compromise. 
He stressed, however, that in his delegation's view, those words 
did not imply that the Parties concerned had absolute and unlimited 
freedom to refuse their agreement to relief actions. A Party 
refusing its agreement must do so for valid reasons, not for 
arbitrary or capricious ones. On that understanding his delegation 
could accept the provision. 

28. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) endorsed those views. 

29. Mr. GONSALVES (Netherlands) supported the views expressed by 
the representatives of Switzerland, the Federal Republic of Germany 
and the United States of America. His delegation had been a co
sponsor of the original proposal, and in a spirit of compromise, 
though with some regret, had accepted the present drafting, on the 
understanding that the Obligation was as strong as possible. 
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30. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) whole
heartedly endorsed the attitude of the representative of the 
Federal Republic of Germany. He also stressed two points of 
principle. First, the present draft, without involving any 
infringement of the sovereignty of the Parties concerned, suggested 
that the necessary agreement should not be withheld. Secondly-
a point of substance - in comparison with Article 10 of the fourth 
Geneva Convention of 1949, the present wording represented a step 
forward in the development of humanitarian law. If Article 10 were 
followed to the letter, provision of assistance to any Party to the 
conflict would require the agreement of the adverse Party. The 
present text, however, did not include that specific requirement 
and represented a good compromise. 

31. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) said that his delegation agreed 

with the views of the representative of the Federal Republic of 

Germany, as endorsed by the USSR and other representatives. 


32. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) said that he agreed with the USSR 

representative's comments on the sentence dealing with maternity 

cases, in particular his emphasis on the needs of nursing mothers, 

which seemed appropriate in the context. Since the term was not 

mentioned in the Russian text, he wondered whether the USSR 

representative was proposing that the translation should be 

rectified accordingly. 


33. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said 
that if the English text, which referred to "expectant mothers" and 
"maternity cases", also included nursing mothers, he would be glad 
to see the Russian text amended accordingly. The Russian text 
referred to pregnant women and women in, or recently past, child
birth, which was rather limited. It was essential that nursing 
mothers should be included. He suggested that the text should be 
amended in all languages as necessary. 

34. Mr. ALBA (France) and Mr. MULLER (Switzerland) agreed with 
the USSR representative. The French text did not include nursing 
mothers and would certainly need amending. 

35. Mrs. MANTZOULINOS (Greece) supported the USSR representative's 
suggestion. Committee III had also agreed that nursing mothers 
should be given priority, in accordance with the United Nations 
Declaration of the Rights of the Child (General Assembly resolution 
1386 (XIV)), Principle 6 of which stated: "a child of tender years 
shall not ... be separated from his mother". 

36. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) said that neither "maternity case" nor 
"expectant mother" - nor apparently the equivalents in the othe::> 
languages - covered the nursing mother. He suggested that a third 
category - "nursing mothers" - be added. 
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37. After a pr.ocedural proposal had been made by Mr. SOLF' (United 

States of America) and supported by Mr. RUIZ-PEREZ (Mexico), 

Mrs. CONTRERAS (Guatemala) and Mr. HIGUERAS (Peru), the CHAIRMAN 

suggested that a small group composed of representatives of Canada, 

France, Mexico, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and an 

Arabic-speaking delegation should confer informally during the 

break with a view to producing an appropriate text. 


The meeting was suspended at 11.5 a.m. and resumed at 11.35 a.m. 

38. Mr. RUIZ-PEREZ (Mexico), on behalf of the Spanish-speaking 
delegations, proposed that the words "mujeres lactantes" - the term 
used by the World Health Organization - should be inserted in the 
Spanish text, which would then read: "las mujeres encintas, las 
parturientas 0 las mujeres lactantes". 

39. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) proposed that the English text should 

read: "expectant mothers, maternity cases and nursing mothers". 


40. Mr. ASSAMOI (Ivory Coast), on behalf of the French-speaking 
delegations, proposed that the French text should read: fIles femmes 
en~~inte~, en couche ou qui allai tent". 

41. IVIr. KRA3NOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Hepublics) proposed 
that the words "kormyashchie materi" should be added in the Russian 
text. 

42. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) pointed out that the 
Spanish text contained the equivalent of the word "or" whereas the 
other texts had "and". He preferred the latter. 

43. Mr. OSORIO (Colombia) said that the Spanish-speaking 
representatives could agree to "and". 

44. Mr. ASSAMOI (Ivory Coast), supported by Mr. ALBA (France), 
preferred the word "or", which made it clear that there were three 
quite distinct conditions. 

45. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) said that the word "and" 
was essential, in order to ensure that priority was accorded to all 
three categories. 

It was agreed that the equivalent of the word "and" should 
be used in all languages. 

46. Miss SHEIKH FADLI (Syrian Arab Hepublic) said that tlie word 
used in the Arabic text was the equivalent of "mothers". She 
suggested that the matter might be left to the group of Arab 
representatives responsible for reviewing the Arabic texts. 

It was so agreed. 
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Paragraph 1, as amended, was adopted by consensus. 

Paragraph 2 

47. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said 

that the word "equipment" in the third line was open to broad 

interpretation and could even include military equipment. He 

suggested that it should be replaced by a more precise word. 


48. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) said that there was no ambiguity about 
the English text; "consignments, equipment and personnel" were all 
governed by the word "relief". He suggested that the Russian text 
should be modified if necessary. 

Paragraph 2 was adopted by consensus. 

Paragraph 3 

49. Mr. KLEIN (Holy See) proposed that in sub-paragraph (b), 
"Protecting Power" should be in the plural, in conformity ~ith 
Article 23 of the fourth Geneva Convention and Article 5 of draft 
Protocol I. He also proposed that the reference should be to 
"Protecting Powers and their substitutes, as provided in Article 5". 

50. The CHAIRMAN said that the Committee would have to decide 

whether the words in square brackets in sub-paragraph (~) should 

or should not be retained. 


51. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) said that he was in favour of keeping 
the words in square brackets. While the Protecting Power ought to 
be designated at the start of the conflict, the procedure was a . 
slow one, and unless the International Committee of the Red Cross 
or some other impartial international humanitarian body could 
volunteer its good offices, relief action would be delayed. 

52. Mr. HARSANA (Indonesia) was against keeping the words in 
square brackets. Without them, the procedure for obtaining the 
agreement of the Parties to the conflict would be speeded up, so 
that relief would not be delayed. Their deletion would not exclude 
action by relief organizations, which was a matter for decision by 
the Parties concerned. He supported the proposal by the representa
tive of the Holy See. 

53. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) agreed with the representa
tive of Indonesia, but not with the representative of Denmark. If 
the words in square brackets were kept, the Parties to the conflict 
and the High Contracting Parties through whose territory relief was 
to pass would have greater opportunities for setting conditions for 
such passage and even delaying or frustrating relief shipments. 
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That would be contrary to humanitarian interests. Article 5, 
paragraph 7, of draft Protocol I already provided that any mention 
of a Protecting Power included a sUbstitute - which might be 
another State, or the International Committee of the Red Cross 
or another impartial international humanitarian body. Any country 
receiving relief which had accepted the Protecting Power should 
therefore have no objection to the Protecting Power or its 
sUbstitute engaging in relief action. 

54. He supported the proposal by the Holy See representative that 
"Protecting Power" should be in the plural. 

55. Miss SHEIKH FADLI (Syrian Arab Republic) supported the 

proposal by the representative of the Holy See. 


56. Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain) said that he was against the use 
of the plural, which would only cause confusion. It was quite clear 
that the Protecting Power referred to was the Protecting Power 
in situ. Should the plural be used, the reference might be to any 
number; there had, for example, been a great many such Powers 
during the Second World War. 

57. He had no strong feelings about the words in square brackets 
but did not think that they were necessary. 

58. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany) said that the 
reference to the Protecting Power included the substitute, which 
had to be an impartial humanitarian organization; that was clear 
from Article 5, paragraph 7 of draft Protocol I. 

59. With regard to the statement by the representative of Denmark 
concerning the words in square brackets, he said that if there was 
no Protecting Power the reason would be that the Parties to the 
conflict had not agreed on a Protecting Power or sUbstitute under 
the procedure laid down in Article 5 of draft Protocol I. While 
that could certainly happen, keeping the words in square brackets 
would not facilitate relief action. On the contrary it would make 
it more complicated, because the door would then be open for the 
imposition of unilateral conditions, in a situation where the 
acceptance of any impartial humanitarian organization as a 
Protecting Power had already proved to be difficult. Even without 
any reference to an impartial international humanitarian body in 
Article 62, such a body would still be able to offer relief and 
its good services under Article 5. Accordingly, his delegation was 
in favour of deleting the words in square brackets. 

60. Mr. HEREDIA (Cuba) said that the words in brackets were 
somewhat superfluous. His delegation was in favour of deleting any 
provision which could create difficulties and differ~nces of . 
opinion as to what constituted an impartial internatlonal humanl
tarian body. It would be easier for the Committee to adopt sub
paragraph (~) by consensus if the words in question were deleted. 
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61. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) supported the deletion of the 
words in square brackets for the reasons given by earlier speakers. 

62. He agreed with the representative of the Holy See that the 

words "Protecting Power" should be put in the plural. The text 

obviously referred to the Protecting Power or Powers protecting 

the interests of the Power or Powers adverse to the people 

receiving relief; other Protecting Powers were not involved. 

He thus did not agree with the interpretation of the plural term 

by the representative of Spain. 


63. Mrs. MANTZOULINOS (Greece) said that she had been in favour of 
keeping the words in square brackets, but after hearing the 
discussion and in particular the explanations regarding Article 5, 
she now thought they should be deleted. 

64. Mr. RUIZ-PEREZ (Mexico) said that, like the representative of 

Spain, he was of the opinion that the word "Power" should be in 

the singular. 


65. He also agreed with those delegations which were in favour of 

deleting the words in square brackets. 


66. Mr. KHAIRAT (Egypt) said that one of the reasons which the 

representative of Denmark had advanced for keeping the passage in 

square brackets was that it would enable recourse to be had to an 

impartial international humanitarian body in the period when a 

Protecting Power still had to be appointed. He would like to hear 

the view of the representative of the ICRC on that point. 


67. Mr. PILLOUD (International Committee of the Red Cross) said 
that the ICRC had frequently been called upon to organize and 
guarantee the distribution of relief consignments for the civilian 
population; however, that had more often been the case in occupied 
territory than elsewhere. 

68. The term "the Protecting Power" was ambiguous and might be 
restrictive. It would be better to use the term "a Protecting 
Power", as in Article 5, paragraph 3 of draft Protocol I. 

69. Mr. STAROSTIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) pointed out 
that the distinction could not be made in Russian because there was 
no definite or indefinite article. 

70. The term "a Protecting Power" was used in the context of 
Article 5 of draft Protocol I, which should remove any ambiguity 
about its interpretation; it also covered impartial international 
humanitarian bodies which could be substituted for the Protecting 
Power. It might therefore be as well to delete the words in square 
brackets. 

71. Reference to Article 5 also showed that the word "Power" should 
be in the singular. 
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"72. flJr. SOLF (United States of A;nerica) pointed out that there 
m:Lght be two Parties on one side of a conflict through whose 
territory relief consignments were to pass. Each would want its 
Protecting Power to take action. The solution to the problem lay 
in the IeRC representative's suggestion. 

73. ~iss MINOGUE (Australia) agreed. 

74. Mr. KLEIN (Holy See) said that the solution proposed by the 

representative of the IeRC was acceptable to him. 


It was so agreed. 

75. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) said that he had not been ~holly 
convinced by the arguments put forward in favour of deleting the 
words in square brackets. However, bearing in mind the comments 
of the ICRC, he would not press his point if it was the general 
wish to delete them. 

"76. Mr. KLEIN (Holy See) said that he maintained his proposal to 
use the wording of Article 5 and include a reference to sUbstitutes 
in the text. 

77. The CHAIRMAN asked whether the Committee wished to set up a 
small working party to try to work out an agreed text or if it 
preferred to vote on the two texts before it. 

78. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany) said that if the text 
was adopted without the words in brackets, it would still be clear 
from Article 5, paragraph 7, that a substitute was included. It 
would be a bad precedent to make express reference to the substitute 
in the present instance, because it would suggest a lack of 
confidence in what was stated in Article 5, paragraph 7. 

"79. Mr. KLEIN (Holy See) said that if the words in brackets were 
deleted he would like a reference to Article 5, paragraph 7 to 
aopear in the text. 

80. The CHAIRMAN said that all the articles of the Protocol had to 
be considered as a whole. 

81. ~r. CZANK (Hungary) observed that it was his understanding that 
there was no question of voting on the deletion of the words in 
square bra~kpts. The only question on which a decision had to be 
taken was the proposal by the representative of the Holy See. If 
necessary, a vote could be taken on it. 

82. The CHAIRMAN said that, in any case, as the Holy See's proposal 
was the fu"rthest removed from the original text, under the rules of 
orocedure it would have to be voted on first. 
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83. Answering a question by Miss SHEIKH FADLI, the CHAIRMAN said 

that the word "international" had been erroneously omitted from 

the French text; the English text was the correct one. 


84. Mrs. MANTZOULINOS (Greece) suggested that a reference to the 

proposal made by the representative of the Holy See could be made 

in the report. 


85. The CHAIRMAN asked whether the representative of the Holy See 

was prepared to withdraw his proposal. 


86. Mr. KLEIN (Holy See) said that he would withdraw his proposal 

on the understanding that it would be referred to in the summary 

record of the meeting. 


87. Mr. PILLOUD (International Committee of the Red Cross) said 

that the word "fouille" in the French text of paragraph 3 (a) was 

not appropriate; it should be replaced by "veri fication" or 

"verifications", as the term "verifier" was used in Article 59 of 

the fourth Geneva Convention of 1949. 


88. Mr. ALBA (France) said that the word "verification" in the 

singular was somewhat vague. If it were used in the plural, on the 

other hand, a qualifying adjective such as "necessaires" should be 

added. 


89. The CHAIRMAN suggested that the Committee should provisionally 
adopt the term "verifications", leaving it to the Language Services 
to make any change they thought necessary. 

90. Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain) pointed out that changes would have 
to be made in the Spanish text to bring it into line with the 
English, which was the basic text. 

91. Mr. STAROSTIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that 
the Russian translation of the English word "search" was appropriate, 
being that used in the Geneva Conventions. 

92. The CHAIRMAN said that if he heard no objection, he would take 
it that the Committee wished to delete the words in square brackets 
and adopt the paragraph, as amended by the ICRC representative, by 
consensus. 

Paragraph 3, as amended, was adopted by consensus, subject to 
drafting changes, the words in square brackets in sub-paragraph--rb) 
having been deleted. 
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Paragraph 4 

93. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany) said that his delega
tion had submitted an amendment to paragraph 4 (CDDH/II/410), but 
as the point was now covered by the new Article 62 bis, and on the 
understanding that the new article would be adopted by consensus, 
he did not wish to press his amendment to Article 62, paragraph 4. 

94. The CHAIRMAN said that if he heard no objection he would take 
it that the Committee wished to adopt paragraph 4 by consensus. 

Paragraph 4 was adopted by consensus. 

Paragraph 5 

95. Mr. WARRAS (Finland) referred to t.he statement in paragraph 4 
of the draft report of Working Group B (CDDH/II/430) that one 
delegation had expressed the view that the words "by international 
bodies such as the United Nations agencies or the International 
Red Cross" should be inserted in paragraph 5. The Red Cross group 
had since gone into the matter carefully and had decided by 
consensus that the existing wording was the best possible. 

96. The CHAIRMAN said that if he heard no objection he would take 
it that the-Gommittee wished to adopt paragraph 5 by consensus. 

Paragraph 5 was adopted by consensus. 

Article 62, as a whole, as amended, was adopted by consensus. 

The meeting rose at 12.45 p.m. 
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE EIGHTY-EIGHTH MEETING 

held on Thursday, 28 April 1977, at 3.10 p.m. 

Chairman: Mr. S-E. NAHLIK (Poland) 

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOLS I AND II (CDDH/1) (continued) 

Draft Protocol I 

Report of Working Group B on Articles 60 to 62 bis ~ Relief in 

favour of the civilian population (CDDH/II/430) (concluded) 


New Article 62 bis - Relief personnel 

1. The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to consider the new 

Article 62 bis concerning relief personnel (CDDH/II/430). 


2. Mr. HARSANA (Indonesia) proposed that the words "This 

personnel" in paragraph 2 should be replaced by "These 

personnel" . 


3. Mr. URQUIOLA (Philippines) supported that proposal, 

especially as the word "they" was used with reference to relief 

personnel in paragraph 1. 


4. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) proposed that the phrase "necessities 

of security" in paragraph 4 should be replaced by the phrase 

"security requirements" since the word "necessities", usually 

meant "objects". 


5. Mr. WARRAS (Finland) said that the reason for the wording 
was that the expression "imperative necessities of security" 
appeared in Article 9 of the fourth Geneva Convention of 1949. 

6. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) considered that, although the 
expression "imperative necessities of security" was passably 
correct, the phrase was no longer acceptable if the word 
"imperative" was removed. He therefore supported the Canadian 
proposal. He also agreed with the representative of Indonesia 
that the word "These" was more appropriate than "This" in 
paragraph 2. 

7. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) supported the Indonesian 
and Canadian proposals. 

8. Mr. STAROSTIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) Suppol'ted 
the Canadian proposal. He pointed out that the word "respected" 
used in the last sentence of paragraph 4 was not as clear as 
"observed", which was the equivalent of the Russian text. 

9. The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to adopt the new 
Article 62 bis paragraph by paragraph. 
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Paragraph 1 

Paragraph 1 was adopted by consensus. 

Paragraph 2 

Paragraph 2, with the amendment suggested by Indonesia, was 

adopted by consensus. 


Paragraph 3 

10. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) requested that the word 

"paragraph" in the first sentence should be written out in full. 


Paragraph 3, as thus amended, was adopted by consensus 

Paragraph 4 

11. The CHAIRMAN asked the Committee's opinion as to the 
replacement of the phrase "the necessities" by the words "security 
requirements", as proposed by the representative of Canada. 

The Canadian amendment was approved. 

12. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) proposed that the phrase "relief 
personnel" in the last sentence of paragraph 4 should be replaced 
by "the individual concerned". It had been the intention of 
the drafters to indicate that if one or more individuals did not 
respect the conditions, their mission would be terminated. It 
must be made clear that the termination would affect the individual 
and not the whole mission. 

13. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) fully supported the United Kingdom 
representative. 

14. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany) agreed with the 
United Kingdom representative but felt that the phrase "the 
individual concerned" might still be too vague. He proposed 
the following text: "The mission of those personnel who do not 
respect these conditions may be terminated". 

15. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) welcomed that proposal. He suggested 
that the amendment would be even clearer if the sentence began: 
"the mission of any of those personnel ... ". 

16. Miss MINOGUE (Australia) and Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) 
supported the text proposed by the representative of the Federal 
Republic of Germany, as amended by the representative of Canada. 

17. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) welcomed 
the text proposed by the representative of the Federal Rewublic 
of Germany, which could be rendered satisfactorily in Russian. 
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18. Mr. ALBA (France) suggested a similar wording in French 

along the lines of "il peut etre mis fin a la mission de tout 

personnel de secours qui ne respecterait pas ces conditions." 


19. Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain), stressing that the amendment 

was in fact one of sUbstance rather than of drafting, said that 

the Spanish text should be brought into line with the English, 

by the use of a phrase such as "la misi6n de cualquiera de las 

personas .. . ". 


20. Miss SHEIKH FADLI (Syrian Arab Republic) said that the 

Arabic text should be adapted to correspond with the English 

text. 


21. The CHAIRMAN asked the Committee's opinion on the English 

text of the last sentence of paragraph 4, as amended by the 

representatives of the Federal Republic of Germany and Canada, 

on the understanding that the text in all other languages would 

be brought into line with the English. 


It was so agreed. 

Paragraph 4 as a whole, as amended In English, was adopted 

by consensus. 


Article 62 bis, as a whole, as amended, was adopted by 

consensus. 


22. Mr. KLEIN (Holy See) said that his delegation wished to pay 
a tribute to the efforts of those who had worked to qchieve a 
compromise and a consensus on Part IV, Section II of Protocol I, 
concerning relief in favour of the civilian population. 

23. His delegation had supported those efforts, in a spirit of 
co-operation. It wished, however, to record its reservations 
concerning certain aspects of the compromise which limited the 
effectiveness of the Section by not laying sufficient stress on 
the imperative nature of relief and by not decreeing that 
negotiation must be swift in cases where a population was starving. 
The text seemed to his delegation to run counter to Article 48, 
which prohibited the use of starvation as a method of war. 

Draft Protocol II 

Article 33 - Relief actions (CDDH/II/77) 

Article 34 - Recording and information (CDDH/II/428) 

Article 35 - National Red Cross and other relief societies 
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24. Mr. SANDOZ (International Committee of the Red Cross) said 
that Part VI of draft Protocol II dealt not only with relief 
actions (Article 33) but also with the recording of living and 
dead victims of the conflict and the transmission of information 
concerning them (Article 34), and with the activities of 
national Red Cross and other relief societies (Article 35). 
The heading "Relief" proposed in the ICRC draft did not reflect 
the entire contents of Part VI and might appropriately be 
replaced by a more general term such as "Humanitarian assistance". 

25. Article 33 was based on Article 23 of the fourth Geneva 
Convention of 1949 and restated, in the main, Article 62 of 
draft Protocol I. It also stemmed largely from resolution XXVI 
of the XXlst International Conference of the Red Cross and 
resolution 2675 (XXV) of the United Nations General Assembly. 
If the civilian population was inadequately supplied with means 
of shelter, foodstuffs, clothing and medical or hospital stores, 
it was essential for relief actions to be conducted in order 
to remedy the situation, and Article 62 of draft Protocol I 
called upon the Parties to the conflict to agree to and 
facilitate such actions to the fullest extent possible. Clearly, 
however, relief actions must not serve as a pretext for interfering 
in the conflict"and it was therefore stipulated that they must be 
"exclusively humanitarian and impartial in character and conducted 
without any adverse distinction". Article 4 of draft Protocol II, 
which had already been adopted, removed any doubts that might 
subsist on that point. Furthermore, the Parties to the conflict 
were free to accept or refuse such actions, since their agreement 
was required only "to the fullest extent possible". There would 
be no need for relief from outside if the Parties to the conflict 
themselves could ensure, as it was their responsibility to do, 
that the civilian population was supplied with the means 
necessary for survival. It should be stressed, however, that 
starvation of the civilian population and the use of famine 
as a means of bringing the conflict to an end were not permissible 
(1948 Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of 
Genocide (United Nations resolution 260 (III) Annex, Articles I 
and II (~)). 

26. It was incumbent upon the High Contracting Parties as well 
as the Parties to the conflict to authorize and facilitate the 
passage of relief. That provision concerned the neighbouring 
States of the State in which the conflict might be taking place 
and was intended to cater for exceptional cases where there was 
no other means of access to an area encircled by one of the 
Parties to the conflict. In order to provide the necessary 
guarantees, it was stated that the Parties to the conflict and 
any High Contracting Party might set as condition that the entry, 
transport, distribution, or passage of relief be executed under 
the supervision of an impartial humanitarian body. The article 
also stipulated that technical methods should not delay relief 
and that relief must not be diverted from its purpose. 
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27. Article 34 was based on Article 16 of the first Geneva 

Convention of 1949, Article 19 of the second, Article 122 of 

the third Convention and Articles 136, 137 and 138 of the fourth 

Convention. Paragraph 1 provided for the organization of 

information bureaux by a body which each Party to the conflict 

was free to select and which would be able to benefit from the 

ICRC's assistance. The information which the Parties to the 

conflict were obliged to communicate to the bureau should make 

it possible to identify dead or living victims of the conflict, 

to indicate the hospital where the sick or wounded had been 

admitted and to report on their condition, to indicate the place 

of internment or detention of persons deprived of their freedom, 

to report their transfer or release, to report deaths, and to 

register children evacuated from the combat zone in accordance 

with Article 32 (c). The information bureaux would transmit to 

each other the information they obtained, if necessary through 

the ICRC Central Tracing Agency. That information would be 

transmitted by each bureau to the next of kin concerned and in 

reply to enquiries from other sources. Steps had been taken to 

ensure that the transmission of information was not prejudicial 

to the victims of their next of kin; in particular, the victim 

would be able to request that information concerning himself 

should not be transmitted. Those safeguard clauses had been 

drawn from Article 137 of the fourth Geneva Convention of 1949; 

it was indeed most important to protect the victims of non

international armed conflicts and their next of kin from the 

abuse of information. 


28. Turning to Article 35, which was based on Article 63 of the 
fourth Convention, he said that it was more important during a 
conflict than at any other time for national Red Cross Societies 
to be able to continue their activities. The purpose of 
Article 35 was to ensure that the national society of the State on 
whose territory a non-international armed conflict was taking 
place could continue its work, even if it was divided and could 
act only through some of its local branches. In order to 
provide assistance to victims in all parts of the territory, the 
local branches must be able to act independantly but, in doing so, 
they must observe the principles of the Red Cross as stated by 
the International Conferences of the Red Cross. The article 
also provided for other relief societies established prior to 
or even during the conflict to carry out their humanitarian 
activities in accordance with the same principles. Finally, 
it was specifically stated - as in Article 14, paragraph 1, of 
draft Protocol II - that the fact of having taken part in such 
activities was in no circumstances punishable. 

29. Mr. NORDHAUG (Norway), intrOducing amendment CDDH/II/77, 
pointed out that it had been submitted at the first session and 
that since then important consultations had taken place. Those 
consultations had led to developments which would be explained 
during the ensuing discussion. 
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30. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom), introducing amendment CDDH/II/428, 
said that the intention of the sponsors was to improve Article 34, 
paragraph 1, in three ways. Firstly, in the original text the 
position of the words "if necessary" at the beginning of the 
sentence was inappropriate, because a party to a conflict could 
then claim that no such necessity existed; the words had there
fore been transferred to a more suitable position. Secondly, 
the sponsors had inserted the words "without delay", since no time 
was stipulated in the ICRC text. Thirdly, the sponsors had 
considered that greater precision was needed in regard to .the 
information to be communicated; the words "all relevant information 
on the victims of the conflict" used in the ICRC text were unclear, 
since in a civil war the whole population might be included in the 
category of victims. The sponsors of amendment CDDH/II/428 had 
therefore attempted to specify the essential information to be 
communicated; at the same time they had sought to avoid imposing 
too heavy a duty on the Parties, with a view to ensuring that the 
provision would be observed in practice. If the amendment was 
accepted, certain consequential amendments would be required in 
paragraph 2. 

31. Mr. WARRAS (Finland) said that the subject-matter of Part VI 
of draft Protocol II was both important and difficult. The 
conditions in which relief actions were undertaken in internal 
conflicts certainly differed from those obtaining in international 
conflicts, even though United Nations General Assembly resolution 
2675 (XXV) did not make any distinction, stating that resolution XXVI 
of the XXIst International Conference of the Red Cross should apply 
in all armed conflicts. In his delegation's opinion, the draft 
articles under consideration represented a sound basis for the 
Committee's work, but certain aspects would have to be studied 
very carefully. The comments made regarding similar articles in 
Protocol I were also applicable to those in Part VI of draft 
Protocol II. 

32. In Article 33, paragraph 1, the list of supplies could be 
improved by bringing it into line with that contained in Article 62, 
paragraph 1, of Protocol I. In regard to the formulation of the 
legal obligation, it would be advisable to consider whether the 
ICRC draft offered the best solution or whether the Committee could 
arrive at a consensus on the basis adopted for Article 62, 
paragraph 1, of draft Protocol I. 

33. Relief personnel had been needed in internal conflicts in 
recent years, and some provision should be made for their 
protection and for the facilitation of their work, although certain 
security requirements would have to be taken into account. 
Consideration should also be given to the question of international 
relief co-ordination dealt with in amendment CDDH/II/77. As 
regards Article 34, his delegation considered that the ICRC draft 
could be improved and was sympathetic towards amendment CDDH/II/428. 
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34. Article 35 had been a difficult problem for three years. 
It had been suggested that it should be developed along the lines 
of Article 70 bis of draft Protocol I. Although such a view 
might not be realistic, it was necessary to have humanitarian 
bodies present on the spot in internal conflicts in order to 
safeguard the interests of the civilian population. Thus it was 
vital that the Committee should find an acceptable solution which 
it could adopt by consensus. The ICRC text provided a sound 
basis, but some improvements could be made. An informal 
discussion might be fruitful, and he suggested that the article 
should be referred to Working Group B. 

35. The CHAIRMAN endorsed that suggestion and said that Working 

Group B would be reconstituted. 


36. Mr. KUCHENBUCH (German Democratic Republic) said that his 
delegation fully supported the humanitarian aspect of Article 33 
but considered it necessary to insert a provision regarding the 
right of control, as had been done in the case of Article 62, 
paragraph 3 (a), of draft Protocol I. It was not at the moment 
in a position-to propose the precise place where such a provision 
should be inserted; obviously the procedure adopted in Article 62 
of draft Protocol I could not be followed exactly, but it should 
be possible to solve the problem by analogy. 

37. The first two paragraphs of the Norwegian amendment as 
contained in document CDDH/II/77 were acceptable to his delegation, 
but it had some doubts regarding the wording of paragraph 6 of the 
amendment which it would be willing to explain in a ~orking group. 

38. Mr. HARSANA (Indonesia) said that, when relief was discussed 
in the context of draft Protocol II, two principal factors had to 
be borne in mind: firstly, that no Government could agree to be 
placed on the same footing as the rebellious party; and, seconcly, 
that relief action could be carried out only by a body which was 
acceptable to both parties. The ICRC draft failed to meet those 
points. His delegation was of the opinion that a short, concise 
draft without too many details would have a better chance of being 
accepted. For example, instead of the five paragraphs of 
Article 33, it would be sufficient to have one paragraph reading 
"If the civilian population is inadequately supplied .•. the 
national Red Cross, Red Crescent or Red Lion and Sun Society shall 
be permitted to carry out relief actions". He firmly believed 
that in non-international armed conflicts the national Red Cross 
Society was the only body which could win the confidence of the 
parties concerned and thus avoid problems regarding violations of 
sovereignty. Other relief coming from outside, whether from 
Governments or from humanitarian bodies, could be channelled 
through the national Red Cross Society concerned. The same 
considerations could be applied to Articles 34 and 35. Other 
solutions would almost certainly not be acceptable to the conflict 
ing parties. Of course, such problems would not arise if there 
were not a separate Protocol II to be applied in non-international 
armed conflicts. 
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39. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) generally endorsed the 
comments made by the representative of Finland. Protocol II 
could go into effect only if the insurgent party had the capacity 
to implement it, and the more complicated the Protocol, the more 
difficult it would be to implement. Article 33, however was 
probably the most important article which remained to be considered 
in the context of humanitarian assistance in internal armed 
conflicts. A solution might be reached on the basis of the ICRC 
text or some adaptation of Article 62 of draft Protocol I; it 
must, however, be kept simple. In any case, humanitarian 
activities should be carried out in accordance with the 
principles of the Red Cross in so far as Article 35 was concerned. 

40. Mr. SKARSTEDT (Sweden) said that his delegation fully agreed 

with the remarks made by the Finnish representative concerning 

Article 33 and considered that the relevant parts of Article 62 

of draft Protocol I could be taken as a basis for further 

consideration in Working Group B. 


41. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) observed that one of the most 
important aspects of relief was the loan of medical units and 
personnel. In Protocol I and in the first Geneva Convention of 
1949 they were covered in separate articles; they did not appear 
in Article 62 of draft Protocol I, on which the ICRC had 
presumably based the proposed text of Article 33 of draft 
Protocol II. Medical units and personnel constituted basic 
relief assistance, particularly in internal conflicts, and the 
Working Group should insert two or three words to cover them. 

42. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) said that draft Protocol II ought to 
contain a few provisions on relief, which was essential in both 
international and non-international conflicts. His delegation 
supported the remarks made by the Finnish representative. 

43. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) said that his delegation attached the 
greatest importance to the articles under consideration and hoped 
that there would be enough time for Working Group B, which might 
use the ICRC text as a basis, to complete work on them. 

44. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany) agreed that the 
articles under consideration were an essential, if not the most 
important, part of draft Protocol II. The prohibition of the 
starvation of civilians, referred to by the representative of 
the Holy See, was already covered by Article 27, but the means 
to prevent such starvation were provided by relief actions. 
The entire question was, of course, extremely delicate, perhaps 
more delicate than in the case of draft Protocol I, since national 
sovereignty was involved. That issue was, however, taken care 
of in Article 4, which made it clear that nothing in the Protocol 
could be invoked to infringe upon national sovereignty. Working 
Group B should therefore seek to establish a text which would be 
very close to the ICRC draft and would obtain wide support. 
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45. Mr. QUERNER (Austria) supported the view that Article 62 
of draft Protocol I should serve as the basis for the Working 
Group's discussions. International and non-international 
conflicts might differ, but the needs of the civilian population 
were the same in both cases. 

46. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) agreed 
that Part VI of draft Protocol II was very important. Indeed, 
the matters with which it was concerned were perhaps the most 
delicate of all those covered by the Protocol because of the 
many different forms which internal conflicts could take. The 
question of respect for national sovereignty was fairly straight
forward when a legally recognized State was in conflict with an 
opposition party, but it became far more complex when there were 
two parties involved each of which was recognized by a number of 
other States. The variety of transitory situations that might 
arise in non-international armed conflicts made it impossible to 
draw a complete analogy between the relief action articles in 
draft Protocol I and those in draft Protocol II. In the 
circumstances, the most appropriate course might be to avoid 
making Articles 33 to 35 of draft Protocol II too detailed. 

47. Mr. UHUMUAVBI (Nigeria) said that in a non-international 

armed conflict relief action could make the situation worse; 

outside interference could magnify what was a small matter to 

the State concerned. The Committee should give very careful 

consideration to the issues involved since they were far more 

important than those which arose in the context of draft 

Protocol I. 


48. The CHAIRMAN said that if he heard no objection he would 
take it that the Committee wished Articles 33 to 35 of draft 
Protocol II to be referred to Working Group B together with 
amendments CDDH/II/77 and CDDH/II/428 and the comments made 
during the discussion. 

It was so agreed. 

49. Mr. JAKOVLJEVIC (Yugoslavia), speaking as Chairman of 
Working Group B, considered that the Working Group should not 
base its discussions on the ICRC draft of Articles 33 to 35 and 
the two amendments alone. He suggested that a small sub-group 
should be established to prepare a new text for submission to 
the Working Group, taking into account the views expressed during 
the Committee's discussion. The sub-group might be composed of 
the representatives of Canada, Finland, the German Democratic 
Republic, Indonesia, Nigeria and the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics, together with a representative of the ICRC and any 
other interested delegations. 

It was so agreed. 
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50. The CHAIRMAN suggested that the sub-group should be chaired 
by the representative of Finland. 

It was so agreed. 

The meeting rose at 5.35 p.m. 
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE EIGHTY-NINTH MEETING 

held on Friday, 6 May 1977, at 10.5 a.m. 

Chairman: Mr. S-E. NAHLIK (Poland) 

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOLS I AND II (CDDH/1) (continued) 

Draft Protocol I 

Article 59 - Identification (CDDH/235/Rev.1, Annex III; 

CDDH/II/427 and Add.1, CDDH/II/GT/103) (continued) 


1. The CHAIRMAN drew attention to paragraph 6 of the report which 
the Technical Sub-Committee had submitted to Committee II at the 
third session of the Conference (CDDH/235/Rev.1, Annex III). It 
stated, in connexion with the international distinctive sign of 
civil defence, that the Sub-Committee had been in favour of the 
sign consisting of a blue triangle on an orange background. The 
view of the International Civil Defence Organization (ICDO) that 
an emblem consisting of two red stripes on a yellow background 
should be adopted had been taken up by the delegation of Zaire and 
submitted to the current session in the form of an amendment 
(CDDH/II/427), which had subsequently been co-sponsored by a number 
of other delegations (CDDH/II/427/Add.1). The time had come for 
the Committee to decide which of the two signs should be adopted. 

2. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics), speaking 
as Vice-Chairman of the Technical Sub-Committee, sai~ that the 
question of distinctive signs for the protection of medical objects 
had been considered in 1973 at a meeting of experts convened by the 
ICRC and that field studies and practical exercises had been 
conducted subsequently with the co-operation of the military 
services of the Swiss armed forces. The matter had also been 
considered by the Technical Sub-Committee at both the. second and 
third sessions of the Conference. During its general discussion 
of the suggested sign consisting of two red stripes on a yellow 
background, the Sub-Committee had encountered two difficulties: 
namely, that the sign was very similar to that provided for in the 
fourth Geneva Convention of 1949 for the marking of hospital and 
safety zones and that its proponents had not brought forward any 
sUbstantiated evidence enabling its objective qualities to be 
measured against those of the sign consisting of a blue triangle 
on an orange or yellow background. 

3. The purpose of the civil defence sign was not only to enable 
the object concerned to be identified but also to provide for its 
protection, and the value of a protective sign lay above all in its 
ability to be clearly perceived from a great distance. Shapes were 
easier to distinguish than colours, since colour perceptibility 
could be impaired by lighting conditions. In certain circumstances 
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it might be difficult to distinguish between a white and a yellow 
background, and confusion might well arise if similar emblems were 
used against those two colours respectively to mark two different 
categories of objects. Furthermore, the closer two colours were 
to each other in the spectrum, the more difficult it was to 
distinguish between them; a red stripe on a yellow background 
would be less clearly perceptible than a red stripe on a white 
background. 

4. If the sign adopted for civil defence consisted of an emblem 
similar to the one used to mark hospital and safety zones and set 
on a background the colour of which was hard to distinguish, the 
degree of protection enjoyed by the wounded, sick, disabled and 
aged in such zones would be reduced for the first time in the 
history of the Geneva Conventions. For those reasons, the proposal 
to introduce a sign consisting of two red bands on a yellow back
ground appeared to be far less acceptable than the alternative 
recommended by the Technical Sub-Committee. With regard to the 
possibility which had been mentioned of adopting more than one 
distinctive sign for civil defence, he considered that the fewer 
signs there were, the greater would be their protective value. 

5. Mr. LUKABU-K'HABOUJI (Zaire) said that he had already introduced 
the amendment in, document CDDH/II/427 and Add.l on behalf of the 
sponsors. He himself was not in a position to enter into any of the 
technical details involved, but ICDO had conducted studies on a 
number of different colours and the Secretary-General of that 
organization, who was present at the meeting, would be able to 
provide information on the subject. The sponsors of the amendment 
had no rigid views on the shape of the emblem itself but they 
thought that the adoption of yellow as the background colour of the 
sign deserved the Committee's most careful consideration. 

6. Mr. BODI (Observer for the International Civil Defence 
Organization), speaking at the invitation of the Chairman, said 
that the proposal in document CDDH/II/427 and Add.l could be divided 
into two parts: namely, the background colour of the distinctive 
sign and the colour and shape of the emblem itself. 

7. With regard to the background colour, he observed that yellow 
was commonly used as the colour for emergency and had been adopted 
by the civil defence organizations of many countries. Colorimetric 
studies conducted by the fire services of the United States of 
America and the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland 
had advocated the use of yellow and had denounced the inconveniences 
arising from the diversity of colours at present in use. Further
more, yellow had featured for several years on warning signs for 
radioactivity, chemicals and even mustard gas. Tests carried out 
on the colours red, blue, green, white and yellow had shown that in 
various types of lighting the first three turned to black or lost 
much of their chromatic value, while white evoked no sense of 
ermergency. Yellow, on the other hand, remained clear, lost none of 
its chromatic value and was preferable from the psychological point 
of view because, being unpleasant to the eye, it was more easily 
noticed. 
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8. Orange, which was proposed in the original text of draft 

Protocol I, was being used increasingly in many countries for 

the personnel and vehicles of road accident prevention and safety, 

refuse collection and other public thoroughfare services. On the 

other hand, it had been established by a recent inquiry undertaken 

by ICDO that no civil defence organizations used orange for 

signalling purposes. In addition, the studies which had resulted 

in the choice of orange had been conducted by a restricted group 

without the participation of executives and experts from the 

national civil defence authorities since set up or developed in 

many countries. As had been pointed out at the first session of 

the Conference by the representative of the International 

Association of Lighthouse Authorities, contrast was more important 

than colour in an emblem, and orange and blue were not strikingly 

conspicuous colours. 


9. With regard to the colour and shape of the distinctive sign's 
emblem, the main concern of ICDO was that the emblem should be 
visible from a distance and should contrast clearly with the back
ground colour in daylight and in any other type of lighting. The 
combination of red on yellow offered a better contrast than orange 
and blue. As had been stated by the representative of the Inter
national Association of Lighthouse Authorities at the first session 
of the Conference, the difficulty of distinguishing blue rendered 
it useless, nor could there be any certainty of seeing it at a 
distance (CDDH/49/Rev.1, Annex II, paragraph 30). That opinion, 
coming from an expert, gave food for thought regarding the use of 
blue for the international distinctive sign for civil defence. 
The directors of the national civil defence organizations who had 
participated in the work of ICDO technical commissions had agreed 
on the insertion of red in the civil defence emblem because it was 
a colour which emphasized the idea of emergency and warning, called 
to mind the colour of fire and blood, produced in human beings a 
psychological sense of danger and, like yellow but unlike blue, was 
aggressive. 

10. With regard to the actual shape or design of the emblem, two 
red oblique bands were proposed in the amendment in document 
CDDH/III427 and Add.1, essentially because that sign already 
appeared in the fourth Geneva Convention of 1949 (Annex I, 
Article 6) in connexion with the hospital and safety zones provided 
for in Article 14 of that Convention. The proposal therefore met 
the concern not to increase the number of protective signs. Further
more, a number of countries had already adopted oblique bands as the 
emblem of their national civil defence organizations and other 
countries were about to do so. 

11. To sum up, the adoption of the international civil defence 
distinctive sign proposed in document CDDH/II/427 and Add.1 would 
satisfy technical considerations, established regulations, current 
usage and pure common sense. 
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12. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) said that he fully endorsed the statement 

by the Vice-Chairman of the Technical Sub-Committee. Of the many 

arguments which could be put forward in favour of the sign 

consisting of a blue triangle on an orange background, the most 

pertinent was that relating to the adverse effects which the 

adoption of the sign proposed in the amendment under discussion 

would have on the protection of hospital and safety zones. An 

entirely new shape and new colours that were not commonly used in 

any existing international sign must be chosen and, after dis

cussions which had lasted for several years, the technical experts 

had reached the conclusion that a blue triangle on an orange 

background would best meet the requirements. In his view, 
it would be both confusing and a little unfair to introduce, as a 
new distinctive sign in international humanitarian law, a sign 
which was almost identical to that used by one civil defence 
organization. His delegation therefore strongly recommended the 
adoption of the Technical Sub-Committee's suggestion. 

13. Mr. HASAN (Pakistan) pointed out that a number of distinctive 
signs were already provided for under Article 18, to identify 
medical units, means of transport, etc. Further distinctive signs 
had been approved by Committee III in connexion with Article 49 
concerning works and installations containing dangerous forces. 
The Committee was now discussing the use of yet another sign. He 
wished, therefore, to support the views of the USSR representative 
concerning the dangers of proliferation of distinctive signs and 
emblems. 

14. He had also noticed some apparent contradictions in the opinions 
put forward by the experts, who had been in favour of an orange 
background in the case of signs to designate installations contain
ing dangerous forces, whereas in the case now under discussion, 
yellow had been recommended. 

15. He suggested that, in order to avoid confusion, an attempt should 
be made to extend the protection afforded by well-recognized signs, 
such as the red cross, red crescent, etc., to installations which 
had a humanitarian significance, being essential to civil defence. 

16. Mr. KUCHENBUCH (German Democratic Republic) said that his delega
tion was somewhat surprised that such issues were being brought up 
again. The discussion was reminiscent of the preparatory period of 
the Conference and not appropriate in its final stage. The issue 
had been discussed for five years in various bodies, with the 
participation of a large number of Government experts, whose views 
had found expression in the proposed Annex to the draft Protocols. 
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17. His delegation considered that the Committee's only task now 

was to approve the results of the experts' discussions, which had 

been available in the Annex since the third session. The decision 

on that matter had been deferred for procedural reasons, not for 

reasons of substance. The matter could and should, therefore, be 

dealt with in a very short space of time. The Committee should 

follow the example of Committee III, which on the previous day had 

approved a proposal for identifying by a new special sign installa

tions containing dangerous forces. That proposal had been the 

outcome of four meetings of a working group and the decision itself 

had taken forty-five minutes. 


18. He associated himself fully with the statements made by the 

representatives of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and of 

Denmark. He proposed that the Committee should vote forthwith on 

amendment CDDH/II/427 and Add.1. 


19. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) fully supported the statement by the 

representative of the German Democratic Republic. 


20. Miss SHEIKH FADLI (Syrian Arab Republic) said that, as her u 

country was a member of the International Civil Defence Organization, 
she wished to support the proposal made by the Secretary-General of 
that organization. On the question of avoiding the adoption of 
signs already in use, her delegation considered that countries 
which had already adopted a specific sign had done so in a spirit of 
international co-operation. 

21. Mr. FOURKALO (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) said that his 
delegation agreed with those in favour of the sign recommended by 
the Technical Sub-Committee. He emphasized the fact that the shape 
of the emblem was one of the most important factors for rapid recog
nition. It was obvious, therefore, that a triangular emblem was 
preferable to two stripes. 

22. In the specific circumstances of military operations, the use of 
the sign suggested by the International Civil Defence Organization 
could have dangerous consequences, not only for civil defence 
personnel but for the civilian population, whose interests must be 
protected. 

23. The countries which had already adopted a sign consisting of two 
red stripes on a yellow background had done so as a means of identi 
fying civil defence personnel and materiel, but not as a protective 
sign. It was essential, however, to adopt an international sign 
which would serve as a means not only of identification but also of 
protection. 

24. Mr. URQUIOLA (Philippines), speaking on a point of order, said 
that as two schools of thought had emerged on the subject of the 
distinctive sign, a possible solution might be to combine the two 
and use a red triangle on a yellow background. 

25. Mr. HEREDIA (Cuba) said that the issue was becoming confused. 
The representative of the German Democratic Republic had put forward 
the motion to vote on amendment CDDH/II/427 and Add.1. He formally 
supported that proposal. 
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26. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) supported 
that statement. The suggestion made by the representative of the 
Philippines was not a point of order but a new proposal. 

27. The CHAIRMAN agreed that the proposal was one of substance arid 
should have been submitted earlier, in writing. He regretted that 
he was therefore unable to accept it. 

28. Mr. LUKABU-K'HABOUJI (Zaire) said that the meeting had not 

heard a report from the Technical Sub-Committee. It had heard a 

statement by one delegation on behalf of that Committee, but no 

special attention had been given to his delegation's proposal. 


29. The CHAIRMAN replied that the USSR representative had spoken 

in his capacity as Vice-Chairman of the Technical Sub-Committee. 

Moreover, the reports of the Technical Sub-Committee and of the 

ICDO had been available for some considerable time. 


30. He put to the vote the motion by the representative of the 

German Democratic Republic, supported by Cuba, that amendment 

CDDH/II/427 and Add.1 should be put to the vote. 


The motion that amendment CDDH/II/427 and Add.1 should be put 

to the. vote was carried by 43 votes to 4, with 10 abstentions. 


31. The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to vote on the amendment to 
Article 59 submitted by the delegation of Zaire (CDDH/II/427 and 
Add. 1) . 

32. Mr. LUKABU-K'HABOUJI (Zaire) requested that a roll-call vote 
should be taken on the amendment. 

33. Mr. KUCHENBUCH (German Democratic Republic) said that normal 
voting practice was by show of hands and that his delegation was 
not in favour of a roll-call vote. 

34. The CHAIRMAN read out rule 37 of the rules of procedure, which 
stated: lithe Conference shall normally vote by show of hands or 
by standing, but any representative may request a roll-callI!. 

35. Mr. HEREDIA (Cuba) expressed the opinion that, although rule 37 
stated that any representative might request a roll-call, that rule 
gave no indication that such a request would automatically be 
granted in cases where other representatives were not in favour of 
that form of vote. He therefore requested that a vote should be 
taken first on the request for a roll-call vote. 

36. Mr. KHAIRAT (Egypt) stressed that any delegation had the right 
to request a roll-call vote. He felt that the Committee should 
proceed with the vote. 
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37. The CHAIRMAN said that normally if a roll-call vote was 

requested, it automatically took place. In the present case, 

however, as some doubts had been expressed as to such procedure, 

he intended to suspend the meeting and consult the Legal Adviser 

of the Conference. 


The meeting was suspended at 11.20 a.m. and resumed at 11.45 a.m. 

38. The CHAIRMAN said that, as well as the Legal Adviser of the 

United Nations, the Legal Adviser of the Conference had confirmed 

that it was established United Nations practice (on which also the 

rules of procedure of the Conference had been based) to grant a 

roll-call vote if any delegation so requested. No vote was ever 

taken on that request. 


39. In accordance with rule 50 of the rules of procedure, decisions 
of Committees should be taken by a majority of the representatives 
present and voting, the term "present and voting" meaning representa
tives present and casting an affirmative or negative vote. Repre
sentatives who abstained from voting should be considered as not 
voting (rule 36). The number of delegations present was 67 out of 
a possible total of 107. The Committee could therefore proceed 
to vote by roll-call on the amendment to Article 59 of Protocol I, 
submitted by the delegation of Zaire (CDDH/II/427 and Add.1). 

The Socialist People's Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, having been drawn 

by lot by the Chairman, was called upon to vote first. 


In favour: Socialist People's Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Jordan, 

Kuwait, Mauritania, Mexico, Mozambique, Nigeria"Omari, 

Pakistan, Philippines, Qatar, Syrian Arab Republic, Republic 

of Korea, United Republic of Tanzania, Senegal, Sudan, Tunisia, 

People's Democratic Republic of Yemen, Zaire, Saudi Arabia, 

United Republic of Cameroon, Chile, Cyprus, Ivory Coast, 

Egypt, United Arab Emirates, Spain, Indonesia. 


Against: Japan, Mongolia, Norway, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, 
German Democratic Republic, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist 
Republic, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Romania, United 
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Sweden, 
Switzerland, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, Federal 
Republic of Germany, Australia, Austria, Bulgaria, Canada, 
Colombia, Cuba, Denmark, United States of America, Finland, 
France, Ghana, Hungary, I~an, Ireland, Israel, Italy. 

Abstaining: Panama, Holy See, Thailand, Turkey, Afghanistan, 
Argentina, Brazil, India. 

The amendment to Article 59 of Protocol I, (CDDH/IIt427 and 
Add.i), was rejected by 31 votes to 28, with 8 abstentions. 
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Annex to draft Protocol I 

Article 14 - Documents 

Article 15 - International distinctive sign for civil defence 

services 


40. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) said that Article 59 of draft 
Protocol I was basic to any consideration of Articles 14 and 15 of the 
Annex to the draft Protocol. Working Group A had adopted a text for 
Article 59 with only a few words left in square brackets, but as the 
document had not yet been circulated in all languages, it would be 
premature for the Committee to consider anything other than the 
emblem at the present time. 

It was so agreed. 

Draft Protocol II 

Article 30 - Respect and protection 

Article 31 - Definition 

41. Mrs. JUNOD (International Committee of the Red Cross) said that 
the provisions relating to civil defence in Protocol II had been 
drafted in a simplified form on the basis of the corresponding 
articles in Protocol I. The ICRC was aware that, in view of the 
work being done by the Working Group dealing with civil defence in 
Protocol I, which the Committee would no doubt take into account, 
the original texts were somewhat out of date. Some amendments 
calling for the deletion of the provisions had been submitted. The 
ICRC could not, of course, prejudge the decision which would be 
taken in that respect. If, however, insurmountable difficulties 
arose, it would have no basic objection to the deletion of the 
provisions, since the ICRC had always been in favour of the 
adoption of texts acceptable to the largest possible number of 
delegations. 

42. The text of Article 30 was based on Article 55 of draft 
Protocol I. Its purpose was to grant special protection to certain 
civilians who were distinguished from other civilians by the work 
they did, with a view to enabling them to carry out their humani
tarian activities in circumstances where their civilian status 
might be doubted. Those concerned included the personnel of civil 
defence organizations and civilians who, while not belonging to 
such organizations, carried out civil defence tasks under the 
control of the competent authorities. 

43. Article 31 reproduced, in essence, the text of Article 54 of 
the original ICRC draft. It defined civil defence on the basis of 
the functions exercised and took into account the possible parti 
cipation of any civilian in civil defence work; that meant that 
civil defence was not necessarily the monopoly of specialized 
bodies. 
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44. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark), speaking one point of order, said that 
any sUbstantive discussion of Articles 30 and 31 of draft 
Protocol II at that juncture was perhaps inappropriate. At the 
eighty-fifth meeting (CDDH/II/SR.85) on 19 April 1977, he had 
suggested that work on Chapter VI of Part IV of draft Protocol I 
should be completed before the related part of draft Protocol II was 
discussed. The Chairman had agreed that the consideration of 
Articles 30 and 31 of draft Protocol II should be postponed until 
progress had been made on Chapter VI of draft Protocol I. The 
Danish delegation acknowledged that some progress had been made, 
but not enough to justify a discussion of Articles 30 and 31 of 
draft Protocol II at the present meeting. Moreover, the amendments 
submitted by his delegation in 1976 (CDDH/II/368, CDDH/II/369 
and CDDH/II/370) were no longer up to date and he withdrew them. 
He therefore suggested that consideration of Articles 30 and 31 
of Protocol II should be deferred until the following week. In 
any case, his delegation reserved the right not to participate in 
any discussion of the matter at the present stage. 

45. The CHAIRMAN pointed out that the Committee had to complete 

its work by 14 May and that, if consideration of Articles 30 and 

31 of draft Protocol II was postponed, there might not be time to 

give them adequate attention. Some preliminary discussion should, 

therefore, be useful. 


46. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) replied that his delegation would be 
satisfied if the Committee could agree by consensus to refer the 
matter to Working Group A. 

47. The CHAIRMAN said that, since some amendments proposed that 
the provisions on civil defence should be deleted altogether from 
draft Protocol II, a preliminary discussion in the Committee would 
not be inappropriate. 

48. Mr. URQUIOLA (Philippines) said that, although it would be 
advisable to postpone any in-depth debate on Articles 30 and 31 
until they had been considered by Working Group A, some preliminary 
discussion was necessary. Referring to Article 59, paragraph 4, 
of draft Protocol I, he enquired whether the Committee had agreed 
on a distinctive sign or whether the question had been referred 
to a Working Group; in any case some formal decision must be taken. 

49. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) regretted 
that he could not agree with the representative of Denmark. Ur.less 
members expressed their views and the Committee gave general 
directives to the Working Group, the latter would have difficulty 
in performing its work. Moreover, if the Working Group delayed 
consideration of the related articles of draft Protocol II until 
after draft Protocol I had been completed, there might not be time 
to finish Protocol II. It would, of course, be more logical to 
consider the relevant articles of draft Protocol II afterwards, but 
the time factor made it necessary to establish a special sub-group 
to deal with them, even if its work had to be done parallel with 
the work being done on Protocol I. 
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50. The CHAIRMAN said that it was his recollection (and, indeed, it 
so appeared in the report of the Technical Sub-Committee of 1976) 
that, of the two alternative emblems which had been considered, 
only one - a blue triangle on an orange background - had been 
retained in the report of the Technical Sub-Committee. 

51. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) confirmed that the 
Technical Sub-Committee had recommended an equilateral blue 
triangle on an orange background and pointed out that, when 
various amendments to Article 59 had been referred to Working 
Group A, paragraph 4 had not been included. His delegation 
associated itself with the sponsors of amendment CDDH/II/420 
and hoped that the Indonesian delegation would join them. 

The meeting rose at 12.45 p.m. 
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE NINETIETH MEETING 

held on Friday, 6 May 1977, at 2.40 p.m. 

Chairman: Mr. S-E. NAHLIK (Poland) 

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOLS I AND II (CDDH/l) (continued) 

Draft P~otocol I 

Report of Working Group A on Article 59 - Identification 
(CDDH/427 and Add.I) (continued) 

1. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) asked what the distinctive sign 

of civil defence was to be, in view of the rejection of the 

amendment submitted by Zaire (CDDH/II/427 and Add.l). Would 

it be the one appearing in the report of the Technical Sub

Committee submitted at the third session of the Conference 

(see CDDH/235/Rev.I, Annex III, para. 4) which consisted of a 

triangle on an orange background? 


2. The CHAIRMAN said that that was how he understood the 
decision that had been taken, as no third sign had been proposed 
and it was obvious that civil defence could not be left without 
a distinctive sign. If there were no objections, he would 
assume that to be the Committee's decision. 

It was so agreed. 

Draft Protocol II 

Article 30 - Respect and protection (CDDH/II/368, CDDH/II/4I5, 
CDDH/II/420, CDDH/II/421) (continued) 

Article 31 - Definition (CDDH/II/51, CDDH/II/369, CDDH/II/415, 
CDDH/II/420, CDDH/II/422) (continued) 

3. The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to continue the debate 
on Articles 30 and 31 of draft Protocol II, concerning civil 
defence. 

4. Mr. MULLER (Switzerland) agreed with the view expressed at 
the elghty-ninth meeting by the representative of the ICRC but 
thought that, instead of deleting any reference to civil defence 
in draft Protocol II, the Committee should at least reiterate the 
relevant provisions of Article 63 of the fourth Geneva Convention 
of 1949. Civil defence was a humanitarian activity as 
deserving of attention as medical services, if not more so since 
prevention was better than cure and it was even more important to 
protect the civilian population than to look after the wounded 
and give the dead a decent burial. 
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5. Since the Committee did not have time to bring the provisions 
of draft Protocol II into line with those of draft Protocol I, 
he suggested that a provision based on Article 63 of the fourth 
Geneva Convention of 1949 should be inserted in draft Protocol II. 
His delegation was prepared to submit a written proposal to that 
effect to Working Group A. 

6. The CHAIRMAN asked the delegations that had submitted amend

ments to Articles 30 and 31 whether they maintained them. 


7. Mr. URQUIOLA (Philippines) said that if the Committee should 
decide to include provisions on civil defence in draft Protocol II, 
his delegation would maintain its amendment (CDDH/II/51), which 
might then have to be considered by Working Group A. 

8. Mr. ILIESCU (Romania) stated that his delegation was willing 

to withdraw its amendment (CDDH/II/422) and support the Swiss 

proposal. 


9. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) considered that the Committee should 
immediately begin discussion of the amendments by Indonesia 
(CDDH/II/415 and CDDH/II/417) and by Canada, France and the 
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland (CDDH/II/420 
and CDDH/II/421) to delete the articles in question. If the 
Committee saw fit to keep the articles, it could either refer 
them to Working Group A or examine them itself. The Swiss 
proposal was interesting but would need to be spelt out. 

10. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) was of the opinion that the 
discussion on Articles 30 and 31 should be closed. Consideration 
of the question of civil defence should be deferred until the end 
of the session, after the Committee had settled all other matters. 
By then, the Committee would perhaps have before it a written 
proposal from Switzerland. 

11. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) observed that his delegation had 
already expressed the view that some provision on civil defence 
ought to be included in Protocol II, even if only a very short 
and very general one. Denmark had no particular interest in 
the question, in view of the fact that for more than 400 years 
there had not been any non-international conflicts in Denmark 
and probably never would be. None the less it considered that the 
question of civil defence was worth studying in the light of the 
conditions which might obtain in other parts of the world, where 
many non-international conflicts had occurred. On purely 
humanitarian grounds, there seemed every reason to include a 
provision on civil defence in Protocol II. It was true that 
the intention was to keep the Protocol very short and very 
general, but there was no reason not to include in the draft 
Protocol which already comprised some forty-five articles, one 
article on civil defence which, as the Swiss delegation had 
proposed, could be based on Article 63 of the fourth Geneva 
Convention of 1949. 
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12. His delegation had withdrawn its amendments concerning civil 
defence. It proposed that the Committee should refer the question 
either to Working Group A or to a small group which might be asked 
to draw up a draft article on the matter. Switzerland had put 
forward an interesting proposal, which should be submitted in 
writing. 

13. Mr. HARSANA (Indonesia) was of the opinion that it was too 

late for the submission of new proposals, the deadline having 

passed. 


14. Mr. KUCHENBUCH (German Democratic Republic) endorsed the 

views of the representatives of Switzerland and Denmark. 

Provisions on civil defence should certainly be included in draft 

Protocol II in the interests of the civilian population. 


15. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) reminded the Committee 
that his delegation had always been in favour of draft Protocol II, 
wishing to extend humanitarian protection to as many people as 
possible in as many circumstances as possible. Article 1 of 
draft Protocol II, however, made it clear that the ability of 
both Parties to apply the provisions of the Protocol was a pre
requisite to putting the Protocol into effect. Thus, the 
addition of every provision escalated the threshold and made it 
less likely that the Protocol would ever be put into effect. 
For that reason, his delegation supported the amendments which 
would delete Articles 30 and 31. 

16. As far as draft Protocol I was concerned, the question of 
civil defence had been discussed at length and had proved very 
difficult to settle. When it came to draft Protocol II, however, 
the task became impossible, since non-international conflicts 
were governed by the domestic legislation of each country, whic~ 
was free to decide how civil defence should be carried out and 
what should be protected. The international community could not 
dictate to a sovereign State what civil defence measures it sho~ld 
take on its own territory. Any attempt to draft provisions along 
those lines would take a very long time and get nowhere. In his 
delegation's view, it was in the best interests of Protocol II 
itself that it should not include any provision on civil defence. 
Anything else would make an already very complicated issue still 
more complicated. The Committee ought therefore to delete 
Articles 30 and 31, since nothing would be achieved by referring 
the question to a Working Group. 

17. Mr. jAKOVLJEVIC (Yugoslavia) said he had not been convinced 
by the arguments put forward for the deletion of Articles 30 and 31. 
He took the view that if the clauses on civil defence were removed 
from draft Protocol II, while being left in draft Protocol I, 
civil defence bodies would be placed in an awkward situation in an 
internal conflict, owing to the fact that it would then become 
illegal to use the distinctive sign. 
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18. He did not feel that a reference to Article 63 of the fourth 
Geneva Convention of 1949 would suffice and therefore thought 
that Protocol II should include provisions on civil defence. 
Such provisions might be drafted by Working Group A, as the 
Danish representative had suggested. 

19. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada), referring to the statement by the 
United Kingdom representative, explained that all he had proposed 
was that the representative of Switzerland should develop the 
idea which he had expressed previously. 

20. He noted that while several representatives had declared 
themselves in favour of including provisions on civil defence 
in draft Protocol II, no formal proposal to that effect had in 
fact been put before the Committee. His delegation, on the 
other hand, considering that Protocol II should be brief and 
restricted to basic provisions formulated in simple and concise 
terms, had formally proposed, together with the delegations of 
France and the United Kingdom, and later the delegation of the 
United States of America the deletion of Article 30 (CDDH/II/421) 
and Article 31 (CDDH/II/420). The Committee should now take a 
decision by voting on those two proposals and the similar ones 
by Indonesia (CDDH/II/415 and 417). If those proposals were 
rejected, the ~mmittee might request Working Group A to work 
out a short text for inclusion in draft Protocol II, to be 
submitted to it at a forthcoming meeting. 

21. Mr. HARSANA (Indonesia) said that the purpose of Part V of 
draft Protocol II was to ensure protection for the civilian 
population in internal conflicts. He referred, in particular, 
to Articles 24 and 26, which contained respectively the basic 
rules and prohibitions to be observed by the Parties to the 
conflict with regard to the protection of the civilian population. 
Consequently, the inclusion in draft Protocol II of an article 
concerning civil defence seemed to him absolutely pointless. 

22. Mr. FOURKALO (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) said his 
delegation could not quite understand the arguments of those 
representatives who were trying to have Articles 30 and 31 of 
Protocol II deleted. His delegation would like them to consider 
the fact that the effect of deleting the chapter on civil defence 
from draft Protocol II could in practice be that the civilian 
population of countries in which an internal conflict of the 
civil-war type broke out would be deprived of humanitarian aid, 
as the civil defence organizations would be paralyzed. 

23. As for the idea that the Committee did not have enough time 
to draft the two articles properly, that argument would hardly 
justify depriving the civilian population of humanitarian aid. 
In the opinion of the United States' representative, the articles 
in question were superfluous, since the personnel of civil defence 
organizations were ruready protected by the provisions of 
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Article 26 of draft Protocol II. Rather than prolong the 
discussion, his delegation would refer the Committee to the 
second paragraph of the Commentary on Article 30 (CDDH/3, p.162), 
which gave the reasons why the ICRC experts had considered it 
necessary to include provisions on the protection of such 
personnel in draft Protocol II. As for the supposed difficulty 
of drawing up such provisions for Protocol II, his delegation 
considered that the texts of Articles 30 and 31 in the ICRC 
draft were good enough to provide a basis. If, however, they 
did not satisfy some delegations, it would be possible to draft 
new provisions on the basis of the general provisions in 
paragraph I of Article 54 of Protocol I and the general provisions 
on defence as set out in Article 55. At all events, in his 
delegation's view, it was essential to include a chapter on civil 
defence in draft Protocol II. He therefore proposed that 
Working Group A should be asked to undertake that task, parallel 
with its work on draft Protocol I. 

24. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) wished to know on which text the 

representative of Canada had proposed voting. 


25. The arguments put forward by the representative of Yugoslavia 
in support of the provisions contained in Articles 30 and 31 
seemed to him to be entirely convincing. The absence of any 
provisions on civil defence in draft Protocol II would indeed 
be likely to create a confused and awkward situation. It would 
only be fair, therefore, to give those delegation which were 
worried about the idea of deleting those provisions the 
opportunity of introducing a text that would reconcile the 
various points of view. He suggested that a small working group 
composed of representatives who wished to see provisions on civil 
defence included in draft Protocol II should be asked to prepare 
a text, which Working Group A would subsequently transmit to the 
Committee. 

26. Mr. NORDHAUG (Norway) said that he was prepared to agree to 
that suggestion if a majority of members of the Committee wished 
to see articles on civil defence included in draft Protocol II. 
However, as his delegation was very much concerned about the 
timetable of Committee II, and especially of Working Group A, it 
thought that the question should now be referred back to Working 
Group A so that it might have a chance to work out a proposal 
for civil defence articles in draft Protocol II as soon as it 
had completed its work on draft Protocol I. 

27. If the Committee was now going to vote on the proposal to 
delete the articles on civil defence in draft Protocol II, his 
delegation would support that proposal, for the reason that the 
Committee had not had time to go into the question properly. 
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28. Mr. OSORIO (Colombia) pointed out that countries' 

constitutions already contained adequate provisions on civil 

defence; he therefore supported the proposal to delete 

Articles 30 and 31 of draft Protocol II, considering, like 

the representative of Canada, that the Committee ought to vote 

immediately on amendments CDDH/II/420 and 421. 


29. Mr. SKARSTEDT (Sweden) thought there was much to be said 
for the arguments put forward by the representative of Yugoslavia 
in favour of including provisions on civil defence in draft 
Protocol II. Working Group A should therefore take up the 
question as soon as possible, provided it had enough time to 
work out a concise text, or otherwise consider deleting the two 
articles in question. 

30. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom), speaking as ODe of the authors 
of the two amendments (CDDH/II/420 and CDDH/II/421) seeking to 
delete Articles 30 and 31 from draft Protocol II, said that 
having heard the many arguments advanced by those delegations 
that wished to retain some provisions on civil defence in draft 
Protocol II, he had noted two suggestions that were highly 
questionable. One was to replace the relevant definition by 
a reference to Protocol I: but since the aim of draft Protocol II 
was to be binding not only on Governments but also on rebels, it 
seemed pointless to refer the latter to Protocol I, which was of 
no concern to them. 

31. Secondly, a question had been raised as to what was to 
become of the international distinctive sign of civil defence. 
Since the problem arose in relation to internal conflicts, he 
believed that the question did not arise, and that in any case 
those concerned would be covered by Article 3 common to the four 
Geneva Conventions of 1949. The correct solution would there
fore be to delete the articles in question. If, however, some 
delegations insisted on retaining them, the task of drafting a 
text should be left to those delegations, and not to Working 
Group A which already had much work before it. 

32. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) endorsed the statement 
of the United Kingdom representative. There was a danger that 
the inclusion in draft Protocol II of provisions on civil defence 
might in the end constitute a threat to the application of that 
Protocol. 

33. Mr. URQUIOLA (Philippines) noted that the Canadian delegation 
had formally requested that the Committee should decide by vote on 
the deletion of Articles 30 and 31. He suggested that the vote 
might be postponed until the Committee's ninety-first meeting in 
order to allow time to those who wished to draft a text for the 
article. 
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34. Mr. UHUMUAVBI (Nigeria), having listened to the proposals 

made by Canada, Indonesia and the United States of America to 

delete the articles in question, asked the Chairman to take 

specific action. 


35. Mr. MULLER (Switzerland), in reply to a request for 

clarification by Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada), said that the aim was 

not to give a definition of civil defence in draft Protocol II, 

but merely to state, on the basis of Article 63 of the fourth 

Geneva Convention of 1949, but without actually referring to it, 

that civil defence organizations could pursue their civil 

defence activities. 


36. Mr. KHAIRAT (Egypt) said that he was in broad agreement 

with the provisions of draft Protocol II in so far as they did 

not encroach upon national sovereignty. With regard to a 

provision on civil defence, his delegation would accept, in the 

absence of any written proposal, the proposal made by the 

representative of Canada and supported by Indonesia, that a 

vote should be taken on the deletion of Articles 30 and 31. 


37. Mr. FOURKALO (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) said 

that some representatives had expressed regret that there was no 

text that could serve as a basis for discussion. Yet there was 

such a text, even if it was not ideal: the original ICRC text. 

He supported the proposal made by the Philippine delegation that 

the Committee should allow a little time before passing on to 

the vote. 


38. Mr. CZANK (Hungary) said that the point made by the 
representative of the Ukrainian SSR was well taken. The ICRC 
text did in fact provide a basis for discussion. 

39. Mr. JAWAD (Oman) supported the delegations which had 
requested the deletion of Articles 30 and 31. 

40. Mr. HEREDIA (Cuba), contesting the argument that time was 
short, felt, on the contrary, that the Committee was making good 
use of its time by discussing at length and at leisure the 
retention of the articles concerned. Cuba was opposed to their 
deletion because it took the view that considering the humanitarian 
aims of draft Protocol II, the broadest possible protection should 
be afforded. 

41. Miss MINOGUE (Australia) noted that lack of time seemed to be 
the only valid argument in favour of deleting those articles. 
She had nevertheless heard sound arguments in support of the 
inclusion in draft Protocol II of provisions on civil defence. 
Working Group A should be able, within a relatively short space 
of time, to draft a text for inclusion in draft Protocol II, 
which would otherwise be incomplete. 
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42. Mr. KLEIN (Holy See) felt that lack of time made it 

impossible to deal in a thorough manner with the provisions 

on civil defence in draft Protocol II. Some reference ought 

nevertheless to be made to civil defence organizations, since 

they did in fact exist. His delegation might be in a 

position to support the Swiss proposal. 


43. Following an exchange of views with Mr. SOLF (United 

States of America) and Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark), the CHAIRMAN 

suggested that the Committee instruct a small Working Group, 

which might be presided by the representative of Hungary and 

consist of the representatives of Australia, the Holy See, 

the Philippines, Sweden or Norway, and Switzerland, to draft 

as quickly as possible a short and simple text to be submitted 

to the Committee directly without having to pass through 

Working Group A. 


44. Mr. CZANK (Hungary) said that he would find it extremely 
difficult to take part in the work of the proposed working 
group since he was already a member of Working Group A. He 
also felt that the representative of the Ukrainian SSR should 
be a member of the proposed Working Group. 

45. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) said that his delegation had no 
intention of withdrawing its amendmen~ (CDDH/II/420 and 421) 
which had the support of a good number of representatives. 
He insisted that a vote be taken forthwith on whether or not 
provisions relating to civil defence should be included in 
Draft Protocol II. 

46. Mr. URQUIOLA (Philippines) observed that he had presented 
a sub-amendment to the Canadian amendment and that the correct 
procedure would be for his proposal to be voted upon first. 

47. Following a further exchange of view between the CHAIRMAN, 
Mr. MULLER (Switzerland), Mr. GONZALVES (N~therlands), Mr. SOLF 
(United States of America), Mr. JAKOVLJEVIC (Yugoslavia) and 
Mr. HARSANA (Indonesia), the representative of Switzerland 
formally proposed that a few representatives, who were not 
members of the Sub-Working Group presided by the representative 
of the Netherlands and who supported the inclusion of short 
articles on civil defence in draft Protocol II, should meet as 
soon as possible for the purpose of quickly drafting a text 
which, translated and distributed in the various working 
languages before the following Tuesday evening, could be 
considered at the Committee's meeting scheduled for Wednesday 
morning. The Committee would thus have the full facts before 
it when it carne to decide as between that new text and the 
deletion requested by the representative of Canada and those who 
supported him. 

It was so agreed. 

The meeting rose at 4.40 p.m. 
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE NINETY-FIRST MEETING 

held on Wednesday, 11 May 1977, at 10.5 a.m. 

Chairman: Mr. S-E. NAHLIK (Poland) 

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOLS I AND II (CDDH/l) (continued) 

Draft Protocol I 

Report of Working Group A on Articles 54 to 59 (CDDH/II/439/Rev.l 

and Add.l) 


1. Miss MINOGUE (Australia), speaking on behalf of all members 

of the Committee, extended their best wishes to the Chairman on 

the occasion of his birthday. 


2. The CHAIRMAN, after thanking the Committee for that personal 
expression of good will, invited the Rapporteur of Working Group A 
to introduce his report (CDDH/II/439/Rev.l and Add.l), beginning 
with Article 54. 

Article 54 - Definitions and scope (concluded) 

3. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of 
~vorking Group A, first drew the Committee's attention to the 
introductory sentence under the heading "Comments" on page 5 of 
the English text, which read: "Except as otherwise indicated, 
the respective comments have been requested by various delegations 
and were not objected to by any delegation in Working Group A. The 
exact wording, however, is the responsibility of the Rapporteurs." 
Those comments, or notes, were a part of the preparatory work for 
the draft articles and should be taken into account when inter
preting the texts. 

4. Article 54 was a definitions clause, and such clauses always 
presented difficulties. Paragraph 1 gave a definition of civil 
defence tasks, which were further explained on page 6 of the 
English text. Paragraph 2 defined the term "civil defence 
organizations", which had been chosen, as being the most general 
and least restrictive, in preference to the terms "units" or 
"bodies". The definition was largely inspired by a parallel 
provision in Article 8, namely the definition of "medical units". 
The definit.ion of "personnel" in paragraph 3 was in line with that 
of "medical units" in Article 8. 

5. Lastly, he pointed out that no part of Article ~4 was enclosed 
in sq~are brackets: it was a clear text, ready for adoption. 

6. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom), speaking on a point of order, said 
that the Rapporteurs' comments or notes constituted an integral 
part of the text; he hoped, therefore, that the Committee would 
adopt them together with the articles. 
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7. The CHAIRMAN suggested that it would be simpler not to 
adopt the Rapporteurs' comments at the present stage, but to 
incorporate them in and to adopt them together with the Committee's 
own report. 

8. Mr. SOLF (United States of Ameri~a), Chairman of Working 

Group A, supported that suggestion. 


It was so agreed. 

9. Mr. HARSANA (Indonesia) said that in many countries civil 

defence organizations performed a number of ancillary tasks which 

were not specified in paragraph 1. It was his delegation's under

standing, therefore, that Article 54 would cover any additional 

tasks not covered in that paragraph, provided that they were not 

harmful to the adverse party. 


10. Mr. JOSEPHI (Federal Republic of Germany) said that his 
delegation felt that the terms "protection civile" in French and 
"proteccion civil" in Spanish were clearer than the English term 
"civil defence". The German translation would accordingly be 
based on those terms. 

11. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) pointed out that the words "does 
not refer" in the sixth paragraph of the comments on paragraph 1 
(CDDH/II/439/Rev.l, page 6 of English text) should be amended to 
o:'ead "does not refer only". 

12. Mr. FOURKALO (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) drew 
attention to certain mistakes in the Russian translation of the 
comments on paragraph 1. He proposed that the second sentence in 
the seventh paragraph of the comments should be amended along the 
following lines: "When performing acts harmful to the enemy, those 
performing them are not protected". That would remove an apparent 
contradiction with the first sentence. 

13. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of Working 
Group A, said that he had hoped to avoid a discussion of individual 
comments. He thought that representatives who had suggestions or 
criticisms - unless of a substantive nature - should consult inform
ally with him and with the Rapporteur of the Committee. Any 
difficulty could then be settled in the final text of the Committee's 
report. 

14. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) said that the Indonesian and 
Ukrainian representatives had both experienced some difficulties 
with the seventh paragraph of the comments on paragraph 1. The 
second sentence in that seventh paragraph would seem to indicate 
that there was no obligation on an occupying force to facilitate 
any tasks that were not mentioned there. 
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15. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of 

Working Group A, agreed that a minor matter of substance was 

involved in that paragraph. He would discuss it with the 

delegations concerned. 


16. The CHAIRMAN suggested that the Committee should adopt 

Article 54 by consensus, subject to certain corrections and 

reservations arising from the comments of the Rapporteur. 


Article 54, subject to those reservations, was adopted by 

consensus. 


Article 55 - General protection (concluded) 

17. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of 

Working Group A, said that Article 55 was based largely on what 

used to be called the "Nordic text". The word "civilian" in 

paragraphs 1 and 2 was enclosed in square brackets, and those 

should be allowed to stand until Article 59 bis had been dealt 

with. 


18. Paragraph 4, which now appeared within square brackets, had 

been reconsidered by Working Group A, which had decided to delete 

it as redundant. It would accordingly be omitted in the revised 

text of the Working Group's report. 


19. Paragraph 1 represented a new formula, designed to ensure 
the freedom of civil defence organizations. Paragraph 2 dealt with 
civilians who responded to an appeal for help, while paragraph 3 
concerned buildings and mat~riel. He drew attention ~o the comment 
on Article 55 on page 7 of the Working Group's report (CDDH/II/4391 
Rev.1). 

20. Mr. CZANK (Hungary) objected, as a matter of drafting, to the 
repetition in paragraph 3 of Article 55 of the words "used for civil 
defence purposes", which appeared in both sentences. He also 
thought that the connexion between paragraph 3 and Article 47 should 
be made more clear. In addition, he questioned the use of the 
phrase "or diverted from their proper use" in the second sentence of 
paragraph 3, since the question of diversion and requisition was 
dealt with in Article 56, paragraph 4. 

21. He accordingly proposed that paragraph 3 should be amended to 
read as follows: "Buildings and mat~riel used for civil defence 
purposes and shelters provided for the civilian population are 
civilian objects covered by Article 47. These objects shall not 
be destroyed except in case of imperative military necessity". 

22. Mr. ALBA (France) pointed out certain discrepancies between 
the French and English texts of Article 55. 
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23. Mr. KLEIN (Holy See) said that the phrase "except in the 
case of imperative military necessity" in paragraph 3 was 
inconsistent with Article 49 of the first Geneva Convention of 
1949 and with the provisions of draft Protocol I concerning the 
protection of medical units. Since military necessity was 
normally "imperative" by its very nature, that phrase might be 
interpreted as an invitation to open fire in almost any situation. 
He proposed, therefore, that it should be deleted. 

24. Mr. MARTIN (Switzerland) said he supported the proposal by 
the delegation of th~ Holy See. Provision should be made to 
protect such objects as shelters for the civilian population. 

25. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) considered it regrettable 
that there was still some misunderstanding about the meaning of 
paragraph 3 of Article 55 after the prolonged debate that had 
taken place on the subject in Working Group A. The first sentence 
Jbviously meant that the objects referred to were civilian objects 
and that the enemy was prohibited under the terms of Article 47 
from attacking such objects. By the definition in Article 44, an 
attack was an act of violence against the adversary, whether in 
jefence or offence. The second sentence of Article 55, paragraph 3, 
~elated not to acts of violence against the adversary but only to 
jestruction or diversion of the objects in question by friendly 
forces, which was permitted only in the case of imperative military 
~ecessity. To infringe upon the sovereignty of States by requiring 
their retreating forces to leave civil defence objects for use by 
the enemy would be contrary to the intentions of the Conference ir. 
~rticle 66, namely, that the restrictions imposed by Article 48 
3hould not apply in such a case of imperative military necessity. 
jommittee III had sanctioned the pursuit of a scorched-earth 
Jolicy in such circumstances in the text of Article 66 which it 
~ad adopted (CDDH/III/373). 

26. With regard to the comments by the Hungarian representative, 
he had understood ttat there had been a consensus in the Working 
Group on the reference in the second sentence of paragraph 3 to 
the diversion of the objects in question. If there had been a 
misunderstanding or a change of position by delegations, a vote 
would have to be taken on the matter in the Committee. 

27. Mr. KUCHENBUCH (German Democratic Republic) said that the 
second sentence of paragraph 3 was in obvious contradiction with 
the first sentence. The paragraph as it stood would conflict with 
Article 47 as adopted by Committee III. Buildings and materiel 
used for civil defence purposes were civilian objects, and were 
therefore protected against attack or reprisal. Such objects by 
their nature were essential for the protection of the civilian 
population and were in no case military objects. The words 
"except in the case of imperative military necessity" should 
therefore be deleted. 
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28. Mrs. MANTZOULINOS (Greece) said that the first sentence of 
paragraph 3 should remain as it stood. With regard to the second 
sentence, acts of destruction and diversion were two distinct types 
of act and the reference to both should remain. She supported the 
proposal that the phrase "except in the case of imperative military 
necessity" should be deleted, for the reasons given by the rep
resentative of the Holy See. If the phrase were nevertheless to 
be kept, provision should be made to prohibit the destruction of 
shelters or their diversion to other purposes. 

29. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) said that the first sentence of 

paragraph 3 fully corresponded to the position taken by the 

Working Group after long discussion and should remain as it stood. 


30. The second sentence related only to action by the Government 

authorities of the country to which the objects belonged. Govern

ments were unlikely to accept the restrictions suggested by the 

deleganions of the Holy See and Switzerland in addition to the 

rather severe restriction imposed by the existing wording. 


31. Mr. LUKABU-K'HABOUJI (Zaire) agreed that the first sentence of 
paragraph 3 was in line with the consensus reached in Working 
Group A, and should therefore remain as it stood. 

32. He understood the concern of those delegations that had 
proposed the deletion of the words "except in the case of imperative 
military necessity" in the second sentence of paragraph 3. Specific 
provision should be made to prohibit the destruction of shelters or 
their diversion to other purposes. 

33. Mr. NORDHAUG (Norway) said that paragraph 3 should remain as 
it stood, for the reasons given by the United States representative. 
If the words "or diverted from their proper use" were deleted, the 
civilian population in combat areas might be deprived of the 
shelters provided for them. 

34. Mr. URQUIOLA (Philippines) said that his delegation could agree 
to the first sentence of paragraph 3 with the minor drafting changes 
suggested by the Hungarian representative, which made the meaning 
clearer. 

35. With regard to the second sentence, the United States 
representative's explanation had made it clear that the words 
"except in the case of imperative military necessity" referred 
solely to action taken by the retreating forces of the party to 
which the objects belonged, in pursuance of a scorched-earth 
policy. Governments would undoubtedly be opposed to the deletion 
of the phrase, since their sovereign right to prevent the objects 
in question from falling into enemy hands would then be restricted. 
He therefore agreed with the United States and United Kingdom 
representatives that the phrase should be retained. 
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36. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of 
Working Group A, said it was clear from the discussion that some 
of the objections raised against the second sentence of paragraph 3 
had been based on a misunderstanding. There were no contradiction 
between the first and second sentences. The fact that the buildings, 
mat§riel and shelters referred to in the first sentence were covered 
by Article 47 meant that, as provided in that article, they could 
not be made the object of attack, which was defined elsewhere as 
an act of violence against the adverse Party. 

37. The acts referred to in the second sentence were not enemy 

acts, but acts of the Government to which the objects belonged, or 

of its allies, and it was only to such acts that the phrase "except 

in the case of imperative military necessity" referred. 


38. Mr. KLEIN (Holy See) said that the text should be made clearer 
to ensure that it could not be misunderstood. Although he reqognized 
the desire to protect national sovereignty, humanitarian considera
tions called for some concessions in that respect. Article 48 of 
draft Protocol I stated that it was forbidden to attack or destroy 
objects indispensable to the survival of the civilian population. A 
compromise solution should be sought. 

39. Mr. MARTIN (Switzerland), supported by Mrs. MANTZOULINOS 
(Greece), said that he could join in a consensus on paragraph 3 
provided that some suitable words were added to make it clear that 
the destruction or diversion referred to could be carried out only 
by the Party to which the objects belonged, and then only in the 
case of imperative military necessity. 

40. Mr. AL-FALLOUJI (Iraq) said that he could agree to the Swiss 
representative's suggestion, although he would have preferred the 
deletion of the words "except in the case of imperative military 
necessity", in view of the broad interpretation that might be given 
to them. He would welcome some clarification of the position with 
regard to occupied territories. 

41. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of Working 
Group A, pointed out that the question of occupied territories was 
covered by Article 56. 

42. Mr. HEER (German Democratic Republic) said that it was out o~ 
place in an international instrument to refer to rights which were 
vested in any case. 

43. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) drew attention to para
graph 2 of Article 66 adopted by Committee III (CDDH/III/373), 
which read: 

"In recognition of the vital requirements of any Party 
to the conflict in the defence of its national territory 
against invasion, derogation from the prohibitions containe( 
in paragraph 2 of Article 48 may be made by a Party to the 
conflict within such territory under its own control where 
required by imperative military necessity." 
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44. Article 44, paragraph 3 of the ICRC text, stated that the 

provisions of the Section currently under consideration were 

"complementary to such other international rules relating to the 

protection of civilians and civilian objects against effects 

resulting from hostilities as may be binding upon the High 

Contracting Parties, in particular to Part II of the fourth 

Convention. Article 13 of that Convention stated that the pro

visions of Part II of that Convention covered the whole of the 

populations of the countries in conflict. The provisions of 

Article 55 therefore applied to the population of the national 

territory. Article 56 contained more restrictive rules in 

respect of occupied territories. 


45. He would be glad to receive confirmation of his understanding 
.that 	the square brackets round the word "civilian" in paragraphs 1 
and 2 of Article 55 would be removed automatically, without the 
need for any further decision, as soon as Article 59 bis had been 
adopted. 

46. The CHAIRMAN confirmed that the United States representative's 

understanding was correct. He suggested that the Committee should 

adopt paragraphs 1 and 2 of Article 55 by consensus, and that there 

should be a short suspension to enable interested delegations to 

hold informal consultations with the Rapporteur on paragraph 3 with 

a view to drafting an agreed text. 


It was so agreed. 

Paragraphs 1 and 2 of Article 55 were adopted by consensus. 

The meeting was suspended at 11.25 a.m. and res~med at 11.50 a.m. 

47. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of Working 
Group A, said that a new text of Article 55, paragraph 3, had been 
agreed during the suspension. The first sentence would remain as in 
document CDDH/II/439/Rev.l, the second sentence would read: "Objects 
used for civil defence purposes may not be destroyed or diverted 
from their proper use except by the Party to which they belong and 
in the case of imperative military necessity." 

48. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) suggested that the last 
phrase of the second sentence should read: "and then only in the 
case of imperative military necessity". 

49. M~. AL-FALLOUJI (Iraq) suggested that the second sentence should 
be amended to read: "Obj ects used for ci viI defence purposes may not 
he destroyed or diverted from their proper use by the Party to which 
they belong except in the case of imperative military necessity." 

50. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of Working 
Group A, felt that the text which he had read out made it clear that 
only the Party to which the objects used for civil defence belonged 
might destroy or divert them; He bould not agree with the amendment 
suggested by the representative of Iraq. 
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51. Mr. MARTIN (Switzerland) said that when the text of the second 
sentence as amended by the Rapporteur had been discussed during the 
suspension he had had some doubts about the addition of the word 
"and". Although not opposing the Rapporteur's text, he wished to 
suggest that the latter half of the second sentence of paragraph 3 
of Article 55 should be amended along the following lines: "except 
by the Party to which they belong and in the case of its own 
imperative military necessity". 

52. Mr. CZANK (Hungary) supported the Rapporteur's text, which 

reinforced the idea that only the Party to which the objects used 

for civil defence purposes belonged might destroy them or divert 

them from their proper use. 


53. Miss MINOGUE (Australia) suggested the following amendment, 

which she felt would make the second sentence perfectly clear: 

"Objects used for civil defence purposes may not be destroyed or 

diverted from their proper use even by the Parties to which they 

belong except in case of imperative military necessity". 


54. Mr. HEREDIA (Cuba) considered that the final phrase of the 
second sentence of paragraph 3 would be clearer if it were worded 
along the following lines: "except by the Party to which they 
belong in the case of imperative military necessity". The only 
party authorized to destroy objects used for civil defence purposes 
or divert them from their proper use was the Party to which the 
objects belonged. 

55. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of Working 
Group A, said that the representative of the International 
Committee of the Red Cross had just suggested to him that since 
the word "and" seemed to be the difficulty, the second sentence 
of paragraph 3 should be amended to read: "Objects used for civil 
defence purposes may not be destroyed or diverted from their 
proper use except, in the case of imperative military necessity, 
by the Party to which they belong." 

Article 55, paragraph 3, as so amended, was adopted by 
consensus. 

Article 55 as a whole, as amended, was adopted by consensus. 

56. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) noted that paragraph 4 of 
Article 55, shown in square brackets in document CDDH/II/439/Rev.1 
would not be adopted and wished to make it clear for the record 
that he took it to be the understanding of the Committee that that 
paragraph was in fact covered by paragraphs 1 and 2 of the article. 
He would agree with the consensus reached on Article 55 if that 
point was recorded. 
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Article 56 - Civil defence in occupied territories (concluded) 

57. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of Working 
Group A, said that Article 56 concerned civil defence in occupied 
territories and was largely based on the interim report of the 
Working Group, which had considered the article at the third 
session of the Conference. Paragraph 2 as it appeared in document 
CDDH/II/439/Rev.1 was new and had been drafted by Working Group A. 
Paragraph 3 had appeared in the interim report. Paragraphs 4 and 
5 had been redrafted by a special Working Group which had dealt 
with the question of requisition. They had taken as a model 
Article 14 of draft Protocol I, which had already been adopted by 
Committee II. Paragraph 6 forbade the Occupying Power to divert 
or requisition shelters provided for the use of the civilian 
population or needed by that population. 

58. Paragraph 1 had been reconsidered by Working Group A the 
previous day, and the brackets round the word "civilian" in the 
first and eighth lines of the English text should be removed. The 
brackets should also be removed from the word "civilian" in para
graph 2. There was a typographical error in the second line of 
the English version of paragraph 4 - the word "of" between the 
words "buildings" and "materiel" should be replaced by "or". In 
paragraph 4 the words "would prejudice the protection ... civilian 
popuiation" should be replaced by "if such diversion or requisition 
would be harmful to the civilian population ... ". Those words had 
been adopted by Working Group A the previous day. 

59. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of Working 
Group A, replying to Mr. SHERIFIS (Cyprus), who had a~ked what was 
meant by "reasons of security" in paragraph 3 and whose interests 
that paragraph was meant to protect, said that he thought those 
words were self-explanatory. It was obvious, however, that the 
Occupying Power might have some misgivings if it noticed that civil 
defence personnel were armed. It was for that reason that the 
paragraph had been suggested at the third session of the Conference. 
The brackets had originally been placed round the paragraph because 
it was not known at the time whether it would be agreed that civil 
defence personnel would be allowed to carry weapons. 

60. Mr. JOSEPHI (Federal Republic of Germany) doubted whether the 
brackets round paragraph 3 should be deleted, since it had not yet 
been decided whether civil defence personnel should be permitted 
to carry weapons, and whether the Occupying Power should allow 
such personnel to do so. 

61. Mr. HARSANA (Indonesia) considered that paragraph 3 was 
meaningless and should be deleted. 
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62. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) noted that some delega
tions still had doubts whether civil defence personnel should be 
armed. His delegation could not agree that such personnel should 
be armed unless the Occupying Power had the right to disarm them, 
and he referred in that connexion to the compromise solution' 
adopted with respect to Article 58, paragraph 3, which his delega
tion supported. 

63. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) suggested that the Committee 
should adopt the same solution as that it had adopted in the case 
of Article 55, namely that when Article 58 was adopted, allowing 
civil defence personnel to carry arms, the brackets around para
graph 3 of Article 56 would automatically disappear without further 
discussion. 

64. Mr. SHERIFIS (Cyprus) said that he noted the argument that 
an Occupying Power could not accept that civil defence personnel 
should be armed unless that Power had the right to disarm them. 
It was his firm belief, however, that the Diplomatic Conference on 
Humanitarian Law could not be particularly interested in the views 
and certainly not in the "rights" of an Occupying Power which in 
the first place should not be occupying a State just because it 
had the military might to prevail over weaker States. The delega
tion of Cyprus could accept the compromise text, the major part 
of which it was a co-sponsor, because it did not wish to stand in 
the way of a consensus. In that respect he supported the state
ments of the representative of the Federal Republic of Germany 
and of the United Kingdom representative to the effect that the 
brackets round paragraph 3 should be retained for the time being. 

65. Mr. FOURKALO (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) supported 
the statement of the United States representative and pointed out 
that the brackets round paragraph 3 of Article 56 had already 
been removed by Working Group A, as could be seen in the report 
(CDDH/II/439/Rev.1). 

66. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of Working 
Group A, said that the action taken by Working Group A had been 
based on the understanding that a provision would appear in 
Article 58 which would allow civil defence personnel to carry arms 
under certain conditions. He therefore suggested that paragraph 3 
might be adopted by the Committee on the basis of that same 
understanding. 

67. Mr. SHERIFIS (Cyprus) agreed with the Rapporteur's suggestion 
on the understanding that his views would be fully reflected in 
the summary records and in the Committee's report. 

Paragraph 3 as amended was adopted by consensus. 

Article 56 as a whole, as amended, was adopted by consensus. 

The meeting rose at 12.30 p.m. 
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SUMMARY,RECORD OF THE NINETY-SECOND MEETING 

held on Wednesday, 11 May 1977, at 3.10 p.m. 

Chairman: Mr. S-E. NAHLIK (Poland) 

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOLS I AND II (CDDH/l) (continued) 

Draft Protocol I 

Report of Working Group A on Articles 54 to 59 - Civil defence 

(CDDH/II/439, CDDH/II/439/Rev.l) (continued) 


Article 57 - Icivilian7 civil defence organizations of neutral or 

other States not Parties to the conflict and of international 

co-ordinating organizations (CDDH/II/405, CDDH/II/426 and Add.l, 

CDDH/II/439/Rev.l) 


1. The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to consider Article 57 
as set out in the report of Working Group A (CDDH/II/439/Rev.l) 
and requested the Rapporteur of the Working Group to introduce 
that document. He pointed out that document CDDH/II/439/Rev.l/Corr.l 
concerned the Arabic and French versions only. 

2. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of Working 
Group A, explained that the Group had based its discussions and 
decisions on two separate texts: an amendment submitted by the 
delegation of Denmark (CDDH/II/405), the first paragraph of which 
had been retained almost verbatim; and an amendment -(CDDH/II/426) 
submitted by a group of countries for which Zaire was the spokesman, 
the purpose of which was to mention international civil defence 
bodies in conjunction with civil defence bodies of neutral or 
other States not parties to the conflict. Since that proposal 
had at the outset met with the main objection that there was not 
at present any international civil defence body capable of 
intervening in an armed conflict, the Working Group had decided 
to stress the important role of co-ordination which such a body 
could still play, to insert a new paragraph 2 to that effect and to 
remove the brackets which in two passages of document CDDH/II/439 
had been placed round the words "and of international civil defence 
organizat~ons!!. The Working Group had reached a consensus on 
that compromise and it was to be hoped that the Committee would 
do likewise. He also pointed out that the decision taken by the 
Committee at the ninety-first meeting (CDDH/II/SR.91) on the 
removal of the brackets round the word "civilian'! should logically 
apply to Article 57. 

3. Mr. HARSANA (Indonesia) feared that the wording of paragraph 3 
might be used by the Occupying Power as a pretext to strengthen 
its manpower in the occupied territory. The report should specify 
that the Occupying Power must not use the provision for that 
purpose. Subject to that condition, his delegation was ready to 
accept a consensus. 
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4. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) asked what would be the position of a 

neutral State that sent armed forces to carry out civil defence 

tasks in a State Party to the conflict. 


5. Mr. SIDI EL MEHDI (Mauritania) said that the arguments 
adduced so far against the insertion of the idea of an inter
national civil defence organization in Article 57 lay in the 
fact that at present no such organization existed capable of 
supplying at the international level civil defence units able 
to intervene in case of hostilities. That assertion still had 
to be proved. For example, in the case of natural disasters 
certain member States of the International Civil Defence 
Organization (ICDO) (such as the countries of the Sahel, among 
them Mali, Senegal and Mauritania) had already provided for 
regional assistance and mobile units for intervening in case 
of drought. That was already the beginning of international 
intervention in the struggle against disasters carried out with 
the assistance of ICDO. It should not be lost to sight that 
introductory paragraph 1 of Article 54 on the definition of 
civil defence spoke of "hostilities" and "disasters". 

6. It was obvious that plans for assistance were developing 
and that an international civil defence organization would in 
the near future bave at its disposal, directly or indirectly, 
personnel and materiel which could be engaged in case of 
hostilities for the same reasons as those of neutral States or 
non-parties to a conflict. 

7. The additional Protocols prepared by the Conference were 
not intended for past or present conflicts but for future conflicts. 

8. It was for that reason that it would be regrettable to prevent 
an existing international organization from contributirig to the 
protection of the civilian population in a future conflict under 
the pretext that at present that organization did not have means 
of intervention ready and classified. It was with that in mind 
that his delegation had become a sponsor of amendment CDDH/II/426, 
which it sincerely hoped would be adopted by the Committee. 

9. Mr. KORNEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that 
he had no objections to the substance of the proposal but 
harboured some doubts, which the representative of Mauritania had 
partly dispelled by pointing out that there was nothing to prevent 
an organization which was already carrying out co-ordination 
functions in a natural disaster from extending its activities to 
an armed conflict. He was still puzzled about the ways and means 
whereby such a body could ensure international co-ordination: 
would the States concerned be obliged to accept its intervention, 
or would they have to give their consent beforehand? The whole 
question of intervention of international bodies appeared to be 
very complicated. 
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10. Mr. ENDEZOUMOU (United Republic of Cameroon) sUDDorted the 

Mauritanian representative's comments. Moreover, it would c.c 

a legal paradox to withhold from a recognized international 

organization the "civilian" status already enjoyed by civilian 

civil defence organizations of neutral or other States not 

parties to the conflict, when - were it only to a different 

extent for there was a difference of rlegree and not of nature 
it was carrying out the functions mentioned in Article 54 on 

"the same basis as those States. 

11. His Government was considering setting up a national civil 

defence body, profiting from the national and multilateral 

experience acquired by other countries. It was also studying 

the possibility of becoming a member of ICDO and it was with that 

in mind that his delegation had supported amendment CDDH/II/426, 

paragraph 1 of which explicitly mentioned international civilian 

bodies. 


12. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) said that ever since the Working Group 

had started meeting he had been conducting unofficial consultations 

with the representative of Zaire and the Secretary-General of ICDO; 

the result had been the drafting of the new paragraph 2, which, he 

suggested, should serve as the basis of the Committee's discussions. 


13. The first sentence reproduced, with adjustments, the terms of 

paragraph 5 of Article 62, on relief actions. The second 

sentence stipulated that the provisions of Chapter VI applied to 

all international organizations endeavouring to co-ordinate civil 

defence actions, a solution which settled the problem raised by 

the members of ICDO. 


14. Mr. LUKABU-K'HABOUJI (Zaire) said that, while he had no 
intention of questioning the compromise wording of the new 
paragraph 2, he wished to state for the record that in his view 
it would be nonsense for the Conference to refuse to recogni~e 
the right of an organization to which it granted observer status 
to participate in civil defence actions. Moreover, in 
paragraph 1 of his amendment (CDDH/II/426 and Add.l) he had been 
careful to put the word "bodies" in the plural, without explicitly 
mentioning rCDO. 

15. Furthermore, the expression "relevant international 
organizations" in the new paragraph 2 should be understood to mean 
civilian bodies, whose intervention should be subject to the consent 
on the Party to the conflict on whose territory they proposed to 
operate. 

16. Mr. FOURKALO (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) objected 
that the last sentence of paragraph 1 seemed to impose the 
obligation not to regard the activities of civil defence bodies as 
interference in the conflict. He proposed that it should be replaced 
by the following: "In no circumstances shall this activi ty be of such 
a nature as to constitute interference in the conflict". 
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17. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of Working 

Group A, remarked that that proposal raised a question of substance. 


18. Mr. SOLF (United States of America), replying to a question by 
Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada), pointed out that under the terms of 
Article 59 bis military units assigned to civil defence organizations 
could perform their tasks only within the national territory of 
their Party. 

19. Mr. UHUMUAVBI (Nigeria) supported the Ukrainian amendment but 

proposed that it should be modified to read: "In no circumstances 

shall this activity be deemed to be interference in the conflict" 

or "shall this activity constitute interference in the conflict". 


20. Mr. ALBA (France) considered the Nigerian proposal to be 
pleonastic and said that the Ukrainian amendment was perfectly 
adequate. 

21. Mr. CZANK (Hungary) recalled the discussion that had taken 
place in Working Group A and expressed the view that the Ukrainian 
amendment offered a good compromise solution. 

22. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) wondered whether the ICRC could 
find a suitable phrase in draft Protocol I or the Geneva 
Conventions, perhaps in the articles on relief. In his opinion, 
it was desirable to adhere as far as possible to the terms used 
in the Conventions in order to avoid the risk of misinterpretation. 
It might be useful to employ the terms used elsewhere to express 
the same idea. 

23. Mr. SANDOZ (International Committee of the Red Cross) said 
that he would have to see whether there was a similar phrase in 
the Geneva Conventions. In any event, civil defence activities 
could be performed only within the framework of Articles 54 et seq. 
Unless they complied with the provisions of those articles, they 
were not covered by Article 57. 

24. Mrs. MANTZOULINOS (Greece) said that the Committee should 
reflect carefully before accepting the Ukrainian amendment, for 
it raised a matter of substance and there was the question of who 
would decide whether or not an activity was of such a nature as 
to constitute interference in a conflict. 

25. ~~. SOLE (United States of America) agreed with the Greek 
representatlve. Perhaps a provision similar to that in the 
articles of draft Protocol I relating to relief actions might 
be included. Since the matter was one of substance, a vote 
would have to be taken if the Ukrainian delegation maintained 
its amendment. 

26. Mr. FOURKALO (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) confirmed 
that it-was indeed a question of substance. In his view, it would 
be pointless to seek a formula which already appeared elsewhere, 
but for a completely different situation. The aim of the Ukrainian 
amendment was to ensure that the aid envisaged in no way changed 
the ratio of the forces of the Parties to the conflict. 
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27. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) 

emphasized the importance of the Ukrainian proposal. There 

was in fact hardly any difference between civil defence actions 

and military medical services. All those actions helped to 

protect a Party to the conflict and in fact corresponded to 

military activities, for the wounded who recovered from their 

injuries could go back to the conflict and the civil defence 

tasks constituted an aid to the Parties to the conflict. The 

compromise formula adopted by the Working Group was unclear and 

the Ukrainian proposal deserved careful study. 


28. Civil defence organizations could be of very different kinds. 
They could be bodies such as the ICRC, but could also be inter
national organizations set up under the auspices of military groups, 
such as, for example, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. It 
was therefore essential to specify which were the actions to be 
co-ordinated. Relief actions could not be compared with civil 
defence actions. The latter might constitute interference in 
the conflict through the intermediary of a civil defence 
organization of any country. It was therefore advisable to 
consider what co-ordination consisted of and then to determine 
the activities derived from such co-ordination. 

29. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) said that according to Article 54, 
paragraph 1, civil defence tasks were exclusively of a humanitarian 
nature. Some of them, such as the warning service, could of course 
be linked to some extent with military activities. International 
aid provided under the warning service, however, could obviously 
not be used in those of its sectors associated with military 
activities. Aid given by one country to another wOVld be in the 
form of relief or fire-fighting teams or the supply and transporta
tion of mat§riel. Moreover, such aid would be granted only subject 
to the agreement and under the supervision of the Party to the 
conflict. There were therefore no grounds for any misgivings 
about the scope of the aid envisaged. The problems were the same 
as for the relief matters dealt with in Articles 60 to 62. 

30. International co-ordination might not be necessary, but i~ 
might be requested in some cases through the intermediary of 
international organizations. That did not mean, however, that 
there would be interference in the conflict. Article 57 merely 
repeated wording which had already been used elsewhere in 
Protocol I, inter alia in the articles on relief. The Ukrainian 
proposal was very vague. As the Greek representative had said, 
it was not known who could decide whether or not the actions in 
question were of a nature to constitute interference in the 
conflict. Such a provision might give rise to lengthy discussions, 
which would not be in the interest of civil defence. He there
fore considered that the text prepared by Working G~oup A should 
be maintained. 
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31. Mr. CZANK (Hungary) recalled that Working Group A had 
decided to amend the text of the draft article on page 4 of its 
report (CDDH/II/439/Rev.l) by deleting any mention of "inter
national civil defence organizations". Similarly, the Working 
Group had decided after lengthy discussions to mention only 
"international co-ordination" in paragraph 5 of Article 62 on 
relief actions. A compromise solution would be to omit all 
references to international co-ordinating organizations in 
Article 57, paragraph 2, second sentence, and simply to speak 
of encouraging co-ordinating activities of the civil defence 
organizations. Similarly, all references to international 
co-ordinating organizations in paragraph 3 could be deleted. 

32. Mr. LUKABU-K'HABOUJI (Zaire) said that the Working Group 
had taken a clear decision concerning the use of the words 
"international co-ordinating organizations" and that it was 
preferable to adhere to that text. 

33. The CHAIRMAN proposed that the meeting should be suspended 
to enable the delegations concerned to reach agreement and draft 
a new text. 

34. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of 
Working Group A,-pointed out, in reply to a question by Mr. SCHULTZ 
(Denmark), that it was the reference to international organizations 
which seemed to have prompted the proposal by the Ukrainian 
representative to amend the final sentence of paragraph 1. If 
that reference were deleted, the final sentence of the paragraph 
would apparently be accepted by the Ukrainian delegation. He 
himself considered it preferable to add a sentence to paragraph 
2 and to leave paragraph I as it stood. 

35. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) agreed with the Rapporteur 
and thought that the question could be discussed informally during 
the suspension of the meeting. 

36. Mr. LUKABU-K'HABOUJI (Zaire) said that it was his understanding 
that the amendment submitted orally by the Ukrainian representative 
concerned all the actions undertaken by neutral or other States not 
parties to the conflict, and not only those of international 
organizations. 

37. The CHAIRMAN expressed the hope that during the suspension 
of the meeting the members of the Committee who had suggested 
amendments to the article under consideration would be able to 
reach agreement and propose a solution acceptable to all. 

The meeting was suspended at 4.35 p.m. and resumed at 5.5 p.m. 

38. The CHAIRMAN invited the Rapporteur to inform the Committee of 
the result of the discussions which had taken place during the 
suspension of the meeting. 
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39. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of . 
Working Group A, said that, in the light of the informal discussions, 
the problem could apparently be solved in the following way. 
Paragraph 1 of Article 57 as it appeared in the Working Group's 
report (CDDH/II/439/Rev.l) would not be amended but would be 
supplemented by the following sentence: "This activity should, 
however, be performed with due regard to the security interests 
of the Parties to the conflict concerned." In paragraph 2, the 
first sentence would be amended to read: "The Parties to the 
conflict receiving assistance referred to in paragraph 1 and the 
High Contracting Parties granting it should facilitate inter
national co-ordination of such civil defence actions, when 
appropriate." 

40. In reply to Mr. FOURKALO (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist 

Republic), who had asked whether the last sentence of paragraph 1 

would be deleted, he emphasized that the sentence he had suggested 

for insertion at the end of paragraph 1 did not replace the final 

phrase of the present text but was an addition to that paragraph. 


41. Mr. FOURKALO (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) said that 

that solution was not altogether what he would wish. In a spirit 

of compromise, however, he was prepared to accept it. 


42. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) stated that the word "should" (in 

French "devrait") in the additional sentence which the Rapporteur 

suggested for paragraph 1 implied that it was a recommendation and 

not a strict obligation. If, on the contrary, it was meant to be 

a rule, the words "this activity shall ... " (in French, "Cette 

activite devra ... ") should be used. Moreover, he wDuld like to 

know whether the words "Parties concerned" applied equally to 

adverse Parties. 


43. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of 
Working Group A, replied in the affirmative to the United Kingdom 
representative's second question. With respect to the possibility 
of replacing the word "should" by "shall", it was for the Committee 
to indicate its preference, but he was in favour of "shOUld". 

44. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) said that he was satisfied by the 
Rapporteur's explanations. 

45. Mr. JOSEPH I (Federal Republic of Germany) drew attention to 
the war-ds " ... les taches de protection civile ... ", in paragraph 1 
of the French text, and the words "... the civil defence tasks ... " 
in the English text. He did not think that reference was beiug 
made to all civil defence tasks, but only certain activities which 
came within the framework of the list appearing in Article 54. The 
word "the" in the English text should therefore be deleted. 

46. Mr. MARTIN (Switzerland) said that in that case the French 
text could read " ... des taches de protection civile "instead 
of " ... les taches de -pro-tection civile~iI-:--·------
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47. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) and Mr. CZANK (Hungary) 

supported the suggestions by the representatives of the Federal 

Republic of Germany and of Switzerland. 


48. The CHAIRMAN said that he assumed that the Committee was in 

agreement on the amendment to paragraph 1 suggested by the 

representative of the Federal Republic of Germany for the 

English text, and by the Swiss representative for the French text. 


49. Moreover, it was his impression that the Committee was 
prepared to adopt by consensus Article 57 as amended by the 
insertion of the text which the Rapporteur had read out for 
paragraphs 1 and 2. 

Article 57, thus amended, was adopted by consensus. 

Article 59 - Identification 

50. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of 
Working Group A, introducing Article 59, said that he did not 
think it was necessary to mention all the changes that the 
Working Group had made to the text the previous day, since 
document C~DH!II/439/Rev.l had now been circulated. He pointed 
out, however, th0t some of the words in brackets had been deleted 
and that the wording of Article 59 was based on Article 18 of 
draft Protocol I adopted by the Committee. The text used, for 
civil defence, was based on the terms used in Article 18 for 
medical personnel, units and transports. The provisions of 
paragraph 4 concerning the distinctive sign were based on a 
decision already taken on the subject. 

51. Lastly, he drew the Committee's attention to the three 
notes on Article 59 appearing in the "Comments" (CDDH/II/439/Rev.l, 
p. 7). 

52. Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain) read out the Spanish version of 
Article 59, paragraph 4, as it appeared in document CDDH/II/439/Rev.l, 
which differed somewhat from the version in document CDDH/II/439 and 
thus did not correspond exactly to the English version. He thought 
that the Spanish text should be brought into line with the English 
text, as had been done in the case of Article 18. 

53. Mr. ALBA (France) said that the words "qu'il soit utilise" 
in the French text should be replaced by the words "quand il est 
utilise". 

54. Mr. LUKABU-K'HABOUJI (Zaire), referring to Article 59, 
paragraph 4, read out paragraphs 1 and 2 of the summary record 
of the ninetieth meeting (CDDH/II/SR.90) which in his view did 
not adequately cover the discussion, since they made no mention 
of an oral amendment submitted by the delegation of the Philippines 
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at the eighty-ninth meeting (CDDH/II/SR.89) on the basis of the 

statement which the Observer for the International Civil Defence 

Organization had just made. The amendment had proposed that 

the emblem of a red triangle on a yellow background should be 

retained. 


55. The CHAIRMAN said that he had been guided by the Technical 

Sub-Committee's decision recommending the blue triange on an 

orange background. Since no delegation had asked to speak at 

that point, he had concluded that the Committee approved that 

decision, as was stated in the summary record. He proposed 

that the Committee should adopt Article 59 by consensus. 


Article 59 (CDDH/II/439/Rev.l) was adopted by consensus. 

56. The CHAIRMAN said that he had been requested to postpone 

consideration of Articles 58 and 59 bis until the following day. 

He therefore accepted the proposal by the United States 

representative that the rest of the meeting should be devoted 

to consideration of Articles 14 and 15 of the technical annex 

(CDDH/II/439/Add.l). 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE REPORT OF WORKING GROUP A ON CIVIL DEFENCE 

CONCERNING THE TECHNICAL ANNEX TO DRAFT PROTOCOL I (CDDH/II/439/Add.l). 


Article 14 - Identity card 


Article 15 - International distinctive sign of civil defence 


57. Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain), speaking as Rappor~eur of the 
Technical Sub-Committee of Committee II, said that document 
CDDH/II/439/Add.l gave the latest results on the work of the 
technical annex done by Working Group A. He stressed that 
paragraph 1 of Article 14 had been made much more concise; and 
he read out paragraph 2, which contained two alternative texts 
concerning the carrying of weapons. Article 15, on the inter
national distinctive sign of civil defence, was virtually unaltered. 

58. Mr. HARDING (United States of America) said he understood that 
the idea was to delete the word "/permanent!" in square brackets in 
Article 14, paragraph 1, so as to-bring th~ text into line with 
Article 59, paragraph 3, which did not make that distinction. 

59. Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain), Rapporteur of the Technical 
Sub-Committee, said that that was so. The Working Group had 
likewise agreed to delete the words "permanent/temporary'! in 
paragraph 2. 

60. In reply to a request for clarification from Mr. MARRIOTT 
(Canada) concerning Art icle 2, which was ment i::Jned--at the begir;ning 
of document CDDH/II/439/Add.l, Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain), 
Rapporteur of the Technical Sub-Committee, said that the only 
reference was to a note to he found in the report of the Technical 
Sub-Committee at the third session (see CDDH/235/Rev.l, p. 55). 
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~l. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) said he wondered whether it might 
not make the Committee's intentions clearer if an irregular shape 
were chosen for the distinctive sign. 

62. Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain), Rapporteur of the Technical 
Sub-Committee, replied that not only would an irregular shape 
be more difficult to reproduce, but it might also be misinterpreted. 

63. Mr. SCHUtTZ (Denmark) said that, to facilitate reproduction 
of the documents, he would suggest adopting the method followed 
in Committee III, and simply drawing a triangle with the word 
"blue" written in full on a ground bearing the word "orange", 
but without reproducing the colours. 

64. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) suggested that it should 
be left to the Secretariat to decide problems of colour printing, 
and that the discussion should be confined to the legal aspect of 
the matter. 

65. Miss MINOGUE (Australia) asked whether the two sentences in 
square brackets after Article 14, paragraph 2, were to be regarded 
as possible insertions or as alternatives. 

66. Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain), Rapporteur of the Technical 
Sub-Committee, said they were alternatives, one proposed by 
Denmark, the other by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. 
It had seemed a good idea to retain them until the Committee 
reached a decision on Article 58. 

67. The CHAIRMAN suggested that the Committee might be prepared 
to adopt by consensus Articles 14 and 15 of the technical annex 
to draft Protocol I (CDDH/II/439/Add.l), with the amendments 
submitted and the reservations made regarding the words in square 
brackets. 

It was so agreed. 

The meeting rose at 6 p.m. 
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE NINETY-THIRD MEETING 

held on Wednesday, 11 May 1977, at 6.35 p.m. 

Chairman: Mr. S-E. NAHLIK (Poland) 

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOLS I AND II (CDDH/1) (continued) 

Draft Protocol II 

Article 30 - Respect and protection (CDDH/II/368, CDDH/lli415, 

CDDH/II/420, CDDH/II/421) (continued) 


Article 31 - Definition (CDDH/II/51, CDDH/II/369, CDDH/II/415, 

CDDH/II/420, CDDH/II/422, CDDH/II/441) (continued) 


1. The CHAIRMAN reminded the Committee that it had to decide 
whether it wished to include an article on civil defence in draft 
Protocol II. At the ninetieth meeting (CDDH/II/SR.90) the members 
of the Committee had been split into two opposing camps, one of 
which was against any reference to civil defence in draft 
Protocol II, and the other in favour of a single simple article 
to replace Articles 30 and 31. Arguments in support of the first 
position had been put forward by Indonesia and some Western 
countries. An ad hoc Working Group of States supporting the second 
position had submitted the text set out in document CDDH/II/441. 
He invited the representative of the Holy See to introduce the text. 

2. Mr. KLEIN (Holy See) said that a small Working Group, composed 
of the representatives of Australia, Byelorussian SSR, Switzerland, 
the Syrian Arab Republic and himself, had felt that, in the light 
of the adoption by Committee III of Articles 24, 25, 26, 27 and 28, 
it would be extraordinary to make no reference in draft Protocol II 
to the civil defence organizations which ensured the protection of 
the civilian population. The text of the single article 
(Article 30), which it proposed for inclusion in draft Protocol II, 
merely referred to the need to permit civil defence organizations 
to pursue their activities for the purpose of ensuring the 
conditions necessary for the survival of the civilian population. 

3. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) said that he fully supported the text 
which had just been introduced. It was as simple as the other 
articles in draft Protocol II. He would have liked it to include 
a statement to the effect that it was permissible to use the inter
national distinctive sign for civil defence for the buildings, 
personnel, materiel and shelters of the organizations in question. 
If the Committee agreed, that could form a second sentence. In any 
case, he hoped that' the Committee would adopt the text proposed by 
the ad hoc Working Group. 
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4. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) said that the text proposed 
by the ad hoc Working Group for Article 30 (CDDH/II/441),raised a 
number of. questions. In the first place, which Party to the conflict 
might impose security measures? He wondered why the word "Party" 
was in the singular. As the text referred to a non-international 
conflict, he was also puzzled by the use of the expression "in the 
territory of the Party to the conflict". Presumably the reference 
was to the territory of the High Contracting Party in whose territory 
the conflict was taking place, or perhaps the sponsors of the text 
meant the territory controlled by the Party or Parties to the conflict. 

5. He would like to know whether the organizations mentioned in 
the text, like those referred to in Article 63 of the fourth Geneva 
Sonvention of 1949, were of a non-military character or were organi
zations of a military character, and what standards applied to those 
organizations. The standards prescribed by Article 63 of the fourth 
Convention were similar to those of recognized national Red Cross, 
Red Crescent, Red Lion and Sun Societies. In the text before the 
Committee, there was no reference to impartiality or other such 
principles. Again, he wondered what tasks the organizations would be 
permitted to perform. Article 63 of the fourth Convention gave 
specific examples: the maintenance of essential public utility 
services, the distribution of relief and the organization of rescues. 
As no examples w~re given in the present text, it might well include 
the maintenance of State schools and the provision of social welfare 
services, on the one hand, and law enforcement, on the other. 

6. His delegation, which was opposed to any ambiguity in draft 
Protocol II, supported the proposals made for the deletion of 
Articles 30 and 31. The proposed text for Article 30 would only 
create confusion; it would be better to let civil defence in a non
international conflict be conducted with no more recognition than 
the Protocol accorded to public education, the maintenance of a 
postal service or a law enforcement agency, all of which were 
essential to a viable society. 

7. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) said that members of the Committee 
had learnt during the present and the preceding sessions that in many 
countries civil defence personnel were armed and the Committee he,d 
agreed that they should be allowed to be armed with light individual 
weapons. In that context, he drew attention to the definition of 
"civilian" in Article 25 of draft Protocol II. He could not think 
of anything more like an armed group than a civil defence organi
zation: it was organized, it was armed and it was a group. Hence 
the people who were referred to were not civilians. That was not a 
legal quibble but practical reality. The representative of the 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics had said that in his country 
civil defence was a vital part of its defence and linked closely to 
military organization. He personally was convinced that any 
sensible rebel would use the civil defence organization in a country 
where it was armed as the basis of his revolution. That was why the 
proposed article seemed to him to be nonsense. The activities of 
civil defence organizations were defined as military activities in 
the draft Protocol and would undoubtedly be so in many instances 
where civil defence personnel were armed. 
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8. He agreed with the criticism of the proposed article made by 

the United States representative. He did not think the proposal 

helpful. In his view, it was better to leave civil defence, as 

many more important activities in society were left, without 

mention in draft Protocol II. 


9. Mr. KLEIN (Holy See) regretted the violent attack made on the 

text which he had introduced. He did not think all the points 

made were justified. In that connexion, he referred the Committee 

to Article 1 of draft Protocol II, which made it clear that the 

amred forces of the various Parties to the conflict would be 

fighting on the same territory. While it might be true that an 

armed civil defence organization could be the hope of the rebels, 

so might any other body in the territory. He also thought it was 

going too far to suggest that civil defence might be expected to 

concern itself with schools in the absence of any definition of 

its tasks. The key point was that the civil defence organization 

was needed to protect the civilian population 2nd that the 

Government could not carryon its activities in rebel territory. 


10. Perhaps the text which the ad hoc Working Group had prepared 

was somewhat obscure but that wa~ no justification for a failure 

to refer to civil defence, when five articles had been devoted 

to the protection of the civilian population. 


11. Mr. HARSANA (Indonesia) said that it seemed that the sponsors 
of the proposed new Article 30 were trying to draw a parallel 
between civil defence organizations and the Red Cross, but civil 
defence activities were so closely connected with the conduct of 
war or armed conflicts, especially on the side of the rebels that 
it was impossible to draw such a parallel. It would be very 
difficult for Governments to recognize civil defence organizations 
set up by rebels and to ensure their protection. His delegation 
therefore considered that the article was not realistic and should 
be deleted. 

12. Mr. ENDEZOUMOU (United Republic of Cameroon) said that his 
delegation had serious doubts about the advisability of having an 
article on civil defence in draft Protocol II. Nor did it think 
that it was wise to have a Protocol II which was devoted to non
international armed conflicts. Draft Protocol II seemed to put 
States and de facto organizations such as insurgent groups on a 
footing of equality from the legal point of view, which confirmed 
the policy of national unity followed by the young African States. 
It was essential to maintain the territorial integrity of States; 
that was made clear in the Charter of the Organization of African 
Unity. His delegation could not view with favour a civil defence 
organization which could be regarded as not subject to the authority 
of the States, that was to say to the authority of legitimate 
Governments, as would be the case if the civil defence organization 
in question had to serve on that part of the territory coming under 
the control of the rebels. If the ,civil defence organization was 
under the control ~f the Government, there was no need for the 
article affording it protection. Hence, he was of the opinion that 
Article 30 should be deleted. 
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13. Mr. KOMISSAROV (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic) said 
that his delegation had always attached great importance to efforts 
to develop international humanitarian law. That was why it 
supported the attempt to formulate a provision on civil defence in 
draft Protocol II. It considered that the text intro'duced by the 
representative of the Holy See was well balanced and had great 
humanitarian significance. The objections raised to it were some
what one-sided, inasmuch as they did not take into account the 
basic humanitarian objective of the text, which was to permit the 
activities of civil defence organizations that made it possible for 
the civilian population to survive. It was of the opinion that the 
text was perfectly valid and should be adopted by the Committee. 

14. Mr. MAMONOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) thanked the 

representative of the Holy See for his able introduction of the 

proposed new Article 30. While the text seemed to him well 

balanced, it could perhaps be improved to meet the points made by 

the United States representative. He would like to see such an 

article in draft Protocol II. 


15. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) said that it was well known that his 

delegation wanted a short Protocol II containing nothing which 

jid not contribute to the purpose which it was designed to serve. 


16. The English text set out in document CDDH/II/441 said no more 

in seventy-eight words than the ICRC text said in twenty-four. 


17. Mr. HEER (German Democratic Republic) said that his delegation 
supported the inclusion in draft Protocol II of a text along the 
lines proposed by the ad hoc Working Group. In the interest of 
the survival of the civilian population, such a provision was 
useful. 

18. Mr. GONSALVES (Netherlands) said that he could support the 
text proposed by the ad hoc Working Group. In his view, it was in 
the interest of the civilian population to improve their situation, 
and every activity which tended to alleviate the suffering of the 
civilian population should be permitted. That was the purpose of 
the proposed article. It was true, however, that the text could be 
improved. 

19. Miss MINOGUE (Australia), speaking as a member of the ad hoc 
Working Group, said that without some provision on civil defence 
there would be a gap in draft Protocol II. The essential object of 
the proposed provision was to ensure the sheer survival of the 
civilian population. Nothing in the discussion had changed her 
view that such a provision was needed. 

20. The Working Group had been aware that the main objection voiced 
to the inclusion of such a provision was lack of time. If the 
Committee felt that there was no need for the provision, that should 
be reflected in a vote. She felt sure, however, that the ad hoc 
Working Group would be willing to try to improve the text it had 
submitted if the Committee so desired. 
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21. Mr. HEREDIA (Cuba) pointed out that the fact that civil 
defence personnel was armed was irrelevant; it would not in any 
case prevent rebels from taking action. The point at issue was 
whether the civil defence service should be permitted to continue 
its work in a non-international conflict. The scope of the 
proposed article was humanitarian; it had nothing to do with the 
territory controlled by one Party or another, or whether one of 
those parties was in rebellion. There was no point in deleting 
the article; the problem would not then disappear. Moreover, it 
was precisely because the situation was not governed by inter
national law that a suitable provision was needed in draft 
Protocol II. 

22. Mr. MARTIN (Switzerland) supported the proposed text of 
Article 30. Interpretations with respect to the various Parties 
would be an internal problem, and in any case the text stated that 
civil defence organizations should be permitted to pursue their 
activities "subject to temporary and exceptional measures imposed 
for reasons of security ... ". If there was any possibility of 
civil defence organizations being able to carry out their work, 
they must be protected. 

23. If the Committee voted in favour of the principle of 

including an article on civil defence in draft Protocol II, the 

ad hoc Working Group would be prepared to revise the text. 


2Lr. Mr. JOSEPHI (Federal Republic of Germany) said that while he 
sympathized with the idea behind the article, he thought that the 
debate had shown that it would be hard to protect civil defence 
organizations within the framework of Protocol II. ~t was not 
just a question of lack of time; there were difficulties of 
substance. His delegation would prefer draft Protocol II to 
include no article on civil defence. 

25. Mr. JAKOVLJEVIC (Yugoslavia) thought that, although the text 
in document CDDH/II/441 provided a good basis, it was not entirely 
satisfactory; however, he would be prepared to vote for it if 
some of its defects could be overcome. 

26. For Article 30 to cover both civilian and military ~i~il 
defence organizations and to make mention of territory would only 
complicate matters. He therefore proposed two amen1iner.ts: to 
include the word "civilian" before "civil defence organizations" 
and to deiete the words "in the territory of the Pa~ty to the 
conflict" and "in that territory". The text would then read: 
"Subject to temporary and exceptional measures imposed for reasons 
of security by the Party to the conflict, civilian civil defence 
organizations existing or created during the conflict " 

27. Mr. KLEIN (Holy See) assured those who felt that the proposed 
article opened the way to a breach of State sovereignty that the 
aim was purely to safeguard the civilian population. The work of 
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civil defence organizations might well smooth the path to reconcili 
ation between the Parties to an internal conflict. Those who feared 
that such an article would provide incidental help to rebels would 
be denying any hope to the civilian population. 

28. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) said that it was in order 

to limit the damage already done to the humanitarian cause in 

draft Protocol II that his delegation was in favour of deleting 

Article 30. 


29. Article 1 of draft Protocol II in effect limited its applica
tion to highly organized civil wars, thus providing a high threshold 
of application. Every piece of unnecessary material added to the 
Protocol raised that threshold. The Protocol already contained 
ample humanitarian provisions for the protection of the civilian 
population; to include more would only give a legitimate Government 
more opportunity for arguing, with some justification, that the 
opposing side could not implement it. 

30. If a provision on civil defence were to be included there was 
nothing wrong with the ICRC text with the inclusion of the word 
"civilian" as proposed by the Yugoslav representative. He agreed 
that Artic~e 31 should be ~Gletsd. 

31. He st~essed that it was in the interests of humanitarian law 
that his delegation opposed any reference to civil defence in draft 
Protocol II, and not merely for lack of time. 

32. Mr. NORDHAUG (Norway) said that his delegation, although 
sceptical about the possibility of including a provision on civil 
defence in draft Protocol II, was willing to support such an 
article if it was the desire of the majority and if such an article 
increased the possibility of protecting the civilian population. 

33. The text proposed in document CDDH/II/441, however, was 
unsatisfactory and he preferred the ICRC draft. He proposed, never
theless, that the draft should be returned to the ad hoc Working 
Group for improvement in the light of the Committee's discussion. 

34. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) said that the arguments of the United 
States representative had not convinced him. The Committee must 
indeed beware of including too many complicated provisions in draft 
Protocol II in order not to affect the threshold set out in 
Article 1, but he considered it unlikely that that threshold would 
in fact be altered by the inclusion of Article 30. 

35. The proposed article provided that civil defence organizations 
should be permitted to pursue their activities for the purpose of 
ensuring the conditions necessary for the survival of the civilian 
population, and that they should not be the object of attack. That 
in no way altered the conditions set out with respect to non
international conflicts in Article 1. 
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36. Since draft Protocol II already numbered some forty-five 

articles,he did not see how the inclusion of one more would 

complicate it so greatly. Moreover, it would be a serious mistake 

not to include an article on civil defence. He therefore proposed 

that the Committee should reconsider the ICRC text and perhaps 

take a vote on the principle of including an article on civil 

defence in draft Protocol II. Moreover, it might be useful to 

include a provision that civil defence activities should not be 

punishable. Definitions, however, should not be provided. He 

still considered that a reference to the use of the distinctive 

sign should be included but he would not press that point. 


37. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) said that he entirely agreed with 
the points made by the United States representative and wished to 
associate his delegation with everything that representative had 
said. A further point was the danger that some countries which 
might have considered signing draft Protocol II would be deterred 
by an article on civil defence which seemed to impose too much of 
a burden, with the result that the Protocol would not be applied 
and signatures would fail to materialize. The words "shall be 
permitted to pursue their activities" in the report of the ad hoc 
Working Group (CDDH/II/441) could be interpreted as preventing 
diversion or requisition of material. That kind of restriction 
might be unacceptable to both Government and rebel sides. The 
rebels, being in a more desperate state at the start of the 
conflict, would probably ignore it and thus be accused of not 
respecting the Protocol. 

38. In his opinion, the ICRC text was the better one, though it 
still embodied the problem he had mentioned. If it were decided to 
revert to the ICRC text, he would suggest the insertion of the word 
"Unarmed" at the beginning. He could not believe that any State 
would allow rebels to carryon their task once they had been 
captured or would regard them as otherwise than hostile. 

39. Mr. SKARSTEDT (Sweden) said that, despite some misgivings, his 
delegation would not oppose the inclusion of a short article on 
civil defence in draft Protocol II. After listening to all the 
arguments against the text proposed by the ad hoc Working Group 
(CDDH/II!441), his delegation supported the idea of reverting to 
the ICRC text and perhaps improving it. 

40. Mr. AL-HASHIM (Kuwait) proposed that Article 30 should be re
drafted on the following lines: 

"Civil defence organizations of the official or legal 
authority on whose territory an armed conflict takes place 
shall be allowed to carry out their normal duties of 
assuring the necessary conditions for survival of the 
civilian population in the territories under the control of 
the rebel forces. The rebel fore-as shall respect and guarantee 
all the necessary means to enable those organizations to carry 
out their duties." 
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41. The CHAIRMAN suggested that the Committee should decide whether 
to vote on the proposals for the deletion of Articles 30 and 31 
(CDDH/II/420 and CDDH/II/421) or whether to reconstitute the ad hoc 
Working Group and request it to prepare a new text possibly based 
on the ICRC text, excluding the definitions in Article 31, and on 
the comments made during the discussion. The Working Group would, 
of course, have to meet at times which would not interfere with the 
work of the Committee. 

42. Mis~ MINOGUE (Australia) suggested that if the ad hoc Working 
Group was to be asked to prepare a new draft it should be enlarged 
to make it more representative. She suggested that a vote should 
be taken to see if the majority of the Committee wanted an article 
In civil defence in draft Protocol II. 

43. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) supported the Australian 
representative's proposal for a rapid test vote. 

44. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) said that at the previous discussion he 
had suggested voting on Article 30 and obtaining a consensus on 
Article 31. 

45. Mr. HEREDIA (Cuba) said that there seemed no point in voting 
at the present stage on whether or not to continue working on 
Article 30. In any case, it was not certain that the vote would 
be speedy: a roll-call vote might be requested. In his opinion, 
the Committee should continue discussion of Article 30, whether on 
the basis of the ad hoc Working Group's text or that of the ICRC, 
because the majority of speakers had accepted the basic idea. The 
subject concerned a humanitarian purpose which must be clearly 
defined. A vote would not help. 

46. Mr. UHUMUAVBI (Nigeria) thought it would be unwise to vote 
at the present juncture. He was in favour of returning Article 30 
to the Working Group. The idea underlying the article was a good 
one, despite the validity of some of the arguments against it; it 
would be wrong to neglect civilians in internal conflicts. 

47. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) moved the closure of the debate, in 
accordance with rule 25 of the rules of procedure (CDDH/2/Rev.3). 

48. The CHAIRMAN said that, in the absence of any speakers wishing 
to oppose the closure, he would put the motion to the vote. 

The motion to close the" debate was adopted by 27 votes to 2, 
with 19 abstentions. 

49. The CHAIRMAN asked if the Committee wished to vote on the 
proposals for the deletion of Articles 30 and 31 (CDDH/II/420 and 
CDDH/II/421). In reply to a question from Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada), 
he said that he saw no reason why those proposals should not be 
voted on together. He suggested that it might be wise to postpone 
che vote until the ninety-fourth meeting, in order to allow a 
little time for reflection. 
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50. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) thought that there had already been 
enough time, since both proposals had been circulated on 18 April. 

51. Mr. HEREDIA (Cuba) moved the adjournment of the meeting, in 
accordance with rule 26 of the rules of procedure. 

52. The CHAIRMAN pointed out that under rule 26 of the rules of 
procedure the motion had to be put to the vote without debate. 

The motion to adjourn the meeting was adopted by 27 votes to 
2, with 18 abstentions. 

The meeting rose at 8.10 p.m. 
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE NINETY-FOURTH MEETING 

held on Thursday, 12 May 1977, at 10.15 a.m. 

Chairman: Mr. S-E. NAHLIK (Poland) 

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOLS I AND II (CDDH/l) (continued) 

Draft Protocol II 

Report of Working Group B on Articles 33 and 34 - Relief 

(CDDH/II/440 and Add.l) 


1. Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain), Rapporteur of Working Group B, 

said that the report contained only two articles - Articles 33 

and 34 - because it had been decided that Article 35 should be 

incorporated in Article 33 as paragraph 1. He drew attention 

to Comment 3, which defined "victims of the conflict". In 

Article 33, paragraph 4 (b) had been left in square brackets 

because at least two delegations had objected to its inclusion. 


2. The CHAIRMAN suggested that the Committee should consider 

the articles paragraph by paragraph. 


It was so agreed. 

Article 33 - Relief societies and relief actions 

Paragraph 1 

3. Mr. WARRAS (Finland) pointed out that, of the two alternative 
wordings in square brackets - "humanitarian principles" and "the 
fundamental principles of the Red Cross as formulated by the 
International Red Cross Conferences" - the latter was more in 
accord with Article 70 bis of draft Protocol I and with Article 63 
of the fourth Geneva Convention of 1949. Although his delegation 
had supported the first alternative in the Working Group, it now 
felt that the text was open to misinterpretation and that the 
second alternative was better. He accordingly proposed that the 
second alternative should be adopted. 

4. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) agreed that the first alternative was 
too vague, especially in regard to the principle of neutrality, 
which was, on the other hand, closely defined in the fundamental 
principles of the International Conferences of the Red Cross. 
Nevertheless, for stylistic reasons, it might be advisable to 
delete the words "as formulated by the Red Cross Conferences". 

5. Miss SHEIKH FADLI (Syrian Arab Republic), Mr. SOLF (United 
States of America) and Mrs. MANTZOULINOS (Greece) supported the 
Finnish representative's proposal. 
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Paragraph 1, with the second alternative wording, was 

adopted by consensus. 


Paragraph 2 

Paragraph 2 was adopted by consensus. 

Paragraph 3 

6. Mr. HARSANA (Indonesia) suggested that the initial capitals 

of the words "Parties" and "Party" should be replaced by lower

case letters. 


7. The CHAIRMAN replied that the matter would be considered by 
the Drafting Committee of the Conference in the light of the 
practice already adopted in the case of the other articles of 
draft Protocol II. 

8. Mr. LUKABU-K'HABOUJI (Zaire) inquired whether the obligation 
to facilitate passage also applied to the adverse Party. 

9. Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain), Rapporteur of Working Group B, 
replied that in his view it was a general obligation, which was 
defined in greater detail in paragraph 4, although certain 
restrictions were laid down subsequently. 

Paragraph 3 was adopted by consensus. 

Paragraph 4 

10. Mr. UHUMUAVBI (Nigeria) said that in the Working Group his 
delegation had been unable to agree to the inclusion of 
paragraph 4 (b) and had called for its deletion. However, in a 
spirit of co-operation, it now proposed that the sub-paragraph 
should be replaced by the following text: "May make such 
permission conditional on the assurance that such relief 
consignments will be used for the purpose for which they are 
intended." 

11. Mr. SANDOZ (International Committee of the Red Cross) said 
that the ICRC attached great importance to the articles on relief 
in draft Protocol II and hoped that a consensus would be reached. 
The Nigerian proposal seemed satisfactory. While not granting 
the party authorizing the relief the right to demand supervision 
by an impartial humanitarian body, it would provide an assurance 
that relief would be properly distributed, and would avoid a 
situation in which a High Contracting Party allowing passage could 
be accused of committing an unfriendly act against the party 
adverse to the recipients of the relief. It was important that 
the provision should be flexible. 
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12. Mr. DOUMBIA (Mali) said that he could not agree to the text 

in square brackets and was not satisfied with the Nigerian 

proposal. He proposed that paragraph 4 (~) should be deleted. 


13. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) welcomed the Nigerian representative's 

proposal but considered that greater precision was required. 

"Consent", the word used in paragraph 2, would be preferable to 

"permission". He proposed that the Nigerian amendment should be 

sub-amended to read "May make it a condition of their consent that 

satisfactory assurances are given by the party or parties 

concerned that such relief consignments will be used for the 

purpose for which they are intended." 


14. Mr. UHUMUAVBI (Nigeria) said that the Canadian represen

tative's sub-amendment was not acceptable to his delegation. It 

was inadvisable that the transit State should determine the 

arrangements to be made, perhaps to the detriment of the sending 

or recipient parties. Serious difficulties would arise if the 

transit State was either unfriendly to the dissident group or 

acting in collaboration with it. It would be better if the 

party sending the relief could arrange for its distribution 

directly with the recipients, without involving the transit State, 

which would merely be responsible for receiving and forwarding 

consignments, examining them if necessary. 


15. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany) said that his 
delegation had always attached great importance to the articles 
on relief, especially in draft Protocol II. Although there might 
be problems in implementing the Nigerian text, it had the advantage 
of flexibility, and his delegation would like to support it. 
While sharing the Canadian representative's desire for precision, 
he had a few misgivings regarding certain aspects of the Canadian 
sUb-amendment. It was true that the word used in paragraph 2 
was "consent", but paragraph 4 (b) dealt with transit States, 
which might or might not be the same as those referred to in 
paragraph 2. It would be better to keep the Nigerian text as it 
stood, in order to secure flexibility. The Nigerian representative 
might be willing to agree to the inclusion of the word "satisfactory" 
before the word "assurance". 

16. Mr. UHUMUAVBI (Nigeria) said that he could agree to the 
insertion of the word "satisfactory", but that he would prefer 
to keep the word "permission" rather than "consent". 

17. Mr. MARTIN (Switzerland) said that he would welcome further 
explanation by the ICRC representative on the possibility of 
providing for supervision by an impartial humanitarian body acting 
independently from any of the parties concerned. His delegation 
assumed that such supervision would be essential and did not 
fully understand why no reference was made to it in the Nigerian 
proposal. 
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18. Mr. SANDOZ (International Committee of the Red Cross) 

observed that some delegations had been unable to accept the 

somewhat rigid provision concerning supervision by an impartial 

humanitarian body which appeared in the ICRC draft. That was 

why the Nigerian representative had proposed a more flexible 

provision, which the ICRC could support and which would enable 

the necessary assurances to be obtained in a number of different 

ways. 


19. Mr. LUKABU-K'HABOUJI (Zaire) drew attention to the dis
advantages suffered by certain countries, such as landlocked 
ones, because of their geographical situation and to the problems 
that might arise if the transit State was unfriendly to the State 
in which the armed conflict was taking place. Paragraph 4 (a) 
of Article 33 made sufficient provision for the passage of relief 
consignments and he therefore supported the view that paragraph 4 (~) 
should be deleted. 

20. Mr. KHAIRAT (Egypt) said that although he had, in principle, 
been prepared to give favourable consideration to the Nigerian 
proposal, particularly in the light of the statements by the 
ICRC representative, he thought that the position of countries 
in unfavourable geographical situations should be taken into 
account. Both f-or that' reason and because the passage of 
relief consignments was adequately provided for in paragraphs 4 (~) 
and (£), he favoured the deletion of sub-paragraph (~). 

21. Miss MINOGUE (Australia) agreed with the comments by the 
representative of the Federal Republic of Germany. The relief 
provisions of draft Protocol II were important, but the necessary 
steps must be taken to ensure that they could not in any way be 
invoked to justify outside interference in a non-international 
armed conflict. The provision in paragraph 4 (b) would give the 
transit country the assurance that the passage 07 relief consign
ments through its territory could not possibly be interpreted to 
mean that it was taking sides in the conflict. Her delegation 
could therefore support the Nigerian proposal, on condition that 
the word "satisfactory" was inserted, as suggested by the 
Canadian representative. 

22. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany) said that it was 
essential for the State allowing transit to have some assurance 
that the consignment would not provide military assistance to 
one of the Parties to the conflict, but neither paragraph 4 (a) 
nor paragraph 4 (£) would enable that requirement to be met. 

23. with regard to the changes suggested by the Canadian 
representative, he observed that the "consent" to which reference 
was made in paragraph 2 was a general condition for the under
taking of relief actions, whereas paragraph 4 (Q) was concerned 
with the specific case of transit of relief consignments. His 
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delegation therefore preferred the word "permission". It also 
had some doubt as to the appropriateness of the w6rd "their" in 
the context of paragraph 4. Those difficulties would not arise 
if the text proposed by the Nigerian representative was adopted 
with the addition of the word "satisfactory". 

24. Mr. DEVARE (India) said that the guarantees provided under 

paragraphs 4 (a) and (c) were adequate and that the deletion of 

paragraph 4 (~) would meet the wishes of his delegation. 


25. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said 
that Article 33 was intended to facilitate the provision of 
assistance to the civilian population when their survival was 
threatened. In paragraph 4 (b), his delegation had a strong 
preference for the text between square brackets in the report 
of Working Group B (CDDH/II/440 and Add.l), because it would 
safeguard the rights and sovereignty of the party receiving relief 
and protect the transit State from unjust accusations of inter
ference in the conflict. Any compromise solution which might 
expose a disinterested party to such accusations would be bound to 
have adverse effects on the actual undertaking of relief actions 
for the benefit of the civilian population. In order to enable 
consensus to be reached, however, his delegation could accept the 
alternative text proposed by the Nigerian representative, with the 
addition of the word "satisfactory". 

26. The CHAIRMAN said that if he heard no objection he would take 
it that the Committee agreed to close the list of speakers on 
Article 33, paragraph 4. 

It was so agreed. 

27. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) said that since the Nigerian represen
tative had accepted the insertion of the word "satisfactory" before 
the word "assurance" in his proposed text, he would withdraw the 
other drafting amendments he had suggested and support that text. 

28. Mr. UHUMUAVBI (Nigeria) said that those in favour of the 
distribution of relief supplies by an impartial humanitarian body 
were failing to take all the relevant factors into account. It 
was unreasonable to argue that relief could be distributed by 
people who were complete strangers in the country and had no knowledge 
of the priorities and needs of the population. Furthermore, 
impartiality might not always be maintained, since each party 
would certainly try to gain the support and sympathy of the body 
concerned. Should his proposal not be accepted, therefore, he 
would propose the deletion of paragraph 4 (~) as a whole. 

29. Mr. CZANK (Hungary) said that the question of distribution of 
relief supplies could be of interest to the donor party but presum
ably not to the transit party with which paragraph 4 (~) was 
concerned. From that particular point of view, the text between 
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square brackets in the Working Group's report, although it had 

its merits, was not fully satisfactory. The compromise solution 

proposed by the Nigerian representative should enable consensus 

to be reached on the matter, but might entail some minor 

consequential amendments to paragraph 4 (£). 


30. Mr. MARTIN (Switzerland) obServed that the assurance to be 
obtained related to the distribution of the relief supplies and 
could therefore best be provided by an impartial humanitarian 
body. In order to enable a consensus to be reached, he could 
accept the Nigerian proposal with the addition of the word 
"satisfactory", but his acceptance was based on the understanding 
that no assurance could be satisfactory in the absence of some 
form of supervision. 

31. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) said that the main aim 
must be to ensure that relief supplies reached those members of 
the civilian population who were in need of them. His delegation 
shared the view that the text between square brackets in the 
Working Group's report would best enable that requirement to be 
met. It was a mistake to assume that the transit party would 
always be a disinterested State; in some cases, it"might be the 
adverse Party to the conflict, and that Party would never consent 
to the passage of relief consignments unless it could be absolutely 
certain that the supplies reached the categories of persons 
enjoying priority under the provisions of Protocol I. 

32. With regard to the comments by the representative of Nigeria, 
he observed that the donor party would be most unlikely to send 
people to the country concerned, but would probably request a 
humanitarian body or diplomatic mission already present there to 
distribute the relief. He interpreted the Nigerian proposal as 
reflecting that idea and accordingly, in the interests of reaching 
a consensus, could support it with the addition of the word 
"satisfactory". 

33. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) considered that the word "such" 
should be deleted from the Nigerian proposal and that the expression 
"the satisfactory assurance" should be replaced by the expression 
"satisfactory assurances". With those minor drafting amendments, 
he could support the text. 

34. Mr. WARRAS (Finland), supported by Mr. H~STMARK (Norway), 
considered that the most satisfactory text was that which appeared 
in the Working Group's report. In order to co-operate, however, 
he was prepared to agree to the text proposed by the Nigerian 
representative, with the addition of the word "satisfactory". 

35. Mr. ENDEZOUMOU (United Republic of Cameroon) considered, on 
the strength of the explanations given by the representatives of 
the United States of America and Hungary, that the Nigerian 
proposal could be accepted on condition that the French text would 
be polished by the Drafting Committee. Since the permission to 
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be granted might in some cases be permission by one Party to the 
conflict to allow the passage of relief supplies destined to the 
adverse Party the assurance asked for would then become necessary. 
But such assurance could not be regarded as a certitude since it 
could only be verified later. Furthermore, he shared the view 
that some consequential amendment of paragraph 4 (c) might be 
required if the Nigerian proposal was adopted. 

36. Mrs. CONTRERAS (Guatemala) supported the Nigerian proposal 

with the addition suggested by the Canadian representative. She 

would, however, have welcomed the addition, at the end of the 

sentence, of a phrase such as "and that such distribution will be 

made under the supervision of an impartial humanitarian body 

approved by the receiving party". 


37. Mr. DOUMBIA (Mali) said that he failed to see why transit 
countries should have any share in the distribution of relief. 
The explanations given by certain representatives had not convinced 
him. However, it had been said that an effort should be made to 
avoid transit countries being accused of interference in a conflict. 
It it was a case of avoiding such an accusation, one solution might 
be to revert to the original ICRC text which referred to control 
"at the time of passage" by an "impartial humanitarian body". 

38. Mr. -HARSANA (Indonesia) said that his delegation was prepared 

to support the Nigerian proposal. If it were not adopted, he 

~ould be in favour of the deletion of paragraph 4 (~). 


'(9 - '}'hp Cf-' ~ L,?i'vlI. -; rem-iTlued the meeting that if the matter were put 
to the vote, rule 40 of the rules of procedure woul~ apply: namely, 
that when two or more amendments were moved to a proposal, the 
Conference should first vote on the amendment furthest removed in 
substance from the original proposal. In the present case, there
fore, the order would be: first, the proposal to delete 
paragraph 4 (b), secondly, the Nigerian amendment, and thirdly, 
the text in s~uare brackets. 

40. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said ~hat 
he was in favour of a vote on the Nigerian proposal, as sub-amended 
by the representative of Canada. 

41. The CHAIRMAN said that as it was traditional practice in the 
Committee to avoid votes as far as possible and proceed by 
consensus, he would like to know first if a consensus existed 
on the Nigerian amendment. 

42. After a show of hands, he noted that six delegations had 
indicated their opposition to consensus on that amendment. 

43. Mr. JOMARD (Iraq) said that in the particular case, his 
delegation was not in favour of adoption by consensus and requpsted 
that the proposal to delete paragraph 4 (~) should be put to the 
vote. 
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44. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the proposal to delete 

paragraph4 (~). 


The proposal was rejected by 31 votes to 19, with 11 abstentions. 

45. The CHAIRMAN said that the Committee should now consider the 

Nigerian amendment to paragraph 4 (b), with the insertion of the 

word "satisfactory" before "assurance", as proposed by the 

representative of Canada. It would be understood that stylistic 

improvements such as those suggested by the representative of the 

United Kingdom would be dealt with in the Drafting Committee. 


46. Mr. UHUMUAVBI (Nigeria) said that his delegation had 

originally been in favour of the deletion of paragraph 4 (b). 

It was only because the Committee had been working on the basis 

of consensus that his delegation had proposed an alternative 

version. 


47. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) said that as the possibility 

of deleting the paragraph had been eliminated, it might now be 

possible to reach a consensus on the Nigerian proposal. 


48. The CHAIRMAN asked whether in view of the rejection of the 
proposal to delete paragraph 4 (b), it would now be possible to 
adopt the Nigerian proposal by consensus. 

49. After a show of hands, he noted that two delegations had 
indicated their opposition to adoption of the amendment by 
consensus. He therefore put to the vote the Nigerian amendment 
to paragraph 4 (b), with the inclusion of the word "satisfactory", 
as proposed by the representative of Canada. 

The amendment to paragraph 4 (b) proposed by the representative 
of Nigeria, as sub-amended by the representative of Canada, was 
adopted by 47 votes to 2, with 12 abstentions. 

Explanations of vote 

50. Mr. JOMARD (Iraq), explaining his vote, said firstly, that 
one of the problems in the distribution of relief in times of 
armed conflict was that the nature of the terrain might often 
make it impossible to ascertain whether relief consignments 
reached their destination or not. Whatever conditions were 
laid down in that respect, they could only have relative force, 
since they would be impossible to fulfil. 

51. Secondly, it would be impossible for a legitimate Government 
to tolerate any form of acceptance or rejection of relief by a 
rebellious party, since to do so would amount to recognition of 
the sovereignty of such a group over the areas which it controlled. 

52. His delegation had therefore been in favour of deleting 
paragraph 4 (~). 
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53. Mr. LUKABU-K'HABOUJI (Zaire) said that from the start his 

delegation had opposed paragraph 4 (b) in any form, since it 

would be unthinkable that relief to the civilian population 

coming from a third country should be subjected to special 

conditions by a transit country. The provision in fact 

weakened existing arrangements between landlocked and coastal 

countries. It would therefore have been correct to delete the 

sub-paragraph. 


54. Mr. KO (Republic of Korea) said that his delegation had voted 
in favour of the deletion of paragraph 4 (b) as it stood in the 
Working Group's report (CDDH/II/440 and Add.l) and had abstained 
in the vote on the Nigerian proposal. Even after having heard 
the discussion, his delegation still considered that paragraph 4 (b) 
might introduce an element of outside intervention to the detriment 
of internal security and order and of the sovereignty of States. 
His delegation also had certain reservations about the practicability 
of applying such provisions in time of internal conflict 
reservations which applied to the paragraph as a whole. 

55. The CHAIRMAN asked whether the Committee would be prepared to 

adopt paragraph 4 as a whole by consensus. 


56. Mr. JOMARD (Iraq) said that as his delegation had voted to 
delete paragraph 4 (b), it could not agree to the adoption of 
paragraph 4 as a whole by consensus. It would be preferable to 
take a vote. 

57. Mr. ALBA (France) requested that the wording of paragraph 4 (a) 
should be brought into line with that of paragraph 3,(a) of 
Article 62 of draft Protocol I, since paragraph 4 (a) corresponded 
exactly to that article, which had already been revIewed by the 
Drafting Committee. 

58. The CHAIRMAN said that would be done. 

59. The CHAIRMAN asked the representative of Hungary if he wished 
to put forward the consequential amendments to paragraph 4 (c) 
which he had mentioned in connexion with paragraph 4 (~). 

60. Mr. CZANK (Hungary) said that he did not wish to put forward 
the amendments as they were matters of drafting, not of substance. 

61. The CHAIRMAN asked if the Committee was willing to adopt the 
introductory phrase of paragraph 4 and sub-paragraphs (~) and (£) 
by consensus. 

The introductory phrase of paragraph 4 was adopted by 
consensus. 

Paragraph 4 (a) was adopted by consensus. 

Paragraph 4 (c) was adopted by consensus. 
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62. Mr. JOMARD (Iraq) said that his delegation had not insisted 
on a vote on each sub-paragraph, but reserved the right to make 
reservations later. 

Paragraph 4 as a whole, as amended, was adopted. 

The meeting rose at 12.45 p.m. 
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE NINETY-FIFTH MEETING 

held on Thursday, 12 May 1977, at 3.10 p.m. 

Chairman: Mr. S-E. NAHLIK (Poland) 

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOLS I AND II (CDDH/1) (continued) 

Draft Protocol II 

Report of Working Group B on Articles 33 and 34 - Relief 

(CDDH/II/440 and Add.l) (concluded) 


Article 33 - Relief societies and relief actions 

1. The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to continue its considera
tion of Article 33 of draft Protocol II. 

Paragraph 5 

2. Mr. OSORIO (Colombia) proposed that a provision should be 
added to paragraph 5 to the effect that no Party to the conflict 
or High Contracting Party should in any way change the destination 
of relief consignments or impede their transit unless unforeseen 
interference occurred as a result of combat activities, and, in 
such cases, only for the duration of those activities. 

3. The CHAIRMAN said that as paragraph 5 dealt with medical 
personnel and units he considered that any such addition, if 
accepted, would have to form a new paragraph. For the time being 
he asked members of the Committee to leave aside the Colombian 
amendment and confine their remarks to the text of paragraph 5 
in document CDDH/II/440 and Add.l. 

4. Mr. UHUMUAVBI (Nigeria) said that, while welcoming the 
inclusion of paragraph 5, he hoped that an amendment to it might 
be acceptable in view of the compromise reached on paragraph 3 (~). 
He proposed replacing the last sentence by: "The party in whose 
territory such medical personnel and units are operating shall 
reserve the right to terminate their mission". 

5. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) said that he was pleased to see a 
provision relating to medical personnel and units in draft 
Protocol II, as his delegation had in fact suggested it. He was 
doubtful, however, about the words "If necessary" at the beginning 
of the paragraph, for it was not clear who was to decide whether 
such personnel and units were necessary or not. Those two words 
had at first been used at the beginning of Article 34, but they 
had now been omitted from that article. He therefore proposed 
they should be deleted from paragraph 5 of Article 33. 
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6. Mr. UHUMUAVBI (Nigeria) said that the significance of the 

words "If necessary" was that they left it open to a Government 

or Party to a conflict to decide not to receive medical personnel 

and help. 


7. Mr. WARRAS (Finland) said he thought the point might be 

better covered by deleting the words "If necessary" and starting 

the paragraph as follows: "Medical personnel and medical units 

may, when required, take part ... ". 


8. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) agreed. 

The Finnish amendment was adopte~. 

9. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said 
that paragraph 5 already provided for the possibility of stopping 
the activities of medical personnel and units, either because 
they did not observe the terms of their mission or because they 
endangered the security of the party in whose territory they were 
acting. The provision was thus a warning to medical staff not 
to go beyond the terms of the agreement. The Nigerian amendment 
seemed to provide for the right of a party to stop the activities 
of medical personnel at any time it wished, but that was implicit 
in its right to prescribe the conditions governing those 
activities. His delegation preferred the text in document 
CDDH/II/440 and Add.l. 

10. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany) said he shared the 
doubts of the previous speaker. Moreover, he feared that the 
Nigerian amendment might encroach on State sovereignty. The 
phrase "shall reserve the right to terminate" appeared to place 
the party under an obligation when entering into the agreement 
to retain the right to terminate. But a party which gave its 
agreement to such relief action had complete freedom to lay down 
conditions, as the phrase "subject to the conditions and technical 
arrangements prescribed by the Party or Parties" already indicated. 
If' the Nigerian amendment would restrict that freedom, by imposing 
a specific contractual clause, it was unacceptable to his 
delegation. If, on the other hand, the purpose of the amendment 
was not to place an obligation on a Party to make such a reservation, 
but merely to give it the freedom to do so, such freedom was 
already stated in the paragraph. The conditions and technical 
arrangements could include many things, but one case where 
termination was possible, even if not specifically provided for 
in the conditions, was if the personnel exceeded its mission or 
if security requirements were not complied with. 

11. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) agreed with the comments made by the 
representatives of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and 
the Federal Republic of Germany. Paragraph 5 of the text before 
the Committee allowed the party or parties to impose conditions 
in certain circumstances, but the Nigerian amendment was so 
worded that it would be possible to terminate the mission 
capriciously. In addition, it would permit the party receiving 
the relief to impose greater restrictibns than those allowed under 
Article 62 bis of draft Protocol I. 
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12. In the Working Group, the Nigerian representative had 

emphasized the need for medical help, but he personally felt 

that medical help would be unlikely to be offered if the 

Nigerian amendment was adopted. It would therefore be 

detrimental to parties seeking relief. 


13. Mr. UHUMUAVBI (Nigeria) appealed to the Committee to bear 

ill mind the need for stability of government in the developing 

countries. His amendment was designed to strengthen the 

position of the Government of a developing country faced with 

an internal conflict. If such a Government did not exercise 

great care in admitting medical units and personnel, it might 

find itself in the same situation as Nigeria at the time of 

its civil war, when combatant officers had been found masquerad

ing as medical personnel. If States, out of pity for the 

civilian population, welcomed medical units and then discovered 

that they included combatant personnel, they must have the right 

to terminate their mission. 


14. The CHAIRMAN observed that the example provided by the 

Nigerian representative would be a case of failure to respect 

the conditions of the agreement and would amount to perfidy. 


15. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom), referring to the phrase "party 
in whose territory such medical personnel and units are operating" 
in the Nigerian amendment, said that the territory in question 
would de jure belong to the State. The amendment reserved the 
State's right to terminate the mission, but if the party was a 
rebel one, the State might de facto have no power to do so. He 
suggested that the Nigerian representative's intentiQn might 
perhaps be better expressed by saying "the party controlling the 
territory in which ... ". 

16. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) considered that the interests of 
developing countries such as Nigeria would be best protected by 
the wording in the text before the Committee, which would also 
be more likely to produce offers of relief than would the 
proposed amendment. 

17. Miss MINOGUE (Australia) agreed with the Canadian represen
tative. The Nigerian representative had already raised the type 
of situation he was concerned about in the Working Group, and the 
Group had drafted a provision which would provide against that 
eventuality. The text before the Committee took care of the 
situation without introducing prejudicial elements such as those 
noted by the representative of the Federal Republic of Germany, 
which might form a barrier to a possible agreement and thereby 
militate against the provision of medical relief. The needs of 
the developing countries would be better protected by the text 
before the Committee than by the Nigerian amendment. 

18. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), supporting the views 
expressed-by the representatives of Canada and Australia, appealed 
to the- Ni~erian representative not to press his amendment. 
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19. Mr. UHUMUAVBI (Nigeria) said that the developing countries 

had already agreed to many compromises. The participants in 

the Conference were endeavouring to draw up a code which was 

designed inter alia to help developing countries to preserve 

their stability. Paragraph 5 as it stood would not do so. 

He therefore wished to maintain his amendment. 


20. The CHAIRMAN asked the Nigerian representative if he could 

agree to the United Kingdom proposal to use the phrase "the 

party controlling the territory in which ... ". 


21. Mr. UHUMUAVBI (Nigeria) said that he could not. The party 
controlling the territory might be a band of rebels. The party 
concerned would be the official Government of the country, which 
should be given every support in its endeavours to control rebel 
activities. 

22. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany) asked the Nigerian 
representative if he could agree to replace the word "reserve" 
by the word "have". 

23. Mr. UHUMUAVBI (Nigeria) replied that he could not. 

24. Mr. JOMARD ~Iraq), supported by Mr. HEREDIA (Cuba), asked 
whether the text of the Nigerian proposal could be circulated 
in writing in all the working languages. 

25. The CHAIRMAN said that, in his opinion, it would be 
preferable, in view of the lack of time, for the Drafting Committee 
to bring the other language versions into line with either the 
English or the French version of the Nigerian proposal, if it was 
adopted. 

26. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) said that if a vote were .taken on 
the Nigerian proposal, he would have difficulty in deciding which 
way to vote, since he agreed with both points of view. On the 
one hand, the proposal would tend to discourage those who wished 
to bring relief, while, on the other, every State was clearly 
entitled to terminate the mission of any person or persons operat
ing in a territory where it had control. Normally, a State would 
do so only in cases of misbehaviour or inefficiency, or if the 
persons concerned were no longer required. Both those eventual
ities were provided for in the Working Group's proposal (CDDH/II/440 
and Add.l). Possibly, therefore, the Nigerian representative might 
be content if his proposal were simply noted in the report. 

27. Mr. UHUMUAVBI (Nigeria) said that he felt unable to yield any 
groun~ since his proposed form of wording was designed to further 
international understanding, co-operation and brotherhood and, in 
his view, would be most likely to promote the well-being of all 
peoples. 
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28. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) said that, while his delegation 

considered that the Working Group's text also covered the 

position, it had been convinced by the Nigerian representative's 

arguments, particularly as they related to the developing 

contries. In any event, the Nigerian proposal did not differ 

greatly from the Working Group's text, and he therefore appealed 

to the Committee to adopt it by consensus. 


29. Mr. EL HASSEEN EL HASSAN (Sudan) asked whether the Nigerian 
representative could agree to amend his proposal by replacing 
the mandatory word "shall" by "may". The former was unnecessary 
since every State was entitled to terminate the missions of medical 
personnel and units as and when it saw fit. 

30. The CHAIRMAN suggested that the Committee should suspend its 

proceedings so that the representatives of Denmark, Nigeria and 

the United Kingdom could meet with a view to arriving at a 

compromise. 


The meeting was suspended at 4.15 p.m. and resumed at 4.35 p.m. 

31. Mr. UHUMUAVBI (Nigeria) said that, in the interests of reaching 
a consensus, his delegation was prepared to accept the suggestion 
by the representative of Sudan. 

32. The CHAIRMAN, noting that there were no further comments, 

then put to the vote the Nigerian amendments, as sub-amended by 

the representative of Sudan. 


The Nigerian amendment, as sub-amended, was adopted by 

35 votes to none with 20 abstentions. 


33. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics), 
speaking in explanation of vote, said that his delegation had 
voted in favour of the Nigerian amendment to give positive 
expression to its desire to assist the developing countries. 
In so doing, however, it had voted in favour of a text which it 
considered to be less satisfactory than the original. 

34. The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to adopt by consensus 
the remainder of paragraph 5, as earlier amended by Finland. 

It was so agreed. 

35. The CHAIRMAN reminded the Committee that the Colombian 
representative had earlier proposed the addition of a new text, 
which would become paragraph 6 of Article 33. He understood 
that in the view of the French representative, however, the 
matter was already covered by paragraph 4 (£). 

36. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), speaking on a point 
of order, said that a discussion on the Colombian proposal should 
be ruled out of order under rule 29 of the rules of procedure, 
which provided that, in general, no proposal should be discussed 
or put to the vote unless copies of it had been circulated to all 
delegations not later than the day preceding the meeting. 
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37. Mr. OSORIO (Colombia) said that his delegation's proposal 
had in fact been submitted in writing that morning, although in 
Spanish only. While he agreed that there was a close connexion 
between the first part of the proposal and paragraph 4 of 
Article 33, he considered that the second part of the proposal 
was not covered at any point in the article. For that reason, 
he wished to submit the proposal for the Committee's consideration. 

38. The CHAIRMAN said that, had time permitted, he would have 
exercised his discretion under rule 29 of the rules of procedure 
and permi t.ted discussion of the Colombian proposal. In view of 
the Committee's heavy workload, however, and since all delegations 
had had an opportunity to submit amendments in good time, he 
regretted that he would have to disallow any further discussion of 
the proposal. The Colombian representative could, however, raise 
the matter at a plenary meeting, if he so wished. 

Paragraph 1 

39. Miss SHEIKH FADLI (Syrian Arab Republic), referring to 
paragraph 1 of Article 33 (CDDH/II/440 and Add.l), suggested the 
deletion of the brackets in the second and third lines and the 
insertion of a comma after the words "Red Cross" in the second 
line. The retention of the brackets might imply subordination, 
whereas the three Societies referred to in fact enjoyed equal 
status. 

40. The CHAIRMAN said that the point would be referred to the 
Drafting Committee. 

41. Mr. KLEIN (Holy See) noted that, under paragraph 1, relief 
societies were enjoined to abide by the fundamental principles 
of the Red Cross. Since neither the relief societies concerned 
nor the Parties to the conflict might be acquainted with.those 
principles, he would propose that a foot-note should be added 
listing the main principles - namely, humanity, impartiality, 
neutrality, independence, charitable character and unity - but 
omitting universality, which, in his opinion, did not apply in 
the case of a relief society established on national territory. 

42. Mr" SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain), Rapporteur of Working Group B, 
suggested that a reference to those principles could perhaps be 
included in the Rapporteur's report. 

43. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) said that, in his view, the Committee 
would be ill-advised to follow such a course. The fundamental 
principles of the Red Cross as laid down in the International 
Red Cross Handbook were accompanied by a note regarding the 
interpretation given them by the Red Cross. Unless that note 
were also included, which would make the report unduly long, the 
report might be subject to misinterpretation. 
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44. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom), agreeing with the previous 

speaker, said that it was not the Committee's task to acquaint 

others with the fundamental principles of the Red Cross. The 

organizations concerned would in any event know what those 

principles were. He therefore saw no need for the inclusion 

of such a foot-note and considered that paragraph 1 should stand 

as drafted. 


45. Mr. KLEIN (Holy See) pointed out that not just the Red Cross 

but also other relief societies were concerned, and that those 

societies might not be familiar with the principles of the 

Red Cross. In the circumstances, however, he would not press 

his proposal. 


46. Mr. H~STMARK (Norway) said that, before Article 33 was 

finally adopted, he wished to withdraw the amendment submitted 

by his delegation (CDDH/II/77). 


Article 33, as amended, was adopted by consensus. 

Article 34 - Recording and information (concluded) 

47. Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain), Rapporteur of Working Group B, 
said that the text of Article 34 proposed by Working Group B 
(CDDH/II/440 and Add.l, p. 2) was based on the original ICRC 
draft. Paragraph 1 had been slightly amended to provide that 
the organization of information bureaux by each Party to the 
conflict should not be compulsory, as under the ICRC draft, but, 
to a certain extent, optional. Paragraph 2 had been redrafted 
to make it quite clear what the duties of information bureaux 
were; they were itemized in sub-paragraphs (a), (b) and (c). 
The Committee would note that the interpretatIon to be given to 
the term "victims of the conflict" was explained in paragraph 3 
of the comments by the Rapporteur (CDDH/II/440 and Add.l, p. 3). 

48. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom), referring to the second line of 
paragraph 1 of Article 34, proposed the deletion of the second 
comma, to make the meaning clearer. 

It was so agreed. 

49. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) pointed 
out that, as a result of the adoption of the United Kingdom 
amendment, the wording of the Russian text would have to be 
rearranged. 

Article 34, as amended, was adopted by consensus. 

Draft Protocol I 

Report of Working Group A on Civil Defence (CDDH/II/439/Rev.l/Add.l) 
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Article 58 - Cessation of protection (co~~~uded) 

50. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of 

Working Group A, introducing the report of the Working Group 

(CDDH/II/439/Rev.l/Add.l), said that parts of the text proposed 

by the Group and particularly paragraph 3 - were based on the 

Nordic amendments (CDDH/II/343 and CDDH/II/406). It had been 

decided, however, not to adopt paragraph 4 of amendment 

CDDH/II/406, as its substance was already covered in other 

parts of draft Protocol I. 


51. The Committee itself had already decided that the square 

brackets round the word "civilian" (paragraphs 1, 3 and 4) would 

be removed automatically if and when Article 59 bis was adopted. 


52. The square brackets round paragraph 3 as a whole were a 
typing error and should be deleted. Paragraph 3 had been 
discussed at length in a special Working Gr8up under the chair
manship of the Danish representative. The commentary on the 
paragraph (CDDH/II/439/Rev.l/Add.l, p. 2) formed an integral part 
of the whole compromise; it was indispensable to the inter
pretation of the article. Since it had been adopted by the 
Working Group sentence by sentence, it constituted an agreed 
interpretation and as such was a "document related to the treaty" 
within the meaning of Article 31, para. 2 (b) of the Vienna 
Convention on the Law of Treaties (1969). 

Paragraph 1 

Paragraph 1 was adopted by consensus. 

Paragraph 2 

53. The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to consider whether the 
words "or military units" in square brackets in paragraph 2 (b) 
should be retained or deleted. 

54. Mr. HARSANA (Indonesia), supported by Miss SHEIKH FADLI 
(Syrian Arab Republic), said that his delegation would prefer 
the retention of those words. 

55. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) said that the retention 
of the words "or military units" would completely modify the intent 
of the paragraph. There was a vast difference between attaching 
some military personnel to a civilian unit and attaching a military 
unit to a civilian organization. The first would not be harmful 
to the enemy; the second would be highly dangerous. 

56. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany) and Mr. KHAIRAT 
(Egypt) agreed with the United States representative. 
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57. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) agreed that the words should be 

deleted. The question of military units was dealt with in 

Article 59 bis. 


58. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) said that the object of Article 58, 

paragraph 2 (b) was to provide an extra degree of protection 

for civilian units by permitting the co-operation of a few 

military specialists. The attachment of military units would 

make it ridiculous to speak of "civilian" civil defence 

personnel. 


59. Mr. RUIZ-PEREZ (Mexico) said that the inclusion of the words 

would destroy the spirit of Article 58. 


60. The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to vote on the deletion of 

the words "or military units". 


The deletion of the words "or military units" in paragraph 2 (b) 
of Article 58, was approved by 40 votes to 3, with 17 abstentions. 

61. Mr. HARSANA (Indonesia) said that the deletion of the words 

would put his Government in a very difficult situation. His 

delegation would have to reserve its position on paragraph 2 (Q). 


62. Mrs. MANTZOULINOS (Greece) said that she had voted against the 

deletion of the words because, under Greek law, civilian civil 

defence units conducted civil defence operations under the 

protection and supervision of military units armed with light 

weapons whose members were recruited from reserve military forces 

also armed with light weapons. 


Paragraph 2 was adopted by consensus, the Indonesian 

representative reserving his Government's position. 


Paragraph 3 

63. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) said that Working Group A had 
considered whether it might be possible to give a definition of 
"light individual weapons" but had decided not to attempt it. 
His delegation, however, had thought it might be helpful if some 
sort of rough explanation of that expression could be given. It 
had accordingly prepared a "negative" text indicating what "light 
individual weapons" were not, rather than what they were. He had 
shown it to a number of military experts from other delegations and 
since their reaction had not been hostile, he ventured to submit 
it to the Committee. The text read: "The expression 'light 
individual weapons' excludes grenades and similar devices, as well 
as weapons which cannot be fully handled and fired by one man, or 
which are primarily intended for targets other than personnel". 
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64. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) said that the exclusion 

of "grenades" in the United Kingdom text was too general. 

Fragmentation grenades should certainly be excluded, but there 

were other types of grenades, such as tear-gas grenades or the 

various non-lethal riot-control grenades used by the police, 

which should be included in the category of "light individual 

weapons". He personally would prefer the use of that type 

of weapon by civil defence personnel. 


65. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) said that the United States 

representative was perfectly right. The word "fragmentation" 

should be inserted in his text before the word "grenades". 


66. Mr. KHAIRAT (Egypt) said that his delegation shared the 
views of the United Kingdom delegation concerning light 
individual weapons. 

67. Mr. RUIZ-PEREZ (Mexico) said that the United Kingdom text 
was fully in line with the criteria used to distinguish individual 
from collective weapons. It was extremely pertinent not only to 
Article 58 but to a number of other articles in the Protocols and 
should be included in the Rapporteur's report as well as in the 
summary records. 

68. Mr. COOMSON (Ghana) said that the United Kingdom text was 
helpful and pertinent. The definition of "light individual 
weapons" was a difficult matter because it was important not to 
put civilian civil defence personnel in a position where they 
were liable, by reason of the arms they were carrying, to arouse 
the suspicion of the enemy and thus to incite attack. 

69. Mrs. MANTZOULINOS (Greece) said that in accordance with her 
delegation's position, civil defence should be operated by 
unarmed civilians; only the personnel of military units co
operating with civil defence units should bear light individual 
weapons. 

70. Mr. GONSALVES (Netherlands) said that, as a soldier and a 
lawyer, he fully agreed with the United Kingdom formulation. 

71. Mr. HEER (German Democratic Republic) said that in order to 
avoid any misunderstanding, his delegation would prefer not to 
include the United Kingdom representative's explanation on light 
individual weapons in the Rapporteur's report. 

72. Mr. OHM (Republic of Korea) said that his delegation had no 
difficulty in accepting Article 58, except for paragraph 3 on the 
carrying of weapons by civil defence personnel. His delegation 
took the view that if civil defence personnel carried weapons, 
even if they were only personal small-arms for maintaining order 
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or for self-defence, their distinction from combatants would 
become difficult. For that reason and in view of the domestic 
legislation of the Republic of Korea, which forbade the carry
ing of arms by civil defence personnel, his delegation would 
reserve its position on paragraph 3. 

73. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) said that paragraph 3 of Article 58 
did not impose any obligation to provide weapons to civilian 
civil defence units. Every country was left entirely free to 
decide for itself on the matter; there were many countries, 
including Denmark, in which civil defence units went unarmed. 
There was therefore no need for him to enter a formal reservation. 

74. Mr. NORDHAUG (Norway) said that Norwegian civil defence 

units were unarmed. 


75. Mr. FOURKALO (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) said 

that his delegation supported the draft of Article 58 in 

document CDDH/II/439/Rev.l/Add.l. It also supported the Danish 

representative: Article 3 was not mandatory, but stated that the 

arming of civil defence personnel with light individual weapons 

should not be considered ipso facto harmful to the enemy. 


76. He proposed that the word "as" should be inserted after the 
word "considered" in the first line of the English text in order 
to bring it into line with the wording of paragraph 2; and that, 
in the Russian version, the words "as soon as they have been 
recognized as such" in the last line should be translated in the 
same way as in Article 27 of draft Protocol I concerning medical 
aircraft. 

The Ukrainian amendments were adopted. 

77. Mr. JORDAN (Ireland) said that his delegation had no objection 
to the employment of military personnel for civil defence opera
tions. Clearly a situation could arise in which the civil defence 
services were overwhelmed and the employment of troops for rescue 
work was the obvious course; but such troops should not be armed. 
A person carrying a weapon must be presumed to be prepared to use 
it and was consequently not a non-combatant. Civil defence should 
be clearly understood to be of a non-combatant character. He 
could not envisage a situation in which military personnel employed 
on civil defence would stand in direct danger from the enemy; 
there was therefore no need for them to be armed. If armed 
military personnel were used for civil defence purposes in an 
operational zone, there was a danger of their using such civil 
defence activities as a cloak to .conceal an ultimate military 
purpose. That would bring all civil defence organizations into 
disrepute. 
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78. In connexion with the arming of civil defence personnel, 
there was clearly a diversity of views as to the nature of a 
civil d~fence organization. Ireland regarded it as purely 
civilian and non-combatant, in the same way as the national Red 
Cross societies. He appreciated that other countries regarded 
their civil defence organizations as auxiliaries to the military 
or to the police and, as such, entitled to be armed. Those 
countries should give serious thought to finding an alternative 
title to "Civil Defence". It could be argued that all 
Governments were entitled to organize civil defence services as 
they saw fit, but the existence of some armed civil defence 
organizations would create a temptation to treat all civil defence 
organizations as being armed, which would lead to a difficult 
situation for those that were not armed. His delegation felt 
that all Governments should be endeavouring to disarm civilians 
rather than to arm them. 

79. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) said that he regarded 
the text in document CDDH/II/439/Rev.l/Add.l as an admirable 
compromise, especially in the light of the commentary on 
paragraph 3. It had been recognized in the Working Group that 
a person armed even with light individual weapons might be mistaken 
for an enemy combatant if he appeared in an area in which fighting 
was taking place. On the other hand, approval had already been 
given in Article 13 of draft Protocol I to the arming of medical 
personnel, provided that there was no question as to the purpose 
for which they were armed, which was not for combat, but for "self
defence against marauders or other criminal individuals or groups". 
They could only use weapons against the adverse party's armed 
forces if those forces were acting against the orders of their 
government. 

Paragraph 3 was adopted by consensus, the representative of 
the Republic of Korea reserving his Government's position. 

Paragraph 4 

80. Mr. EL HASSEEN EL HASSAN (Sudan), supported by Mr. KHAIRAT 
(Egypt), said that the wording in the first line of paragraph 4 
"the organization of civilian civil defence organizations" - was 
extremely clumsy; he hoped that a better formulation could be 
found. 

81. Mr. ALBA (France) suggested that the French text might be 
taken as a model. 

82. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) said that he and the other English
speaking delegations agreed with the Sudanese representative, but 
they had been unable to think of any suitable alternative. It was 
a matter which might be left to the Drafting Committee. 

Paragraph 4 was adopted by consensus. 
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Article 58 as a whole was adopted by consensus, subject to 
the reservations noted. 

The meeting rose at 6 p.m. 
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE NINETY-SIXTH MEETING 

held on Thursday, 12 May 1977, at 6.40 p.m. 

Chairman: Mr. S-E. NAHLIK (Poland) 

CONSlDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOLS I AND II (CDDH/1) (continued) 

Draft Protocol I 

Report of Working Group A on Civil Defence (CDDH/II/439/Rev.I/Add.l) 
(concluded) 

Article 58 - Cessation of protection (concluded) 

Explanations of vote 

1. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) said that his delegation had 

joine~ in the consensus on Article 58 - Cessation of protection, 

recognising that it represented a compromise between a number of 

different points of view arrived at after much hard work. He 

wished, however, to place on record his delegation's misgivings 

about the humanitarian effect of the principle embodied in the 

article of giving protection to armed civil defence personnel, 

whether civil or military, in areas where land fighting was taking 

place or was likely to take place. 


2. The United Kingdom delegation considered that the maintenance 
of internal order was a matter for the civil police, who might of 
course be armed for that purpose. Civil defence should be 
operated by unarmed civilians, and only if that was so could that 
protection be reasonably effective. It had always been dangerous 
for civilians in a battle area to be armed. Now that Article 42 
of draft Protocol I allowed combatants to distinguish themselves 
from the civilian population only by carrying their arms openly, 
it would clearly become even more dangerous. 

3. In battle conditions where rapid decisions often had to be 
made at low levels of military command, the civil defence sign 
would not be an effective protection for armed men. Many factors 
such as rain, poor visibility, damaged or dirty signs, as well as 
ordinary military prudence, would make it unreasonable to expect that 
a soldier of the adverse party, aware of the terms of Article 42, 
could take any action other than to attack armed civil defence 
perso~nel, with tragic consequences. 

4. While in paragraph 3 of Article 58 a serious effort had been 
made to meet that situation, the paragraph failed to provide 
suffici0nt protection either for civil defence personnel against 
the} il<el5_hiJCld of attack or for the combatant of the adverse Party 
agai(]C3t an unreasonable accusation of a breach, or even a grave 
breach, or 1,j-le Protocol. 
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5. Mr. JOSEPHI (Federal Republic of Germany) said that his 

delegation had joined the consensus on Article 58 in a spirit of 

compromise. It was convinced that the performance of civil 

defence tasks by specially organized and trained personnel was 

an important contribution to all efforts aimed at the protection 

of the civilian population. 


6. He felt, however, that there was no need to carry arms when 
the tasks enumerated in Article 54 were being carried out. 
Under that article, general police functions of maintaining order 
were not part of the humanitarian tasks which should be specially 
protected by the provisions of Chapter VI of draft Protocol I. 
The arms of civil defence personnel were not rifles or pistols 
but engines and heavy tools. In the light of Articles 41 and 42 
adopted by Committee III, his delegation was of the view that in 
practice soldiers in combat would often not be able to distinguish 
between protected and non-protected armed personnel and would treat 
them all as combatants. To allow the carrying of light individual 
arms would merely reduce the protection of the civilian population 
and of the civil defence personnel. 

7. Mr. THOMSON (Australia) said that his delegation had supported 
the consensus on the adoption of Article 58 as a whole but wished 
to place on record its serious concern about the effectiveness of 
the article. 

8. The essential characteristic of civil defence was that its 
tasks were performed by civilians for the protection of the 
civilian population of which they were a part. Civil defence 
personnel were civilians. It was proper to provide the highest 
possible degree of protection for those who undertook, for the 
benefit of their fellow citizens, work which was often very 
dangerous. 

9. The Australian delegation had already expressed the view that 
protection should be available only for unarmed civilian civil 
defence units. That was consistent with its view, expressed in 
connexion with Article 13, paragraph 2 (a), of draft Protocol I, 
that personnel of civilian medical units-should not carry arms. 
It was to be feared that in the heat of battle the bearing of 
light individual weapons by civilian civil defence personnel would 
too often lead to their being mistaken for members of the armed 
forces. It was stated in the report of Working Group A 
(CDDH/II/439/Rev.l/Add.l) that if armed civil defence personnel were 
unlawfully attacked by individual members of the adverse Party's 
forces, they might use their weapons in self-defence after having 
made a reasonable effort to identify themselves as civil defence 
personnel. It was regrettable that such a situation could occur 
and that civil defence personnel might become casualties in an 
exchange of fire. The possibility of unlawful attack on civil 
defence personnel would be greatly lessened if civil defence 
personnel were unarmed. 
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10. His delegation sympathized, however, with the considerations 
which had led a number of delegations to support Article 58. It 
was that which had persuaded it, in a spirit of compromise, to 
accept the article. 

11. It was nevertheless of the view that strict compliance with 
paragraph 3 of Article 58 would often be impractical. It 
expressed the hope that States would not avail themselves of the 
opportunity, implicit in Article 58, to equip their civil defence 
personnel with arms of any kind. 

12. Mr. QUERNER (Austria) said that his delegation had joined in 
the consensus on Article 58, but with some hesitation, because it 
considered that civil defence personnel should be civilians and 
should not be armed. The claim that they should be armed 
because of the possible need to protect themselves against 
rioters, or to maintain order, for example, must come second to 
the need to give civil defence units the best possible protection 
in areas where fighting was taking place. That protection should 
be the over-all aim of Chapter VI, and of Article 58 in particular, 
and all other considerations should have been subordinated to that. 
In that respect he shared the views expressed by other represen
tatives, in particular the United Kingdom representative. 

13. The Austrian delegation started from the assumption that all 

the Parties to Protocol I would exercise the utmost restraint 

when making use of the provisions of Article 58, paragraph 3. 

The danger of an extensive use and a broad interpretation of that 

paragraph was reflected in the last sentence of the paragraph 

itself, which showed the difficulty of recognizing armed civil 

defence units. He asked that his remarks should be included in 

the summary record. 


14. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) endorsed the comments by the represen
tatives of Australia, Austria, the Federal Republic of Germany, 
and the United Kingdom. It would be better for arms to be 
confined to the armed forces and the police. Nevertheless, his 
delegation could understand the views of some other delegations 
which considered it necessary to arm civil defence personnel. 
It considered that the present wording of paragraph 3 represented 
the best possible compromise and it had accordingly associated 
itself with the consensus on Article 58. 

15. Mr. BRING (Sweden) said that the question of whether civil 
defence personnel should or should not be entitled to carry arms 
was one of vital importance. The Swedish delegation had stated 
many times during the Conference that civil defence personnel, 
whether civilian or military, should not be armed. Only if that 
were so could civil defence protection be reasonably effective and 
gain all possible credibility. 
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16. In the light of those views, his delegation, with some 
hesitation but in a spirit of compromise, had joined in the 
consensus on Article 58, paragraph 3. It felt particular concern 
about the fact that civil defence personnel would have the right 
to carry light individual weapons even in areas where land 
fighting was taking place or was likely to take place. In that 
respect his delegation shared the views already placed on record 
by the United Kingdom representative. 

17. The Swedish delegation was aware that the provisions of 
Article 58, paragraph 3, represented a serious attempt to provide 
the best possible protection for civil defence personnel by 
distinguishing them from combatants. It hoped that those 
provisions would be applied as reasonably as possible, so as not 
to imperil the whole system of special protection for civil 
defence personnel. 

18. Lastly, his delegation emphasized that any abuse in the 
application of the provisions of Articles 58 and 59 bis would 
give rise to serious problems regarding the respect and 
protection of civilian civil defence personnel in the performance 
of their tasks. 

19. Mr. HAGGLUND (Finland) said that the text of Article 58 
represented a compromise which did not fully meet the wishes and 
ideals of any delegation, although as a whole it met the essential 
requirements of all participants. The fact that Article 58, 
paragraph 3, allowed civil defence personnel to carry arms while 
performing their duties was a matter of concern to his delegation. 
That provision could be difficult to apply in the light of the 
adoption of Article 42. 

20. The Finnish delegation would have preferred civil defence 
units to be unarmed and thus easily distinguishable from combatants 
in all circumstances. Since Articles 54 to 59 should not only 
strengthen the protection of civil defence units, but first and 
foremost safeguard the civilian population, it was to be hoped 
that the development of humanitarian law would not be adversely 
affected by the Committee's decision on that point. 

21. His delegation was pleased to note that the Parties to the 
conflict would undertake appropriate measures to limit the 
carrying of arms to hand guns in areas where land fighting was 
taking place or was likely to take place. Furthermore, his 
delegation stressed that civil defence personnel carrying other 
light individual weapons in such areas would be respected and 
protected only against attacks or unnecessary hindrance in perform
ing their tasks. 

22. In a spirit of compromise, his delegation had joined the 
consens~s on Article 58 in the belief that Chapter VI, Section I 
of Part IV of Protocol I, as a whole, was an important achievement 
in the reaffirmation and development of international humanitarian 
law. 
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Article 59 bis - Members of the armed forces and military units 

assigned to civil defence organizations (CDDH/II/442) 


23. Mr. GONSALVES (Netherlands), Chairman of the Working Sub

Group, pointed out that, owing to lack of time, it had not been 

possible for Working Group A to consider Article 59 bis and 

that it was being submitted directly to Committee 11-.-- The 

Working Sub-Group which had drafted the article was composed of 

sixteen delegations, but there had been much broader participation 

in its work, so that the article could be adopted by consensus. 


24. He pointed out, that the question whether protection should 
or should not be granted to military personnel serving within 
the civil defence organizations, had been under discussion in the 
Committee since the beginning of the third session of the 
Conference. Since that time it had been a very controversial 
issue, for which now at last a compromise solution had been found. 
It was still a difficult and complicated problem, but he would 
like to request the Committee to accept the proposal of the 
Working Sub-Group (CDDH/II/442), which he now submitted. Because 
that very well-balanced text was the result of long political 
negotiations and consultations, and any change other than a small 
drafting correction could upset all the results now achieved, he 
asked that substantial changes or deletions should not be 
proposed. He therefore once again appealed to the Committee to 
adopt the proposed text of the new Article 59 bis by consensus. 
He then introduced proposed Article 59 bis as a-whole and each 
paragraph in turn. 

25. The title of Article 59 bis and part of the opening 
sentence in paragraph 1, both of which still appeared between 
square brackets, should present no difficulties. With regard 
to the conditions set forth in that paragraph, he pointed out 
that the English words "if so assigned" in sub-paragraph (b) 
were not faithfully reflected by the phrase "lorsqu'il aura reQu 
cette affectation" in the French text and perhaps not in the 
Arabic text either. Furthermore, the debate~ in the Working 
Sub-Group had made it clear that there existed a general 
consensus and agreement that the conditions laid down in 
paragraph 1 (b) had to be interpreted as meaning that once 
members of th~ armed forces had been assigned to civil defence 
organizations it was prohibited to transfer them during the 
conflict to other military units, namely combat and combat 
support units. Nothing prevented them from being posted to 
other official functions or from returning to their civilian 
jobs. In the course of the discussions in the Special Working 
Sub-Group it had been specifically stated that the word "other" 
in "any other military duties" had to be understood in the context of 
the Protocol, particularly with regard to Article 41, paragraph 2. 
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In the legal sense of that international instrument the perform
ance of a civil defence task was the fulfilment of a military 
duty, while it was quite possible that at the same time, according 
to the internal legislation of some countries, that specific task 
was not considered to be a military duty. 

26. With regard to paragraph 1 Cc), the Working Sub-Group had 
decided that no further specific requirements should be mentioned 
with regard to the distinguishability of the international 
distinctive sign. It was, however, made clear, that one must 
think in dimensions of centimetres and not of millimetres. 
During the debate a sign measuring 40 by 40 cm or of 30 by 30 cm 
was thought to be appropriate. The final wording of paragraph 1 
(d) was naturally fully determined by the decisions in the 
Working Sub-Group under the chairmanship of Mr. Schultz (Denmark). 
The interpretations, notes and remarks included in the final 
report of that Sub-Group on the light weapons of civil defence 
personnel applied, of course, also to paragraph 1 (d) of 
Article 59 bis. 

27. With reference to paragraph 1 (e), he pointed out that the 
Committee had the choice between two-versions. The first 
version imposed an obligation on Governments of the Parties to 
the conflict, who consequently had to adjust the internal penal 
legislation of their State to enforce that obligation, while on 
the other hand the second version was addressed directly to the 
members of the armed forces of the Parties to the conflict 
serving in civil defence organizations. The second version 
had a direct applicability. With regard to the final clause 
of paragraph 1, he recalled that the formulation implied that 
every non-observance of the conditions laid down would be a 
breach of the Protocol. The text between square brackets in 
paragraph 2 reiterated to a certain degree the wording of 
Articles 50 and 52 of the third Geneva Convention of 1949, 
but the repetition was, however, not considered to be superfluou3. 
It contained an explicit stimulation addressed to the Detaining 
Power to make use of the specific abilities of that exceptional 
category of prisoner of war. 

28. Referring to paragraph 3, he pointed out that there was of 
course a clear relationship between the marking and the resultant 
distinguishability of the major items of the equipment mentioned 
and the conditions laid down in paragraph 1 (c) regarding the 
distinguishability of the personnel. It was-self-evident that 
it was impossible and impracticable to mark the minor items of 
equipment also. Lastly, he pointed out that the provision laid 
down in paragraph 4 contained nothing more than the restatement 
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that the appropriate laws of war, in particular The Hague 

Regulations, annexed to The Hague Convention No. IV of 1907 

Concerning the Laws and Customs of War on Land, were declared 

to apply to the materiel and buildings of military units of 

civil defence organizations. The existing rules concerning 

war booty applied also to that specific category of Government

owned materiel. The wording was therefore phrased along the 

lines of Article 33 of the first Geneva Convention of 1949. 


Paragraph 1, title and opening sentence 

29. The CHAIRMAN said he would like to know why two different 

terms, namely "imperative military necessity" and "urgent 

military necessity", had been used in paragraphs 1 and 4. 


30. Mr. GONSALVES (Netherlands), Chairman of the Working Sub

Group, said that the terms were to be found in the Geneva 

Conventions of 1949 and Protocol I, and that it was for the 

Drafting Committee to make a choice. 


31. Mr. SOLF (United States of America), Chairman of Working 
Group A, said that the Sub-Group had drafted a well-balanced 
compromise text. The text had not been considered officially 
by Working Group A, owing to lack of time, so that in fact 
document CDDH/II/442 should be entitled "Proposal submitted by 
the Working Sub-Group". 

32. The Drafting Committee would doubtless prefer the Committee 
to decide on the question raised by the Chairman. He suggested 
that the term "imperative" should be adopted for both paragraphs. 

33. After document CDDH/II/442 had been issued, the members of 
the Sub-Group had proceeded to hold fresh informal consultations, 
which had resulted in a proposal that the opening sentence in 
paragraph 1 might be shortened by deleting a phrase which was 
considered unnecessary, so that, without in any way changing 
the substance, the paragraph could be worded to read: 

"I. Members of the armed forces and military units 
assigned to civil defence organizations shall be 
respected and protected, provided that:". 

34. Referring to the restriction in paragraph 1, he stated that 
a fresh element, arising after the third session, explained that 
restriction: Committee III had considered that under Article 41, 
paragraph 2, members of the armed forces of a Party to a conflict 
(other than medical and religious personnel) were combatants, 
i.e. they were entitled to take part in hostilities. It 
necessarily followed that military personnel discharging civil 
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aefence tasKS were included in the category of combatants. A 

large number of civil defence duties were carried out by 

ordinary members of the armed forces, whose protection was 

covered by the application of Article 59 while they were working 

in a civilian environment. That article had also been adopted 

by Committee III. The restrictions in paragraph 1 were 

intended to ensure that military personnel to whom they applied 

gave up the right to participate in hostilities in return for 

full protection. 


35. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) said that he, too, favoured the use 

of the word "imperative ll 

• 


36. Mr. FELBER (German Democratic Republic) said that he thought 
that the text proposed for Article 59 bis by the Sub-Group could 
be adopted by consensus. 

37. With regard to the opening sentence of paragraph 1, he 
supported the version suggested by the United States representative, 
which did not in fact affect its substance, since the words 
IIrespected and protected" were clearly defined in the commentary 
on Article 58 (see CDDH/II/439/Rev.l/Add.l, p. 2). 

38. The CHAIRMAN asked whether the Committee wished to remove 
the square brackets round the title. 

39. Mr. JORDAN (Ireland) suggested that the words "members of the 
armed forces and military units" in the English text should be 
replaced by II military personnel and units". 

40. Mr. KORNEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that 
his delegation found the text proposed by the Sub-Group well 
balanced. It considered it perfectly acceptable and hoped that 
the Committee would adopt it by consensus. 

41. Mr. GONSALVES (Netherlands), Chairman of the Working Sub
Group, said that the Sub-Group had considered it preferable to 
keep the expression "armed forces" in the title; that term was 
used in Article 41 and he asked the Committee to agree to it. 

42. Mrs. MANTZOULINOS (Greece) said she was in favour of removing 
the square brackets and agreed to the proposal made by the United 
States representative regarding the opening sentence of 
paragraph 1. 

It was decided to leave the text of the title unchanged 
and to remove the square brackets. 

43. Mr. KHAIRAT (Egypt) said that he had no objection to the 
wording proposed by the United States representative for 
paragraph 1, but that he considered it important that nothing 
should be deleted. 
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44. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany) suggested the 

addition, in the part of the Committee's report relating to 

Article 59 bis of a note similar to the one in the part of 

the report relating to Article 58, already adopted, namely: 


"The words 'respected and protected' mean that the 
personnel must not knowingly be attacked or unnecessarily 
prevented from discharging their proper functions." 
(See CDDH/II/439/Rev.l/Add.l, p. 2). 

45. Mr. FELBER (German Democratic Republic) supported that 

proposal and asked the Egyptian representative not to press 

his point. 


46. Mr. GONSALVES (Netherlands), Chairman of the Working Sub

Group, supported the proposal by the representative of the 

Federal Republic of Germany. The same terms should be used 

as in Articles 55 and 58, making it clear that the persons in 

question were entitled to perform their civil defence functions. 


47. Mr. KHAIRAT (Egypt) said that he would be satisfied with 

the proposed addition. 


The opening words of paragraph 1 were adopted by consensus. 

Paragraph 1 (a) 

48. The CHAIRMAN called for comments on paragraph 1 (a). 

49. In the absence of any objections, he declared paragraph 1 (a) 
adopted by consensus. 

Paragraph 1 (b) 

50. Mr. JOSEPHI (Federal Republic of Germany) said that he would 
be glad to have some further light shed on the status of military 
personnel assigned to civil defence tasks. From the explanations 
given by the Chairman of the Working Sub-Group, it was not clear 
to him whether the tasks in question would be performed by 
combatants or by civil defence personnel. 

51. Mr. GONSALVES (Netherlands), Chairman of the Working Sub
Group, apoligized to the representative of the Federal Republic 
of Germany for not having been clear enough in his introductory 
explanation, although he himself had the idea that the explanation 
had been sufficiently clear. Civil defence tasks were, of 
course, carried out by members of the armed forces who, according 
to Article 41, paragraph 2, of draft Protocol I, had to be 
considered as combatants with all the consequent rights. Govern
ments could, however, unilaterally renounce such rights and post 
soldiers to those non-combatant functions, thus creating a not 
formally recognized and legally described new category of semi
combatants or quasi-combatants serving within civil defence 
organizations. 
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52. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) considered that the interpretation 
of sub-paragraph (b) was of prime importance and that it 
depended on the words "if so assigned", which had not always 
been translated accurately. He had understood the Chairman 
to say that once the personnel had been assigned, they could not 
be transferred back to combat units during the conflict. He 
asked for confirmation that that meant that personnel assigned 
to civil defence in a military service might not be assigned to 
combat or combat support duties for so long as hostilities lasted, 
even if they should for any reason cease to serve in a civil 
defence organization, for example, if they had become sick or 
wounded, and later recovered, or if they temporarily became 
civilians, they could not then be assigned to combat duty. 

53. Mr. RUIZ-PEREZ (Mexico) called for the deletion of 
paragraph I (b). It had been included in Article 59 bis 
solely in order to satisfy certain delegations which thought 
that the article should explicitly state that the personnel in 
question were not to perform any other military duties during 
the conflict if they were permanently assigned to civil defence 
organizations. 

54. Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain) said that while he fully 
understood the Mexican representative's point of view, the 
drafting of paragraph I (b) had taken a great deal of time and 
had been the essential feature of the 'compromise solution reached 
in the Working Sub-Group. 

55. The different language versions should be brought into line 
on the basis of the English text. 

56. The CHAIRMAN said that as for the moment the English text 
only could be considered as the authentic text all translations 
would have to conform to it. 

57. Mr. JOSEPHI (Federal Republic of Germany) proposed that the 
Canadian representative's comment on the words "if so assigned" 
should be included in the Committee's report, all the more since 
those words had not always been translated accurately into the 
other languages. 

58. The CHAIRMAN asked the representative of Mexico if he wished 
to press his proposal. 

59. Mr. RUIZ-PEREZ (Mexico) said that, for the sake of reaching 
a consensus, he would withdraw his proposal. 

60. The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to adopt paragraph I (b). 

Paragraph I (b) was adopted by consensus. 
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Paragraph 1 (c) 

61. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) thought that all those taking 

part in the Working Sub-Group had understood that the identity 

card in question did not replace the military identity card 

provided for in Annex IV to the third Geneva Convention of 1949. 

That fact should be mentioned in the Committee's report. 


62. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) observed that the word "appropriate" 

seemed to have been mistranslated into French both in 

paragraph 1 (~) and in paragraph 3. 


63. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany) suggested that the 

translation should be taken from Article 3, paragraph 1, of the 

Annex to draft Protocol I, where the words "as large as 

appropriate" appeared. 


64. The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to adopt paragraph 1 (~) 

with due regard for the comments just made. 


It was so agreed. 

Paragraph 1 (c) was adopted by consensus. 

Paragraph 1 (d) 

65. Mr. JOSEPHI (Federal Republic of Germany) thought it odd to 

describe units as carrying light weapons. The expression "and 

such units" was presumably a mistake and should be deleted. 


66. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) pointed out that the text had been 
drafted with great care by the Working Sub-Group and that the 
expression "and such units" had been proposed because, if 
personnel alone were mentioned, it would be possible for units, 
lorries and so on to transport heavier weapons. The expression, 
which also appeared in paragraph 1 (a), had been kept in 
paragraph 1 (Q) in order to avoid any misunderstanding. 

67. Mr. GONSALVES (Netherlands), Chairman of the Working Sub
Group, agreed with the Danish representative. 

68. Mr. ALBA (France) proposed that in French the words "dotes de" 
should be used. 

69. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) supported that proposal. The phrase 
"equipped with" could be used in English. 

70. Mr. JOSEPHI (Federal Republic of Germany) considered that 
the words "and such units" could be misinterpreted. He 
accordingly proposed that they should be deleted. 
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71. The CHAIRMAN suggested that a decision on paragraph 1 (~) 
should be postponed until the following day. 

It was so agreed. 

The meeting rose at 8.15 p.m. 
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE NINETY-SEVENTH MEETING 

held on Friday, 13 May 1977, at 10.10 a.m. 

Chairman: Mr. S-E. NAHLIK (Poland) 

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOLS I AND II (CDDH/l) (continued) 

Draft 	Protocol I 

Article 59 bis - Members of the armed forces and military units 

assigned to civil defence organizations (CDDH/II/442) (concluded) 


Paragraph 1 (d) 

1. The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to continue consideration 
of the proposals made by Working Group A concerning Article 59 bis, 
paragraph 1 (~). 

2. Mr. JOSEPHI (Federal Republic of Germany) said that his 
delegation withdrew its proposal to delete the words "and such 
units" and supported the amendment suggested by the representatives 
of France and Canada at an earlier meeting. 

3. The CHAIRMAN suggested that paragraph 1 (~) as amended should 

be adopted by consensus. It now read as follows: 


"(d) 	 such personnel and such units shall be equipped only 
with light individual weapons for the purpose of 
maintaining order or for self-defence. 'The 
provisions of Article 58, paragraph 3 shall also 
apply in this case." 

Paragraph 1 (d), as amended, was adopted by consensus. 

Paragraph 1 (e) 

4. Mr. GONSALVES (Netherlands), Chairman of the Working Sub-Group 
for Article 59 bis, referring to the discussion which had taken 
place at the ninety-sixth meeting (CDDH/II/SR.96), said that the 
Sub-Working Group had been unable to agree upon which of the two 
alternatives offered in paragraph 1 (~) was the better. 

5. Mr. HEER (German Democratic Republic) supported the words in 
the second set of square brackets. The words in the first set 
were unnecessary, as the point was covered by the last sentence 
of paragraph 1. 
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6. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) said that his delegation 
had proposed the first alternative, and pointed out that under 
Article 41, paragraph 2, all members of the armed forces, with 
the exception of medical personnel and chaplains had the right to 
participate directly in hostilities. The object of paragraph 1 
of Article 59 bis was to neutralise that right, or to provide 
that it could not be exercised. His delegation had been 
persuaded that the first formula was unnecessary and that the 
obligation of States was fully expressed in the closing sentence 
of paragraph 1. In a spirit of compromise, his delegation would 
therefore withdraw its insistence on the first formula in 
paragraph 1 (~). 

7. Mr. MAMONOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) supported 

the second formula in paragraph 1 (e). 


8. Mr. EL HASSEEN EL HASSAN (Sudan), Rapporteur, agreed with 
those who supported the second phrase in brackets and referred 
to the Charter of the Nurnberg Military Tribunal, which referred 
to the fact that war crimes were committed by individuals and not 
by States. 

9. The CHAIRMAN suggested that paragraph 1 (e), as amended, be 
adopted by conseosus, the first phrase in brackets being deleted. 

It was so agreed. 

faragraph l-.LU.. 

10. Mr. FOURKALO (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) said that 
his delegation had some doubts about the meaning of the last words 
in the sentence following paragraph 1 (f), namely "is prohibited". 
They seemed to imply that the personnel-concerned no longer enjoyed 
the protection provided at the opening of the article. His 
delegation therefore wished to suggest that the words in question 
should be replaced by "leads to the loss by such personnel of 
respect and protection in the sense of Article 59 bis, paragraph 1." 
If, however, the United Kingdom delegation maintained the words 
"is prohibited", which it had suggested at an earlier meeting, the 
Ukrainian SSR would not insist on its amendment. At the same time 
it wished to suggest that its understanding of the term "is 
prohibited" should be reflected in the record. 

11. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) thought that the question involved was 
one of drafting only, and suggested that paragraph 1 (f) should 
be amended along the following lines: "such personnel-and such 
units perform their civil defence duties,only within the national 
territory of their Party." - 

12. Mr. GONSALVES (Netherlands), Chairman of the Sub-Group for 
Article 59 bis, accepted the amendment suggested by the represen
tative of Canada. 
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13. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) said that several 
delegations who had participated in the Sub-Group, including 
his own, had felt that the prohibition mentioned in paragraph 1 (!) 
was necessary, since participation by civil defence personnel in 
hostilities was a breach of draft Protocol I. His delegation 
supported paragraph 1 (!) as drafted. 

14. Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain) pointed out that the Spanish 

and French texts of the sentence following paragraph 1 (f) 

referred to "paragraph 1 (c)", whereas the English version 

referred to "paragraph 1 (e)". He suggested that all languages 

should be aligned with the-English version. 


15. Mr. KORNEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) noted that 

several delegations preferred the words "is prohibited" at the 

end of paragraph 1, and in a spirit of compromise he would not 

object to their retention. He felt, however, that the words 

were too rigid and pointed out that they did not appear in 

Article 46. However, he would not press the point. 


16. Mr. ALBA (France) approved the text of paragraph 1 (f) as 

amended, but pointed out that some drafting changes should be made 

in the French text. 


17. Mr. GONSALVES (Netherlands), Chairman of the Sub-Group for 

Article 59 bis, said that the last phrase of paragraph 1 was the 

result of lengthy discussions, but that it was not impossible 

that owing to the many changes negotiated during the debates 

some drafting errors had crept into the text. 


18. The CHAIRMAN, speaking neither as Chairman nor as the 
representative of Poland but as a jurist, said that he was not 
satisfied with the wording of the last sentence following 
paragraph 1 (!). However, he did not insist upon his opinion. 

Paragraph 1 (f) was adopted by consensus. 

Paragraph 1, as a whole, as amended, was adopted by consensus. 

Paragraph 2 

19. Mr. GONSALVES (Netherlands), Chairman of the Working Sub-Group 
for Article 59 bis, said that as he had stated at an earlier 
meeting, paragraph 2 was somewhat superfluous. He recalled in 
that connexion the heated discussions which had taken place at the 
third session of the Conference on the status of prisoners of war. 
According to the provisions of the third Geneva Convention of 1949, 
namely Articles 50 and 52, prisoners of war could be allowed to 
continue their civil defence duties. In order to stimulate the 
Detaining Power as far as possible, he was in favour of the 
acceptance of the second sentence of paragraph 2. 

20. Mr. HEER (German Democratic Republic) proposed that paragraph 2 
should be retained as drafted, the brackets round the second 
sentence being deleted. 
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21. Mr. MULLER (Switzerland) said that he would have preferred 
Article 59 bis to contain a provision stating that the personnel 
of military civil defence units should not be considered members 
of the armed forces in the sense of Protocol I, Article 41, 
paragraph 2. That would have allowed them to be treated in the 
same way as permanent military medical personnel, that was to 
say not to be considered as prisoners of war. However, in a 
spirit of compromise he would support paragraph 2 of 
Article 59 bis provided the second sentence of that paragraph 
was retained. 

22. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) said that his delegation 
supported the retention of paragraph 2 and the removal of the 
brackets round the second sentence. 

23. Mr. JAKOVLJEVIC (Yugoslavia) said that he had some difficulty 
with the second sentence of paragraph 2 and could not envisage 
military civil defence personnel being included in the civil 
defence organization of the Occupying Power. He was in favour 
of the deletion of the second sentence, and suggested that the 
question of military civil defence personnel should be covered 
by general conditions affecting prisoners of war. 

24. Mr. GONSALVES (Netherlands), Chairman of the Working Sub
Group for Article 59 bis, said that in his view paragraph 2 was 
not controversial. The second sentence meant that military 
defence personnel who became prisoners of war would not be 
attached to the army of the Occupying Power but would be allowed 
to continue their work within the structure of their own 
national civil defence organization. 

25. Mr. HARSANA (Indonesia) said that his delegation considered 
the second sentence of paragraph 2 superfluous and likely to open 
the door to abuse by the Occupying Power. Military personnel 
who became prisoners of war should be covered by the third Geneva 
Convention of 1949. 

26. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) said that when the second sentence 
was drafted it was thought by some delegations that the problem 
was already covered by Article 50 of the third Geneva Convention 
of 1949. Others doubted that it was so covered, and the second 
sentence was included to meet that doubt. It was a matter of 
legal interpretation whether the provisions of the second 
sentence were already part of international law. If the contrary 
interpretation of Article 50 was adopted, the last sentence of 
paragraph 4 of Article 59 bis would be meaningless. He suggested 
that both the second sentence of paragraph 2 and the last sentence 
of paragraph 4 should be retained. 
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27. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) said that his delegation considered 

the retention of the second sentence of paragraph 2 as very 

important. The list of tasks which prisoners of war might 

perform under Article 50 contained many elements of civil 

defence listed in Article 54. Article 50 must be developed 

in order to protect the civilian population of the occupied 

territory. 


28. Mr. MAMONOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said 
that his delegation considered that the second sentence of 
paragraph 2 should be retained. His delegation understood that 
a prisoner of war might work in the civil defence organization 
of his country's occupied territory in order to protect the 
civilian population of that territory. 

29. Mr. JAKOVLJEVIC (Yugoslavia) said that it was difficult 

for him to accept the second sentence of paragraph 2, which 

he regarded as unnecessary and dangerous. The sentence gave 

the Occupying Power the right to employ military civil defence 

units. He therefore proposed that the second sentence be 

deleted. 


30. Mr. KHAIRAT (Egypt) associated his delegation with the 

statements of the Indonesian and Yugoslav representatives. 

Prisoners of war were covered by the third Geneva Convention of 

1949. He therefore proposed the deletion of the second 

sentence of paragraph 2. 


31. Mr. URQUIOLA (Philippines) asked whether the problem of 
bomb disposal was covered by the second sentence of paragraph 2. 

32. Mr. GONSALVES (Netherlands), Chairman of the Working Sub
Group for Article 59 bis, said that although bomb disposal was 
not among the tasks listed in Article 54, he could understand 
that if bomb disposal experts were available only among military 
personnel, there would be a special need to let them carry out 
their work, provided it was on a voluntary basis. In that 
case, they would be fully covered by the second sentence. 

33. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) pointed out that 
Article 52 of the third Geneva Convention stated: "Unless he 
be a volunteer, no prisoner of war may be employed on labour 
which is of an unhealthy or dangerous nature. ... The removal 
of mines or similar devices shall be considered as dangerous 
labour". Military personnel possessing special skills in bomb 
disposal, might, therefore, engage in such work on a voluntary 
basis. 

34. The CHAIRMAN noted that the representatives of Yugoslavia, 
Indonesia and Egypt were opposed to the retention of the second 
sentence. Accordingly, under rule 40 of the rules of procedure, 
he put to the vote the oral proposal to delete that sentence. 
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The proposal to delete the second sentence in paragraph 2 

was rejected by 28 votes to 11, with 17 abstentions. 


35. Mr. COOMSON (Ghana), speaking in explanation of his vote, 

said that he was not opposed to the adoption of paragraph 2 

but thought that the second sentence might be slightly amended 

to meet the objections of some delegations. He proposed that 

it should be revised to read: "In occupied territory, they 

may, but only in the interest of their own civilian population, 

be employed on civil defence tasks .,. etc.". 


36. Mr. GONSALVES (Netherlands), Chairman of the Working Sub

Group for Article 59 bis, said that that proposal seemed to call 

for further discussio~ 


37. The CHAIRMAN said that the decision on paragraph 2 would be 
taken later in the meeting. Meanwhile, he suggested that the 
Committee should adopt paragraph 3 by consensus. 

It was so agreed. 

38. The CHAIRMAN pointed out that paragraph 4 should consist of 
a single paragraph and not of two sub-paragraphs, as in the 
English text. Moreover, it had been agreed by the English
speaking delegations that the words "urgent military necessity" 
in the second sentence should be replaced by the words "imperative 
military necessity". 

39. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) pointed out that the word 
"provisions" in the penultimate line should be replaced by 
"provision". 

40. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada), referring to another drafting point, 
said that the word "provision" in paragraph 1 (d) should be 
replaced by "provisions". 

41. Mr. JOSEPHI (Federal Republic of Germany) wondered whether 
the words "remain subject to the laws of war" in the first 
sentence in paragraph 4 were sufficiently clear. 

42. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of 
Working Group A, said that that question had given rise to some 
deba.te in the Drafting Committee, but that the words "the laws of 
war" had been retained as a standard formula and term of art, 
which was also to be found in Article 35 of the first Geneva 
Convention of 1949. 

43. The CHAIRMAN said that the term "the laws of war" had still 
been current in 1949 but had since undergone essential changes, 
the very term "war" having been generally replaced by the term 
"armed conflict". 
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44. Mr. GONSALVES (Netherlands), Chairman of the Working Sub

Group for Article 59 bis, agreed with the Rapporteur that the 

term "the laws of war"Was a standard formula which was to be 

found in all legal handbooks on the subject and appeared also 

in paragraph 33 of the first Geneva Convention of 1949. 


45. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) said that that term had 

been discussed in connexion with Article 24, when it had been 

pointed out that Article 33 of the first Geneva Convention of 

1949 stated: "The buildings, material and stores of fixed 

medical establishments shall remain subject to the laws of 

war ... ". The term "the laws of war" had therefore been adopted 

in order to avoid the necessity of drafting a rule on war booty. 


46. The CHAIRMAN suggested that the Committee should adopt 

paragraph 4 by consensus. 


It was so agreed. 

47. The CHAIRMAN suggested that the Committee should adjourn for 
a short recess in order to permit informal discussions on the 
second sentence in paragraph 2. 

It was so agreed. 

The meeting was suspended at 11.20 a.m. and resumed at 
11.40 a.m. 

48. Mr. GONSALVES (Netherlands), Chairman of the Working Sub
Group for Article 59 bis, said it had been agreed to amend the 
text proposed by Ghana to read as follows: "In occupied territory, 
they may, but only in the interests of the civilian population of 
that territory, be employed on civil defence tasks ... etc.". 
That avoided the use of the imprecise words: "their own civilian 
population" . 

49. Mr. JAKOVLJEVIC (Jugoslavia) said he could not agree to that 
amendment, which was not basically different from the original 
sentence. 

50. The CHAIRMAN said that the proposal to delete the second 
sentence in paragraph 2 had already been defeated and that the 
question was now only one of drafting. He suggested that the 
Committee should adopt paragraph 2 by consensus, subject to the 
reservation of the Yugoslav representative. 

It was so agreed. 
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Explanations of vote 

51. Mr. KOMISSAROV (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic), 
speaking in explanation of vote, said that his own country, 
which had lost one out of every four of its inhabitants during 
the Second World War, believed that the protection of the 
civilian population from the ravages of war was one of the 
most important objectives of the draft Protocols. For various 
reasons, the organization of civil defence had taken different 
forms in different countries, although the aim in every case 
was to carry out the tasks mentioned in Article 54. The 
Committee had therefore wisely refrained from attempting to 
define any particular civil defence system and had merely tried 
to ensure the effective protection of the personnel engaged in 
that humanitarian work. 

52. His own delegation's position was that such tasks should be 
mainly carried out by civilian personnel, but that in certain 
circumstances military personnel might be employed to advantage. 
He believed, therefore, that the text of Article 59 bis constituted 
a carefully balanced whole which, if it did not fully meet the 
wishes of all countries, did not run counter to the interests of 
any, whether their civil defence systems included military units 
or not. The text also gave the requisite balance to the whole 
Chapter of draft Protocol I on civil defence. 

53. Mr. KHAIRAT (Egypt), speaking in explanation of vote, said 
that the inclusion of military units in civil defence activities 
was an idea which might cause difficulties for civil defence 
organizations in general. In a spirit of compromise, however, 
his delegation had voted for Article 59 bis as a whole, although 
it still had some doubts about paragrap~l and 2. In particular, 
it would have preferred the deletion of the second sentence in 
paragraph 2. 

54. Mr. NORDHAUG (Norway), speaking in explanation of vote, said 
that the main objective of his delegation had been that Committee II 
should draw up a text which would give the best protection possible 
to the civilian population in armed conflicts. To that end, the 
Protocol should contain articles that offered civil defence 
organizations feasible opportunities to operate in areas where 
fighting was taking place, or might shortly take place, and in 
occupied territories. If the civilian population were stranded 
in such areas without even the assistance of civil defence, their 
situation would indeed be precarious. 

55. The two main problems which had confronted the Committee in 
working out a satisfactory protection for civil defence organiza
tions had been the question of weapons and the status of those 
members of the armed forces who were carrying out civil defence 
tasks. On the first, his delegation felt that the rules drafted 
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by the Committee should be so simple and clear that a soldier 
in the heat of combat would have no doubt about their inter
pretation. For that reason, it preferred that civil defence 
personnel should not carry arms, not even small, individual 
weapons. 

56. On the second, it considered that the mantle of protection 

should not be cast too wide; otherwise, the rules would not be 

observed in practice. The credibility of the protection given 

under Protocol I would depend upon one main condition: that the 

situation to which the trotection applied was clearly disting

uishable. That meant that the protection must not be extended 

to cover additional instances in which the members of the armed 

forces of the adverse Party might be in doubt as to how they 

should interpret the situation confronting them. That might 

lead to miscalculations and unfortunate incidents, which could 

seriously reduce the value of the protection. His delegation 

was sceptical about the possibilities of distinguishing at a 

distance, and when visibility was poor, between military combat 

units and soldiers on one side, and the units and soldiers 

carrying out civil defence tasks on the other. Accordingly, 

military combat units which were diverted for a limited period 

to civil defence tasks should be regarded as members of the 

armed forces within the meaning of Article 41, paragraph 2, of 

Protocol I. 


57. The discussions had shown that views differed and that there 
would be no agreement if delegations holding different views were 
unwilling to find acceptable compromises. His delegation, while 
not happy about the compromises necessary in connexion with the 
weapons question and the protection of military units performing 
civil defence tasks, was prepared to accept those compromises in 
order to reach a consensus on the chapter as a whole. 

58. Mr. THOMSON (Australia), speaking in explanation of vote, 
said that his delegation would have abstained if Article 59 bis 
had come to a vote, since, for reasons similar to those it had 
already mentioned in relation to Article 58, it had serious 
doubts about the effectiveness of Article 59 bis. 

59. The essential characteristic of civil defence was that its 
tasks were performed by civilians for the protection of the 
civilian population of which they were a part. Australian civil 
defence personnel were civilians. He believed that it was-proper 
to provide the highest possible degree of protection for the 
people who undertook that very often dangerous work for the 
benefit of their fellow citizens. 

60. At an earlier meeting of Working Group A, he had expressed 
the view that civil defence protection should only be available, 
and civil defence marking only allowed, for unarmed civil defence 
units. That view had not changed. His country would do its 
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best to conform with the humanitarian purposes of Article 59 bis, 
but believed there would be many circumstances in which stric-t-
compliance with the terms of Article 59 bis would be impractical. 

61. Mr. QUERNER (Austria) said that, solely with a view to 
ensuring the protection of the civilian population against the 
effects of hostilities, his delegation had hoped that only 
civilian civil defence organizations would enjoy the protection 
accorded by Article 55. It was in a spirit of compromise, though 
not without some scepticism, that his delegation had agreed to the 
provisions of Article 59 bis, as amended. 

62. Mr. SATO (Japan) said that despite its misgivings his 
delegation had joined in the consensus on Article 59 bis so as 
not to hinder progress. It was, however, of the opinion that 
civil defence activities should, as a matter of principle, be 
carried out by civilians, and it saw no necessity to include 
in the Protocol an article permitting members of the armed 
forces who carried weapons to enjoy protection in their civil 
defence activities. His delegation was therefore unable to 
support fully the idea of creating any additional category within 
the armed forces other than medical personnel and chaplains. 
The application of such an idea might have inappropriate or even 
dangerous effects for the protection of civil defence personnel as 
a whole, taking into consideration in particular Article 42, which 
required combatants to distinguish themselves from the civilian 
population by carrying their arms openly as a minimum requirement. 

63. Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain) said that, from the outset of the 
Conference, his delegation had wished to extend some degree of 
protection to military units assigned exclusively to civil defence 
tasks, although it had maintained a flexible position and remained 
open to proposals. In the light of the difficulties encountered 
at earlier sessions, it had made a short oral proposal to the 
effect that military units should not be the object of attack 
when employed exclusively on civil defence tasks but should be 
accorded a minimum degree of protection, which should be limited 
as to its nature and duration. The Committee had, however, 
ignored that proposal and returned to its original point of 
departure, which had been a mistaken one. 

64. With a view to bringing the Working Sub-Group out of the 
impasse in which it had found itself, his delegation had proposed 
that a clear distinction should be made between military units and 
military personnel, bearing in mind that, while it was possible to 
assign military units to civil defence duties for the entire 
duration of the conflict, it was difficult to make such a require
ment in respect of personnel. That proposal had, however, failed 
~o command general support. 
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65. While it had not wished to dissociate itself from the 

consensus, his delegation had serious reservations on the text 

adopted, which was unsystematic, confused and difficult to apply: 

unsystematic because it referred to military units and personnel 

together, confused because it would require interpretation which 

could only be given by experts, and difficult to apply for a 

variety of reasons. 


66. Mr. lVIAKIN (United Kingdom) said that paragraphs I (a) and 
(~) of Article 59 bis imposed a clear obligation on the Individual 
concerned, and alsO:-under Article 76 bis, on military commanders, 
to prevent, and where necessary suppress, any breach of the 
provisions. At the same time, however, the sub-paragraphs 
assumed a highly efficient system of control which military 
organizations did not always possess, and a degree of trust 
between the Parties and of restraint among the military 
authorities of any Party using the military personnel in question 
which it would be unnatural to expect in an armed conflict. 
That was the main reason for his delegation's misgivings about 
the article. 

67. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) said that although, in order not te be 
obstructive, his delegation had refrained from opposing the 
adoption of the article by consensus, it was, for the reasons 
given by the United Kingdom representative, not entirely convinced 
that the safeguards provided in paragraphs I (a) and (b) were . 
workable, and it felt that they might tend to cloud the distinction 
between civilians and the military, with tragic consequences for 
the civilian population. His delegation therefore reserved its 
right to reconsider its position during discussion df the article 
by the Conference in plenary. 

68. Mr. JOSEPHI (Federal Republic of Germany) said that his 
delegation had not objected to the consensus on Article 59 bis, but 
reserved its position with respect to the debates and decisions on 
the subject by the Conference in plenary. It would have preferred 
to have no such article in the Protocol, since the provisions in 
question did not come within the context of humanitarian protec~ion 
provided for civil defence. It was aware that in some county-ies 
there were special units and personnel of a military character 
permanently assigned and exclusively devoted to civil defence tasks 
during armed conflicts, as well as to disaster relief in p9ace
time, and it was his delegation's understanding that it was for the 
protection of such personnel in particular that Ar·ticle 59 bis was 
intended. In its view, however, the article contained an -- 
exceptional and not a general rule. According to a ,~ommon I'u} e 
of interpretation, exceptional provisions were to be construed in 
a restrictive manner. Article 59 bis was a kind of annex to the 
other articles, which were based on the idea that civil defence 
tasks were performed by organizations and personnel of a non
military character, as stated in Article 63, paragraph 2, of tile 
fourth Geneva Convention of 1949. For the purposes of protection 
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by the Protocol, the functions of civil defence, and of its 
personnel, were clearly defined in Article 54 of draft Protocol I. 
Generally speaking, those functions were by no means complementary 
to the functions of military defence but were similar to the tasks 
of civilian medical units and civilian medical personnel. Any 
other interpretation to which the somewhat ambiguous expression 
"civil defence" might give rise would lead to confusion, in theory 
as well as in practical application during an armed conflict. 

69. Despite the hard work carried out by the Working Sub-Group 
on Article 59 bis, the article was in his delegation's view not--- , ,
clear enough to exclude all misunderstandings on the meaning of 
the provisions, because of the complexity of the problems involved. 
The Committee's discussion had at least helped to clarify 
paragraph 1 (b). His delegation shared the view that, according 
to that sub-piragraph, military personnel once assigned to the 
civil defence tasks mentioned in Article 54 could in no circumstances 
be reassigned to combat or military support functions during the 
remainder of the conflict. That point was decisive if any 
protection was to be given to military personnel and military units 
when they were assigned to civil defence tasks. Nevertheless, the 
status of such quasi-combatants remained nebulous, since there was 
a legal inconsistency between Article 59 bis and Article 41 as 
adopted by Commi~tee III, which might lea~o serious difficulties 
in practical application during an armed conflict. It was his 
delegation's understanding that members of the armed forces 
assigned to civil defence organizations remained the only combatants 
in the sense of Article 41 who benefited from special protection. 
Article 59 bis might thus prove a poor contribution to the develop
ment of humanitarian law applicable in armed conflicts. It was to 
help to avoid such harmful effects that his delegation had wished 
to express its concern. 

70. Mr. JAKOVLJEVIC (Yugoslavia) said that, in his delegation's 
view, the second sentence of paragraph 2 of Article 59 bis should 
have been deleted. Since the Committee had decided to keep it, 
he wished to state that his delegation interpreted the sentence in 
the context of other provisions of international law and of 
Protocol I, particularly Article 56, which meant that civil deferce 
personnel were protected against the danger of becoming an 
instrument of the policy of the Occupying Power if such policy r~n 
counter in any way to the interests of the civilian population. 

71. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) said that, in his delegation's view, 
all civil defence organizations should be civilian organizations. 
That had been the basis of the Danish proposal submitted at the 
third session of the Conference and of the Nordic proposal sub
mitted at the current session. His delegation realized, however, 
that international humanitarian law could not be based on the 
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views of a single country or of a small group of countries and 
that there were many countries with military or partly military 
civil defence organizations. In the interests of the civilian 
population, therefore, his delegation had concluded that such 
organizations should not be denied protection, although his 
country would continue to have only a civilian and unarmed civil 
defence organization and would not need to have recourse to 
Article 59 bis or to Article 58, paragraph 3. 

72. Article 59 biscontained the necessary safeguards to guarantee 
the distinction between the civilian personnel and combatants and 
to ensure that military civil defence units would not be used to 
protect military combatant units or be converted into fighting 
units. The provisions of paragraph 1 (a) and (b) of Article 59 bis 
as now formulated were excellent, and Article 59~bis as a whole and 
Article 58, paragraph 3, were well balanced. He welcomed the fact 
that the Committee had reached a consensus on all the articles on 
civil defence, and he sincerely hoped that all those texts would 
be adopted by the Conference in plenary, since any changes would 
result in a lack of balance. He appealed to all representatives 
to try to ensure that that was achieved. 

73. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) said that the text of 
Article 59 bis was a good compromise as no delegation, his own 
included, was entirely happy with it. At the Conference of 
Government Experts in 1972, his Government had been sceptical not 
only about the article on military personnel but about the entire 
chapter on civil defence, in view of the impossibility of separa
ting the humanitarian purpose of protecting the civilian population 
from the purpose of maintaining and ensuring the viability of the 
war effort. His Government believed that civil defence 
organizations, whether civilian or military, would perform their 
task of maintaining the viability of the entire national economy, 
including the war effort, to the same extent as they performed 
the purely humanitarian task of serving the civilian population. 
At the outset of the Conference, his Government had nevertheless 
decided, in a spirit of compromise, to work for a good and 
effective ci~il defence article. 

74. It was his delegation's understanding that there was nothing 
in Article 59 bis or elsewhere that imposed any limitation on the 
use of military personnel for any civil defence task, but that 
unless such personnel were permanently assigned and exclusively 
devoted to the performance of such tasks during the entire period 
of conflict, they would receive no special protection. His 
Government intended to use military personnel for civil defence 
purposes in case of necessity, but it also intended to use them 
for combat purposes when the occasion arose, and it would claim 
no special protection for them except that provided by Article '50. 
If it invoked Article ~9 bis at all, it would be only to cover a 
small number of specialize~professionals. His delegation was 
somewhat disappointed that the clarification given in paragraph 4 
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of document CDDH/II/406 had not been adopted, although it agreed 

that it was not absolutely essential for that paragraph to be 

included in the chapter, since the matter was covered in 

Article 58, paragraph 1, in Articles 35 and 36, and in Article 46, 

paragraph 3, and in Article 47, paragraph 2. 


75. H~ remiGded the Rapporteur of the decision to remove the 

square hr'8cketf; round the word "civilian" in Article 55, 

paragraphs 1 and 2, Article 57, paragraphs 1 and 3, Article 58, 

paragraphs 1, 3 and 4, and Article 59, paragraph 3, once 

Article 59 bis had been adopted. The square brackets should 

also be removed from Article 56, paragraph 3. 


76. The CHAIRMAN confirmed that all the sets of brackets in 

question would be removed. 


Article 59 bis as a whole, as amended, was adopted by consensus. 

Technical Annex to draft Protocol I (CDDH/II/439/Add.l) 

Article 14 - Identity cards 

7:/0 [·It'. ,'~()THE ~ r,'del'al ~:\cr)'lb.Lic uf Germany), I\8ppopteur of 
!Norkir:lg--cf:r'oup-'A, 'said that the text in document CDDH/II/439/Add.l 
had been adopted by Working Group A with the exception of the 
last sentence of paragraph 2 of Article 14 of the Annex, for which 
two alternatives were provided. The decision on the matter had 
been deferred because it depended on the decision concerning 
Article 58, paragraph 3. The main difference between the two 
alternatives was that the second was somewhat stricter than the 
first. 

78. Mr. MAMONOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics), supporting 
the second alternative, said that his delegation continued to 
believe that there should be an entry in the identity card with 
regard to the carrying of weapons. That would be in line with 
the spirit of the Conference and the requirements of international 
humanitarian law, since it would prevent the use of unregistered 
weapons, 

79. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) said that the first alternative was 
unneces~ary since it was self-evident that further information 
could be added. His delegation could not accept the mandatory 
requirement in the second alternative that registration numbers 
should ~e mentioned, since it would place an unnecessary 
restric~ion on what was essentially a domestic administrative ma~ter. 

80. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark), supporting the Canadian represen
tati vetscomments, proposed that the words "including the 
registration number" should be deleted and that the second 
alternative as thus amended should be adopted. 
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81. Mr. MULLER (Switzerland) supported that proposal. 

82. Mr. MAMONOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that, 

although he would have preferred to keep the words "including 

the registration number", he could, in a spirit of compromise, 

agree to their deletion. 


83. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) said there was a problem in that 
the identity card was obligatory only for military units. The 
word "shall" before the words "be mentioned" should therefore be 
replaced by the word "should". 

84. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) said that the deletion of the reference 
to the registration number raised an entirely new issue. He 
could, however, accept the wording as amended by the United 
Kingdom representative. 

85. Mr. MAMONOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics), referring 
to the United Kingdom representative's comment, said he understood 
that the identity card was issued to civil defence personnel as 
well as to military personnel. He could, however, agree to the 
replacement of the word "shall" by the word "should". 

The United Kingdom amendment was adopted. 

The second alternative for the last sentence of Article 14 
of the Annex, as amended, was adopted. 

The meeting rose at 12.50 p.m. 
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE NINETY-EIGHTH MEETING 

held on Friday, 13 May 1977, at 3.5 p.m. 

Chairman: ]\1r. S-E. NAHLIK (Poland) 

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOLS I AND II (CDDH/l) (continued) 

Draft Protocol II 

Article 33 - Relief societies and relief actions 

1. Mr. KLEIN (Holy See) said that his delegation had reservations 
to make on paragraph 1 of Article 33. The wording appeared 
clumsy, since it seemed to impose the Red Cross rules on all 
relief organizations, national or otherwise, without specifically 
stating the content of such rules in the notes. His delegation, 
while paying tribute to the humanitarian principles which 
inspired the Red Cross and its leaders, to the action of the 
national Red Cross Societies and to the International Committee of 
the Red Cross, to the devotion of their members in the field and 
to the spirit of co-operation which these had invariably shown 
towards the personnel of other relief organizations, did not wish 
to see the way opened to a sort of spiritual imperialism with 
regard to those organizations and others which for centuries had 
carried out their task jointly in the love of God and mankind. 

Article 30 - Respect and protection (CDDH/II/415, CDDH/II/421, 

CDDH/II/443) (concluded) 


Article 31 - Definition (CDDH/II/417, CDDH/II/420) (concluded) 

2. The CHAIRMAN called attention to the fact that very varied 
views had been expressed by members of the Committee on those 
two articles. Amendments with the object of deleting them had 
been submitted by Indonesia (CDDH/II/415 and CDDH/II/417) and 
jointly by Canada, France and the United Kingdom (CDDH/II/421 
and CDDH/II/420). However, as a large number of representati"es 
had considered that Article 30 at any rate could be retained, a 
small Working Group had submitted an initial report (CDDH/II/441) 
that had not been considered satisfactory, and then a second one 
(CDDH/II!443) which was now before the Committee. 

3. Mr. GONSALVES (Netherlands), in introducing document 
CDDH/II/443, said that the Working Group on Chapter II had 
considered, as had several representatives, that it was also 
necessary to mention the civil defence tasks to be carried out 
by the civilian population in a situation of non-international 
armed conflict. The Working Group had, therefore, drawn up a 
new, very simple text specifying the limits within which civilian 
civil defence personnel could act. 
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4. In order to meet trw obj ections raised by those who favoured 
the deletion of Article 30, the Working Group had deliberately 
restricted its scope to "unarmed" civilian personnel, thus 
establishing a clear distinction between the situation provided 
for in draft Protocol II and that envisaged in draft Protocol I. 
Still in the same conciliatory spirit, the Group had decided to 
restrict the civil defence tasks envisaged to the essential 
humanitarian tasks necessary for the survival of the civilian 
population. 

5. Turning to those representatives who were opposed to any 
reference to a civil defence task of any kind in draft Protocol II, 
because in their view draft Protocol II was already overburdened, 
he pointed out that Committee III had nevertheless already 
adopted Articles 20 bis and 28. Those were fairly long texts 
and were concerned, in the first case with the protection of 
cultural objects and of places of worship, and in the second 
with the protection of works and installations containing 
dangerous forces. And now that draft Protocol II already 
contained rather extensive provisions with regard to the protection 
of civilian objects it was by no means excessive to insert in draft 
Protocol II a small article providing for the protection of civil 
defence duties carried out on behalf of living human beings. By 
adopting Article'30, the Committee would only be adding a few 
lines to draft Protocol II in recognition of the civil defence 
tasks that were so necessary in order to lessen human suffering. 

6. Mr. MULLER (Switzerland), Mr. FOU~KALO (Ukrainian Soviet 
Socialist Republic) and Mr. JAKOVLJEVIC (Yugoslavia) declared 
themselves in favour of adopting the new Article 30. As it was 
both short and restrained, it ought to obtain a consensus. 

7. Mr. HEER (German Democratic Republic) and Mr. SCHULTZ 
(Denmark) said that they would have preferred a text of wider 
scope but, in a conciliatory spirit, they would support the 
proposal of the Working Group. 

8. Mr. HARSANA (Indonesia) asked that Article 30 should be 
deleted, for whereas draft Protocol I referred to international 
armed conflicts, including the struggles carried out by populations 
against foreign occupation and oppression in accordance with the 
right to self-determination, draft Protocol II referred to 
conflicts brought about by dissidents seeking to take power by 
force. No government was prepared to recognize civil defence 
bodies drawn from rebellious groups. 

9. Mr. ENDEZOUMOU (United Republic of Cameroon) said that his 
delegation had already expressed its opposition to the adoption of 
Article 30. On that occasion it had tried to call in question 
the whole of draft Protocol II. It maintained its attitude. 
However, if the Committee were to reach a consensus in support of 
the new text, he would merely abstain in the vote. 
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10. Mr. LUKABU-K'HABOUJI ~~aire) said that he supported the 

representative of the United Republic of Cameroon unreservedly, 

but that in a spirit of conciliation, he would agree to the 

retention of Article 30 in the form proposed by the Working Group. 


11. Mr. GONSALVES (Netherlands), replying to the representative 

of Indonesia, explained that the new text covered the tasks to be 

discharged not by a civil defence body, but by civilian civil 

defence personnel of whatever character. 


12. Mr. JOMARD (Iraq), Mr. SHERIF (Oman) and Mr. OSORIO (Colombia) 
said that they shared the views of the Indonesian representative. 

13. Mr. UHUMUAVBI (Nigeria) said that his delegation considered 

the insertion of such an article premature, but would support it 

in a spirit of co-operation and compromise. 


14. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) observed that his delegation had already 
explained its position as regards Article 30. Nevertheless, since 
the text was concise and contained nothing that might appear 
objectionable and since, moreover, it enjoyed very wide support, 
his delegation was prepared to withdraw its amendment. 

A vote was then taken on the amendment submitted by Indonesia 

(CDDH/II/415). 


The amendment was rejected by 23 votes to 14, with 17 

abstentions. 


15. Mr. ALBA (France) proposed that the words "Unarmed civilian 
civil defence personnel" in the new Article 30 should be replaced 
by the phrase "Civilian civil defence personnel, when unarmed " 

A vote was taken on the new Article 30 (CDDH/II/443), as 
amended. 

The new text of Article 30, as amended, was adopted by 24 votes 
to none, with 32 abstentions. 

16. Mr. GONSALVES (Netherlands) recalled that the small Workin~ 
Group itself had not been opposed to the deletion of Article 31. 

Article 31 was deleted by consensus. 

17. Mr. URQUIOLA (Philippines) said that his delegation would have 
abstained if the proposal had been put to the vote. 
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18. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) explained why his 
delegation had abstained in the vote on the new text of 
Article 30, and participated in the consensus on Article 31. 
Despite its brevity, the new text of Article 30 added 
practically nothing to humanitarian protection. On the 
contrary it made the Protocol more cumbersome and gave rise 
to a certain degree of ambiguity. Indeed, so as to finish 
its work on time, the Committee had not sought to specify that 
the personnel protected by that article would be the civilian 
personnel of both Parties to the conflict. It had merely 
authorized civilian civil defence personnel, when unarmed, to 
carry out civil defence tasks, whereas Protocol II also provided 
for the protection of civilian civil defence personnel when 
armed. It followed that nobody knew whether, in case of a non
international conflict, the article would or would not apply to 
civil defence bodies operating in the country concerned, such 
bodies probably being armed. 

19. Mr. ALBA (France) said that when the vote was taken on the 
deletion of Article 30, his delegation had abstained in a spirit 
of compromise. He associated himself unreservedly with what the 
United States representative had just said about Protocol II. 

20. Mr. MARRIOT~ (Canada) said that although Article 30 had been 
drafted in all good faith, the representatives had not been given 
enough time to study it. That was the reason which had prompted 
his delegation to abstain when that article was put to the vote. 

21. Mr. HARSANA (Indonesia) said that although the new Article 30 
in its present form was concise and simple, it was still 
unacceptable to his delegation because it implied that the 
legitimate Government had to recognize the civil defence of the 
rebellious party. His delegation had reservations regarding 
that article. He also emphasized that it was his delegation 
which had asked for the deletion of Article 31. 

22. Mr. FRATESCHI (Italy) explained why his delegation had 
abstained when Article 30 was put to the vote. It was natural 
that some thought should be given before a vote was taken, 
especially when it involved approving provisions in draft 
Protocols I and II, whose aim was to develop international 
humanitarian law. It was in the interests of all concerned that 
no obstacle should impede the implementation of the standard under 
consideration. 

23. The provisions of draft Protocol I accorded paramount 
importance to the protection of the civilian population in armed 
conflict; to that end, Part V of draft Protocol I defined the 
measures to be taken to safeguard that protection. Emphasis had 
been placed on all measures which might contribute to eliminatinl, 
or at least to reducing, the harmful effect of armed conflicts on 
the civilian population. 
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24. That was the aspect about which the Italian delegation felt 

concern. And there might accordingly be grounds for wondering 

whether all the Parties were ready to accept a balance between 

paramount humanitarian demands and concrete military necessities, 

so long as the phenomenon of war - and in particular civil war 
continued to exist. 


25. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) said he wished to associate his 

delegation with the remarks made by the United States represen

tative. 


26. Mr. OSORIO (Colombia) said that his delegation had abstained 

in the vote on Article 30 so as not to hold up the Committee's 

work, but it reserved the right to take the floor again when that 

article was considered at a plenary meeting of the Conference. 


27. Mr. LUKABU-K'HABOUJI (Zaire) said that his delegation had not 
wished to hamper the progress of the Committee's work and had 
abstained in the voting on Article 30, but it reserved the right 
to take the floor again at a plenary meeting of the Conference. 
It considered that it was not for the Conference to dictate the 
rules governing internal conflicts. 

28. Mr. PASSALACQUA (Argentina) wished to reserve his delegation's 
position with regard to Article 30. 

29. Mr. UHUMUAVBI (Nigeria) said that his delegation associated 

itself unreservedly with the remarks made by the representative 

of the United States of America. 


Draft Protocol I 

Article 59 ter - Members of the armed forces temporarily performing 
civil defence tasks (CDDH/II/GT/lll) 

30. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Committee's Drafting Committee, replying to a question by 
Mr. MAMONOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics), said that 
Working Group A had not submitted any proposal on Article 59 ter. 
The debate on that matter in Working Group A had so far not lea-to 
any conclusion. 

31. Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) observed that two proposals had been 
made with regard to Article 59ter. The first appeared in 
document CDDH/II/GT/IIl, and the-8econd was an informal proposal 
made by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics; the proposals 
diverged widely from each other and, for the time being, it 
seemed to be difficult to arrive at a solution. Rule 29 of the 
rules of procedure stipulated that "... no proposal shall be 
discussed or put to the vote at any meeting of the Conference 
unless copies of it have been circulated to all delegations not 
later than the day preceding the meeting." He accordingly thought 
it impossible to take a position there and then on such a 
complicated issue. 
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32. The CHAIRMAN suggested to the Chairman of Working Group A 
that he might take advantage of the coffee break to meet once 
again with the representative of the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics. The Committee's work had to be completed that same 
day so that the articles adopted could be translated during the 
vreekend and referred to the Drafting Committee on the Monday. 
It was planned to hold only one meeting during the following 
week, for the adoption of the Committee's report. With regard 
to the remainder of the Committee's work, he would have preferred 
the words "Revision of articles" in the agenda to be replaced by 
the words "Amendment of certain articles". 

33. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) pointed out that a 
decision would have to be taken on certain words and phrases 
left in square brackets in draft Protocol I, Part II. 

34. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany) said that it would 
be difficult to draw up an exhaustive list of all the words and 
phrases between square brackets but that all those questions would 
be taken up again and all necessary amendments made to the texts 
of the various articles. 

The meeting was suspended at 4.15 p.m. and resumed at 4.55 p.m. 

Amendment to Artlcle 8 - Definitions 

Sub-paragraph (d) (i) 

35. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany) said that after the 
adoption of the terminology concerning civil defence, the question 
of the words in brackets could be settled by adopting the same 
terminology as in Article 8. In English it was neither "units" 
nor "bodies" but "organizations"; in French it was "organisme". 

36. Mr. MAMONOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) agreed to 
the proposal of the representative of the Federal Republic of 
Germany. 

Sub-paragraph (f) 

37. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany) explained that since 
it was proposed to reconsider an article already adopted, a 
two-thirds majority was required. 

38. The CHAIRMAN asked members of the Committee if they agreed to 
re-open the discussion on sub-paragraph (f), in order to consider 
a proposal by Australia, Austria, France and the Holy See 
(CDDHIII! 436) . 

It was so agreed. 
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39. Mr. KLEIN (Holy See) reminded the Committee that it had 
agreed by consensus in Article 54 and in Article 59, paragraph 9, 
to th~ principle of religious personnel being present in civil 
defe(lce bodies. It was therefore proposed, in document 
CDDH/II/436, that the words "or civil defence bodies" should be 
added in sub-paragraph (!) (i). 

40. Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain) said that, although he was not 

opposed to the principle of inserting those words, logically 

they should come in a new sub-paragraph (!) (iv). 


41. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany) supported that 

proposal. 


42. Miss MINOGUE (Australia) and Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark) also 

supported it. 


~3. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) had no objections but 

vlished the words "Civil defence bodies" to be replaced by the 

words "Civil defence organizations" in the English text. 


44. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany) suggested that the 
full stop at the end of sub-paragraph (f) (iii) should be replaced 
by a comma and that the word "or" should be added. 

It was so agreed. 

The amendments to Article 8 were adopted by consensus. 

Amendment to Articles 9 and 23 (CDDH/II/Inf.266) 

45. The CHAIRMAN reminded the Committee that at its seventy-fifth 
meeting on 31 May 1976, it had decided to refer to the fourth 
session of the Conference the question of deleting the words 
"such as the International Committee of the Red Cross, or the 
League of Red Cross Societies" after "by an impartial inter
national humanitarian organization" in Articles 9 and 23. 
A two-thirds majority was therefore not necessary to re-open 
the discussion. 

46. Mr. PICTET (International Committee of the Red Cross) said 
that, at the second session of the Conference, Committee II had 
adopted Articles 9 and 23 of draft Protocol I, which provided 
that medical units and hospital ships could be lent to Parties 
to the conflict by a neutral State or an impartial in~ernational 
humanitarian organization. As the result of an amendment, the 
words "such as the International Committee of the Red Cross or 
the League of Red Cross Societies" had been added at the end as 
an example. 
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47. In their letter of 30 April 1976 to the President of the 
Diplomatic Conference, Professor Haug, head of the delegation 
of the League of Red Cross Societies, and Mr. Pictet as head of 
the ICRC delegation, had said that the mention of the Red Cross 
as an example was unnecessary and even harmful, and asked for it 
to be deleted. The letter had been distributed to members of 
the Conference and submitted to the Drafting Committee. Taking 

!. 	 the view that the question was beyond its competence, the Drafting 
Committee had referred it at the third session to Committee II, 
which had not considered itself sufficiently well-informed and 
had postponed the matter to the current session. 

48. Why was it that the international Red Cross organizations 
wished their names to be deleted from Articles 9 and 23? When 
the amendments referring to them had first been submitted, they 
had not opposed them,as they were waiting to see if it would be 
possible to arrive at a whole general article which would give an 
adequate basis for the role of the Red Cross in the application of 
the Protocol. That article had since been adopted by Committee I 
as Article 70 bis, which was completely satisfactory to the 
international Red Cross institutions. Mention of them in 
Articles 9 and 23 was therefore superfluous. 

49. In point of, fact, neither ICRC nor the League owned medical 
units or hospital ships and probably never would. Even if they 
should come to have them, they would never lend them to a 
Government but would operate them under their own responsibility 
and their own flag. 

50. Finally, using the ICRC and the League as examples gave the 
impression that the term "impartial humanitarian organization" 
applied only to non-governmental organizations and excluded 
governmental ones. It was quite possible, however, that a 
specialized United Nations body such as the World Health 
Organization or the Office of the High Commissioner for Refugees 
would have adequat~ facilities to provide medical units or 
hospital ships. He therefore requested, on behalf of the two 
international Red Cross delegations, that the text should end 
with the words "an impartial humanitarian organization", without 
anything more. 

51. Miss MINOGUE (Australia), Mr. WARRAS (Finland) and 

Mr. QUERNER (Austria) supported the ICRC representat~ve. 


52. Mr. JOSEPHI (Federal Republic of Germany) asked whether it 
would not be advisable to delete the whole of sub-paragraphs (c) 
in Article 9 and 2 (b) in Article 23, since they would no longer 
have the same meaning. Asked by the CHAIRMAN if he wished to 
propose a formal amendment to that effect, he said he would be 
satisfied if the examples given in those sub-paragraphs could 
simply be deleted. 
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53. Mr. JOMARD (Iraq), supported by Mr. HARSANA (Indonesia) and 

by Mr. KHAIRAT (Egypt), drew attention to the fact that if the 

reference to the International Committee of the Red Cross and the 

League of Red Cross Societies was deleted, the meaning of those 

sub-paragraphs would be changed. He would therefore support a 

proposal that the sub-paragraphs should be deleted. 


54. Miss MINOGUE (Australia) was of the opinion that it was not 
possible to delete those sub-paragraphs, which were part of a list 
of different categories of bodies that could lend permanent medical 
units and transport. On the other hand, it would perhaps be 
possible to envisage a cross reference to paragraph 4 of 
Article 70 bis of draft Protocol I. 

55. After an exchange of views between the CHAIRMAN, Miss MINOGUE 
(Australia), Mr. SCHULTZ (Denmark), Mr. JOMARD (Iraq), Mr. MAKIN 
(United Kingdom), Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada), Mr. PICTET (International 
Committee of the Red Cross) and Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet 
Socialist Republics), Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), 
Rapporteur, proposed that the words "mentioned in Article 70 bis" 
should be inserted in the sub-paragraphs in question. 

56. The CHAIRMAN, noting that the representative of Iraq did not 

wish to press for the discussion to be reopened, put to the v6te 

the ICRC proposal that the reference to the ICRC and the League 

of Red Cross Societies should be deleted from the sub-paragraphs 

in question. 


The amendment proposed by the ICRC was adopted by 38 votes to 

4, with 8 abstentions. 


Amendment to Article 9 

Paragraph 1 (CDDH/II/435 and Corr.l) 

57. Mr'. SOLF (United States of America) said that, in view of t.he 
decisions taken by Committee IlIon Article 65 of Protocol I and 
by Committee I on Article 2 of Protocol II, the Australian and 
United States delegations had reconsidered the opinion they had 
expressed earlier and were now in favour of keeping the list that 
followed the words "without any discrimination". 

After the Committee had agreed to reopen consideration of the 
provision, the amendment to paragraph 1 of Article 9 submitted ~y 
Australia and the United States of America was adopted by consensus. 

Amendment to Article 11 

Paragraph 4 (CDDH/II/ 438) 

58. Mr. PENNANEAC'H (France) proposed that in the light of the 
provi~ions of Article 74 and the interests of national sovereignty, 
it was desirable to amend the original text of paragraph 4 of 
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Article 11. He also expressed concern about the provisions of 
paragraph 3, but in a spirit of compromise did not proposed to 
seek to re-open the discussion at that paragraph. 

59. Miss MINOGUE (Australia) reminded the Committee that her 
delegation had been one of those most active in drafting 
Article 11 at the second session of the Conference, regarding 
it as one of the most important of all those prepared by 
Committee II, since it extended the scope of international 
humanitarian law in a number of areas in order to improve the 
care available to the wounded and sick in time of conflict. 

60. The article was of particular interest to her delegation 
in that it would make it possible for people who had fallen 
into the hands of the adverse Party to save the lives of their 
fellow men through the free gift of their blood and skin, which 
were two of the most powerful tools of modern medicine. 

61. After two years of reflection, some delegations seemed to 
think that the Committee had gone too far at the second session; 
they would like to restrict the provisions of Article 11 to 
donations that would be used for the treatment of persons of 
their own Party. Although disappointed, her delegation would 
not oppose a consensus on Article 11. The revised paragraph 
should specify, however, that the availability of the precious 
items in question extended to all the categories of persons 
mentioned in paragraph 1 of Article 11. However, the Australian 
delegation hoped that the Committee would be willing to extend 
the proposed amendment to cover all the categories of persons 
mentioned in paragraph 1 of the article by using the same 
formulation "or who is interned, detained or otherwise deprived 
of liberty by a Party other than the Party on which he depends". 

The meeting rose at 6 p.m. 
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE NINETY-NINTH MEETING 

held on Friday, 13 May 1977, at 6.30 p.m. 

Chairman: Mr. S-E. NAHLIK (Poland) 

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOLS I AND II (CDDH/l) (concluded) 

Draft Protocol I 

Amendment to Article 11, paragraph 4 (concluded) 

1. The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to complete its consideration 

of Article 11, paragraph 4 and pointed out that a compromise solution 

had been reached since the ninety-eighth meeting. 


2. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany) explained that the 

solution consisted in replacing in the new proposal the word "power" 

by "hands" and the words "his own" by "that on which he depends',', in 

conformity with the text of paragraph 1. 


3. Mr. GONSALVES (Netherlands) stressed the fact that 
Article 74, paragraph 5, referred solely to war crimes, i.e. grave 
breaches which presupposed a victim (or "infringement of a legal 
right") belonging to a State in conflict with the State to which the 
perpetrator belonged. What was important here was not the perpe
trator's nationality but the State for which he had acted. 

4. When the victims of the breach were not enemies (e.g. stateless 
persons, nationals of neutral States or of countries allied to the 
State on which the person committing the breach depended, or nationals 
of that State), the circumstances were completely different, as the 
case then became one of "crimes against humanity". So far this latter 
notion had only been dealt with - always excepting the charter of the 
NOrnberg International Military Tribunal - in the 1948 Convention on 
the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide (United Nations 
General Assembly resolution 260 (III), Annex). But his delegation 
wished to call attention to the fact that crimes against humanity 
could in no case be covered by the provisions of Protocol I; which was 
why it had endorsed the proposal of the French delegation. 

5. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) expressed his approval of the 
proposed amendment. 

Paragraph 4 of Article 11, as amended, was aJoptedby consensus. 
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Article 12 - Protection of medical units 

Paragraph 2 (b) (CDDH/II/412) 

6. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) pointed out that other 
articles in Protocol I already specified that civilian medical units 
must be "recognized and authorized by the competent authority". 
With regard to that point, it had already been observed that two 
different problems were involved: recognition and authorization. 
The question had been considered when sub-paragraphs (c) and (f) of 
Article 11 of draft Protocol II were discussed: and there the words 
used were "recognized and authorized". Consequently, there was no 
reason to adopt a different wording in the case of paragraph 2(b) of 
Article 12. 

7. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) considered 
that the explanations given by the representative of the United States 
of America were very clear and hoped that the Committee would adopt 
the paragraph by consensus. 

Article 12, paragraph 2(b) thus amended, was adopted by consensus. 

Article 15 - Protection of civilian medical and religious personnel 

Paragraph 5 (CDDH/II/411) 

8. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) noted that the wording of 
paragraph 5 had been adDpted before that of the definition of 
religious personnel included in paragraph 8. Notwithstanding the 
comments that had been made in the Drafting Committee, the amendment 
did not involve any question of substance, and its adoption should not 
create any difficulty. 

Article 15, paragraph 5, as amended, was adopted by consensus. 

Article 17 - Role of the civilian population and of relief societies 
(CDDH/236/Rev.l, para. 25) 

9. The CHAIRMAN reminded the Committee that the question had been 
referred to it by Committee III, as appeared from the report of that 
Committee on its third session (CDDH/236/Rev.l, para. 25). 

10. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany) thought that the Committee 
was being asked to reconsider a decision it had already taken. If the 
Committee approved the recommendations of Committee III, there was no 
technical difficulty in incorporating that recommendation into the text 
of Article 17. The first question to be decided was, however, whether 
the Committee wished to reconsider an earlier decision. 
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11. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) thought that there was no 

reason to reconsider the question, because it had already been 

examined in detail at the previous sessions. Indeed, it was quite 

clear from paragraph 1 and paragraphs 2(a), (b) and (c) of 

Article 38 bis; paragraph 1 of Article 17 and the definition of 

"attacks" given in paragraph 2 of Article 44 that Article 17, which 

prohibited acts of violence against the wounded, sick and shipwrecked, 

covered the persons hors de combat listed in paragraph 2(c) of 

Article 38 bis. 


12. It would be recalled, in that connexion, that the Committee had 
had occasion, at its second session, to consider a proposal by a 
delegation to insert the words "and combatants hors de combat" after 
the words "the sick" (CDDH/II/14) in Article 17'. Some delegations 
had objected to that proposal because combatants were not within the 
competence of Committee II, and others because persons hors de combat 
could not be put on the same footing as persons protected under the 
first Geneva Convention of 1949. After a discussion the sponsor 
delegation had withdrawn its proposed amendment (CDDH/II/SR.17), and 
that withdrawal was wholly justified. In reality, persons hors de 
combat who were wounded, sick or shipwrecked were covered by 
Article 17; persons who were in the power of an adverse Party were 
protected by the third Geneva Convention of 1949 if they were prisoners 
of war, and by the fourth Convention if they were civilians; persons· 
hors de combat because they had expressed an intention to surrender 
were protected by Article 38 bis against the enemy, but not against the 
military or civilian police of their own country. 

13. In short, the wounded, sick and shipwrecked, whether friend or 
foe, were protected by Article 17, so that it was not necessary to 
repeat in Article 17 the protection implicitly provided by paragraph 1 
of Article 38 bis. 

14. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that 
his delegation unreservedly approved the explanations and position of 
the United States delegation. 

15. Mr. GONSALVES (Netherlands) observed that his delegation had had 
no knowledge of the proposal, which had not been submitted in the 
regular and prescribed form. He considered that Committee III should 
take the necessary steps, possibly by redrafting Article 38 bis. 

16. The CHAIRMAN said he agreed with the suggestion of the represen
tative of the Netherlands that the question should be referred back to 
Committee III. 

It was so agreed. 
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Article 20 quater - Remains of deceased 

Paragraph 5 (CDDH/242) 

17. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany) stated that the question 
of the application of Protocol I in the relations between a High 
Contracting Party or a Party to a conflict and its own nationals had 
not become the subject of any general provision. Therefore, the 
Committee had to decide whether the text in square brackets was 
indispensable. In the opinion of his delegation that was not the 
case and he wondered whether the paragraph could not be simply deleted. 

18. Mr. HEER (German Democratic Republic) supported the proposal. 

The text of paragraph 5 of Article 20 guater pla-ced in square 

brackets was deleted by consensus. 


Technical Annex to draft Protocol I (concluded) 

Arti~le 4 - Use (CDDH/II/437) 

19. The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to consider the proposed 
amendment to Article 4, paragraph 2 of the Technical Annex, submitted 
by France and the Holy See (CDDH/II/437). 

20. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics), speaking 
as Vice-Chairman of the Technical Sub-Committee, apologized to the 
representative of the Holy See for the omission of the words "and 
religious" after "medical", and assured him that the omission was 
completely unintentional. 

21. Mr. KLEIN (Holy See) thanked the representative of the Union of 
Soviet Socialist Republics; he had no doubt that the omission was only 
an oversight which could very easily be remedied, so as to ensure con
formity with Articles 15 and 18 of draft Protocol I and Articles 1, 2 
and 3 of the Technical Annex. 

22. Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain) pointed out to the Committee that 
religious personnel were not normally responsible for removing 
casualties from the battle area. He suggested the wording: "medical 
and religious personnel and personnel removing casualties II 

23. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) said that while his de~ega
tion saw nothing against that suggestion, the point at issue in the 
proposed amendment was simply the wearing of the distinctive emblem by 
religious personnel, to which no one could have any objection. The 
proposal put forward by the representative of Spain raised a completely 
fresh issue: that of personnel specially responsible for removing 
casualties from the battle area. 
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24. Mr. KLEIN (Holy See) observed how difficult it was to foresee 
all the vicissitudes of a combat situation and added that, in any 
event, religious personnel were constantly called upon to go to an fro 
in the battle area in order to minister to the wounded and the dying. 
He considered that it would be preferable not to separate medical 
personnel and religious personnel. 

25. Mr. HUSSAIN (Pakistan) said he could testify that he had often 

seen chaplains transporting the wounded and the dead. 


26. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) proposed 

that, to avoid misunderstanding, religious personnel should be 

mentioned before medical personnel. 


27. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada), supporting what had been said by the 
representative of Pakistan, stressed the important role which religious 
personnel were often called upon to play in the battle area. He 
thought that the scope of the text under consideration should not be 
restricted. 

28. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) said that he fully associated 
himself with the position taken by the representative of Canada. 

29. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) observed that the role of medical and 
religious personnel was not confined to the removal of casualties. 
Amended as proposed by France and the Holy See, Article 4, paragraph 2 
should lend itself to the broadest possible interpretation. 

30. Mr. UHUMUAVBI (Nigeria) said he supported what'had just been said 
by the United Kingdom representative: the scope of the text should be 
as broad as possible. 

31. Mr. FRATESCHI (Italy) said that in his country the task of 
removing the wounded was given to army chaplains. 

32. Mr. KLEIN (Holy See) said he wondered whether the simplest 
solution would not be to refer simply to "presence in the battle area", 
without specifying all the duties which that presence involved. 

33. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said he 
considered that the United Kingdom representative's comments should 
allay all fears. 

34. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) proposed that the text should be 
worded as follows: "Subject to the instructions of the competent 
authority, medical and religious personnel carrying out their duties in 
the battle area shall, as far as possible, wear headgear and clothing 
bearing the distinctive emblem". 

Article 4, paragraph 2, a~ thu~amended, ~as adopted by consensus. 
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Draft Protocol II 

Article 14 -Role of the civilian population and of relief societies 
(CDDH/242) 

35. The CHAIRMAN said that the Drafting Committee had added to the 
second sentence of paragraph 1 and to the first .sentence of paragraph 2 
of the English text of Article 14 the words "collect and" before the 
words "care for", in order to bring the text in line with the French 
and Spanish versions of the article. 

36. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany) pointed out that the 
Drafting Committee had already made the correction but that it had been 
thought appropriate to inform the Committee of it. 

37. The CHAIRMAN said that, if there were no objections, he would 

consider that the Committee adopted the amendment made by the Drafting 

Committee. 


It was so agreed. 

Amendment to Resolution CDDH/II/391/Rev.l 

38. The CHAIRMAN read out the following statement relating to the 
resolution, which had been communicated to him by the Observer for the 
International Telecommunication Union: 

"This draft resolution does not amend or condition the Technical 
Annex to draft Protocol I In any way whatsoever. 

The purpose of the resolution is to bring to the attention of 
each Government represented at this Conference, in a simple manner, 
the need for co-ordination in each country at the national level with 
the Telecommunication Administration of the country so as to ensure 
that the radiocommunication requirements, to which reference is made In 
the Technical Annex to Protocol I may be duly considered at the ITU 
World Radio Conference in 1979. 

The only changes to the resolution, adopted by Committee II last 
year, are of a minor editorial character. This is one additional 
paragraph beginning "Takes note". This addition takes into account 
the inclusion of the specific item on the agenda of the Radio Confer
ence. 

The text thus would appear to be self~explanatory." 

39. Mr. EBERLIN (International Committee of the Red Cross) said that 
the date of the session of the Diplomatic Conference on Humanitarian 
Law appearing on page 1 of document CDDH/II/391/Rev.l should be altered 
from 1976 to 1977. 
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40. The CHAIRMAN pointed out that the resolution could not be 

finally adopted until the final plenary meeting of the Conference, 

since it assumed the prior adoption of the Additional Protocols. 


41. If there was no objection, he would take it that the Committee 
adopted the text of the resolution, with the amendment proposed by the 
ICRC representative, by consensus. 

It was so agreed. 

Draft Protocol II 

Article 11 - Definitions (CDDH/242) 

42. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany) referred to footnote II 
on page 263 of the synoptic table (CDDH/242), indicating that sub
paragraph (f) of Article 11, would have to be re-examined in the light 
of decisions taken with respect to Article 35. The matter concerned, 
in particular, medical personnel of the Red Cross and of other autho
rized aid societies mentioned in sub-paragraphs (f) (ii) and (iii). 
He did not consider that there was any need to amend the wording of 
those provisions as a result of the adoption of Article 33, para
graph 1, which replaced Article 35. There was no inconsistency 
between the wording there and that used in Article 8 of Protocol I. 

43. He proposed, however, that the square brackets round the phrase 
"including those assigned to medical tasks of civil defence" in sub
paragraph (f) (i) should be removed. Once provisions on civil defence 
were included in Protocol II, that phrase would have'to be retained. 

44. Mr. WARRAS (Finland) took the view that there was no need to 
amend sub-paragraph (f) of Article 11 as a result of the adoption of 
Article 33, paragraph-I, which used the same wording. 

45. The CHAIRMAN said that, if there was no objection, he would 
consider that the Committee accepted the proposals by the Rapporteur on 
sub-paragraph (f) of Article 11. 

It was so agreed. 

46. Mr. KLEIN (Holy See) proposed that there should be added at the 
end of sub-paragraph (h) a further item (iv), reading: "or to the 
civil defence organiza~ions", in order to take into account the pro
visions on civil defence adopted in Protocol II. 

47. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany) supported the proposal by 
the representative of the Holy See. 

48. The CHAIRMAN said that, if there was no objection, he would take 
it that the Committee accepted the proposal. 

It was so agreed. 
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Article 13 - Search and evacuation 

Paragraph 3 <CDDH/242) 

49. Mr. BOTHE <Federal Republic of Germany) drew the Committee's 
attention to footnote lion page 269 of the synoptic table <CDDH/242), 
which stated that the ~xpression "aged persons and children" was to be 
reconsidered after the adoption of the definitions article and when a 
decision had been reached on Article 32 of draft Protocol II. The 
question no longer arose since there was no definition of aged persons 
and children. Moreover, the wording of Article 32 regarding children 
was not inconsistent with that of Article 13. Hence there was no need 
to amend paragraph 3 of Article 13. 

50. The CHAIRMAN said that, if there was no objection, he would take 
it that Article 13, paragraph 3, was adopted. 

It was so agreed. 

Article 14 - Role of the civilian population and of relief societies 
(CDDH/242) 

51. Mr. HARSANA (Indonesia) pointed out that there were still some 
square brackets in paragraph 3 as reproduced on page 271 of the 
synoptic table (CDDH/242). 

52. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur, said that 
that was a mistake and the square brackets should be removed. 

It was so agreed. 

The meeting rose at 7.50 p.m. 
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE ONE HUNDREDTH MEETING 

held on Friday, 20 May 1977, at 9.45 a.m. 

Chairman: Mr. S-E. NAHLIK (Poland) 

ADOPTION OF THE DRAFT REPORT OF COMMITTEE II (CDDH/II/467) 

1. Mr. EL HASSEEN EL HASSAN (Sudan), Rapporteur, introduced the 

draft report of Committee II (CDDHIII/ 467). He had not taken 

part in the proceedings of the first two sessions of the 

Conference. At the third session, having been chosen by the 

African Group to replace Mr. Maiga (Mali) as Rapporteur of 

Committee II, he had found that the Committee had achieved 

considerable progress. The Working Groups, the Working Sub

Groups and the Committee's Drafting Committee had already 

virtually completed a large proportion of their work. 


2. At the current session, Committee II had dealt in particular 

with relief and civil defence. In view of the difficulties 

involved in preparing the report, corrections might prove to be 

necessary. 


3. Any delegations which might have noted mistakes in drafting 
or translation in the draft report could send a list of them to 
the Secretariat, which would take them into account when the 
final version was produced. 

4. For the time being, members of the Committee might confine 
themselves to making observations on the substance, which would 
be taken into account in the text of the report to be submitted 
to the Conference. 

5. In conclusion, he congratulated the members of the Committ2e 
on the work which they had performed during the four sessions, and 
expressed the hope that the current and final session would see all 
their work brought to a successful conclusion. 

6. He proposed that the Committee's draft report should be 
considered section by section, and asked the Legal Secretary 
to read out such errors as might have been noted. 

Paragraphs 1 to 18 (Introduction) 

7. Mr. FROIDEVAUX (Legal Secr~tary) said that the symbol shown 
in brackets in paragraph 11 of the English text should be brought 
into line with that in the French text, namely, "(CDDH/II/SR.83-l0l)". 
In paragraph 18 of the English text, page 7, twentieth line, the 
word "session" should be in the plural. 
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8. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany) said that in 

paragraph 9 there should also be a reference to the setting up 

of an ad hoc group; in paragraph 16, the words "working sub

group" should be replaced by "working group", and in paragraph 18 

the title of Article 62 bis - namely, "Relief personnel" - should 

be shown. 


9. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) pointed out that where there was a 

reference on page 7 to Article 30 of Protocol II, the symbol 

CDDH/II/441 should be added. 


10. Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain) asked that in paragraph 17 mention 

should also be made of two sub-groups - one on Article 62 bis, 

chaired by Mr. Krasnopeev (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics), 

and one on some paragraphs of Article 33, chaired by 

Mr. Marriott (Canada). 


11. Mr. FOURKALO (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) observed 

that in paragraph 18, after the reference to Article 34 of draft 

Protocol II, the English word "amendments" was in fact used to 

describe drafting changes, and should be replaced by an equivalent 

of the French word "modifications". 


12. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) pointed out that some of 

the changes invoived had been changes of substance. 


13. The CHAIRMAN proposed that the word "amendments" in the 

English text should be replaced by "modifications", which covered 

questions of both drafting and substance and from the point of 

view of semantics had a much more moderate meaning. 


It was so agreed. 

14. Mr. AL ASBALI (Libyan Arab Jamahiriya) said that he would 
like the full name of his country to be shown above each amendment 
submitted. 

15. The CHAIRMAN assured the representative of the Socialist 
People's Libyan Arab Jamahiriya that his wishes would be respected. 

16. Mr. GONSALVES (Netherlands) said he would like to know why the 
work of the Committee's Drafting Committee had not been mentioned 
in paragraphs 5 and 6. It would make matters clearer if the 
appropriate mention was made. 

17. With reference to paragraph 13, he pointed out that the Sub
Group had met nine times and not six. 
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18. Mr. SANCHEZ DEL RIO (Spain), replying to a question put by the 
representative of the Netherlands, said that in paragraph 115 of 
the draft report it was stated that the Drafting Committee had met 
once. In fact, it had met several times informally, so that if 
paragraph 6 was going to be amended, it would also be necessary 
to change paragraph 115. 

19. The CHAIRMAN observed that, at the current session, it had 

been agreed that the Working Groups would at the same time act 

as Drafting Committee. 


20. Mr. EL HASSEEN EL HASSAN (Sudan), Rapporteur, confirmed that 

that was so and said that the point was clearly made in the last 

sentence of paragraph 9. 


21. The CHAIRMAN asked the members of the Committee whether they 

were prepared to adopt paragraphs 1 to 18 of the draft report by 

consensus subject to the drafting changes to be introduced later. 


It was so agreed. 

Paragraphs 1 to 18, as amended, were adopted by consensus. 

Paragraphs 19 to 29 

22. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that 

his delegation had no comment to make on the articles in Part II, 

Section I, of draft Protocol I, except that the words "hors de 

combat" had been mistranslated into Russian. He would submit 

drafting changes in writing to the Secretariat. 


23. Miss MINOGUE (Australia) pointed out that Article 11 had 
been adopted at the second session with a note requesting that 
it should be referred to the Drafting Committee (see CDDH/221/Rev.l). 
Paragraph 25 should therefore refer to that note. 

24. The CHAIRMAN asked the Rapporteur of the Committee's Drafting 
Committee to explain the amendments relating to paragraphs 19 
to 29. 

25. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee, suggested that paragraph 21 should refer to 
irreligious personnel attached to civil defence bodies". 

26. In paragraph 22, the words "for the purpose of aligning the 
text with the non-discrimination provisions adopted by other Main 
Committees" should be inserted after "United States of America". 

27. In paragraph 25, the words "decided by consensus to re-open 
the discussion on" should be replaced by "reconsidered". There 
should be a full-stop after the words "second session". After 
that the following sentence should be inserted: "The possibility 
of reconsideration had been reserved when Article 11 was adopted. 
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The words "in order to" should be deleted, and the next sentence 

should begin with "The Committee considered ... ". The words 

"in order to align the grave breaches provisions with Article 74 

adopted by Committee I" should be inserted after "Netherlands". 


28. In paragraph 26, the words "in order to align the provisions 
with Article 26 of the first Convention" should be inserted 
after "United States of America". 

29. In paragraph 27, the words "in order to align the text with 

the definition of 'religious personnel'" should be inserted 

after "United States of America". 


30. Those clarific~tions would be very useful to the reader of 
the report, who would thus know to what the various amendments 
related. 

31. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) accepted the suggestions 
made by the Rapporteur of the Drafting Committee. 

32. The CHAIRMAN asked the members of the Committee whether they 
wer~ prepared to adopt, by consensus, the comments contained in 
paragraph 19 to 29, as amended above. 

It was so agreed. 

Paragraphs 19 to 29, as amended, were adopted by consensus. 

Paragraph 30 

33. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) suggested that the words "because 
it was evident that the article did not apply to a Party's own 
nationals:" should be added at the end of the paragraph. 

Paragraph 30, as amended, was adopted. 

Paragraph 31 

34. Mr. AL ASBALI (Libyan Arab Jamahiriya) pointed out that the 
paragraph numbers in brackets had been omitted in the Arabic text. 

Paragraph 31 was adopted by consensus. 

Paragraphs 32 to 36 

35. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee, replying to Mr. URQUIOLA (Philippines), said 
that an amendment had indeed been submitted to Article 59 ter. 
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As to its content, that related to what was now Article 59 bis. 
He added that the term "Working Sub-Group" in paragraph 35 
should be replaced by "Working Group". 

36. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) said that the long list 
constituting the heading of paragraphs 32 to 36 should be changed 
since some of the articles concerned belonged to draft Protocol 
and its annex and others to draft Protocol II. 

37. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) said that in paragraph 36 the words 
"Working Sub-Group" should be replaced by "Working Group", as in 
paragraph 35. 

38. After an exchange of views on the term "took note" in the 
last sentence of paragraph 36, in which Miss MINOGUE (Australia), 
Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee, and Mr. MARRIOTT 
CHAIRMAN suggested that a note should 
action taken, see the following parag

(Canada) 
be added 

raphs.". 

took part, 
reading: 

the 
"For 

It was so agreed. 

Para~raphs 32 to 36, as thus amended, were adopted by consensus. 

Paragraphs 37 to 50 (Article 54) 

39. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) proposed that dots should be inserted 
in the first line of paragraph 48 immediately after the quotation 
marks. In addition he suggested that in paragraph 50 the words 
"this personnel" should be replaced by "these persons". 

40. Mr. KUCHENBUCH (German Democratic Republic) said that the 
wording of paragraph 47 was contradictory and not very clear. 
The word "additional" was out of place. It was quite.clear that 
civil defence organizations might also perform tasks other than 
those enumerated in Article 54, paragraph 1, but it was equally 
clear that they would not enjoy the protection granted by that 
Chapter during the performance of such other tasks. 

41. He therefore proposed that the paragraph should be amended to 
read: 

"Civil defence organizations may, on the order of their 
authorities, perform other tasks not included in Article 54, 
provided that these tasks do not constitute acts harmful to 
the enemy under Article 58. During the performance of such 
tasks, however, the protection granted by this Chapter does 
not apply to them." 
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42. Mr. SATO (Japan) wished to refer to practical difficulties 
of implementation in those countries where there was no 
institutional system of civil defence. In Japan the regional 
authority, the civil police and the maritime security agency 
were responsible for some of the tasks listed in Article 54, 
paragraph 1, but by reason of the use of the expression 
"assigned and devoted exclusively" the provisions concerning 
civil defence did not apply to those bodies, whereas they did 
apply to some members of the armed forces who were assigned 
and devoted exclusively to civil defence tasks That would 
lead to the dilemma that, while members of the armed forces 
were to be accorded protection under Article 54, the members 
of civilian bodies who were carrying out the same tasks would 
not be accorded the same protection. The Japanese delegation, 
however, would not stand in the way of a consensus. 

43. Mr. SOLF (United States of America), Mr. MAKIN (United 
Kingdom), Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada), Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic 
of Germany), Rapporteur of the Drafting Committee, and 
Mr. FOURKALO (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) supported 
the proposal of the representative of the German Democratic 
Rep1,l.blic. 

44. Mr. HARSANA'(Indonesia) objected to the second sentence in 
the new text. 

45. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada), bowing to the views expressed by the 
representatives of the United States and the Federal Republic 
of Germany, said that he would not press a proposal to delete 
the reference to Article 58. 

46. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom), responding to the objections 
raised by Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of 
the Drafting Committee, Mr. JOSEPHI (Federal Republic of Germany) 
and Mr. MAMONOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics), did not 
press his proposal to insert in paragraph 43, after the second 
sentence, the phrase: 

"The police functions should not be interfered with except 
in the case of imperative military necessity." 

47. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee, said, in reply to a question from Mr. HARSANA 
(Indonesia), that the text proposed by the representative of the 
German Democratic Republic referred to the protection granted by 
"this Chapter" and not by "this Part". 

A vote was taken on the new text proposed for paragraph 47. 

The new text was adopted by 33 votes to 1, with 14 abstentions. 
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48. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom), supported by Mr. BOTHE (Federal 

Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the Drafting Committee, 

suggested adding at the end of paragraph 48 the words "during 

that period". 


49. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee, said he thought that the word "agricultural" 
should be inserted before "silo" in the last line of paragraph 45. 

50. In response to a comment by Mr. FOURKALO (Ukrainian Soviet 

Socialist Republic) drawing the Secretariat's attention to two 

translation errors in the Russian text, the CHAIRMAN asked him 

if he would provide the necessary corrections in writing. 


The paragraphs dealing with Article 54 (paragraphs 37 to 50), 
as thus amended, were adopted. 

Paragraphs 51 to 58 (Article 55) 

51. Mr. MAMONOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) noted that 
the first sentence of paragraph 58 might be understood to be a 
definition of civil defence, while in fact the definition was to 
be found in paragraph 1 of Article 54. He accordingly proposed 
to substitute for that first sentence words to the effect that 
since civil defence conformed to humanitarian needs, the defence 
of the civilian population was an essential part of the life of 
the civilian population when circumstances were exceptional. 

52. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee, commented that the first sentence of 
paragraph 58 was not a definition but an explanation which 
provided a basis for the comments which followed. 

53. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom), seconded by Mr. MAMONOV (Union 
of Soviet Socialist Republics) and Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of 
Germany), Rapporteur of the Drafting Committee, suggested the 
deletion of the first sentence of paragraph 58 of the draft 
report. 

It was so agreed. 

54. Mr. FROIDEVAUX (Legal Secretary) said that in paragraph 53, 
sixth line of the English text, the word "as" should be amended 
to read "in so far as", which would entail an amendment to the 
French text. In addition paragraph 56 should be placed in 
quotation marks and indented. 

55. Replying to Miss MINOGUE (Australia) who considered the 
expression "in so far as" to be too restrictive, Mr. BOTHE 
(Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the Drafting 
Committee, explained that the correction was intended to rectify 
an omission. 
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56. Mr. FOURKALO (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) drew 
attention to the need to replace the words "the Rapporteur 
explained" by "the Rapporteur also confirmed" in paragraph 53, 
fifth and sixth lines. 

The section of the report dealing with Article 55 was 
adopted by consensus. 

The meeting was suspended at 11.35 a.m. and resumed at 11.55 a.m. 

Paragraphs 59 to 63 (Article 56) 

57. Mr. DESPOT (Yugoslavia) observed that under the Yugoslav 
Constitution, the Law on National Defence and other relevant 
instruments of domestic legislation, Yugoslav citizens were 
forbidden to accept or recognize foreign occupation. The country's 
concept was based on the principle that an aggressor should not be 
allowed any opportunity to exercise his power on the territory which 
he temporarily held. That attitude derived from the country's 
experiences in wartime under a foreign occupation which had not 
been of a classical type: instead, war crimes and crimes against 
humanity aiming at the extermination of the population were 
systematically perpetrated on a large scale, in breach of all the 
rules of international law, of humanitarian law and of the dictates 
of public conscience. His Government admitted that there was a 
need for the civilian population to be defended, but argued that 
an aggressor might- abuse the rules, turning civil defence bodies 
into instruments of its own aggressive purposes. International 
law should not be permitted to become an instrument serving the 
interests of an aggressor. It was for that reason that his 
delegation had introduced an amendment designed to protect civil 
defence bodies from any coercion on the part of an Occupying 
Power and to leave such bodies free to decide whether to continue 
their work in a given area, according to circumstances. 

58. Article 56, paragraph 2, had been adopted by consensus on 
the basis of a proposal made by his delegation. That delegation 
considered that the wording adopted would make it possible for 
civil defence bodies to avoid becoming an instrument of the 
Occupying Power and leave them free to discontinue their 
activities. If they considered that those activities might be 
in any way detrimental to the interests of the civilian population, 
they could not be compelled to continue with them. That principle 
was in conformity with the general principle that the rules of 
international law should be so phrased as to afford the civilian 
population wider possibilities of self-defence and protection 
against compulsion or other acts on the part of an occupying 
power. 
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59. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) and Mr. FROIDEVAUX 

(Legal Secretary) pointed out that the article referred to in 

paragraph 63 was Article 55 and not 56. 


The section of the report dealing with Article 56 was 

adopted by consensus. 


Paragraphs 64 to 69 (Article 57) 

60. Mr. FROIDEVAUX (Legal Secretary) drew attention to the fact 

that in some language versions of paragraph 64, but not in 

English, the symbols of the documents submitted by Spain 

(CDDH/II/234) and Denmark (CDDH/II/324) should be corrected. 


The section of the report relating to Article 57 was adopted 

by consensus. 


Paragraphs 70 to 83 (Article 58) 

61. Mr. NAOROZ (Afghanistan) said that his delegation had joined 
in the consensus on Articles 58 and 59 of draft Protocol I. It 
was concerned, nevertheless, by the fact that the personnel of 
civil defence organizations could be armed with individual light 
weapons. It fully appreciated the humanitarian motives that had 
led to the adoption of those provisions but thought that their 
application would give rise to considerable difficulties. In 
some countries, where for the most part light weapons were all 
that was available, it would be next to impossible to differentiate 
in combat situations between civil defence personnel armed with 
individual weapons and military personnel. What gu~rantee was 
there that persons would not change from one category to the 
other as they found it convenient? Although Article 56 provided 
for the possible disarming of such personnel for security reasons, 
his delegation did not find that provision adequate. It wished 
to have its reservation appear in the summary record of the 
meeting. 

62. The CHAIRMAN, referring to the statements of the represen
tatives of Yugoslavia and Afghanistan, said that the sole aim of 
the current meeting was the adoption of the report. He therefore 
asked all members of the Committee kindly to refrain from entering 
into the substance of the articles of the Protocol. 

63. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) proposed that the last sentence of 
paragraph 73 should be amended to read "The following delegations 
made statements agreeing with this explanation." Referring to 
paragraph 79, he proposed that the words "The words" preceding 
the words "~espected and protected" should be replaced by the 
words "The expression". He also proposed that in paragraph 80 
of the English text, the first and last commas should be deleted. 
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64. Mr. SANDOZ (International Committee of the Red Cross) 
remarked that the terms "respected and protected" were often 
used in the Geneva Convelltions and in other places in the 
Protocol with a very precise meaning. It should be quite 
clear that the interpretation of those words in paragraph 79 
was only valid in the context of civil defence. 

65. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) proposed the following text 
for paragraph 77: "The words 'individual light arms' mentioned 
in' Article 13 should be interpreted in the same way in this 
report." 

66. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) proposed that the word "as" in the 
second line of paragraph 77 should be deleted. 

67. Mr. MAMONOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics), supported 
by Mr. KUCHENBUCH (German Democratic Republic) considered that 
the wording of the draft paragraph was satisfactory as it stood. 

68. After Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), supported by 
Mr. SOLF (United States of America), had pointed out that 
paragraphs 76 to 80 of the report had been the subject of long 
negotiations in Working Group A so that it would be preferable 
not to alter the ,results of the compromise that had been reached, 
Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) withdrew his proposal. 

69. Mr. KUCHENBUCH (German Democratic Republic), referring to 
paragraph 74, drew attention to the fact that it was not "the 
rest" bu~ the essence of the article that had been adopted by 
consensus. He proposed therefore that the third sentence of 
the article should be amended to read "The article was then 
adopted by consensus at the ninety-fifth meeting." 

70. Miss MINOGUE (Australia) pointed out that in paragraph 74, 
the reference to reservations made by explanations of votes were 
followed by a list of delegations and reference to the summary 
record of the meeting, but that corresponding information was 
lacking in other places in the report. The report should be 
uniform throughout. 

71. Mr. FOURKALO (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic), also 
referring to paragraph 74, remarked that it was incongruous to 
speak of reservations formulated by explanations of votes in 
the case of an article adopted by consensus. 

72. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Rapporteur of the 
Drafting Committee, proposed that in all cases of adoption by 
consensus, the following formula could be used: "Several 
delegations made statements explaining their attitudes with 
respect to Article ... ". 
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The section of the draft report relating to Article 58 was 
adopted by consensus. 

The meeting rose at 12.30 p.m. 
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE ONE HUNDRED AND FIRST (CLOSING) MEETING 

held on Friday, 20 May 1977, at 2.15 p.m. 

Chairman: Mr. S-E. NAHLIK (Poland) 

ADOPTION OF THE DRAFT REPORT OF COMMITTEE II (CDDH/II/467) 

(concluded) 


1. The CHAIRMAN read out the first paragraph of rule 19 of the 
rules of procedure and reminded representatives that the object of 
the meeting was to adopt the report. Any delegation wishing to make 
a statement of substance could thenceforth do so only in plenary. 
He then invited the Committee to turn to paragraphs 84 to 91 of the 
draft report. 

Draft Protocol I (concluded) 

Paragraphs 84 to 91 (Article 59) 

2. Mr. FROIDEVAUX (Legal Secretary) pointed out that, in para
graph 84, which referred to Article 59, the words !!(Replaced later 
by amendment CDDH/III408 and Add.I)!! should be inserted, in the 
English text, after !!(Referred to the Drafting Committee/Working 
Group)!! concerning the second Danish amendment (CDDH/III408 and 
Add.l). In the English text of paragraph 85, the words !!and 
Add.l!! should be inserted after !!CDDH/II/427!!. Finally, in para
graph 85 again, the plural "roll-call votes!! should be replaced by 
the singular. 

3. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Deputy Rapporteur, 
said that in the second sentence of paragraph 91, English text, 
"This personnel" should be replaced by "Such personnel!!', the relevant 
verbs being put into the plural. 

4. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) called for another editorial change in 
that sentence: replace, in the English text, "which" by "who", and 
"mainly" by !fprimarily!!. In addition, he proposed that the third 
sentence of paragraph 91 be replaced by thf' following: "The 
reference to Part II of thf' Protocol in the first sentf'nce does not, 
however, carry any implications wi th regard to organizat ional ox' 
command structure". 

The proposal by the Canadian delegation was adopted by consensus. 

5. Mr. HEER (German Democratic Republic) proposed that, in the 
fourth line of the English text of paragraph 86, "background" be 
replaced by "ground", already in use elsewher'p. 

It was so agrped. 
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Paragraphs 92 to 102 (Article 59 bis) 

6. Mr. CZANK (Hungary) felt that in the second sentence of 
paragraph 96, the words "A large number of States" should be 
replaced by "Several States Tl 

, since only about ten delegations 
had given explanations of vote. Moreover, those had in fact 
been mere explanations of vote, for reservations could only 
be expressed ~n the occasion of the signature of the Protocol, 
although the delegations concerned might return to Article 59 bis 
in plenary. He therefore proposed that the second sentence of 
paragraph 96 be replaced by the following: "Several delegations 
reserved their right to revert to Article 59 bis in a plenary 
meeting of the Conference", while retaining the reference to 
summary record CDDH/II/SR.97. 

7. Mr. MAMONOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) drew the 
attention of the Committee to the words "minimum size" in the 
first sentence of paragraph 101, which did not tally with 
Article 59 bis which specified that the distinctive sign should 
be as large----a8 possible. He therefore proposed the deletion of 
the first sentence of the paragraph. He would, in any case, 
prefer that the second sentence read "Military personnel will 
have to carry, in addition to the military identity card providea 
for in the third'Convention, the identity card referred to in 
sub-paragraph (~)". 

8. Mr. GONSALVES (Netherlands), speaking in his capacity as 
Chairman of the Working Sub-Group, said that, in paragraph 94, 
"spent six meetings" should be replaced by "spent nine meetings". 
In reply to the Soviet representative's comments on paragraph 101, 
he explained that the first sentence did indeed summarize the 
discussions of the Working Sub-Group. A previous proposal had 
been withdrawn on condition that mention was made of it in the 
report. Regarding the second sentence of paragraph 101, he 
Jreferred the present version, which he felt was clear. 

9. Mr. RUIZ-PEREZ (Mexico) called for mention in paragraph 96 
of an oral proposal by his delegation for the deletion of 
paragraph 1 (b) of Article 59 bis. Accordingly, paragraph 96 
might begin wIth the followingSentence: "A delegation proposed 
the deletion of sub-paragraph (.!2.) of paragraph 1". 

10. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) believed that the text of the 
second sentence of paragraph 96 should be harmonized with 
paragraph 74. Moreover, paragraph 102 was unclear. It should 
be deleted, or at any rate, reworded. 

11. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) agreed with the previous speakers 
concerning the wording of paragraph 96. In paragraph 100 he 
proposed that the following text should be added to the first 
sentence: "but does not exclude the performance of purely 

http:CDDH/II/SR.97
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ad~inistrative duties". In the second sentence he would prefer 
the English expression "combat support", which was more precise 
than "combat services". As to paragraph 101, the English text 
would read better if the words "on a tabard" were placed as 
follows: "a sign of a minimum size on a tabard of about 
30 cm x 30 cm". 

12. Mr. HEER (German Democratic Republic) said that he was also 
in favour of deleting the first sentence of paragraph 101. Again, 
the distinctive sign referred to in sub-paragraph (c) of 
Article 59 bis should obviously be as large as possIble, so that 
there was no need to indicate the fact in paragraph 101 of the 
report. 

13. The CHAIRMAN, replying to Mr. LUKABU-K'HABOUJI (Zaire) 
concerning the lists of countries mentioned in brackets in 
paragraph 95, recalled that the Committee had decided to recommend 
to the Rapporteur the deletion of lists of countries, so as to 
avoid encumbering the text. 

14. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Deputy Rapporteur, 

referred to the various suggestions made by representatives. 


15. The lists of countries in paragraph 95 would be deleted in 

accordance with the Committee's wish. Paragraph 96 could begin 

with the sentence proposed by the Mexican delegation. 


16. In paragraph 100, it was for the Committee to decide whether 
the reference to administrative duties should be inserted as 
proposed. The English expression "combat duties" proposed by 
the Canadian representative was acceptable. 

17. Lastly, he suggested that the first three words of 
paragraph 102 should be deleted to make the sentence begin: 
liThe note relating to Article 58 ... ". Mention of the note 
still seemed useful. 

18. After an exchange of views in which Mr. MAKIN (United 
Kingdom), Mr. SOLF (United States of America) and Mr. MARRIOTT 
(Canada) took part, concerning the proposed insertion in 
paragraph 100 of a reference to administrative duties, Mr. BOTHE 
(Federal Republic of Germany), Deputy Rapporteur, suggested that 
a sentence should be inserted after the second sentence of 
paragraph 100, reading "The sub-paragraph does not, however, 
exclude the performance of administrative duties". 

It was so agreed. 

19. Mr. MAMONOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that 
after listening to the Netherlands representative's explanations 
concerning paragraph 101, he realized that there was an inaccuracy 
in the Russian text. He accepted the English version. 
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20. Replying to a request for clarification by Mr. MAKIN (United 
Kingdom) concerning the note mentioned in paragraph 102, Mr. BOTHE 
(Federal Republic of Germany), Deputy Rapporteur, said that 
sub-paragraph (d) of Article 59 bis referred to "light individual 
weapons" and that the comments were to be found in paragraphs 77 
and 78 of the draft report, which related to Article 58. 

21. The CHAIRMAN suggested that for greater clarity, the words 

"note relatin-g to Article 58, paragraph 3" should be replaced by 

a ~eference to paragraphs 77 and 78 of the draft report. 


It was so agreed. 

22. Mr. MULLER (Switzerland) pointed out that owing to an over
sight, the square brackets had not been removed from sub
paragraph (e) in document CDDH/II/464 containing Article 59 bis 
(French only). 

Paragraphs 92 to 102, as amended, were adopted by consensus. 

Paragraphs 103 to 115 (Articles 60 to 62 bis) 

23. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Deputy Rapporteur, 
referred to paragraph 114 which did not reflect the Committee's 
discussions and decisions. It had been decided to make the 
deletion proposed in sub-paragraph (b) of that paragraph, and 
it had been agreed that paragraph 114 of the report as a whole 
should read as follows: "The words 'of the means available to it' 
were adopted with the understanding, explained by one delegation 
and confirmed by others, that they implied the highest possible 
degree of obligation." 

24. Mr. WARRAS (Finland) fully approved that new wording for 
paragraph 114. 

25. Mr. MAKIN (United Kingdom) proposed that in the second and 
third lines of paragraph 110, the phrase "applies to all the 
articles of the Part on relief" should be replaced by "applies to 
all the articles dealing with relief". 

It was so agreed. 

Paragraphs 103 to 115, with the amendments made to paragraphs 
110 and 114, were adopted by consensus. 

Annex to draft Protocol I 

Paragraphs 116 to 119 

Paragraphs 116 to 119 were adopted by consensus. 
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Paragraph 120 - Resolutions 

26. Mr. MATTHEY (International Telecommunication Union) reminded 
the Committee that at its third session it had adopted three 
resolutions which were communicated to the three intergovernmental 
organizations concerned. Two of those resolutions, which 
concerned the Inter-Governmental Maritime Consultative Organization 
and the International Civil Aviation Organization, respectively, 
should be submitted for adoption at a plenary meeting of the 
Conference, with only slight drafting amendments. 

27. The resolution concerning the International Telecommunication 
Union (ITU) (resolution 14 (III)) needed bringing up to date in 
view of the decision to include in the agenda of the World 
Administrative Radio Conference, to be held at Geneva in 1979, 
the study of the technical aspects of the use of radiocommunications 
for marking, identifying, locating and communicating with the means 
of medical transport protected under the Geneva Conventions of 
1949 and under any instrument additional to those Conventions. 
The resolution, amended on the proposal of Canada, Switzerland 
and the United States of America (CDDH/II/391/Rev.l), had been 
adopted by consensus at the Committee's ninety-ninth meeting, as 
indicated in paragraph 120 of the draft report. 

28. He would like that paragraph to be amended slightly by 
replacing, in the second line, the words "At the request of 
Mr. Matthey, the ITU observer" by the words "On the basis of 
information given by Mr. Matthey, the ITU observer ... ". 

29. The CHAIRMAN found the proposal reasonable and ,asked the 
Rapporteur to amend paragraph 120 accordingly. He added that 
the text was simply a draft resolution and would become a 
resolution only when it had been adopted by the Conference 
meeting in plenary, and after the adoption of the Protocols. 

30. He then read out a communication from the Inter-Governmental 
Maritime Consultative Organization (IMCO) informing Committee II 
that the resolution on the use of visual signalling for identific
ation of medical transport protected by the Geneva Conventions of 
1949 and any additional instrument, had been informally submitted 
for information to the Sub-Committee on Safety of Navigation of the 
Maritime Safety Committee of the organization. The Sub-Committee 
had no comment to make on the resolution and the Secretary-General 
of IMCO looked forward to formally receiving the resolution upon 
its final adoption by the Conference: IMCO would thereupon invite 
its member Governments to take appropriate action. 

31. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) enquired who was to 
introduce the draft resolutions adopted by the Committee in 1976 
to the plenary Conference. 
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32. The CHAIRMAN replied that the Legal Secretaries of the 

various Committees would have to ensure that the necessary 

action was taken at the appropriate time. 


33. If the:r'~~ wex'c no further comments, he proposed that the 

Committee should adopt by consensus the paragraph it had just 

considered. 


Paragraph 120 was adopted by consensus. 

Draft Protocol II 

Paragraphs 121 to 123 (Articles 11 and 13) 

Paragraphs 121 to 123 were adopted by consensus. 

Paragraphs 124 to 129 (Articles 30 and 31) 

34. Mr. MARRIOTT (Canada) said that, according to paragraph 129, 
the two amendments proposing the deletion of Article 30 had been 
rejected. In fact, a decision had had to be taken only on the 
Indonesian amendment (CDDH/II/415), since amendment CDDH/II/421 
had been withdrawn, as indicated in paragraph 125 of the draft 
report. 

35. The CHAIRMAN said that the paragraph would be suitably 
amended. 

36. Mr. MULLER (Switzerland) said that as it stood paragraph 129 
did not reflect the course of the discussions accurately. He 
therefore suggested a number of amendments to the text. In the 
first place, the words "Numerous delegations" at the beginning of 
the second sentence should be amended to "Some delegations". 

37. The word "Nevertheless" at the beginning of the third 
sentence should be deleted and in the seventh line the words 
"met once" should be amended to "met twice". In the tenth 
to twelfth lines the phrase "After a long discussion, during 
which many delegations persisted in calling for the deletion 
of the two articles" should be amended to read: "After a long 
discussion between those who wished to delete Articles 30 and 31 
and those who felt that it was necessary to mention civil 
defence ... ". In the tenth line from the end, the word "however u 

should be deleted so that the sentence would read "The Ad Hoc 
Working Group met again and proposed a fresh text for Article 30". 

38. He thanked the members of the Working Group for their 
effective collaboration, in particular the representative of 
Australia who had been good enough to chair the Group in his 
absence. 
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39. The CHAIRMAN thought that the Committee could adopt 

paragraph 129, as amended, by consensus. 


Paragraphs 124 to 129, as amended, were adopted by consensus. 

Paragraphs 130 to 139 (Articles 33 to 35) 

Paragraphs 130 to 139 were adopted by consensus. 

The draft report of Committee II (CDDH/II/467), as amended, 

was adopted by consensus. 


40. Miss SHEIKH FADLI (Syrian Arab Republic) reminded the 

Committee that, in Article 33, paragraph 1, she had suggested 

deleting the brackets in the second line and placing a comma 

after the words "Red Cross" in the same line. 


41. The CHAIRMAN said that her suggestion would be transmitted 

to the Drafting Committee, which would certainly bear it in mind. 


42. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) said, with regard to the 
articles adopted by the Committee which appeared in the Annex, 
that the Committee had made some minor amendments to Articles 8, 
9, 11, 12, 15, 20 quater and 23, adopted at the third session of 
the Conference. When articles had been published for the 
Committee's information, the amendments had been introduced into 
the original texts adopted by the Committee. In the meantime 
the Drafting Committee had made further changes. To facilitate 
the work of the plenary meeting and to avoid any confusion, either 
the amendments made by the Committee should be indiqated or they 
should be introduced into the texts proposed by the Drafting 
Committee of the Conference. 

43. Mr. BOTHE (Federal Republic of Germany), Deputy Rapporteur, 
explained at the Chairman's request that he had already tried 
to follow the first method, which he had thought was the simplest 
one, but that it had not found favour with the technical 
services. It did, in fact, seem easier to keep to the text 
prepared by the Drafting Committee. That was the procedure 
followed by Committee III. On the other hand, the discussion 
in Committee II had taken place on the basis of the text as 
previously adopted by that Committee. It was clear, however, 
that in doing so the Committee had not intended to overrule, if 
that were possible, any decision taken by the Drafting Committe9. 
It was clear that the text to be adopted by the plenary Conference 
would be the text as modified by the Drafting Committee, and that 
the last amendments adopted by Committee II had to be adapted to 
that text. 

44. Mr. FROIDEVAUX (Legal Secretary) thought that it would be 
simplest to keep to the Drafting Committee's text and insert 
the Committee's amendments. 
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45. Mr. GONSALVES (Netherlands) thought that the texts to be 

submitted to the plenary Conference should be the Drafting 

Committee's texts published on blue paper. 


46. The CHAIRMAN said that the normal practice in international 

conferences was always that the texts considered in plenary 

meetings were those prepared by the Drafting Committee of 

the respective Conference. 


47~ Mr. SOLF (United States of America) thought that the simplest 

way of solving the problem of the differences between the texts 

adopted by Committee II on 14 May and the Drafting Committee's 

texts would be to ask the Secretariat of Committee II to come to 

an agreement with the Secretariat of the Drafting Committee to 

annex the text prepared by the Drafting Committee to the report 

under consideration. 


48. Mr. EL HASSEEN EL HASSAN, Rapporteur, agreed with the 
Netherlands representative. There was nothing to prevent the 
inclusion in the report of a note to the effect that the texts 
it contained were those adopted by the Committee, with a reference 
to the Drafting Committee's texts. 

49. The CHAIRMAN asked the Rapporteur, the Deputy Rapporteur and 
the Legal Secretary to follow the procedure adopted by the other 
Main Committees. He took it that the Committee was prepared to 
adopt by consensus the articles annexed to the report. 

The articles adopted by the Committee and annexed to the 
report (CDDH/II/467) wer~ adopted by consensus. 

CONCLUSION OF THE COMMITTEE'S WORK 

50. The CHAIRMAN said that the members of the Committee had spent 
a long time working together and preparing the two Additional 
Protocols to the four Geneva Conventions of 1949. Altogether the 
exercise had taken up a large part of their lives, and it seemed 
to him they had reason to feel satisfied with the results achieved. 
The desire to improve the lot of the victims of armed conflicts was 
not new, and had always constituted a most important factor in the 
development of international law. Each one of the Geneva 
Conventions had marked a great advance, and the Protocols likewise 
represented a step forward. Probably the Conference's most 
important achievement was Protocol II, extending protection to the 
victims of non-international conflicts, which were often more 
tragic then international ones. 

51. The Protocols were called "Additional" in order to stress their 
derivative and subsidiary nature vis-a-vis the 1949 Conventions, 
which they were in no way intended to replace, but merely to 
supplement, clarify and augment. In international law, however, 
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it did not matter what such documents were called, since under 

Article 2, paragraph lea), of the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of 

Treaties, "'treaty' means an international agreement concluded between 

States in written form and governed by international law, ... whatever 

its particular designation". 


52. The Protocols would accordingly be treaties and as such each 
State would in principle have to sign and then ratify them individually, 
or to accede to them, in order to become a full "Contracting Party". 
It was not known how many States would declare themselves to be 
formally bound by the Protocols, but from current international 
practice it appeared that an instrument which often reflected the 
conscience of the international community possessed great value that 
did not depend on whether it officially entered into force for one 
State or another. 

53. Thus, it was possible to speak of the "authority of the written 
text", in that a text which had been drawn up and all of whose pro
visions had been adopted by an international conference had a life of 
its own. It would be read, quoted, taught and publicized. It 
constituted the expression of a common intention on the part of the 
competent representatives of a large number of countries, their 
"consensus" as to what the law was or should be. Such a consensus had 
in fact been reached in the Committee on a great majority of the 
articles. In other words what had been accomplished represented the 
joint effort of all the groups of countries making up the international 
community. 

54. All the members of the Committee had contributed to the comple
tion of their task in a spirit of mutual understanding which was all 
the more remarkable in view of all the political, economic, idealogical 
and other divergencies separating the various States. The Committee 
had succeeded in achieving the ideal of "unity in diversity", and 
could be proud of it. He personally was very glad to have had the 
honour of chairing the Committee, and to have contributed in a modest 
way to the preparation of a historic document of great moral, legal and 
political significance. 

55. He was most grateful to all the able and willing people who had 
helped him in his task. He accordingly wished to thank most sincerely 
the members of the Committee, its Vice-Chairmen and Rapporteurs, the 
Chairmen and Rapporteurs of the Working Groups, the ICRe representa
tives, the interpreters, the precis-writers, the Legal Secretaries and 
all the members of the Secretariat, seen and unseer., each of wLom had 
in one way or another helped to make the Committee's work go smoothly. 

56. He wondered, with some sadness, whether he would ever see again 
all those with whom he had been working. He very much hoped ~hat he 
would and accordingly wished to renew the invitation he had ex~ended to 
them two years previously. Should any member of the Committee visit 
Poland, he would look forward to meeting him. Both as Professor of 
International Public Law at Jagellon University and in private life, 
his door would always be open. 
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57. He considered all those with whom he had worked throughout the 

four sessions to be his friends, and friendship forged ties between 

men which were stronger than any others. That was a fact generally 

recognized for centuries past, and it had been particularly well 

expressed by Cicero in his dialogue on friendship, which included the 

passage: 


"I do not know whether, apart from wisdom, anything better 
has been bestowed on man by the immortal gods." 

"Friendship comprises many excellencies. Whichever way 
one turns, it is there. It is not excluded from any place; it 
is never inopportune; never importunate; hence, as the saying 
goes, we do not use water and fire more often than we do friend
ship." 

"For in her is harmony; in her stability; in her is trust. 
When friendship has appeared, when it has made its light to 
shine, when it has recognized the same flame in another, it comes 
closer and in its turn receives the glow that is in the other." 

58. That was how he regarded the links which, after the Conference 
was over, would continue to unite all those whose collaboration had 
meant so much to him. 

59. Miss MINOGUE (Australia) expressed, on behalf of many delegations 
present, her gratitude to the Chairman, who had led the Committee's 
discussions with dignity, wisdom and patience, and had thereby ensured 
the success of the work carried out with a view to the development of 
humanitarian law. 

60. The Chairman had assisted all the delegations in their work, and 
had encouraged them to work to the limit of their capacity. 
Committee II had been notable for its capacity for work and the 
friendly and co-operative atmosphere in which it had conducted its 
business. That was attributable to the manner in which the Chairman 
had ~arried out his role. It might have seemed at times as if the 
difficulties ahead and the limited time available to overcome them 
would make it difficult to reach a consensus, but the Chairman had 
displayed discerning ability in selecting those representatives who 
were most likely to lead the working groups successfully. 

61. It was her belief that the articles formulated by Committee II 
would prove to be the most lasting and significant of the Conference. 
In the Committee, humanitarian principles had triumphed over the many, 
and often deep, differences in the pOlicies of States. 

62. On behalf of all members of the Committee, she thanked the 
Chairman for his most efficient and kindly chairmanship, and for the 
atmosphere of goodwill he had created. The mutual respect and 
genuine comradeship among the members of the Committee would certainly 
remain ~ong after the Final Act of the Conference had been signeo. 
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63. Mr. KRASNOPEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) expressed 
his gratitude not only to those present but also to those who during 
the past four years had helped to ensure the success of the Committee's 
work. The results achieved marked an important step forward in the 
development of humanitarian law. 

64. The delegations of the socialist countries were conscious of the 
important part played by the Chairman, whose competence and goodwill 
were well known to everyone. They would remember for many years the 
pleasure of working under his leadership and thanked him most sincerely. 
He had in fact ensured the success of the Committee's work by creating 
an atmosphere of mutual understanding and by considering all proposals 
impartially in an effort to reach a compromise. 

65. The Committee could be proud of the results achieved. It had 

succeeded in making good the deficiencies of the Geneva Conventions 

of 1949, which did not provide enough protection for medical services 

and the civilian population. The new provisions would prove their 

usefulness in armed conflicts, which unfortunately still continued. 

It must be hoped, however, that the time was not far distant when 

there would be no more such tragedies and it would thus no longer be 

necessary to apply the provisions that the Committee had just formu

lated. 


66. The members of the Committee would disperse with regret, but with 
the rewarding thought that they had done useful work. His delegation 
wished all other delegations good fortune and success. 

67. Mr. SOLF (United States of America) said that ~n the last four 
years the Committee had had reason to appreciate the attitude of the 
Chairman, who by his wise and courteous conduct of the discussions had 
enabled the Committee to make a substantial contribution to the develop
ment of humanitarian law applicable in armed conflicts. Thanks to the 
Chairman's personality there had been a welcome feeling of trust and 
friendship between members of the Committee representing countries with 

-differing systems and political ideals. 

68. He associated himself with the remarks of previous speakers in 
conveying to the Chairman sincere thanks for the manner in which he had 
directed the work of the Committee. 

69. Mr. XAVIER (Brazil), speaking on behalf of the Latin American 

delegations, expressed his sincere thanks to the Chairman and his 

colleagues. 


70. Mr. SANDOZ (International Committee of the Red Cross) said that 
his organization, not being a State, had not the right to vote, but was 
happy at present to be able to join in the consensus and to thank the 
Chairman for the expert and benevolent way in which he had directed the 
Commi~tee's work. He (Mr. Sandoz) welcomed the work accomplished by 
the Committee in favour of humanitarian law. Mr. Pictet, Director, 
International Committee of the Red Cross, who had been unable to attend 
the meeting, had asked him to convey his most sincere thanks to the 
Chairman and the Committee. 
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71. Mrs. MANTZOULINOS (Greece) said that she wished to express her 
warmest congratulations to the Chairman for the great skill and 
courtesy with which he had presided over the discussions. She also 
thanked all the men of good will who by their efforts had tried to 
improve the lot of victims of armed conflicts, and then quoted a Greek 
saying from the age of classic antiquity: which translated read "what 
a graceful human being is man when he is humane." 

72. The CHAIRMAN declared the work of Committee II concluded. 

The meeting rose at 4.50 p.m. 
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